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Critica





L'EDITIONDU TEXTE GREC DELA VITA ANTONIID'ATHANASE

G.J.M. Bartelink

La Vita Antonii, oeuvre qui, tant en Orient qu'en Occident, a exerce une influence

profonde, marque les debuts de la biographie monacale et de l'hagiographie

chretienne en general. A cette circonstance elle doit les nombreuses etudes qui lui

ont ete consacrees. La controverse sur l'authenticite semblait etre apaisee depuis

longtemps, mais recemment les problemes souleves par le caractere coptisant de la

langue de la version syriaque longue ont amene l'editeur de ce texte, le regrette

pere Draguet, a emettre de nouveau des doutes sur la these de l'attribution de la

Vita a Athanase 1. Au cours des dernieres decennies ce furent notamment la forme

litteraire et les influences subies par l'eveque alexandrin qui ont ete objet de re-

cherches, qui d'ailleurs aboutissaient souvent a des conclusions fort divergentes.

Certains evoquaient une influence directe de la structure du Piog selon le schema de

Plutarque, d'autres consideraient comme modele direct un encomium ou pa-

negyrique profane. Malgre des resultats contradictoires un certain nombre de con

clusions s'imposaient de plus en plus. Certaines ressemblances avec des biographies

de philosophes du III" en IV° siecle sautaient aux yeux, et avec des descriptions de

heros paiens que depuis Bieler on s'est habitue de designer de 6eioi &v6geg, les

sages qui, en montant les degres de l'ascese, ont cherche a atteindre la perfection2.

Si des savants comme Reitzenstein et Bousset3 ont decouvert des elements stoiciens

et neopythagoriciens dans la Vita Antonii, d'autres, comme Festugiere, Heussi et

Dorries4 ont releve l'inspiration biblique et chretienne, soulignant que les descrip

tions bibliques des prophetes et des apotres, celle du gnostique chretien par Cle

ment d'Alexandrie, de meme que certains aspects des Actes du Martyrs n'ont pas

manque d'exercer une certaine influence. C'est ainsi que dans l'archetype de la bib

liographie chretienne les idees d'inspiration chretienne ont laisse une empreinte

plus profonde que celles de provenance stoicienne et neoplatonicienne.

Vu l'importance de la Vita Antonii on peut s'etonner de la necessite toujours pre-

sente de se contenter du texte qui a ete edite en 1698 par le Mauriste Bernard de

Montfaucon et qui a ete repris dans la Patrotogia Graeca de Migne (PG 26: 837-976).

Sans doute est ce notamment le grand nombre de manuscrits (au moins 165) - phe-

nomene frequent pour les ecrits hagiographiques - qui a effraye les editeurs

futurs.

L'histoire de la critique textuelle se restreint presque entierement au dix-septieme

1
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siecle, qui avait d'abord vu Yeditio princeps de David Hoeschel.5 Cette Edition ne re

pose que sur un seul manuscrit (aujourd'hui dans la Bibliotheque de Munich :

Cod. gr. 65) et contient en appendice des variantes enregistrees par Henry Savile

(originaires du ms. Oxf. Auct. 5). Quelquesunes de ces variantes ont ete admises

dans les reeditions de Yeditio princeps du dix-septieme siecle qui n'ont aucune valeur

independante (Paris 1627, Cologne 1688). L'edition de Montfaucon, dans le cadre

de son edition des oeuvres d'Athanase, se base sur 6 MSS. Ces 6 MSS, qu'on a pu

aisement identifier, a l'epoque de Montfaucon se trouvaient tous a Paris. Garitte a

constate que c'est generalement la lecon des temoins metaphrastiques qui est retenu

dans cette edition.

Comparee a celle de Hoeschel, qui n'avait eu sous les yeux qu'un seul manuscrit

avec toutes les fautes fortuites et les omissions qui peuvent se trouver dans n'im-

porte quel manuscrit, l'edition de Montfaucon a marque un progres considerable.

Comme on peut s'y attendre, certaines conjectures de Hoeschel n'ont pas resiste a

l'evidence textuelle dont disposait Montfaucon qui en outre a su suppleer certaines

lacunes et omissions."

Montfaucon n'a pas enonce les principes qu'il a suivi pour etablir le texte. Cepen-

dant en analysant les annotations qui accompagnent l'apparat critique on peut con-

stater qu'a cote des mss. (notamment des quatre temoins metaphrastiques)

Montfaucon a exploite aussi la traduction latine d'Evagre, la seule connue de son

temps. Bien que souvent une paraphrase, cette traduction (dont l'edition critique

fait d'ailleurs toujours defaut) n'est pas sans interet pour l'etablissement du texte; il

s'agit d'un temoin independant dont les accents personnels et litteraires exigent

cependant une grande prudence.

Dans un certain nombre de cas la lecon d'Evagre a facilite le choix de

Montfaucon; signalons quelques exemples: la lecon velocitate puerili au chap. 31a ete

pour lui un argument en faveur de JiaCg xig contre Jidg xig de l'editio princeps; de

meme dormientes au chap. 48 en faveur de fexd8ev6ov (Hoeschel: 'exd8xo), quibus

au chap. 56 a facilite le choix de olc, (Hoeschel: 6oa).7 Le procede de Montfaucon

de i ii it parti de la seule traduction qu'il avait a sa disposition est tout a fait justifie.

Aujourd'hui, en collationnant des mss. du texte grec, on peut constater que cer

taines lecons d'Evagre, restees, isolees et inexpliqueees jusqu'ici, s'expliquent par les

lecons de certains mss. grecs. Voici un exemple: Evagre ch. 28 eadem nunc

explicanda sunt latius (PG xh Jieoi. ai)xU)v; mais xc: avxd se trouve dans plusieurs

mss. grecs).

La Vita Antonii a une tradition tout a fait isolee de celle des autres ecrits

d'Athanase. On ne connait qu'un seul ms. ou elle figure avec d'autres ouvrages de

l'eveque d'Alexandrie.8 Souvent la Vie fait partie d'un menologe metaphrastique,

c'est a dire du recueil hagiographique compile a la fin du Xe siecle par Symeon le

Metaphraste. Alors qu'il a recrit la plupart des anciennes Vitae et Passiones dans un

style plus litteraire, Symeon le Metaphraste n'a pas touche a la Vie d'Antoine, sans

doute parce qu'elle possedait deja des qualites litteraires et parce qu'Athanase etait

un auteur bien connu et respecte. Dans ses etudes preliminaires des manuscrits grecs
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de la Vita Garitte a demontre qu'en general les mss. metaphrastiques de la Vita se

caracterisent par une grande uniformite et qu'en general ils representent un type

de texte facile a reconnaitre, la 'vulgate metaphrastique'. II existe cependant un

groupe de menologes metaphrastiques presentant un texte qui ne remonte pas di-

rectement a cette 'vulgate metaphrastique'. Un autre groupe distinct de mss. est

forme par les menologes premetaphrastiques de Janvier, qui comprennent la Vie

d'Antoine.9 Ici il n'est pas question d'une telle uniformite du texte.

Depuis Montfaucon on ne s'est guere efforce d'ameliorer le texte qu'il avait etabli.

Ce ne sont que les recherches preliminaires de Garitte qui fournissent des indices

precieux au futur editeur du texte grec.10 II est evident que celui-ci devra mettre en

oeuvre notamment la partie non-metaphrastique de la tradition, qui presente cer-

taines divergences par rapport a la tradition metaphrastique dont se rapproche sou-

vent notre textus receptus. (pour etablir la relation entre les mss. tout est encore a

faire).

Un autre aspect important est l'existence de plusieurs traductions anciennes de la

Vita Antonii, qui representent une tradition independante. En 1949 Garitte a public

la version copte ancienne avec une traduction latine de sa main (Conserve en entier

dans un MS., de l'an 822-823: P. Morgan M 579)." Que cette version ne soit pas

sans interet pour illustrer certains aspects du texte grec va de soi. Non seulement le

traducteur copte connaltra mieux que tout autre l'ambiance et l'entourage de ce qui

est decrit dans la Vita, mais on considerera en outre qu'un tel traducteur - etant

donne le phenomene du bilinguisme qui etait repandu alors en Egypte - avait

probalement une connaissance tres precise du grec. C'est ainsi que Gerald Browne,

dans un article sur cette version,12 a signale quelques cas ou les finesses du grec

etaient rendues correctement en copte, tandis que dans l'autres versions la tournure

idiomatique du grec n'avait pas ete comprise.-Tandis que la version syriaque est

souvent tres libre, meme paraphrasee, la version georgienne publiee en 1970,13 est

tres litterale, s'averant ainsi d'une tres grande utilite pour l'etablissement du texte

grec. II existe de meme une version armenienne tres fidele dont le debut a ete pu

blic.14

L'ancienne version slave, qui date de la fin du neuvieme siecle ou du debut du

dixieme siecle, n'a pas encore ete publiee. A.M. De Santos Otero nous devons —

outre une liste des MSS. une caracterisation de la valeur de cette traduction qui,

etant ancienne, est en meme temps tres fidele. Elle est premetaphrastique et a ete

transmise surtout pas la voie des codices mixti et non par la voie des menologes.15

Sous peu on peut s'attendre aux resultats des recherches de Dom Leloir sur la

version ethiopienne. II a bien voulu me communiquer que cette version doit etre

caracterisee comme etant assez fidele.

A l'aide d'une serie d'exemples, nous nous proposons de demontrer que la plus

ancienne version latine anonyme, qui est conservee dans un seul codex (A2) du di

xieme ou onzieme siecle des Archives du Chapitre de St. Pierre a Rome et qui se

trouve actuellement a la Bibliotheque Vaticane, peut—a la lumiere de quelques mss

grecs premetaphrastiques—rendre certains services pour etablir un texte plus sur.18
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Cette version (a), qui doit etre anterieure a celle d'Evagre, donc etablie avant 370,

c'est-a-dire une dizaine d'annees apres la publication du texte grec, a l'avantage de

representer une tradition independante tres ancienne. En outre, contrairement aux

exigences de la tradition litteraire, cette traduction est assez litterale, bien que le

traducteur—un dilettante sans doute—visa parfois des effet rhetoriques. Tout en

contenant pas mal de fautes de copiste, cette version qui a certaines lecons propres

qui restent inexpliquees jusqu'ici, merite d'etre examinee de pres.

11 n'est guere necessaire de revenir ici sur la lecon Jiao 'auxov &xoXov8rjoag . . .

buxewv dans le Prologue, puisque deja Von Hertling17 et Heussi18 avec des

arguments convaincants se sont prononces pour la lecon Jiaoa xov &xo^.ov8fjoavxog

. . . ejuxfovxog; a leurs arguments se joint maintenant la lecon fudit de a (la lecon

exacte est de grande importance puisqu'il s'agit de savoir si Athanase a lui-meme

ete disciple d'Antoine ou non). De meme il n'est plus necessaire de denoncer la

lecon JiaoGevwva au chapitre 3, dupuis Garitte a demontre que cette lecon est a

rejeter en faveur de JiagGeviav, qui correspond a virginitatem dans a.19

On attirera cependant l'attention sur l'existence d'un certain nombre d'autres cas,

ou une lecon de a correspond a une lecon des manuscrits grecs, souvent les plus

anciens, contre le textus receptus. Pour comparer j'ai choisi les manuscrits suivants: le

Vat. Ott. gr. 373 (9e siecle, le plus ancien ms. connu de la Vita Antonii) et trois an

ciens menologes premetaphrastiques, Vat. gr. 824, 1589 et 1638. II a ete fait usage

de la version sahidique aussi, qui se joint souvent an choeur de ces temoins.2u

Au chapitre 5 (PG 848A) xfj JioXXfj Jifoxei correspond a a fide dans a, lecon qui

laisse supposer que a a lu xfj JiCctei dans don exemplaire et qui en effet se trouve

dans des mss. premetaphrastiques (Ott. gr. 373, Vat. gr. 824, 1589 et 1638). Au

meme chapitre (849 A) on lit 6vxwg avwvilouevarv. Taliter certantium dans a fait

supposer cependant que le traducteur anonyme a lu 6vxwc, (on sait que Svxwg et

ovxwc, sont souvent des variantes dans les codices grecs). En effet lit dvrwc, dans les

mss. grecs prenommes. L'attention que merite cette lecon resulte aussi du fait que

dans la version d'Evagre on lit: ita certantibus.

A la lumiere de la lecon ascendens de a au chapitre 6 (PG 26: 849A: ovxtii u£v

Xoyiouoig fcnfePaivev) la variante feJiavfe|JaiVev gagne l'interet pour nous, vu que c'est

celle qui explique la lecon de a et non pas feJifePaivev (il attaqua); cf. Ott. gr. 373

feJinexexo, Vat. gr. 824, 1589 et 1638 eJiavePcuvev. Au meme chapitre (849 B xai eJii

ooi xai feJii xolg o0Ig Jiovoig JioooPaXdrv f|o8evr|oa) une conjecture proposee par

Hoppenbrouwers pour le texte de a devient completement superflue quand on a

constate que le texte en question est en accord avec une variante non-negligeable du

texte grec: l'addition et conjecture insilims ne s'impose plus, JioooPatabv ne figurant

que dans une partie des mss. (dans Ott. gr. 373, Vat. gr. 824, 1589 et 1638 Jioo-

oPcdwv manque; cf. a et in te et in laboribus tuis infirmus factus sum; e ita et tui

sum labore superatus; syr. et en toutes choses j'ai ete meprise).

II est tres vraisemblable qu'au chapitre 23 (877 A 0i JiovT|ooi Xoyiouoi = Vat. gr.

1638) la variante 0i rnmagol XxryiouoC (Ott. gr. 373, Vat. gr. 824 et 1589) represente

la lecon correcte puisque plusieurs versions anciennes qui ont toutes une tradition
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independante, partent de la lepon avec l'epithete plus forte (a sordidae; e obscenis;

sah. impurae).

De meme la lefon de a au chapitre 34 (893 B xag Jiao' aixf|v eaxtooag: a quae

circa illam erant) augmente l'importance de la variante Jieol (qui d'ailleurs figure

dans les mss. prenommes; cf. sah. se a'rcumstantes).

La supposition de Hoppenbrouwers selon laquelle au chapitre 51 (917 B x6 xe

6oog vuxx6g JiXTjoeg 8r|oiwv yevdnevov) le traducteur (a nocte quoque mons quasi

scintillae plenus) aurait lu ojuv8TJgwv n'est plus maintenant une hypothese:

ojuv6f|gwv se lit en efiet dans plusieurs manuscrits anciens (e.a. les mss. pre

nommes). Dom Leloir a bien voulu e communiquer que le texte ethiopien dit de

meme 'ils voyaient la montagne pleine d'etincelles de feu'. Meme le texte syriaque

qui est souvent une paraphrase, concorde ici plutot avec a: 'un spectacle de lances

fulgurantes et la mantagne entiere pleine de phantasmes de feu'.

Au chapitre 74 (948 A ex xov ovoavov xf|i) rjiux^v xwgC£ovxeg on lit en a : Mentem

illam summam separatis de anima (cf. sah. animam exisse a Deo: un peu plus loin

Novg a ete aussi rendu par Deus). La varia lectio Nov represente la lepon originale: il

s'agit dans ce passage du Novg des neo-platoniciens comme un peu plus loin aussi.

La lepon de a au chapitre 87 (aruerunt in eo voluntates = voluptates; 965 B e|-

T|gveixo xag, fl6ovag = Ott. gr. 373) n'est pas isolee. On peut comparer la version

sahidique: aruit a "il est desseche de". L'explication de cette lepon se trouve dans les

manuscrits grecs qui lisent e|r|oaCvexo (= Vat. gr. 1589; Vat. gr. 1638 e|r|ge,vExo; cf.

syr. les concupiscences eteintes et mortes en lui).

Au chapitre 88 a lit: et impetus et instantiam insidiarum sciebat. Le textus receptus

differe considerablement ici: 965 B eI%£ xf|v oJiov6f]v xai xr|v 6onf|v, xovxo oix

r|yv6ei. Par nos collations nous avons constate que plusieurs mss. grecs anciens

fournissent un parallele exact avec le texte de a, enigmatique jusqu'ici, avec la

meme inversion des objets (Ott. gr. 373, Vat. gr. 824, 1589 et 1638 xt|U 6ouf|v xal

xr|V oJiov6r|v xov ejufJovXeveiv. II est vraisemblable que xovxo oi)x r]yv6ei est un de

formation de xov eJiiftovXeveivqui pourrait representer le texte original.

Un dernier exemple enfin. Au chapitre 90 a lit et prophetarum valeat adhuc

monumenta, le texte grec (969 A): xai xa xd)v Jiocxpr|x<I)v oci)naxa Uexoi vvv ow£exai

etg nvT|naxa. II appert que beaucoup de manuscrits grecs offrent un parallele exact

avec a (Ott. gr. 373, Vat. gr. 824, 1589 et 1638 xa Jioocpr|xwv uexgi (xo*) vvv

otb£exat nvrjuaxa).

De meme Evagre: prophetarum sepulcra, quae ad nos usque perdurant. La ver

sion syriaque reste dans la meme tradition: et des prophetes .... nous connaissons

les tombeaux jusqu'a aujourd'hui.

Ainsi peut on signaler un nombre non-negligeable de passages, ou a ne corre

spond pas avec le textus receptus, mais avec une autre tradition manuscrite. Lorsque

de surcroit d'autres versions y concourent, la lepon dont il est question sera sans

doute tres ancienne et pleine d'interet.

Nijmecen
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VICTORIN DE POETOVIO EST-IL L'AUTEUR DU FRAGMENT SUR

L'ANTECHRIST PUBLIE PAR A.C. VEGA?

Martine Dulaey

En 1969, A.C. Vega publiait un court texte 'sur la venue d'Enoch, d'Elie et de

l'Antechrist' attribue a Jerome par les deux manuscrits espagnols qu'il datait entre

le 7° et le 8° siecle (La Ciudad di Dio 182 [1969] pp. 207-224; 619-626). Vega pro

posal d'y voir une edition victorinienne d'un texte de Victorin de Poetovio (fin

3°s.), peut-etre un appendice au Commentaire sur l'Apocalypse du meme auteur dont

Jer6me avait donne une version corrigee (CSEL 49). Ce texte aurait ete une des

sources du Commentaire sur Daniel de Jerdme. Les arguments invoques par Vega

sont les suivants: utilisation de la Vetus Latina par le texte; rapprochements avec

l'edition hieronimienne de Victorin; paralleled textuels abondants avec YIn Danielem

de Jerome. Vega ajoutait que le texte, inconnu d'Apringius et d'Isidore, ne pouvait

etre l'oeuvre de quelque ecrivain mozarabe et ne pouvait donc qu'etre ancien. Cette

attribution a Victorin est-ell vraisemblable?

Une premiere lecture laisse l'impression que le style est fort different de celui de

Victorin: il est verbeux, diffus, repete jusqu'a trois ou quatre fois la meme idee ou

la meme citation biblique, la oit Victorin peche ordinairement par ellipse. Une

interpretation est en contradiction flagrante avec celle de Victorin: les deux temoins

d'Ap. 11:3 sont Henoch et Elie (Henoch n'apparait pas chez Victorin). Enfin le texte

mentionne une exegese d'Ap. 7:4 qui voit dans les cent quarante quatre mille elus

les saints innocents: or, cette exegese, harmonisatrice des deux plus anciennes (les

Juifs ou les martyrs) n'apparait pas avant le 5° siecle (Quodvultdeus, puis

Primase . . .).

Un examen systematique des citations bibliques montre que, s'il est vrai que le

plus souvent sont utilisees de vieilles traductions latines. la Vulgate apparait aussi,

notamment pour Is. 14:13-14: le fragment y voit l'Antechrist qui siege 'sur la mon-

tagne de l'Alliance'; c'est la un texte proche de l'hebreu, alors que les diverses

traductions latines anciennes de ce texte suivent toutes les LXX. II est exclu que ce

soit la correction d'un scribe posterieur car l'expression joue un role dans notre

texte. Le texte, utilisant la Vulgate, n'est donc pas anterieur a Jer&me.

Est-ce du Jerome? Les rapprochements avec son edition de YIn Apoc. de Victorin

(plusieurs lignes) sont indeniables; les paralleles avec l'/n Danielem (une page sur les

sept du texte) sont indiscutables. Mais ils s'expliqueraient mieux si l'auteur de
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l'opuscule n'etait pas Jerome lui-meme, mais un compilateur posterieur utilisant a la

fois YIn Apoc. et YIn Danielem: Jerome en effet n'a pas l'habitude de se copier ainsi

lui-meme textuellement. De plus, un detail (presence dans YIn Danielem et dans

notre texte de l'expression "sicut in consequentibus manifestius dicemus", qui a un

sens chez Jerome mais pas dans le fragment) suggere qu'on est devant une compila

tion tardive qui copie YIn Danielem sans trop de discernement, et qui est en tout cas

posterieure a 406.

Peut-on cerner d'avantage la datation de ce texte? II est inconnu d'Apringius et

d'Isidore, pour la bonne raison qu'il leur est poserieur: il est meme posterieur a Be-

atus. En effect, un tableau synoptique des paralleles existant entre le fragment, le

texte de Jerome (In Apoc. ou In Dan.) et ces memes textes hieronymiens cites dans

Beatus, fait apparaitre que le texte edite par Vega cite souvent Jerome de seconde

main, a travers Beatus. D'ailleurs, les trois dernieres pages du fragment (soit pres

de la moitie) trouvent leur exact parallele dans Beatus, et il est impossible qu'il

s'agisse la d'un ouvrage ancien copie conjointement par les deux auteurs, car les

sources de ce passage sont tardives — (Arnobe le Jeune. Isidore . . .)

Le fragment public par Vega n'est donc ni du Victorin ni du Jerome. II a ete

compose en Espagne par un auteur qui lisait Beatus dans l'edition de 776, c'est a

dire probablement a la fin du 8° siecle.

Nantes



OBSERVATIONS ON THE DISPUTED HYMNUS AD DEUM

(Carm. 1. 1.29 in M.37 507-8)

Vassiliki Frangeskou

In this communication I propose to discuss the disputed Hymnus ad Deum which is

included among the dogmatic poems of Gregory of Nazianzus in the Migne edi

tion.1

This hymn, in the form it takes in 10 mss of Gregory,2 is printed below in note 1,

except that they omit lines 8-10. According to Werhahn,3 it is also found in 3 mss,

Ms4 which contains works of Proclus, and Lr and Vk5 with works of Ps.-Dionysius

the Areopagite. To these three mss we have to add another one, the

Vat.Pal.gr.39(s.XV), which was first used by Pitra for his edition of this hymn in

1884.8 In these four MSS, lines 8-10 are included, lines 3 and 4 are reversed and

three different readings, printed in the margin of the text in note 1, are given in

stead of the underlined words of the text proper. The above 14 MSS may fall into

two different families: Family A, which contains ten Gregorian MSS and seems to

descend from the earliest surviving MS.Vh; and family B, which contains the four

MSS with Neoplatonic works. The distinction between these two families was made

possible for me through Prof. Sicherl's first collation—of twelve of these mss7—

which was kindly sent to me. For this I am most indebted to him.

In order to determine the relationship between the 13 and 16-verse versions of

this hymn we must first examine the three different readings referred to above.

The reading xal ov6ev of line 12 is preferable, not only because the line's

philosophical meaning is better obtained with the triple polysyndeton xal elg xal

Jiavxa xal o£6fev,8 but also because the alternative reading fwiaoxeig creates an un

likely hiatus.

The reading Jiavcbvune must be retained because it is lectio difficilior; it appears in

the earlier mss; and, in the meaning of 'one with every name', it is precisely con

trasted with cbtXfi'ioxog in the following line, which here has the non-classical mean

ing of 'one without a name'. Against this, the reading JioXiSXoye appears in MS P of

family A as an interlinear gloss (where it is written with one 'X'), while in the mss of

family B it replaced the original word. A viable reason for this may be found in the

familiarity of the scribes—and especially of the copyists of Vk, Lr and Vt—with

Ps.-Dionysius's works, where JioXtiXoyog is used, although not in the sense of mul
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tinominis as here, but rather 'one who is described with many words', contrasted with

PeaxuXexxoc.9

In lines 14f. the poet expresses the impossibility of any 'heavenly mind'—v6og

oioavC6T|g—understanding God by the use of the vivid metaphor of one trying to

penetrate a veil. This idea, however, could not be fully illustrated if this veil was not

characterized by the epithet tiJieoveqpeag—found above the clouds—because a

'heavenly mind' could penetrate an 'earthly' veil through his own heavenly nature.

From what we have seen, it looks as if the 13-verse version is more authentic be

cause it has better and earlier readings.

In spite of the fact that the reversal of lines 3 and 4 produces a more attractive

and smoother syntactical arrangement of verses 2-7, it cannot be accepted because it

spoils the symmetrical structure of the section, which is composed of three pairs of

verses, which not only begin with the same word but also rhyme, while at the same

time the sense is complete in each verse.

The three extra lines (8-10) of the 16-verse version are likely to be interpolated in

the mss of family B because their structure differs from that of the rest of the

hymn in the use of enjambement in lines 8f. and 9f. Another point in favour of this

suggestion is the fact that the sense of the hymn is not interrupted if these lines are

omitted.

The title of the poem should be "Yuv&g etg 0t6v — the more suitable

philosophically—which appears in the mss of family A; while the alternative titles:

Elg x6 Jiegl 8eCcov 6vo|i.dxa)v (Vk) and Sxixoi elg x6 keQI 8eCwv ovondxwv (Lr) seem

to have resulted from the influence of the general context of these mss.

Apart from these two long versions of the hymn, there are also two shorter: one

is found in Olympiodorus's Commentary on Plato's Gorgias in two different forms;10

the other is among the Christian epigrams in the first book of the Palatine Anthol

ogy."

Both versions begin with the same line, but have JiXiov and u£Xij)w instead of

8e|hg and ueXi^eiv of the two long versions.

From their comparison we have to admit that, although both are variations of the

same hymn, the Olympiodorus version is not only of a better philosophical con

struction - note the contrast of X6ycd u£Xij)ai|u in the first form, or Xoyog |1eX\j)ei oe

in the second, with v6w JieoiXr|Jix6v—but it also has the more suitable title: "Ynvog

elg xov 0e6v. On the other hand, the Anthology version is inappropriately dedicated

to Christ, possibly by the compiler of the Anthology, although the phrase 6 Jidvxwv

ejtexeiva is also attributed to Christ in Ps.-Dionysus's fourth epistle.12

The existence of the above four versions of the same hymn is best explained by

the principle of variatio which was a common device in Hellenistic and late-Greek

epigrams." Besides, the superiority of the Olympiodorus version over the Christian

one leads us to conclude that the opening line of these versions is likely to have

originated in a philosophical, or more precisely a Neoplatonic, environment, and

then later to have been taken by Christians.

Here we have to add that in Olympiodorus's Commentary, there are two varia
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tions of another verse14 also taken from an anonymous hymn to God. The original

line seems to be the verse which is twice quoted—again anonymously—by Asclepius

in his Commentary on Aristotle's Metaphysics. 15 Another variation of its first hemi

stich is found together with the second form of the Olympiodorus version, in a pas

sage where Olympiodorus speaks about the anonymity of God.18 This association of

the two texts, though very slight, might suggest that they both belong to or are var

iations of the same anonymous hymn. From the same passage we may imply that

the writer of this version is a philosopher, although he could have been an orphic

writer, as the editor of Asclepius's Commentary suggests.17 Whichever he was, this

can be another argument in favour of my earlier hypothesis concerning the Neo-

platonic origin of the hymn.

Following the theory of variatio we may regard lines 8-10 of the poem as part of an

earlier poem, at present unidentified, which was interpolated by a Byzantine scribe at an

early stage.

The relationship between the 16-verse version and those found in Olympiodorus led

Jahn to regard them as parts of the same hymn and, therefore, in his edition of the hymn

in 1891 ,18 he added in the text the Asclepius version and the second line from the first

form of the Olympiodorus version, but in this way he merely produced a monstrosity.

The question now arises as to what is Gregory's position with regard to all these

versions. We have already seen that the 13-line version is attributed to Gregory and is

found in his mss. But, as all the information about its surviving mss is not at present

available to the present writer, we cannot definitely use the external evidence to support

Gregorian authorship and, therefore, we shall base our examination of the poem's

authenticity on the internal evidence only.

The appearance of the 16-verse version among the works of Neoplatonists—

occurring in the mss of family B—directs us to investigate the Neoplatonic ideas of the

poem, which are the main reason for the authenticity dispute. For the sake ofbrevity we

shall concentrate upon only two of the most pertinent points.

Firstly, the idea of the transcendence of God, expressed with the opening epiclesis &

Jidvuov feJilxeiva. This idea is first hinted at in Plato,19 reaches its fullest development in

Plotinus,20 and is then used as a Neoplatonic doctrine by later Neoplatonists such as

Proclus,21 and by Christian writers influenced by Neoplatonism such as Ps.-Dionysius22

and Synesius.23

Such an idea is also hinted at in Gregory's writings,24 although nowhere, so far as I

know, does he use the phrase 6 Jidvxwv feJiexeiva, the appearance of which in this hymn

has surprised a number of scholars.25 But, following the theory of variation, we may

suppose that Gregory constructed this hymn having borrowed the opening verse which

he must have known from his years of study in the famous educational centres of the

period.

Secondly, the ideas of the ineffability and incomprehensibility of God, expressed in

lines 2-5. These appear in Gregory's writings also, and the interesting thing is to see how

these ideas are expressed in various developing stages.28

Furthermore, the structure of the 13-verse version and the retention of its three
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defended readings, could be another argument in favour of its attribution to Gregory,

because (1) the style of verses 2-7, with the anaphora and homoioteleuton in pairs, is

common in Gregory's poems,27 and results not only from the influence of rhetoric on

him, but also from his familiarity with the Semitic element of "parallelismus mem-

brorum" found e.g. in the Old Testament Psalms; (2) the retention of the reading xal

o(i6ev (12) agrees with Gregory's tendency to avoid hiatus, which has already been

observed in some of his poems;28 (3) the hapax JiavwvvuE reminds us of Gregory's liking

for constructing new words;29 (4) the idea of lines 14f., where the word TJJieovecpecig is

used is also found in Gregory's poems De virtute.30

To conclude, the internal evidence in my opinion provides sufficient reasons for

retaining this hymn—in the 13-verse version—among Gregory's writings.31

Leeds
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*Q Jidvxtuv eJiexeiva- xl y&Q 8euic. fiXXo oe ueXJieiv;

jtioc, Xoyoq uuvrjoei oe; av y&Q Mvtp o06evl $11x6c,.

Jitbc, uoog aBgf|oei oe; oi) y&Q vocf) oufievl Xt|jrx6g.

Hovvog eiiiv atpgaoxog- ejiel xexeg, 0ooa XaXcixai.

5 uo\ivo$ fd)v ftyviooxog- biel xexeg 6ooa voeixai.

Jidvxa oe xal XaXeovxa xal oi) XaXiovxa Xiyaive;.
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|wol yag xe Ji68oi, l§vival 8'c!)6lvec, djidvxurv

ducpl oe- ool 6e xix Jidvxa jigooetixexai- elc, at 6e Jidvxa

10 oOv8efia o6v voeovxa kakii oiycbuevov iSuvov.
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St. Gregory Naz., Diss., Oxford, 1967. pp.5 1-53); alsoChr.Jungck.Gwg. von Naz., De vita sua, (Heidelberg, 1974)

p. 37, and H.M. Werhahn, G-i JV-i IOvxoioic. 8<wv, Klass. Philol. Stud. 15, (Wiesbaden, 1953) p. 10.

29. Cf. M. Pellegrino, La poesia di S. Gregorio Nazianzeno (Milano, 1932) pp. 86f.

30. Corm.I.2.10. 954-59 (M.37 749); also Or.28.3 (Gallay, p.104f.; M.36 29Af.) and Or.27.9 (Gallay, p.92; M.36

21C).

3 1 . I should like to thank the organizers of the Conference who suggested that I give ibis communication; also

my supervisor Dr. H.B. Gottschalk and Prof. Dr. M. Sicherl for their help and guidance.





ÜBERLEGUNGEN ZUR AUTHENTIZITÄT DES ERSTEN BRIEFES

GREGORS VON NYSSA

Christoph Klock

Eine der wichtigsten und auch reizvollsten Aufgaben der patristischen Forschung

ist die Ausgrenzung der unechten Schriften aus dem Textkorpus eines Autors. Nur

die exakte Sicherung seiner echten Werke gewährleistet das volle Verständnis seiner

kirchenpolitischen Wirksamkeit, seiner Theologie, seiner schriftstellerischen

Eigenart.1 Möglichkeiten und Probleme bei der Lösung der Verfasserfrage sollen

hier an zwei Schriften Gregors von Nyssa dargestellt werden:

1. dem Traktat De differentia usiae et hypostaseos2 = Basilius, ер. 383,

2. der Epistula ad Flavianum episcopum (Nr. 1 Pasquali)4 = Greg. Naz., ep. 2495,

wobei uns aus zeitlichen wie sachlichen Gründen nur ep. 1 etwas ausführlicher be

schäftigen kann.8

Erschwert wird unsere Aufgabe, wenn, wie bei den genannten Texten, die

Zuweisung innerhalb einer durch Herkunft, Lebensdaten, soziale Stellung, ja ver-

wandtschaftliche Bindung, Ausbildung, Theologie und kirchenpolitische Aktivität

homogenen Gruppe strittig ist, wie sie von den drei Kappadokiern gebildet wird.

Doch läßt sich durchaus differenzieren. Daß eine dogmatische Schrift Gregors auch

im Briefkorpus des Basilius auftaucht, ist leicht begreiflich, denn die Unterschiede

in Stil und Argumentationsform der beiden Brüder treten oft nicht auf den ersten

Blick zutage.7 Wenn jedoch ein Brief einmal Gregor von Nazianz, einmal Gregor

von Nyssa zugeschrieben werden kann, mag dies angesichts der diametral

entgegengesetzten künstlerischen Prinzipien beider verwundern.

Vergegenwärtigen wir uns kurz die üblichen Methoden der Autorenbestimmung.

Grundsätzlich lassen sich zwei, einander ergänzende, Verfahrensweisen un

terscheiden: die sog. externe Kritik, die Untersuchung des handschriftlichen Be

funds, und die interne Kritik, die aufgrund aller objektiv gewinnbarer Daten und

Fakten dem Werk einen Sitz im Leben verschafft, bzw., enger gefaßt, mittels for

maler und inhaltlicher Kriterien den Autor zu ermitteln sucht.8

Im günstigen Fall kann bereits eine Wortstatistik zu brauchbaren Ergebnissen

führen. Vordringlich mit ihrer Hilfe ist es gelungen, die drei der 14 Homilien des

15
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Asterius von Amasea, die in den Handschriften Gregor von Nyssa zugewiesen wer-

den, dank einer befriedigend hohen Obereinstimmung des Vokabulars mit den un-

bestritten echten Predigten dem pontischen Bischof zweifelsfrei zuriickzugeben.9

Im Falle des Traktats De differentia usiae et hypostaseos hat erstmals Cavallin 1944

einzelne Sprach- und Stilelemente untersucht und im Ergebnis die Verfasserschaft

Gregors nachdriicklich reklamiert.10 Doch das Verfahren hat seine natiirliche

Schwache. Ein Beispiel: In seiner Ausgabe der pseudo-chrysostomischen Pas-

chahomilie des Jahres 387 stellte Pierre Nautiti eine durchaus eindrucksvolle Liste

wortlicher und inhaltlicher Entsprechungen der Predigt zu AuBerungen Gregors

von Nyssa zusammen, um abschlieBend resigniert festzustellen, daB die Homilie

wohl doch kein Werk Gregors, der Autor mithin nicht zu ermitteln sei." In der Tat

laBt schon eine kursorische Lektiire des Textes erkennen, wie sehr dessen im

allgemeinen anspruchslose Fachschriftstellerprosa12 von den Argumentationsformen

Gregors verschieden ist.

Die Problematik solcher Vergleichsverfahren laBt sich in zwei Punkten zusam-

menfassen:

1. Die isolierte Betrachtung des Einzelausdrucks, die Untersuchung von

Sprachelementen unterhalb der Satz- und Textebene hat allein kaum Beweis-

kraft (siehe das Beispiel Nautin). Sie kann lediglich eine Hilfsfunktion erful-

len.

2. Ist die Textzuweisung zwischen bekannten Autoren strittig, so darf der Ver-

gleich nicht einseitig angelegt werden. Eine Gegenprobe ist unerlaBlich.13

Gegen diese ebenso einfache wie selbstverstandliche Forderung wird oft ver-

stoBen.

Wahrend jedoch Nautin kein Erfolg beschieden war, wies Cavallins genau

gleichartiges Verfahren (mit Gliick) den richtigen Weg. Die neuen Unter-

suchungen von Reinhard Hiibner zum usia-BegriffM und Paul Fedwick zur hand-

schriftlichen Tradition des Traktats15 haben seine These bestatigt. So durfte heute

an der Verfasserschaft Gregors nicht mehr gezweifelt werden.18

Anders verhalt es sich mit Gregors erstem Brief, dem wir uns jetzt zuwenden wol-

len. Der Inhalt sei mit wenigen Worten umrissen: sein Verfasser schildert die von

ihm gesuchte, entwiirdigend und demutigend verlaufene Begegnung mit Hel-

ladius von Caesarea, dem Nachfolger des Basilius. Das Treffen, das dazu dienen

soll, eine von Helladius ausgehende, haBerfiillte Gegnerschaft zum Autor des

Briefes zu bereinigen, scheitert.

Im Gegensatz zur ep. 38, die wenigstens in einem Strang der Uberlieferung als

Werk Gregors ausgewiesen ist, wurde dieser Brief nur im Korpus Gregors von

Nazianz iiberliefert. Die Zuweisung an Gregor von Nyssa - sie beruht einzig auf

Glossen in zwei Handschriften des 11. Jahrhunderts - ist jedoch erst in jungerer

Zeit bestritten worden, zunachst durch Honigmann17 und Devos,18 spater gefolgt

von Paul Gallay, dem Herausgeber der Briefe Gregors von Nazianz,19 die den Brief

als Eigentum des Nazianzeners erweisen zu konnen glaubten. Auf ihre mit zahl
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reichen Hypothesen befrachteten historischen Gründe einzugehen, verbietet der

beschränkte Raum, sie sind bereits durch Reinhart Staats20 einer ausführlichen

Kritik unterzogen worden.

Nach Ansicht der genannten Forscher gibt es zudem eine Reihe sprachlich-

stilistischer Argumente, die Gregor von Nazianz als Verfasser beweisen. Keines die

ser Argumente hält der oben geforderten Gegenprobe stand: alle angeführten

Erscheinungen sind auch bei Gregor von Nyssa nachweisbar.21 Rein methodisch ist

damit der Versuch einer Zuweisung des Briefes an Gregor von Nazianz dis

kreditiert.

Insoweit steht lediglich Beobachtung gegen Beobachtung, und eine qua

lifizierende Aussage ist an diesem Punkt der Untersuchung noch nicht sehr er

folgversprechend. Um endgültig Klarheit über den Verfasser zu gewinnen, scheint

mir eine Analyse aufschlußreich, die auf dem von der Linguistik entwickelten Be

griff des Texttyps (auch Textsorte) basiert. Der Texttyp ist definiert als eine durch

bestimmte sprachlich-syntaktische Konstituenten umrissene und abgegrenzte

sprachliche Makrostruktur als Äquivalent zu einer spezifischen literarischen Form,

etwa Erzählung, Argumentation, wissenschaftliche Deskription. Damit sind Textty

pen weder mit Redegattungen noch mit literarischen Gattungen (Rede, Brief, Trak

tat) noch mit Stilgattungen gleichzusetzen, sie finden sich vielmehr mit

entsprechenden Modifikationen in allen literarischen Äußerungen eines Autors.22

Unser Text weist in seinem umfangreichen Hauptteil (§§ 4-26) zwei Texttypen

auf: den narrativen und den argumentativen, beide kunstvoll miteinander ver

knüpft. Dem narrativen Texttyp zuzuordnen ist die eigentliche Erzählung der Be

gegnung mit Helladius, dem argumentativen ein komplexes Geflecht von Re

flexionen, Klagen und Rechtfertigungen, die der Autor als Retardationen wie als

dramatische Steigerungen in die Erzählung einfügt.

So ist die Aufgabe klar umrissen: es gilt zunächst, eine Sammlung entsprechender

Texttypen aus beiden Autoren zu erstellen, zweitens, deren autorenspezifische

Konstituenten zu ermitteln, drittens, sie mit dem umstrittenen Text zu konfron

tieren. Dieses Verfahren dürfte hinreichende methodische Sicherheit gewährleisten.

In Anbetracht der trotz relativ geringer Textmengen umfangreichen Bestandsbe

schreibungen kann eine Textanalyse hier nicht im einzelnen vorgeführt werden.

Beispiele hierfür werden in meiner Dissertation Untersuchungen zu Stil und Rhythmus

bei Gregor von Nyssa (Frankfurt, 1987) gegeben. Ich möchte mich daher auf eine

summarische Darstellung der methodischen Kriterien bei der Interpretation des nar

rativen Texttyps beschränken.

1. Ergebnis der Textheuristik ist zunächst, daß im thematisch breitgefächerten

Briefkorpus Gregors von Nazianz nur in den Briefen 34, 40, 58 und 1 14 narrative

Prosa erkennbar ist, auch sie nur in Ansätzen. Erst die Durchsicht der Trauer

und Gedenkreden (herangezogen wurden Or. 18. 33-36; PG 35: 1028 В - 1033 C

und Or. 24. 9-11; 1177C-1181C) erbrachte geeignetes Vergleichsmaterial. Aus der

ungleich kleineren Briefsammlung Gregors von Nyssa ergeben die Briefe 6 und 19
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verwendbare Textbeispiele, zur Verbreiterung der Textbasis wurden die cap. 15-17

der Vita Macrinae einbezogen. Die Erzahlgegenstande 'Reise' und 'Begegnung' in ep.

6 und VMacr 15-17 beriihren sich iiberdies mid dem 1. Brief. Thematisch ver-

wandte Textbasen im Werk Gregors von Nazianz finden sich in Or. 43 und vor

allem in den Carmina.

2. Die Textanalyse, d.h. die Erfassung der autorenspezifischen Texttypkom-

ponenten, umfaBte die Bereiche der Parukel- und Prapositionenverwendung, des

Satzaufbaus und -ablaufs, dann der spezifisch narrauven Elemente wie Konstruk-

tion des Erzahlrahmens, Erzahlerstandpunkt und Erzahlerperspektive, Personen-

darstellung und -verteilung, Verknupfung der Handlung mit Motivationen und

Wertungen, schlieBlich der sekundaren Beschreibungselemente, vor allem aber des

Spannungsaufbaus und der dramatischen Technik.

3. Bereits die Heuristik macht deutlich, daB der Brief in der Sammlung Gregors

von Nazianz ein Unikum darstellt. Die Untersuchung selbst offenbart die eigentiim-

lichen Gestaltungsprinzipien beider Autoren, vor allem ihre tiefgreifenden Un-

terschiede. Die Gegeniiberstellung der Ergebnisse mit unserem Text ergibt, daB die

komplexe Makrostruktur der narrativen Passagen in Brief 1 in nichts mit den

texttypischen Konstituenten bei Gregor von Nazianz ubereinstimmt und erweist

umgekehrt Gregor von Nyssa als dessen Verfasser.

Mainz
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SULLA CATENA ALL'ECCLESIASTE DI POLICRONIO

Antonio Labate

Tramandata da numerosi codici e la £ounveia dc, xov ' ExxX.T|oiaoxr|v di Policronio:1

ai quattordici gia segnalati dal Faulhaber2 altri ne sono stati aggiunti recentemente

da me,3 sicche questa catena supera, per quantita di testimoni, tutte le altre cono-

sciute su questo libro biblico.4 Ad essa hanno inoltre attinto in maniera sistematica le

catene, finora inedite, e da me segnalate per la prima volta, contenute nel cod. Sinai

gr. 311, ff. 5 r - 56 r5 e quindi anche nel cod. Vat. gr. 1694, ff. 1 r - 70 r8 e nei codd.

n. 9 e 16 del Collegio greco1 di Roma. Questa abbondanza di testimonianze dirette ed

indirette - pur legata a specifiche e favorevoli contingenze - e indizio sufficiente per

affermare che la catena di Policronio suW'Ecclesiaste era particolarmente letta e di

vulgate tra il 'pubblico' - uomini di chiesa, religiosi, monaci - dei centri ecclesiastici e

dei coenobia dell'eta medievale greca e latina. A propiziare questa grande fortuna fu

anche certamente il contenuto dell'esegesi, che, come qui di seguito dimostrerd, at-

tinge a commenti di Padri della Chiesa noti e importanti: mi riferisco soprattutto

alla Metaphrasis in EccUsiasten di Gregorio Taumaturgo," vescovo di Neocesarea, di-

scepolo di Origene, a Gregorio di Nissa e alle sue Homiliae in EccUsiasten8 ma anche a

Evagrio Pontico, se e vero quanto di recente afFermato da Paul Gehin, che a lui ap-

paruene il materiale contenuto ai ff. 16 v - 33 r di Coisl. gr. 193 e ai ff. 246 r - 261 r

di Iviron 555. 10 Bisogna anche aggiungere che altri autori (Didimo Alessandrino,"

Dionigi12 e Nilo13) sono presenti nell'esegesi di Policronio, filtrati ora attraverso la

catena Barberiniana,14 ora attraverso altre fonti che solo la ricostituzione definitiva

dei rapporti tra le catene suW'Ecclesiaste potra chiarirci.15 Invero questa situazione

era gia stata genericamente intuita da Faulhaber nel suo studio sulle 'Catene': egli

aveva pensato a brani di commentari di Gregorio di Nissa, di Gregorio di

Neocesarea, di Dionigi Alessandrino, di Olimpiodoro e aveva sospettato la presenza

di scolt di Didimo, quasi mai, tuttavia, procedendo ad indicazioni specifiche o ag-

giungendo elementi di confronto che potessero suffragare questa sua tesi.18 Ho

ritenuto di compiere io questa ricerca per definitivamente chiarire l'importanza

della catena di Policronio. Nell'opera di identificazione delle fonti (che gia

Faulhaber aveva definito straordinariamente difficile)17 non ci aiutano i manoscritti:

gli scoll, infatti, anche se non tutti si presentano anonimi,18 hanno tuttavia indica

21
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zioni palesemente sbagliate che sembra logico attribuire a copisti non particolar-

mente esperti e dotti in materia di commentari aWEcclesiaste.

Identificazione delle fonti.

Origene. Egli scrisse, come testimonia Girolamo (Epist. 33.4), un commento (In

Ecclesiasten excerpta) e otto omelie (In Ecclesiasten homiliae VIII) suM'Ecclesiaste. Am-

bedue le opere sono andate perdute. II confronto, quindi, con gli scoli di Policronio

puo farsi con i frammenti pervenutici attraverso le catene editi dal Leanza.19 Su

Eccl. II, 14-15, contenuto al f. 20 v del Cod. Vat. gr. 169420 e anche nel cod. Sinai gr.

311 (f. 18 r - v): lo scolio si trova quasi tutto (unico mutamento la parte finale dove

Vat. gr. 1694 presenta la citazione di Ps. IX. 7 che P. sembra conoscere), riportato ad

litteram in A (= Ambros. A 148 inf.), f. 73 v. Su Eccl. IV. 15-16: Origene, quale si

ricava dalla catena del cod. Barb. gr. 388, ff. 44 v - 45 r21, insiste sul parallelismo

Cristo-Adamo e su quello Cristo-diavolo, per il quale ultimo abbiamo anche l'atte-

stazione di Girolamo che cita espressamente e per l'unica volta Origene nel suo

'Commentario'. Inoltre lo scolio contiene un riferimento al popolo dei Giudei di-

venuto da primo ultimo per non aver accettato il Cristo. Tutti questi elementi si ri-

trovano in P. in un anonimo scolio (A, f. 78 v) ben amalgamato si da fare ipotizzare

una piu verbale aderenza alla fonte primaria. Su Eccl. V. 3-4: scolio di Origene de-

sunto dalla catena del cod. Barb. gr. 388, ff. 49 v-51 v.22 A, f. 78 bis v, lo riporta in

gran parte. Non vi e solo lo stesso concetto ma anche, quasi sempre, identita ver

bale. Da notare, pero, che P. e uguale, ad litteram, ad un altro scolio, un po' piu

lungo, del cod. Barb. gr. 388 che segue immediatamente quello con il lemma

Origene.23 Su Eccl. XI. 6: lo scolio di Origene in cod. Barb. gr. 388, ff. 120 v - 121

r", e concettualmente simile ed ha anche alcune significative identita verbali in A, f.

90r. Questa esegesi di P. di cui ho potuto senz'altro stabilire la fonte in Origene mi

sembra tuttavia non presenti sufficienti elementi per potere, con sicurezza, decidere

se P., nella stesura della sua catena, si servisse dell'opera stessa di Origene o di

qualche florilegio che riportava brani del Padre alessandrino: in quest'ultimo caso

non mi sembra lontano dal vero pensare alla catena Barberiniana, dato che gli scoli

origeniani di Policronio si ritrovano in essa, compreso quello, su Eccl. II. 14-15

(Barb. gr. 388, ff. 11 r - 13 r: vari scoli, uno dei quali contiene il finale poli-

croniano), riportato con sigla d'autore dalla catena del Vat. gr. 1694 che e, come ho

gia spiegato in altro luogo," derivazione, per molti scoli, di P. In questo caso la

presenza dell'indicazione 'Qoiyfevouc; e attribuibile a un copista dotto sulla cui

buona fede non pud dubitarsi, considerato che rarissimamente egli lemmatizza gli

scoli.

Dionigi Alessandrino. Autore di un commentario alYEcclesiaste improntato all'esegesi

allegorica fu questo discepolo e seguace di Origene. Ne sono testimonianza Eusebio

(Hist. Eccl. VII. 26. 3) e Girolamo (fie vir. Ulustr. LXIX). Si basano entrambi su una
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epistula dello stesso Dionigi andata perduta e che era indirizzata al vescovo Basilide.

Ma mentre Eusebio riferisce che Dionigi aveva composto un'opera esegetica sul

principio AeWEcclesiaste, Girolamo dice invece che l'Alessandrino aveva cominciato a

comporre un commentario all'Ecclesiaste. Mi limito qui ad avanzare l'ipotesi (impor-

tante per le fonti perdute della catena Hauniense) che l'affermazione di Girolamo non

sembra escludere una continuazione del commentario di Dionigi ben oltre i primi

capitoli, come pare confermare uno scolio su Eccl. XII.7 attribuito chiaramente a

Dionigi vescovo di Alessandria dal cod. Vatop. 236.il Oltre a questo frammento

pubblicato dal Bienert (di cui non troviamo riscontro in P.) ricaviamo gli scoli di

Dionigi dalla catena di Procopio. Queste le corrispondenze: su EcclM. 3 (Leanza,

pp. 8-9): cfr. A, f. 69 r (scolio anonimo); su Eccl. 1.8 (Leanza, Suppl., pp. 11-12): cfr.

A, f. 69 v (scolio anonimo); su Eccl. III. 1 (Leanza, Suppl., p. 23): cfr. A, f. 74 v

(scolio anonimo); su Eccl. IV. 6 (Leanza, p. 39 e Suppl., p. 32): cfr. A, ff. 77 v - 78 r

(scolio anonimo).

Bisogna aggiungere che in questi quattro scoli sopra enumerati ci sono coin-

cidenze concettuali e alcune anche verbali. Negli ultimi due scoli, tuttavia, alcune

significative differenze rispetto al testo di Procopio mi fanno escludere che esso,

quale noi oggi lo possediamo, sia statu la fonte, per quanto riguarda Dionigi, della

catena di P. Per Eccl. III. 1 la fonte potrebbe essere Olimpiodoro,27 sia perche di

fatto il testo di P., anche se piu conciso e piu breve, appare molto simile, nella parte

comune, alla corrispondente interpretazione di PG 93: 508A, sia perche il cod. Vin-

dob. Theol. gr. 147 attribuisce significativamente questo scolio (che e omesso dal

Marc. gr. 22)*8 contemporaneamente a Olimpiodoro e Dionigi. Per Eccl. IV. 6, nono-

stante il testo di P. sia per una parte simile a quello di Procopio, p"u6 ragionevol-

mente supporsi che l'intero scolio contenga l'interpretazione di Dionigi, essendo

simile in tutto all'analogo scolio della catena Hauniense (H, f.131 r) da attribuire a

Dionigi e che riporta tutto il materiale presente in P. e tutto quello presente in Pro

copio.

Gregorio Taumaturgo. Sotto il suo nome - poiche e probabile che a lui si riferisca

l'indicazione rorfyooCou a differenza di tutte le altre volte in cui troviamo rgT|yooCov

Nuoor|g - il manoscritto A, f. 83 r, presenta un solo scolio (su Eccl. VII. 12) che,

pero, a conferma dell'inattendibilita delle attribuzioni, non si trova nella Metaphrasis

del Taumaturgo, che pure possiamo considerare una delle fonti principali della

catena di P.

Su Eccl. I. 2-8 (A, f. 69 r): cfr. Greg. Thaum. Metaphr. in Eccl. (PG10:989A-B); su

Eccl. I. 9-10 (A, f. 69 v): cfr. PG 10: 989C; su Eccl. I. 11 (A, f. 70 r): cfr. PG 10:

989C; su Eccl. I, 14-18 (A, f. 71 r): cfr. PG 10: 989D - 992A; su Eccl. II. 1 (A, f. 71

r): cfr. PG 10: 992A; su Eccl. II. 2 (A, f. 71 r): cfr. PG 10: 992A-B; su Eccl. II. 3 (A,

f. 71 v): cfr. PG 10: 992B; su Eccl. II. 11 (A, f. 72 v): cfr. PG 10: 992D-993A; su

Eccl II. 12-13 (A, f. 72 v): cfr. PG 10: 993 A; su Eccl. II. 17-19 (A, f. 73 v): cfr. PG

10: 993B-C; su Eccl. II. 22-24 (A, f. 74 r): cfr. PG 10: 993C-D; su Eccl. III. 1-8 (A,

f. 74 v): cfr. PG 10: 996A; su Eccl. III. 12-14 (A, f. 75 v): cfr. PG 10: 996B; su Eccl.
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III. 15-16 (A, f. 76 r): cfr. PG 10: 996B; su Eccl. III. 17-18 (A, f. 76 r): cfr. PG 10:

996C; su Eccl. IV. 13-16 (A, f. 78 v): cfr. PG 10:1000A; su Eccl. V. 6 (A, f. 78 bis v):

cfr. PG 10: 1001A; su Eccl. V. 9-11 (A, f. 79 r): cfr. PG 10: 1001A-B; su Eccl. V.

18-19 (A, f. 79 v): cfr. PG 10: 1001C-D; su Eccl. VI 3-5 (A. f. 80 v): cfr. PG 10:

1004A-B; su Eccl. VI. 7-9 (A, f. 80 v): cfr. PG 10: 1004B; su Eccl. VII. 1-6 (A, f. 81

v): cfr. PG 10: 1004D-1005A; su Eccl. VII. 7-9 (A, f. 82 r): cfr. PG 10: 1005A; su

Eccl. VII. 10-12 (A, f. 82 r): cfr. PG 10: 1005A-B; su Eccl. VII. 13-14 (A. f. 82 v):

cfr. PG 10: 1005B; su Eccl. VII. 15-18 (A, f. 83 r): cfr. PG 10: 1005B-C; su Eccl.

VII. 20-23 (A, f. 83 r): cfr. PG 10: 1005C; su Eccl. VII. 27-29 e VIII. 1-8 (A, f. 84

r): cfr. PG 10: 1008A-C; su Eccl. VIII. 9-12 (A. f. 84 v): cfr. PG 10: 1008C-1009A;

su Eccl. VIII. 13 (A, f. 85 r): cfr. PG 10: 1009A; su Eccl. VIII. 14 (A, f. 85 r): cfr.

PG 10: 1009A; su Eccl. VIII. 15-16 (A, f. 85 v): cfr. PG 10: 1009A-B; su Eccl. VIII.

16-17 e IX. 1 (A, f. 85 v): cfr. PG 10: 1009B-C; su Eccl. IX. 1-3 (A, f. 86 r): cfr. PG

10: 1009C; su Eccl. IX. 3-6 (A, f. 86 v): cfr. PG 10: 1009C-D; su Eccl. IX. 6-10 (A, f.

86 v): cfr. PG 10: 1009D-1012A; su Eccl. IX. 11-12 (A, f. 87 r): cfr. PG 10:

1012A-B; su Eccl. IX. 18 - X. 1 (A, f. 88 r): cfr. PG 10: 1012C-D; su Eccl. XI. 7-9

(A, f. 90 r): cfr. PG 10: 1016A-B.

Veramente massiccio e, come si vede, l'uso di Gregorio Taumaturgo in P.: interc

colonne del Migne si ritrovano nella catenae non frequenti sono i mutamenti e le

omissioni: la fonte viene utilizzata quasi sempre ad litteram e cio e anche dovuto alla

stringatezza del commento che il catenista segue, quasi una traduzione parafrasata

del testo biblico. Proprio l'abbondanza del materiale e la maniera di adoperarlo per

la composizione della catena non fanno dubitare che P. avesse dinnanzi il testo

originale del Taumaturgo.

Eustazio di Antiochia. Dall'esame del cod. Ambros. A 148 inf. si potrebbe dedurre che

F.ustazio abbia scritto siiWEcclesiaste. Due, infatti, sono gli scoli che portano il suo

non.e." In realta il primo di essi (su Eccl. II. 1 l4: A, f. 72 v) si trova in Coisl. gr.

193, t. 19 r, che il Gehin sostiene contenere l'esegesi di Evagrio; il secondo (su Eccl.

II. 11s: A, f. 72 v) corrisponde all'interpretazione di Gregorio Nisseno, In Eccl. hom.

IV (Alexander 352,13 - 353,5). Del resto che Eustazio abbia scritto suWEcclesiaste, a

quanto risulta, non e attestato.

Basilio di Cesarea. Sotto il suo nome sono ben sette gli scoli riportati neWAmbros. A

148 inf. Su Eccl. II. 12-13 (A.'ff. 72v - 73 r; in M (=Marc. gr. 21), f. 84 r - v. lo scolio

reca l'indicazione Evagrio): falsa attribuzione: corrisponde a Greg. Nyss. In Eccl.

hom. V (Alexander 354. 16-359, 7); su Eccl. III. 1 (A, f. 74 v; in M, f. 87 v, lo

scolio reca l'indicazione Didimo): falsa attribuzione: corrisponde a Greg. Thaum.

Metaphr. in Eccl. (PG 10: 996A); su Eccl. III. 1 (A, f. 74 v): falsa attribuzione: torri-

spondi a Greg. Nyss. In Eccl. hom. VI (Alexander 374,15 - 377. 17); su Eccl. III. 10

(A, f. 75 v): falsa attribuzione: corrisponde allo scolio riportato in Coisl. gr. 193, f.

19 v; su Eccl. III. 191"3 (A, f. 76 v): falsa aftribuzione: corrisponde allo scolio ripor

tato in Coisl. gr. 193, ff. 20 v - 21 r; su Eccl. V. 312 (A, f. 78 bus v): falsa attribuzione:

corrisponde alio scolio riportato in Coisl. gr. 193, ff. 24 v-25 r; su Eccl. VII. 20-23 (A,
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f. 83 r): falsa attribuzione: corrisponde a Greg. Thaum. Metaphr. in Eccl. (PG 10:

1005C). In conclusione nessuno degli scoli segnalati dal codicc A come di Basilio

appartiene a Basilio. che, del resto, dalle notizie che possediamo, non commento

YEcclesiaste. E forse unico luogo del grande Cappadoce, anche se anonimo in P.,

sono le sue parole (poste all'inizio della catena e che riprendono liberamente un

passo de\YHorn. XII in Princ. Priw., PG 31: 388), intese ad affermare che compito del

libro de\YEcclesiaste e l'illustrazione della scienza delle cose naturali sulla scia della

tripartizione dei libri salomonici operata per primo da Origene nel 'Prologo' al Can-

tico dei Cantici e che assegnava ai Proverbi l'etica e al Cantico dei Cantici la mistica.30

Gregorio di Nissa. Fonte primaria della catena di P. sono le Homiliae in Ecclesiasten

di Gregorio di Nissa, il cui nome del resto e citato accanto agli scoli sette volte dal

cod. Ambros. A 148 inf. e una volta dal cod. Marc. gr. 21 (M): su Eccl. I. 91"2 (A, f. 69

v): cfr. Greg. Nyss. /?i Eccl. hom. 1. (Alexander. 295, 1-297, 3); su Eccl. I. 134"8 (A, f.

70 r - v; anche M. f. 83 r - v ha la indicazione Gregorio Nisseno): cfr. Greg. Nyss.

In Eccl. hom. II (Alexander, 299, 24 - 303, 14); su Eccl. I. 151 (A, f. 70 v): falsa at

tribuzione: corrisponde invece allo scolio del Coisl. gr. 193, ff. 17 v - 18 r; su Eccl. I.

152 (A, f. 70 v): falsa attribuzione: corrisponde invece allo scolio di Coisl. gr. 193, ff.

17 v - 18 r; su Eccl. II. I035 (A, f. 72 v): cfr. Greg. Nyss. In Eccl. hom. II (Alexander,

312, 11-17).

Anche gli scoli seguenti sono false attribuzioni, poiche l'opera del Nisseno

suW'Ecclesiaste si ferma a III, 13: su Eccl. V. 1 (A, f. 78 bis r): corrisponde allo scolio

di Coisl. gr. 193, ff. 23 v - 24 r; su Eccl. VI. 10 (A, f. 81 r): corrisponde allo scolio di

Coisl. gr. 193, f. 28 r-v.

Confrontando poi la vera esegesi di Gregorio di Nissa all''Ecclesiaste con la catena

di P. si ha: su Eccl. I. 5 (A, f. 69 r): Greg. Nyss. In Eccl. hom. I (Alexander, p. 287:

5-9); su Eccl. I. 134"8 (A, f. 70 r): cfr. hom. I (p. 301, 20-22); su Eccl. II. 31-4 (A, f.

71 v): cfr. hom. II (311, 16 - 312, 2); su Eccl. II. 3M (A, f. 71 v): cfr. hom. II (311.

4-5); su Eccl. II. 3" (A, f. 71 v): cfr. hom. II (312. 2-11); su Eccl. II. 1012 (A, f. 72

r): cfr. hnm. IV (351, 1-11): su Eccl. II. II4"5 (A, f. 72 v): cfr hom.IV (352. 13 -

353, 5); su Eccl. II. 12-13 (A, ff. 72 v - 73 r): cfr. hom. V (354, 16 - 359, 7); su Eccl.

II. 17-191 (A, f. 73 v): cfr. hom. V (367. 1-7); su Eccl. II. I92- 20 (A, f. 73 v): cfr.

hom. V (368, 13-17); su Eccl. II. 21 (A, f. 74 r): cfr. hom. V (370. 12-18); su Eccl.

III. 1 (A, ff. 74 v - 75 r: 2 scoli): cfr. hom. VI (374, 15 - 378, 5): su Eccl. III. 21 (A, f.

75 r): cfr. hom. VI (380. 1-2 e 381. 1 1-13); su Eccl. III. 22 (A. f. 75r): cfr. hom. VI,

(382, 21 - 383, I); su Eccl. III. 32 (A, f. 75 r): cfr. hom. VI (383, 16-19): su Eccl. III.

32 (A. f. 75 r): cfr. hom. VI (385, 4-10); su Eccl. III. 41 (A, f. 75 r): cfr. hom. VI

(386, 2-3); su Eccl. III. 42 (A. f. 75 r): cfr. hom. VI (388, 15-19); su Eccl. III. 51 (A,

f. 75 r: 2 scoli): cfr. hom. VII (396, 19-397, 5): su Eccl. III. 52 (A, f. 75 r: 2 scoli):

cfr. hom. VII (399, 9-10); su Eccl. III. 61 (A, f. 75 r): cfr. hom. VII (400, 12-18); su

Eccl. III. r? (A. f. 75 r: 2 scoli): cfr. horn. VII (404, 1-3); su Eccl. III. 71 (A, f. 75 r: 2

scoli): cfr. hom. VII (408. 1-10); su Eccl. III. 72 (A, f. 75 r: 2 scoli): cfr. hom. VII

(414, 9-415, 5); su Eccl. III. 81 (A, 1. 75 r: 2 scoli): cfr. horn. VIII (425, 6-10); su

Eccl. III. 82 (A, f. 75 r: 2 scoli): cfr. horn. VIII (436, 10-14); su Eccl. III. 10 (A, f. 75
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v: 2 scoli): cfr. hom. VIII (438, 5-7 e 439, 11-13); su Eccl. III. 11 (A. f. 75 v): cfr.

horn. VIII (439, 16-440, 10).

Come si evince da questi numerosi passi sopra riportaii, l'opera del Nisseno e

copiosamente utilizzata. Essa del resto incontrd notevole fortuna presso gli esegeti

posteriori, quali Girolamo e Gregorio Agrigenuno, mentre la maggior parte delle

catene che finora ho esaminato (con l'esclusione della catena Hauniense)31 diret-

tamente o indirettamente ne dipendono. Bisogna pero aggiungere che a P. l'am-

piezza e la ridondanza retorica dell'interpretazione di Gregorio pose evidentemente

dei problemi nella maniera di stendere i suoi excerpta. Egli rispetta la lettera nei

limiti in cui il testo del Nisseno glielo consente: e questo non e sempre possibile.

Quanto al problema della scelta delle interpretazioni, quasi sempre in questo egli e

particolarmente felice, riuscendo a ridurre in sintesi, anche brevissime, lunghe

esegesi e a scegliere di esse le piu contenutisticamente interessanti.

Didimo Alessandrino. La restituzione da parte dei papiri di Tura del 'Commentario

alYEcclesiastf' didimeo nella sua quasi integrita e la pubblicazione quasi contem-

poranea della catena di Procopio nel CCSG ci permettono di disporre di un copioso

materiale esegetico. La discrepanza che esiste tra gli scoli attribuiti a Didimo nelle

catene e l'interpretazione conservata nel commentario di Tura e stata recentemente

appianata con la tesi avanzata dal Leanza32 che esistevano su questo libro biblico o

due distinte opere di Didimo (come fu per Origene) o due redazioni della stessa

opera, una esoterica destinata alla scuola, una exoterica approntata per essere

pubblicata. Convinto che tutta l'esegesi, e delle catene e del commentario di Tura,

debba attribuirsi a Didimo, ho proceduto al confronto con la catena di P. che, in-

vero, nel codice A, presenta tre volte scoli attribuiti all'Alessandrino: su Eccl. II.

12-13 (A, f. 72 v): falsa attribuzione: e interpretazione di Gregorio Taumaturgo (PG

10: 933A);33 su Eccl. VII. 11-12 (A, f. 82 v): su questo luogo biblico non abbiamo

altre interpretazioni di Didimo riportate in altre catene: essa inoltre non corri-

sponde con l'esegesi che leggiamo nei papiri di Tura;34 su Eccl. VII. 26 - VIII. 8 (A,

f. 84 r): falsa attribuzione: e interpretazione di Gregorio Taumaturgo (PG 10:

1008A-C).

II cod. Marc. gr. 2I3S ha unsolo scolio con il lemma Didimo (lo stesso che in A, f.

74 v presenta l'indicazione Basilio): su Eccl. III. 1-8 (M, f. 87 v): falsa attribuzione: e

interpretazione di Gregorio Taumaturgo (PG 10:996A). La catena di Procopio con-

tiene sette scoli attribuiti a Didimo,38 quell. i Barberiniana ne presenta otto:37 risul-

tano le seguenti corrispondenze: su Eccl, I. 1-2 (A, f. 69 r): cfr. Cat. Proc. (Leanza,

pp. 6-8): il pensiero comune si trova anche presso altri Padri; su Eccl, I. 12-13 (A, f.

70 r): cfr. Cat. Proc. (Leanza, pp. 11-12), che tuttavia ha diversa impostazione; su

Ecd. III. 18 e 20-21 (A, f. 76 r): cfr. Cat. Proc. (Leanza, pp. 35-36) dove si trovano

due scoli didimei, genericamente simile il primo. mentre una parte del secondo

(Leanza, p. 35, 141-143) e ugualein P.; su Eccl. IV. 15-16 (A, f. 78 v): cfr. Cat.

Barb., f. 44 r - v: il concetto e senz'altro uguale: preferisco tuttavia pensare all'in-

flusso origeniano38 cui non pote sfuggire Didimo; su Eccl. IX. 8 (A, f. 86 v): cfr.
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Cat. Barb., f. 106 v: tutto lo scolio di P. corrisponde ad verbum all'interpretazione piu

lunga che nel cod. Barb. gr. 388 eattribuita a Didimo; su Eccl. X. 12-14 (A, f. 89 r):

cfr. Cat. Barb., ff. 1 13 r - 114 r: sintesi anche verbale di parte dello scolio didimeo; su

Eccl. X. 2 (A, f. 89 v): cfr. Cat. Barb., f. 118 r: benche l'interpretazione sia abba-

stanza diffusa tra i Padri, la sintesi anche verbale rinvia senz'altro allo scolio di Di

dimo.

Analogie esistono anche tra la catena di P. e il 'Commentario dW'Ecclesiaste' dei

papiri di Tura:39 a me sembra tuttavia che le parafrasi o sintesi di P. (eccetto che

negli scoli su Eccl. I. 61-3 (A, f. 69 r):40 Didymos 1, 13, 19 e su Eccl. XII. 62 (A, f. 91

v): Didymos VI. 360, 14-16) siano troppo lontane dal commentario, sicche, anche a

presupporre una fonte indiretta (quale potrebbe essere Olimpiodoro o un'altra

catena) che abbia mediato con l'originale, si pud escludere che il Didimo dei papiri

di Tura abbia influenzato P. E questo e un argomento che conferma la tesi di una

doppia opera di Didimo o anche della duplice redazione: da quella andata perduta

attinsero tutte le catene.

Evagrio. Numerosi sono gli scoli di questo autore che incontriamo nelle catene.41

Quello su Eccl. II. 13-14 presente nel Marc. gr. 21, ff. 85 v - 86 r con l'indicazione

Evagrio e stato da me dimostrato appartenere a Gregorio di Nissa.42 Piuttosto, ai

fini deH'identificazione di materiale evagriano in P., sono da prendere in con-

siderazione gli scoli della catena di Procopio, della Barberiniana e quello pre

sente, sotto il nome di Evagrio, nel cod. Vall. D 6 (che contiene parte del commen

tario di Olimpiodoro alYEcclesiaste).43

Su Eccl. IV. 4 (A, f. 77 v): cfr. Vall. D 6, ff. 18 v - 19 r; su Eccl. I. 15 (A, ff. 70 v -

71 r): cfr. Barb. gr. 388, f. 3 r; su Eccl. II. 141 / (A,f. 73 r): cfr. Barb. gr. 388, f. 1 1

r; su Eccl. II. 264 7 (A, f. 74 v): cfr. Barb. gr. 388, f. 17 v; su Eccl. III. 181 2 (A, f. 76

v): cfr. Barb. gr. 388, f. 32 r; su Eccl. III. 184- 191 (A, f. 76 v): cfr. Barb. gr. 388, ff.

33v - 34 r; su Eccl. IV. 6 (A, f. 78 r): cfr. Barb. gr. 388, f. 38 v; su Eccl. IV. 7-8 (M,

f. 90 v): cfr. Barb. gr. 388, f. 40 v; su Eccl. V. I5 - 21 2 (A, f. 78 bis r): cfr. Barb. gr.

388, f. 40 v; su Eccl. VI. 8 (A, f. 81 r): cfr. Barb. gr. 388, f. 70 r; su Eccl. VII. 2 (A,

ff. 81 v - 82 r): cfr. Barb. gr. 388, f. 77 v; su Eccl. VII. 31 2 (A, f. 82 r): cfr. Barb. gr.

388, f. 78 r; su Eccl. VII. 17 (A, f. 83 r): cfr. Barb. gr. 388, ff. 89 v - 90 r.

Recentemente P. Gehin ha ritenuto di riconoscere negli Zx°Xia eig xov

'ExxXnoiaoxr|v contenuti nel cod. Paris. Coisl. gr. 193 (alcuni estratti si trovano anche

nell'/wron 555) il 'Commentario all'Ecclesiaste' di Evagrio.44 Alcuni dei suoi ar-

gomenti non sembrano in verita molto costringenti. Anzitutto - ed e la cosa piu

importante - gli scoli si presentano anonimi nei manoscritti e ne all'inizio e alla fine

ne tantomeno tra i ff. che li contengono si legge il nome Evagrio. La presenza poi

di alcuni &XX0g45 alimenta i sospetti che il copista avesse innanzi una catena o

mirasse egli stesso a comporre una catena. La classificazione dei libri salomonici, che

Gehin definisce 'la hierarchie evagrienne des diverses contemplations',48 trova il suo

testo fondamentale nel 'Prologo' del 'Commentario sul Cantico dei Cantici' di

Origene47 (nel quadro di una polemica antipagana intesa a dimostrare che la di
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visione delle scienze profane diffusa tra i filosofi greci era in realta gia stata an-

ticipata da Salomone) ed e accoka fin troppo nell'esegesi patristica48 per potere, con

sicurezza, stabilire che, per la presenza di questa tripartizione in Coisl. gr. 193 (dove,

invero. c'e la sola corrispondenza 'ExxXnoiaoxr|g : cpuoixf| 8ewgCa49), ci troviamo al

cospetto del 'Commentario aNEcclesiaste' di Evagrio. Labili sembrano poi i paralleli

riportati alle pp. 197-198, basandosi su concetti che sono luoghi comuni molto dif-

fusi tra i Padri.

I veri argomenti che giocano a favore dell'attribuzione evagriana sono le catene,

soprattutto la Barberiniana che e quasi sempre fededegna nelle attribuzioni. E qui

bisogna dire che tredici dei quindici scoli presenti nel cod. Barb. gr. 388 hanno il

loro analogo in Coisl. gr. 193. Bisogna anche tener conto della catena di Procopio

che presenta, come e noto, due scoli su\\'Ecclesiaste intcstati ad Evagrio: uno di

questi su Eccl. IV. 4 (Cat. Proc: Leanza, p. 38) si ritrova uguale nella Barberiniana.

sotto il nome Evagrio, sicche, almeno per questo, non possono esistere quei dubbi

che avanza il Gehin nell'attribuzione - pensando a macchinosi spostamenti di sigle -

se e vero che nel cod. Barb. gr. 388 quasi tutte le indicazioni di quest'autore50 (ma

non solo di questo) si rivelano esatte. Ma in quest'ottica anche i due soli scoli pre

senti in Barb. gr. 388, come pure quello del cod. Vall. gr. D 6, che in ho pubblicato,51

mancanti in Coisl gr. 193, devono essere considerati evagriani e non ha senso usare

la misura del Coisl. gr. 193 — come ha fatto arbitrariamente il Gehin52 — per to-

gliere parole (sic\) a qualche scolio da me edito solo perche quelle parole non

esistono nel Coisl. gr. 193 e sono presenti invece nell'esegesi di Olimpiodoro, da

considerare — come e noto — non un commentario originale ma un commentario

catenistico dove sono riportate interpretazioni di diversi Padri omogeneizzate pero

dallo stile vigoroso e personale dell'esegeta alessandrino, o negare — tout court —

l'autenticita evagriana dello scolio su Eccl. II. 26 (Leanza, p. 25) della catena di Pro

copio53 che — a detta dello stesso Gehin — aveva assai ben conservato le sjgle di at-

tribuzione.54 Nel migliore dei casi, quelli del Coisl. gr. 193 sono solo alcuni scoli

e non tutto il commentario di Evagrio e il materiale presente in questo codice va

integrato e rivisto con quello da me gia edito55 — e per la Barberiniana bisognera,

in una visione complessiva, risolvere il problema degli scoli ripetuti in varie stesure58

—, con il materiale presente nel Vat. gr. 1694 e nel Sinai gr. 31157 (che, a prima

vista, sembrano contenere quasi tutti gli scoli, alcuni anche in forma piu ampia,

del Coisl. gr. 193) e anche con il materiale contenuto in P. che, talvolta, varia, ma

spesso non in maniera significativa, nei numerosi tratti in comune che qui di seguito

mi limito ad elencare.

Su Eccl. I. 151 (A. f. 70 v): cfr. C (=Coisl. gr. 193). ff. 17 v - 18 v; su Eccl. I. 152

(A, ff. 70 v - 71 r): cfr. C, f. 18 r - v; su Eccl. II. 6 (A, f, 71 v): cfr. C, f. 18 v; su

Eccl. II. lO1"2 (A, f. 72 r): cfr. C, f. 18 v; su Eccl. II. 1034 (A, f. 72 v): cfr. C, f. 19 r;

su Eccl. II. 1 14 (A, f. 72 v): cfr. C, f. 19 r; su Eccl. II. 141 (A, f. 73 r): cfr. C, f. 19 r;

su Eccl. II. 25 (A, f. 74 v): cfr. C, f. 19 r; su Eccl. II. 264"' (A, f. 74 v): cfr. C, f. 19

v; su Eccl. III. 10 (A, f. 75 v): cfr. C, f. 19 v; su Eccl. III. 12 (A, f. 75 v): cfr. C, f.
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20 r; su Eccl. III. 14" (A, f. 76 r): cfr. C, f. 20 v; su Eccl. III. 153 (A, f. 76 r): cfr.

C, f. 20 v; su Eccl. III. I81"2 (A, f. 76 v): cfr. C, f. 20 v; su Eccl. III. 191 3 (A, f. 76

v): cfr. C, ff. 20 v - 21 r; su Eccl. IV. 1 1 3 (A, f. 77 r): cfr. C, f. 21 r - v; su EccL IV. 2

(A. f. 77 r): cfr. C. f. 21 v; su Eccl. IV. 4 (A, f. 77 v): cfr. C, ff. 21 v - 22 r: su Eccl.

IV. 5 (A, f. 77 v): cfr. C, f. 22 r; su Eccl. IV. 6 (A, f. 78 r): cfr. C, f. 22 r - v; su

Eccl. IV. 81 2 (A. ff. 77 v - 78 r): cfr. C, ff. 22 v - 23 r; su Eccl. IV. I21J (A, f. 78 r):

cfr. C, f. 23 r; su Eccl. IV. 123 (A, f. 78 r): cfr. C, f. 23 r; su Eccl. IV. 131 * (A, f. 78

v): cfr. C, f. 23 v; su Eccl. IV. 14 (A, f. 78 v): cfr. C, f. 23 v; su Eccl. V. 1 (A, f. 78

bis r): cfr. C. ff. 23 v - 24 r; su Eccl. V. 1 (A. f. 78 bis r): cfr. C, f . 24 r - v; su Eccl. V.

31 2 (A. f. 78 bis v): cfr. C, ff. 24 v - 25 r; su Eccl. V. 12 (A, f. 79 r): cfr. C, f. 26 r; su

Eccl. V. 13 (A, f. 79 v): cfr. C, f. 26 r - v; su Eccl. V. 14 (A, f. 79 v): cfr. C, f. 26 v;

su Eccl. V. 17 (A, f. 79 v): cfr. C, f. 26 v; su Eccl. V. 18 (A, 1. 80 r): cfr. C, ff. 26 v -

27 r; su Eccl. V. 19 (A, f. 80 r): cfr. C, f. 27 r; su Eccl. VI. 1 (A, f. 80 r): cfr. C, f.

27 r: su Eccl. VI. 2 (A, f. 80 r): cfr. C, f. 27 r - v; su Eccl. VI 33 (A, f. 80 v): cfr.

C, f. 27 v; su Eccl. VI. 91 (A, f. 81 r): cfr. C, f. 27 v; su Eccl. VI. 92 (A, f. 81 r): cfr.

C, I. 27 v; su Eccl. VI. 92 (A. f. 81 r): cfr. C, ff. 27 v - 28 r; su Eccl. VI. 10 (A, f. 81

r): cfr. C, f. 28 r - v; su Eccl. VII. 11 (A, f. 81 v): cfr. C, f. 28 v; su Eccl. VII. I1 (A,

f. 81 v): cfr. C. f. 29 r: su Ecrl. VII. I« (A, f. 81 v): cfr. C, f. 29 r; su Eccl. VII. 2 (A,

ff. 81 v - 82 r): cfr. C. f. 29 r - v; su Eccl. VII. 3 (A, f. 82 r): cfr. C, f. 29 v; su Eccl.

VII. 5-7 (A. f. 81 r - v): cfr. C, f. 29 v; su Eccl. VII. 71 (A, f. 82 r): cfr. C, f. 29 v; su

£rc/. VII 8 (A. f. 82 r): cfr. C, ff. 29 v - 30 r; su Eccl. VII. 9 (A, f. 82 r): cfr. C, f. 30

r; su Eccl. VII. 10 (A, f. 82 v): cfr. C, f. 30 r; su Eccl. VII. 1 1 (A, f. 82 v): cfr. C, f.

30 r - v: su Eccl. VII. 16 (A. f. 83 r): cfr. C, ff. 30 v - 31 r; su Eccl. VIII. 2 (A, f. 84

r): cfr. C, f. 31 r; su Eccl. XI. 101 (A, f. 90 v): cfr. C, f. 33 r; su Eccl. XI. 102 (A, f.

90 v): cfr. C, f. 33 r.

Occorre inoltre aggiungere che il tipo di esegesi di Coisl. gr. 193 si intravede anche

in altri scoli della catena policroniana non contenuti in quello che, a giudizio del

Gehin, e il commentario evagriano.

NUo di Ancira. Anche per questo autore sono le catene a dimostrarci che egli

commento YEccUsiaste: scoli di lui si trovano nella catena di Procopio e nella catena

Barberiniana e si ricavano, anche, da una raccolta - presente in cod. Chis. gr. 27, ff.

200 r - 203 r - di alcune pericopi del libro de\YEcclesiaste , interrotta qua e la da in-

terpretazioni attribuite a Nilo, e da un piccolo florilegio (sei scoli in tutto) contenuto

nel cod. Vall. gr. E 21. Su Eccl. I. 1: Cat. Proc. (Leanza, p. 7): cfr. A, f. 69 r (scolio

anonimo che parafrasa Nilo, ma contiene altro materiale); su Eccl. 1.2 (cod. Chis. gr.

27): cfr. A, f. 69 v (scolio anonimo e piu ampio); su Eccl. III. 9: Cat. Proc. (Leanza,

Suppl., pp. 26-27): cfr. A, f. 75 r (scolio anonimo); su Eccl. IV. 6: Cat. Proc. (Leanza,

p. 39 e Suppl., p. 31): cfr. A, ff. 77 v - 78 r (scolio anonimo).

Escluderei, anche per Nilo, che la fonte di P. sia la catena di Procopio. Per lo

scolio su Eccl. III. 9, considerato che Vindob. Theol. gr. 147 riporta il duplice lemma

Nilo e Olimpiodoro,58 propendo, in base a quanto detto sullo scolio riguardante
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Eccl. III. 1, riportato sotto Dionigi Alessandrino, per una fonte di P. diversa dalla

catena procopiana, la quale, del resto, solo concettualmente ha analogie con l'esegesi

di A, f. 75 r.

Da notare poi che lo scolio IV. 6 e actribuito a Nilo dal Marc. gr. 22 e a Nilo e

Dionigi dal Vindob. Theol. gr. 147. Poiche, come si e detto, siamo sicuri, alla luce del

confronto con la catena Hauniense, che quanto contenuto in P. e quanto contenuto

in Procopio, comprese le parti mancanti nell'uno e nell'altro, possono considerarsi

un unico scolio, si deduce che P. ha attinto ad una fonte che noi ignoriamo.

Olimpiodoro. Sotto il suo nome figurano in A i seguenti scoli: su Eccl. VII. I2 (A, f.

81 v): cornsponde allo scolio di Coisl. gr. 193, f. 29 r; su Eccl. VII. 1 1 (A, f. 82 v):

cfr. Olymp. Comrn. in Eccl. (PG 93: 565A - B).

II problema piu complesso legato alla catena di P. e senza dubbio il rapporto con

Olimpiodoro. Lungo e l'elenco degli scoli delYAmbros. A 148 inf. che corrispondono,

in tutto o in parte, all'interpretazione edita in PG 93; e queste concordanze diven-

gono impressionanti nel commento degli ultimi capitoli del testo biblico.

Su Eccl. I. 1 (A, f. 69 r): cfr. Olymp. Comrn. in Eccl. (PG 93:480D-481A); su Eccl.

I. 5 - 61"2 (A, f. 69 r): cfr. PG 93:484B; su Eccl. I. 6s"4 (A, f. 69 v): cfr. PG 93:484C;

su Eccl. I. 7 (A, f. 69 v): cfr. PG 93:485A; su Eccl. I. 81"2 (A, f. 69 v): cfr. PG

93:485B; su Eccl. I. 10 (A, f. 70 r): cfr. PG 93:488C; su Eccl. I. 13 (A, f. 70 r): cfr.

PG 93:489B,C,D; su Eccl. I. 15 (M, f. 83 v): cfr. PG 93:489D-492A; su Eccl. I. 151

(A, f. 70 v): cfr. PG 93:492A-B; su Eccl. I. 171 (A, f. 71 r): cfr. PG 93:492C; su Eccl.

II. 14-16 (A, f. 73 r - v): cfr. PG 93:501A-C; su Eccl. II. 21 (A, f. 73 v): cfr. PG

93:505A; su Eccl. III. 1 (A, f. 74 v): cfr. PG 93:508A-B; su Eccl. III. 9 (A, f. 75 r):

cfr. PG 93:516A; su Eccl. III. II1 (A, f. 75 v): cfr. PG 93:516B; su Eccl. III. 181 2

(A, f. 76 v): cfr. PG 93:521 A; su Eccl. IV. 2 (A, f. 77 r): cfr. PG 93:524D; su Eccl.

IV. 3 (A, f. 77 r): cfr. PG 93:525A; su Eccl. IV. 41 (A, f. 77 v): cfr. PG 93:528A; su

Eccl. IV. 6 (A, f. 77 v): cfr. PG 93:528C; su Eccl. IV. 123 (A, f. 78 r): cfr. PG

93:533A; su Eccl. IV. 15-16 (A, f. 78 v): cfr. PG 93:536B-D; su Eccl. IV. 171 2 (A, f.

78 v): cfr. PG 93:537A; su Eccl. IV. 173 4 (A, f. 78 v): cfr. PG 93:537B-C; su Eccl. V.

I1 3 (A, f. 78 bis r): cfr. PG 93:537D; su Eccl. V. 2 (A, f. 78 bis r): cfr. PG 93:540A;

su Eccl. V. 3 (A, f. 78 bis r): cfr. PG 93:540C; su Eccl. V. 5 (A, f. 78 bis v): cfr. PG

93:541A; su Eccl. V. 7 (A, f. 78 bis v): cfr. PG 93:54 ID - 544A; su Eccl. V. 8 (A, f.

79 r): cfr. PG 93:544A-B; su Eccl. V. 92 (A, f. 79 r): cfr. PG 93:544D; su Eccl. VI.

124 5 (A, f. 81 v): cfr. PG 93:557C-D; su Eccl. VII. I1 (A, f. 81 v): cfr. PG 93:560B;

su Eccl. VII. 12 (A, f. 82 v): cfr. PG 93:565D-568A; su Eccl. VII. 14 (A, f. 82 v): cfr.

PG 93:565D-568A; su Eccl. VII. 21 (A, f. 83 v): cfr. PG 93:569D; su Eccl. VII.

25-27 (A, f. 83 v): cfr. PG 93:572A-D; su Eccl. VII. 27-28 (A, f. 84 r): cfr. PG

93:573A-B; su Eccl. VIII. 62 (A, f. 84 v): cfr. PG 93:576D; su Eccl. VIII. 15 (A, f.

85 v): cfr. PG 93:58 ID; su Eccl. VIII. 16 (A, f. 85 v): cfr PG 93:58 ID - 584A; su

Eccl. VIII. 17 (A, f. 85 v): cfr. PG 93:584B; su Eccl. IX. 1 M (A, f. 86 r): cfr. PG

93.584C; su Eccl. IX. I5 (A, f. 86 r): cfr. PG 93:584D; su Eccl. IX. 2-32 (A, f. 86 r):
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cfr. PG 93:585A; su Eccl. IX. 3s"5 (A, f. 86 v): cfr. PG 93:585C; su Eccl. IX. 4" (A,

f. 86 v): cfr. PG 93:585C; su Eccl. IX. 512 (A, f. 86 v): cfr. PG 93:585D; su Eccl. IX.

7 (A, f. 86 v): cfr. PG 93:588B-C; su Eccl. IX. 81 (A, f. 87 r): cfr. PG 93:588C; su

Eccl. IX. 82 (A, f. 87 r: 3 scoli): cfr. PG 93:588D; su Eccl. IX. 91 (A, f. 87 r): cfr. PG

93:589A; su Eccl. IX. 10 (A, f. 87 r): cfr. PG 93:589B; su Eccl. IX. 11 (A, f. 87 r):

cfr. PG 93:589C-D; su Eccl. IX. 12 (A, f. 87 v): cfr. PG 93:592A-B; su Eccl. IX.

14-161 (A, f. 87 v): cfr. PG 93:592D - 593A; su Eccl. IX. 17 (A, f. 88 r): cfr. PG

93:593B; su Eccl. IX. 181 (A, f. 88 r): cfr. PG 93:593B; su Eccl. X. 2 (A, f. 88 r): cfr.

PG 93:596A-B; su Eccl. X. 3 (A, f. 88 r): cfr. PG 93:596B; su Eccl. X. 4 (A, f. 88 r):

cfr. PG 93:596C - 597A; su Eccl. X. 5-6 (A, f. 88 r): cfr. PG 93:597B; su Eccl. X. 81

(A, f. 88 v): cfr. PG 93:597C; su Eccl. X. 82 (A, f. 88 v): cfr. PG 93:597D; su Eccl. X.

9M0 (A, f. 88 v): cfr. PG 93:600B; su Eccl. X. 11 (A, f. 88 v): cfr. PG 93:600C-D;

su Eccl. X. 13-141 (A, f. 89 r): cfr. PG 93:600D - 601 B; su Eccl. X. 142 - 15 (A, f. 89

r): cfr. PG 93:601C-D; su Eccl. X. 16-17 (A, f. 89 r): cfr. PG 93:604A-B; su Eccl. X.

18-19 (A, f. 89 r): cfr. PG 93:604C-D; su Eccl. XI. 1 (A, f. 89 v): cfr. PG 93:605B-C;

su Eccl. XI. 2 (A, f. 89 v): cfr. PG 93:605C-D; su Eccl. XI. 3 (A, f. 89 v): cfr. PG

93:608B-C;su Eccl. XI. 4-5 (A, f. 89 v): cfr. PG 93:608D - 609A; su Eccl. XI. 6 (A, f.

90 r): cfr. PG 93:609B-C; su Eccl. XI. 7-8 (A, f. 90 r): cfr. PG 93:612A; su Eccl. XI.

91 2 (A, f. 90 r): cfr. PG 93:612B-C; su Eccl. XI. 10 - XII. 1 (A, f. 90 r): cfr. PG

93:613A-B; su Eccl. XI. 10 (A, f. 90 v): cfr. PG 93:613B; su Eccl. XII. 2-41 2 (A, f.

90 v): cfr. PG 93:613C - 616A; su Eccl. XII. 43 - 51 (A, f. 91 r): cfr. PG 93:616D -

617A; su Eccl. XII. 52 4 (A, f. 91 r): cfr. PG 93:617B-D; su Eccl. XII. 55 (A, f. 91 r):

cfr. PG 93:620A; su Eccl. XII. 61 (A, f. 91 r): cfr. PG 93:620A-B; su Eccl. XII. 62

(A, f. 91 v): cfr. PG 93:620B; su Eccl. XII. 62 (A, f. 91 v): cfr. PG 93:620B-C; su

Eccl. XII. 63 (A, f. 91 v): cfr. PG 93:620C-D; su Eccl. XII. 71 (A, f. 91 v): cfr. PG

93:620D - 621A; su Eccl. XII. 71 (A, f. 91 v): cfr. PG 93:621 A; su Eccl. XII. 72 (A, f.

91 v): cfr. PG 93:621A; su Eccl. XII. 8-9 (A, f. 91 v): cfr. PG 93:621C; su Eccl. XII.

10-11 (A, f. 91 v): cfr. PG 93:624A-C; su Eccl. XII. 12 (A, f. 92 r): cfr. PG 93:624D

- 625B; su Eccl. XII. 13 (A, f. 92 r): cfr. PG 93:628A.

Io ho qui per brevita semplicemente enumerato il materiale comune, senza rife-

rire sullo status dei singoli scoli che pure ho esaminato particolareggiatamente89 al

fine di ricavare qualche indicazione utile a chiarire il problema della fonte e questa

e la situazione quale si presenta: gli scoli alcune volte non sono che riproduzione ad

verbum di Olimpiodoro (il contrario non e possibile, risultando il diacono di Ales

sandria cronologicamente anteriore), altre volte hanno comunanza di concetti e di

termini e, talvolta. solo di concetti. Quando sono piu brevi degli scoli analoghi di

Olimpiodoro riferiscono, ad verbum, la parte corrispondente (che spesso e l'inizio e

talvolta e la fine). Nell'operare la sintesi P. non si discosta verbalmente da Olim

piodoro anche se il costrutto della frase deve subire modifiche e omissioni. £ im-

portante notare che qualche volta riassume in un unico scolio, e quasi sempre con le

stesse parole, piu scoli di Olimpiodoro allo stesso testo biblico; qualche volta di-

mostra di conoscere che Olimpiodoro presentava due o piu scoli, o anche inter
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pretazioni diverse e separate, e provvede anch'egli a compilare scoli separati: qual-

che volta due scoli di Olimpiodoro a versetti biblici vengono unificati in un unico

scolio.

Bisognerebbe concludere, a prima vista, che P. abbia utilizzato Olimpiodoro80 ed

in effetti sembra questa la tesi piu probabile. Tuttavia a me pare che la maniera di

compilare gli excerpta, che P. adotta qui, sia in parte diversa da quella che egli stesso

aveva utilizzato per il Nisseno e per il Taumaturgo: anche qui ci sono gli scoli ri-

prodotti ad verbum, i concetti simili, le parole uguali, ma e pur vero che si avvertono

anche parecchi mutamenti e variazioni che non sono solo decurtazioni ma anche,

qualche volta, aggiunte. Quasi una tecnica diversa: come non ricordare allora la tesi

gia avanzata dal Faulhaber81 che, escludendo nessi genetici tra le due catene, pen-

sava a fonti comuni che P. sfruttava servilmente, Olimpiodoro autonomamente, in-

tendendo quest'ultimo dare una propria caratterizzazione formale all'opera? A tal

proposito, tra vari altri casi, e interessante ed emblematico esaminare lo scolio su

Eccl. IV. 15-16, dove P. riprende, sintetizzando con l'uso delle stesse parole, il se-

condo scolio su questi versetti biblici di Olimpiodoro (PG 93:536B-D). II finale, pero,

(A, f. 78 v: Tt]v &xuf|v xfjg 6v8gtDJt6xnxOC. xai tbc. vixt'ioaq x6v jtovr|o6v) simile per il

concetto ad Olimpiodoro, si ritrova verbalmente idenuco nella catena Hauniense (f.

132 r). Abbiamo una prova evidente che qui P. aveva un'altra fbnie: e questa in-

duzione puo anche estendersi agli altri scoli (molto numerosi alla fine) dove distante

e la tecnica compositiva tra P. e Olimpiodoro, per cui in questi luoghi il primo e da

considerarsi piii vicino alla fonte originale. Cio non toglie che per gli scoli uguali P.

abbia potuto adoperare l'esegesi dell'Alessandrino, a meno che questi non copiasse

qualche volta - contro il suo costume - anche lui alla lettera. Utile, pero, a questo

punto, potrebbe tornare quella vecchia tesi,82 caduta di recente un po' in ombra,

che ci sia stata una originaria catena di Procopio aWEcclesiaste, molto lunga secondo

il suo uso (e di cui l'attuale pubblicata non sarebbe che un frammento), nella quale

sia stato utilizzato anche Olimpiodoro, come e stato dimostrato definitivamente al-

meno per la catena attualmente conosciuta di Procopio."3

Dopo quest'esame, condotto sul confronto con gli autori,84 si puo qui concludere

che di quasi tutto il materiale della catena di P. puo ora siabilirsi la fonte. Quello,

minimo, che non si e potuto identificare, puo anche, a mio giudizio, essere attribuito

allo stesso Policronio, il cui nome figura qualche volta (A, f. 72 r, 72 v, 79 r, 82 v, 84

r) accanto a scoli, che naturalmente sono poi di altri autori; tuttavia cio porta a pen-

sare che, al di la dell'ignoranza del copista, ci fosse una tradizione secondo la quale

Policronio avesse anch' egli scritto suU'EccUsiaste e fosse un esegeta: in questo caso

parte della sua esegesi sara sicuramente penetrata nella sua catena e potrebbe essere

costituita dagli scoli di autore non noto. Come gia affermato dal Faulhaber,85 tutte

le catene aWEcclesiaste sono importanti: la tradizione diretta, infatti, ci ha trasmesso

poche opere e di pochi autori su questo testo biblico. Recentemente invece 5. Luca

ha cercato di sottovalutare la catena di Policronio cosi asserendo: "il 98% degli scoli

tutti anonimi,88 che essa ci conserva, sono noti da altre fonti, appartengono infatti a
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Gregorio di Nissa, a Gregorio Taumaturgo, ad Olimpiodoro e, tramite la catena di

Procopio e la Barberiniana, a Dionigi Alessandrino, Didimo, Evagrio e Nilo".87

Questa affermazione non e esatta: infatti circa il 25% degli scoli di Policronio e

originale e non si riscontra negli autori e nelle catene citati dal Luca; se si considera

poi la possibility che Policronio sia in parte autonomo da Olimpiodoro, la catena,

tenuto conto della maggiore fedelta neU'excerpere di Policronio, riveste importanza

decisiva, una volta individuate le fonti dell'Alessandrino, per la ricostituzione del

testo di esse; infine, se e veritiera l'ipotesi del Gehin sul Coisl. gr. 193, la catena - che

di questo manoscritto contiene quasi tutto il materiale (all'incirca 50 scoli) - assume

fondamentale importanza per l'edizione di Evagrio.

UmversitA di Messina Antonio I.abatf.
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LES PROBLEMES QUE POSE LEDITION CRITIQUE DUN

MANUSCRIT LITURGIQUE UNIQUE

B. Langlois

Travailler sur un sujet determine est toujours instructif, meme quand on l'a choisi

bien delimite. Ayant entrepris l'edition du MS Paris, B.N. lat. 12 171, dit pontifical

de Cahors (137 ff., 17 lignes a la page jusqu'au f. 96, ensuite cela peut aller de 16 a

24 1.), je croyais avoir un sujet facile, de tout repos. Puisqu'il s'agisssait d'un manus-

crit unique, il suffirait d'en donner le texte, quitte a recourir a d'autres manuscrits2

contenant les memes formules, pour ameliorer mon texte. Je me suis apercu, che-

min faisant, que la realite etait autre, et qu'editer un manuscrit liturgique unique

n'etait pas si simple.

/. Textes litteraires et textes liturgiques

Je me permets de rappeler ici quelques traits saillants qui distinguent les textes lit

teraires (poetiques, historiques, scientifiques . . ., patristiques, hagiographiques, etc.)

des textes liturgiques.

1) Les textes litteraires

Hormis le cas ou l'auteur d'un texte litteraire a fait plusieurs editions de son

ceuvre, un ouvrage litteraire est termini lorsque son auteur l'a acheve. Le texte de

l'auteur n'a plus d'histoire, mais la transmission de ce texte commence a avoir une his-

toire au fil des transcriptions manuscrites de celui-ci.

2) Les textes liturgiques

II en va autrement d'un texte liturgique. Celui-ci ne porte pas de nom d'auteur

(ce qui ne veut pas dire qu'il n'ait pas d'auteur), il est anonyme, parce qu'il se veut

l'expression de la priere d'une communaute. 'Chacun' peut donc le retoucher.

II en resulte deux sortes de consequences: la fidelite du texte, le caractere vivant

de celui-ci.

1. La fidelite au texte copie

Comme tout copiste, le copiste d'un texte liturgique suit fidelement son modele.

II a meme une fidelite plus grande a son modele, puisqu'il a un respect religieux

.37
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pour celui-ci. Son travail de copiste est donc encore plus soigne.

2. Le texte liturgique, texte vivant

Au bout d'un certain temps qu'il y eut des iivres liturgiques' — peut-etre meme

tres tot — tout livre liturgique peut etre constitue de deux elements: la priere et le

rite, les formules et les "rubriques".3 Chacun a pu subir une evolution.

Non seulement le texte est corrige par le copiste, quand il comporte une faute vi

sible, comme tout texte litteraire, mais il recoit des corrections volontaires pour mo

difier la pensee,4 des formules existantes sont ajoutees, d'autres sont crees,5 les col

lections de formules sont completees,8 etc.

Le texte des rites, les 'rubriques', est moins fixe que celui des formules. En prin-

cipe, le deroulement des rites est affaire de tradition (transmise oralement). Mis

par ecrit plus a titre d'aide-memoire que de 'regles imperatives', il comportait, dans

certains Ordines, des abreviations, sources devolutions insensibles du texte, au fil des

copies et des generations d'Ordines. Le texte des 'rubriques' a aussi ete volontaire-

ment complete, des rites ajoutes, deplaces. Ceci a pour resultat que des copies d'un

meme Ordo sont parfois — ou souvent? — individualisees, particularisees.

//. L'edition d'un manuscrit unique

1) Le manuscrit unique d'un texte litteraire

Certaines ceuvres sont conservees dans un manuscrit unique. Hormis le cas ou

ces ceuvres sont des anthologies de differents ouvrages ou ont ete citees par des au-

teurs posterieurs, il n'y a pas de tradition indirecte, ascendante ou descendante, de

ces textes permettant a l'editeur d'en corriger les fautes. Par contre, l'editeur est

libre de faire toutes les conjectures lui semblant devoir ameliorer raisonnablement

son texte.

2) Le manuscrit unique d'un texte liturgique

Les formules, les prieres par exemple, d'un texte liturgique, quand elles sont tres

rares, peuvent se retrouver dans quatre ou cinq manuscrits.7 Si ces prieres sont pen

repandues, on peut les trouver dans une dizaine de manuscrits. Mais s'il s'agit de

formules tres connues, on peut les trouver partout, dans des centaines et des centaines

de manuscrits.

Les differents Ordines pour chaque action liturgique (Dedicace des eglises, Ordi

nations, etc.) sont tres proches les uns des autres. Ce qui les distingue, c'est la place

de telle formule ou ensemble de formules dans cet Ordo, la place de tel rite, voire

tel rite propre a tel Ordo.

II est evident que les fautes, comme les particularites, d'un texte liturgique (for

mules isolees ou Ordo) se retrouvent, en principe, a la generation suivante.
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Un texte liturgique, meme conserve dans un manuscrit unique, qu'il sagisse de

formules isolees ou d'un Ordo, a donc pratiquement toujours une tradition indirecte,

soit anterieure, soit posterieure, soit les deux. Si cette tradition indirecte est d'une

grande aide pour l'editeur, certaines corrections, meme excellentes, lui sont inter-

dites, parce qu'elles sortent d'une tradition manuscrite donnee.

3) Erreurs A eviter dans l'edition d'un manuscrit liturgique unique

1. Ne pas faire l'edition de Yoriginal de telle formule, telle que l'auteur l'a com-

posee, il y a parfois plusieurs siecles. Cela aboutirait a refaire indefiniment l'edition

du meme texte, au travers des manuscrits successifs ou on le saisit.

2. Ne pas editer un etat du texte que celui qui l'a fait transcrire a une epoque don

nee n'a jamais connu. Les formules liturgiques presentent souvent un etat du texte

tel que, etant donne la documentation limitee dont disposaient les hommes du

Moyen-age, ils ne pouvaient pas le corriger ou bien ils le corrigeaient sans retrouver

la lecon originale.

La priere consecratoire de l'eveque est une bonne illustration de la premiere regle

mentionnee plus haut. Depuis le plus ancien temoin, le manuscrit de Verone, dit

sacramentaire leonien,8 cette priere commence ainsi:

Deus honorum omnium,

Deus omnium dignitatum ....

La comparaison du debut de cette priere avec le debut de la priere consecratoire

du diacre et du pretre dans la tradition romaine montre que les genitifs honorum

omnium et omnium dignitatum ne se rapportent pas a Deus, mais a deux substantifs

disparus, tels que dator, auctor ou distributor. Cette double faute se retrouve dans

tous les manuscrits posterieurs, et elle n'a jamais ete corrigee dans les livres litur

giques9 jusqu'au concile de Vatican II.

La priere consecratoire du pretre nous donne un exemple de la deuxieme erreur

a eviter. II semble bien que le texte original soit:

per septuaginta uirorum prurient iuin mentes Moysi spritum propagasti.

Notre manuscrit a mente. II est tentant de retablir mentes.10 Or la comparaison avec

les manuscrits apparentes montre qu'ils ont mentem (-e) et non mentes. Ce qui veut

dire qu'ils derivent d'un ancetre commun qui omettait deja le s. Cette 'faute' a ete

corrigee en ajoutant un tilde sur le e, efface ou non lu par le copiste de notre ma

nuscrit. Si bien qu'en corrigeant avec la lecon du lointain original, je cree en realite

une faute, en inventant une fecon que la tradition manuscrite de cette priere conse-

cratorie n'a jamais connue au niveau ou nous la saisissons dans les manuscrits appa

rentes au notre.
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4) Regles pratiques pour la correction du texte d'un manuscrit unique

1. Corriger juste ce qui est indispensable pour que le texte ait un sens.

Ainsi pour les ordinations une formule frequemment utilisee est: Oremus pro

famulo tuo Mo. Ce dernier mot, abrege it ou /'//, est souvent omis et parfois aussi (no.

II est inutile de retablir le demonstratif, voire le possessif, quand il manque.

De meme, au Canon de la messe, dans le recit de l'Institution, notre manuscrit

donne: Accipite ex eo omnes, omettant, par saut du meme au meme: et bibite. Le texte

du manuscrit a un sens, meme si ce n'est pas le sens. Inutile de corriger.

2. Ne pas corriger dans le texte les fautes communes.

Pour eviter d'editer un etat du texte qui n'a jamais existe, puisque le copiste du

manuscrit ne l'a pas connu, ne pas corriger dans le texte, par des signes typographi-

ques (<> ou []), quand ce serait possible, les fautes communes a plusieurs manus-

crits, qui conservent le meme texte Iiturgique (Ordo de la dedicace des eglises) ou un

texte tres proche (Ordinations, benedictions episcopales issues du sacramentaire de

Gellone, par exemple).

Ne pas reintroduire dans le texte les mots manquants par faute commune, meme

si on les connait. En ce cas, on ne peut corriger que dans l'apparat critique.

3. Donner volontairement un texte imparfaitement corrige, selon une tradition manu-

scrite donnee.

Ce qui amene a garder ou a reintroduire, dans le texte, des fautes ou des formes

fautives de mots, si elles sont attestees dans cette tradition manuscrite.

Contrairement a ce qui se passe dans le cas de l'edition d'un manuscrit litteraire

unique (comme dans celui d'un texte conserve dans plusieurs manuscrits), ce ne

sera pas la 'bonne lecon' qui sera donnee dans le texte et en tete dans l'apparat,

mais la lecon conservee du manuscrit unique. Dans l'apparat, on retrouvera donc en

tete du lemme la lecon figurant dans le texte edite (comme dans le cas d'un manus

crit litteraire unique ou dans celui d'une edition faite d'apres plusieurs manuscrits).

Cette lecon conservee sera appuyee par celle d'un manuscrit donnant un etat voisin

du meme texte. Alors seulement sera donnee la 'bonne lecon,' pour la commodite

du lecteur et l'intelligence du texte.

La benediction episcopale pour les Rogations Respice, domine, super hanc familiam

tuam (GeG 2020) peut nous servir d'exemple. Elle a la phrase suivante:

Rege eam de superioribus tuis (citation implicite du Ps. 103: 13), ou Rege est mis

pour Riga.

L'apparat donnera: Rege, puis signalera que c'est la lecon de Gellone (GeG 2020),

avant de donner la 'bonne lecon' Riga du benedictionnaire d'Augsburg et de Ber

lin."

Voici un autre exemple de l'application de ces principes. La benediction episcopale

du dimanche apres l'Ascension commence par: Inserae, Domine, firma populi tui sensibus

spiritalibus hocculte.
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Telle quelle cette proposition n'a pas de sens, car pourquoi le Seigneur agirait-

il 'en cachette' (hocculte) dans les sensibus (equivalent dementibus) de son peuple?

Dans le sacramentaire de Gellone, une premiere forme de cette benediction,

proche de la notre, a in avant spiritalibus (GeG 2026). Si je retablis ce in, notre texte

n'a pas plus de sens. Mais l'apparat indiquera qu'a la place de la faute commune

spiritalibus (avec ou sans in), une deuxieme forme de cette meme benediction epis-

copale en Gellone — mais plus eloignee de la ndtre — a inspiratur (GeG 1980), ce

qui, lu inspirator (confusion uIo), donne un sens satisfaisant a notre proposition:

Dieu est en effet Yinspirator occulte de son peuple.

Conclusion

En matiere de textes liturgiques, on peut dire qu'il n'y a pratiquement pas de

manuscrit unique.

II faut donc rechercher les autres temoins de la meme formule, du meme texte,

qui la donnent dans un etat apparente, par le moyen des particularites, selon la

methode de classement des manuscrits. Les fautes communes a motre manuscrit et

a tel autre, ayant la meme tradition manuscrite que ce texte, nous donnent une idee

du modele que notre copiste avait sous les yeux.

A aucun prix, il ne faut remonter au dela de ce modele, en corrigeant dans le

texte les fautes du modele.

Et pour autant, nous n'oublions pas que, plus d'une fois, la copie d'un texte litur

gique est particularisee (ce qui semble contradictoire avec la conclusion que je viens

de tirer).

L'edition critique d'un manuscrit liturgique unique ne doit pas donner un texte

parfait, satisfaisant, mais un texte ftdele, semblable au modele dont procede ce ma

nuscrit. Alors, elle sera veritablement ad fidem codicum, meme pour un manuscrit

unique.

Remarque Complementaire

Cette meme exigence s'applique aussi au cas de l'edition d'un texte liturgique

conserve en plusieurs manuscrits. Sous le pretexte de donner un 'bon texte', on n'a

pas non plus a editer quelque chose qui n'a jamais existe, en remontant au dela de

la tradition manuscrite donnee, que nous font connaitre les temoins qui l'ont conser-

vee.

Dans YOrdo de la dedicace des eglises de notre manuscrit (conserve dans cinq au

tres temoins12), la grande priere pour la benediction de l'eau Sanctificare per uerbum

Dei presente l'incise suivante:

sit positis crux a <, . .> liminibus.
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A la place de a, trois autres temoins de cet Ordo ont inuicta, ce qui est plus satis-

faisant.

Mais le mot principal manque dans tous les temoins. Sit quoi ? la crux inuicta pour

les positis liminibus. Martene 13 nous donne le mot qui manque: munimen. II n'est pas

question de le retablir dans le texte, que ce soit dans l'edition d'apres notre manu-

scrit ou d'apres tous les temoins connus.

Paris

Notes

1. I.e manuscrit Paris, B.N. lat. 1217, sera appele ensuite: notre manuscrit.

2. Pour la facilite de l'expose, certains manuscrit* seront designes par les sigles suivants:

Vc = Le ms de Verone, dit sacramentaire leonien, edite par L.C. Mohlberg, 'Sacramentarium veronense

(Cod. Bibl. Capit. lxxxv [80]) (Leonianum)' dans Rerum ecclesiasticarum documenta. Series maior,

Fontes, 1 (Roma, 1956);

('"ri = Le sacramentaire romain, dit gelasien ancien, edite par L.C. Mohlberg, 'Liber Sacramcntorum

romanae y£cclesiae (Cod. Vat. Reg. lat. 316)' dans Rerum ecclesiasticarum documenta, Series maior.

Fontes, iv (Roma, 1960);

GeG = Le sacramentaire romano-franc de Gellone, edite par dom A. Dumas, 'Liber sacramentorum Gel-

lonensis' dans Corpus Christianorum, Series latina, 159 et 159A (avec dom J. Deshusses) (Turnholt,

1981);

Gr = J. Deshusses, 'Le sacramentaire gregorien, Ses principales formes d'apres les plus anciens manu-

scrits, Edition comparative,' t. i, 'Le sacramentaire, le supplement d'Aniane' dans Spicilegium

Frihurgense), vol. 16 (Fribourg, Suisse, 1971).

La collection mayencaise d'Ordines romani a ete editee par C. Vogel (t 1982) et R. Elze sous le titre 'Le

pontifical romano-germanique du X' siecle', t. i et ii, dans Studi e TesH, 226-227 (Citta del Vaticano, 1963).

3. On peut se demander si la formule — dans sa forme complete — 'P SP P £', qu'on trouve plusieurs

fois dans le MS de Verone, apres les nos 358, 367, 551, 555, 571 par exemple de l'edition Mohlberg, et qu'il

resoud ainsi 'PREX (ce qu'on appellera plus tard Praefatio) SUPRA FACTA EST, n'est pas deja une 'rub-

rique.' On pourrait objecter que c'est un titre (ec rit en capitales rouges, en fin de ligne), mais les premieres

'rubriques' sont autant des titres rubriques que des indications pratiques. Voir a ce sujet le sacramentaire

gregorien, edition of Lietzmann, 'Das Sacramentarium Gregorianum', par exemple pp. 44-54 passim (Utur-

giegeschichtliche Quellen, Heft 3, (Miinster, 1921) ou Liturgiewissenschaftliche Q. und Forschungen, (4 ed., Muns-

ter, 1967).

4. L'auteur de la formule Sanctorum tuorum intercessionibus (CoIIecte de la messe votive pro salute uiuorum

uel agenda mortuorum) avait ecrit:

cimiterio

quorum corpora in hoc monasterio

(et in cunctis cimiteriis christianorum) requiescunt.

Au premier coup d'ceil on voit que le copiste a ajoute cimiterio au dessus de monasterio. La comparison avec

les autres temoins de ce texte (Gr 1448 par exemple) montre qu'en realite il a remplace, sans signe appa-
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rent, monasterio par rimiterio, car il a ajoute au texte original et in cunctis cimiteriis christianorum avant

requiescunt, que j'ai mis pour cela entre parentheses.

5. L'oraison Ommpotentiam tuam, doming, supplices imploramus, de YOrdo ad dedicandam Ecclesiam de notre

manuscrit, est faite a parti r de l'oraison Dei patris omnipotentis misericordiam, diiectissimi fratres, deprecemur du

meme Ordo, par amplification. Notons que la formule change de genre litteraire: on part d'un invitaioire ou

I'on s'adresse a l'assemblee, en parlant de Dieu a la troisieme personne, pour arriver a une oraison oii I'on

s'adresse a Dieu a la deuxieme personne.

L'oraison Dtrigatur oratio nostra, quaesumus, domine, du meme Ordo de la dedicate, est faite a partir du Ps.

cxl, 2a et de la super populum, Copiosa beneficia d'une messe de la dedicace (cf. /'/. 78: 16 ID) avec les

adaptations necessaires et de nombreuses modifications dans le texte originel de l'oraison empruntee.

6. VOrdo pour les ordinations de notre manuscrit, en ce qui concerne le diacre, le pretre ou l'eveque,

offre un exemple de ces collections de formules completees, par rapport aux deux grandes traditions

romaines, la tradition dite gelasienne et la tradition gregorienne.

Notre manuscrit ajouie une oraison pour la remise de l'etole au diacre; une formule pour l'onction de la

tete du pretre; une formule pour l'onction des mains et une autre pour l'onction de la tete de l'eveque, une

formule pour la remise de la crosse a celui-ci, deux formules pour son intronisauon, deux benedictions spe-

ciales pour le nouvel eveque.

7. Si on pouvait mettre toutes les formules liturgiques sur ordinateur, on sen apercevrait vite.

8. Ve 947.

9. 11 y eut pourtant une tentative malheureuse pour ameliorer ce texte, car a partir de la collection

mayencaise d'Ordines romani, dite pontifical romano-germanique (edition Vogel, Ixiii, 35), le debut de cette

priere devient: Deus, honor omnium digniutfum (ce debut ayant ete enrichi d'une nouvelle faute — omission de

df — d'ou saut au meme de (honorum) omnium a omnium (dignitatum); non seulement ce texte n'a pas de

sens, mais celui qui a tente de le corriger ne pouvait plus voir qu'honor et dignitas etaient pratiquement

synonymes dans cette priere.

10. V'c 954 a menus, GeG 145, mentis (le i est une variante phonetique du e).

1 1. Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, MS J 27, IXe-X' siecle.

12. Pour sen tenir aux manuscrits actuellement connus.

13. E. Manene, 'De antiquis Ecclesiae ritibus', lib. ii, c. xiii, Ordo viii, (2* edition, c. 736 B, 3' ed., voir p. 263

et sv), d'apres un pontifical de Narbonne communique par l'intermediaire du chanoine Pesch (cet Ordo viii

a ete ajoute a partir de la T edition); H. Philippeau (§ 1977) me disait que le texte de ce pontifical de Nar

bonne serait en realite YOrdo mozarabe de la dedicace des eglises, qui manque effectivement dans le pon-

ufical mozarabe publie par M. Ferotin, 'Le Liber Ordinum en usage dans l'Eglise wisigothique et mozarabe

du cinquieme au onzieme siecle', dans les Monumenta Ecclesiae liturgica, vol. v, (Paris, 1904).





SOME REMARKS ON THE NEWLY EDITED TEXT

OF THE PRATUM OF JOHN MOSCHUS

Philip Pattenden

The new critical edition of the Pratum of John Moschus is, at the time of the Con

ference, nearing completion. The full text with apparatus cridcus will appear in the

series graeca of the Corpus Christianiorurn. An edition with French translation will be

published in the Sources Chretiennes. An English translation with commentary is

being prepared simultaneously with the Greek text as the work proceeds. The pre

sent paper is intended to herald some revelations of the critical examination of the

manuscript tradition and to adumbrate some changes which will have to be made to

the received text and knowledge derived from it.

The Pratum, as now known from examination of all accessible manuscripts, differs

in a number of points from the old text in Migne's Patrologia Graeco-Latina.1 On the

one hand it is much longer than the Migne text - it has more narrationes - though

attribution is a thorny and perhaps insoluble problem. On the other the wording of

the new text differs in many particulars from Migne's. The numbering of the

Migne edition is textually baseless and the chapters are re-ordered in the new edi

tion.

Fabricius-Harles listed twelve manuscripts of the Pratum in 1807; in 1903 Preu-

schen noted thirteen, but these involved one duplicate and included seven from Fab-

ricius' list adding only five new ones.2 There do, however, seem to be at least 145

manuscripts which contain all or part of the Pratum. Of course, some of these con

tain only one or two chapters, but a large number embrace substantial portions of

the work. No single manuscript contains the whole of the Pratum, but overlapping

excerpts in many manuscripts bear witness to a fuller corpus of tales. Some manu

scripts contain all of the stories in the Migne corpus, many contain only parts of this

corpus, but many contain also chapters outside it, which yet have indisputable

marks of authenticity, for instance chapters which begin with the words such as 'My

good friend Sophronius and I went to see Abba Joseph at the Ninth Milestone from

Alexandria. . . .'3 These do not, however, figure in the Migne selection.

The tradition of the text evidently became divided at an early period, or we

would not find such a fragmented transmission. Various copies were made of var

ious parts of what may have been a longish collection of stories, probably longer

than is represented in Migne, and these copies are the ancestors of our present

45
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manuscripts. There is also a very strong possibility that the text was augmented, not

only by the accretion of extraneous material to the corpus during the middle ages,

but also by the deliberate addition of passages to the Moschan corpus not very long

after Moschus had laid down his pen.

The tradition divides clearly into sixteen families or groups of manuscripts of

which some are more obviously inter-dependent than others. Beyond these sixteen

groups there remain over forty ungroupable manuscripts which contain only one or

two chapters, and these are but reworkings of the original. They are of no use for

the text of a critical edition, though they do offer some evidence for the corpus.

The sixteen groups can be reduced to five which have any significance for the

production of a critical edition, and from inter-dependence these are reduced to

three major branches of the tradition. These three branches, which I have called qp,

%, and a, represent the earliest form of the text now discernible. They differ

amongst themselves quite considerably. Besides the Greek manuscripts there exist

versions of some pedigree in oriental and other medieval languages. Some of these

are paraphrases of the Greek text in one form or another: two can be classified by

group.

The corpus of stories varies in that the q) group contains in 301 chapters those

tales given in the Migne edition in approximately the same sequence. The text itself

is, however, superior to that of Migne. We owe the corpus, but not the text of the

Migne edition, to the fact that Ambrogio Traversari possessed one of the cp group

mss and made the original of the Latin translation which now appears in Migne

from it. This translation was first published in the sixteenth century and used as the

basis against which to match selected chapters of the Greek from other, excerpting

manuscripts by the seventeenth-century editors. Migne's text is an amalgam of the

Latin of Traversari and Greek from several, uncollated sources in two unconnected

but complementary editions.4 Moschus quotes passages from other, earlier authors.

One of these citations in particular, a long one, demonstrates that the cp text is the

earliest and most nearly basic type of the tradition.5 It is additionally a little more

careful on proper names than the other two hyparchetypal groups, which tend to

omit or corrupt difficult proper names. For all that there are stories with the famil

iar 'Sophronius and I' beginning which do not occur in the cp corpus (cf. above).

The new text is based on cp where available: there are seven main witnesses to the cp

tradition.

The second group, %, exhibits in its reconstructed archetype a text somewhat in

ferior to cp in its carefulness. It does, however, have additional sections, sometimes

of no mean length, within individual chapters. For example, at the end of the

Proemium, the qp text ends (. . . jc«xoo8u)u«xa) - in translation:

... I have . . . made a full and true collection, drinking deep, like a bee, in the edifying

spiritual triumphs of the fathers.

the \ tradition adds:

purifying our souls with what is pure. Now let us present these triumphs for all who
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read them to Him to whom is ascribed all honour, praise and worship by all men for all

the unsullied and unending ages of eternity. Amen.

Further, £ contains over a hundred more stories than cp's 301. Some of this cen

tury or more are, unless fakes, patently by Moschus, but others appear in other

writings, such as the various series of the Apophthegmata Patrum. This is in itself a

separate problem since attribution can often be doubtful amongst these eremitical

writings. Even in the cp corpus several chapters also appear in the Apophthegmata,

Cyril of Scythopolis, Malalas, Evagrius Scholasticus, Zosimas and others.8 In some of

these cases there is real doubt as to correct original authorship. In both the cj) cor

pus and the extra material in the | corpus there occur chapters attributed by Nau

(often on dubious and seemingly hastily prepared manuscript evidence) to one or

other of the Anastasii of Sinai. Until Monsignor Canart has completed his edition of

the Anastasian narrationes, then, if ever, shall we be able to say for sure which writer

is the rightful author of these stories.7 The £ group is used as the second witness to

the text of the Patrum and contains nine main manuscripts.

The third group is the a group. This consists of at least three parts. One manu

script which contains a very complete corpus of tales extending beyond the end of

the cp corpus and then excerpting from and adding to the | corpus. Its end has

been lost. In second place is a group of manuscripts which have a slightly para

phrastic text with a corpus like that of the main a manuscripts but longer. In third

place comes a group of manuscripts which offers a similar though paraphrastic text

of the Pratum along with selections from other writings, the Apophthegmata and the

Historia Lausiaca. Six manuscripts from two branches of the a group are used to form

the edition.

The a group preserves a text generally like that of q), but has some additions of

substance within individual chapters like those of |. More important, it has some

additional passages within chapters which cannot be ignored since they add consid

erable factual information to the narratives as given by the cp and | groups.

This is illustrated by just a few examples in translation. The content of the addi

tional passages varies. Sometimes an addition is of no more than a moralising na

ture, perhaps at the end of a story, such as at the end of Pratum 76 - the story of

the ship and Mary, the woman who killed her children for love of a soldier - here a

adds:

So we learn from this for sure that it is impossible for the man who does evil to escape

the nouce of God, even if He is patient for a while because of His love for mankind, as

He waits for our repentance, just as the psalmist also says 'Whither shall I go from Thy

Spirit?', and so on.*

There are, however, additions in the a text of a factual content, such as in chapter

59, which is only very short as it stands in the Migne text, and in the oldest, cp, ver

sion. In its simple form the chapter says:

Abba Peter the priest of the same lavra told us about abba Thalelaeus from Cilicia, that
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he spent sixty years in the monastic life, never ceasing to weep. And he used always to

say, 'God has given us this time for repentance, and we have to seek Him hard.'

The a group doubles the length of this chapter in adding extra facts to identify

Thalelaeus the Cilician: It says:

Abba Peter, the priest of the same lavra told us about abba Thalelaeus from Cilicia, who

lived on the mountain in a cave to the east of the road from Bethlehem opposite the

Old Cathisma . . .9

and goes on to tell us of his sixty years as a monk.

In another case, chapter 109, the monastery of S. Theodosius is mentioned. In

the qp text, as in Migne, there is no classification as to whether Moschus meant the

monastery of S. Theodosius in the Judaean desert or the one in Syria. In the a text

this is specified as

the one in the Jerusalem desert.10

Or in chapter 127 the Church of SS. Cosmas and Damian is identified precisely in

the a text as the one 'nearly half a mile outside the Siloam gate' - the cp and | texts

do not even state in which city this church is to be found."

In chapter 182 the monastery of S. Sergius is, by a, located at the now unknown

spot which the fathers Eusebius and Theodoret identified with the passage in Psalm

73 (74): 15:

'Thou hast dried up the rivers of Etham.'12

In chapter 218 the site of the monastery of abba Constantine, hitherto unknown,

is now located, but in a only, as

'near Maiouma and Gaza'13

Similar identifying remarks occur for a number of eastern towns, such as Ancyra

and Antioch (Theupolis). There are several other examples of this type both in the

qp corpus - those chapters given in Migne - and in the material beyond the end of

the corpus of Migne.

These additional passages in the a recension are not, then, all trivial, but in a

very large number of cases add some detailed factual information to that given in

the qp or | versions about people or places. Some of the additions, especially the

small ones, add some information for a reader who is evidently expected to be un

familiar with the localities or customs mentioned. In other cases they have an

aetiological intention - as, for instance, in chapter 170 where the qp and £ text speak

only of the Monastery of Samson twenty miles from Jerusalem. The a tradition

elaborates on this by telling us that
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In this monastery is a great cave: it was there that Samson drove together the three

hundred foxes and burnt the fields of the Philistines.14

a reference to Judges 15:4-5. Similar aetiological passages occur outside the corpus

of stories given in Migne, such as BHG3 1318g and 1448k. In the latter the monas

tery of abba Marcian is identified with the site where the Shepherds were abiding in

the field, keeping watch over their flocks by night, when they saw the heavenly host

at the time of the Nativity.15

Had we only the additional passages of a it would be fair to wonder if Moschus

was not the one who added these more precise details, perhaps in a later "edition"

of his work,18 but it is significant that the a group and this only contains the Vita of

Moschus. This too contains aetiological information in the same style on the Cave of

the Magi17 where Moschus was buried. This evidence thus points to one and the

same writer for the Vita and the additional a material. The nature of the informa

tion given by the extra a passages is often very localised and would have required

acquaintance with Moschus' own haunts. Some of it is found in other literary

sources, but other points are not and require specialised knowledge. Recall, for

example, in the information about the Cilician which I mentioned a while ago, who

spent sixty years as a monk. Only a tells us that 'he lived on the mountain in a cave

to the east of the road from Bethlehem opposite the Old Cathisma.' — a very pre

cise piece of information on an otherwise unknown figure. The Persian and Arab

invasions came not long after Moschus' time in the Holy Land in 614 and 634-6.

Such information as a gives, though it may have persisted in oral tradition, was

probably acquired not long after Moschus wrote his story, while the tradition was

still green. Perhaps the writer of the a note travelled with Moschus and visited this

monk and was thus a possessor of this information. Most of the additional a pas

sages concern Palestine. It is possible to demonstrate that they almost certainly

formed marginalia to an early text, cp or I;.18

The Vita was also clearly written by someone who knew Moschus or was not far

removed from him - intimate details of his literary methods, as mentioned there,

can only have come from close to him. Stylistically the aetiological extra text of a

agrees with that of the Vita. We cannot expect, miracles excepted, that Moschus

wrote his own biography including an account of his death, ergo the writer of the

additional pieces of a and the Vita are more likely than not the same person and

not Moschus. This second writer was very probably one of Moschus' disciples and

perhaps Sophronius himself - but that is another story.

In the Migne text of the Pratum some chapters derive, when they are reprints of the

1624 editio princeps of the Greek by Fronton du Duc (Ducaeus), from a manuscript which

belongs to the o group.19 So sometimes extra passages of the a tradition have worked

their way into the Migne text. Since a can be shown not to have been the original form of

the Pratum, some of these passages cannot now be treated as genuinely from the hand of

Moschus, but from a later, if not much later, hand. One such important passage is the

long ending of chapter 43, where, after the story of the wicked godless bishop of

Thessalonica who met his end while visiting a privy, the Migne (= Ducaean) text
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continues with a relation of how Arius met a similar fate and how the godless bishop of

Thessalonica was dealt with by the angel of the Lord and the intercession of S. Deme

trius. We must understand all this as a gloss on, if a gloss not much removed in

time from, Moschus's text.

Space does not permit a discussion here of the many ghost words which have found

their way into the Migne text from one misreading or another since the seventeenth

century - and hence into Lampe's Lexicon. One such is taryyag in chapter 158, which

really conceals the place-name of En-geddi. Nor can Moschan grammar be revised here,

but this paper has given a few hints of one aspect of the reformed text of the Pratum.

Before long now I hope to reveal all in the new edition itself.
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JOHN LELAND, BEATUS RHENANUS ET LE TERTULLIEN DE

MALMESBURY

Pierre Petitmengin

II y a quatre ans, ici meme, le regrette Dr. Richard Hunt montrait tout l'interet

qu'il y aurait a etudier systematiquement les editeurs de textes patristiques au XVIe

siecle.1 La recherche que je souhaite vous presenter est a la fois un hommage a

celui qui fut si longtemps le bon genie de 'Duke Humphrey', et la suite meme de sa

communication. En effet la tradition de Tertullien est inseparable de celle de Nova-

tien, qu'il avait prise pour exemple, et ce grand connaisseur des bibliotheques

anglaises s'interessait particulierement aux vicissitudes de leurs manuscrits lors de la

dissolution des monasteres.

Le probleme du codex Masburensis, miraculeusement venu ex ultima Britannia,

n'est pas nouveau, et il n'est guere d'editeur de Tertullien qui n'ait ecrit quelques

lignes ou quelques pages2 sur ce manuscrit qu'utilisa Sigismond Gelen pour son edi

tion de 1550. Nous devrons donc exposer d'abord brievement les donnees du pro

bleme et l'etat actuel des recherches. Nous presenterons ensuite deux documents

nouveaux: une lettre de John Leland et une collation de Beatus Rhenanus, et nous

essaierons enfin de degager ce qu'ils nous apprennent sur l'activite philologique au

XVIe siecle et sur le texte meme de Tertullien.

/. Les donnees du probleme

Les editions anciennes de Tertullien sont tres importantes dans la mesure oit elles

nous conservent parfois le temoignage de manuscrits aujourd'hui disparus. Le tab

leau ci-dessous presente les principales editions parues au cours du XVIe siecle.

Lieu et date editeurs sources manuscrites corpus collations

Bale Paris

1521 Rhenanus Hirsaugiensis e

1528 Rhenanus

Paterniacensis e

1539 Rhenanus

Gelen

Gorziensis e Selestat.K 1040
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Lieu et date editeurs sources mamiscrites corpus collations

1545 Gagny

Mesnart

'codex A

uetustissimus'

T C

1550 Gelen Masburensis C Selestat.K 1039

1583/4 Pamele c. Ioh. dementis C Ste-Genevieve

CC 8° 1097-98

Vaticani tres 8 ibid.

Les trois premieres, dues a l'humaniste alsacien Beatus Rhenanus, ne nous re-

tiendront pas ici, car elles se fondent sur des manuscrits du corpus dit de Cluny

(sigle: 8),3 dont elles publient les 21 traites.

L'edition parisienne de 1545 (sigle: B) ajoute onze oeuvres inedites de Tertullien,

neuf authentiques et deux qui sont en realite de Novatien, le De trinitate et le De cibis

iudaicis. Deux noms apparaissent au verso de la page de titre: l'un trop connu, celui

de Jean de Gagny, grand aum&nier du Roi tres chretien, et grand decouvreur de

textes inedits, qu'il publie ou fait publier, plutot mal d'ailleurs;4 l'autre trop peu

connu, celui de Martin Mesnart, avocat au Parlement de Paris, qui se dissimule dans

un acrostiche: c'est un habitue de ces tours de force poetiques, mais son principal

titre de gloire est d'avoir ameliore les decretales deGregoire IX en y introduisant le

vocabulaire de la loi des XII tables;5 le fait qu'il habite a Paris aedibus Angiitis ne

suffit pas a nous tranquilliser. . . . Quant au vetustissimus codex dont il est fait men

tion, il cache sans doute une pluralite de sources et, pour reprendre une expression

frappante de Dom Dekkers, 'une operation bien complexe';8 nous y reviendrons.

Contre-offensive baloise cinq ans plus tard: un correcteur de la maison Froben,

Sigismond Gelen, qui avait deja surveille l'impression du Tertullien de 1539,7 publie

une edition amelioree grike a un manuscrit anglais dont il nous dit ceci:

Du fin fond de la Bretagne (ex ultima Britannia), John Leland, un antiquaire digne d'une

meilleure same, a communique un exemplaire trouve dans un monastere extremement an-

cien de son pays, celui de Masbury (in Masburensi . . . coenubio repertum). On ne pouvait

rien souhaiter de plus, tant il etait complet; manquaient juste quelques livres. II con-

tenait tous les traites ajoutes par la derniere edition de Paris. Si on les compare a la pre-

sente, on verra que Gelen n'est pas vain.8

Sont en effet marques d'un asterisque fatidique les onze traites publies pour la

premiere fois en 1545 et trois autres, connus depuis longtemps, qui vont nous in-

teresser particulierement: le De resurrectione carnis, le De praescriptionibus aduersus

haereticos et le De monogamia. Le texte est souvent tres different de celui de B, et

l'absence de toute forme d'apparat le rend enigmatique.

Dernier episode de notre histoire: une trentaine d'annees plus tard, un des prin-

cipaux erudits de la Contre-Reforme, Jacques de Pamele,9 utilise un autre manus

crit anglais qui appartenait, lui, au medecin John Clement, l'ami de Thomas More,

deux fois exile sur le continent pour ses convictions religieuses.10 Pamele precise

heureusement son contenu: sept traites deja regrouped dans des catalogues de Cor
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bie dates du Xle siecle. II s'agit des trois oeuvres que nous avons signalees (Res,

Prae, Mon) et de quatre autres dont B avait donne l'edition princeps: le De spec-

taculis, le De pudicitia, le De ieiunio et le De trinitate de Novatien. La decouverte de la

collation utilisee par Pamele permet d'avoir une idee assez precise des lecons de ce

manuscrit.11

En revanche, le codex Masburensis reste enveloppe de mystere. On s'accorde a

penser qu'il venait de l'abbaye de Malmesbury, dans le Wiltshire, ou Leland avait

signale la presence d'un Tertullien; mais sur son contenu exact et sur son destin, on

ne sait rien de precis.12 La conjecture la plus seduisante est celle de Dom Dekkers: il

a note que Gelen n'apportait veritablement du neuf (en comblant des lacunes) que

pour les traites du corpus de Corbie, et il en a deduit que le Masburensis ne devait

contenir que cette collection.13

//. Les nouveaux documents

Si l'on essaie maintenant de se replonger dans le contexte historique, on constate

qu'au milieu du XVIe siecle les contacts sont etroits entre la region de Bale et

l'Angleterre. Gelen est au courant de la folie de Leland, apparue en 1547, et sa

formule uir feliciori ualetudine dignus frappera, au point d'etre reprise quelques an-

nes plus tard par le polygraphe protestant John Bale dans sa bibliographic des au-

teurs illustres de Grande-Bretagne.14 Bien plus, ce meme Bale a public en 1549,

juste a la fin de son exil in inferiori Germania, un ouvrage de Leland, son 'laborieux

voyage en quete des antiquites d'Angleterre, offert en etrennes au roi Henri VIII

pour la 37e annee de son regne' (c'est-a-dire en 1546). Leland y remarquait:

une partie des exemplaires que j'ai cherches avec soin et heureusement retrouves en di

vers endroits de votre royaume ont 6t6 imprimes en Germanie, et se trouvent mainte

nant sur les presses avant tout de Froben.15

Bale n'a m£me pas reussi a se procurer les titres de ces livres, mais il ne doute pas

de leur existence, et l'on doit reconnaitre que l'envoi du codex Masburensis devient

tres vraisemblable.

Qu'il ait eu lieu reellement nous est prouve par une lettre inedite de Leland a

Beatus Rhenanus, anterieure de plus de dix ans a l'edition de Gelen.18 Le 13 juin

1539, peu de temps apres la sortie de la troisieme edition baloise, l'antiquaire du roi

d'Angleterre lui apprend que, sur la requfete d'un homme bien en cours, Richardus

Morysinus, il vient de faire parvenir a un certain Damianus Agoe Hispanus un

manuscrit de Tertullien beaucoup plus complet que celui recemment imprime par

Froben.

II s'agit bien entendu du celebre marchand et humaniste portugais Damiao a

G6is,17 qui fut si appreci6 dans les cercles balois—par Erasme en premier lieu, mais
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aussi par Gelen qui lui dedie ses Annotationes in Plinium et l'appelle ensuite son

patronus eximius (sa peine avait du etre recompensee) —, et d'un condisciple de Gois

a Padoue, un etudiant affame mais toujours de bonne humeur, Richard Morison

('the merry Morison'), qui venait de passer au service de Thomas Cromwell et du

roi Henry VIII, au grand dam de son protecteur, le cardinal Pole.18

Gois etait d'ailleurs fier du role qu'il avait joue dans cette affaire. Dans les Opus-

cula qu'il publie a Louvain en 1544 comme un adieu a son pays d'election, la Bel-

gique, il fait figurer deux lettres de remerciement, l'une de Gelen et l'autre de

Rhenanus.19 Comme le nom de Leland n'y figure pas, que ce soit par hasard ou de-

liberement, on n'avait jamais soupconne que le manuscrit dont il y est question

pouvait s'identifier a celui de Malmesbury.

Sur sa provenance, il n'y a en effet plus aucun doute. Leland, en vrai antiquaire,

explique en detail a l'orfevre qu'etait Rhenanus la fondation du monastere et les

noms qu'il a portes jusqu'a 'Maidulphsbyri', Maidulphi curia (les memes developpe-

ments se retrouvent a peu de chose pres dans son Itineraire).20 II propose meme

une hypothese sur l'origine du manuscrit: il .1111 iii ete apporte d'ltalie par un col-

lectionneur qui ne serait autre que Aldhelm. II omet seulement de donner le detail

que nous esperions le plus, le contenu de ce 'tresor si grand et si rare'.

Rhenanus, qui semble plus reserve (il parle seulement de Tertulliani quaedam opus-

cula), n'en a pas moins fait une collation tres detaillee du codex Anglicus pour les

trois traites qu'il avait deja publies: elle est consignee dans son exemplaire personnel

de sa troisieme edition, heureusement conserve a la Bibliotheque humaniste de

Selestat.21 Avait-il transcrit les inedits? C'est possible, mais non demontre. En tout

cas Gelen, qui lui succeda comme editeur de Tertullien, dut avoir acces soit au

manuscrit, soit a une copie; sinon, on ne s'expliquerait pas comment il a pu combler

certaines lacunes du De pudicitia ou du De trinitate.22

III. Les resultats

Le fait de connaitre de facon certaine plusieurs centaines de lecons d'un corpus qu'il

etait autrefois pratiquement impossible d'individualiser permet des recherches tres

interessantes, que nous sommes loin d'avoir toutes menees a bien. Nous voudrions juste

esquisser les pistes qui s'ouvrent dans trois directions: letude des editions anciennes;

celle des corpus medievaux; enfin l'etablissement du texte meme de Tertullien.

Le resultat le plus evident, c'est que pour trois traites, il devient desormais possi

ble de mesurer les libertes, assez grandes, que Gelen a prises avec sa source. Elles

nous confirment dans l'idee que les innovations apportees dans les traites non com-

pris dans le corpus Corbeiense (une centaine pour le De anima ou le Scorpiace23)

peuvent tres bien s'expliquer par l'habilete ou l'audace de ce philologue.

D'autre part, la comparaison entre la collation de Rhenanus et celle de Pamele
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montre que le Masburensis et le codex dementis sont tellement proches qu'ils

pourraient bien ne faire qu'un seul et meme manuscrit.24 Apres tout John Clement,

qu'Erasme avait qualifie de 'jeune homme de grande esperance', avait du garder de

bons rapports avec le milieu balois, et il se trouve justement en exil sur le continent

entre 1549 et 1553.

Toutefois la plus grande surprise, c'est de decouvrir, cette fois sans contestation

possible, que l'edition parisienne de 1545 a utilise pour le De praescriptionibus et le De

resurrectione un temoin du corpus de Corbie. Ses lecons sont tres souvent notees en

marge, ou bien integrees au texte, mais alors signalees par des crochets.

Sans doute il arrive assez souvent qu'une variante soit donnee a la fois par le

Maburensis et par un autre temoin: l'Agobardinus (A) dans le cas de Prae, le Tre-

censis (T) dans celui de Res. On ne peut alors rien conclure sur la source deB. En

revanche on comprend mieux l'histoire du texte de Tertullien et les faiblesses de sa

transmission clunisienne lorsqu'on dispose de trois corpus medievaux. Ce n'etait

jusqu'a present le cas que pour YAduersus ludaeos et les dix premiers chapitres du De

carne Christi.

Enfin les variantes du Masburensis (Ma), assez souvent dedaignees par Gelen et

alors pratiquement inconnues, nous invitent a reflechir sur le texte de Tertullien,

comme le montrent les cinq exemples suivants, auxquels il a fallu se limiter.

L'hesitation est souvent possible entre l'ancienne et la nouvelle lecon, par exemple

entre les deux mots qui designent le van de Matthieu, 3, 12:

EX. 1 Prae 3,8 (dominus) uentilabrum in manu portat ad purgandam aream suam

uentilabrum A 8 (cf. Vulg.): palam Ma Bmg <cf. Fug 1, 4)

ou entre les deux hapax coaetant et coaetaneant, meme si le second se recommande

par sa formation et par sa clausule:

EX. 2 Res 45,5 (caro atque anima) contemporant fetu, coaetant natu

coaetant T 8: coaetaneant Ma Gel

On se rejouit de voir confirmee une conjecture, unae nuptiae plutot que unius nup-

tiae pour designer le mariage unique. Elle correspond d'ailleurs parfaitement a l'u-

sage de Tertullien:

EX. 3 Prae 40,5 quid quotl et summum pontificem (diabolus) in unius nuptiis statuit?

unius.4 (8): unis.Vf« (coni. Hildebrand)

Au contraire, lorsque dans un texte inspire de la vision d'Ezechiel, les "chairs de

la puissance" (carnibus facultatum) et les "nerfs du royaume" (neruis regni) se trans-

forment en "la puissance d'un royaume sans vigueur" (facultatem enentis regni), on se
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demande s'il n'y a pas eu a l'oeuvre un de ces "interpolatores" dont les agissements

inspiraient tant d'horreur a Tertullien:

EX. 4 Res 30,2 quia recolligi habeat (status Iudaeorum) et recompingi os ad os, id est

tribus ad tribum et populus ad populum, et recorporari carnibus

facultatum et neruis regni

facultatum T Bmg: facultatem 8 Ma

et neruis regni T 8: eneruis regni Ma

Le dernier exemple montre que tout de meme, a l'occasion, le Masburensis per-

met de resoudre une difficulte qu'on avait tendance a imputer a l'auteur lui-meme.

EX. 5 Man 6,4 (si posteriorem Abraham patrem ut et digamum, recipe et circum-

cisum: si reicis circumcisum, ergo recusabis et digamum . . .) Diga-

mia cum circumcisione esse orsus est et monogamia cum praeputia-

tione : recipis digamiam, admitte et circumcisionem; tueris praeputi-

ationem, teneris et monogamiae.

Ri(cf.B)
digamia circumcisione seorsus est, et monogamia

R2 digamia t circumcisione seorsus est, monogamia

R3BGel digamus ,i circumcisione esse orsus est, monogamus

Pam digamus cum circumcisione esse orsus est, monogamus

M„ digamia cum circumcisione seorsum est, et monogamia

Les partisans du remariage invoquaient l'exemple d'Abraham, notoirement digamus.

Tertullien riposte en liant ces deux traits de l'ancienne alliance que sont le remariage

et la circoncision. Ceux qui veulent le premier doivent aussi accepter la seconde

(c'est la procedure bien connue du vote groupe); ou, pour reprendre le texte tra-

ditionnel depuis Pamele :

"Abraham a commence d'etre digame (esse orsus est) avec la circoncision, et mono-

game avec l'integrite du prepuce.25 Tu acceptes le remariage, accepte aussi la cir

concision; tu maintiens l'integrite du prepuce, te voila attache aussi a la monogamie."

Ce texte est en parfaite contradiction avec le recit de la Genese, d'apres lequel

Abraham s'est remarie avec Agar a l'age de 86 ans, mais n'a ete circoncis qu'a

l'approche de la centaine.28 Faut-il supposer une de ces erreurs de memoire si

frequentes chez les auteurs anciens ? II faut plutot comprendre avec le Masburensis :

" la digamie forme un bloc avec la circoncision (cum circumasione seorsum est), et la

monogamie avec l'integrite du prepuce." La chronologie est alors sauve, et l'on

retrouve une de ces oppositions antithetiques cheres a Tertullien, qu'il introduit

trois autres fois par seorsum."

Les trois traites pour lesquels Beatus Rhenanus nous a conserve temoignage

du codex Masburensis vont paraitre dans la collection "Sources chretiennes", et

c'est aux editeurs, Paul Mattei, Charles Munier et Paolo Siniscalco, qu'il appartiendra

di dire le dernier mot. Mon propos est avant tout de fournir aux amis de Ter
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tullien une publication des variantes du Masburensis et du codex Clementis, avec

un apparat donnant la position des autres temoins et, le cas echeant, quelques notes

de critique textuelle.28 Ce travail est assez long ct minutieux, et j'espere avoir plus

de chance que mon predecesseur Alfred Holder, l'auteur de YAltkeltischer Sprachsatz,

qui au debut du siecle transcrivit les collations de Rhenanus, et n'eut pas le temps

de les exploiter.29 Mais par un juste retour des choses une partie de ses notes a

ete achetee en 1932 par la Bibliotheque universitaire d'Aberdeen, de sorte que sans

doute le Masburensis adeja regagne une autre ultima Britannia.30
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AUX ORIGINES DES COLLECTIONS D'APOPHTEGMES

Lucien Regnault, OSB

Ce titre peut paraitre ambitieux et il est trop vague. Je n'ai pourtant pas la preten

tion d'elucider le probleme des origines des Apophtegmata Patrum en general, ni des

differentes collections. Je me propose settlement de montrer l'interet exceptionnel

d'une collection publiee il y a vingt ans et qui apporte, je crois, des lumieres nou-

velles dans ce domaine encore si obscur. Mais pour cela il n'est peut-etre pas inutile

de faire le point et de rappcler brievement l'etat de la question apres la publication

de l'ouvrage du Pere Jean Claude Guy en 1962.

W'ilhelm Bousset avait realise un travail considerable en inventoriant toutes les

collections d'apophtegmes deja editees, mais il avait su aussi deegager de toute sa

documentation un ensemble de remarques et de conclusions qui nous paraissent

presque toutes solidement fondees et valables encore aujourd'hui. Si une enquete

plus poussee dans la tradition manuscrite grecque a amene le P. Guy a contester

certaines opinions de Bousset, elle n'a pas cependant infirme l'essentiel de ses con

clusions. Je pense, en particulier, aux notations chronologiques et geographiques,

ainsi qu'au role reconnu a Poemen et a son entourage dans la transmission des

apophtegmes.1

Des recherches du P. Guy, il ressort que la majorite des recueils grecs se rat-

tachent d'une facon ou d'une autre aux deux grandes collections alphabetico-

anonyme et systematique dites 'normales'. II y a des series plus ou moins completes,

des series abregees, des series derivces, mais presque toujours on y reconnait la de-

pendance a legard de ces deux grands types, qui eux-memes derivent d'un regroupe-

ment anterieur perdu deja alphabetique. Comme le dit le Prologue place en tete des

deux collections, ce regroupement a etc fait a partir d'une multitude de petits recueils

ou d'apophtegmes isoles deja mis par ecrit.2 Malheureusement il ne teste pas grand

chose de ces collections primitives. Quelques groupes d'apophtegmes inseres par

Evagre et Cassien dans leurs ecrits en representent peut-etre des vestiges.'1 Dans son

ouvrage public en 1962, le P. Guy pouvait ecrire: 'La forme plus parfaite se sub-

stituant peu a peu a la forme moins parfaite qui devient desormais sans utilite, il

semble qu'il y ait bien peu de chance de retrouver un jour des temoins survivants

de ces formes anterieures'.4

Or, l'annee meme ou paraissait le livre de Guy, Rene Draguet publiait un reck

inedit sur un celebre moine de Scete, Jean Colobos, reck qui est manifestement la

source de deux apophtegmes de la serie alphabetique grecque. En montrant que ces

deux apophtegmes ne sont que des fragments tronques et edulcores du recit

til
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primitif, le savant professeur de Louvain exprimait ses inquietudes sur la valeur des

collections classiques et il ajoutait: 'La critique des apophtegmes se voit, en tout cas,

assigner un objectif essentiel: atteindre, s'il se peut, les recueils anterieurs a la sys-

tematisation.'5

Lorsqu'il ecrivait ces lignes, le secretaire general du Corpus scriptorum christianorum

orientalium devait connaitre deja certains de ces recueils, deux au moins dont la pub

lication etait envisagee dans le Corpus, d'autant que lui-meme preparait 1 edition de

l'un des deux, YAsceticon syriaque d'Abba Isaie. En effet un chapitre de cet Asceticon

n'est autre qu'une serie d'apophtegmes rassembles par l'auteur et passes ensuite dans

la collection alphabetique. L'interet du recueil a ete tres bien souligne par Draguet

dans le commentaire et les notes de son edition parue en 1969.8 Malheureusement

il n'en fut pas de meme pour le second recueil, publie des 1963, et dont l'editieur

lui-meme, le Pere Victor Arras, ne semble pas avoir discerne toute l'importance. Sous

le titre de Collectio monastica, ce recueil conserve en ethiopien est une anthologie

spirituelle de textes de provenance variee, parmi lesquels figurent quelques series

d'apophtegmes, le tout reparti en 67 chapitres. La partie la plus interessante, la seule

dont nous nous occupons ici, est la section d'apophtegmes contenue dans les chapitres

13-14.7 Jusqu'a present, elle ne semble pas avoir attire suffisamment l'attention des

specialistes de Apophtegmata Patrum. Seul Mgr Sauget, dans une longue recension des

Orientalia Christiana periodica ,8 a signale l'enrichissement que cette publication apportait

a notre connaissance des apophtegmes d'un point de vue quantitatif: en effet sur les

166 pieces de la section, 143 sont entierement inedites, ce qui represente un apport

considerable. Maisje pense que l'apport qualitatif est encore plus appreciable, et c'est

ce que je voudrais essayer de vous montrer.

Tout au long de mon expose, je parlerai de 'la collection ethiopienne'. Je designe

par la non pas tout le recueil publie par le P. Arras, mais uniquement la section des

chapitres 13-14, et quand j'y vois une 'collection primitive', il ne s'agit evidemment

pas de la traduction ethiopienne elle-meme qui est recente, mais de la collection

copte ou grecque dont elle derive, probablement par l'intermediaire d'une traduc

tion arabe.

Dans une premiere parue, nous verrons les caracteristiques de cette collection qui

lui donnent sa valeur exceptionnelle. Une second partie sera consacree a la ving-

taine d'apophtegmes que cette collection a en commun avec la collection

alphabetico-anonyme grecque. En comparant les textes paralleles, je crois qu'on

peut arriver a des conclusions interessantes sur la valeur respective des deux collec

tions.

/. Caracteristiques de la Collection Ethiopienne

1 . DoNNEES LITTERAIRES : LE CoLLECTIoNNEUR ET SES SoURCES

Au premier abord, la collection ethiopienne se presente comme beaucoup d'au-

tres. Les deux premiers apophtegmes commencent ainsi: 'Un frere interrogea
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l'abbe Poemen et lui dit . . .'. Mais, des le n° 3, on constate un fait inusite qui se re-

marquera souvent dans la suite—une soixantaine de fois au moins— : au debut de

l'apophtegme, dans la formule initiale, on a un pronom a la premiere personne:

'Un ancien m'a dit . . .', 'Un frere m'a dit . . .', '/'ai interroge l'abbe Joseph . . .',/'ai

entendu dire d'un frere qui habitait a Scete . . .'. Ceci fait absolument defaut dans

les collections classiques, oit les apophtegmes commencent toujours a la 3eme per

sonne: 'L'abbe Antoine a dit . . .', 'II a dit encore . . .', 'Quelques freres vinrent

trouver l'abbe Antoine . . .'. Dans la collection alphabetique, nous ne trouvons la

premiere personne qua l'interieur meme des apophtegmes, entre guillemets: L'abbe

Antoine dit: 'Je ne crains plus Dieu, je l'aime', mais jamais au debut. Autrement dit,

la le collectionneur s'est completement efface, il ne se montre que dans la prologue,

oit il explique ce qu'il a fait avec les documents qu'il a trouves. Le collectionneur de

la serie ethiopienne, lui, n'explique rien, mais il rapporte simplement et directement

ce qu'il a lui-meme entendu de la bouche des vieillards et des freres qui les ont enten-

dus. La difference peut sembler minime en elle-meme mais sa portee est considerable.

Dans tous les recueils d'apophtegmes edites ou inedits, je ne connais qu'un seul

cas semblable: celui de la section d'apophtegmes rassembles par l'abbe Isaie dans

son Asceticon, qui commence ainsi: 'Freres, ce que/ai vu et entendu chez les vieil

lards, je vous le rapporte sans rien enlever ni ajouter . . .'.9 Cette formule, qui aurait

pu figurer aussi en tete de la collection ethiopienne, temoigne que le collectionneur

n'a pas seulement entendu des paroles, mais qu'il a vu lui-meme et connu ceux qui

lui ont parle. Autrement dit, c'est l'attestation d'une relation vivante et directe du

collectionneur avec ses sources. II n'a pas rassemble des documents ecrits, des re

cueils deja existants, comme le compilateur de la collection alphabetique, il a ras

semble ses souvenirs personnels et les souvenirs de moines qu'il a connus, et il les a

mis par ecrit ou fait mettre par ecrit. La formule finale du recueil merite d'etre

soulignee : 'Voila les paroles et les actions—verba et gesta—des vieillards. Que leur

priere et leur benediction soient avec celui qui a ordonne de les mettre par ecrit (ce

n'est pas seulement de les copier, c'est de les ecrire pour la premiere fois), avec

celui qui les a ecrites . . .'. Nous sommes ici exactement au passage de la tradition

orale a la tradition ecrite, et c'est ce qui donne tant de prix a cette collection.

Et ce qui vient encore confirmer le caractere que j'appellerais 'primitif de la col

lection, c'est la mention frequente, en tete des apophtegmes, des personnages

nommes ou anonymes qui les ont transmis. Parfois le collectionneur a entendu

lui-meme d'un grand vieillard la parole qu'il rapporte: 'L'abbe Poemen m'a dit . . .'

(13.79), 'J'ai entendu mon pere l'abbe Paphnuce dire . . .' (13.81). D'autres fois, il

enumere des intermediaires: 'Un frere m'a dit : Le disciple de l'abbe Paphnuce m'a

dit : J'ai entendu mon pere l'abbe Paphnuce qui disait . . .' (13.59), ou bien : 'Un

frere m'a dit : L'abbe Chame m'a dit : mon pere l'abbe Anter m'a dit . . .' (13.60).

Dans l'ensemble de la collection on ne distingue pas d'ordre, de lien entre les

pieces, sauf quand plusieurs apophtegmes se suivent parce qu'ils ont la meme

source immediate:

Un frere m'a dit : L'abbe Paphnuce, copiste venu de Scete, m'a dit aussi que l'abbe

Ammo£s, celui de la rive occidentale, avait dit, quand il demeurait a Scete ....
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Ce frere m'a dit en ouire : L'abbe Paphnucc m'a dit: J'ai dit a l'abbe Ammoes ....

Ce frere m'a dit aussi: L'abbe Paphnuce m'a dit ... .

Ce frere m'a dit encore: L'abbe Serpmon copiste m'a dit: Un vieillard m'a dit que l'abbe

Alonios de Tameryas . . . (13.36-39).

Ces quatre apophtegmes transmis au collectionneur par le meme frere rappellent

les petites series qu'on trouve dans YAsceticon d'Isai'e. Dans ce recueil, en effet, les

apophtegmes sont groupes selon les personnages qui les ont rapportes a l'auteur:

'Abba Jean m'a dit . . . Abba Paphnuce m'a dit . . . Abba Amoun m'a dit . . . .' Suc-

cessivement chacun de ces interlocuteurs rapporte a Isai'e une ou plusieurs anec

dotes ou paroles de vieillards qu'ils ont connus. On voit qu'a ces origines de la tradi

tion ecrite, ce qui fait l'unite des groupes d'apophtegmes, ce n'est pas le personnage

principal, mais la source, l'informateur. Et le souci manifeste par le collectionneur

d'indiquer avec precision sa source et tous les chatnons de la transmission, ne peut

s'expliquer que par le dessein de marquer le lien vivant et continu qu'il gardait avec

les grands vieillards de l'age d'or. Toutes ces notations sont incontestablement des

indices tres precieux d'anciennete et d'authenticite. Elles interessaient surtout les

contemporains et les deux ou trois premieres generations. Ensuite les copistes les

out negligees pour ne retenir le plus souvent que le principal personnage en cause,

qui avait prononce la parole ou accompli l'action memorable. La formation des col

lections alphabetiques postulait d'ailleurs la suppression de la mention des inter-

mediaires. I| suffit de comparer les apophtegmes contenus dans YAsceticon d'Isai'e

avec les pieces correspondantes de l'Alphabetique pour comprendre ce qui s'est

passe.

Dans l'Alphabetique, on retrouve bien parfois la mention d'un intermediaire,

mais le cas est exceptionnel. Ainsi le n°5 de la serie de Cronios ne lui appartient

qu'a titre de transmetteur: 'L'abbe Cronios a dit: L'abbe Joseph de Peluse nous

racontait ceci: Quand je demeurais au Sinai . . .'.10 Sur un milier de pieces que

compte l'Alphabetique, il n'y en a pas 50 ou la source est indiquee, et encore sur ce

nombre y a-t-il 15 apophtegmes concernant Arsene rapportes par son disciple Daniel

et 10 sur Sisoes venant de son disciple Abraham.

Pour confirmer le fait que la collection ethiopienne se trouve bien en liaison di-

recte avec la tradition orale, on peut ajouter qu'on n'y trouve aucun extrait d'an-

ciens ecrits monastiques. |ll y a seulement un fragment d'Etienne le Thebain, mais

qui s'est manifestement glisse la par accident. 1 1 Alors que dans la plus ancienne

forme de la collection alphabetique que nous connaissons, celle qui subsiste dans les

chapitres de la serie systematique traduite en latin par Pelage et Jean au Vie s., on

trouve deja des extraits des oeuvres d'Evagre, de Cassien, d'Hyperechios et de la

Vie de Syncletique.

Tout a l'heure je disais que, dans une soixantaine de pieces sur les 166 que com

pte la collection ethiopienne, le collectionneur s'exprime a la premiere peisonne. II

y en a donc une centaine a la 3eme personne. Toutes ces pieces-la n'ont-elles pas

ete ajoutees posterieurement et peut-etre empruntees a des recueils ecrits? Ce n'est
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pas absolument impossible, etant donne surtout que les manuscrits qui contiennent

la collection sont du XVIIe et XVIIIe siecles. Cependant il faut noter que, parmi les

pieces qui commencent a la Seme personne, il en est an moins trois ou le collection-

neur se manifeste par la suite:

14.63: 'L'abbe Poemen a dit... Et a mm misxi l'abbe Poemen a dit

14.46: 'L'abbe Poemen a dit... Et un frere m'a dit... Ce detail denote chez le collection-

neur un souci scrupuleux d'exactitude et de precision.

13.35: 'Labb6 Cronics du Mont-Panahon a dit: Je connais deux freres qui quitterent

Scete...(et qui furent transportes miraculeusement sur la rive opposee du fleuve). Et mot,

je le declare, c'etaient l'abbe Cronios et son frere, mais il n'a pas voulu dire: Nous avons

fait cela. Voyez ces grands miracles du Seigneur qu'ils ont accomplis et comment le

Seigneur exauce ceux qui le craignent de tout leur coeur.'

Trois autres pieces encore contiennent un petit commentaire semblable du collec-

tionneur:

13.41: 'Ne voyez-vous pas la miserieorde du Seigneur que les vieillards ont pour l'image

du Seigneur?

14.33: 'Ne voyez-vous pas que le Seigneur a exauce ces hommes, parce qu'ils avaient ac

compli sa volonte de tout leur coeur?

14.44: 'Ne voyez-vous pas comment les vieillards reconfortaient les freres?'

II faut remarquer aussi que les pieces qui portent d'une maniere ou d'une autre

la marque personnelle du collectionneur sont entremelees avec les autres et que,

parmi les unes et les autres nous retrouvons les memes noms de vieillards que le

collectionneur a connus personnellement: Jacques, Jean, Poemen, Cronios.

Sans exclure absolument l'hypothese d'additions et d'interpolations, on doit ad-

mettre que la collection, dans son ensemble, represente un recueil original et

primitif, anterieur a toutes les collections alphabetiques et aux collections sys-

tematiques qui en derivent. Ce que nous allons dire des donnees historiques et

geographiques est de nature a renforcer encore cette conviction.

2. Donnees historiques et geographiques : La Diaspora monastique en

Basse-Egvpte dans la premiere moiitie du Veme siecle.

En abordant la collection ethiopienne, tous ceux a qui les Apophtegmnta Palrum

sont familiers, se retrouvent en pays de connaissance. La plupart des vieillards dont

les noms sont mentionnes ont leur place dans la serie alphabetique: Agathon,

Achille, Ammoes, Amoun, Abraham, Ares, Alonios, Dioscore, Zacharie, Isaie,

Theodore, Jean, Isidore, Isaac, Jean, Jacques, Cronios, Lot, Macaire, Moi'se, Nis-

teros, Pierre, Paphnuce, Paul, Sisoes, Serapion.... II n'est pas sur que nous soyons

toujours en presence des memes personnages, car les homonymes sont frequents,

mais dans l'ensemble l'identificauon est assuree par les coordonnees geographiques,

par exemple pour Theodore de Pherme, Sisoes de Petra, Mios de Baleos, Jean des

Kellia. Et au milieu de tous ces vieillards, Poemen occupe le premier rang comme
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dans les collections classiques: Sur 166 pieces, 41 le mentionnent, ce qui correspond

a peu pres a la part qu'il a dans l'Alphabetique (235 apophtegmes sur 1000).

Les noms de lieux les plus frequemment cites sont aussi ceux dont il est souvent

question dans les grands recueils: Scete est mentionne 18 fois, les Kellia 8 fois, Nit-

rie 2 fois. Ici encore la proportion est approximativement celle de l'Alphabetique.

Des autres localites mentionnees, les unes sont deja connues: Diolcos, Pherme,

Petra; d'autres, comme Arwe, Herahu, Tameryas et le Mont-Panahon sont difficiles

a situer exactement, mais il semble qu'elles soient toutes en Basse-Egypte, dans le

Delta. En tout cas, la Thebai'de n'est jamais nommee.

Plus remarquable encore est l'absence d'apophtegmes provenant de pays etran-

gers a l'Egypte.12 Toutes les collections classiques, au contraire, contiennent un

nombre plus ou moins grand de pieces qui se rapportent a des moines de Palestine

ou des regions avoisinantes, ce qui donne lieu de penser que ces collections ont ete

constituees en Palestine. On s'explique ainsi la grande diffusion des apophtegmes

dans ce pays des le VIeme siecle, alors qu'a la meme epoque on en retrouve peu de

traces en Egypte. "

Je viens de dire que Scete est le lieu le plus souvent mentionne dans la collection

ethiopienne. II faut ajouter que c'est presque toujours pour evoquer un passe dis-

paru: 'L'abbe Paphnuce, qui avait ete copiste a Scet6—ou copiste venu de Scete:

scriptor ex Sceti—disait que l'abbe Ammoes, celui de la rive occidentale, avait dit,

quand il demeurait a Scete...' (13.36). L'abbe Jacques et son disciple Jean rappellent

des souvenirs de Scete, en particulier de l'abbe Moise (14.32-34), Poemen egalement

(13.72; 13.79; 14.46; 14.63). Nous savons, par un apophtegme transmis par Isaie

et passe dans l'Alphabetique, que Poemen avait quitte Scete avec ses freres lors de la

premiere incursion des Maziques.14 La collection ethiopienne nomme d'autres

moines sortis de Scete probablement dans les mdmes circonstances: Ainsi Cronios et

son frere 'chasses par des ennemis' (13.35; cf. 14.52-53) allerent s'etablir au Mont-

Panahon; Ares vint demeurer a Arwe (13.80). On date generalement de 407-408 la

premiere devastation de Scete, au cours de laquelle l'abbe Moise aurait ete massacre

avec d'autres moines.15 Poemen etant mort un peu avant le milieu du Veme siecle,

l'ensemble des apophtegmes de la collection a sans doute ete recueilli a ce moment-

la.

L'abbe Poemen disait: 'Depuis la troisieme generation de Scete et l'abbe Moise, les

freres n'ont plus fait de progres'.18 On trouve frequemment dans la collection

ethiopienne des reflexions analogues sur les malheur des temps et le relachement

des moines:

Un frtre m'a dit: L'abbe Joseph, le disciple de l'abW Lot, m'a dit: Nous, les freres de ce

temps-ci, nous mangeons et nous buvons pour les delices de la chair. C'est pourquoi

nous ne progressons pas comme nos Peres. ..(13.47).

Un frtre a dit: L'abbe Mios de Baleos a dit: Nous sommes demeurfs, nous, jusqu'a la

derniere heure, de telle sorte que nous puissions voir toute la peine des moines, la dis-

ette et les souffrances...(13.1 1).
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Poemen deplore aussi: 'II n'y a plus guere de desert de nos jours' (14.66) ni

beaucoup d'anciens que l'on puisse avoir comme amis a visiter et a consulter (13.6;

13.72; 13.70). II faut donc profiter de ceux qui restent, les frequenter assidument,

sans se soucier du 'Qu'en dira t-on?; (13.6; 13.67; 13.72). On peut se demander si

l'usage de visiter les vieillards ne s'est pas developpe precisement surtout dans la

diaspora de Scete, et egalement par la meme la diffusion des apophtegmes puis leur

mise par ecrit.

Le moine qui a recueilli les pieces de la collection ethiopienne vivait en tout cas

dans ce milieu de la diaspora monastique de Basse-Egypte, et les indications qu'il

donne sur les vieillards qu'il a lui-meme entendus nous permettent de le situer au

milieu du Veme siecle ou un peu avant. L'expression 'mon pere' qu'il emploie

seulement a l'egard de certains anciens suggere une relation de disciple a mattre. II

l'utilise pour l'abbe Joseph (13.70; 13.83), pour Paphnuce (13.81), pour Sisoes de

Petra (13.73) et Ares (13.95), mais non pour Poemen qu'il a pourtant vu et entendu

(13.48; 13.57; 13.79; 14.63). II a visite et interroge Dioscore (13.56), il a entendu

Agathon (13.98), il a parle avec Nisteros (13.81), avec l'abbe Jacques qui avait connu

Moi'se et Zacharie a Scete (14.34; 14.32; 13.96) et avec son disciple Jean (14.10;

14.32). Tout cet ensemble de coordonnees permet d'affirmer que si lui-meme n'a

pas vecu a Scete, il a frequente des moines qui avaient passe une partie de leur vie a

Scete.

On peut s'etonner de ne trouver dans cette collection aucun apophtegme de saint

Antoine, alors que le collectionneur nomme son disciple Sisoes (13.73; 14.28; 14.37;

14.55; 14.64), ni aucune mention d'Arsene, qui vivait pourtant encore dans la pre

miere moitie du Veme siecle et qui tient une place importante dans les collections

classiques. Evagre non plus n'est pas nomm6, alors que plusieurs moines des Kellia

y figurent. On n'a pas lieu de supposer que ces omissions sont deliberees, mais il est

permis de penser que le collectionneur, sans chercher a rassembler systematique-

ment les apophtegmes du plus grand nombre possible de vieillards, comme devaient

le faire tant de compilateurs, a simplement recueilli ceux qui lui sont venus di-

rectement des vieillards, qu'il a connus et des freres avec qui il vivait ou qu'il a ren

contres. C'est encore un indice favorable de la proximite du collectionneur avec ses

sources.

//. Valeur comparee de la Collection Ethropienne

Et de la Collection Alphabetico-Anonyme

Dans son commentaire de la section d'apophtegmes contenue dans YAsceticon de

l'abbe Isai'e, Draguet a vivement deplore les alterations subies par ces apophtegmes

lors de leur insertion dans la serie alphabetique. Ayant fait deja la m£me constata-

tion en 1962 a propos du reck sur Jean Colobos dont l'Alphabetique n'a garde que

des debris, Draguet remarquait que de telles constatations 'sont de nature a Jeter la

suspicion sur les attributions nominatives et la teneur textuelle des pieces dont nous
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ne connaissons pas la source, c'est-a-dire, en fait, de l'immense majorite'.17

L'examen de la collection ethiopienne nous amene aussi necessairement a nous

interroger sur la valeur des collections classiques. En effet, nous l'avons note, la col

lection ethiopienne a en commun avec ces collections 23 pieces. C'est une bonne

base de comparaison. Voyons d'abord les attibutions, puis la teneur meme du texte.

1. Les attributions

Quand on compare les attributions des apophtegmes dans les differentes tradi

tions grecques, latines, syriaques, armeniennes et copte, on constate un accord quasi

general et universel, a quelques exceptions pres qu'il est facile de relever dans les

tables de Bousset. Et on est porte a croire que ces attributions sont vraiment solide-

ment assurees et garanties. L'examen de la collection ethiopienne nous oblige a

moderer notre optimisme: sur les 23 pieces qu'elle a en commun avec la serie

alphabetico-anonyme, 14 seulement concordent pour les attributions principales

nominatives ou anonymes. Dans les neuf autres, il y a divergence, ce qui est

evidemment beaucoup.

Comme cela est manifeste pour les apophtegmes de YAsceticon d'Isai'e passes dans

l'Alphabetique, la divergence peut venir d'une confusion entre le personnage prin

cipal et celui qui a transmis l'apophtegme. Deux paroles attribuees respectivement a

Ammonas et a Jean Colobos dans l'Alphabetique sont mises dans la bouche de

Poemen dans l'ethiopien. Or pour la parole d'Ammonas, l'Alphabetique dit precis-

sement: 'L'abbe Poemen a dit que l'abbe Ammonas avait dit. ..'(Poemen 52).

En general on est en droit de donner la preference a l'ethiopien mieux garanti

par les attestations du collectionneur et des contemporains. Mais des erreurs ont pu

s'y glisser aussi dans la transcription des noms.

2. La teneur textuelle

Sur les 23 pieces de la collection ethiopienne qui ont leur parallele dans la collec

tion alphabetico-anonyme, 1 1 sont a peu pres semblables, a quelques variantes pres

peu importantes. Dans les 12 autres, les differences sont plus considerables. La

plupart du temps la version donnee par l'ethiopien merite certainement plus de

credit pour plusieurs raisons:

a) d'abord parce que mieux garantie par l'attestation de quelqu'un qui a vu ou entendu lui-

meme. Voici quelques exemples particulierement caracteristiques:

- L'histoire du vieillard qui se laisse voler son argent par son voisin: Dans la serie

anonyme, il existe deux versions de cette histoire, entierement anonymes l'une et

l'autre (N 7 et 3391s). Dans l'ethiopien, elle est racontee par le heros lui-meme:

L'abbe Ares, celui d'Arwe, a dit: Je connais un frere—et sa parole laisse entendre

qu'il s'agit de lui-meme—qui, quand il arriva de Scete, fabriquait des nattes...'

(13,80). On voit bien ici comment une piece a pu facilement passer dans le domaine

de l'anonymat, l'humilite d'un vieillard lui faisant raconter un recit sur lui-meme a la

3eme personne comme s'il s'agissait d'un autre.
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- Le moine qui, violemment tente d'impurete, veut retourner dans le monde et se

marier. Dans le grec (N 17319) le moine n'est pas nomme et le recit est a la 3eme

personne. Dans l'ethiopien, c'est l'interesse qui parle a la lere personne et il est

nomme: Joseph d'Aframet (14,27).

- Les deux freres inseparables jusque dans la mort. En grec, ici encore recit

anonyme a la 3eme personne (N 420). Dans l'ethiopien nous lisons: 'L'abbe Jacques

a dit : J'ai connu deux Ireres qui habitaient a Scete...' (14.33) et l'abbe Jacques a ete

temoin de ce qu'il raconte, il a meme participe a l'action: 'Et nous les avons pris

tous les deux et nous les avons ensevelis.'

- C'est ce meme abbe Jacques qui, dans l'ethiopien, raconte le dialogue entre l'abbe

Moise et Zacharie, dont l'Alphabetique rapporte deux versions: Zacharie 1 et 3.21

Ici aussi il a ete temoin des faits: 'L'abbe Jacques a dit: Nous nous sommes trouves

ensemble a la fontaine, a Scete, moi, l'abbe Moise et Zacharie...' Dans le grec,

l'apophiegme commence directement : 'L'abbe Moise dit au frere Zacharie....'

- L'apophtegme qui, dans la collection ethiopienne, ressemble le plus a son parallele

de l'Alphabetique, est l'histoire du frere tente d'impurete et qui vient trouver

Poemen apres avoir ete decourage par l'abbe Ibistion (dans l'eth.: l'abbe Pes, 14.44).

La seule difference est dans le lemme initial: 'Un frere a dit: Je suis alle un jour

chez l'abbe Poemen et, tandis que je demeurais chez lui, survint un frere qui lui

dit....' Dans le grec, nous lisons: 'Un frere vint un jour chez l'abbe Poemen et lui

dit...'(Poemen 62 22).

b) pane que le recit est plus arconstancie et plus coherent.

Comparons par exemple Ammoes 4 de l'Alphabetique et la piece parallele de

l'ethiopien 13.83.

Dans l'Alphabetique, c'est l'abbe Poemen qui raconte qu'un frere est venu chez

l'abbe Ammoes pour lui demander une parole et qu'il attendit en vain sept jours.

Finalement le vieillard le renvoya en disant: Va-t-en, veille sur toi, car, pour ce

qui est de moi, mes peches sont comme un mur de tenebres entre moi et Dieu.23

Dans l'ethiopien: 'J'ai entendu dire que des freres avaient visite mon pere l'abbe

Joseph et qu'au moment ou ils allaient repartir chez eux, l'abbe Joseph leur avait

dit: En rentrant chez vous, visitez l'abbe Semyas et priez-le de vous dire des paroles

salutaires. Ils passerent chez lui et y demeurerent une nuit et un jour, et il ne leur

dit rien d'autre que ceci: Mes peches sont comme un mur de tenebres entre moi et

le Seigneur. Une autre fois ils revinrent chez l'abbe Joseph (et lui raconterent leur

visite a Semyas et la parole du vieillard). Ayant entendu cela l'abbe Joseph s'ecria en

pleurant: Voici que lui a trouve la voie, mais moi, je n'ai pas encore trouve la voie.'

On comprend tres bien que le recit plus long et detaille de l'ethiopien ait ete ab-

rege pour ne garder que l'essentiel: la parole du vieillard.

L'histoire du vieillard qui se laisse voler son argent vaut aussi d'etre citee, malgre

sa longueur. Dans l'ethiopien, c'est l'abbe Ares, nous l'avons dit, qui raconte sa pro-

pre histoire comme s'il s'agissait d'un autre: un frere (les anonymes grecs diront: un

vieillard, et meme 'un grand vieillard') fabricant de nattes, venu de Scete. Chaque

jour, il s'en va vendre ses nattes et rapporte l'argent dans sa cellule. Puis il part
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chercher de l'eau. Pendant son absence, un frere voisin, avec une fausse clef,

penetre chez lui et prend l'argent. Au bout de six mois, le fabricant de nattes fait

deux parts de son argent avec un billet ou il a ecrit: 'Je t'en prie, par charite et

pour le Seigneur, prends une part de cet argent et laisse-moi l'autre pour que j'aie

de quoi vivre.' Mais le voleur ne comprit pas l'ecriture et emporta tout l'argent

(C'est ainsi que le frere aux nattes excuse son voleur!). Du coup le frere dechire le

billet et fait de nouveau une seule part de son argent. II pousse meme la complai

sance jusqu'a laisser la porte ouverte afin que l'autre n'ait pas a se donner la peine

de l'ouvrir avec la fausse clef. Et cela dura trois ans, chaque jour, sans interruption.

Et le frere aux nattes menait une vie miserable. Finalement le voleur tomba malade

et fut a la mort. II appela le fabricant de nattes et lui dit: 'Supplie pour moi le Seig

neur, je t'en prie, a cause des nattes; car voila trois ans que j'en vole le prix; je

crains donc, car le jugement est ici devant mes yeux.' Et le fabricant de nattes lui

dit: Tu ne m'as pas parle au temps dont on dit: Tant que le soleil est sorti, avant

que le soleil ne se couche pour toi; mais maintenant tu m'as parle, et que puis-je

faire pour toi? Cependant, si c'est possible, je prierai pour toi le Seigneur. Et il prit

les mains et les pieds du malade et les baisa en disant: Que le Seigneur benisse ces

mains et ces pieds, parce qu'ils m'ont appris a devenir moine. Alors le frere mourut

et le fabricant de nattes l'ensevelit.

Dans les deux recits grecs anonymes, il n'est plus question de fabrication de

nattes, mais on retrouve dans l'un ou l'autre des recits les principaux details: la

fausse clef, l'argent partage en deux avec le billet, mais la c'est le voleur qui dechire le

papier, il a tres bien compris ce qui etait ecrit.24 D'autre part, dans le second recit,

ce n'est plus le voleur qui est mourant, mais sa victime. Parmi les freres qui l'en-

tourent, il reconnait le voleur, le fait approcher et lui baise les mains en disant: 'Je benis

ces mains, parce que, grace a elles, je vais au Royaume des cieux.' Alors 'le frere,

saisi de componction, fit penitence et devint un moine eprouve.'"

c) parce que le recit est plus simple et naturel, comme on peut le voir dans l'histoire des

freres inseparables: Eth. 14.33.

L'abbe Jacques a dit: J'ai connu deux freres qui habitaient a Scete et qui etaient

tres bons. L'un d'eux tomba malade et ne put sortir pour aller a la priere le samedi

a l'eglise. Nous avons trouve l'autre a la priere et lui avons demande des nouvelles

de son frere. II nous dit qu'il souffrait de la fievre. La priere finie, nous sommes

alles a sa cellule pour le voir et l'avons trouve gravement malade. Nous sommes re-

tournes a la priere le dimanche; la priere finie, mous sommes alles le visiter et l'av

ons trouve moribond. Son frere lui dit: Vas-tu mourir, mon frere, et m'abandon-

ner? II repondit: Oui. Son frere reprit: Pardonne-moi, mais je ne te laisserai pas

mourir et me quitter. Et il dit: Donnez-moi une natte et une couverture ici. Apres

qu'on les lui apportees, il se coucha, fut pris de fievre et mourut avant son frere.

Apres lui son frere mourut aussi. Nous les avons pris l'un et l'autre et enterres

ensemble. Ne voyez-vous pas que le Seigneur a exauce ces hommes parce qu'ils av-

aient accompli sa volonte de tout leur coeur?

Dans le recit anonyme N 4 2S, il y a des modifications et additions suspectes, en
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particulier une discussion autour du lit du moribond pour savoir s'il a ete gratifie

du Saint-Esprit. D'autre part les deux scenes se passent non plus un samedi et le

lendemain dimanche, mais un dimanche et le dimanche suivant: c'est le fait de

quelqu'un qui ignore l'usage des Scetiotes de se reunir a l'eglise le samedi et le di

manche. Enfin la finale est un petit peu enjolivee: 'Les Peres, les ensevelissant tous

deux aussitot, les emporterent et les enterrerent avec joie, parce qu'ils avaient recu

la lumiere spirituelle'.

d) Il y a enfin des cas oil, dans le grec de l'alphabetico-anonyme, une question plus ou

moins banale dent lieu du recit que nous trouvons dans l'ethiopien:

- Dans une piece de la serie des anonymes (N 196), un vieillard est interroge:

Comment se fait-il que j'eprouve de l'ennui en cellule? Reponse. 'Parce que tu n'as

pas encore vu le repos espere ni le ch&timent a venir. Car si tu les voyais, quand

bien meme ta cellule serait pleine de vers au point que tu en aies jusqu'au cou, tu le

supporterais sans ennui.' 27

- Dans l'ethiopien 13.51 un frere confie a l'abbe Serapion la tentation qu'il a de re-

tourner dans le monde et de prendre un metier. Alors le vieillard demande au frere

ce qu'il fait en cellule et s'il a tout ce qu'il lui faut, et c'est seulement apres ce petit

dialogue que vient finalement la sentence conservee aussi en grec.

- Alphabetique Isidore 2: Un frere demande a l'abbe Isidore: Pourquoi les demons

te craignent-ils tellement? - Parce que, depuis que je suis moine, je m'applique a ne

jamais laisser la colere monter jusqu'a ma gorge.28

Dans l'ethiopien le contexte est tout autre, garanti par un temoin oculaire: Un

vieillard a dit: J'ai vu l'abbe Isidore de Scete toucher les yeux d'un aveugle et lui

rendre la vue. Et, declare le vieillard, j'ai tenu l'abbe Isidore et lui ai dit: Je ne te

lacherai pas que tu ne m'aies dit comment tu as gueri l'aveugle en lui touchant les

yeux. Et Isidore dit au vieillard: Puisque tu ne me laches pas, je te dirai que, depuis

que j'ai revetu cet habit monastique, je n'ai jamais laisse la colere monter jusqu'a ma

gorge (14.38).

En ce cas la disparition du miracle a du venir de l'humilite du thaumaturge qui

aura fait certainement tout ce qu'il pouvait pour cela. Dans d'autres cas, la tradition

se sera chargee d'eliminer ou d'edulcorer un recit jug6 choquant et inconvenant.

Nous avons mentionne le recit sur Jean Colobos publie par Draguet. Sans doute en

a-t-il ete ainsi egalement pour l'anecdote racontee dans l'ethiopien 13.61: Jean, dis

ciple d'Ammoes, se met tout nu devant des visiteurs, son abba lui ayant demande de

leur montrer comment on devient moine. Le fait est raconte exactement de la

meme maniere dans un panegyrique copte de Jean Colobos du VIIIeme siecle. 29

Dans la serie alphaWtico-anonyme, nous n'en trouvons que des reminiscences tout a

fait 'convenables': Zacharie enleve sa cuculle et la pietine en disant: Si l'homme n'est

ainsi foule aux pieds, il ne peut devenir moine.30 Dans N143, pour montrer com

ment doit etre le moine, un vieillard retire ses vetements, mais ensuite il se ceint les

reins avant de lever les mains vers le ciel. 3!

L'ensemble de ce dossier n'est evidemment pas a l'avantage de la collection

alphabetico-anonyme grecque. Mais il faut tout de meme se rappeler qu'il com
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prend a peine la moitie des pieces communes avec la collection ethiopienne. Dans

les autres pieces, les divergences sont moins importantes et il est souvent impossible

de trancher carrement entre les deux versions, l'une et l'autre ayant pu conserver

chacune de son cote des details exacts. Que l'on compare par exemple Achille 5 de

l'Alphabetique32 et l'ethiopien 13.55.

Dans toute cette etude comparative de la collection ethiopienne et de la collection

alphabetico-anonyme grecque, nous avons du nous en tenir, faute de temps, a la

surface du texte, mais il y aurait aussi a considerer le vocabulaire et le doctrine et il

est probable qu'on ferait la encore des decouvertes interessantes.

Conclusion

En guise de conclusion, nous pouvons essayer de dresser rapidement un bilan

general de cette comparaison de la collection ethiopienne avec les grandes collections

grecques. Draguet ecrivait a propos des lumieres apportees par YAsceticon d'Isai'e

aux problemes des Apophtegmata Patrum: 'De ces clartes, les unes sont favorables aux

collections classiques, d'autres leur sont defavorables'.33 Ce jugement mesure con-

viendrait aussi aux constatations que nous avons faites.

1) D'abord il reste, cela va de soi, la valeur unique et incomparable de la collection

ethiopienne, en raison de son lien direct avec ses sources orales. Mais, du fait meme

de ce lien, elle est limitee et ne nous fait pas connaitre tout l'ensemble de la littera-

ture apophtegmatique.

2) Le fait que 143 pieces de la collection ethiopienne sur 166 (86) ont disparu de la

tradition grecque est un peu inquietant. II semble que la plus grande partie des

apophtegmes soit perdue. II est impossible d'evaluer—a quelques centaines pres—le

nombre d'apophtegmes mis par ecrit et qui ont disparu. Mais ce qui est certain, de

toute facon, c'est que beaucoup d'apophtegmes transmis de bouche a oreille n'ont

jamais ete mis par ecrit et sont perdus a tout jamais. II en est ainsi de toutes paroles

humaines, y compris celles du Christ, dont une petite partie seulement est conser-

vee dans les Evangiles.

3) Etant donne que les Apophtegmata Patrum sont issus d'une tradition orale, et

d'une tradition orale qui s'est prolongee, comme la tradition orale evangelique, dur-

ant plusieurs generations, il est normal que des variantes et des divergences s'y

soient glissees des l'origine. Le meme fait vu et la meme parole entendue sont in-

evitablement rapportes diversement par plusieurs spectateurs ou auditeurs. II faut

en prendre notre parti: pas plus que pour les dicta et gesta de Jesus, nous ne serons

jamais assures d'avoir avec certitude le mot-a-mot des paroles et tous les details des

actions des Peres du desert, telles qu'elles ont ete prononcees et realisees.

4) Les divergences que nous avons relevees entre la collection ethiopienne et la serie

alphabetico-anonyme pour les pieces qui leur sont communes, sont parfois si impor

tantes qu'elles pourraient nous porter facilement a deprecier les collections

classiques. En fait, nous aurions tort, car ces divergences n'affectent qu'un certain
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nombre de pieces. Dans les autres, les variantes sont minimes et peuvent s'expliquer

aisement par des erreurs de copistes et de traducteurs. Ce qui est remarquable, c'est

que les alterations voulues et intentionnelles semblent tres rares.

5) L'ensemble des divergences constatees dans ces pieces communes a la collection

ethiopienne et a la collection alphabetico-anonyme montre que nous sommes devant

deux traditions paralleles et que la collection ethiopienne n'a pu etre d'aucune

facon l'une des sources de l'autre collection, a la difference de YAsceticon d'lsai'e qui

est certainement l'une des sources de l'Alphabetique. Et cette constatation doit

finalement renforcer le credit que nous accordons aux grandes collections. Les di

vergences ne font que mettre en relief l'accord sur l'essentiel. Ce qu'on dit a ce sujet

des differents recits evangeliques vaut aussi pour les differentes versions des m£mes

apophtegmes.

Quel que soit l'interet que nous pouvons avoir a connaitre telle serie

d'apophtegmes ou telle piece particuliere sous une forme plus proche des origines,

il n'en reste pas moins vrai que c'est surtout par les collections classiques et tels

qu'ils sont dans ces collections, que les Apophtegmata Patrum transmettent depuis

quinze siecles a toute la chretiente l'ideal des Peres du desert. Ne regrettons pas

trop ce qui est perdu et rejouissons-nous de posseder ce tresor unique de sagesse

humaine et de seve evangelique.

Solesmes
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L'£DITION des homelies morales de basile de cesar£e

hdouard Rouillard, osb

Dans le cadre de la precedente Conference patristique, Marie-Louise Guillaumin

et moi-meme avons defini notre nouvel objectif: donner a la collection 'Sources

Chretiennes' toutes les Homilies morales de Basile de Cesaree que nous considerons

comme authentiques, c'est-a-dire quinze Homelies sur les Psaumes* et vingt-cinq

Homilies diverses2. Ce travail est maintenant en bonne voie de realisation, en sorte que

nous pouvons le decrire de facon plus precise.

II nous a fallu d'abord reviser quelques-uns des jugements de notre predecesseur,

dom Julien Garnier. La tradition manuscrite tres ferme ne permet d'ecarter ni la

premiere homelie Sur le Psaume 14, ni l'homelie Sur le Psaume 115* Si l'on doit, de

toute evidence, refuser a l'archeveque de Cesaree le Panegyrique du martyr Barlaam4,

nous avons accueilli, en revanche, dans notre edition la deuxieme homelie Sur le

jeune, l'homelie prononcee A Lakizes, celle qui a trait a la Naissance du Christ, et celle

oit Basile se defend de l'accusation de tritheisme.5

A la suite de nombreux manuscrits, £rasme, la greco-latine de 1618, ainsi que

l'edition benedictine, nous offrent deux series bien distinctes: celle des Homelies sur

les Psaumes et celle des Homelies diverses. Cependant, la tradition n'est pas unanime

sur ce point. Dans plusieurs temoins, appartenant au type D de Rudberg,8 les

Homelies sur les Psaumes, au lieu d'etre regroupees, sont disseminees en differents

endroits parmi les Homelies diverses. Nous considerons cette disposition comme la

plus ancienne, et nous l'avons reproduite dans notre edition. C'est ainsi que notre

premier volume presentera les nos 1 a 6 du type D: d'abord, l'homelie Sur le Psaume

1 et le commentaire du precepte Fais attention a toi-meme,7 puis les deux homelies

Sur la richesse, enfin les deux homelies Sur le Psaume 14. Cet ordre s'explique sans

peine. En effet, l'homelie Sur le Psaume 1, opposant, comme le faisait deja l'£van-

gile, la voie etroite et la voie large, nous introduit de facon tres heureuse a l'ensem-

ble de la predication morale de Basile: on comprend qu'une place de choix lui ait

ete donnee, en tete du recueil. De meme, la deuxieme homelie Sur le Psaume 14, qui

prend a partie les usuriers, devait etre rapprochee de Riches I, Riches II; cependant,

les deux homelies Sur le Psaume 14 sont liees entre elles de facon si etroite qu'on ne

pouvait pas transcrire la seconde sans transcrire aussi la premiere. Dans notre

deuxieme volume, nous suivrons encore le corpus D (nos 7 a 15), c'est-a-dire qu'on
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y trouvera exclusivement des Homilies diverses: apres avoir parle du jeune, de l'iv-

resse, de la colere, de l'envie, de la joie continuelle, Basile prononcera le pa-

negyrique de la martyre Julitte, commentera les premiers versets du livre des Pro-

verbes, refutera ceux qui font de Dieu l'auteur du mal. Cependant, dans cette

derniere homelie, le probleme du mal n'est aborde qu'apres quelques considerations

generates sur le Psautier. C'est peut-etre la raison pour laquelle plusieurs manuscrits

D presentent, sous les nos 16-19, les homelies Sur les Psauames 59, 61, 114 et 115.

Ces quatre pieces ouvriront notre troisieme volume, ou nous editerons encore les

panegyriques des Quarante martyrs et de Gordios, les homelies prononcees A Lakiz.es et

En un temps defamine (nos 20-23 du corpus D). Le rapprochement de Ps 1 14, Ps 1 15

et de Quarante martyrs, Gordios, n'est pas aussi arbitraire qu'on pourrait le croire. En

effet, dans YHom. Ps. 1 14, § l,8 Basile parle des martyrs sur la tombe desquels il pre-

che; de meme, dans YHom. Ps. 115, § 4,9 il celebre la mort des martyrs, precieuse

aux yeux de Dieu.Tout aussi varie sera notre quatrieme volume: fidele au corpus D,

tel que nous le reconstituons, il reunira quatre homelies dogmatiques, Naissance du

Christ, Bapteme, Foi, Debut de Jean, et quatre homelies Sur les Psaumes (Hom. Ps. 7, 28,

29 et 32). Meme s'il manque dans plusieurs mansucrits D, le commentaire des Ps

aumes 33, 44, 45, 48, certainement authentique, figurera en tete de notre cin-

quieme volume. Viendront ensuite cinq pieces absentes du corpus D, mais cepen

dant bien attestees: tour a tour, Basile refute les Sabelliens, Arius et les Anomeens,

exhorte au detachement et a la moderation, se defend de professer trois dieux, pro-

nonce enfin l'eloge du martyr Mamas. Aux cinq volumes de texte ainsi constitues

s'ajoutera, nous l'esperons, un volume d'index.

Si nous avons pris le corpus D pour base de notre edition, c'est parce qu'il faut lui

reconnaitre une autorite exceptionnelle: serait-il excessif de le faire remonter jus-

qu'a Basile lui-meme? Notons d'abord que Rufin avait tres probablement a sa dis

position un manuscrit D. En effet, les trois premieres homelies qu'il a traduites sont

l'homelie Sur le Psaume 1, l'homelie sur ce precepte Fait attention a toi-meme et

l'homelie Riches I, c'est-a-dire les trois premieres pieces de D. Non content de s'in-

teresser a Hom. Ps. 1, Rufin a donne aussi une version latine d' Hom. Ps. 59, qui,

nous l'avons vu, occupe dans le corpus D une situation particuliere. D'une facon

plus generale, la dissemination des Homelies sur les Psaumes en quatre endroits du

corpus - disposition caracteristique des manuscrits D - ne peut etre consideree

comme fortuite: elle s'explique au contraire tres bien, si l'on y voit l'oeuvre de l'ar-

cheveque de Cesaree. Plus tard seulement, les Homelies sur les Psaumes seront

rangees en une serie unique. Autre signe d'archai'sme: le corpus D ne presente au-

cune des pieces apocryphes qui vont deparer nombre de collections posterieures,

comme la deuxieme homelie Sur le Psaume 28, l'homelie Sur le Psaume 37, l'eloge

dedie Au martyr Barlaam, l'homelie Sur le Saint-Esprit, la Lettre 45, A un moine tombe. 1"

Le titre d'Homelies morales a ete retenu pour l'ensemble de la publication. C'est

celui qu'on trouve equivalemment dans plusieurs temoins des IXe et Xe siecles.

Ainsi, le manuscrit grec IV, 8 de la Laurentienne (D7 de Rudberg) s'ouvre par ces

mots: Tot) kx ayCoig Jiaxg6g f|uwv BaoiAeiov &gxiejuo>c6Jiov KcuoaoeCag KaJi
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Jia6oxfog f|8lxd. Au debut du Patmos 29 (E1 de Rudberg), nous lisons: Td6e Jveoxiv

kv xf|6e ifj PCPXcp xarv r|8ixwv xot) fev byloiq Jiaxg6g f|ud)v BaoiXdov xov nevdXov. De

meme, le Vaticanus graecus 411 groupe dix-sept Homelies sur les Psaumes et dix-huit

Homelies diverses sous la designation commune de XcVyoi r|8ixoC. Cinq siecles plus tot

Gregoire de Nazianze, dans son Discours Junebre en l'honneur du grand Basile . . . ,

ecrivait: 'Quand je m'arrete a ses discours moraux et pratiques (r|8ixolg Xoyoig xal

Jioaxxixolg), je suis purifie dans lame et dans le corps, je deviens un temple pret a

recevoir Dieu.'"

Nous avons donne tous nos soins a l'etablissement du texte. Apres avoir examine

plus de 80 manuscrits d'homelies, j'ai collationne la tres grande majorite des pieces

que nous editons dans quarante temoins ou meme davantage, mettant a profit les

riches collections de l'lnstitut de Recherche et d'Histoire des Textes, a Paris. Pour

chacune des homelies, il a fallu etablir un stemma distinct, et, d'un stemtna a l'au-

tre, les differences sont souvent appreciates. La tache des editeurs se trouvait

encore compliquee du fait que les manuscrits sont souvent contamines, et que cer

tains d'entre eux, pour une meme homelie, appartiennent tour a tour a des tradi

tions diverses. Cependant, tout en faisant la part des incertitudes qui demeurent, un

certain nombre de resultats majeurs nous semblent acquis. II a ete possible de dis-

tinguer quatre branches principales: A, 2, 0 et T, entre lesquelles se repartissent

une douzaine de familles presentant, dans l'ensemble, une reelle stabilite. Les an-

cetres des quatre branches, meme si leur reconstitution est pour une part conjec-

turale, sont les temoins de deux traditions bien differenciees: Q1 et Q2. Apres dis

cussion attentive des centaines de variantes recueillies pour chaque homelie, compte

tenu des indications fournies aussi bien par la version latine de Rufin que par la

Chaine palestinienne, nous considerons le texte Q1 comme plus sur que le texte Q2.

Or, les meilleurs temoins de la tradition Q1 sont les manuscrits D de Rudberg, dont

nous avons dit qu'ils presentaient aussi un corpus tres archaique. Ainsi, les deux

voies que nous avons explorees, comparaison des corpus et etude des variantes,

aboutissent a des resultats convergents.

Quel progres notre edition realise-t-elle par rapport a celles qui l'ont precedee, et

notamment par rapport a l'edition benedictine de 1721-1730 ? Dans une etude de-

venu classique de la Revue Benedictine, David Amand tenait l'oeuvre de Julien Gar-

nier et de Prudent Maran pour Tune des meilleures publications mauristes,

superieure sans contredit aux editions d'Athanase et de Jean Chrysostome, publiees

par dom Bernard de Montfaucon'.12 Cependant, l'eloge n'allait pas sans de serieuses

reserves: au lieu d'etre etablie directement sur les manuscrits, l'edition Garnier-

Maran a pour fondement la greco-latine de 1618. Elle se contente de la corriger a

partir des manuscrits parisiens. Encore un certain nombre d'entre eux ont-ils ete

laisses de cdte. Le jugement porte sur l'oeuvre des deux mauristes s'achevait par ces

mots: 'L'edition est donc a refaire. L'editeur, ou plutot les editeurs futurs, devront

appuyer leur texte critique sur Yensemble des manuscrits anciens conserves dans les

bibliotheques d'Europe et d'Orient, et distinguer exactement les diverses familles
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des traditions particulieres, propres aux divers corpus: Hexaemeron, homelies, as-

cetiques, Iettres.'18

C'est dans cette voie, tracee il y a pres de quarante ans par notre ami, que nous

nous sommes engages. Nous avons pense qu'un travail critique, portant sur chacune

des homelies, devait preceder toute publication. Un tel travail nous amenait tout

naturellement a inclure dans notre edition la collection complete des Homelies

morales, et c'est la decision que nous avons prise en 1979. Au cours de ces quatre

dernieres annees, j'ai mene a bien mon programme de collations; chacune des

homelies possede des maintenant son stemma detaille; en outre, a l'etude d'ensem-

ble de la tradition manuscrite sont venues s'ajouter des introductions critiques si-

gnalant les problemes propres aux six homelies du tome I. Marie-Louise Guillaumin

m'a ete d'un grand secours pour l'etablissement du texte. Elle s'emploie a presenter

une Introduction generale et a donner a l'histoire du texte sa forme definitive. C'est

a elle aussi qu'incombe la traduction et l'annotation des Homelies sur les Psaumes.

Comme aucun des deux 6diteurs n'entend relacher son effort, nous esperons bien

que notre premier volume sortira de presse avant la prochaine Conference d'Ox-

ford, et que les autres le suivront dans des delais raisonnables.

Wisques
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DIE UBERLIEFERUNG VON PROLOG UND SCHOLIEN DES

JOHANNES VON SKYTHOPOLIS ZUM GRIECHISCHEN

CORPUS DIONYSIACUM AREOPAGITICUM

Beate Regina Suchla

Im folgenden mochte ich darauf aufmerksam machen, daB die tlberlieferung des

griechischen Corpus Dionysiacum Areopagiticum in der uns vorliegenden Form auf

eine fruhe Redaktion des griechischen Corpus zuriickgeht, die im Umkreis des

Johannes von Skythopolis, des Verfassers von Prolog und Scholien zum griechi

schen Corpus Dionysiacum Areopagiticum,1 entstanden ist. Doch rufen wir uns

zunachst die Entstehungszeit des Corpus in die Erinnerung zuruck:2 Als Terminus

post quem gelten gemeinsam die drei Daten 476 (Einfiihrung des Credo-Gesangs in

die MeB-Liturgie durch Petrus Fullo), 482 (ErlaB des Henoukon unter Raiser Ze-

non) und 485 (Tod des Proklus). Als Terminus ante quem gilt die Zeit zwischen

518 und 528, das ist die Entstehungszeit des 3. Briefes an einen Abt Johannes, von

Adversus Apologiam Juliani und von Contra Additiones des Severus von Antio-

chien, der in diesen Werken das erste Mai die Schriften des Corpus Dionysiacum

Areopagiticum erwahnt und zitiert. Betrachten wir nun die auffalligen Ober-

lieferungsmerkmale des Corpus Dionysiacum Areopagiticum, die in unserem

Zusammenhang besondere Beachtung verdienen.3 Es sind derer vier.

Das erste auffdllige Merkmal ist die in-corpore-Uberlieferung der Schriften

Das Corpus Dionysiacum Areopagiticum besteht in seinen authentischen4 Teilen

aus den Werken Himmlische Hierarchie, Kirchliche Hierarchie, Gottliche Namen,

Mystische Theologie und Briefe. Diese Schriften zeigen eine sie verbindende

Einheitlichkeit in Sprache und Inhalt. Das sorgfaltige Studium der sehr zahlreichen

Handschriften der griechischen Cberlieferung5 bestatigt diesen Eindruck durch die

Form der Oberlieferung. Denn seit ihrem ersten Auftreten werden die Schriften

gemeinsam, d.h. jeweils zusammen in einer Handschrift als homogenes, in sich ge-

schlossenes Corpus iiberliefert.

Wir besitzen zwei Cbersetzungen des gesamten Corpus Dionysiacum

Areopagiticum ins Syrische, eine durch Sergius von Reshaina, die andere durch

Phocas bar Sergius von Edessa. Sergius von Reshaina ist im Jahr 536 gestorben.8

Somit reicht seine Obersetzung zeitlich ungewohnlich nahe an die Entstehungszeit
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des Corpus Dionysiacum Areopagiticum heran. Phocas bar Sergius von Edessa hat

seine Ubersetzung vor 708 angefertigt.7 Sie wurde 766/767 durch Kyriakos bar

Shamauna ubernommen.8 Daher sprechen wir von einer Phocas- und einer

Kyriakos-Redaktion des syrischen Corpus Dionysiacum Areopagiticum. Die drei

genannten syrischen Versionen uberliefern die Schriften ebenfalls ungetrennt von-

einander.

Das Bestreben, die Werke eines orthodoxen Autors in einem Corpus zusammen-

zuhalten, kennen wir zur Geniige aus der patristischen Literatur. Ein typisches

Beispiel sind die Corpus-Bildungen von den Werken des alexandrinischen Bischofs

Athanasios. Ungewohnlich an der Corpus-Bildung der Werke des Dionys ist es in-

dessen, daB die Oberlieferung der Schriften als geschlossenes Corpus von allem An-

fang an in samtlichen Uberlieferungszweigen bezeugt ist. Die Corpus-Bildung muB

also schon vor 536 vorgenommen worden sein. Ungewohnlich ist ferner, daB das

griechische Corpus im Laufe der Uberlieferung unangetastet geblieben ist,9 und —

last, not least — daB fur die griechischen Schriften seit ihrem ersten Auftreten eine

konstante und ausschlieBliche in-corpore-Uberlieferung bezeugt ist.10

Das zweite auffdllige Merkmal ist die Reihenfolge der Schriften in der handschriftlichen

Uberlieferung

Mit Ausnahme von sechs Handschriften" bieten alle jene Handschriften, die das

gesamte Corpus Dionysiacum Areopagiticum vollstandig oder mit Liicken iiber-

liefern,12 die Mystische Theologie als vorletztes, die Briefe als letztes Werk, die

anderen drei Werke werden in den Kombinationen Himmlische Hierarchie —

Kirchliche Hierarchie — Gottliche Namen oder Himmlische Hierarchie — Gottliche

Namen — Kirchliche Hierarchie oder Gottliche Namen — Himmlische Hierarchie —

Kirchliche Hierarchie angeboten. Die Kirchliche Hierarchie erscheint also immer nach

der Himmlischen Hierarchie, sie steht aber stets vor der Mystischen Theologie. Die

griechische Oberlieferung bietet demnach von generell 120 verschiedenen Mog-

lichkeiten, die funf Werke im Corpus Dionysiacum Areopagiticum anzuordnen, nur

die drei genannten Anordnungen mit der Mystischen Theologie als vorletztes, den

Briefen als letztes Werk. Es ist einsichtig, daB hier Zufalligkeit der Anordnungen

auszuschlieBen ist.

In der syrischen Oberlieferung tradiert die Version des Sergius die Werke in der

Reihenfolge13 Gottliche Namen—Himmlische Hierarchie—Mystische Theologie—

Kirchliche Hierarchie — Briefe. Die Phocas-Redaktion weist wie die griechische Uber

lieferung die Reihenfolge Himmlische Hierarchie — Kirchliche Hierarchie — Gott

liche Namen — Mystische Theologie — Briefe auf,14 wahrend die Kyriakos-Redaktion

die Obersetzung des Phocas in der Reihenfolge der Sergius-Version geordnet hat.15

Obwohl in der chronologischen Abfolge der Werke offensichtlich die Kirchliche

Hierarchie die letzte Schrift des Areopagiten darstellt,18 bietet keine einzige mir be-

kannte griechische Handschrift die Anordnung der Sergius-Kyriakos-Redaktionen

mit der Kirchlichen Hierarchie als letztes Werk vor den Briefen.
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Das dritte auffällige Merkmal ist die Überlieferung von Prolog und Scholien des Johannes

von Skythopolis zum griechischen Corpus Dionysiacum Areopagiticum im Rahmen der

Überlieferung des Corpus

Phocas schickt seiner Übersetzung Bemerkungen voraus, in denen er erstmalig auf

das Vorhandensein von Prolog und Scholien zum griechischen Corpus Dionysiacum

Areopagiticum sowie auf ihren Verfasser, nämlich den Johannes von Skythopolis,

hinweist.17 Seine syrische Übersetzung des griechischen Corpus schließt die Überset

zung von Prolog und Scholien des Johannes von Skythopolis mit ein.

An anderer Stelle18 habe ich bereits auf Handschriften der griechischen Über

lieferung aufmerksam gemacht, die gemeinsam mit der syrischen Phocas-Tradition

einheitlich ein und dasselbe Scholienwerk, nämlich eben die Scholien des Johannes

von Skythopolis, überliefern. Bemerkenswert ist nun weiter, daß jede griechische

Handschrift, die das gesamte Corpus bezeugt, als Einleitung zu Beginn des Corpus

den Prolog überliefert.19 Wir müssen aus diesem Überlieferungsbefund schließen,

daß die Überlieferung des griechischen Corpus Dionysiacum Areopagiticum in der

uns vorliegenden Form gleichzeitig mit der Überlieferung von Prolog und Scholien

des Johannes von Skythopolis im Rahmen einer gemeinsamen in-corpore-

Überlieferung eingesetzt hat.

Das vierte auffällige Merkma ist die Überlieferung von Editionsvarianten im

Text des Corpus

Schon die ältesten Handschriften des griechischen Corpus bieten von der Hand

des ersten Schreibers in der Lesart alle Varianten, und zwar entweder als inter

lineare oder marginale Doppelvarianten20 oder als nachträgliche Durchkorrektu

ren.21 Wenn Variae Lectiones der Überlieferung von der Hand des Hauptkopisten

der Handschrift sich nicht auf Abschreibefehler zurückführen lassen, sondern wenn

sie sachliche oder - was häufiger vorkommt - stilistische Alternativen anbieten, dann

nimmt die Forschung22 heute im allgemeinen und ohne weiteres Autorenvarianten

an. Nun kann es sich im Fall des griechischen Corpus nicht um Autoren -, d.h. um

Entstehungsvarianten handeln, da die alte syrische Sergius-Version keine Doppel

varianten belegt. Da demgegenüber aber die griechische Überlieferung in der uns

vorliegenden Form von allem Anfang an echte Lesarten zusammen mit zugehöri

gen Varianten bezeugt, muß sie auf eine Editio Variorum zurückgeführt werden. Es

handelt sich also bei den Variae Lectiones der griechischen Überlieferung um

Editionsvarianten. Wir müssen davon ausgehen, daß der Herausgeber dieser Editio

Variorum richtiggehend kollationiert hat. Die abweichenden Lesarten einer kol

lationierten Handschrift notierte er interlinear oder marginal in sein Editions

exemplar, so daß gewissermaßen ein doppelter Hyparchetyp entstand.

Wie nun sind die eben genannten vier auffälligen Überlieferungsmerkmale des

griechischen Corpus Dionysiacum Areopagiticum zu deuten?

Die einzig mögliche Erklärung scheint mir darin zu liegen, daß die Überlieferung
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in der uns vorliegenden Form auf eine friihe Redaktion zuriickgeht, die fur die

genannten (jberlieferungsmerkmale verantwortlich zeichnet. Der Wunsch, die

angefochtenen Werke in einer unanfechtbaren sorgfaltigen und verbindlichen Edi

tion vorzulegen, hat vielleicht die Anregung fiir die Redaktion gegeben. Diese ist im

Umkreis des Johannes von Skythopolis entstanden, da mit ihr namlich auch die

Uberlieferung von dessen Prolog und Scholien zum Corpus einsetzt.

In einem Beitrag der Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Got-

tingen23 habe ich vor kurzem eine Gruppe von Handschriften auf einen Hypar-

chetyp zuriickfuhren konnen, der entweder nach der Synode zu Konstantinopel des

Jahres 543 oder nach dem 5. Okumenischen Konzil des Jahres 553 in Konstan

tinopel geschrieben worden ist. Dieser Hyparchetyp tragt bereits alle oben

genannten Oberlieferungsmerkmale. Die Redaktion des griechischen Corpus

Dionysiacum Areopagiticum muB dann also zwischen 536 (Tod des Sergius) und

543/553 vorgenommen worden sein. Sie fallt zeitlich somit mit der Abfassung von

Prolog und Scholien des Johannes von Skythopolis zum griechischen Corpus

Dionysiacum Areopagiticum zusammen.24
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CALCIDIUS' THEORY OF FIRST PRINCIPLES

Stephen E. Gersh

One needs no apology for presenting a paper on the fourth-century Christian

Platonist commentator on the Timaeus. Apart from the fine critical edition of his

work by J. H. Waszink1 and the English translations and running commentaries on

certain sections by Waszink himself,2 J. C. M. van Winden,3 and J. den Boeft,4 the

quantity of modern scholarship on Calcidius is disproportionately small in relation

to his preeminent role as a transmitter of Plato's cosmological doctrine to the Mid

dle Ages. A further reason for returning to Calcidius at this point is provided by

the recent publication of a study which, in a carefully argued discussion, has chal

lenged the general interpretation of his work with which the scholars mentioned

earlier have been associated. Thus, whereas the traditional approach has been to

treat the Latin commentator as an eclectic Platonist who was influenced both by the

well-established doxographical tradition which is nowadays termed Middle Platonic

and by a Neopythagorean and Neoplatonic tendency represented primarily by

Numenius and Porphyry, J. Dillon's The Middle Platonists: A Study of Platonism 80

B.C. to A.D. 2205 approaches Calcidius entirely within the framework of Middle

Platonic thought and in abstraction if not from the Neopythagorean current at least

from the latter in its Neoplatonic or Porphyrian phase. For this reason it seems

worth while to look at Calcidius once again in order to see whether the traditional

interpretation can be sustained, and with this in mind I offer for your consideration

some evidence which to me at least seems far from insignificant. What follows will

be divided into roughly three sections concerned with the reasons why earlier schol

ars have detected a Porphyrian strain in the Commentary on the Timaeus, a new

analysis of its doctrine regarding the interrelations between God, matter, and form,

and some further reasons why a Porphyrian influence on this work appears virtu

ally certain. The results of this analysis will provide an adequate reinforcement, I

believe, to the traditional interpretation of Calcidius' text.

Among the many passages in the commentary to which scholars have drawn at

tention in the past, two are indisputably based upon Porphyry and probably upon

the latter's own Commentary on the Timaeus. First there is the argument—originally

noted by E. Steinheimer8—that Plato's doctrine of transmigration teaches not the

reincarnation of a human soul in the body of a beast as punishment for vice but
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only its reincarnation in the body of a more bestial man.7 With this should be com

pared the explicit statement in Augustine's De Civitate Dei that Porphyry's treatise De

Regressu Animae interpreted Plato's theory in this way and that this interpretation

was a welcome correction of the earlier Platonic traditions. Secondly there is the

statement—to which Waszink and van Winden8 drew attention—that Plato's teach

ing about the disorderly motion in the Receptacle does not signify that matter itself

is subject to instability but only the bodies arising from the initial imposition of

form.9 Here a parallel is established with the equally explicit statement of

Philoponus' De Aeternitate Mundi contra Proclum that Porphyry's Commentary on the

Timaeus contained precisely this extrapolation from the rather vague details of

Plato's own cosmological account. It should be stressed that, although these tw-o pas

sages in Calcidius' commentary are the only ones which modern scholarship has

conclusively demonstrated to depend upon Porphyry, they are quite adequate to

prove the general thesis of such an influence.

As promised, the main part of this paper will be concerned with Caldicius' doc

trine of the first principles of God, matter, and form and especially with the nature

of form and the relation between God and form, for here combined with much that

parallels the standard doxographical tradition of Aetius' Placita and Hippolytus"

Philosophoumena there are other elements of indisputably Numenian and Porphyrian

character.

The Nature of Form

Two texts are important in this connection. The first reads as follows: 'The first

element of the universe is matter, unformed and without quality. So that there

might be a world, intelligible Form shapes it. And from these two—matter and

Form—pure and intelligible fire and the other of the four real substances arise.

From these in turn come the sensible bodies—fiery, watery, earthy, and airy. How

ever, pure fire and the other real and intelligible substances are the Forms which

are paradigms of bodies, called "Ideas" '.10 Calcidius' theory here is relatively

straightforward, namely that both form and matter exist on two levels: form consist

ing first of the highest Form and secondly of the Forms of the four elements, and

matter consisting first of a matter to combine with the highest Form and secondly

of a matter to combine with the Forms of the four elements. In accordance with

this scheme, the process of generating physical bodies has two distinct phases: first,

the highest Form combines with matter to produce the Forms of the four elements,

and secondly the Forms of the four elements combine with matter to produce the

four physical substances. Although this extension of the traditional theory of Forms

does not occur in any Latin writers prior to Calcidius, it goes back ultimately to

Aristotle's reports of Plato"—where the One performs the function of the highest

Form, the 'Indefinite Dyad' (&6gioxog 6vdg) that of matter on both levels, and the

Form-Numbers that of the Forms of the four elements—and was later revived by
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certain Neopythagoreans,12 the Chaldaean Oracles,13 and the Neoplatonists.14 The

commentator's documented interest in Greek philosophical writers adequately ex

plains his deviation from the tradition of his own culture, and here it is the influ

ence of Numenius15 and Porphyry18—who identify the Platonic One and indefinite

dyad with the Aristotelian form and 'intelligible matter' (v\r\ vonтf|)—which is per

haps dominant.

The second text can be presented in a summary fashion: (i) Primary Form is a)

'without quality' (neque qualitate praedita), and b) 'with quality' (neque sine qualitate).

Since it is simple, it cannot participate in a quality, and therefore it is a); but since it

does not involve a privation, it is therefore b). (This last point is compared with the

case of a stone which has no privation of fear, since fear or its absence have no rela

tion to such an inanimate object.) Furthermore, since this Form is the cause of qual

ity in other things, it is therefore b). (This notion is illustrated by the cases of soul

which is animate only in the sense that it provides animation to other things, and of

matter which is material only in the sense that it provides materiality to other

things.) (ii) Primary Form is a) 'without form' ( informis) and b) 'with form' (nec in-

formis). Since it is simple, it cannot participate in a form, and therefore it is a). (This

last point is contrasted with the case of a statue which is complex because it is

bronze participating in the form of a god.) However, since this Form is the cause of

form in other things, it is therefore b).17 This passage is largely self-explanatory, al

though at least two observations should be made regarding the text itself and its

sources respectively. First, the identity of the 'primary Form' (principalis species) de

scribed by Calcidius is somewhat ambiguous. The general context of the argument

suggests that this is a collective term for the transcendent Forms from which the

immanent forms of sensible objects are derived, although comparison with the pas

sage previously discussed would imply that it precisely signifies the super-

transcendent Form from which the transcendent Forms of those objects are de

rived. This ambiguity brings us in second place to the question of Calcidius' sources.

Thus, if the primary Form is a collective term for the transcendent Forms, the

theory proposed regarding its lack of quality and form is a development of estab

lished tenets in the doxographical tradition;18 but if it precisely signifies the super-

transcendent Form, that theory represents a deviation from the traditional doctrines

of Latin Platonists once more perhaps under the influence of Numenius and Por

phyry.19 Of course, Calcidius may have intended the primary Form to have both of

these meanings deliberately.

The Relation of God to Form

The arguments of three sets of texts are important in this connection. First, Cal

cidius indicates that the first principle is immanent in the Forms by speaking of it as

a mind which contains them as its thoughts. Sometimes he refers to a thought in

the singular, for example when he describes a Form as 'an "Idea" which is the eter
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nal thought of the eternal God' (idea quae intellectus dei aeterni est aeternus),20 or as

'the perfect thought of God' (perfectus intellectus dei)?1 or as 'that which the God who

created the world conceived in his mind and which Plato named an "Idea" ' (quam

mundi opifex deus mente concepit, eamque idean cognominavit Plato);" sometimes he re

fers to thoughts in the plural, for example when he characterizes the Forms as

'God's thoughts which we call "Ideas"' (intellectus eius, quas ideas vocamus).23 In all

this the commentator follows the usual interpretation of the theory of Forms

transmitted to the Latin tradition by the doxographers,24 a fact confirmed by a

striking verbal parallel between the argument in which the second quotation occurs

and a discussion of God's relation to the Forms in Albinus' Didascalicus ,25 since the

latter work has been shown to depend heavily on the doxographies of Arius Di-

dymus and others by modern scholarship.28

In another passage Calcidius indicates that the principle which is immanent in the

Forms—here styled providence, intellect, and will—is consequent upon a higher

principle—for which the title of God is reserved. Regarding the second principle he

writes: 'Next, all things are ruled by providence which holds a second rank after that

supreme God and which the Greeks call "noys". It is an intelligible substance, imitat

ing goodness through its tireless reversion to the highest God—it derives goodness

from him, by which it is as much adorned as are the other things embellished by his

agency. This will of God, therefore, because it is the wise protector of all things, is

called "providence" by mankind—not as most believe because it anticipates in seeing

and understanding future events, but because it is the characteristic of the divine

mind to understand, which is the characteristic activity of mind. And the mind of

God is eternal, so that the mind of God is an eternal activity of understanding'.27

Presented in summary form, this passage provides the following information about

the secondary principle: (i) As to its names. It can be described as a) intellect or

mind, b) providence, and c) will, (ii) Regarding its nature. It is a) eternal, b) sub

stance, c) activity, and d) intelligible, (iii) Regarding its relation to other principles.

It a) reverts upon the Good, b) derives goodness from its prior, and c) transmits

goodness to posteriors. The sources of this complex doctrine are only to be found

in the Greek tradition and, since even within that there seems to be no single

author whose teaching exactly parallels Calcidius', we will have to investigate the in

tellectual precursors of each separate tenet in turn.

Numenius has often proved to be an important source in the past, and the same

seems to be the case with the present set of doctrines. Thus, tenet (ii b) can be

paralleled by his statement that the second god is 'substance' (oioCo),28 (ii c) by his

description of the latter as 'moving' (xivovnevog),29 (ii d) by his assertion that it is

'intelligible' (vor|x6v),30 (iii b) by his statement that the second god is the 'imitator'

(u4.ur|xVjg) of the first,31 and (iii c) by his description of the second god as 'imitated

by' (^g nCuTma) the third'.32 However, tenet (i a) conflicts with Numenius who does

not regard 'intellect' (voflg) specifically as the title of the secondary principle. An

other major source has often proved to be Porphyry, and this seems once again to

be the case with the doctrines under review. Thus, tenet (ii b) can be paralleled by
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his statement that the second hypostasis 'contains the really existent' (fev cb 6f| xd

Gvxiog 6vxa),33 (ii c) by his account of the latter as 'having its activity in itself (fev

feauxw 6fe xfexxnxai x6 feveoyeiv),34 (ii d) by his assertion that it 'is an intelligible to it

self (laired) fiv etr| vor|x6v),3S (iii b) by his statement that secondary principles 'de

rive benefit from' (&jtoXaveiv) the first principle,38 (iii c) by his notion that 'divinity

proceeds as far as Soul' (&xgi y&6 cPuxfl5 xhv 8e6xr|xa jtgoeX8etv),37 (i a) by his asser

tion that 'Intellect' (vaOg) is specifically the title of the second hypostasis,38 (i c) by

his statement that 'will' (voluntas) is a phase in the latter's derivation from the first

principle,39 (ii a) by his description of it as 'eternal, single, and timeless' (aUbviog

uovog xai &xgoVu)g fiJiooxdg),40 and (iii a) by his assertion that secondary principles

have a 'reversion to the first principle' (3x06g x6 Jiowxov avavwyTJ).41 Only tenet

(i b) departs from Porphyry who does not associate 'providence' (Jio6voia) with the

second hypostasis in any extant text.

Finally, there are certain texts in which Calcidius seems to reconcile the view

points that the first principle is immanent in the Forms and called mind, and that

the principle which is immanent in the Forms and termed providence, intellect, or

will is consequent upon a higher principle described as God. Thus, he suggests a re

lation between God and mind involving both identity and subordination in refer

ring to 'causes which are perceptible to divine providence' (causae, quae sunt

perspicuae divinae providentiae),42 in his statement that 'God's finest work is that which

he thinks' (optimum dei opus est id quod intellegit)43 and by arguing that 'God's works

are his thoughts which are called "Ideas" by the Greeks—these "Ideas" being the

paradigms of natural things' (opera vero eius intellectus eius sunt, qui a Graecis ideae vo-

cantur; porro ideae sunt exempla naturalium rerum).44 This combination of the notions

that the Forms are God's thoughts and therefore identical with him and that the

Forms are his works and thus subordinate to him represents something of a devia

tion from the simpler theory transmitted to the Latin tradition by the doxog-

raphers. On the other hand it seems to echo certain doctrines of the Greek tradi

tion such as Numenius' theory that the first god 'thinks by using the second god

additionally' (fev Jioooxot^aei xot) oevxeoov voetv)45 and Porphry's interpretation of

the Chaldaean Oracles according to which the first principle is both 'secreted from'

(aoJiaocii feoux6v fex) its secondaries and has 'power and intellect co-unified in its

simplicity' (6vvauiv . . . xai votiv fev xfj &Ji>.6xr|xi avxov ouvr|vtJi)o8ai).48 In other

words we are once again brought back to the favourite sources of Calcidius' theolog

ical doctrine.

Besides those already discussed in this paper, there are two further passages of

the Commentary on the Timaeus in which it is possible to detect a significant Porphy-

rian influence. First there is the argument—apparently missed by Waszink in com

piling the apparatus criticus to his edition but later noted by P. Hadot47—that sensi

ble form stands between the really existent and that which is not among existent

things as an existent in a sense.48 To this there is a parallel in a report of Por

phyry's doctrine contained in Simplicius' Commentary on the Physics which is almost

verbatim at the most crucial points in the discussion. Secondly there is the
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statement—which seems to have escaped the attention of all previous scholars—that

the intelligible world is self-produced.49 With this should be compared the doctrine

stated by Porphyry in his Historia Philosophies and echoed in various Porphyrian-

influenced texts by Synesius of Cyrene and Marius Victorinus that the intelligible

world is self-generated, self-caused, self-paternal, and so on.50 The existence of such

a passage in our commentary surely presents a final proof that its author learned

much from the Neoplatonism of Plotinus' famous disciple.

Notre Dame, Indiana
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COMMON ELEMENTS IN VERGILIAN AND PATRISTIC

PHILOSOPHIES OF HISTORY

Harold F. Guite

Vergil may not have written a book entitled Annales or Res Gestae, but his Aeneid

covered all Roman history and prehistory, and he had thought more deeply about

that history and its place in the scheme of things than anyone had ever done before

or would do again until Augustine. The thesis of the Aeneid is that long before the

name of Rome was ever heard of her eternal and worldwide dominion was a reality

in the mind of Jupiter in heaven and in the body of a Trojan refugee on earth. It is

a daring and original thesis, like the thesis of a Kingdom prepared from the foun

dation of the world (Mt 25:34). Vergil was the first pagan historian to make his

readers see all history sub specie aeternitatis: the Romans in Elysium and on Vulcan's

shield are all equidistant from God.1 This belief in a continuing identity is what Col-

lingwood, attributing it to Livy, calls substantialism.2 Vergil would have been a bet

ter example: Aeneas prefigures Augustus as Adam prefigures Christ (Rom 5:15).

I speak of common elements because I cannot prove that Vergil influenced Chris

tian historiography in the way that philosophers can be shown to have influenced

Christian thought. The very earliest Fathers seem whether from lack of Latin or

from want of interest not to have read Vergil, but the Fathers who were gathered

in Thessalonica or Serdica on a Good Friday between ad 321 and 324 probably

had some Latin and were certainly made aware of Vergil, for they were constrained

to hear a Latin sermon from Constantine on the Fourth Eclogue.3 For a later period

we have Augustine's testimony, supported by contemporary papyri from Egypt,4

that some Greek-speaking children studied Vergil in Latin (Conf. 1.14.1). The Latin

Fathers had Vergil built into the structure of their minds and could only dislodge

him by doing themselves psychic injury. My limited conjecture is that Vergil's view

of history was congenial to any Christian who knew of it and who thought, as

Augustine thought, that history mattered and that historiography was about values.

There are Christians today who resist all attempts to equip them with a sense of

history. But the Gospels were written because the very first Christians wanted to

know what Jesus had said and done. Some of their descendants were deterred from

the study of history by theologians who had read in Plato or in his successors that

our terrestrial drama was wanting in reality. But the second century Church, which

had to work hard not to be absorbed by gnosticism or mystery religions, soon
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realized that her uniqueness consisted in being able to point to a man who had been

born in Bethlehem under Augustus and crucified in Jerusalem by Pontius Pilate.

This realization, together with the doctrine that the Church was the continuing life

of Christ in the world,5 led eventually to a History of the Church that for all its faults

was still better as sheer record than anything so far by Jew or pagan.

Whether Eusebius, or whoever the reporter was, only looked into Vergil in order

to make his christianizing, and now corrupted, translation of the Fourth Eclogue I do

not know.8 What is certain is that Eusebius' vision of Rome's divine calling was even

more splendid than Vergil's. Eusebius was the extreme representative of Church es

tablishment,7 which had begun as a pious hope of apologists8 and was brought to

triumphant reality by the conversion of Constantine, whose reign and acts, says

Eusebius, were prophesied by Isaiah.9 Augustine, saved from such excesses by the

sack of Rome, was scornful about Jupiter's prophecy in Aeneid I10 and deliberately

refrained from developing Origen's theory that Rome's long and wide dominion

was a providence that rendered feasible the command to make disciples of all na

tions." Augustine could even speak of imperium Christianum.12

There were times when an early Christian could be forgiven for not being sure

whether Rome was Babylon or the new Jerusalem, but if he had read the Aeneid he

would have recognized it as a poem about providence. If he read it with care he

would have noticed that Vergil had thought about the complications of causality

and was as concerned as any Father to preserve both the sovereignty of God and

the freedom of the human will. In Aeneid VIII Aeneas gives a careful analysis of the

causes of his visit to Evander: 'My own manhood, the sacred oracles of the gods, the

kinship between our fathers, your fame noised abroad in the world — all these have

brought us together and have driven me here, a willing and fated traveller: fatis

egere volentem' (A. 8.131-133). Notice the brilliant oxymoron of egere volentem: no

theologian could have made a more succinct paradox. Notice, too, that fatum in

Vergil is not blind determinism: it means utterance, the utterance of a living God.

Jerome, who had asked in a letter to Eustochium (Epist. 22.29.7) what Vergil had

to do with the Gospel, nevertheless went on quoting him for another thirty years or

more. But he did Vergil an injustice when he quoted a speech of Dido13 as an

example of Roman disbelief in providence (in Ezechielem 9.9-10). He ought to have

seen that Vergil is portraying Dido as an Epicurean, that is, as a foil to the piety of

Roman Aeneas, who believes that the gods care.

Any Christian who had read Origen on ouvfegyeia (Jo 28:10) or Eusebius on

parallel causation (H.E. 3.37.3) would have felt quite at home watching Aeneas and

Dido, who had good reasons of their own for sheltering in the cave, being neverthe

less manoeuvred into it by Venus and Juno.14 A Christian who had read Augusune

on the inscrutability of providence15 would have noted with approval that Vergil's

firm belief in providence was not accompanied by a claim to understand its work

ings.18 And any Christian who had read Clement of Rome on the educative role of

providence (Epist. 1.19.1) would understand that Aeneas was being schooled for the

leadership of a new nation.

One of the more obvious differences between Vergilian and Patristic historio
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graphy is that Vergil did not think of the world as having a beginning, but he was at

one with the Fathers in seeing history as moving to a pre-ordained fulfilment. In

order to reach this position both Vergil and the Fathers had first to dismiss, how

ever casually, the concept of cycle. Now Momigliano has demonstrated without too

much difficulty that none of the major Greek historians was a cyclist," and in 1967

Patterson wrote as follows: 'No notice need be taken of the notion that the Greeks

had a cyclic view of history. The notion seems to be an exegesis of Augustine's at

tack on the philosophical circuitus temporum18 or of earlier Christian amusement over

pagan speculations regarding the recurrence of events.19 But neither have to do

with historia as such'.20 This is right if he means that a historian sitting down to a

limited historiographical task is not going to be affected by cyclic theory, but wrong

if he also means that philosophy has nothing to say to history. The important point

is that cyclic theory was still alive when the Church was young21 and that the

Fathers took it seriously enough to go to the trouble of refuting it.22 Vergil, who

sounded like a cyclist in the Fourth Eclogue

(ultima Cumaei venit iam earminis aetas;

magnus ab integro saeclorum nascitur ordo)23

has certainly ceased to be one in the Aeneid: Rome is going to last for ever and ever

(A. 1.278f). Vergil's priority in breaking the cycle has not been generally recognized.

Another obvious difference between Christian and pagan history is that Christian

history was redemptive. Any pagan who read redemptive history was, in the words

of Momigliano, 'compelled to enlarge his historical horizon: he was likely to think

for the first time in terms of world history'.24 But if this same pagan had read the

Aeneid after reading only prose histories of Rome he would have had to follow Ver

gil not only all over the Mediterranean and to the furthest shores of Ocean, but

from Olympus to the stars and from Augustus to eternity (A. 1.278-280).

Can anyone doubt that Vergil was looking for a redeemer and that all his works

reveal an almost Hebraic sense of sin? In the Fourth Eclogue, apostrophizing the

consul-elect Pollio and quoting the Cumaean Sibyl, Vergil writes 'With you to guide

us, every trace of our sin will be cancelled, and- the whole earth be forever freed

from fear' (E. 4.13f)- 'There is absolutely no one', comments Augustine, 'save the

Lord Christ who can be thus addressed', and he goes on to speculate that by some

means or other the Sibyl had knowledge of the one and only Saviour.25 At the end

of the First Georgic the confession of fratricide, the horror of subverted values and

empty ploughlands, the desperate yearning for a saviour are almost unbearable:

hunc saltem euerso iuuenem succurrere saeclo

neprohibete!"

And it has always perplexed readers of the Aeneid that the hero of a people not

renowned for modesty should be so conscious of weakness, so dependent not only

on rituals duly performed but on the direct personal admonishment of divinities

and of their liberating intervention in time of trouble. The wounded Aeneas is
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saved from death by his divine mother (A. 12.411-429), but Vergil's stress is on the

spiritual dangers from which he is rescued and purified, his love for Dido and the

long weariness, like Israel's in the wilderness, that tempts him to give it all up and

make a home for himself and his people in Sicily {A. 5.700-703).

Cochrane has finely said that Aeneas was the pilgrim father of antiquity.27 Vicit

iter durum pietas} cried Anchises when he caught sight of his son in the Elysian

Fields (A. 6.687f). An early Christian could take these four words as Aeneas' jour

ney from Troy to the Promised Land, or as the long travail of Roman history, or as

his own pilgrimage from sin and despair to salvation and glory.28 It was his pietas

that won for Aeneas the ultimate revelation of his calling.29 Aeneas is like a Chris

tian in that he cannot live without revelation. It is only when he is absolutely con

vinced of his future that he knows how to live in the present, even as the Christian

lives in his terrestrial city by the light of his city in heaven.

Hamilton, Ontario
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THE CONCEPT OF THE CITY OF GOD IN EARLY CHRISTIAN

THOUGHT

by Peter K. Lee

In the ancient world, as today, people realised the capacity of ciues to produce

greater good and greater evil than village life,1 and to form a more prominent reli

gious centre or centre of irreligion;2 therefore the city formed a fruitful image to

depict where God rules or the reverse. The term is used sometimes by the fathers

of a literal place, more often as an analogy, but in each case keeps the sense of

God's rule and presence.

In using the term 'the city of God' the fathers were influenced first by the Biblical

uses of the concept and secondly by similar language to be found in other writers,

especially in Plato; those fathers who embraced the view that the Logos was at work

within all mankind found the latter approach especially congenial.

The Bible which the fathers studied shows for the most part a characteristic Semit

ic concern with God's action in history; the Semitic view of the city of God in the

Old Testament and canonical Apocrypha saw it as on earth in the literal city of

Jerusalem,3 or present now in the people of God on earth,4 or to come by God's ac

tion;5 frequently it marks the beginning of a new age, though still in history8—in all

these cases the presence of the city is due to God's action in history.

In the New Testament, which carried authority for the fathers as containing the gospel

of Christ and witness of the apostles and their immediate followers to Christ Himself, they

found Christ's attitude to Jerusalem as the city of God ambiguous— on the one hand with

a respect for it,7 holding that He must go there for His ministry's climax8 and tel

ling his disciples to begin to preach from there,9 while also lamenting over it,10 see

ing it as doomed" and no longer to be a centre of worship.12 However, Christ cer

tainly saw God's action as present in history, bringing in the kingdom of God13 (a

kindred concept to the city of God, as Augustine recognised14) through His own

person, teaching, and mighty works — as Origen put it aire6g yag feorlv f\ auxo

PaoiXiia — and this rule of God was to be continued in His followers.15 Thus in

these respects and also in the primitive preaching18 in the rest of the New Testa

ment there is an emphasis on the Semitic view that God is active in history to estab

lish His kingdom and His city.

There is however a tension between the Semitic view of God's action in history

and the Platonist view which distrusted talk of God or the gods' involvement in his
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tory. In Plato's Republic he depicts an ideal city17 whose rulers are guided by con

templation of the heavenly forms,18 especially the form of the Good,19 to pattern

their city on this prior ideal.20 Although Plato himself attempted to put his ideal

into practice,21 the inferior nature of all earthly cities as compared to the forms led

to a turning away from the earthly world among his later followers; they shrank

from talk of divine involvement in history since God or the gods must, they held, be

unchanging to be perfect.22

Certain eclectic Jewish writings in fact reflect Plato's views. In the writings of

Philo, drawn on by the Apologists,23 by many of the Eastern fathers and Ambrose,24

we notice that he interprets the 'city of God' allegorically; he detaches the city of

God from any earthly city,25 locates the city of God in the soul28 and is interested in

two rival spiritual cities of good and evil.27 In II Baruch and IV Ezra, both read by

certain fathers28 and contemporary with the New Testament, we are told that the

ideal city of God already exists29 and it is a pattern for the existing (inferior) Zion.30

In the New Testament writings read by the fathers we find Christ's concern for the

inward life31 and the vision of God,32 and several writers' belief in a heavenly ideal

city,33 akin to that found in the eclectic Jewish writings.

In fact, within the fathers we find both the Semitic view and the Platonic view.

There was a strongly Semitic view based on a belief that God had taken action to set

up the city of God on earth. Indeed, for some Jewish Christians the city of God had

already been established in Jerusalem; it seems that James, the Lord's brother, and

his successors were regarded by Jewish Christians (and perhaps more widely) as a

Christian priesthood in the sacred city of God34 and Irenaeus says that the Ebionites

'even worship Jerusalem as the house of God.'35 This belief however received a se

vere shock with the fall of Jerusalem.38

Nevertheless, a variant on belief in God's action in history which could more eas

ily survive the fall of Jerusalem was the expectation of the future establishment of

the city of God, on earth. Justin, following hints in Revelation,37 expected the estab

lishment of an earthly city of God on the site of the earthly Jerusalem, to last for

1 ,000 years.38 Likewise, Melito of Sardis emphasised the importance of the sacred

sites in God's plan39 and Irenaeus looked forward to the setting up of a wonderful

renewed earthly Jerusalem.40 Other Christians seem to have expected the estab

lishment of the city of God, New Jerusalem, in Egypt.41 Most dramatic of all were

the Montanists42 who expected an imminent coming of the city of God, the New

Jerusalem on earth; this also would not be at Jerusalem but between Pepusa and

Tymion in Phrygia. When the city of God did not descend from heaven they set

about building the city of God, an ideal city, there. Thus there was a strong con

tinuing tradition which expected God's triumph over evil and God's rule to be set

up in history or on earth at the close of history.

On the other hand, we also find the Platonic view; though the extreme forms of

disregard of history characteristic of the Gnostics were abjured, the Christian

writers influenced by Plato express the difference between the evils of the world

and God's perfection through the present existence of an ideal city in which members

of the church can share. Clement, bishop of Rome, speaks of Christians as having
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their own citizenship,43 Justin speaks of the Lord having founded the city of the

gospel44 and Athenagoras speaks of how Christians 'walking on the earth have their

citizenship in heaven'.45 The writer of the Epistle to Diognetus likewise says of

Christians that 'they live upon the earth but have their citizenship in heaven',48 and

'show forth as marvellous the citizenship of their own city'.47 Irenaeus, despite the

evidence we noted earlier for his expectation of an earthly city of God, nevertheless

also saw Christians as sharers here and now in the heavenly Jerusalem.48 As Chris

tianity moved outwards from a predominantly Semitic setting to a predominantly

Greek setting we can see how, when speaking of God's victory over evil, once the

failure of apocalyptic expectations became evident, there would come to be more

and more emphasis on this way of conceiving of the city of God.

This was especially the case in the works of the Alexandrian fathers. We know

that both Clement and Origen admired the writings of Plato and the Stoic-Platonic

tradition. Clement for example writes of how 'we know that the city of Plato also is

a pattern laid up in heaven'.49 Clement regards the earthly church as a copy of the

heavenly one50 and describes it as 'a city on earth that is not besieged . . . the true

Jerusalem'51 and as 'the city of the Holy ones which is spiritually inhabited',52 a

sharing in heaven here and now. In this church the 'Christian gnostic' shares;53 thus

we see a way of salvation akin to that of the Platonist with an inward vision of the

good;54 Clement is therefore a prominent advocate of a distinction between the vis

ible and invisible church. Origen similarly admired Plato's writings and says that the

church is 'a pattern of the heavenly city which Plato also sought to depict, a chosen

and holy people'.55 He does indeed speak of the church as 'the city of God,'5* 'the

true Jerusalem'57 and a 'world-wide republic'58 but elsewhere he is more hesitant,

emphasising that the true believer comes to know God by inward vision.58 He ex

plains prophecies that might seem to apply to the earthly Jerusalem as applying in

fact to the heavenly Jerusalem.80

Among later Eastern writers only Apollonius of Hierapolis and Methodius of

Olympus look to the establishment of God's city as an earthly New Jerusalem.81

However to some extent the Semitic tradition did continue in transmuted form,

with the church on earth viewed as the city of God here and now; Basil,82 Gregory

of Nyssa,83 Athanasius,84 Cyril of Alexandria85 and John of Damascus88 all view the

church thus.

In most Eastern thought, however, this visible world was seen as a partial reflec

tion of the ideal world, through the influence of Clement and Origen; they were

also followed in their emphasis on detachment, contemplation and vision. The

visionary's soul on earth is termed 'the city of God'87 or 'Jerusalem'88 because the

visionary shares in God's presence, and the full city of God is present as we share in

heaven here and now.88

In fact, the Eastern fathers do preserve more successfully than the early Western

writers a balance between the spiritual and organisational aspects of the church's

life,70 and their varied use of the term 'city of God' corresponds to this. Their views

of the 'city of God' do moreover continue many ways in which that image is used in

the New Testament. However, with the decline of Platonism as a commonly ac
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cepted world-view it is understandable that the more Semitic ways of thinking of

the city of God as made present through God's action in Christ within history and

at its close should again exercise an appeal in this century (e.g. in Barth's,

Bornkamm's, Pannenberg's and G. Stanton's writings).71

In the Western Church the understanding of the city of God as established in his

tory or at its close was much more dominant than in the East; derived originally

from Semitic thought it nevertheless found its most congenial home in the West.

Even after 200 ad we find in many writers an expectation of an imminent coming

of the city of God on earth, often for a span of 1,000 years. The main emphasis in

Tertullian's writings is on the future coming of 'the city of Jerusalem' which was to

be let down from heaven72 and last for 1,000 years until the Last Judgement73 —

later of course he joined the Montanists with their particular emphasis on an

earthly city of God; Hippolytus, his contemporary, at first kept a similar expectation

of the imminent rule of God on earth,74 as did Lactantius still later.75 The thought

which we noted to be so prominent in the East of sharing in a present city of God

in heaven seems only to be found once in these writers when Tertullian speaks of

our 'sharing in Jerusalem, our mother from on high.'78 The main emphasis of

these Western writers is certainly on a coming city of God to be established on earth

by God's action.

However, while keeping the same concern with the establishment of God's city in

history and on earth, there are also signs in these writers that the city of God may

have already been established on earth. Thus Tertullian also speaks of the New-

Jerusalem as signifying Christ's flesh77 and as hopes of an imminent future coming

of the city of God faded, there comes a tendency, while keeping the same historical

perspective, to see the church's rule on earth as that of the city of God. Hippolytus

changed his mind and came to speak of the splendour of Jerusalem as shown in the

church.78 Ambrose certainly places his main emphasis on the church as the city of

God,79 here on earth. He says that through Christ the New Jerusalem has de

scended from heaven,80 so that by entering the church we become 'citizens of the

heavenly city'.81 Tyconius likewise sees Jerusalem, the city of God, as having de

scended from heaven in Christ.82 Possibly the collapse of political power in the West

helped forward this emphasis on the earthly church as the city of God, though it is

also in line with earlier Western thought about the coming of God's saving power in

earthly and historical form. Though Western thought before Augustine changes

from an expectation of a coming city of God on earth to an emphasis on the present

city of God on earth in the church, in each case the main emphasis is on God's ac

tion in history, with only isolated references to participation in a heavenly city.

Augustine's view however is much more complex. It is a sign of Augustine's

greatness that he was able to combine both the Semitic and Platonic strands in Bib

lical thought, that had been growing apart in the different parts of the church.

Augustine moves freely from the earthly Jerusalem, 'the city of God'83 to the

'people of God', using an analogy, but he certainly saw God's activity as realised

through history. In his writings the people of God from Abel onwards84 form the
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city of God in history.85 Like the New Testament writers, he attaches great impor

tance to Christ's work in history88 and he declares explicitly of the church that it is

'the city of God'.87 Moreover, he asserts that God's power will be shown on earth so

that 'the splendour of that city will be apparent'.88 Augustine thus reflects a Semitic

view of God at work in history, establishing His city and rule thus.

On the other hand, his attraction to Neoplatonism early in his life89 left him with

a lasting sense that the truly real is that which is transcendent and ideal. He

endorsed the Platonists' account of God's unchanging presence in relation to the

changing world90 and wrote that 'there are none who come nearer to us than the

Platonists'.91 Plato and the adaptation of Platonism in Cicero's De re publica*2 are

likely to have influenced him to depict a city which can at the same time be ideally

present in heaven with God, and yet can be present on earth through people and

things which participate in it. In keeping with this transcendental grounding the

city extends before Christ as well as after Him93 and in keeping with this grounding

and the concerns of Neoplatonism, the majority of the city of God are not on earth

but in heaven.94 To Augustine with his background of Neoplatonism, the passages

in the Bible which reflect a diffused Platonism naturally formed congenial sources

of imagery about the city of God.95 His devotional interest and concern with the

inward working of divine grace98 also lead him, in a way uncommon in the West

but more akin to Eastern thought,97 to depict the city of God as invisibly present in

the community of faithful souls united with God. Hence he terms the visible church

a 'mixed body';98 although salvation takes place in history it is to establish final

existence in the transcendentally grounded city of God. Like Eastern writers, he

makes much use of the concept of Jerusalem, the city of God 'above',99 is interested

in our sharing in heaven on earth,100 and is concerned for the soul's inner life and

the vision of God,101 akin to Eastern writers who spoke of the soul as the city of

God. Thus Augustine uses his Neoplatonist background and both combines differ

ent strands in Biblical thought and deals with them in a way which was more com

prehensive than other writers, Eastern and Western.

But does this lead to a fault of lack of coherence? Augustine speaks of the city of

God in different ways, visible and invisible, earthly and yet grounded in a tran

scendent reality. But in so doing he was preserving different strands of thought in

the Bible about the city of God, and he also points us to the reality in whom differ

ent types of language about the city of God find their focus and fulfilment.

For the reality is greater than the symbol. God's presence creates the city of God; as

God is present in many different ways, so also God is present in many different

ways in His city. Semitic thought and Platonic thought in various ways seek to de

pict His presence; but God is greater than all these attempts to depict Him and His

city. God's presence creates the city of God; and it is the presence of God in many

different ways that constitutes the bond between all the early Christian language

about the city of God.

Keighley
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EARLY CHRISTIAN PLATONISM: BACKGROUND

AND BEGINNINGS

E. F. Osborn

The background of Christian Platonism consists of monotheism as found in —

1. Hellenised Scripture in the Wisdom Literature.

2. Hellenised Judaism in Philo.

3. The religious tendency of Second Century Platonism and the birth of the

Geistmetaphysik.

4. Gnosticism.

5. The new monotheism of Paul and John.

The beginning of Christian Platonism is most apparent in Clement of Alexandria. It

presents a tenable religious Platonism.

1. Christian Platonism did not pioneer the union of Greek philosophy and Hebrew

religion. That had already been achieved in the scriptures of the Wisdom literature

and in Philo; Clement lives within the thought-world of this literature, which is seen

most clearly in the Wisdom of Solomon.1

Clement cites Proverbs more than two hundred times and draws heavily on Job,

Wisdom and Ben Sira. He has only three citations from Ecclesiastes whose scepticism is

hardly compatible with the view of providential history found elsewhere. Indeed

'Chapters 2 and 3 (of Wisdom) are virtually a direct refutation of that book

(Ecclesiastes); and this is accomplished by means of an appeal to the belief in the

immortality of the soul, a novel feature in Judaism, obviously imported from

Greeks'.2

The purpose of Wisdom is to indicate to Jews 'that their way of life, rooted in the

worship of the one true God, is of an incomparably higher order than that of their

pagan neighbours, whose idolatrous polytheism has sunk them into the mire of

immorality'.3 Wisdom belongs to the Hellenistic philosophical tradition, and those

who claim it for traditional Jewish piety do not have any case. Sophia comes under

many names (ch. 1), then is focussed more sharply into one dominant figure

(6. 12ff), for a time 'merging almost imperceptibly with the deity'.4 (The same figure

of Sophia is found in Proverbs and Ben Sira). Sophia is logos: 'God made all things

by his logos and through his sophia formed man' (9: If)-

The relationship between Wisdom and Philo is very close. For both, Sophia streams
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out from God to be his agent in creation, contains patterns of all things, is the

source of knowledge, morals, prophecy and revelation. The world is made from

formless matter, pervaded by Sophia, and ruled by mathematical design. The right

eous live for ever and their souls rest in the hands of God. Without God, man dies

even while his body is alive. Wisdom and Philo share similar views on virtue and the

virtues, struggle and combat, freedom and destiny. There are also close similarities

of expression in their attacks on idols and accounts of the Egyptians; but such

similarities extend throughout Jewish-Hellenistic literature.5

2. Philo is a puzzle to us all. He wrote so much, he swept Wolfson off his feet, and

Clement did use many things that he said.8 But Philo said many strange things. One

solution of the problem of evil was that God could not produce evil because he was

totally good, but could not get good servants and the bad servants bungled their

part of the production line.7 All of which reduces the agony of the world to a prob

lem of the labour exchange, inconsistent with an almighty God.

Philo's account of creation was also strange.8 He made a good story (like Plato),

an elaborate process of many stages, says Brehier.9 But creation is not affected by

the number of stages. The only question is whether God was the one and only

cause of it all; Philo did not see the question clearly, so the intricacy of his answer

was of little value. Then there is Philo's Logos, who is and is not God, who mediates

and who heads up the hierarchy. In his article in the Encyclopedia of Philosophy10

Wolfson had to sweep the Logos under the carpet, because the Logos was 6evxeooc,

8edg and any fool knows you cannot play around with monotheism like that."

Philo's importance was that, with others, he translated the tradition of Plato into

the tradition of Israel. Neither Clement nor any Platonist who came after could

neglect this part of the Wirkungsgeschichte12 of Platonism. Philo's weakness was that

he valued his religious traditions too highly. This meant that he could never risk

the radical thrust of Plato's dialectic. Clement, by contrast, wanted untamed Platonic

rigour to dismember the pretensions of the Gnostics.13 At the end of Stromateis 111

(3.5.42-4) Clement argues 'We must follow where the word leads (cf. Rep. 394D);

... we are to be made as like the Lord as is possible (Theaet. 176B). We must not

live as if there were no difference between right and wrong (Theaet. 176-7), but . . .

we must take care for our soul' (Phaedo 107c).

Philo shows his dominant idea in the Embassy to Gaius: 'All men, my emperor,

have planted in them a passionate love of their native land and a high esteem for

their own laws . . . Every people is convinced of the excellence of its own institutions

... I as you know am by birth a Jew, and my native city is Jerusalem in which is

situated the sacred shrine of the most high God. It fell to me to have for my

grandparents and ancestors kings, most of whom had the title of high priest.'

(277f.).

While teachers were brought to Egypt for the young Moses, 'in a short time he

advanced beyond their capacities; his gifted nature forestalled their instruction, so

that his seemed a case rather of recollection than of learning, and indeed he him

self devised and propounded problems which they could not easily solve.' From the
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Egyptians he learned arithmetic, geometry, metre, rhythm, harmony, music and

symbolism. The Greeks taught him grammar, literature, rhetoric, logic; the Assy

rians taught their language, the Chaldeans their astronomy. His only concern was

for truth; he was not sectarian and he kept his passions under firm control (Moses

1. 21-26). Later he became the best grazier in Egypt (Moses 1. 63) and as a ruler he

excelled all who had gone before. (Moses 1.150).

Philo did not try to show that one thing was necessary but rather that, because

the Jewish heritage had so much, nothing else could be necessary. He was a lan

guage event without the event, because no event was required. He wanted to show

the superfluity of syncretism. The Jewish heritage had all and it was wrong to

hanker after fresh delights. If a Jew fell into apostasy, he should be lynched forth

with; there is no need for inquiry or trial; his death is automatic and obligatory.

'But if any members of the nation betray the honour due to the One, they should

suffer the ultimate penalties; they have abandoned their most vital duty, their serv

ice in the ranks of purity and religion, and have chosen darkness in preference to

the brightest light.'14

As an alternative to murder, Philo quite properly chose boredom. (Murder is un

pleasant to both murderer and victim while boredom is pleasant to the borer and

tolerable to the bored.) He left so much to read because he wanted to keep the

children of Israel busy. Competitive compilation was also a Gnostic device. If you

have seven heavens, we have eight. You have 30 aeons, we have 365. Names are

multiplied without rational control, says Irenaeus (A.H. 1.5.2): why not put in some

thing about the affair of the chief cucumber with the celestial melon? Our Gnostic

opponents do not have to think; they merely add names together.

The Talmud shares this problem with Philo; it offers and keeps on offering be

cause it wants its children to stay home and to avoid multi-cultural pollution.15 Now

when the search for truth becomes a matter of encyclopedic compilation its long-

term value is diminished. For at the best, and Philo is the best, the writer hands on

to posterity a mixture of intelligent construction, apparent stupidity and unclassified

material.

Verbosity is a serious weakness of Philo. Nevertheless he cannot be ignored. He

loses his frustrated readers, but they return to him for good reasons. His rhetoric is

sophisticated and interesting, following at times the xge'a as defined by Theon of

Alexandria. As a source of knowledge of Hellenistic culture he is indispensable.

Further, he indicated the structure which religious Platonism has followed in its

long career in European culture; Wolfson was not completely wrong. Philo saw that

the unknown God needed a divine pleroma and a divine epiphany. He found the

pleroma in Moses or in the Logos and the epiphany in Jerusalem. His account of

Moses is similar to the Christian account of the fullness of Christ. Moses is v6uoc,

luijivxog. Clement applies the same term to Jesus (Strorn. 2.19).

For Philo the Logos is everything to those who are his (De verb. 128-130). Clement

makes the same point many times notably in his account of the Logos as cbg Jidvxa

fv (Strom. 4.157) and in his hymn to the Logos at the end of the Paedagogus. Foi
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Philo Jerusalem is the place of an earthly epiphany of the divine glory. (Flacc. 46,

Somn. 2, 250-4). Clement declares the incarnation to be necessary that God might be

seen (Strom. 5.16).

3. Platonism became a religion for the Middle Platonists who also used a new lan

guage, exhibited the Wirkungsgeschichte of Platonism, but said, in the opinion of

commentators, little of note. Plutarch, like Philo, was an uneventful language event.

Stoicism was the dominant philosophy of his earlier years. While he still lived, it was

supplanted by Platonism.18 Like Philo, he plays with number mysticism. 'This is

mock metaphysics, or at most an ambivalent game, between earnest and parody.'17

Yet his comment on the creation story of Timaeus is sensitive to the central issues of

cosmic disorder and evil, and their psychic, not physical origin. In the end, like

Philo, he is 'a traditionalist in his philosophy as in much else'.18 Plutarch's language

is not new but 'the old order, the continuous tradition, not the new archaism of the

inn -i national sophistic that followed. Similarly in matters of religion he belongs to

the continuous tradition of Hellenic piety and Hellenic scepticism, not much af

fected by the great changes in religious feeling which he could sense in the world

around.'19 Yet in morality there is a clear adherence to the Platonist assimilation to

God, which was the source of the cosmos, and which is the way by which human life

may be ordered. Quietness brings knowledge and 'the mighty wisdom which makes

him that acquires it like to God'20 (De Sera 550D ff.).

Albinus has much of interest. He makes a distinction between fettiaTnuovix6g

XcVyog which leads to fejucrrr|ur| and 6o|aoxix6c, XcVyog which leads to 66|a, but it is

doubtful how much the definitions signify. At the worst they could reduce all X6yog

to a form of perception. Again his account of the three ways of talking about God,

abstraction, eminence, negation, is remarkable for its unfulfilled promise. The three

ways are not clearly different. The path to the Sun in the Republic or to Beauty in

the Symposium is just as negative as the First Hypothesis of the Parmenides. The

shadows on the wall, the shadows of the world, the objects of the world — all are to

be rejected. The path to avi6 x6 xaX6v abandons the many forms of beauty for the

unchanging beauty which is unmixed and never changes.

Apuleius sets out a Platonic view of God and the world. God is one, unmeasur-

able, father, creator, blessed and blessing, lacking nothing, heavenly, ineffable, invis

ible, invincible. (De Plat. 5). Matter is also uncreated, indestructible, without limits

(De Plat.b). There is some subtlety in his account of the world as a creature. In his

opinion, Plato claims sometimes that the world has no beginning and yet also says

that it had a beginning. The trouble is that the world is eternal but appears to be

created 'because its substance and nature are constituted from elements which have

the characteristic of createdness'. (De Plat. 8). It may be touched and seen but

endures forever because God 'provided the principle of its creation'. Here he must

be pointing back to the Timaeus where the lesser gods are perishable in themselves

but are maintained by the will of the demiurge who cannot be thwarted in this mat

ter. Similarly the world soul is the source of other souls and serves the will of the
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creator God (De Plat. 9). But we move close to the Platonic underworld when we

come to the account of demons. In De Deo Socratis there is a colourful account of

demons (chapters 6 - 16). Demons are animate, rational, passionate, formed from

air, eternal. They fall into three classes: souls of men, souls departed from bodies

and demons who never enter bodies.

One reason why the demons have such a lively time might be the hierarchical

structure of a threefold providence; the supreme God distributes responsibilities to

the lesser gods and under them to the demons, genii and lares. When he talks of

free will and fate, Apuleius is not impressive. 'He gives the impression here of con

veying in a rather amateurish way a doctrine the complexities of which he does not

follow.'21

Some of the same bureaucratic dullness comes into the classification of virtues as

perfect when they combine nature, training and reason, or imperfect when they

have only one of these sources (De Plat. 2.6).

The chief importance of Middle Platonism must be the clarificaiion of the

Geistmetaphysik. In a treatment of Clement of Alexandria,22 I began from the an

tithesis between a One and a One-Many in the philosophy of this period. The link

of the One to the One-Many was shown by H.J. Kramer, who set out the origin of

the Geistmetaphysik. He notes that in Xenocrates, the monad and the dyad, the

ground of being and the soul of the world, no longer stand in stark opposition: the

first god is both Nous and Monad. In Numenius, he notes the decisive point that,

while the first God is pure unity, the second God is twofold.23

The distinctive problem of the Middle Platonism is the relation between the

simplicity and negativity of the first God and his designation as the Nous which

contains the world of ideas.24 'The origin is on the one side the absolute simplicity

which withdraws from any closer definition and can only be understood adequately

in terms of the perfect abstraction of the via negativa (AqpeXe Jidvxa), but at the same

time seems to be positively defined as nous and moreover dismantled into the

explicit plurality of the pyramid of ideas.'25 I would see a clearer distinction be

tween the One and One-Many than Kramer, but would recognise the tension which

is so important for him. He gives to Xenocrates the credit for first seeing that this

tension can be contained within the analogy of the one thinker and his world of

many thoughts. Thought is here regarded for the first time as a metaphysical entity

and the concept is developed systematically. 'This is the original sketch of the pure

Geistmetaphysik which has been worked out in its own way in Christian and modern

Idealism.'28

4. Gnosticism was part of the background of Christian Platonism, for Clement's

Platonism is directed explicitly against this heresy. We may note the more difficult

question: To what extent is Clement a sharer in the Gnosticism which he attacks?

One study has listed27 the topics: esotericism, symbolism of Scripture, secret tradi

tion, the logos as source of knowledge, the contemplative ideal, the place of learn

ing and philosophy, allegorical interpretations, and the heavenly ascent of the soul
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to deification. This will hardly do since none of these elements is unique to Gnosti

cism and Plato himself would be a Gnostic on this kind of argument. A more suc

cessful approach to the presence of Gnosticism is found in the work of van den

Broek28 who argues that the Authentikos Logos is not Gnostic but Platonic 'in particu

lar in its terminology.' But even this will not do, because Gnosticism was dependent

for its terminology on Platonism and indeed on almost every form of thought.

However, as Irenaeus insisted, the terms were used in quite different ways. The

question of the extent to which Clement shared the view of his opponents cannot be

settled by parallel terminology or propositions. There is only one way of dividing

the Platonism from the Platonic underworld and that is by the presence of ex

tended argument. Gnosticism was, to borrow the words of Iris Murdoch,29 'a defeat

of the discursive intelligence at the bottom of the scale of being, not at the top.'

Theosophy is neither theology nor philosophy and of interest to each only as an

object of attack. I think we need to make this distinction even if, at times, it is hard

to determine where the underworld begins. The historian of ideas has to take Gnos

ticism seriously and to accept the fact that Platonism as poetry, mysticism or

theosophy, has had as much influence as Platonism as philosophy, but he cannot

ignore the profound difference.

5. The new monotheisrn. Paul's chief concern was to develop the meaning of a single

principle — that there is one God.30

1. There is one sovereign good God who is creator of all that is. His unity and his

goodness are evident in his sovereign grace. His activity is ethically determined and

coheres around the theme of his righteousness.

2. There is one world to be saved by one Christ. For Paul, while the creature is cer

tainly a creature, it is not a cosmos and lacks coherence and unity apart from the

work of Christ. There is one world, but it is a confused world. Nevertheless the one

Christ who is the source of man's salvation and of the restoration of all things, will

bring this world into subjection to his father. Then and only then, will God be all in

all. The unity of the world depends upon the work of Christ, and the work of

Christ is done through his body which is the church, his members, fired by his

spirit, working his will in the world. This work of reconciliation and restoration

brings all things together so that the final unity of the world derives from the unity

of one God.

3. There is one truth. There is only one Gospel which has a divine truth; all other

teaching must be rejected. The wisdom of the world, the sophistry of the Greeks, is

never a competitor and indeed the whole of truth is understood as deriving from

the Spirit which is active in Christ: over against this Spirit stands the Letter which

can never find truth, but will always destroy those who take it to be true. There can

be only one Gospel because there is only one Christ and one God. There is one

knowledge and one revelation.

4. There is one way of faith and life. In response to the sovereign grace of God, all

who have sinned are justified freely as they receive God's gift by faith. From begin

ning to end this is the work of God and His grace. The alternative is the way of the
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flesh and the way of the flesh is nothing other than autonomy against God, the way

of boasting, of denying creaturehood — a way that leads to death. When the flesh

sets itself over against God it points and leads to self-destruction. When man ac

knowledges that he is a creature and follows the way of the obedient second Adam,

rather than the way of the sinful first Adam, then man finds life. Under the cross

his creaturehood is restored to him and in this creaturehood he knows one thing

only, Christ and Him crucified; this is all he needs to know for this is the truth con

cerning that love which is perfection and towards which the knowledge of man ever

grows. The one way of faith, the way of obedience as a creature, is the way of

Christ crucified and the way of love. For love is the one law of God which is both

the fullness and the summing up of all that God has ever required of man.

For Paul, in the realm of being, the unity of God means that there is one world

united by one Christ. In the realm of truth, there is one truth which derives from

one God and in the realm of behaviour, there is one way which derives from the

love shown in the cross of Christ by the only God. At each point the saving activity

of Christ is needed for man to find the one God.

John's four theses are not identical with those of Paul; the similarity is striking,

but the stress is on revelation rather than salvation.

1. There is one God the Father from whom all things come and to whom all is re

ferred. God was in the beginning with the Word. (1:2). No-one has ever seen God,

only the unique God who is in the embrace of the Father has made Him known

(1:18). In controversy Jesus points beyond himself to the Father who sent him who

is the source of his teaching and he seeks only the glory that is of God (7:17,18).

Jesus does nothing of himself and he speaks according to the instruction of the

Father (8:28). The Father is in the Son and is in the Father. Jesus speaks no words

of himself and the Father who dwells in Him does the works as well as speaking the

words (14:10).

2. There is one word who declares the unknown God. The unity of the word with

God is the chief message of the fourth Gospel. Everything depends on Christ alone.

He was in the beginning with God and he was God (1.1). He became flesh and His

glory was seen by men, a glory unsurpassable, full of grace and truth. (1:14). He

alone has declared the God whom no-one can see. (1:18). Whoever has seen him

has seen the Father (14:9). As the way, truth and life, He is one with the Father;

He is in the Father and the Father in Him. His Father speaks and works through

Him. (14:10).

3. There is one word of God who brings light and truth. The true light brings light

to every man as it comes into the world (1:9). Grace and truth come through him

without the finitude or limit which is found in the law (1:17). He is recognised by

Nicodemus as a teacher from God. His truth is testimony which points to the truth

of God (3:33).

4. There is one way which men must follow. Just as Jesus is both God and the truth

by which man finds the way to God so he is the way and only by him can man walk

in the light and live. The contrast with the law is clear; in him is the grace and

truth which those who believe may receive. He is the fullness from which men re
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ceive grace upon grace (l:16f.). The coming of Jesus divides those who believe

sharply from those who reject him. He is the judgement of the world as he comes

as light into the world. Those who do evil hate the light but those who do the truth

come to the light. By their choice they are judged (3:19-21). The one way is the

way of faith; the one work is to believe on him whom the Father has sent. This is

the work that God gives to man: that they should believe (6:29). In the hour of

crisis they walk in the light and are children of the light (12:35,36). They follow

the pattern of their Lord who washes his disciples' feet (13:14) and receive his new

commandment that they should love one another as He has loved them. This love

will be the determining mark of their discipleship (13:34 and 35). His love in them

will rule their lives. So he becomes the way as well as truth and life (14:6). The way

of love is the way of obedience, obedience to his commands. Those who love him

keep his commands and keep his word. They are loved by the Father who sent him

(14:15,21,23).

6. The structure of Christian Platonism is found most clearly expressed in Clement's

Exhortation.31 Here, after having attacked pagan immorality, mysteries and images,

Clement denounces the philosophers. Then he proceeds (Chapter 6) to show how,

by divine inspiration, sometimes philosophers have been right. He is not prepared

to 'entirely disown' Plato, for Plato in the Timaeus32 has spoken of the father and

maker of this universe as being hard to find and impossible to declare. Monotheism

is the central truth. So Plato is invited to join Clement in the enquiry concerning

the God and this enquiry is possible because by the consensus gentium, there is a uni

versal confession that God is one, indestructible, unbegotten and that from heaven

he surveys all, with an existence true and eternal. The poets Euripides and Menan-

der have spoken of this one God and Democritus speaks of him who is king of all.

To the goodness, unity and omnipotence of God, who is unknown and known,

are added his universal presence and power. Plato33 speaks of God as the king of all

and the cause of all good things. He occupies the beginning, middle and end of all

things and he governs and controls, with justice, all that is. Plato could not have

managed such detailed wisdom unless he had copied from the Hebrews who rejected

idols and worshipped the one eternal God. Nor is he the only person who has

grasped and declared that 'the only true God is God'. Antisthenes spoke of the God

who is like no one else and therefore cannot be known by an image. Xenophon

spoke of his universal power and invisible truth. Like watchers of the sun, those

who stare at his truth go blind. Pythagoras too saw clearly the oneness of God, a

God who is not outside the universe but within it and who moves all things by his

own forces as the mind and source of life to the whole world.

Clement concludes his brief burst on philosophers with a Pythagorean witness to

the God who is one, but who moves the universe from within. (Ex. 6).

He turns shortly after to the two themes of Paul and John: salvation and revela

tion, (i) There is a need for man to be brought to unity of love if he would love the one God

with all his being. Salvation means the movement of many to the essential unity of

love, the goodness of those who together seek the One who is good. The Logos

brings harmony out of discord and division; the many reach for and rest in the one
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truth, which is the cry of those who have been reborn: Abba Father (Ex. 9).

(ii) Revelation is equally important. The Word is God's true likeness and the rational

man must grow like that Word (Ex. 10). The Word is truly God, equal to the Lord

of all things, and he has acted out the full drama of man's salvation. Being God and

coming from God, he made God shine on us, spreading peace and salvation over all

the universe (Ex. 10). He builds the temple of God in man, and brings men back to

the truth by causing them to be born again (Ex. 1 1).

The final appeal of the Word is addressed to the whole race of men, in all their

differences and with their common gift of reason. The Word who created them

wants to bring them to their proper creaturehood under the one God. This means

receiving immortality, knowledge of God, the Word of God himself, and the bear

ing of the easy yoke (Ex. 12). In the antitheses of Strom. 1.38, Clement opposes the

way in which one speaks of truth to the way in which truth interprets itself, gues

sing at truth to truth itself, learning and practice to power and faith, pious teaching

to faith.

Faith is fundamental to salvation and revelation and becomes Clement's most im

portant logical contribution. His arguments for the necessity of faith have been set

out in several works.34

1 . Faith is the acceptance of an indemonstrable first principle.

2. Faith accepts this principle not from man but from God.

3. Faith is the judgment of a soul which has been trained by God to distinguish

true from false.

4. Faith is a preconception which gives meaning to words like 'God'.

5. Faith obeys God's commands and learns from his Scriptures.

6. Faith is an assent of the mind.

7. Faith is the one alternative left when other logical means of enquiry are use

less.35

Further, there is Clement's reference to the true dialectic. This is a process of

argument which ascends to God in the same way as Plato's dialectic ascends to the

Form of the Good in the Republic (511 and 534); it also defines 'purely and clearly

the substance of each real thing' (Strom. 1.177) as Plato divides according to kinds in

the Sophist (235). With it goes the importance of logical knowledge and the place

Clement gives to logical rules. He writes of knowledge as 'characterised by judg

ment and reason;' rational powers will produce cases of knowledge, being directed

only to mental objects through the bare activity of the soul (Strom.6.2). Book VIII of

the Stromateis contains a logic notebook, which is important to the history of Chris

tian thought especially in its account of causes. Early Christian Platonism is very

different from the later mystical Platonism of Pseudo-Dionysius.

In the five pages of Ex. 6 Clement gave the essence of Christian Platonism. God is

good, one, unknown, all-powerful and universal. God is active in the world and is

the reason why the world is one world — a cosmos. Christianity is able to develop

each point in the Platonic scheme. The goodness of God and his sole unity are cen

tral. Those who believe are made one in him. The unknown God is known by his In

carnation. He became flesh and we beheld his glory, the unique glory of God. The
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important part of Christian Platonism is the new monotheism which is marked by (i)

Pauline soteriology, and (ii) Johannine revelation; only by Christ is man brought to

faith in one God and only in Christ is the one God to be seen.

(i) Christianity has claimed that belief in this one God is, for man, even more dif

ficult than belief in one world. Man's lack of faith points to the need for God's sav

ing power. This is why the Pauline puzzle is so central to any discussion of

monotheism: Paul believed that there was one God and that faith in this one God

was only possible for those who believed that Jesus Christ was God. Now to some

monotheists, like Jews and Moslems, Paul's position will always be stupid. But Paul

was speaking from his own experience and from history as he knew it. He thought

that man was not capable of believing in one God, for belief in one God was not an

abstract thing but required the total love of man: his heart, mind and soul. Man was

and is incapable of this total love. Man will always want to hedge his bets. Only if

God delivers man from himself can he face God with empty hands and believe in

one God.

(ii) John adds the second element of the new monotheism. No one has ever seen

God. The unique God who is in the embrace of the Father has declared him. With

this revelation goes the gift of new life for 'unless a man be born again he cannot

see the kingdom of God' (John 3:3). Sin and error are overcome by him who has

overcome the world (John 16:33) and through whose ministers the world may be

lieve (John 17:21). There is no other way to God (John 14:6). The boast of the Jews

is empty for they reject the works and the witness of Jesus. 'The Father, who sent

me, has borne witness to me. You have neither heard his voice at any time, nor

seen his form. Nor do you have his word abiding in you: for whom he sent, him

you believe not' (John 5:37f).

We see in Clement the harsh exclusiveness of the Christian claim. No one has

ever seen God. But, says Clement, he became flesh that he might be seen. The

rigorous concern for unity meant that Father and Son were one God (Strom. 5.26).

God has not simply sprouted tendrils of cocpCa or 66|a. He has lived a human life

and the works and words were of the Father. Now Plato certainly never envisaged

an incarnation but he did not know that posterity would try to turn his philosophy

into theology. Of all the attempts to do this, the Christian attempt was most drastic

and, I think, most convincing. An ineffable God stays ineffable unless he does

something about it himself; he cannot, as the Gnostics claimed, merely suffer leak

age of governmental secrets. The 'terrible historical clarity'38 of Christianity repre

sents a proper response to the problem of the ineffable One, for Platonism is a phi

losophy of polarisation. The world is not a reasonable place—it is a chaos of con

tradictions where just people murder Socrates and where nothing is ever the same.

But truth and goodness have no contradiction and no qualification to their perfec

tion.37

Early Christian theology consists of Plato plus Paul plus John. It is a scandal to

Jews and foolishness to Greeks. It may be grasped by faith and understood as it be

comes knowledge. To those who are being saved it is the power and wisdom of
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God, says Paul. But, says Clement, (Strorn. 4.15) the path of faith runs through the

whole of life and its way is marked in blood. No one had seen God at any time, says

John; he who has seen Jesus has seen the Father, yet only as he is raised on the

cross does he draw men to himself.

But with particularity there is also universality, with the exclusiveness there is also

inclusiveness. For Paul there is neither Jew nor Greek, bond or free, male or female

since all are one in Christ. For John all will be one in the Logos who made all

things and whose light shines on every man coming into the world. With the terri

ble clarity there is also freedom. Paul sees freedom as the first consequence of the

gospel. John conveyed the promise of the truth which would make men free.

Clement expanded the openness of John and Paul. The twentieth century has

commonly called Clement a 'liberal'. The designation is anachronistic and inaccurate

but not without a basis. While for Clement the Father is unspeakable, the Son is

wisdom, knowledge and truth and all else that is related to these things. Whatever is

said about the Father is too much. Whatever is said about the Son is too little for he

is 'one thing as all things'. Into his one river of truth flow many streams. The trou

ble with sects and philosophies is not that they are entirely wrong but that they have

only a part of the total truth which is Christ. The body of truth has been torn apart

and each sect claims its part to be the whole truth. But in Christ the parts come to

gether and the whole truth is to be grasped. Justin recognises the spermatic logos in

every man. Clement repeats the same claim and the insistence that whatever had

been rightly said belongs to Christians. In the end the inclusiveness of the Logos is

just as important as the exclusive claim to truth. Christianity gave to Platonism a re

velation of the unknown God and a logical defence of faith. It received a philos

ophy of untiring intellectual vigour and inaccessible horizons.

Melbourne
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THIS OR THAT THEOLOGY?

Reflections upon 'The reception of the philosophical notion of God as a dogmatic problem of

early Christian theology' in memory of Heinrich Doerrie

A. M. Ritter

This year, on March 16, Heinrich Doerrie, retired professor in ordinary of

classical philology at the Westphalian Wilhelm's University of Münster, died at an

age of 72. His extensive scientific work, characterized by an impressive universality,

referred to different fields of his subject (including the consequences of classical an

tiquity during the Middle Ages and in modern times). But it can hardly be over

looked that for nearly half a century the late antique intellectual history and, in

cluded in it, the relation between Platonism and Christianity has been the center of

his research. Therefore, it was obvious to choose 'Platonism and Christianity' as the

title of a Festschrift, which could be presented to him in manuscript form at the oc

casion of his 70th birthday and could be published a few months ago.1

There were plans to confer on him the degree of doctor honoris causa of the Pro

testant theological faculty of Heidelberg, in recognition of his outstanding merits

concerning patristics, not to forget his membership of the Patristische Kommission of

the Academies of Sciences of Western Germany for 20 years. This would have been

a classical case for an academic honorary graduation. Furthermore, it would have

been an honour for my faculty to number Heinrich Doerrie among its doctores. But

now eternity has intervened and there is nothing left for us but the memory of an

important scholar, a kind person, a devout Protestant Christian.

In order to explicate the importance of Heinrich Doerrie for patristics it would

be necessary to pass in review nearly every essay, comprised in the compilation of

Platonica Minora,2 as well as most of the publications since then (as e.g. the articles

'Gnade', 'Gottesbegriff', "Gottesvorstellung', and last, not least, 'Gregor III [Gregor

von Nyssa]', a masterly, well-balanced portrait, all published in the encyclopedia

Reallexikon für Antike und Christentum [ = RAC]). For the moment, however, I con

fine myself to referring, first, to H. D.'s last immediate contribution about

'Platonism and Christianity' — his essay entitled 'Die Andere Theologie. Wie stellten

die frühchristlichen Theologen des 2.-4. Jahrhunderts ihren Lesern die "Grie

chische Weisheit" (= den Platonismus) dar?' [The Other Theology. How did early

121
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Christian theologians of the 2nd to the 4th century describe 'Greek wisdom'

[ = Platonism] to their readers?')3 — and I shall try to express the gratitude which I

think patristics owes Heinrich Doerrie, as well as to show the difficulties it has in

adopting in its full extent his main thesis, confirmed in the essay mentioned by new

arguments. Secondly, in order to give an illustration I want to touch on the dispute

between Wolfhart Pannenberg4 and Cornelia J. de Vogel5 about the 'reception of

the philosophical notion of God as a dogmatic problem of early Christian theology'.

Thirdly, I want to go back to the general questions, asked at the beginning.

Referring particularly to his well-known, ten-years-older lecture 'Was ist

spatantiker Platonismus? Uberlegungen zur Grenzziehung zwischen Platonismus

und Christentum' [What does late antique Platonism mean? Considerations about

the dividing line between Platonism and Christianity]8 H. D. begins a 6evxeoog

JiX0vg — a platonic allusion, as you know (Phaedr 99c- 100b) —, for he —

unfortunately—is afraid of 'not being understood by many theologians'.7 He does

not only want to give a terminological clarification but to deal with the factual issue

to what extent the theology of the fathers had been influenced substantially by con

temporary Platonism. And he still believes that 'the early fathers had borrowed

sometimes (and this quite often) weapons from the arsenal of Platonism'. However,

'Platonism was not adopted substantially'. 'The important dogmas of the graded

divinity, of the world without beginning, of the unchangeable original revelation

[Urqffenbarung] of the logos, of the transmigration of souls as well as of the return

of the recognizing soul . . . have all rather been given up by the church' and the

Christian basic dogmas set against them in an irreconcilable contrast (namely the

dogma of the unity of the three divine persons or hypostaseis; the justification of

the saving logos by the historical act of salvation, achieved by Jesus, and not by the

original revelation [Ur-Offenbarung]; not 'the recognizing but the believing soul can

be sure to return to the father; not the knowledge of the Nous, based upon the

logos, makes salvation possible but the paradoxical grace [of God]; it is not the

super-individuality, namely the intellectual community of all intelligent beings', that

immortality is based upon, but according to Christian dogma immortality is pro

mised to the 'individuality, transfigured but nevertheless based upon the body'; 'the

dogma of the resurrection of the body' or the flesh respectively 'has an

antiplatonic-polemical character'). 'In one word: The whole dogmatic theology of

the fourth and fifth centuries is likely to be drafted with regard to Platonism (which

has inspired so many heresies)—in such a manner, however, that the result (which

has been valid up to the beginning of the present time) contradicted Platonism

absolutely in every point'.8 H. D. has therefore proposed the conception of a 'Chris-

tian Antiplatonism' (comparable with 'Antireformation') for characterizing the early

Christian theology.

Ten years later it is said, softened only in expression: 'Christian Platonism repre

sents a kind of arguing', no more.9 That means: Christian theologians have used

the platonic manner—like hermit crabs10—but only because of their apologetic-

missionary task. When they succeeded—as a consequence of the 'Constantinian
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turn'—'in winning nearly all Platonists for Christianity' within a little more than one

century, the so-called 'Christian Platonism' ceased to exist immediately; 'as a means

of persuasion it had fulfilled its purpose'." At first, however, the Christians had

tried 'to change their role with their enemies' and to make them believe 'that it

takes only a small, almost negligible step to come from the "hellenic wisdom" to the

Christian doctrine and Christian revelation'.12 And they seemed to succeed at least

concerning the educated laymen who, by the way, were important for them first of

all!13 There had hardly ever been an open dispute about the controversial points as

far as Christians are concerned. Generally, they had been excluded or hidden re

spectively, whereas things in common or just acceptable concerning the Christian

position had been strongly emphasized.14 There had only been a marginal influence

of Platonism on Christian theology and dogmatics. On the contrary, thanks to their

'flexibility concerning marginal questions', the Christians succeeded in 'barring

entrance and influence to the other theology which was taught by Platonism and

was not at all compatible with the Christian one'.15

As it is easy to imagine everything in this essay has carefully been justified and

proved in detail. It would therefore be desirable, indeed, that it should receive an

appropriate discussion.18 For I do not think that this new 'drawing of a border line

between Platonism and Christianity is' simply 'fruitless for the understanding of the

history of early Christian theology'.17 On the contrary, 'only by carefully analysis . . .

is it possible to gain the necessary selectivity', which is indispensable for a 'differ

entiated understanding'.18 And no one will still force an open door when he

insists—as steadily as H. D. has all through his life—on observing the way of

quoting or adopting as regards the pretended or real imitations of Greek philo

sophy in texts of the Christian late antiquity. It is not enough any longer to detect

similarities and allusions — they are numerous; the mere statement will not get us

anywhere! Extremely important are on the contrary the modifications, mostly done

deliberately, by which Platonic material has been inserted into a Christian context.19

The essay of 1981 confirmed this in an impressive way by an example selected from

Eusebius' Praeparatio evangelica.20

There are, however, some important questions: H. D. certainly made his contri

bution to the remarkable change in our understanding of the history of late antique

Platonism during the last 50 years.21 This made it also possible for patristics to get a

more differentiated picture of the history of early Christian theology and its back

ground relating to the history of thought. Whoever wants to put himself on the

exegetic level possible to-day — and therefore imperative to-day! — can hardly any

longer confront subtle exegesis of the Bible and the fathers with a rather general

concept of 'Greek thought'. This must, however, be the same in reverse! But in

reality it has been objected long before — and this is, in my opinion, totally

justified—that H. D. has based his delimitation of Platonic philosophy from Chris

tian theology upon a rather undifferentiated, 'static' understanding of the latter. In

other words, he has not sufficiently distinguished between creed (or dogma respec

tively) and its theological interpretation, so that he is unable to visualize a history of
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Christian thought.22 And in this respect unfortunately nothing of importance has

improved to the very end.

With this insufficient distinction is furthermore connected the fact that Platonism

and Christianity are here always regarded as fixed quantities. In essence each one

plays a different part instead of joining - at least sometimes - in one and the same

person for one single intellectual process which let them both develop and change

together, even if in a very different way.23 This becomes obvious within the history

of Christian theology during the first centuries of the Christian era especially in

Origen and Augustine.

Origen and Augustine are in the same way to be called as the principal, though

not the only, witnesses when we try to prove whether the thesis is correct that an

cient theologians when using the pen have always wanted just one thingrto teach, to

convince, to convert.24 Really we would like to ask just this one thing: Was there not

also a distinct interest in 'knowledge' (yvukjiç), just because they regarded the Chris

tian faith as a thinking, a reflective one and the Audiam et intellegam,2* the Cognoscam

te, cognitor meus, 'cognoscam sicut et cognitus sum'28 as expressing precisely its ratio es-

sendi?

But I do not wish to continue giving examples for those of H. D.'s explanations

evoking further requests or even contradiction. I just want to mention that I do not

think it at all acceptable to assume that the ancient theologians have always been

conscious of the 'incompatibility' of the Greek and the Christian way of thinking,

which excluded a possible compromise a priori, and that they have exactly known

'the theological reasons for it'. Nevertheless, they have tried with their missionary

propaganda and their apologetics to raise the impression that (nearly) all of the

thoughts and ideas, familiar to their readers or listeners, who were rooted in the

hellenistic educational system, can be placed within the view of life (Weltbild), de

termined by the Christian faith, without any fundamental change.27 Although we

read in the gospel, 'but you should be as clever as serpents' (Mt 10:16), the ancients

knew as well as we do that this exhortation continues: 'and as harmless as doves'.

And I do not know anyone who may be accused of considering earnestly the cle

verness of a serpent without the harmlessness of a dove to be a Christian possibility!

The reproach certainly takes care of itself in view of those counting in this connec

tion! - As for the rest, I wish to confine myself (selecting from a multitude of prob

lems needing detailed discussion) to the one question: How did the early Christian

theology refer to the philosophical notion of God?

As mentioned above it was not only H. D. who took his stand in this question

long ago.28 But for almost a quarter of a century we have possessed also a substan

tial contribution of W. Pannenberg.29 Welcomed at that time almost unanimously by

Protestant Church historians, elsewhere it caused a rather embarrassed silence or, at

best, met gradually with some restrained approval. But a real discussion has never

taken place, if I did not miss anything, until, in 1979, Cornelia J. de Vogel wrote a

vivid review of it.30 What is the subject of the dispute?

Pannenberg referred to the fact that during the heyday of Protestant ecclesiastical

historiography, particularly as regards the history of dogma, that means about the
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beginning of this century, a distinctive negative judgement regarding the theological

achievement of the early Christian theology, the oldest Christian apologetics ;n par

ticular, was usual. According to A. Harnack's famous dictum the deliberate recep

tion of philosophical thoughts and connections of notions, as a matter of principle,

by Christian theologians, which took place in the course of the second century, re

presented the beginning of a 'Hellenization of Christianity'. During the antichristian

persecutions the apologists, e.g. Justin, undertook an adaptation to the Greek mind,

which was understandable but, nevertheless, misrepresented the essence of Chris

tianity (das 'Wesen des Christentums'). As Harnack saw it, the apologists seemed to

maintain the apostolic tradition but in reality they 'changed Christianity into a deis-

tic religion for anyone'.31 Their dogmata of God were not outlined from the point

of view of the redeemed community but on the basis of the consideration of the

world on the one hand, of the moral nature of man on the other, which, however,

is itself a phenomenon of the xóouoç.

Behind such historical judgements Pannenberg sees 'unmistakably' the dogmatic

position of Albrecht Ritschl (1822 - 1889, for the last 25 years of his life professor

in Göttingen). During a time when philosophy as well as theology receded in the

face of scientific positivism, Ritschl did his best to save a domain of its own to reli

gious experience and he thought himself to be in league with ethics and its inter

ests. According to him theology should also eliminate on its own initiative the

'metaphysical' elements of its tradition, in a special way criticized by positivism, and

that not least because of the purity of religious experience, not to be confused with

scientific knowledge of the world.

As mentioned above, Pannenberg believes that such an opposition of religion and

metaphysics stands behind the unfavourable judgements regarding the apologists of

the second century, as they were common within the classical Protestant historiog

raphy. The thesis, however, that religious and metaphysical understanding of God

are incompatible, together with the corresponding deprecation of early Christian

theology, seems to him applicable even after the (temporary) end of the liberal era

in Protestant theology. Even — or, what is more, especially — K. Barth's critical re

serve vis-à-vis each kind of programmatic apologetics, whose dilemma, as he sees it,

consists either in deceiving the unbelieving person in talking by pretending to

negotiate on the same level, or — if those affirmations are going to be right — to

betray theology,32 as well as Barth's struggle against all kinds of what he calls

'natural theology', is said to be often only a continuation and radicalization of the

position taken by A. Ritschl and his pupil W. Herrmann, the former teacher of

Barth and Bultmann in Marburg.

Pannenberg, however, believes the inclusion of philosophical elements in theology

by and since the early Christian apologists — at least in principle — to be even

theologically far more positive than it had become customary since Ritschl, irrespec

tive of possible criticism in detail.33 For as he sees it this inclusion did not only re

sult from the external situation that during the missionary advance of Christianity

in the vastness of the Roman empire the (platonic) philosophy had been a spiritual

power with which early Christian theologians allied to their own best. This opinion,
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common in older Protestant historiography, explains for Pannenberg the event

mentioned far too superficially and, moreover, it underrates the seriousness of the

situation. The discussion of the philosophical questions had surely been provoked

by contacts with the Greek intellectual world but it had also been justified internally

in the biblical testimony of God as the universal God of Israel and the nations.

For how should Christian faith have asserted this universal claim otherwise than by

accepting the philosophical questions — e.g. concerning the real essence of God -

and by trying to hold its ground.34 — In short: we are still linked with the early

Christian apologetics at least by a certain unison of questioning (not of an

swering). A 'Hellenization' of Christianity in the sense of a foreign infiltration had

not yet taken place when Christian theology began to argue with the philosophical

theology but only when it has failed in this quarrel, by losing its 'assimilatory',

its critical, power.35

All this, no doubt, expressed the heartfelt thoughts of many Protestant

patrologists inside and outside Germany. For it seemed to show a possibility how to

engage seriously in early Christian theology without renouncing a critical theological

judgment, with which patristics — as well as Church history on the whole — stands

and falls as a theological discipline,3" but also without this judgement being

fixed from the start!

Even Cornelia de Vogel expressly accepts and approves in her review the pro

gress gained thereby.37 She obviously believes, however, this progress not to go far

enough. Maybe, Pannenberg is in her eyes still too much a Protestant in that he

gains the standards for his critical theological raisonnement from the Biblical tradi

tion too much as a matter of course, without asking himself sufficiently if the Greek

way of thinking would not sometimes be superior to the Jewish one (which was also

the intellectual frame of the New Testament authors) and therefore could not

enrich and deepen it.38 The alternative: contingency or eternity of God is the chief

example for the thing meant by it. We must return to this subject a few minutes la

ter.

Yet not only in the valuation but already in the analysis opinions are divided. As

mentioned above, Pannenberg believes that not only the philosophical notion of

God but also the Greek idea of the divine on the whole has shown a remarkable

constancy. As the Greeks have always thought the characteristic function of the di

vine to be the &QxA of the normal life, in the same way it has been constitutive for

the philosophical notion of God, as Pannenberg is convinced, — from the beginning

up to late antiquity — not to be determined by history but by the order of the x6oU0g,

gained as the timeless quintessence of the world and the principal reason for

being. The &gx1! disclosed in such a way can never be conceived as something being

unprecedented in comparison with all existing things. In contrast to this the God of

the biblical tradition is also the origin of the extant reality but the way he is is al

ready determined by the fact that his essence is not absorbed by this function. For

according to the understanding of the Bible God as origin is not only the invisible

cause of the existing but also the free and creative origin of the new and unforseen.
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As this freedom of God towards the world remained impervious to the procedure

of conclusion, fundamental for the philosophical theology of antiquity, so the idea,

indeed, could only be regarded as a paradox, that a special act of God turning

towards man is necessary for our knowledge of Him, that the knowledge of God is

accomplished by God's own 'recognizing' of man (Gal 4:9; 1 Cor 8:2,3), and that the

turning of God towards man (Rom 8:29), shown in this recognizing, is the condition

for a genuine knowledge of God as well as for the connection between mankind

and God in the whole.39 That means that a specific Christian notion of mercy corre

sponds to the specific Christian or, better, biblical notion of God as contingently act

ing and personally facing man.40

And exactly this is denied by Cornelia de Vogel, particularly as far as the alleged

constancy of the 'Greek conception of God' is concerned. It seems to her to be a

'rather artificial construction',41 based — at least to some extent — upon violent

simplications of facts which are far more complex.42 Not even with regard to Plato

is it really possible to speak of just one single notion of God, much less with regard

to Greek philosophy as a whole.43 The critic finds it highly paradoxical all the more,

to see the idea of the divine within Greek religion living on in philosophy, as Pan

nenberg did. For what does e.g. the metaphysics of the transcendent, into which the

idea of the ultimate cause is embedded by Plato, link to the world of the Olympic

deities?44

No doubt, this critique derives from a superior knowledge; and it does not di

minish its weight a priori that a marked 'confessional' interest is to be noticed

everywhere. For it was a crazy idea (eine Schnapsidee) to demand indifference (In

teresse los ig k ei t) as an absolutely necessary prerequisite of knowledge. I think we

have no choice but agree with her (nearly) down to the smallest detail, though in

order to compose the details afterwards to quite another mosaic! Or to say it un-

metaphorically (without mosaic picture): it is an open question how far does the

critique, even if justified in most details, really reach?

Pannenberg's main thesis does in fact not presuppose a totally uniform concep

tion, but solely a homogeneous structure or, to use his own words, only a variable,

yet in itself consistent statement of the problem (Fragestellung) regarding the reality

of God.4S This thesis is therefore not simply refutable by proving that there has

never been just one single notion of God among the Greeks, as far as we know.

As to the question: What is after all a 'structure'? Does it really exist, at any rate

in the historical sphere? And, if yes: is it for the historian indispensable, profitable

or, on the contrary, devious to recognize it?, it is in this connection not necessary to

deal with, because Cornelia de Vogel, too, does not deny its existence. Only with

regard to its contents does she considerably disagree with Pannenberg's descrip

tion,48 with the effect that at times one gets the impression that is only the personal

ity of God a n d of our relation to Him which distinguishes the 'Christian' notion

of God from the 'Greek' one.47

I think Pannenberg is right in the end with his description, at least in principle,

and that all the more, the less one isolates the notion of God instead of taking also
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the anthropology, the ethics, the understanding of justice and grace etc. into con

sideration, as a check-test, so to speak. He is right in the end - in principle! -, even

as to that criterion most disputed by C. de Vogel, namely God as source or origin.48

For when during the imperial era religion and philosophy more and more merge

into a 'natural' theology asking for an ultimate, superpersonal One, the starting

point, relating to the history of the human mind, seems to be the old 'orphic' unit

ary idea: fel §v6c, Jiavxa xal etg &v Jidvia.49 The crowning close of this trend is, as

everybody knows, the monistic 'conceptual' metaphysics of Plotinus, culminating in

the idea of the One (T6 Iv) as metaphysical point of unity, serving also as ultimate

origin of the universe and its ratio essendi and therefore called Jiaxr|n and Jiotiriog

0e6g.50 All this is, no doubt, phenomenally rather dissimilar to the religion

of the Olympic deities and their typical 'character of immanency', that means their

belonging to the normal order of events; structurally , however, it is the

same. And therefore it is final: the religious way of experience and of thinking re

mains up to the end directed only towards the eternally being and the regular (das

Gesetzmdssige), towards an extant, not a hoped-for cosmic order of divine dignity,

and it goes on apprehending God as power or being which guarantees the con

tinuance as being. It is also final: it is we who have to come to the divine way of be

ing, as far as it is possible (xcria xo 6vvax6v), not God to ours.

I would like to abstain at the moment from dealing with Pannenberg's well-known

programme 'Revelation as [being realized in] History', as it naturally announces it

self already in the essay of 1959 — and is, in an astonishingly positive way, accepted

by C. de Vogel,51 or from following the latter's excursions into the philosophy of

Whitehead and the Process Theology.52 I would like to ask instead: 'What could be

the relevance' of our past reflections? What is their main result in the face of the

general questions, asked at the beginning?

Is the logical consequence of what has hitherto been said the incompatibility of

the 'Greek' and the 'biblical' way of thinking and, therefore, of the 'Greek' and the

'biblical' notion of God, too? This has indeed been the opinion of H. D., as we

heard it, the assumption, that there did not exist any fluid transitions from antiquity

to Christianity, but only the clearly felt alternative: 'This or that theology?'

But in order to demonstrate that this assumption is not apt to do justice to the

phenomena perfectly, two short remarks may be sufficient here: a) I am afraid H.

D. has not always taken care sufficiently of the difference between factual and his

torical judgements and — at times, at least — rather inconsiderately transferred his

own critical discernements into history, b) The incompatibility thesis, if one may say

so, does not sufficiently take into consideration the fact that there exists within the

biblical tradition besides the 'prophetic' line also a 'sapiential' one (chiefly, but not

exclusively testified by the Old Testament books of wisdom and brilliantly analysed

by the late Gerhard von Rad53); it furthermore ignores the capitulum Iohanneum, in

cluded in the New Testament canon, the quintessence of which can be paraphrased

as logological universalization of messianism (logologische Entschrankung des Messanis-

mus) or, what is the more familiar formulation, as actual or realized (or, better.
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realizing) eschatology (respectively), a praesentia salutis which presupposes the truth

of divine eternity. Neither H. D. nor W. Pannenberg nor C. de Vogel have in their

contributions mentioned taken notice of this 'sapiential' or johannine tradition re

spectively.

If this is true, there is no incompatibility of divine contingency and eternity, but

the necessity to interpret the one in the light of the other. And I think this can be

generalized: there is no incompatibility of the 'Greek' and the 'biblical' notion of

God on principle, but the challenge for Christian theology to furnish evidence for

its 'assimilatory', critical, power, as Pannenberg rightly put it.54

Has early Christian theology failed in this respect? H. D. was inclined to say: yes,

insofar at least, as he believed he observed everywhere 'the odd phenomenon of a

silentium ecclesiasticum ,55 i.e. the fact, that the necessary discussion between Christian

apologetics and the 'hellenic philosophy' did not develop even approximately on the

line of a delimitation anxious to be impartial and never gave clearly prominence to

the decisive points of disagreement.58

If I am not mistaken, a lot of D.'s instances, even if by no means all, are simply

true and urge us to think not too highly of the fathers' philosophical achievements!

But even in these cases we should not forget the general situation of early Christian

theology, especially the (partially close) links between scholarly Platonism and the

religious policy of the preconstantinian Roman empire on the one hand, the reaction

paienne, following the 'Constantinian turn', on the other.57 In this situation it would

have been extremely dangerous to raise more problems than it meanwhile was

possible to solve! To interpret the widespread 'silence' as an indication that these

problems did not exist at all in the consciousness of early Christian theologians

would at any rate be precipitate. On the contrary, even if the time was evidently not

yet ripe for the 'medieval' solution of the problem 'faith and reason', we have, how

ever, as I see it, every reason for assuming that this solution already was in prepara

tion, not only in the Jewish and Islamic early Middle Ages, but also in Christian late

antiquity.

Taking into account the historical situation I have the greatest esteem for those

early Christian theologians who did not allow anybody and anything to dispute their

right to think, not even the mandataries of a theology without paradox as which

late antique Platonism presented itself to a large extent. And I venture to add the

question if that philosophy which rejected Christian theology and Christian faith

several times was in especially good condition. Is it wrong to say: no, because it had

lost nearly any political interest and relevance long ago? Is it wrong to say: no, be

cause it had — being concerned about the continuance of the world and, therefore,

defending its divine dignity — set sharp limits to the empirical exploration of the

reality and hindered also, by mathematizing the reality, the technical control of 'na

ture'? Is it wrong to say: no, because the Christian faith seemed, therefore, to offer

more emancipatory impulses than the philosophy of the late antique successors of

Plato?

I would have liked very much, indeed, to discuss all these questions with H. D.
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For all who are occupied with antique Platonism his contributions will remain

authoritative and he himself a missing person.

Requiescat in pace.

Et lux perpetua luceal ei

et luceal nobis.

Heidelberg
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THE IMAGE OF THE KING AND THE ARCHITECT

IN PHILO'S DE OPIFICIO MUNDI

David T. Runia

I should, perhaps, begin by apologizing for undertaking to address you this

morning on the subject of Philo of Alexandria. After all, Philo was emphatically not

a Church Father, despite the strenuous efforts of Eusebius and others to enlist him

in the Christian cause. But apparently I will not be the only one to talk about Philo

at this Patristics conference, and rightly so. It will be rewarding, as part of the

strong revival of interest in the writings and thought of Philo,1 to explore the influ

ence he exercised on Patristic exegesis and philosophy. Such Nachtvirkung certainly

took place in the case of the theme we are briefly looking at today, as a glance at

Book XII of Augustine's Confessions will confirm.2

My theme is the image of the king and the architect which Philo presents in sec

tions 17-20 of his treatise De opificio mundi. The analysis which I shall put before

you is part of a much larger project which I have recently completed, namely a

study of Philo's use of Plato's Timaeus and the influence which that celebrated work

had on his thought.3 The relevance of Plato's cosmological dialogue to the Philonic

image will become clear as we proceed.

But first let us look at the context of the image. In the De opificio mundi, the most

widely known but at the same time possibly the most difficult of all Philo's writings,

our author undertakes to give a commentary on the Mosaic account of creation,

and in particular on the seven days of creation in Genesis 1-2:3. The seven days

naturally do not represent periods of time, for God created all things simultane

ously. Rather they must be interpreted symbolically, the sequence of numbers sym

bolizing diverse aspects of created reality. An exceptional position, however, must

be accorded to the events recorded on the first day (i.e. in Genesis 1:1-5). Moses

subtly indicates this by speaking of 'day one', using the cardinal instead of the ordi

nal numbers employed for the remaining six days.

In a most surprising exegesis of these verses Philo affirms that 'day one' recounts

the creation, not of the visible cosmos (or any of its parts), but of the x6ouog

vor|x6g, the intelligible world. God the creator, recognizing that a good copy cannot

be made unless its maker looks to a good model, when he wished to create this visi

ble cosmos, first struck out the intelligible cosmos, so that he could use it as a most

excellent model in creating the material world as copy. The chief contents of the in

133
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telligible cosmos are, as we read a little further on, extracted directly from the Bi

blical account: heaven and earth from v. 1; darkness (i.e. air), the abyss (i.e. the

void), spirit or life-breath and water from v. 2; and, as climax, light from v. 3.

But where, then, is the location of this noetic cosmos? There can be no question,

Philo affirms, of any physical locality. But in order to explain his point more

clearly, he resorts to the image which is the subject of this paper. The word 'image'

I have taken from Philo himself, who speaks of an elxtirv Jiao' r)ulv. But the de

scription could mislead. What we have here is more like an extended analogy or

metaphor, carefully devised in such a way as to correspond as closely as possible to

the philosophical issues which are being examined. Its task is therefore not only to

indicate the location of the noetic model, but also to shed light on the way that the

entire process of creation should be understood.

The basic contents of the image can be summarized as follows. When a city is

being founded, as the result of the great ambition and magnificence of a king

(PaoiXeijg) or general, an architect (&vf|g 6gxixexxovix6g) comes along and, taking

topographical and geographical factors into consideration, conceives a design which

contains the diverse characteristics of the future city. Having impressed this design

on his mind and carrying it around as a 'noetic city', he looks to this model and, like

a good craftsman (6r|uiovoy6g), executes the plan by making the materials which he

has at his disposal correspond to the immaterial forms of his mental blueprint.

Let us examine the most important features of this image. In the process of

founding the city three professions or functions are involved: the fang, whose mag

nificence supplies the conditions that make the city's establishment possible; the ar

chitect, whose knowledge enables the city to be well-designed; the craftsman, whose

skill ensures that the design is properly executed. The relation between the ar

chitect and the craftsman is made clear enough. Philo combines them in the one

person, but emphasizes that the activity of the architect precedes that of the

craftsman-builder. What about the relation between the king and the architect?

These are clearly not combined in the one person. The decision to found the city is

not taken by the architect, but presumably by the king (though, note well, Philo

does not tell us this!). It is only then that the architect comes forward (JiageX8<i)v

".cmv 6xe). In his lofty eminence, moreover, the king does not bother himself with

the practical details of designing and building the city.4

(I want to emphasize the role of the king in this paper, for it has hitherto largely

been ignored, as can be seen in the fact that the image is usually called the 'image

of the divine architect'. The title of my paper thus has a mildly polemical intent, but

we have no time for scholarly disputes now!)

Philo then proceeds to explain what he means by applying the image to the actual

creation of the universe. Two points must be observed. An answer is given to the

location of the noetic cosmos. It has its place in the Logos of the creator, just as the

design of the city was located in the soul or mind of the architect. A few paragraphs

later Philo goes further and declares that the x6ouog voiyi6g is nothing else than the

Logos of God as he is actually engaged in the act of creation.5 Secondly, when de

scribing how God creates the cosmos as megalopolis, Philo attributes to the creator
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all three functions in the image. The creator decides to found the city, composes the

intelligible world as cosmic design in his Logos, and finally, using that design as

model, completes the visible cosmos. We note too that the unlimited beneficence of

God emphasized a couple of sections later (§23) matches up better with the mag

nificence of the king than with the limited 'technocratic' expertise of the architect.

If, therefore, our analysis of Philo's extended image is on the right track, we may

conclude that two opposite tendencies are at work. These I would wish to describe

as separation and coalescence respectively. When the process of creation is described,

the three functions of benefactor, designer and executor are carefully separated.

But already to a limited extent in the image, and much more so in its explanation,

these functions are brought together again and assigned, as much as possible, to the

same 'creator'. In order to understand the reason for this presentation we must first

look a little more closely at the philosophical background.

It is, of course, abundantly clear that Philo has derived the basic ideas of his

image and explanation from the Greek philosophical tradition. The imagery of

building and craftsmanship, as well as the paradeigma relation of model and copy,

are drawn from Plato's Timaeus. But important modifications have been made.

Under the influence of Aristotelian psychology the model, which in Plato is inde

pendent of the demiurge, is now regarded as the divine craftsman's own mental

construction. Moreover Plato's humble 'blue-collar worker' has been promoted to the

status of architect. Reflection on the relation between theoria and praxis is at least

partly responsible for this change. The figure of the king, and particularly of the

Great (Persian) king, was another potent image with an excellent philosophical

pedigree, representing above all the transcendence of the Supreme deity. One

thinks of the monarchism in Aristotle's Metaphysica A and, more explicitly, the

famous image in the Pseudo-Aristotelian De mundo. The image is absent in the

Timaeus, but the Middle Platonists were able to exploit a number of enigmatic refer

ences in Plato's works, notably the 'king of all' in Ep.2.

We may be certain, therefore, that the basic philosophical ideas in Philo's image

are heavily indebted to discussions that were taking place in the Platonist milieus

with which Philo was acquainted. Following the Timaeus and Platonist interpreta

tions of its cosmic genesis, Philo recognized the different stages or levels involved,

as expressed especially in the relation between model and copy. But at the same

time he is aware of the danger that a multiplicity of functions and stages might give

rise to the serious error of thinking that there was more than one creator involved

in creating the cosmos. God had no one to assist him, for who else was there? — as

the Alexandrian rhetorically asks in section 23. The reason for the coalescence of

functions which we observed in Philo's explanation of the image is to be located in

his loyalty to Jewish monotheism.

One last question remains. In the extended image Philo declines to say that the

king decides to found the city or that he appoints an architect to do the task for him.8

Why does he so carefully dissociate the king from direct participation in the found

ing of the city? Is he not aiming to convey that God's creatorship, which is so cen

tral to the whole passage, does not exhaust the fulness of his Being, that his Being
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is transcendent and remains beyond the grasp of theoretical circumscription?

We have seen, in conclusion, that Philo's image, part of his exegesis of 'day one'

of creation, proceeds along philosophically well-trodden paths. Nevertheless I am

sure it would be a mistake to conclude that he has merely lifted it from a Platonist

treatise or commentary. The image is tailor-made to fit the requirements of Philo's

exegetical and philosophical concerns. I am prepared to credit him with a consider

able measure of originality and philosophical competence in its conception and

composition.

Amsterdam
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THE IMPACT OF CHRISTIANITY ON ANCIENT RHETORIC*

Andreas Spira

Non de otmsa et quieta re loquimur

(Tacitus. Dial., 40.2)

The Decay of Eloquence

The decay of eloquence is a theme often sounded in imperial Rome and those

who stated it knew what they were complaining about, being great men of letters

themselves and well versed in the art they criticized for not having kept its classical

standards. For a brief moment I should like to invite your attention to these voices

in order subsequently to raise the question whether their diagnosis holds also true

of the Christians.

There are many voices to be heard lamenting the decline of oratory, notably

from the first century after the fall of the Republic, but also later: Velleius Pater-

culus, Longinus, both Senecas, Petronius, Quintilian, Tacitus, the younger Pliny, the

rhetorician Lucian, and, much later, Libanius. As to the reasons they think respon

sible for the degeneration, these authors vary in their opinions: a natural law of de

cadence according to which what has reached perfection cannot but recede, the de

cline of morals, a wrong new education both at home and at school, and, of course,

the political explanation, viz. the change from the Republic to monarchy.1 But how

ever different the explanation as to the cause of the disease, there is complete

agreement as to its nature. The decay of eloquence is unanimously diagnosed as

feebleness, lack of strength, energy, and vigour, in short, as a lack of life force: Lit-

terae mm senescentes and ingenia hebetata, fracta, contusa as Pliny formulates it (Ep.

8.12.1). Rhetoric, the art closest to life, appears to be divorced from life.

Of all these voices by far the clearest is that of Tacitus. His Dialogue on Orators

written about 100 ad gives the most penetrating analysis of the phenomenon. Let

me, therefore, very briefly sum up the essential factors of his diagnosis, which on

the whole, I think, remain relevant and true until the end of antiquity.

The intellectual beauty of this remarkable little book lies in the fact that the three

main interlocutors, Aper, Messalla, and Maternus, although differing in opinion,

yet each in his way, by their contributions gradually round up a complete whole of

that complex question, formulated in the dialogue's opening: 'Why, while earlier

periods were brightened by the lustre and talent of so many outstanding orators,

137
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our own times should find themselves barren, bereft of distinction in eloquence -

scarcely, indeed, even retaining the name "orator" ' (1.1).2

Aper in support of the new rhetoric gives a precise picture of its 'new ways',

which, as he says, are needed because 'as time changes and audiences vary, the style

and appearance of oratory must vary too' (19.2). The change itself is described as a

style more brilliant and graceful, as flourishing and poetic: 'Yes', he says, 'an orator

now has to provide poetic beauty (poeticus decor) as well' (20.5). We must say that

time proved Aper right, for the poetic flavour creeping into prose, both Latin and

Greek, both pagan and Christian, seemed irresistible ever after.

Messalla, defending the old style, by first giving a very negative picture of mod

ern art and its poeticus decor as being 'prinked out in gaudy and meretricious cos

tumes' (26.1), but then with Maternus insisting on the need not for a description of

the phenomenon but its causes, blames education for the disease — effeminate at

home and purely scholastic at school, a training separated from the forum, i.e. di

vorced from reality and life:

In the time of our ancestors the youth who was preparing for the forum . . . was led off

by his father or relations to an orator who held a high position in the state. He got used

to following this man about, escorting him, being present at all his speeches in law court

or public assembly . . . : he learned to fight, you may say, in the battle-line . . . They

studied in the full glare of daylight, amid actual crises (inter ipsa discrimina), where no

one says anything stupid or inconsistent and gets away with it . . . Thus they straight

away became imbued with an eloquence that was real and unspoilt . . . Thus they had

available a teacher . . . who presented the actual face of eloquence to them, not

a mere reflection: and opponents and rivals fighting with swords of steel, not of

wood (34.1-5).

And in contrast to this he describes the modern training in the dry air of a class

room secluded from life with subjects unreal and far from life — materia abhorrens a

veritate (35.4). What Messalla clearly sees is that rhetoric being an agonistic art lives

of the dynamics of fighting.

It is most impressive how, closing the dialogue, Maternus himself, by far the

strongest personality of the men present, and whose retreat from rhetoric to poetry

has brought up the whole discussion, how this man, under whose disguise some

scholars have seen Tacitus himself, whom Pliny called the greatest living orator, but

who deliberately gave up oratory and wrote history instead — how this Maternus

justifying his withdrawal from the bar, now gives a last interpretation of all that has

been said so far. Leaving things as they were said — the nova itinera of the new art

with its poetic character, the new education with its lack of realism, the lack of

dynamics - he simply makes all this appear in a clearer light by explaining its ulti

mate reason.

His interpretation of post-republican times in their effect on public speaking cer

tainly remains valid for the Empire until its end: 'Great eloquence', he says, 'is like a

flame: it needs fuel to feed it; it is roused by movement; and it brightens as it

burns. It was the same principle in our city also that carried the oratory of the an
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cients to its heights' (36. 1).3 And he describes the warlike conditions of inner politics

in the Republic, speaking of 'the quarrels of the great and the increased rivalry of

senate and people' which, although contributing 'to the dismemberment of the

state', yet, 'meant practice for the eloquence of those times' (36.3 f.). 'Eloquence', he

says, 'was not just the route to the highest rewards, it was a vital necessity' — magna

necessitas — (36.8). And speaking of the importance of the cases (magnitudo

causarum) — electoral bribery, the robbery of allies, and the slaughter of citizens —

he adds: 'No doubt it is better that such things should not happen . . .; but seeing

that they did happen, they provided immense scope for eloquence' - ingentem

materiam eloquentiae subministrabant (37.5).

But we must now leave this remarkable man, noting that his diagnosis of the con

spicuous change in oratory has never been refuted. Mutatis mutandis the type of

oratory described in the dialogue is the type of rhetoric that continues in the Em

pire, because the causes remained the same: people's assemblies continued to be of

no importance; the senate continued to be controlled by the Emperor; forensic

oratory remained restricted to centumviral courts where the cases were decided by

means of the interrogation of witnesses and the examination of evidence. Just as

today, this left no room for fecundity. The concentration of power in the hand of

one man changed the condition of public speaking for ever, political as well as

forensic, or, as Maternus says of Augustus: ipsam quoque eloquentiam sicut omnia de-

pacaverat (38.2).

The Political Dimension

With this in mind, let us turn to the Christians, to the church of the fourth cen

tury when Christian oratory was at its best: 'Behold . . . war surrounds us, heretical

war, and our leader is no more!' — 'I6ov yhQ . . . n6\e\ioq f\\iaq KEQizcnolxioxai,

Ji6Xeuoc. atoexix6g, xai 6 oxocernywv otix £oxiv. Thus Gregory of Nyssa before the

Second Oecumenical Council at Constantinople mourned the death of its president,

Meletius of Antioch (In Mel. p.441, 14 ss. Spira).

'It is no inert and passive thing I speak of — non de otiosa et quieta re loquimur

(40.2) — says Maternus; nor, we may add, is fourth century church history. What is

so well described in Tacitus — the quarrels and conflicts within the Republic as

spur to eloquence — all this seems to recur, under a completely different shape in

the quarrels and conflicts of the 'heretical wars' within the church of that century.

And it had evidently the same effect on oratory as previously in Rome and in

Athens. For, as Maternus says: 'A talent swells with the size of the events it has to

deal with; no one can produce a famous and notable oration unless he finds a case

equal to his powers' (37.5). Rhetorically speaking, the christological and trinitarian

controversies indeed meant eloquence to be a magna necessitas, a 'vital necessity', and

provided a magnitudo causarum, 'importance of the cases' and thus an ingens materia

eloquentiae, an 'immense scope for eloquence'.

And these conflicts, as we know, did bring about the most formidable controver
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sionalists that antiquity so far had seen, with all its negative sides. For, to quote

Maternus once more: 'It is no inert and passive thing that rejoices in probity and

modesty' (40.2), and he insists:

But, as I keep saying, let us remember the question under discussion, and realize, that

we are speaking of something that flourishes more easily in stormy and troubled times.

It is better (everyone knows that) and more advantageous to enjoy peace than to be

harrassed by war: it remains true that wars produce more good fighters than peace. So

it is with oratory. The more it stands in the firing-line, the more knocks it gives and re

ceives, the greater adversaries and the more bitter battles it takes on, the higher and

more sublime it reigns, ennobled by those crises, in the mouths of men . . . (37.6-8).

And our eloquent fathers of the fourth century have indeed been 'ennobled', not

only by having been sainted but also by having been received into the canon of

classics in oratory!

Thus, if I may say so, the church has brought back to eloquence something which

the state could no longer offer: the political dimension. While the state, to speak a

last time in the words of Tacitus, was 'pacified' leaving no room for 'great' oratory,

with the church a new forum was born, a new botXnoia. Oratory in Rome, like all

pre-Alexandrian art in Greece, had been the creation of men 'who were citizens be

fore they were artists'.4 This kind of art ended when the citizens became subjects.

Yet, something of the old unity of art with politics can be discerned in ecclesiastical

eloquence, being, as has been said, oratory in the 'City of God'.5 This, I think, may

be called an impact of Christianity on ancient rhetoric!

Thus much on the political conditions conducive to oratory, as for a period of

time they were restored by the church. It is a period, of course, which at the same

time saw the Christian orators fully equipped with all the techniques of the art, or,

as they would have said, 'laden with the treasures of Egypt.'

The Public Appeal

Closely connected with this regained civic element is, of course, popularity. In the

dialogue of Tacitus there are several references to the rôle of the people in oratory

(32.2; 34.4,6; 36.3). But the rôle of the people in rhetoric is best developed in an

important passage of Cicero's Brutus, one of the most revealing texts of ancient

literary criticism. Here Cicero maintains that great oratory must be popular, whence

as he says, it comes 'that there has never been a difference between the people and

the experts on whether an orator was good or not' (185).® And it is in this context

that Cicero tells the anecdote about the poet Antimachus, who when all his hearers

had left him, except Plato, said 'I shall go on reading all the same: For me Plato

counts as a hundred thousand' (191). The story told as an example for what must

not happen to someone speaking in public is - though unintentionally - symbolic.

For it was Antimachus who paved the way for that new kind of Alexandrian poetry,

which was to become a matter for the few and no longer for the many. This track

was soon to be followed, as we have learned from Tacitus, by oratory as well, which

thus became a matter of the doctus auditor rather than of the populus.
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Entirely different from this is every sermon we have of the Christian classics: Nvv

yvwQiCw тÍ)v èuf)v àvéXr|v, 'Now I recognize my flock', thus the typical opening

phrase of one of them (Greg. Nyss., In diem bum. p. 221,3 Gebhardt). Particularly

the prologues and epilogues of the festive orations show how entirely these

speeches are made for the people. The prologue addresses them as visitors to the

feast, leading them gradually to identify themselves with the feast; the main body of

the sermon teaches them the theology of the feast - controversy not exempted;

whereas the epilogue is protreptic admonishing them as Christians existentially to

follow the message of the feast, as e.g. in the Christmas sermon of Gregory Nazian-

zen: 'Hold in reverence the birth by which you have been freed from the fetters of

birth; honour Bethlehem the Little, which has restored you to paradise; adore the

manger, by which when you were without logos (аХоy0^) Уои were nourished by the

Logos', and so forth through all the stations of the Christmas story (Or. 38; PG

36:329D-332A).

All the sermons of the great fourth century preachers could pass the criterion of

Cicero: I do not wish to be praised by the learned if the people do not approve of

me, or to put it in his own words: quod probat multitude hoc idem doctis probandum est

(Brutus 188). This, if I may say so, 'egalitarian' control over the artist's ever-present

'élitism' is, I think, characteristic of great eloquence in antiquity, a trade-mark, so to

speak, to distinguish good oratory from its mannered counterfeits. The best

speeches, both pagan and Christian, were masterpieces as well as they were popular.

A blatant caricature of this principle may be heard in the quip of Gregory Nazian-

zen who, when consulted by Jerome on some exegetical problem in the Gospel, re

plied: 'I will tell you about that in church, and there, when all the people applaud

me, you will be compelled against your will to know what you don't know, or else, if

you alone remain silent, you will undoubtedly be put down by every one as a fool'

(Ep. 52.8).7

The tendency of pagan philosophy to remove theology from popular religion ap

pears to be a phenomenon typical of Greco-Roman civilization.8 Christianity did not

follow this pattern. For the biblical command to be perfect (Matt 5:48) knows of no

exemprion. Even the most philosophical writings of early Christianity were written

by authors who at the same time preached to the people and celebrated the liturgy

for them, viz. who 'served the people' in the truest possible sense of the word. Thus

Christian oratory, too, could not go the esoteric way, but was constrained to remain

popular and constantly to seek what Schiller says great art should find: '. . . ohne

der Kunst etwas von ihrer Würde zu nehmen, sich an den Kinderverstand des Vol

kes anzuschmiegen und die Geheimnisse des Denkers in leicht zu entziffernder

Bildersprache dem Kindersinn zu erraten geben'.9 The restoration of this dement

to rhetoric, is, I think, another impact of Christianity on ancient oratory.

The Past

A further contribution made by the Christians is the new life with which they

filled the dimension of time, one of the most powerful possibilities in argumentation.
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The classical pattern of time as employed by oratory is: Imitate our good past now

lest our future be disastrous! All political rhetoric, whether it exhorts or dissuades,

refers, as Aristotle justly says, to the future, having as its end the expedient and

useful (Rhet. 1.3 1258 b). In Christian preaching the salus publica is replaced by the

salus animarum, i.e. a Christian sermon aims at a time, 'when no man can work'

(John 9:4), refers to a future inexorable in aeternum. Thus a very stern and severe

notion enters into the dimension of time. It is not, however, this new concept of the

future in speech I have in mind, but the past, rhetorically speaking the argumentum

ex auctoritate temporis acti.

In post-classical oratory the classical protreptic rôle of the past had undergone a

complete change. To dwell on the past in speech had, in fact, become the shib

boleth for lack of life and nerve in the rhetorician's practice, a keyword for the loss

of life force in public speaking. By this I do not mean here the retrospective atti

tude regarding style, that strange desire for the obsolete in language to be found

with so many leading men of letters, especially in the second century, and satirized

so well by the rhetorician Lucian: 'Pick out fifteen, or not more than twenty Attic

words . . . and the crowd will look up to you and think you amazing, and far be

yond themselves in education' (Rhet. praec. 16). This tendency to return to the

words and even the orthography of Republican days may be interpreted as the

hopeless attempt to stop a process of waning, of which one was vaguely conscious,

by the imitation of what one felt to have been a better past, or, as Dorothy Brock in

her fine book on Fronto says of Archaism, as 'a deliberate, albeit desperate, effort

to recapture the spirit by recapturing the letter' (p. 33).

It is not, however, the stylistic side of the matter which must interest us now but

argument. The retrospective elements in argument have often been derided in an

tiquity, the by-word for this being that exercise of the schools which was called de

clamation - the so called suasoria for the training of speaking in politics and the con

troversia for forensic speech. Both types of exercise were notorious for their lack of

reality, all relevance to the present being replaced by a fantastic world of pirates

and tyrants reflecting the historical setting of Hellenistic comedy and novel, with

circumstances and laws no longer existing, or by the heroic issues of remotest his

tory and myth, such as 'Should Agamemnon have sacrificed his daughter?' or

'Which of the fathers of the two bravest men at Marathon should have been given

the honour of delivering the funeral speech at Athens?'

These irrelevancies of the school to life did not escape the critics, who, according

to temperament, deplored or ridiculed them: 'We learn our lessons', says the

younger Seneca, 'not for life, but for school': non vitae, sed scholae discimus (Ep.

106.12), and Tacitus makes Messalla complain: 'But now our poor young men are

led off to the schools of the so-called rhetors . . . schools in which it is difficult to

say what has the worst effect on their progress - the place, their fellow students, or

the studies they go through', and coming to the controversiae he exclaims:

God, how do I describe those! They are fantastically put together; and moreover these

deliberately unreal subjects are treated with declamatory bombast. So it comes about
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that the most grandiose language is lavished on rewards for tyrannicides or choices by

the raped or remedies for plague or adultery by matrons or any of the other topics that

come up daily in school, in the forum rarely or never (Dial. 35,ls.4s.).

And lack of reality and life is also the tenor of what Petronius makes Encolpius say

right in the beginning of his novel as we have it: 'The schools, I think, make our

young men utterly stupid, because they never hear nor see anything of actual life'

(Sat. 1).

Blaming secondary education for a society's weaknesses means, of course, then as

to-day, taking the symptom for the cause. For, as Harry Caplan in his article on the

decay of rhetoric rightly says: 'It was not education which corrupted the national

taste, but . . . this training was itself a reflection and manifestation of the decline in

taste' (p. 166). Therefore, although the rhetorical training by this kind of exercise

was 'almost universally criticized, yet its popularity continued' (ib.). This we see in

Rome in the so-called Major Declamations ascribed to Quintilian, but probably written

much later, and in Greece by the rhetoricians of the second sophistic, whom Philos

tratus describes so well. What Michael Winterbottom, the learned editor of the elder

Seneca's declamations, says of Latin, may well be applied to the whole field of post-

classical education both Latin and Greek: 'When we call Latin after the fall of the

Republic rhetorical', he says, 'we mean that it was declamatory'.10

The retrospective character of declamation is best illustrated by its predilection

for remote historical example, preferably from the Persian Wars, a practice particu

larly ridiculed by the satirists: 'Cap everything with references to Marathon and

Cynegirus, without which you cannot succeed at all. Unendingly let Athos be

crossed in ship and the Hellespont afoot; let the sun be shadowed by the arrows of

the Medes, and Xerxes flee the field and Leonidas receive admiration.' Thus the

professor of rhetoric already quoted in Lucian (Rhet. praec. 18). " And in another

satire Zeus himself rebukes Heracles for threatening to destroy the Stoa Poikile, the

Painted Porch 'with its Marathon and Miltiades and Cynegirus. If they should col

lapse how could the orators orate any more? They would be robbed of their princi

pal topic for speeches' (Iup. Trag. 32). This 'principal topic of speeches' became

naturally enough also the principal topos to blame rhetoric for its declamatory char

acter. For two-hundred years after Lucian it is with the same words that Gregory

Nazianzen in a letter scolds a certain Ablabius for having taken to rhetoric: 'I hear

you are taken with sophistry, with putting on airs and graces, such as pompous

speech, looking haughtily, walking about all puffed up and conceitedly, and carry

ing your insolence thither to Marathon and Salamis. For that is the source for all

your pride, having nothing in your thoughts but Miltiadeses and Cynegiruses . . .'

(Ep. 233; see also Ep. 235).

Such caricatures would be most unfair if applied to orators like Dio Chrysos-

tomus, let alone the great Aristides, or later Julian, Libanius, or Themistius. These

men, by their sincerity and taste, are above derision. And yet, on a very high level

their classicism is, of course, entirely orientated towards a past at which they look

back as their model with admiration.

The full melancholy of this retrospective attitude reveals itself in a man like
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Libanius who, identifying Hellenism with paganism, is aware that his life-long at

tempt to keep in education the standards of the past means defending a lost case.

Hence the occasional tinge of resignation in his words. Defending himself against

the reproach for not producing pupils of civic significance, he says: 'Pushed by

necessity, I have entered upon an ill season, when it was not a good moment for

oratory' (Or. 62,7 Foerster). The explanation he gives is remarkable. For, what he

makes responsible for the dxaiota of the rhetor's profession is exactly that element

of the past which was least capable of a revival - the ancient religion. 'Constantine',

he says, 'has stripped the gods of their riches, his son Constantius tore down the

temples, and wiping out every sacred law, he gave himself to whom we know [sc.

the Christians] putting to the full stretch the dishonour (hxiuuxv) which from the

sacrifices went on to the speeches. Naturally. For these both, I think, are of the

same kind and akin: sacrifices and speeches': otxeia y&Q, oluai, xal ovyyevr\ xauxa

dncpdTega, teed xal Xdyoi (ib. 8).

What does Libanius mean by this surprising nexus of rhetoric with religion? I am

not sure whether he wants it to be understood literally. For he goes on with the

complaint that 'no philosopher or sophist or whoever was initiated to the rites of

Hermes or the Muses had ever been invited to the palace by Constantius' (ib. 9).

But historically speaking, his description of the dependence of rhetoric upon sacred

rite might well be taken to the letter. For the last domain of rhetoric after it had

lost its political and forensic importance was its epideictic site. This field, as the

hand-book of Menander shows, had been expanded and diversified to an enormous

extent, so as to meet every possible festive occasion. And since in antiquity no feast

went without offerings and invocations of the gods concerned, epideictic oratory

could certainly be called 'intimately related' to religion and the suppression of

pagan sacrifice an 'ill season' for the rhetor.

Thinking of contemporary Christian oratory, however, we are, of course, struck

(as E. Norden already was12) by the ironic truth of what Libanius says. His elegiac

words, that 'both sacrifice and speech are closely related', could most suitably serve

as the very motto on the simultaneous acme of Christian eloquence. For, the rhetor

ical quality of a contemporary sermon on a Christian festival comes precisely from

that union which, Libanius says, must not be disconnected: the union of sacrifice

and word — teoa xal XcVyoi. To the Christian preacher this necessary union meant a

great challenge, a necessity, however, which he was able to meet in a unique way

thanks to the unique Christian concept of the past. To him we must now turn.

In order to see what is new in ancient rhetoric when we hear a fourth century

preacher celebrating a Dominical feast within the ecclesiastical year, we ought to

compare such a Christian panegyric with its pagan counter-part, viz. a prose hymn

in honour of xf|v 6i" exovg Jiavrr/voiv of a god (Aristides, Or. 45,33 Keil) as they are

still extant written by Aristides (Or. 37-46 Keil), the emperor Julian (Or. 8; 11),

Libanius (Or. 5), or as described by Menander (p. 333-344; 437-446 Spengel).

Time forbids to make such a comparison now. But this much may be said here

that the most conspicuous difference is due to the different view and role of the
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past, a difference which could be epitomized as the difference between myth and

history, the historical tfiyeio of the bible replacing the vague \iyzxai yevioQai of

myth. "As to mythical matters', a rhetorical manual advises, 'don't say that some

thing "has happened", but that it "is said to have happened"' — Jieol uv8io6wv oi)x

6xi iytveio, &XX' 6xi XtfExai yevfo8ai (Ps.-Aristides, Rhet. p. 120,16s. Schmid).13 In

contrast to this cautious way of praising the 'deeds' (acta) of a god (Quint., Inst. or.

3,7,8), the Christian orator pronounces with confidence: Xoicrt6g vewaxai — 'Christ

is born' (Greg. Naz., Or. 38,1,1) following the firm bfb/eio av8ocwtoc. of the Gospel

(John 1:6) and its historical formula b(tvrto bk tv xalg /|u£oaig fcxeCvaig (Luke 2:1).

Thus the cycle of the year evokes history, not legend. The ecclesiastical year, as it

was formed in the fourth century to replace the annual chain of pagan festivals, was

meant to be the liturgical mirror of the historical stations of the life of Jesus, i.e. of

a chronology which was interrupted only by the historical 'birthdays' of the im

itators of Christ, the martyrs and the saints.14

Such a past, when made present by the orator, turns the annual occasion for re

joicing into a dramatic event: 'How truly holy and beautiful the cycle of events that

give joy to us!' 'Qg Ieg6g &Xr|8wg xal xaX6g xtbv ri)cpoaiv6vxiov f|uag Jigayuaxwv 6

xtJxXog! So Asterius of Amasea opens his sermon on the feast of St. Stephen, cele

brated the day after Christmas, and goes on: 'Feast follows upon feast, and festivity

takes up festivity. We are called from prayer to prayer, and the Theophany of the

Lord is taken up by the honour to his servant' (Or. 12 Datema). Here one can feel

the dramatic spirit and the joy emanating from the historical understanding of the

liturgical year.

An outstanding example for the orator's new possibilities of making present the

past is the Easter sermon De tridui spatio by Gregory of Nyssa (pp. 271-311

Gebhardt). The setting is Easter night, a nocturnal vigil with a multitude of lamps

merging into a single day-like light (273,10-12). The assembly has just heard a

number of varied Old Testament readings, among them that about the blessing of

Abraham whose children were to be like the stars of heaven for multitude. In ac

cordance with the epideictic precept to start with 'visible events and present happen

ings' such as the 'present assembly' and the 'sight' they have before them (Menan-

der p. 435, 17-19. 22s.), Gregory begins by comparing the 'scene before our eyes',

where 'one light blazes our vision, though constituted by a multitude of candles',

with the many Old Testament prophecies about Christ just heard which, 'shining

each by itself like a torch, produce for us this great light [viz. the present feast]

compounded from the many and varied rays of scripture' (273,10-274, II).15 And

explaining this, Gregory adds: 'For it is possible to get from each of the divinely in

spired examples what is appropriate to the present holy season' (274,1 s.).

Here one may recognize a further important element which enables the Christian

orator to employ the past in a new way. It is a new kind of past, a past which by its

prophetic character comprises the present. That is why Gregory can say that the

'divinely inspired examples' of the past are realized in the 'present holy season'

(274,11 s.), nay 'are the present grace': Jidvxa fexelva f| Jiagovoa x&Qiz, koxlv (273.5
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10). The unique concept of the Old Testament as a typological history prefiguring

the coming of Christ enables the preacher to treat that past as an actuality in a way

which, rhetorically speaking, is without precedent. For it is this prefigured Christ,

'the same yesterday and today' (Hebrews 13:8), whose resurrection is now being

made dramatically actual in this moment in church: 'You seek the blessing of Ab

raham?' Gregory continues: 'You have what you seek by looking at what is here. Do

you see the stars of heaven?' And pointing to the newly baptized of this Easternight,

he says: 'I mean these stars which have just risen upon us through the Spirit and

have made the church all at once a heaven; the dazzling beauty (charis) of their soul

is signified by the rays of the torches. If anyone says that these are truly the chil

dren of Abraham born to him in accordance with promise, which are compared

with the stars of heaven, he will not be far from the truth' (274,2-10).

Here the audience is made to see the liturgical presence of the typological past in

the sacramental reality of baptism. In this sermon it is, moreover, the sacramental

heart of the liturgy, the Eucharist itself, which enables the preacher to lead his

audience to identify themselves in the closest possible way with the historical event

celebrated. Gregory is so conscious of the correspondence between 'those days' of

the Gospel and 'this moment' in church that he finds a way of making converge

both history and liturgy in his speech quite dramatically. The sermon becomes, if I

may say so, the peripety for both: the long biblical Sabbath finally turning into the

morning of the resurrection, as well as the long liturgical service finally turning into

Holy Communion:

Let us not pass by in silence, either, brothers, that respectable councillor from

Arimathea, Joseph, who accepting that immaculate and holy body as a gift wraps it in

clean linen and lays it to rest in a clean tomb. Let that respectable councillor's deed be

our law, so that we also similarly resolve, when we receive that gift of the body, not to

handle it with the soiled linen of conscience, nor to lay it down in the tomb of the heart

in the stench of dead men's bones and all sorts of filth, but, as the apostle says, each

one is to examine himself, so that the grace may not become judgment for the one who

unworthily receives the grace (303,12-304,5).

Contrary to the prologue, here in the epilogue the historical event of Easter is made

present protreptically by the exhortation to receive the Eucharist worthily. But now

this presence becomes intensified by a dramatic element. The sun is seen rising.

Easter morning is breaking. The running of the women to the tomb and the

eucharistic procession of the community merge into one: 'But even as I speak',

Gregory interrupts himself, 'I sense myself lit up by the luminous robe of the angel,

and that sweet earthquake shakes my heart with pleasure, rolling away the heavy

stone of the human tomb, through which the door of resurrection is opened to all.

Let us also run to the amazing sight (for already the Sabbath is passed), or we may

arrive after the women. Let the spices in our hands be faith and conscience . . .'

(304,5-13). After this the union of the past with the present is completed. Alluding

to things developed in the sermon before, Gregory ends by saying: 'But since the
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pre-paschal unleavened bread has bitter herb for relish, let us see the sweetening

with which the post-resurrection bread is sweetened. As Peter fishes, you see bread

and honeycomb in the Lord's hand [cf. John 21:13, Luke 24:42]; consider what the

bitterness of your life is formed into', and ending his speech with a graceful pun,

he says: 'So let us also rise from the Ashing of words and make haste now to the

bread, which is sweetened with the honeycomb of good hope in Christ Jesus our

Lord' (306,1-8).

This will be sufficient to show the intensified role of the past in a Christian ser

mon. The by-word for lack of life in pagan rhetoric has become a source of life in

Christian preaching. The dramatic element, however, shown in our last example

had been, rhetorically speaking, purely protreptic, i.e. traditional. Yet, one may ask

oneself with respect to the so called 'pedagogic plural' of the many synekdochai in the

last text (6gc<u4)Uev xai f|neig, v6uoc, f||uv £oxw etc.), whether this device can be

more aptly applied in public speech than at a liturgical occasion like this, when the

orator and his audience will indeed be immediately united in a rather extraordinary

way! We have heard Libanius complaining that 'sacrifice and speech' (teoa xal

X670i), elements 'closely akin' (olxeia xal ovyyevr)), had been cruelly separated, a

separation, which he said, was responsible that oratory could no longer flourish.

The effect of liturgy on a sermon like Gregory's bears uninvited witness to the truth

of these words.18

Poetic Style

Reviewing Tacitus in the light of our question we have found four factors made

responsible for the art's decline: (1) the loss of its political dimension, which de

prived the 'flame of its fuel', (2) the loss of its popular base, which robbed the art of

its control not to become academic; and in consequence of these losses (3) the

scholastic concentration of the art on a barren past, and (4) its putting on the

'meretricious dress' of poetry. We have tried to show that with Christianity the

dynamism resulting from political strife and from the necessity to make oneself un

derstood by the people has, under a different shape, returned to oratory. Further

more, we have seen the scholastic retrospect superseded by a new concept of the

past and seen the vitalizing effect this can have on speech. Let me conclude by

examining the fourth factor found detrimental to public speech: poetic style.

Many decades of research in Christian rhetoric have made it manifest that as to

language and style a fourth century Christian preacher does not differ from his

pagan contemporaries. In this respect they speak the same language. Nevertheless,

nobody who reads a Christian sermon of that time will fail to feel a difference.

Asked why, a quick answer will always be: because it is Christian. This answer, I

think, is quite correct, provided it does not imply a restriction to the ethical side of

the matter, but comprises the aesthetical side as well. For in art, a new moral con

cept will necessarily have an aesthetic repercussion: it was another view of life that
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has transformed Hellenistic comedy into its Italian shape; it was another concept of

love that has transformed Alexandrine elegy into its Roman shape, and it is another

idea of god that transforms ancient oratory into its Christian shape. The reader of

Plato's Apologia may identify one by one the elements of Athenian forensic conven

tion, but he will find just the letter, not the spirit, unless he realizes how the

author's moral concept transforms the rhetorical tradition. Not to realize this prin

ciple, so typical of Greco-Roman civilization, will, as regards Christian art, at best

lead to the helpless formula of 'Christian wine in pagan vessels' and thus, like a

curved mirror, distort the features of a phenomenon worth being seen as it is. The

point is, not to content ourselves with discovering the rhetorical tradition extant in

Christian preaching, but to open our eyes to the fact that this tradition itself

underwent a transformation once those who were brought up in it had become

Christians. To see things this way needs liberating oneself from the fetters of a cer

tain classicism. The first scholar to document the epideictic tradition in the Fathers,

Johannes Bauer, in his Marburg Dissertation 1892, was evidently aware of this,17

but unfortunately never wrote the book in which he wanted to demonstrate it. Thus

philological research in the Fathers for decades was impeded in that people per

sisted in producing evidence for the Second Sophistic's influence on them, paying

little or no heed to the other side of the coin. Notwithstanding its great merits, the

quest for the influences of Hellenism on Christianity must not blind us to the banal

truth that after all it was not the Christians who became pagans, but the pagans

who became Christians!

This historical fact, being a moral event, has had its effect on ancient art.1" For,

as has been said, ethics and aesthetics are inseparable. Our last example of a Chris

tian contribution to rhetoric will illustrate this. I have chosen the figure of antithesis,

a characteristic constituent of the poetic style, and will confine myself to the open

ing lines of the Christmas sermon of Gregory Nazianzen (Or. 38; PG 36:3 12f.).

A subject may be treated extrinsically by gathering information about it from out

side, or intrinsically by developing it, so to speak, from inside as in music the theme

of a fugue. This latter device is what we call amplification in the stylistic sense of

the term. Amplificatio in this sense may be worked by distributio or by enumeratio.

Both forms are very popular in all oratory tinged by the Gorgian tradition. The

present sermon abounds with them. Here, in the beginning, it is distributio, i.e. the

theme is examined as to its antithetical possibilities, into which it may be 'distrib

uted', and thus developed. Here is the theme: Xoicrr6g yewaxai- 6o|6oaxe— Christ

is born, glorify!

Now the antithetical division of the theme, which, being so great a paradox and

of so unfathomable a nature, of course, offers a treasure of possibilities - a treasure

which is inexhaustible, as our prayers and Christmas carols show up to this day!

Here it is heaven and earth:

Xgtox6g t| otiQdvurv- djtavxrjoaxe,

Xgioxog fail Yfjg- {itjitb8iyce.
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The phrase has all the symmetries sought for by the art of Gorgias: symmetry for

the eye, the ear, and the mind:

— the architectural balance of the sentence being made visible by parisonic syntax,

— the musical balance of the words being made audible by homophonous sound,

— the intellectual balance of the thought being made intelligible semantically by

antithesis.

The antithetical distributio 'heaven/earth' is then handed over to the bible, two verses

of a psalm, the first one evidently quoted to serve for a correctio, i.e. a rhetorical

figure employed frequently to achieve or stress the other element of the antithetical

whole: "Atoaxe xtb Kvoko Jiaoa f\ vfj: 'Sing unto the Lord all the earth!' That is

Psalm 95 verse 1. And now the correction, followed by verse 11 of the same Psalm:

Kal iv' &ucp6xeoa ouvetabv ebtw- Eticpoaivfo8woav ot ovoavoC, xai &yaKki.&oBw f\

yf\: 'And to bring both together in one word: Let the heavens rejoice, and let the

earth be glad', to which Gregory adds: 6ia xov eJiovoaviov/elxa feJityeiov: 'on ac

count of the heavenly one/now on earth', thus concluding this first amplification of

the theme Xoiox6g ye^010i by putting a final stress on its antithetical distribution

'heaven/earth'.

And in the same manner he continues for a while: Xoiox6g fev oaoxC — a new

wording of the theme, leading to a new antithesis: xo6uw xai x°W ayciXXiao8e: 'be

glad with trembling and joy: trembling because of our sin, joy because of our

hope': xg6u.c0 6ia xf|v anaoxCav, xaQcf 0ia xrlv i-Xnlba. And in this way he goes

on for a while unfolding the message of the day, poetically rather than didactically,

until he may be sure that the hearts of his audience chime in with the tune

of the feast: a series of variations of the one theme Xgiox6g yevvaxai developing

a great many of its paradoxical dimensions: The fleshless becoming flesh, the

invisible visible, the untouchable touchable, and so forth in the pointed manner

of this post-classical poetic style.

When one becomes aware of the ever increasing number of oxymora and similar

concetti by which Christian preachers from Melito onwards celebrated the central

mystery of the Christian faith, one might be reminded of a story about Ovid told

by the elder Seneca to warn his sons against going to extremes in this kind

of style:

Ovid [he says, Contr. 2,2,12] was well aware of his faults but enjoyed them. What can

make this clear, is that once, when asked by his friends to suppress three of his lines, he

asked in return to be allowed to make an exception of three over which they would

have no rights. This seemed a fair condition. They wrote in private the lines they

wanted removed, while he wrote the ones he wanted saved. The sheets of both con

tained the same verses. . . . the first of them was: semibovemque virumlsemivirumque bovem -

'Half-bull man and half-man bull',19 a verse from the Ars amatoria (2.24) referring to

Minotaurus. This is an extreme example of that poeticus decor (Tac. Dial. 20.5) which,

having crept into prose, had been diagnosed immediately as the very symptom of its

degeneration.
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And yet, it strikes me always as surprising that I find the same poetic agudeza less

tedious when meeting it in Tertullian than when meeting it in Florus, less tiresome

when in Melito than when in Polemon, less mannered in Gregory Nazianzen than

in Himerius. I may, of course, be biased. But here lies what I mean when suggest

ing that certain elements in post-classical eloquence, otherwise rightly censured as

effeminate, yet, in Christian prose, find a function that makes them seem in place.

What must be called mannered when applied to matters of this world appears less

so when applied to the other!

There seems to be a difference between Ovid's concetto bringing home to us the

unnatural wonder of Minotaurus semibovemque virum semivirumque bovem and the,

stylistically speaking, same device of Gregory Nazianzen pointing out, in the sermon

just quoted, the supernatural mystery of the parentage of Christ:

6 doxtog djtdxiog yIvexai-

in^ttue t6 Jig6xeQov,

6jt6xcdg x6 6etixegov

— an amplification of Melchisedec, the typus of Christ, to be found also in St.

Augustine (Tract, in Johannis Evang., VIII.8): Christus singulariter natus de patre sine

matre I de matre sine patre I sine matre Deus, I sine patre homo. Or those famous lines by

the same Augustine (Sermo 199, c.2) quoted by Norden (p. 622) which in the strictest

fashion of Gorgias contain the whole life of Jesus - birth, death, resurrection, and

ascension, six words for each, most of them homophonous and antithetically ar

ranged:

eo nascente superi novo honore claruerunt,

quo moriente inferi novo timore tremuerunt,

quo resurgente discipuli novo amore exarserunt,

quo ascendente caeli novo obsequio patuerunt.

Thus much of this style 'all arm'd', as Alexander Pope says, 'with points, antitheses,

and puns'. This style, so tiresome when used for art's sake alone, has its great

moments when applied to what, on account of its paradoxical nature, is above our

reason. No wonder, therefore, that love has also been described in this manner,

as e.g. by the great mannerist Giambattista Marino in the 17th century: desperato

sperar, morir vitale I . . . I di discordie concordi abisso eterno I paradiso infernal, celeste

inferno (Adone VI 1 74). For love, like Christian doctrine, transcends the logic of the

day, whence it comes that their speech at times becomes so much akin.

But the art of the old magician Gorgias is at its best, I think, when it lends its

charms to serve the great paradoxa of the Christian faith and thus by forming holy

antitheta like dux vitae mortuns regnat viims is transformed into an ars sacra in the

true sense of the word. This may be called another impact of Christianity on an

cient rhetoric.

Ending this far too simple sketch of a rather complex phenomenon I am aware
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of the question likely to be raised at this point: Why then did Christian oratory too

have but a short bloom, no longer than that of its pagan predecessors in Athens

and Rome? The classics of Christian eloquence: the three Cappadocians, Chrysos-

tom, Ambrose, Augustine, were all contemporaries like the great orators of Greece

and of Rome. There is, alas, no Tacitus to answer this question. We shall therefore

content ourselves with the answer given by a simple-minded man who wondered

about the phenomenon some 70 years before Tacitus made his analysis, Velleius

Paterculus. In his Roman History (1,16 s.) he says:

I cannot refrain from making note of a subject which I have often revolved in my

mind, but have never clearly reasoned through. Who can wonder enough that the most

eminent geniuses in each art come together within the same narrow space of time? A

single epoch gave lustre to tragedy through three men of divine inspiration . . .;

and, having gone through a number of similar examples in Greece as well as in

Rome, he concludes:

Though I often search for the reasons why men of like genius are confined to certain

periods, I can never find any of whose truth I am sure. Yet I do find some reasons

which are perhaps plausible, and among them the following: Genius is nourished by

emulation (alii aemulatio ingenia), . . . and it is sometimes envy, sometimes esteem which

enkindles imitation; and it is natural that that which is cultivated with greatest zeal rises

to the highest point of perfection. Yet to stay at the point of perfection is difficult, and

naturally that which cannot go forward recedes.20

The 'Golden Epoch' of Christian oratory was not exempted from this law: difficilis

in perfecto mora at.

Mainz
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UBER DAS PRINZIP DES NICHTS UND DIE STUFEN

DER NICHTUNG IN DER PHILOSOPHIE SOWIE IHRER REZEPTION

UND DISPUTATION BEI KIRCHENVATERN,

SCHOLASTIKERN UND MYSTIKERN

Karl Anton Sprengard

Die Vorstellung einer Welt, die in etwas grundet, die sich in Stufen ab- und auf-

schichtet, die zu letzten Ergebnissen kommt, erfaBt antikes Denken ebenso wie den

Glauben christlicher Vater. Die Untersucheng soll 1.) aufzeigen, daB im Wissen und

Glauben neben dem Seinsprinzip das Prinzip des Nichts und die Stufen der

Nichtung bedeutsam sind, daB dieses jenes erganzt, ja iiberhoht und beide oft

komplimentar gebraucht werden. Sie soll 2.) beitragen, Elemente einer solchen

Philosophie und Theologie des Nichts und seiner Nichtungen anzusprechen.

Alles hat Ursachen, alles braucht Mittel, alles ist nicht ohne Folgen. Von nichts

kommt nichts und nichts lost sich in Nichts auf. Alles verandert sich und bleibt

doch bestehen; alles will mehr; jedes wirkt, um zu vollenden. Schaffen von Grund

auf, Tun nach MaB, Streben nach Zielen sind Teile eines Ganzen, das als Seins-,

Denk- und Handlungsprinzip Ansatz und Triebkraft abendlandischer Kuliiu

wurde.

Mythisch-magisches Lebensgefiihl bezeugt von alters her prometheische Starke;

Glaube an Hoheres, Liebe zu Besserem, Hoffnung auf Letztes west im Sinnen und

Trachten der Volker. Morgenlander nehmen es in Visionen und Kulten beginnen-

der Hochkulturen wahr. Zarathustra bewegt mit der Vorstellung vom Licht des

Ahuramazda, das schafft, erhalt, erlost. Von Sumer und Akkad bis zu den Tempeln

Agyptens schopfen Menschen aus der mit gottlichen Ehren bedachten Sonne Mut

und Zuversicht. Dreifaltiges Brahma, das vieltausendfaltig hervorbringt, unterhalt,

erneuert, gibt Hindus als Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva Halt und Stiitze.

Der vom Mythos zum Logos strebende Genius der Hellenen festigt das Seinsver-

trauen in einer eigens erarbeiteten Logik und Ethik, in Aitiologie, Ontologie,

Metaphysik und Teleologie: Feste Begriffe, sichere Urteile, gewisse Beweise

bieten verlaBliches Wissen; sittliche Starke schafft Gliickseligkett, Elemente, un-

erschopfliche, unzerstorbare, aber stets wandlungsfahige Urstoffe und - krafte, von

Weltvernunft gestaltet, vom Weltgesetzt bewegt, bilden Bausteine des Alls, machen

den Anfang aller Dinge, sind aller Grundlage, sorgen, daB aus allem etwas wird.

Jeder Veranderung liegt etwas zugrunde, das immer ist und nie nicht ist, etwas, das

Dasein und Bestand verleiht. Als Grund dessen, was ist, erscheint immerwahrendes

Sein, zunachst gebunden an erfahrbare Elemente, dann — abgelost vom sichtbar
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Wirklichen—gedacht als reine Zahl oder iiberempirisches Atom, spater—noch mehr

abgehoben vom Materiellen—vorgestellt als Weltseele, Ideenwelt und endlich gar—im

Sinn der Henologie—selbst transzendiert auf ein Jenseits des Seins, auf Eines,

von dem alles aus- und auf das alles zuriickflieBt.

Sein ist Grund, MaB Zweck aller Dinge, mal gleichgesetzt mit Substanzen, der

Hinterwelt der Zahlen, der Innenwelt von Wesenheiten, mal offenkundig als Ober-

welt von Ideen und Gemeinnaturen. Liebe zur Wahrheit riickte Sein mehr und

mehr in den Zustand der Unverborgenheit. Eifer zu tuchtigem Leben setzte iiber-

sinnliche Seinsgiiter zum Ziel naturgemaBen Lebens, immer getragen von der

Uberzeugung, daB alles vom Chaos zum Kosmos, vom Zustand der Unordnung zur

Wohlordnung fortschreitet und jedes sich im Ganzen einer guten und schdnen

Welt vollende. Glaubige Gesinnung christlicher Philosophie, Kirchenvater, Scholas-

tiker, Mystiker, verbiindeten sich - zwar nicht unumstritten und mit gebotener re-

ligioser Oberservanz - in damals vorherrschender Rechtglaubigkeit mit dem

Seinsgrundsatz theoretischer, praktischer und poetischer Philosophic nur daB die

Transzendenzphilosophie ganzlich auf die Gottesvorstellung ausgerichtet wurde.

Gott erscheint als Quelle, Inbegriff, Ziel allen Seins, als causa prima, creator und

conservator mundi, als esse absolutum und infinitum, als ens realissimum und actus

punts, als pantokrator, salvator und finis ultimus, als lumen aeternum, scintilla animae,

fans vitae. Natur, Mensch, Welt hingegen sind Geschopfe, abhangig, mangelhaft,

wennauch hoherer Bestimmungen fahig. Sie erscheinen als esse contingens, aber bei

aller Bediirftigkeit und Schuld — im Sinne der felix culpa — berufen, Gott zu

schauen und zu genieBen.

Uranschauung (Mythos), Vernunft (logos), Glaube (fides) lieBen so das Leitbild des

Abendlandes reifen: Die Idee der Schopfung aus Sein. Diese besagt,

daB alles vorbedacht und vorgestaltet ist (Grundsatz der Providenz und Preforma

tion) und somit erkannt werden muB (Aufgabe der Wissenschaft), daB alles vorher-

bestimmt und machbar ist (Grundsatz der Predestination und Praktikabilitat) und

folglich getan werden soll (Aufgabe der Technik und Moral), daB alles bestimmt ist

sich zu verandern (Grundsatz der Determination und Teleologie) und deshalb

fortzuschreiten ist zu neuen Moglichkeiten und letzten Zielen (Aufgabe der Aktuali-

sation und Entwicklung). Dieses spezifische Schopfertum ist nicht zu trennen von

der Vernunft hoherer Wahrheiten, der Freiheit zu besserer Wirklichkeit und der

Entwicklungsfahigkeit neuer MaBnahmen. Generationen von Denkern, Tatern,

Machern und Schaffern wirkten daran mit. Wahrheiten zu fassen, MaBstabe zu fin-

den, Gefuhle und Leidenschaften zu wecken, Werke hervorzubringen. Dabet zeigte

es sich, daB Sein Seiendes ubersteigt, daB Gegebenes und Erreichtes wieder und

wieder iibertroffen wird, es offenbarte sich, daB die Grenzen all dessen, was vor-

stellbar ist, was sein soll, was empfunden wird, was geleistet werden kann ins Unbe-

kannte, Aufgegebene, Unendliche verriicken.

Seinsprinzip und Stufen des Seinswerdung sind die halbe Wahrheit; die volle ist

die, die Sein und Nichts umgreift. Dieses Denken, mehr ein Innewerden in der

schweigenden Stille uberwesentlicher Schau, reicht von Anaximander, Heraklit,
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Demokrit, Gorgias, Plato, Plotin bis zu den Dialektikern des Deutschen Idealismus,

der Philosophie der Krise und der Hoffnung in der Gegenwart, stellt aber auch in

der Patristik, Scholastik und Mystik die uefste Schau der Dinge dar.

Das 'Nichts' ist genau so wie das '1st'. 1st nicht alles auch ein 'Nicht-mehr' oder ein

'Noch-nicht', ein Nie oder Nirgends? Els geht die Sage dariiber, wann und wo nichts

war und nichts mehr sein wird. Sich aus nichts hochschaffen, sich nicht festlegen

lassen, vor dem Nichts stehen sind AusmaBe einer Welt, in der eben etwas zugleich

auch von nichts kommt, in der etwas nichts ist, zu nichts fuhrt, in der das Nichts

Dinge und Welt innerlich erfullt, auBerlich umgibt.

Im Umgang mit Zahlen erscheint die Null, mit Raumen der Punkt; im Sprechen

das unbestimmte Praefix &, in, im Denken die formale Vernichtung, die Verneinung

(apophantisches Denken), der materiale Tod des Wissens, das um sich weiB, daB es

nichts weiB. Griechischer Geist setzte sich in Genesiologie, Maontologie, Dialektik

und Mystik, in Ethik und Poetik dem Nichts aus. Sinnenfalliges, stofflich massiv

Gegebenes, Begrenztes, Wirkliches, Bestimmtes wird iiberstiegen, um an materiell

Ungesetztes, Unsinnliches, Unbegrenztes, Unbestimmtes, Mogliches zu riihren.

Der FluB des Werdens laBt Sein und Nichts als Momente im Entstehen und Ver-

gehen der Dinge erscheinen. Alles Da- und So-Seiende ist wie es ist Anders-

Seiendes, Nicht-mehr-Seiendes und Noch-nicht-Seiendes. Erfullung setzt voraus,

daB im Sein Mangel herrschte, Befriedigung, daB Bediirfnisse vorlagen, Ver-

vollkommnung, daB etwas fehlte. Leere ist Voraussetzung, daB Volles Platz nehmen

kann, das Unbestimmte, das etwas besummbar ist. Gestaltet sein kann nur, das im

Wesen auch ungestaltet ist; von Moglichkeit in Wirklichkeit uberfuhrt werden, kann

nur das, was eben nicht ist, was es werden kann.

Dialektik versteht alles als ein Mittleres von Gegensatzen, hineingehalten aufs

auBerste in den von Sein und Nichts. Einmal begreift es sich als unvollkommene

Dialektik, als Bewegung von einem zu anderen, als Bildung von Gegensatzen ohne

Vermittlung.

Die vollkommene Vorstellung faBt dialektische Bewegung als ein Geschehen, das

ausgeht von einem Anfangszustand. Dieser tritt zu sich in Gegensatz, vernichtet sich

aber auch selbst wieder, indem der weitere Verlauf alle Widerspriiche versohnt und

alles Entgegengesetzte zu einem einheitlichen Gebilde, der Synthese, vermittelt. Der

fernere Vorgang erzeugt eine Reihe von Positionen, bildet standig neue Gegensatze

und ermoglicht auf hoherer Ebene ihre Vermittlung, um im Ergebnis das Ganze in

einem Endzustand aufzuheben.

Dialektik, als Bewegung von einem zu anderen, als Bildung von Gegensatzen

und Kunst der Versohnung, lebt von der Macht der Auflehung, aber auch aus

der Kraft des Ausgleichs. Beide sind die Machtigen durch die alles ist. Alles

wird in dem wie es ist vernichtet, aber die Verneinung ist zugleich bestrebt,

sich selbst als nichtig herauszustellen und sich im Nichts des Nichts, in der

Macht zu verneinen, die Macht aber auch, sich dem, was bloB zerstort zu widerset-

zen und durch Vernichtung der bloBen Verneinung Neuschopfung anzubahnen.

Mystik laBt in der Verneinenden Philosophie und in der asketisch-ekstatischen

Praxis durch das Nichts die Fiille sehen. Mystische Wege beginnen mit Askese; sie
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entwirklichen Wirklichkeit, entselbsten das Selbst, fiihren weg von dem, was ist und

wirkt, leiten hin zur Ekstase, in eine Verfassung, da viel mehr oder alles erscheint,

aber zugleich nichts vorstellbar, nichts begehrlich, nichts fuhlbar, nichts machbar ist.

Uber die Verziickung hinaus wird angestrebt, voll und ganz Eins zu werden mit al-

lem, sich dahinein zu versetzen, da alles eins ist.

Die Mystagogie versucht, Eins in allem und zugleich nichts von allem zu werden.

Sie bemiiht Grundsatze wie: Nichts ist starker und mehr als sein! Nichts tun ist bes-

ser als Tun. Weniger ist mehr. Alles verlieren heiBt alles gewinnen.

Der sittlichen Starke hochste Kunst iiihrt zum willenmaBigen Tod, zur Verfas

sung im Verzicht hochsten Gewinn zu haben, zu Unerschutterlichkeit durch Schick-

sal (c3riagalia), zu Unbewegtheit durch Leidenschaften (dJici8eia), ja zum Zustand,

sich auf nichts Bestimmtes festzulegen, sich zu nichts fest entschlieBen, zur Zuruck-

haltung (fcJiox<i). Kulturtrieb lernt verstehen, daB im Verlust erst hohere Kultur

entsteht (vom Mythos zum Logos).

Das Prinzip des Nichts erganzt das Seinsprinzip einer Schopfung aus Sein durch

die komplementare Vorstellung einer Schopfung aus dem Nichts.

Beide stellen sich erganzende Grundideen abendlandischer Weltanschauung dar,

wobei die Macht des Negativen im Konzept der Vernunft Freiheit und Entwicklung

oft als Triebkraft wirkt.

Das Nichts ist seit friihchristlichen Jahrhunderten bis zur Reformationszeit Prin

zip, Wesenselement, Ziel christlichen Lebens. Es wurde angenommen, gedeutet,

umstritten. Die Oberlieferung reicht von Augustinus bis Dionysis-Pseudoareopagita

und Johannes Scotus Eriugena, von Antidialektikern iiber neuplatonisierende

Scholastiker zu Nikolaus von Cues und groBen Mystikern wie Meister Eckhart, von

Eremiten, Gnostikern, Anachoreten, Monchen iiber Katharer, Albigeneser und

Waldenser zu groBen Reformatoren wie Luther und Calvin.

Christliches Leben der Vaterzeit, der Scholasuk und Mystik nimmt teil an dieser

Entwicklung. Stellung und Funktion des Nichts zeigen sich in trinitarischer Spekula-

tion, im hypostatischen Prozess ex ovx 6vxwv, in christologischer und eschatologischer

Kontemplation, in negative!' Theologie und devotio christiana.

Leben ist nichts, wenn es nicht dem alten Menschen, der alten Erde, alten Got-

tern abstirbt. Alles fuhrt zu nichts, es sei denn, Gott bindet es ans Sein. Allein der

Glaube, nicht Sinn und Verstand endlicher Begriffe, allein die Liebe,

nicht Begehren und Verlangen irdischer Giiter, allein die Hoffnung auf das

Gottesreich, nicht Wiinschen und Schaffen verganglicher Werke machen

selig.

Nicht-sein wie Gott ist Grund, Wesen, Geschick einer Gegenwelt von Geistern

und Korpern. Sein wie Gott ist Drang und AnstoB, sich von solch verderbter oder

zerstorter Natur zu losen. Die Natur, die allen alles gibt, stellt jeden vor ein Nichts.

Erkenntnisse ohne Erleuchtung sind nichts; Taten ohne Gnade bringen nichts;

bloBe Werke erreichen nichts. Fur den, der nicht auserwahlt ist, ist alles umsonst.

Der mystische Tod ist erstrebenswert um zu leben. Dem heidnischen horror

vacui gesellt sich christliches Erschrecken von dem Tod der Seele, dem kleinen der

Siinde, dem groBen der Verdammnis, begriffen als Nicht-bei-Gott-sein.
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Beschauliches Leben nahert sich in Theologia negativa und vita contemplativa Gott

mehr in dem, was er nicht ist als in dem, was er ist. Entsagungsvolle-erbauliche

Frommigkeit bindet sich in devotio moderna mystica und vita activa mehr, indem

sie Kulten entsagt als daB sie sich ihnen hingibt.

Die dialektische Theologie wie bei Nikolaus von Cues denkt uber Gott und Welt

als creator - creatura in auBersten Gegensatzen. Sie tnuimaBt ihn als alles in allem

und nichts von allem; sie sucht ihn in Anigmata als GroBtes und zugleich Kleinstes;

sie schaut in belehrter Unwissenheit.

Die mystische Henologie wendet wie bei Meister Eckehart, den Grundsatz 'Alles,

was geschaffen ist, ist nicht' auf Gott selbst an. Nur die reine Gottheit (dettas) ist das

seiende erschaffene Licht. Die Hypostasen trinitarischer Relationen wie Vater,

Sohn und Heiliger Geist sind Ergebnisse der Gottwerdung. Was immer aber wird,

sei es in Gott, sei es in der Schopfung ist ein Nichts vor der ewig ungewordenen

Gottheit.

Die Idee der Schopfung aus Sein verkniipft sich mit der einer Schopfung aus

Nichts, die der Seinsstufen mit der von den Stufen der Nichtung. Beide werden

nicht nur ausschlieBend im Sinn von actus essendi und privatio entis gebraucht,

sondern entfalten sich fruchtbar erst in komplementarer polarer Wirklichkeit oder

dialektischer Bewegung.

Patristische, scholastische und mystische Theologie sind so ebenso hineingehalten

wie die Philosophie in die unheimliche Macht des Negauven, in ihr Tremendum

ebenso wie ihr Fascinosum.

Mainz





JUSTIN, SOCRATES, AND THE MIDDLE-PLATONISTS

M. O. Young

In the third chapter of his Second Apology or Appendix Justin Martyr mounts an as

sault against the Cynic philosopher, Crescens, that depends on defining philosophy

in terms of the contrast between fej1iox1^ and 66£a. It is not right to call Crescens

a philosopher, Justin says, because he has given legal testimony to things which he

does not know — uf| Inloxaxai (3.2). In a professed philosopher like Crescens this

is wholly wicked and much worse than it would be in laymen. If the cause of Cres

cens' conduct is not ignorance but lack of understanding, or else fear of being

thought a Christian himself, he is more wicked still, having succumbed to irrational

opinion — ftkdyov b6%r\c, (3.3). Justin says that by putting questions to Crescens he

has learned and proved that, in truth, he knows nothing — un6fev fotCoxcaai (3.4).

If necessary, a public repetition of the interrogation will show either that Crescens

knows nothing about Christians or else that he is afraid to speak out in the manner

of Socrates. Manifestly, he is not a lover of wisdom but a lover of opinion — oii

cpiX6ooqx)g &XXa qnXo6o|og — one who does not honor what Socrates says in the

tenth book of the Republic, "A man must not be respected above the truth" (3.6).

This passage exemplifies an association of ideas which occurs over and over in

Justin's works. Philosophy is defined by its insistence on rational, scientific know

ledge — lmoxf)\ir\. It is incompatible with assent to opinion — 66|a. Its characteris

tic activity is to seek to distinguish fejucrtr|ur| from 56|a by examination and ques

tioning — a frequently used verb is fe|exd!;eiv. The fundamental nature of this ac

tivity is ethical, and the model for the entire enterprise is the figure of Socrates.

As illustration of the pervasive presence and central importance of these ideas in

Justin, consider the following.

Justin formally defines philosophy as the scientific knowledge of reality — kniovf\\vi\

feoxi xov fivxog (Dial. 3:4). In another place he states that bnor|Ur| is also the

very thing which actual philosophers all lack, their partial insights notwithstanding

(App. 13:3). Those who truly measure up to the philosophical ideal are those who

are not dominated by opinion — uf| f|xxT|ufevoi 66|r|g (Dial. 7.1).

The enure plea of Justin's Apology rests on this logic. The Emperor Antoninus

Pius is associated in the address with his two sons, Marcus Aurelius and Lucius

Verus, who are both philosophers. Philosophers, Justin tells them, respect only the
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truth and eschew mere traditional opinion and do and say only what is morally

right even under the threat of death. Therefore both the name "Pious" and the

name "Philosopher" carried by the emperor and his sons require them to render

judgment only according to stringent and critical reason — xaxo, x6v 6xoiPfj xai

fe|exaorixov Xoyov (2.3) — and not in response to flattery, prejudice, superstition,

irrational impulse, or prevailing rumor. The charges against the Christians must be

tested — fei;ex(i£eo8ai (3.1) — in obedience to piety and philosophy. Justin then

makes the source of his argument explicit, by citing and paraphrasing a remark

made by Socrates in the fifth book of Plato's Republic, to the effect that the happi

ness of states depends on their being ruled by philosophers.1

The same set of ideas comes to the fore in Chapter Two of the Dialogue with

Trypho in the discussion of the fall of philosophy. Justin says — I am paraphrasing

— that philosophy is the greatest possession, most honorable to God, to whom it

alone leads and joins us, so that only those who devote their minds to philosophy

are truly holy. Philosophy was sent down to men. The nature and purpose of phi

losophy, however, are commonly misunderstood. The existence of many sects of

philosophers is contrary to philosophy's nature and purpose, for by nature philos

ophy is a single iniorr\\ir) — here, as often, "art". This alienation of philosophy from

its true nature and purpose came about as follows. Those who first practiced phi

losophy became famous because of their strength of character and their self-

mastery and also for the novelty of their arguments. Their disciples, who were at

tracted to these secondary features of philosophical practice, fundamentally misun

derstood what the practice of philosophy is, and instead of "testing about truth" —

uTj6ev e^exdoavxag (tXn8fia; niQi (2.2) — that is, instead of pursuing the critical

study of reality as their predecessors had done, simply adopted their masters' find

ings as dogma, then passed this body of dogma on to their own successors under

the names of the men from whom they had derived it.

This passage has received interpretations as various as the sects it deplores, but I

believe it is really quite plain. The fall of philosophy occurs between the first and

second generations of philosophers and consists in neglecting the activity, testing

about truth — eIexdI^eiv &Xn8eCag jrloi — which is philosophy rightly so-called, and

in giving the central place to the dogmata instead.2

The identification of philosophy with critical thinking, the distinction between

knowledge and opinion, the moral, not merely epistemological, coloration of the is

sue, and the association of this complex of ideas with Socrates are obviously matters

of central importance to Justin. As to why this is so, the reason seems as clear as the

fact itself. Justin, by his iterated profession3 and by the abundant evidence of his

writings, was a Platonist. All the elements within this complex of ideas are promi

nent in the writings of Plato and entirely familiar to modern readers.

For example, the distinction between eJuorrjur| and 6d|a is extensively treated in

Books V and VI of the Republic. There the two ways of knowing are distinguished

fundamentally by their objects: knowledge of the intelligible is ejuonfun, and the

quasi-knowledge of the sensible is 8d|a. The former is the achievement of the

philosopher-king, through whose mediation it gives actuality to a just society. The
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latter typifies the mental and ethical life of the multitude, an unstable fog made up

of popular error, half-truths, and lucky hits. To the multitude, whose values are de

rived by opinion from the appearance of things, scientific knowledge of intelligible

reality not only is alien but also arouses hostility towards its possessor.

The great example of this hostility is the attack of the Athenians on Socrates, set

forth so vividly in Plato's Apology. Socrates presents himself there as a man whose

wisdom consists in recognizing and exposing opinion that masquerades as knowl

edge. This activity, though it is ethically required of him, arouses hostility. Again

and again he gives to this activity the names fe|£taoig and e|exd£eiv (e.g., 22E, 23C).

At Apology 28E he directly equates cpiXoooq)elv with e|exa£eiv, almost exactly as in

the passage from Justin referred to earlier.

Thus there seems to be no mystery about where Justin derived the ideal of phi

losophy that was so important to him and so prominent in his writing. He was a

Platonist and these are Platonistic ideas.

This being so obvious, it is all the more worthy of remark that no other Platonist

of Justin's own time seems to have shared such a notion of philosophy. The word

"seems" acknowledges that a great deal of Middle Platonist writing has not survived

and that some of the evidence is far to seek, but John Dillon's work has rendered

broad assertions about Middle Platonism much easier to make than they used to

be.4

In Justin's day the terms eJiurnfJuT| and 66|a remain current in the Platonism of

men like Plutarch and Albinus to designate the knowledge of the intelligible and

the sensible respectively; their association with the hostility of the vulgar many

towards the philosophical few, however, has faded. So has the sense that dedication

to eJiicrrf|ur| as against 66|a is the essence of philosophy. Instead philosophy is

being thought of in proto-mystical terms as ououooic; 8ew. The scrutinizing, critical

character of the work of Socrates no longer exercises appeal. Indeed, Socrates him

self has receded from view to an extraordinary degree. Writers like Plutarch,

Apuleius, and Maximus of Tyre are more interested in the demon of Socrates

than in the man himself. To quote Philip Merlan, "For Socrates the aporeticist

Platonism, after its return to dogmatism, had little use."5

Stoic writers, in fact, show more interest than Platonists both in the importance of

avoiding false judgment and in the figure of Socrates. Yet Marcus Aurelius, to take

one Stoic into evidence, thinks of Socrates much more as a person of extraordinary

self-control than as a gadfly of truth,8 in this respect exemplifying the very ten

dency to which we have already heard Justin attribute the fall of philosophy,

namely the propensity of later philosophers to abandon their predecessors' elexaoig

concerning truth, and only to admire their perseverence and self-discipline (Dial.

2.2).

Although Justin's vision of philosophy is distinctive in the context of the

Platonism of his own time, it has affinities with the earlier, sceptical formulation of

the tradition by the Platonists of the New Academy. The nearest approach to sen

timents resembling those so important to Justin that one can find dating from any

where near his own day is in Cicero's dialogues, in the mouths of the representa
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tives of the sceptical Academy. Varro, for instance, is represented in Academica 1.4.

as blaming Xenocrates and Aristotle because they abandoned the Socratic custom of

discussing all issues critically and without affirmations. As a result, he says, a distinct

craft of philosophy has come into being, with an arrangement of topics and "a for

mulated system of doctrine" (descriptio disciplinae—trans. H. Rackham, Loeb ed.), a

thing which he says Socrates entirely disapproved. This is not far from Justin's own

account. But to the question whether there can be any dependence here, the answer

is almost surely not. For one thing, the similarity between Justin and the old sceptics

does not extend very far, since Justin shows no sign of canonizing the suspension of

belief nor of ultimately doubting the possibility of knowledge. Moreover, two cen

turies separate Justin from the Academics. What is the likelihood that his training

as a Platonist would have brought him into contact with their ideas? Dillon notes

that a few titles among the lost wriiings of Plutarch allow the speculation that some

Middle Platonists retained at least a marginal interest in the older tradition,7 but as

a link to Justin this is nugatory. Granted, the work of Sextus Empiricus, Justin's

younger contemporary, shows that scepticism itself was not dead, but it seems to

have been dead enough among the followers of Plato, and Justin's affinities with

the Pyrrhonic form of scepticism are much weaker than with the Academic.

All in all, it hardly seems possible that Justin could have imbibed his Socratic ideal

of philosophy from any contemporary teacher of Platonism, nor from a contempor

ary philosopher of any school. There is the alternative that Justin was not a school-

trained Platonist at all. Goodenough, for one, emphatically denied that Justin had a

philosopher's training, or, indeed, deserves to be called a philosopher in any sense.8

Since Andresen's essay on Justin and Middle Platonism this notion is much harder

to support.9 Even though Justin stands apart from the school tradition in his vision

of philosophy, he knows and uses its theology with manifest familiarity. He notes,

and takes a position on, the disputed question about the generation of the cosmos

(Dial. 5.1). In chapter 44 of the Apology he defends the compatibility of prophecy

and free will with an argument identical to that which Albinus employs about fate,

an argument which Dillon says "is probably to be regarded as the basic Middle

Platonic theory [on this question]" (p. 295). These and many more such corres

pondences persuasively bespeak a philosophic education.

Justin then was a trained Middle Platonist philosopher, but one who, even before

becoming a Christian, dissented profoundly against important elements of that tra

dition.10 Dillon stresses that at the time of Justin "the chief influence upon a

philosopher [was] that of his own teacher, and the works of Plato and Aristotle as

seen through his eyes, and his chief influence in turn was his teacher, and so on"

(338). Nevertheless, Justin somehow managed to repristinate his own Platonism at

the source. The extent to which Justin's arguments can be referred to particular

sections of such dialogues as the Republic and the Phaedo has not always been

noticed," but it shows the immediacy of his relationship to at least part of the

Platonic corpus. Most of all, he is the intellectual child of Plato's Apology, the disciple

of the Socrates who is portrayed there.

As a Christian, Justin exhibited such a paradoxical attitude towards Greek philos
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ophy that modern study has achieved little unity in assessing it. When a man pre

sents himself, as Justin does in the Dialogue with Trypho, wearing the garb of a pro

fessional philosopher, yet deprecating the expectations of one who is induced by

this costume to approach him in the hope of learning something beneficial, one

hardly knows whether to call him favorable to philosophy or hostile.

In addressing this problem, scholars have assumed that the ambivalence of Jus

tin's attitude towards philosophy has to do with the deeper issue of the relationship

of Christianity to classical culture. However, the evidence is that Justin's problems

with philosophy antedated his turn to Christianity. At some point in his philosophi

cal career, probably as the result of his personal encounter with the Socratic

dialogues of Plato, Justin came to the conviction that, as he later puts it to Trypho,

"What philosophy really is has escaped most people" (2.1). Even as a pagan he had

reached the position of espousing philosophy as an ideal while simultaneously rep

rehending philosophy as practiced by his contemporaries.

Really the strongest reason for believing that this is so is that in both the Appendix

and the Dialogue Justin associates his conversion to Christianity with philosophical

considerations. These two accounts of his conversion are compatible with each other

and with an imaginable real course of events only if the pagan Justin was already

disturbed by a perceived contradiction between ideal and actual philosophy.

Into the crack created by this disjunction, fell the blood of the martyrs, the seed

of Christians, as Justin recounts in Appendix 12-13. He recognized in the triumph of

the martyrs the genuine spirit of Socrates, and by a thoroughly Platonic process of

reasoning he inferred that their vision of reality was true. This process of reason

ing, elaborated and cast, in imitation of a Platonic dialogue, in the form of an im

aginary conversation with a mysterious old man, forms the substance of the early

chapters of the Dialogue with Trypho, leading up to the famous assertion that Chris

tianity is the only safe and useful philosophy.

Just as J.H. Newman saw in his adolescent Evangelical conversion from conven

tional to personal religion the fundamental first step towards his conversion to

Rome, so Justin's conversion from conventional Middle-Platonism to Socrates laid

the foundation for his conversion to Christ. Justin's paradoxical attitude towards

philosophy is not the consequence of his conversion to Christianity, but its remote

cause.

Four Mile Tree

Surry, Virginia

Notes

1. With the opening chapters of the Apology adduced above compare Apol. 12.5; App. 2.16; 15.3.

2. Most commentators have assumed that Justin conceives the original, undivided philosophy, which was

sent down to men, as a set of doctrines once professed by all, from which the diverse creeds of the contend-
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ing philosophical schools have degenerated — certainly a widely held view among the philosophers of his

day. But J.CM. van Winden (An Early Christian Philosopher: Justin Martyr's Dialogue with Trypho, Chapters One

to Nine; Introduction, Tea and Commentary [Leiden, 1971] pp. 44-5) raises an insuperable objection to taking

Justin in this sense. He points out that Justin assigns the differences in doctrine, around which separate

schools were later founded, to the very first generation of philosophers. On the assumption that Justin con

ceived the unity of true philosophy as a doctrinal one, van Winden concludes that Justin must mean to

deny that true philosophy ever existed among actual Greek philosophers. If, as suggested here, the unity of

philosophy consists in its method or attitude rather than its doctrines, then the rejection of actual Greek philo

sophy is not as extreme; however, van Winden's demonstration that there can have been no unified, original

body of doctrine remains valid.

3.App. 12.1; Dial. 2.6.

4. The Middle Platonists, 80 B.C. to A.D. 220 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1977).

5. The Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early Medieval Philosophy, ed. A.H. Armstrong (Cambridge,

1970) p. 34, n.2.

6.E.g., Med. 1.16; III.6; V1I.66.

7.C/. p. 188.

8. Cf. The Theology ofJustin Martyr (Jena, 1923) p. 292.

9. Carl Andresen, "Justin und der mittlere Platonismus", ZNTW, XLIV (1952/53), pp. 157-95.

10. It might be objected that Justin would not have used his own, Socratic, definition of philosophy to at

tack Crescens or to appeal to the philosopher-emperors unless it were a common one. In the face of the

evidence that Justin's conception of philosophy was, on the contrary, an unusual one and that he was well

enough trained in philosophy to know it, Justin's invocation of Republic V must be explained as an example

of a kind of behavior often seen among people who acknowledge the same authority but interpret it differ

ently: Justin was casting the argument of Plato's Republic at the self-styled imperial philosophers in the same

spirit in which a Christian fundamentalist might quote St. Paul to a Christian feminist.

11. Campari-, e.g.. Justin. Dial 3-5 with Plato, Rep. VII. and Dial. 4.2-6.2 with Phaedo 72E- 106 E.
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PIETY, PROPAGANDA, AND POLITICS

IN THE LIFE OF MELANJA THE YOUNGER

Elizabeth A. Clark

The Vita Melaniae Junioris constitutes one of the earliest and fullest Lives of

women saints in the Christian tradition. Yet since Melania was not widely celebrated

in the calendar of the Western church, and since full Greek and Latin texts of her

Vita were discovered and published only within the last century,1 she is less well-

known than she deserves.

Melania's story can be rapidly summarized: born in 385 or 386 ad2 to Valerius

Publicola (son of Melania the Elder) and his wife Albina, Roman Christian aristo

crats, Melania at the age of fourteen was married to her seventeen-year-old cousin,

Valerius Pinianus. Although Melania begged her young bridegroom to adopt the

ascetic life, he refused to consider the issue until they had produced two children to

inherit their vast fortune. When both of their infant offspring died, Melania extrac

ted a vow of celibacy from Pinian. Yet it was not until the death of her father, who

had opposed her ascetic renunciation, that Melania was truly free to embrace her

preferred mode of life. The problems involved in the liquidation of the couple's ex

tensive property and the disposal of their fortune occupy a significant portion of

the Vita: to them I shall return.

Fleeing the Gothic advance on Rome, Melania, Pinian, and Albina decamped for

a period in Sicily, suffered near-shipwreck during a storm at sea, and settled on one

of their North African estates, near Thagaste, where they lived for seven years.

During her North African sojourn, Melania founded monasteries for men and

women, concerning which she received advice from Augustine, Alypius, and Au-

relius of Carthage. In about 417 ad, the trio left for Palestine, stopping in Egypt en

route to visit Cyril of Alexandria.

Once in Palestine, they lived first at the cells attached to the Church of the Holy

Sepulcher. Melania and Pinian then made a return trip to Egypt in order to visit

the desert saints, to whom they dispersed funds acquired through the recent sale of

their Spanish properties. Only after the death of Melania's mother (probably in 43 1

ad) did Melania construct a monastery on the Mount of Olives to house ninety

women. After Pinian's death and a four-year period of mourning, she undertook in

435 or 436 the building of another monastery for monks who provided the chant

ing for the Churches of the Ascension and the Eleona.

167
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Scarcely had Melania finished the construction of the men's monastery when she

received an invitation from her uncle Volusian to join him in Constantinople, where

he had been sent by the Western court to complete arrangements for the marriage

of the Western emperor Valentinian III and the Eastern princess Eudocia. Accord

ing to the Vita, Melania saw the proposed trip as an opportunity to attempt once

more the conversion of her still-pagan uncle. (Augustine's earlier efforts to convert

Volusian and his circle failed: both Augustine's letters and the City of God, dedicated

to their mutual friend Marcellinus, detail his attempts.)3 As we might expect, Volu

sian was converted on his deathbed.

Melania's journey to Constantinople and her sojourn at the Theodosian court

constitute one of the more interesting episodes of the Vita. Melania impressed the

court with her anti-Nestorian speeches, and won the affection of the empress

Eudocia, who journeyed the next year to Jerusalem to visit her as well as the Holy

Places. While Eudocia was in Jerusalem, Melania dedicated the martyrion she had

constructed after her return from Constantinople. On December 31, 439 ad, hav

ing celebrated Christmas in Bethlehem and the Feast of St. Stephen in Jerusalem,

Melania died, entrusting her monasteries to her faithful priest and companion, the

presumed author of the Vita. The Vita Melaniae Junioris also contains much informa

tion pertaining to the heroine's ascetic and religious practices, intellectual interests,

speeches to her nuns, battles with the Devil, and devotion to the saints and to relics.

Although the document exhibits many of the same concerns as other late ancient

and early medieval Vitae, it is distinguished from them in several respects. For

example, the Vita is remarkably restrained in the number and types of miracles it

attributes to its heroine: only three in the Greek Vita (four in the Latin), all involv

ing not-too-spectacular cures. These are rehearsed only in a brief section at the end

of the Vita and by no means constitute a central feature of the account. Yet like

other hagiographical works, such as the Life of Antony, the Vita Melaniae Junioris

makes its subject an exemplar of theological orthodoxy4 in a way that she most

likely was not: another point to which I shall return. Moreover, although Lives of

saints conventionally stress their hero or heroine's ascetic renunciations, Melania's

Vita is distinguished by the extreme quality both of her asceticism and of her renun

ciation: there are few other saints in Christian history, I suppose, who had as much

to renounce as Melania did.

It is, in fact, Melania's very wealth and aristocratic status that make the Vita of

perhaps more interest for late ancient social history than for hagiography. By virtue

of her wealth and social position, Melania was connected with figures of major polit

ical and religious importance: Theodosius II, Eudocia, Serena (wife of Stilicho and

mother-in-law of Honorius), Augustine, Cyril of Alexandria, Paulinus of Nola, Pal-

ladius, and Proclus of Constantinople. Through our knowledge of them, we have a

means to 'check', in effect, a few details of the Vita. By comparison of our sources,

we can to some extent uncover the 'historical Melania the Younger,' whereas we

cannot always glean such alternate perspectives on other saints' lives. What we learn

from this comparative investigation is that the Vita conceals as much as it reveals; at

times, it must do so deliberately. Thus the Vita Melaniae Junioris is not just a simple
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narrative of a holy woman, meant for the edification of Christian readers; it is also

Tendenditeratur , designed to present Melania as a paragon of orthodoxy and a hater

of heretics, in this unlike the Melania we know from other sources.

No doubt the tendentious quality of the Vita Melaniae Junions stems in part from

the theological predilections of its author, and to him we must first turn. Given the

earlier raging disagreement among scholars over whether the original version of the

Vita was composed in Greek or in Latin,5 it is surprising to discover that all modern

commentators agree on the identity of the anonymous author: Gerontius. The first

indications regarding authorship are supplied by the text itself: the writer makes

clear that he was the priest who spent many years at Melania's side, and to whom

she assigned the direction of her monasteries at the time of her death. Unworthy as

he claims he is, he was nonetheless favored by the saint, whom he considers a

spiritual mother.8

Early in the eighteenth century, Lenain de Tillemont posited that the Vita had

been composed by a monk in Melania's Jerusalem monastery.7 The monk was later

identified as Gerontius,8 and outside sources have corroborated his identity. For

example, Cyril of Scythopolis reports that Gerontius assumed the direction of

Melania's monasteries for forty-five years after her death and that he died during

the reign of the emperor Zeno9 (ad 474-491). In Cyril's Life of St. Euthymius, Geron

tius is described as an ardent Monophysite who was sent on an embassy to convince

the desert monk Euthymius that Chalcedonian doctrine was heretical, but who

could not overcome Euthymius' impassioned defense of Chalcedon. While the other

delegate, Elpidius, was won to Euthymius' side, Gerontius steadfastly held to his

Monophysite opinions,10 remaining a Monophysite to the end. He was finally driven

from his monastery for his heretical views, forced to wander in the desert, and died

outside the Catholic communion."

The Life of Peter the Iberian also affirms that Gerontius was an avid anti-

Chalcedonian. It reports that Gerontius broke with Juvenal, bishop of Jerusalem,

over the latter's assent to the Chalcedonian formula: Gerontius compared Juvenal

to Judas, the betrayer of Jesus.12 Probably it is safe to infer that Gerontius was

among those monks who clamored to have Juvenal deposed as bishop of Jerusalem

and replaced by the anti-Chalcedonian Theodosius, a partisan of Dioscorus of

Alexandria. In Cyril of Scythopolis' Life of Saint Euthymius, we indeed learn that it

was the heterodox bishop Theodosius who sent Gerontius on the embassy to con

vince Euthymius of Chalcedon's error.13 It is an attractive hypothesis that the

Monophysite Theodosius, who held the episcopal chair of Jerusalem for twenty

months in 452-453 ad before Juvenal's return,14 was the recipient of the Greek

version of the Vita Melaniae Junioris .

Gerontius' purpose in composing the Vita appears to have been twofold. First, he

was eager to celebrate the magnitude of Melania's renunciations, and to this end he

stressed her extreme wealth and aristocratic connections, which then set the account

of her asceticism in high relief. Second, he wished to present his heroine as a model

of orthodoxy who endeavored to win heretics and pagans to the orthodox Christian

cause. That Gerontius so portrayed Melania may have had more to do with his own
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championing of Monophysitism than the actual theological leanings and personal

associations of Melania warranted.

First, Melania's ascetic piety. According to Gerontius, from childhood on, Melania

yearned for the ascetic life. She attempted to flee her marriage, and was restrained

only by 'holy men' who reminded her of Paul's words, 'Wife, how do you know if

you will save your husband?'15 (here taken to mean a husband's conversion to as

ceticism, not simply to Christianity). Melania's concern for chastity continued after

Pinian's vow of celibacy: she counselled (and bribed) young people to retain their

virginity and to shun what she called 'filthy pleasures'.18 From an early age, she re

fused to bathe and wore rough clothing underneath her silken dress.17 As she ad

vanced in her asceticism, she lengthened the duration of her fasts to five days a

week (and would have fasted on Easter as well, if not restrained by her mother),

slept in sackcloth, and lay in a box so constructed that she could neither stretch out

nor turn over.18 The Vita claims that, during her years in Jerusalem, she spent Lent

in a small cell on Olivet, and when her sackcloth was shaken out at Easter, it emit

ted lice.19

Melania's most spectacular renunciations, however, and those that by her own

confession proved the greatest temptation, were concerned with wealth. The prob

lems Melania and Pinian faced in their journey from riches to rags involved the

dispersal of their annual discretionary income, the liquidation of their enormous es

tates scattered throughout the empire, and the sale or manumission of their slaves.

Although the Greek and Latin Vitae differ on whether the income mentioned was

Melania's or Pinian's, they agree that the figure was 120,000 pieces of gold and that

this excluded the money derived from the spouse's property.20 Assuming the 'pieces

of gold' mean gold solidi, the income amounts to 1666 pounds of gold annually.21

This figure poses a problem, however, for the Vita portrays Melania as the richest

woman in Rome (not even the emperor's mother-in-law could afford her Roman

mansion),22 yet we know from Olympiodorus that the richest senators accrued

about 4000 pounds of gold annually, and that senators of moderate wealth, between

1000 and 1500 pounds.23 If we posit that Melania and Pinian each had about 1700

pounds of gold annually, that figure would indeed boost them to the level of the

richest senators. Yet even if we imagine them to be only average among senators in

their wealth, their fortune was still vast. Symmachus, for example, is considered by

Olympiodorus to have been only in the middle ranks of senatorial wealth,24 yet we

know that he owned nineteen houses and estates,25 and spent two thousand pounds

of gold on the games he sponsored for his son's praetorship.28 Thus even a middle

level of senatorial wealth would have been vast by contemporary standards, cer

tainly by the standards of university professors. Since at the time of Gregory the

Great, eighty pounds of gold was deemed sufficient to support 3000 nuns for one

year,27 we can readily calculate that 1666 pounds of gold a year was more than

enough to provide a magnificently luxurious lifestyle for one person, even taking

into account fluctuating gold values and the abstemious diets of Gregory's refugee

nuns.

Once Melania and Pinian began their renunciations, their money was dispersed
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across the Roman empire, both East and West, for charitable and religious causes.

It was also used to build and support monasteries in North Africa and Jerusalem.

From their mansion on the Coelian Hill in Rome, however, they received next to

nothing: unsold at the time of Alaric's advance, it was burned during the sack

of Rome.28 Ruins of the palace have been uncovered and identified from inscrip

tions and a lamp found therein.29 Its original splendor can at least be imagined

from the colonnaded porticos, statues, mosaic pavements, and fountains found in

the course of the excavations.30

The Roman mansion, however, was only one of Melania and Pinian's properties.

They owned an estate in the suburbs,31 a villa on the seacoast, perhaps in Cam

pania,32 an estate in Sicily,33 and property in Spain, Africa, Mauritania, Britain,

Numidia, Aquitania, and Gaul.34 From the Latin Vita, we learn that their estate near

Thagaste, where they fled from the Gothic invasion, was larger than the town itself,

had a bath, and was inhabited by numerous artisans who worked in gold, silver, and

copper.35 This piece of information shows that the family's income was derived not

just from agriculture, but also from manufacture. Although neither Vita reveals the

total number of slaves Melania owned, Palladius in the Lausiac History claims that

she freed 8000 of her slaves at the beginning of her renunciations, when she was

still in Rome.38 Despite our lack of figures, we can readily calculate that the number

of slaves she owned bespoke great wealth: John Chrysostom reports that a man who

had between 1000 and 2000 slaves was rich.37

The dispersal of this vast property was a special problem for the couple, since

neither had reached legal majority (age twenty-five) when they first began their re

nunciations. A special dispensation, the venia aetatis, was required for minors to dis

pose of their property, but family members could still block the dispensation by

arguing that the young person was given to prodigality or suffered from mental de

rangement,38 as Melania's relatives might have had reason to claim (in fact, the Vita

reports that all of her senatorial relatives opposed the sale of her property).39 It

took the threat of a slave revolt, on the occasion that Melania's slaves learned they

were to be sold, to prompt her and Pinian to seek assistance from the authorities.40

Going straight to the top, they petitioned Serena, mother-in-law of Honorius and

wife of Stilicho, in late 407 or early 408 (the date can be determined from Serena's

comment in the Vita that she had seen Melania in all her worldly glory four years

earlier, and we know that Serena was in Rome in January 404 for the celebration of

the sixth consulship of Honorius).41 According to the Vita, Serena used her influ

ence with Honorius to extract from him a decree enjoining public officials in the

provinces where Melania had property to sell it and remit the proceeds to her.42

The Vita provides another interesting datum related to the family's exodus from

Rome: an unnamed city prefect, described as 'a very ardent pagan,' attempted

along with the Senate to confiscate Melania and Pinian's property for the public

treasury. However, Gerontius reports, the prefect felt the hand of 'God's Provi

dence': just then, the Roman people rioted during a bread shortage, the prefect was

killed in the riot, and the couple's property was preserved, for the moment, intact.43

The fact that Melania and Pinian, as members of the senatorial class, would have
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had to apply to probably this very city prefect for a venia aetatis in order to sell their

real estate, raises the interesting possibility, not addressed in the Vita, that the pre

fect was alerted to their wish for a property sale by their application for such a dis

pensation.

We are fortunately aided in our interpretation of this event by sources other than

the Vita. From them we learn that Stilicho, who realized the military weakness of

Rome, wished to pacify Alaric, but that the Senate, of a more war-mongering

temper, consistently refused Alaric's demands for gold, silver, and precious goods,

or acquiesced to them only in part. Stilicho's concessive attitude toward Alaric, when

coupled with the rumor that he wished to raise his own son to the Eastern throne,

led to his execution on August 22, 408. Later that year or early in 409, on the pre

text that Stilicho's widow Serena was in collaboration with Alaric, the Senate had

her strangled. Stilicho's friends had their property confiscated; Zosimus adds that

some of them were tortured and executed.44

As famine and plague beset Rome, Alaric continued to press his demands.

Zosimus and Sozomen both report that the city prefect, Gabinus Barbarus

Pompeianus—our unnamed city prefect of the Vita—suggested that Etruscan rituals

be performed to ward off the Gothic danger. According to Zosimus, he even had

the connivance of Pope Innocent I in his plan, but when it transpired that the rites

had to be performed in public with the participation of the Senate, 'no one

dared.'45

It has been proposed by Alexander Demandt and Guntram Brummer that Sere

na's intervention to help liquidate Melania's property, without consulting the Sen

ate, was a central reason for her downfall: it dampened the hopes of Rome's sena

tors who wished to lay claim to Melania's property, probably to help raise the

money demanded by Alaric. Furthermore, they posit, Melania and Pinian may have

been in danger after Serena's execution because of their association with her. De

mandt and Brummer argue that since it was contrary to Roman law to confiscate

personal property unless a criminal charge had been raised against its owner, some

charge was needed if Melania and Pinian's property was to be appropriated. They

posit that the charge probably used by Pompeianus was the couple's association with

Serena.48 This hypothesis, although attractive, cannot be definitively proved from

the sources, which give only sketchy mention of Serena's execution, while the Vita

Melaniae tells nothing of a charge being raised against its heroine because of her

association with Serena. Although it may well be that the Senate and Pompeianus

hungrily eyed Melania's property as a source of money to pacify Alaric, and that

Melania's exodus from Rome was connected with the downfall of her highly placed

protector, Serena, the precise thesis of Demandt and Brummer is impossible to

prove.

What we can affirm is that Gerontius wished to use Melania's connection with

Serena and the Western court to highlight her importance. Even though she had

renounced her wealth and status for a life of impoverished asceticism, she could still

mingle with royalty on a near-equal basis and expect to receive their intervention

and protection. Gerontius likewise stresses Melania's enthusiastic reception at the
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Eastern court in Constantinople: there she had daily conversations with the royal

women, 'edified' Theodosius II himself, and became the beloved 'spiritual mother'

of the empress Eudocia,47 who later visited her in Jerusalem and attended the dedi

cation of her martyrion on the Mount of Olives.48 The point of such emphasis, of

course, is to prove that renunciation does not detract from the importance of the

ascetic devotee. Female aristocrats who undertake the ascetic life are here shown to

be even more influential in their renunciation than they would have been had they

remained devoted wives and mothers of the next generation of prefects and con

suls. Melania thus provides a near-perfect example of propaganda for the ascetic

cause for aristocratic women.

But Gerontius has another purpose as well: to present Melania as an exemplar of

orthodox Christianity, worthy of emulation by all the faithful; in his prologue, he

recounts her 'ardor for the orthodox faith, an ardor hotter than fire.'49 Yet what

constituted 'orthodoxy' in the fifth century was not so easily ascertained in the midst

of the doctrinal struggles of the day: those who ended on the winning side of the

debate were not the only ones who thought themselves orthodox, as Gerontius him

self well exemplifies, who remained convinced to the end that he, a Monophysite,

was a partisan of Christian truth.50

The Vitae of saints composed in this period, moreover, are notoriously open to

doctrinal manipulation on the part of their authors, whatever the dogmatic views

held by the subjects of such accounts may have been. Thus the Life of Antony, for

example, is not simply the biography of an Egyptian ascetic, but Athanasius' amicus

brief for Nicene Christianity;51 the Historia Monachorum is not an innocent collection

of monkish lore, but, as C.P. Hammond has phrased it, 'gentle propaganda' for the

Origenist cause.52 Although the Life of Melania the Younger represents its heroine as

a hunter of heretics, herself completely dissociated from heretical taint, Gerontius

has perhaps manipulated his evidence, for the 'historical' Melania the Younger, as

revealed in other sources, was closely involved with heretical currents of her time.

Just as he, a Monophysite, deemed himself the proclaimer of Christian truth, so he

paints his heroine, who in truth flirted with heresy, in shades of high orthodoxy.

First, let us recall who Melania the Younger was: the granddaughter of Melania

the Elder, deeply implicated in the Origenist controversy through her association

with Rufinus, prime translator of Origenist materials into Latin; from her own avid

reading of Origen's works; from her friendship with men branded as Origenists,

such as Evagrius Ponticus and Palladius; and through her support of the Tall

Brothers, who fled the Nitrian desert at the time of Theophilus of Alexandria's at

tack on Origenism in 399-400 ad.53 As the Origenist controversy heated up in

Palestine during the course of that year, Melania the Elder took the opportunity to

leave for the West.54 What we learn from Palladius—but not from the Vita Melaniae

Junioris—is that a prime reason for the grandmother's return at this time was to

prevent her granddaughter from being 'completely ruined by evil teaching or

heresy or bad living.'55 Surely Palladius has something specific in mind. We can

piece the situation together from various sources.

Origenism had become a cause celebre not only in Egypt and Palestine: Rome, too,
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had caught fire, with pro- and anti-Origenist factions raging.58 The pro-Origenist

group was associated with Rufinus, the anus with Jerome's circle. Pope Anastasius,

who assumed office at the end of 399, condemned Origenism,57 and his impulse to

do so came at least in part from Jerome's friends in Rome. Jerome's admirer Mar-

cella, whom Jerome praised for her public activity against Origenism, was in the

front line of attack.58 In his Apologia ad Hieronymum, Rufinus complained about a

'certain matron' who had stirred up accusations against him by circulating false

copies of his translations:59 surely this was Marcella. E.D. Hunt has suggested, and

his suggestion seems entirely correct, that what Melania the Elder hoped to save her

granddaughter from was falling into the hands of the anti-Origen, pro-Jerome fac

tion in Rome.80 In this goal she was apparently successful, for the younger Melania

remained friendly with men whom Jerome considered Origenists. She sheltered Pal-

ladius in her home when he came in a delegation to Rome on behalf of John

Chrysostom in 404 ad81, and she remained on excellent terms with Paulinus of

Nola,82 whom Jerome never won for his camp.

The Vita Melaniae tells nothing of these incidents; one could never guess from the

work that Melania and Pinian were so beloved by Rufinus that the latter could refer

to Pinian as 'amantissimus filius noster,' and planned to translate Origen's Homilies

on Deuteronomy for him.83 But the Vita does reveal that Melania the Younger was a

special partisan of apatheia, the very quality that Jerome had earlier singled out as

the hallmark of Origenist teaching.84 Gerontius reports that Melania strove to shape

her life to conform to 'angelic apatheia. 'si In addition, he repeats a story she told

that (he says) she heard from an old saint, the point of which was that to be a true

disciple, one must become as impervious to feeling as a statue when it is beaten.88

In this context, it is helpful to recall that it was Rufinus who translated into Latin

Evagrius Ponticus' treatise on apatheia.87 We would never know from the Vita

Melaniae Junioris, however, that Origenism had ever figured in the life of its

heroine.

To some observers of the period, Origenist teaching had found a dangerous suc

cessor in Pelagianism. Points of similarity between the two theologies seemed obvi

ous: Pelagius' alleged teaching on the possibility of sinlessness, for example, could

be understood as a new version of Origenist apatheia.88 That Rufinus could be seen

as a bridge between the two movements is suggested by the fact that his translation

of Origen's Commentary on Romans was heavily used by Pelagius.89 Yet the association

of Melania's group with Pelagianism was not just indirect. We know that she, Pi

nian, and Albina actually met with Pelagius in Palestine in 418 ad. They wrote to

Augustine in that year reporting that Pelagius had, in their presence, condemned

propositions labelled 'Pelagian.' Perhaps Melania thought that this report would be

enough to restore Pelagius to Augustine's good favor; if so, she was mistaken.

Augustine replied in De gratia Christi that their attempt to rehabilitate Pelagius was

not satisfactory.70

Others in Melania's circle were also friends with Pelagius and Pelagians. Paulinus

of Nola, for example, was a friend of Pelagius; in 417 ad, Augustine wrote to

Paulinus to express the hope that the relationship between himself and Pelagius had
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been terminated.71 Paulinus was also friends with Aemilius, the bishop of Beneven-

tum, who presided at the marriage of Julian of Eclanum,™ later to be a prime Pela

gian opponent of Augustine; to celebrate the marriage Paulinus himself composed

an epithalamium that urged the couple to adopt a life of chastity." We also know

that Pinian's good friend Timasius, who served as emissary between Pinian and

Augustine during the near-ordination of Pinian at Hippo,74 was an acknowledged

disciple of Pelagius.75 Melania's uncle Volusian, moreover, while he was prefect of

Rome, dragged his feet at uprooting Pelagianism from that city.78 Peter Brown has

argued, very suggestively, that Augustine's reluctance to tackle Pelagius outrightly

by name until 415 ad had to do with the presence in North Africa of this highly

placed group of Roman refugees.77 Throughout their seven years near Thagaste,

they made stunning contributions to the North African church,78 a good enough

reason for their theological predilections not to be too rudely handled.

A third theologically questionable association of Melania was with the Donatists.

The Latin version of the Vita, though not the Greek, bluntly reports that on

Melania's vast estate near Thagaste, larger than the town itself, there were two

bishops in residence, one for 'those of our faith' and one for 'the heretics.'79 Given

the time (410 ad and thereafter) and the place (North Africa), the reference surely

is to the schismatic Donatists. That a large property owner would tolerate the

presence of a Donatist bishop on his estate is not surprising. As Emin Tengstrom

has argued in Donatisten und Katholiken, it was in the best interests of the estate own

ers to placate their agricultural workers on religious matters, for the workers had a

propensity to flee when repression reared its head, and owners had to pay taxes on

their land whether or not their workers remained productive.80

Melania had already experienced one slave uprising on her estate near Rome, an

uprising that had taken the intervention of Serena and Honorius to settle. On the

occasion of that slave rebellion, Melania is represented in the Vita as saying to Pi

nian,

Perhaps it is an opportune time for us to see the empress. For if our slaves who are

nearby have rebelled against us in this way, what do you think those outside the cities

will do to us, I mean those in Spain, Campania, Sicily, Africa, Mauretania, Britain, and

the other lands?"

What indeed? Apparently Melania prevented further unrest by allowing the

Donatists on her North African estate to have their own church without interfer

ence. We know that in 409 ad, a rumor had circulated in North Africa that am

nesty was being granted to Donatists, a rumor Augustine was quick to quell;82

Melania's arrival in Africa occurred shortly after the circulation of this story, which

may have encouraged her to believe that harboring Donatists was permissible. A

few years later, she would have a further reason for not disturbing the Donatist

sympathies of her workers: her uncle's friend Marcellinus would be executed in 413

ad in the aftermath of Donatist repression in North Africa.83

In the Greek version of the Vita, evidence pertaining to Donatism does not
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emerge—nor, for that matter, does any evidence that would link Melania with

heresy or schism. She is orthodoxy personified, a fighter of heretics. She is careful

to associate with bishops who are noted for their 'doctrine.'84 She lectures her nuns

on guarding 'the holy and orthodox faith.'85 She resolutely attempts to convert

'Samaritans, pagans, and heretics,'88 a reference perhaps designed to bring her ac

tivities into accord with the wording of Theodosius II's decree of January 438 ad

De Judaeis, Samaritanis, Haereticis, et Paganis." In fact, the most important pagan

Melania converted was her uncle Volusian, probably a year before the Theodosian

decree. And the Vita reveals that Melania's efforts to convert Volusian were not

entirely free of threats involving imperial intervention.88

As for heretics, Gerontius reports that in Melania's zeal for orthodoxy, she at

tempted to convert anyone even suspected of heresy, and if she failed in her effort,

she refused the person's donation for the poor.89 When Melania journeyed to Con

stantinople, Gerontius represents her as there taking up cudgels against Nes-

torianism, a point not specifically mentioned in the Latin version of the Vita. She

leads anti-Nestorian discussions among wives of senators and men noted for their

learning.90 Theodosius himself is said to have been 'edified' by her religious teach

ing"

Moreover, the high praise lavished on bishop Proclus of Constantinople in the

Vita92 takes on added meaning when we recall his anti-Nestorian bias. Proclus' let

ters and sermons testify to his high regard for Mary as the theotokos and to his cam

paign against Nestorianism;93 Nestorius himself singled out Proclus for special criti

cism.94 From Proclus' perspective, the Nestorians were 'new Jews,' whose teaching

reduced Christ to a mere man.95 Thus Melania's anti-Nestorian proclivities no

doubt contributed to her high regard for the anti-Nestorian bishop of Constan

tinople.

Pelagianism is a more minor target in the Vita. Gerontius is careful to have

Melania ascribe her miracles not to her own power, but to God's agency.98 When

once she was asked to work a cure, she replied, 'Since I am a sinner, I am not capa

ble of doing this.'97 She confessed that if she ever imagined herself to be good, she

immediately recognized the thought as one of the Devil's traps.98 Gerontius also re

ports a prayer the empress Eudocia uttered, on the theme that God rewards us not

according to our merits, but simply through his benevolence and the intercession of

the saints.99

The editor of the Latin Vita, however, includes one interesting episode in more

detail than does the editor of the Greek version: a report of Melania's miraculous

cure of a pregnant woman whose fetus had died within her before birth. In the

Greek version, by Melania's prayer and action, the fetus is expelled and the woman

saved.100 The Latin version, in addition to describing in grim detail the surgeon's

procedures in cutting away bits of the fetus, has Melania deliver a speech that

sounds suspiciously as if it were designed to rebut the Pelagian accusation that the

doctrine of original sin implied that childbearing was sinful. According to Geron

tius, Melania commented to the assembled group that, as God has made human

fetuses, the process cannot be deemed 'filthy'; only sin is 'filthy' and 'abominable.'
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Bodily parts which God has created cannot be so, she asserted, for by the procrea-

tive process were born patriarchs, prophets, apostles, and other saints.101 Melania is

thus represented as admitting our human sinfulness but denying that childbearing

involves sin. She did not attribute her miraculous cure on this occasion to her own

powers, but to the virtues of the saints.102 The story as told in the Latin Vita fits

well into the debate over original sin, marriage, and childbearing that had occurred

not many years earlier between Pelagians and Augustinians.

Most important of all, and impossible to overlook, the Vila Melaniae Junions does

not even once mention the name of Melania the Elder.103 There is no mention of

the details that we know of the elder Melania's life reported in Palladius' Lausiac

History and other sources: especially is there no mention of Palladius' claim that she

served as the chief inspiration for her granddaughter, Melania the Younger, in her

ascetic renunciation.104 Nor do we hear in the Vita about the voyage Melania the

Elder made back to Rome, after years in Jerusalem, 'as an old woman of sixty,' to

rescue her now-married granddaughter from 'bad teaching or heresy or bad liv

ing.'105 And despite the fact that Melania the Younger's monasteries receive ample

attention in the Vita, her grandmother's monastic foundations on Olivet—one for

men and one for women—go completely unmentioned. Strikingly, even when

Gerontius cites a passage from the Lausiac History that included a reference to the

older Melania, he omits this line from his citation.

The citation appears in Chapter 1 of the Vita: Melania the Younger there begs

Pinian to practice chastity with her. She asks that if he cannot because of 'the burn

ing passion of youth,' that he leave her body 'free,' in return for which she will give

him all her possessions. Thus will she fulfill her religious goal.100 In Palladius' ac

count of this speech, Melania's reason for her ascetic desire is that she wished to in

herit 'the zeal of my grandmother whose name I bear.'107 Although Gerontius' use

of this passage from the Lausiac History served as a central case in the argument be

tween Mariano Rampolla and Cuthbert Butler over the original language of the

Vita,i0S neither they nor others have noted the line that the Vita omits, the specific

reference to Melania the Elder. The omission is all the more striking if we imagine,

as both Rampolla and Butler did, that the author of the Vita had the text of the

Lausiac History before him.108 This omission, when coupled with the silence regard

ing the elder Melania throughout the Vita, leads us to suspect a tendentious motive.

The fame of Melania the Elder among Christians in late antiquity was such

(Paulinus claims that 'volumes' were written about her)"0 that her absence from her

granddaughter's Vita must be a deliberate move, in fact, a damnatio memoriae.111

The same castigation to silence perhaps explains why the elder Melania's monas

teries in Jerusalem receive no mention in the Vita. Other explanations for the omis

sion have, indeed, been posited. G.D. Gordini, for example, suggests that either the

monasteries had disappeared by the time of Melania the Younger's sojourn in Pales

tine, or they had passed into the control of 'Easterners.'"2 Either explanation is of

course possible. Yet we know from Palladius that Melania the Elder endowed her

monasteries,"* which would suggest that there were funds to support them for at

least some years after her death in about 410 ad. Second, the explanation that
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Melania the Younger would not have wished to join a monastic community with

'Eastern' practices assumes (with Rampolla) that Melania the Younger's monasteries

were decisively 'Western,' a view I have criticized and qualified elsewhere."4 Con

ceivably the younger Melania simply wanted to have her oim monastery, on which

she could bestow her largesse, and of which, serve as patron. Yet a further motive

might be that the grandmother's association with 'heresy' had made her monasteries

suspect.

One further incident in the Vita perhaps pertains to Melania the Elder. Gerontius

relates in Chapter 28 an event that provoked his heroine to wrath. Once during the

recitation of the anaphora, Gerontius inadvertently infuriated Melania by including

the name of someone who had been suspected of heresy. The person is not named,

but is described as a foreigner to Palestine, 'a certain woman of high status' who

had settled at the Holy Places some time earlier and had finished her life there.

Melania the Younger was so angry at Gerontius' inclusion of this name that she

threatened never again to attend the liturgy: hearing the name once was once too

much for her."5 Could this highly born foreign woman in Palestine who had fallen

under suspicion of heresy be Melania's own grandmother? We know of nobody else

who so fits the description."8

The thesis seems to us plausible that the excision of Melania the Elder from the

text was deliberate on the author's part. The woman who, according to Palladius,

provided the model and inspiration for her young granddaughter's renunciation

has become a non-person, and the only plausible reason for this appears to relate to

the dogmatic suspicions adhering to Melania the Elder's name.

The animus against Melania the Elder may also in part explain the marked an

tagonism running throughout the text toward her son, Valerius Publicola, who, ac

cording to Gerontius, posed the major obstacle to Melania the Younger's adoption

of asceticism. We are told in the Vita that 'the Devil' led Valerius Publicola astray to

the point where he considered disinheriting Melania; he is said to have 'persecuted'

the couple in their quest for ascetic renunciation."7 On his deathbed, Valerius Pub

licola repented his 'sin' of attempting to prevent Melania's renunciation."8

The picture of Valerius Publicola given in the Vita is not entirely in keeping with

that presented in other sources. Palladius, for example, reports that Publicola and

other members of the elder Melania's family provided the funds that enabled her to

make 'donations to churches, monasteries, guests, and prisons.'"9 Paulinus of Nola

affirms that although Publicola had not adopted the ascetic life as his mother had

wished, he was 'rich through works'; he inwardly espoused Christian humility even

though he still wore worldly clothing. His sense of religious duty, according to

Paulinus, was 'striking': he was as devoted to Christ as he was beloved by Paulinus

himself.1"

Now the contrary pictures of Publicola in the Vita and in the writings of Paulinus

and Palladius may simply reflect the differing perspectives of the authors. We have

no reason to doubt that Valerius Publicola provided generously for Christian

causes, that as a wealthy layman, his contributions were entirely in accord with what
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churchmen and ascetic leaders (such as Palladius and Paulinus) might hope them to

be. But there is also no reason to doubt that (as the Vita reports) he may have

balked when his daughter, perhaps his only heir, attempted to flee her marriage,

renounce childbearing (thus depriving him of descendants), and disperse the vast

family inheritance. Having spent much of his own childhood as a virtual orphan be

cause of his mother's ascetic enthusiasm (she abandoned him in Rome when he was

a young boy and left for a career of ascetic devotion in the East), Valerius Publicola

may well have wished his daughter to adopt a mode of life in which Christian con

cern was not divorced from the usual societal expectations for aristocratic maidens.

But a second hypothesis may be posed concerning the Vita's hostility to Publicola:

the very fact of his association with Melania the Elder, his mother, may have dam

aged him in the author's eyes. As C.P. Hammond has suggested, and her suggestion

seems entirely plausible, the exaggerated picture of the enmity prevailing between

Melania the Younger and her relations 'is caused partly by a desire to exalt Melania

herself at the expense of her family, partly by a fear of the taint of heresy'121 such

as clung to the reputation of her grandmother. To be sure, emphasizing parental

opposition heightens Melania the Younger's heroism and thus can be understood as

a typical hagiographical device,122 but we suspect that the denigration of Valerius

Publicola may have something to do with the text's total disregard for Melania's

paternal grandmother.

That heretics could be the most avid of heretic-hunters is not unknown in Chris

tian history: Nestorius furnishes the outstanding case in point.123 The author of the

Vita Melania Junioris, himself unorthodox, later an outcast for his ardent

Monophysitism, so pictures Melania as to divorce her from all association with here

tics and heretical movements. Since evidence from outside the Vita indicates that

Melania was not in truth so doctrinally pure, we may reasonably conclude that the

Vita Melaniae Junioris is not free of tendentious, indeed, propagandistic, qualities.

Durham, North Carolina
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DREAMS IN PATRISTIC LITERATURE:

DIVINE SENSE OR PAGAN NONSENSE?

Patricia Cox Miller

In the City of God, Augustine remarks that 'we must believe with complete convic

tion that omnipotent God can do anything he pleases.' He then gives his considered

opinion about a certain kind of dream figure:

I believe that a person has a phantom which in his imagination or in his dreams takes

on various forms through the influence of circumstances of innumerable kinds. This

phantom is not a material body; and yet with amazing speed it takes on shapes like

material bodies; and it is this phantom, I hold, that can in some inexplicable fashion be

presented in bodily form to the apprehension of other people when their physical

senses are asleep or in abeyance.1

An example of this phenomenon, told to him, says Augustine, by a person who

would never lie, concerns a man who reported that:

In his own house, at night-time, before he went to bed, he saw a philosopher coming to

him, a man he knew very well; and this man explained to him a number of points in

Plato, which he had formerly refused to explain when asked. Now this philosopher was

asked why he had done something in the other's house which he had refused to do

when requested in his own home, and he said in reply, 'I did not do it; I merely

dreamed that I did.' This shows that what one man saw in his sleep was displayed to the

other while awake by means of a phantom appearance.2

Apparently the Lord would have us understand Plato, even if he has to resort to

phantoms!

It did not seem odd to Augustine that a phantom from the dream of one person

should appear with authority in the waking life of another, and all this under the

banner of a God who can do what he pleases. Dream figures are real, and they can

carry with them a divine sanction. Most modern interpreters would not, I suppose,

agree with Augustine, since our century has taken dreams out of the domain of

religion and placed them in the psychiatrist's office. But modern scholarship has at

least shown that dream-experience and dream-interpretation were basic to the reli

gious culture of Late Antiquity. 'Dreams were in their blood,' as one scholar has

remarked,3 and the ability of dreams to carry divine messages, whether directly or
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through careful interpretation of their symbolic language, was rarely questioned. As

a phenomenon, the dream was a fundamental locus of revelation, a kind of bridge

between the earthly and heavenly realms. Of course, revelation might also be de

monic; hence critical distinctions were needed—not between false dream and real

reality—but rather between true and false dreams.

While modern scholarship has paid serious attention to the role of the dream in

pagan religious traditions, it has been curiously silent, at least in any systematic way,

about the place of dreams in the religious experience of those people of Late An

tiquity who called themselves Christians. Yet, from the flaming pillow of Polycarp to

Augustine's reports that he had himself been a phantom figure in the dreams of his

parishoners,4 early Christian literature is full both of records of dreams as well as of

interpretations of Biblical dreams. Along with E.R. Dodds and Peter Brown, I

would like to suggest that there was more to early Christian dreaming than what

one scholar has characterized as a contagion from pagan debauchery.5

One of the remarkable aspects of the role of the dream in early Christian litera

ture is that the dream appears not only as a locus of visions of God but also that it

is itself a kind of divine hermeneutic; in other words, the vision that the imagistic

'language' of the dream presents is not merely visionary in some nebulous way but

rather embodies a precise mode of interpretation. I would like to explore this thesis

by looking briefly at three instances from Christian antiquity.

First is the African martyr Perpetua, one of the most famous early Christian

dreamers, who characterized her night-visions as 'speaking with the Lord.'8 Accord

ing to her own account, after several days in prison her brother suggested that she

ask for a visio, a prophetic dream, to discover whether she was to be condemned or

freed. In the dream lexicons of the period, a dream was called oracular (xgr|naxio06g;

oraculum) if it predicted the future, but prophetic (6oana; visio) if it actually

came true.7 Hence the visio that Perpetua received during the night after her

brother's suggestion carried the shape, not of a possible future, but of an already

determined present.

In her dream, Perpetua saw a ladder reaching all the way to heaven; at its foot

lay an enormous dragon which tried to prevent anyone from climbing up the lad

der. As Perpetua approached the ladder, the dragon stuck out its head; in her

words: 'Using it as my first step, I trod on his head and went up.' At the top of the

ladder, she entered a garden and was given milk by a shepherd.8

Inhabiting Perpetua's dream is another dream, the dream of Jacob at Bethel in

which angels ascend and descend upon a ladder which reaches to heaven. The

Gospel of John carried this dream on, imagining the Christ as the ladder upon

which the angels move. In her dream, Perpetua has become one of the angels, and

the ladder leads to the Christ in the guise of a shepherd. But other Scriptural texts

dwell in her dream also: there is Gen 3:15, which envisions the enmity between

woman and serpent, whose head will be bruised; and there is Revelation 12, where

a woman newly with child, like Perpetua herself, escapes confrontation with a dra

gon and is nourished in a wilderness.

This is an instance of dream as the place where Scripture is interpreted. An
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entire Biblical tradition from Genesis to Revelation is assembled in the images of

Perpetua's dream. It is a beautiful piece of Scriptural exegesis; to dream is to inter

pret. Indeed, as Hippolytus said about a dream of Nebuchadnezzar, 'the dream

seems to interpret itself, being clear for those who are in rapport with Scripture.'9

Perpetua was indeed in rapport with Scripture, for in her dream she becomes an

actor in Jacob's dream. Scripture has been internalized such that, in the dream, it

forms the frame for personal meaning and so can in its turn interpret.

If, in Perpetua's text, the dream is the interpretation of Scripture, for Origen of

Alexandria 'interpretation is the next room of the dream.'10 In his Homilies on

Genesis, Origen comments on the phenomenon of Isaac dwelling at the well of

vision (L. visio; LXX 600:oig) in Gen. 25:11. Noting that he understands 'vision' in

the sense of Jacob's dream at Bethel, Origen says:

If anyone can know and understand each individual vision of the things which are in

the Law or in the prophets, that man dwells 'at the well of vision.'

To dwell in dreams is to experience the flowing of what Origen calls 'the living

water' of Scriptural meaning. Further, there is a well of living water in each of us,

and it is 'a kind of heavenly perception and latent image of God.'"

Each of us has this dreamlike exegetical ability. Elsewhere Origen develops the

idea further, and with the addition of an important term. In On Susanna, Daniel the

dreamer is characterized as enjoying 'at all times' 'the presence of an angel of clear

vision'; in Against Celsus, the angelic warning in Joseph's dream in Mt 2:13 leads

Origen to remark that many others have had such 'suggestions (phantasiae) brought

before the soul' by an angel.12 Such angelic fantasies are 'impressions on the mind'

(x6 xuJiovv x6 if|yen0Vlx6v fev dveCotp), and they form what Origen calls a 'generic di

vine sense' (8eCag ato&rjoecog), a virtual Scriptural hermeneutic.13 As Peter Brown

has remarked, by Origen's time the angel was regarded as the principle of a per

son's identity14; for Origen, I would add, one of the forms of angelic speech, both

in Scriptural text and in the self, is the dream, and the dream functions both in

formal and material ways as the principle as well as the substance of interpretation.

One of the most interesting exegeses in this regard comes in the Commentary on

John.™ Here Origen uses the apocryphal Prayer ofJoseph, an expanded commentary

on Jacob's second dream which envisions the angel descending and tabernacling in

Jacob. Origen uses the Prayer ofJoseph 'to render more credible the belief concern

ing John the Baptist which maintains that he, being an angel, took a body in order

to bear witness to the light.' Exegetical connections between the two Testaments are

made through the dream, and the center of focus is an indwelling angel. Angel and

interpreter come together in the dream.

For Origen, interpretation is phantasmal, like a dream. But for the Gospel of

Truth, life itself is a dream. Yet, in this text, dream is not a mere metaphor. It is

rather the trope that sets reality in motion, and in both positive and negative ways.

In the Gospel of Truth, 'the one who has no root' is the one who thinks to himself, 'I

have come into being.'18 Ironically, the person who asserts his existence is the one
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who in fact misconstrues life. Such a misconception constitutes ignorance of the

Father, and living in this kind of arrogant ignorance is characterized as a 'disturb

ing dream,' full of illusions and neurotic terrors.17 When one lives with a distorted

view of reality, life is a nightmare. How, then, does the Father wish us to think of

ourselves? 'This,' says the Gospel of Truth: 'I have come into being like the shadows

and phantoms of the night.'18 The true self is phantasmal, and the light shines on

the terror only when one recognizes the transpersonal figures that play through

him. Reality is still dreamlike—shadows and phantoms—but no longer nightmarish.

As with Origen's angel of presence, reality is shaped by dream figures; for the Gos

pel of Truth, the human task is not to question the dream but precisely to recognize

it! It is one's perspective that determines how one views the dream of living.

In this regrettably brief look at three quite different instances from early Chris

tianity, what I want to suggest is that the language of the dream was an important

religious language for early Christians as well as for their cultural fellows and that it

can provide a significant hermeneutic entree to Patristic traditions. As Clement of

Alexandria said, rocky pillows yield superhuman visions.19

Syracuse, New York
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LES LIGNES ESSENTIELLES DE LA VIE SPIRITUELLE SELON S.

MAXIME LE CONFESSEUR

(Prologues des TP 1.lOet 20, a Marinos; PG, vol. 91, 133,228-9)

Irenee - Henri Dalmais, O.P.

L'oeuvre complexe et fragmentee de saint Maxime presente deux versants dont la

ligne de crete ne se laisse pas toujour* aisement reconnaitre. II y a d'une part la

masse, elle-meme tres diversifiec, des ecrits 'monastiques' que Ton s'accorde

generalement a situer parmi les plus anciens qui nous soient parvenus, avant que le

Confesseur ne se trouve engage dans la defense et l'approfondissement de la christ-

ologie chalcedienne selon ses plus rigoureuses exigences. Et d'autre part des textes,

souvent assez brefs, simples notes ou extraits conserves fragmentairement en raison

de leur interet doctrinal et de la mise en oeuvre d'une argumentation usant d'une

analyse tres fouillee des notions les plus abstraites. Les plus importants ont ete ad-

resses a un ami, Marinos, diacre puis pretre a Chypre, qu'il faut selon toutes vrai-

semblances identifier avec le moine Marinos auquel Maxime adresse l'Ep. 20, sur

l'ordre de 'son tres saint higoumene'; texte ascetique tres classique, empreint d'une

grande humilite, que dom P. Sherwood estime redige tout au debut du sejour de

Maxime en Afrique, soit vers 630.

Les relations qui s'etaient ainsi nouees semblent s'etre approfondies en une con-

fiante amitie ouvrant le champ aux confidences cordiales lorsque Maxime discerne

en Marinos l'intelligent theologien dont la profonde sagesse spirituelle fait un inter-

locuteur privilegie dans la difficile recherche des analyses et des expressions doc-

trinales que requiert la sauvegarde de la foi orthodoxe aux prises avec des oppos-

ants retors tirant argument de textes difficiles ou insuffisamment nuances de Doc-

teurs veneres. Des les premieres phrases de la controverse—et sans doute, estime P.

Sherwood, avant 6401 — c'est au pretre Marinos que Maxime adresse un 'Tome

dogmatique' (T.P. 20; PG 91:229-245) pour interpreter en un sens orthodoxe des

textes discutes du patriarche Anastase I d'Antioche, de Gregoire de Nazianze et de

la lettre du pape Honorius au patriarche Sergios (634). Le long paragraphe qui in-

troduit la discussion souligne combien en Marinos la vie vertueuse soutient l'elan de

l'intelligence et en affine l'acuite. Faisant siennes les expressions favorites de Gre

goire de Nysse, Maxime met l'accent sur la tension (knixxaoiq) qui ne saurait con-

naitre de limite vers un but qui est lui-meme infini, jusqu'a ce Saint des saints de

l'abtme de silence aux resonances innombrables ou le Christ, devenu l'un d'entre

nous—lui qui est au-dessus de nous—a penetre comme notre precurseur et vers
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lequel il nous appelle a le joindre aupres du Pere des esprits, nous elevant par la

pratique des vertus de gloire en gloire, traversant les cieux par une science qui va

de connaissance en connaissance (PG 91:229A). On percoit comme l'echo, en confi

dence, de la communion profonde en laquelle Maxime se sait avec son corre-

spondant. Balbutiement de contemplatif dont la surabondance verbale se reconnait

impuissante a exprimer ce que le langage humain ne saurait enfermer. Mais c'est

dans cette lumiere eblouissante que le theologien sait que doit se situer son labeur

affronte a ce qui demeure ineluctablement mystere. Un peu plus tard, alors qu'il a

pris une connaissance plus precise de YEkthese de 638 et que, grace aux informa

tions regues d'Anastase, il se trouve plus au fait de l'interpretation qu'on entend

donner a Rome a la lettre d'Honorius a Sergios, Maxime envoie a Marinos un

nouveau 'Tome dogmatique' (T.P. 7; PG 91:69-89) prenant resolument position a

l'encontre de YEkthese imperiale. Revenant sur l'interpretation qu'il convient de

donner au texte de Mt 26:39 invoque par les tenants de Sergios et l'usage qu'ils

pensent pouvoir faire d'expressions theantriques de Gregoire le Theologien et de

Denys, Maxime affirme clairement l'existence dans le Christ de deux volontes, di

vine et humaine. Mais tout d'abord, plus nettement que dans son precedent ecrit, il

reconnatt en Marinos un parfait imitateur du Christ, qui, pour nous elever avec lui

jusqu'au mystere inaccessible de la vie divine s'est fait pauvre et humble, nous

enseignant par l'exemple de sa vie ce que doit etre la pratique effective des com-

mandements divins.

Cette consideration de la condescendance divine, telle qu'elle se manifeste dans la

conduite du Logos incarne, "est depuis longtemps familiere a Maxime ; n'est-ce pas

la l'expression la plus parfaite de cette 'philanthropie' qui caracterise a ses yeux le

Dieu qui s'est pleinement revele dans le Christ ? Le theme revient souvent dans les

Lettres. Ainsi dans Ep. 11, ecrite pour inciter une superieure de moniales a accueillir

avec benignite une fugitive repentante:

Rien n'est autant aime et desire de Dieu que le retour par vraie conversion des hom-

mes ,'i Lui. Voulant manifester cela le Logos Thearchique de Dieu le Pere, ou plutoi la

premiere et unique expression de la bonte infinie, consentit—selon le mode indicible de la

condescendance - a entrer en rapport avec notre chair. II fit et subit ce par quoi nous

devions etre reconcilies avec le Pere, nous qui etions ses ennemis et ses adversaires,

pour nous ramener a la vie bienheureuse dont nous nous etions rendus etrangers. Non

seulement il a gueri par des miracles nos maladies en prenant sur lui dans sa Passion

nos infirmites et en payant par sa mort notre dette, comme s'il etait responsable, lui le

sans peche, mais aussi en nous enseignant de multiples manieres a devenir semblables a

lui par une conduite philanthrope et une charite parfaite les uns envers les autres...

(P.G. 91,453 BC).

Plus significatives encore les lignes sur lesquelles s'ouvre la Lettre 44 adressee, vers

la meme epoque que le Tome a Marinos, a Jean le Chambellan, ce vieil ami de

Maxime destinataire - quelques quinze annees plus tot - de l'admirable Lettre 2, ce

petit traite sur la charite qui est sans doute l'un des plus anciens ecrits du Confes-

seur parvenus jusqu'a nous. Les perspectives anciennes se sont approfondies et pre
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cisees au cours des annees dans la consideration de plus en plus privilegiee de la

kenose du Logos en son incarnation redemptrice, manifestant l'exces de la philan

thropie divine et revelant la specificit6 de l'Agape:

Dieu, parce qu'il est bon, apres avoir jadis par la Loi et les Prophetes institue de multi

ples manieres la loi de la charite pour les hommes, parce qu'il est philanthrope l'ac-

complit lui-meme en devenant homme a la fin des temps. II ne nous a pas seulement

aimes comme lui-meme mais par-dessus lui-meme, comme l'enseigne clairement la puis

sance du Mystere a ceux qui ont regu avec piete la confession de foi en lui. En effet, s'il

s'est livre lui-meme deliberement a la passion et a la mort, se voulant responsable a la

place de nous qui devions souffrir comme responsables, il est clair qu'il nous a aimes

plus que lui-meme, nous pour qui il s'est livre a la mort, et - meme si l'expression parait

audacieuse - il est clair qu'il a choisi en tant que plus-que-bon, les outrages au moment

voulu par l'Economie de noire salut, les preferant a sa propre gloire selon la nature,

comme plus dignes. Depassant la dignite de Dieu et debordant la gloire de Dieu, il a

fait du return a lui de ceux qui s'en etaient ecartes, une sortie et une manifestation plus

forte de sa propre gloire. Rien n'est plus propre au principe de sa gloire que le salut

des hommes. C'est a elle que tendent toute parole et tout mystere, et ce qui est desor-

mais le plus mysterieux de tous les mysteres: Dieu lui-meme devenu reellement homme

par charite, dans l'assomption d'une chair donee d'ame intellective, et accueillant en

lui-meme, sans mutation, les passions de la nature humaine afin de sauver l'homme et de

se donner lui-meme a nous comme empreinte de vertu et, en sauvant l'image de la cha

rite et de la bienveillance envers lui et le prochain, de mobiliser toutes nos puissances en

vue de correspondre a ce don comme nous le devons. La Loi de Dieu consiste a aimer

les autres autant qu'il nous a aimes, a faire notres leurs malhcurs, de maniere a

echanger entre nous nos dispositions intimes selon la communication que realise l'at-

tachement de charite, ainsi qu'il est dit: 'Se rejouir avec ceux qui se rejouissent et

pleurer avec ceux qui pleurent' (Rm 12:15). Je vous supplie donc, si toutefois vous

n'avez dans votre vie que ce seul but, de suivre le Christ qui a penetre dans les cieux

(Heb4:14) a travers la meme philanthropie que lui. (PG 91:641 D-644C)

Ces lignes ont sans doute et6 ecrites au debut de l'ann6e 642 qui devait a tant

d'egards s'averer cruciale. A l'automne precedent, au cours de la p6riode troublee

qui suit a Constantinople la mort d'HeYaclius (11.II.641) le partiarche Pyrrhos a ete

destitue (29.IX.641) et cherche refuge en Afrique; c'est seulement un an plus tard,

en novembre 642, qu'un successeur lui sera donne alors qu'un nouvel empereur,

Constant II, se saisit du pouvoir. Au meme moment, a Rome, un grec de Palestine,

l'energique Theodore, accede au siege de Pierre tandis qu'en Afrique du Nord la

menace arabe se fait pressante. C'est dans cette situation complexe, trouble et an-

goissante, que Maxime affine la mise au point de ses positions doctrinales qui

trouveront leur expression lors de la Dispute avec Pyrrhus a Carthage (645) et du

sejour romain qui culminera avec sa presence au synode de Lai r; in (5-31 octobre

649). L'expression la plus achevee de cette doctrine doit avoir trouv6 place dans un

traite aux proportions imposantes qui ne s'est conserve que de maniere fragmen-

taire. Telle est du moins l'opinion de P. Sherwood qui propose de rattacher a l'en-

semble consume par les T. P. 1-3 edites par F. Combefis trois textes, signales par S.L.

Epiphanovitch dans ses Materiaux pour servir a I'etude de la vie et des oeuvres de
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S. Maxime le Confesseur (Kiev, 1917 np., 62 sqq.) reproduits plus ou moiiis fidelement

dans le De Fide Orthodoxa de S. Jean Damascene.2 A cette occasion, P. Sherwood

souligne l'interet tout particulier du texte introductif a T. P. 1 (PG 91:9A-

12C), deja signale par H.U. von Balthasar (Die gnostische Centurien, 1941, p. 153)

comme le produit le plus subtil et le plus scolastique de la plume de Maxime. Pre-

cedemment P. Sherwood en avait ainsi marque les caracteristiques:

Dans ce paragraphe, etroitement nouc. Maxime entreprend de condenser l'ensemble de

sa doctrine ascetique et mystique. La terminologie mdme rappelle ses premiers ouvrages

asceuques et anuorigenistes. La source maitresse de toute recherche spirituelle est, bien

ividemment, le desir jamais rassaste de Dieu, et, pareillement, l'insistance sur l'union de

la Maria et de la praxis. Ce sommaire, il le place ainsi en tete de son principal traite an-

timonothelite, sans ressentir - et sans qu'il y ait la en fait - aucun hiatus ou disaccord

entre l'introduction et le corps du trait*. Ce qui revient a dire que Maxime a senu que

sa docU"ine ascetique et dogmatique etait parfaitement coherente. Cette connexion des

deux aspects de la doctrine, Maxime lui-meme l'indique dans le second paragraphe

dans lequel il esquisse les questions dont il doit traiter.3

Nul n'eut ete, autant que cet exceptionnel connaisseur de l'oeuvre et de la pensee

du Confesseur, en mesure de commenter ces lignes dont la densite elliptique dev

courage toute traduction. Les quelques pistes de recherche et les references indi-

quees en note ouvrent deja un large champ dans lequel il ne saurait £tre question

de nous engager pr6sentement. Soulignons au moins l'insistance de Maxime a lier

l'ardent desir (Ji68og) de Dieu a l'activite speculative tant de la raison qui determine

la nature des etres en vue d'engendrer la vertu - c'est la 'QEwQla cpvoixr|' de la tradi

tion evagrienne - que de l'intellect qui embrasse en une saisie intuitive le mouve-

ment de tout l'univers (cdwv) et de toute la duree (x()6vog) en sorte que s'etablisse

avec Dieu une union sans faille (cf. Amb. 10; PG 91:111 ed., 1113). Une fois encore

l'accent, sinon le vocabulaire, evoque les perspectives cheres a un Gregoire de

Nysse: l'objet divin de notre ardent desir demeurant inaccessible en raison de son

infinitude vient lui-meme rassasier le desir et se propose comme jouissance subsis-

tante qui ne peut £tre saisie que par experience et ne saurait tomber sous aucune

figuration intelligible. C'est donc la vie meme qui offre le visage de ce que l'on con-

coit, realisant par l'exercice des vertus l'homme nouveau selon le Christ, portant

ainsi comme par une parfaite imitation l'image et la ressemblance du Dieu createur.

Par elles on peut entendre la verite et la bonte, l'une est etablie comme terme de la

8ewoCa et l'autre de la Jiod£ig, l'une s'oppose a la faussete et l'autre a la depravation.

C'est l'equilibre et la parfaite maitrise de ces deux elements de toute vie spirituelle

que Maxime reconnalt en son ami; ainsi Marinos se trouve particulierement qual-

ifie, non seulement pour comprendre mais surtout pour faire passer en sa conduite,

le mode nouveau d'exister que le Christ a manifeste et qui le constitue, en sa kenose

meme, resplendissement du mystere de l'exister divin.

Qu'il en soit bien ainsi, Maxime lui-meme le confirme dans une longue epitre

doctrinale adressee a ce meme Marinos peu apres l'envoi de son grand traite
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theologique. Elle nous a et6 conservee pour une part, grace a Anastase le Bib-

liothecaire, en raison de l'interpretation agree par le Confesseur de la doctrine

latine sur la procession du Saint-Esprit et du sens exact qu'il convient de donner a

une synodique papale. Nous nous arreierons seulement ici sur quelques passages de

la longue introduction pleine d'humilite au cours de laquelle Maxime reconnaft, une

fois de plus, chez son correspondant le reflet des moeurs divines qui avait deja mo

tive quelques annees plus tot l'envoi de son premier 'Tome dogmatique':

Dieu, en effet, est accoutume de se situer, sans aucun changement, dans le sens de la

condescendence pour rendre, par cet exces, plus manifeste l'insuffisance de ce qui nous

manque et nous faire connattre notre nudite. (PG 91:133C).

Tel avait bien ete en diet, le comportement divin par lequel s'est opere notre

salut. Bien des annees auparavant, alors que Maxime commencait seulement a pren

dre conscience des enjeux de la crise christologique ouverte par la theologie

severienne, n'avait-il pas ecrit au stratege de Numidie, Pierre:

Celui qui se tient du cdte des homines pieux pensera que Dieu, le Logos, existant avant

les siecles et auteur des siecles, a accompli sa kenose selon un vouloir delibere et s'est

fait homme en vue de la restauration de l'univers et non pour contribuer a son propre

achevement. Car c'est par le mode (tpdJioc.) de l'Economie et non selon la loi de nature

que le Logos de Dieu est venu aux homines dans la chair. (PG 9L517BC).

C'est d'ailleurs dans la perspective de cette condescendance salvifique qu'il s'etait

permis, avant d'exposer les exigences de la foi orthodoxe, d'en retrouver le reflet

dans l'attitude envers lui de ce haut fonctionnaire:

Par la grace de la pauvrete dans le Saint-Esprit, le temple saint (de l'homme) devient la

demeure de Dieu en esprit, faisant vraiment sienne la vertu de Dieu qui s'est humilie

lui-meme jusqu'a la forme d'esclave, et la montrant a son tour aux hommes en lui-

meme... Car l'humilite est la comprehension profonde du principe supreme qui, nous

sortant de notre hostilite, nous rapproche de Dieu. Grace a elle se produit la concorde

des hommes entre eux et s'obtient le pardon des offenses aux debiteurs. (Ep. 13; PG

91:509C-512A).

Et lui-meme, quand l'heure serait venue pour lui de confesser au prix de sa libert6

et bientdt de sa vie la ve>ite de sa foi, declarera fermement, apres avoir exprime le

souhait que l'empereur consente a imiter Dieu en s'abaissant avec Lui pour notre

salut a tous et en renoncant a vouloir imposer des formulations inacceptables: 'Si

Dieu, qui par nature nous sauve, ne nous a pas sauves sans consentir a s'humilier,

comment l'homme, qui par nature est sauve, sera-t-il sauve ou sauvera-t-il les autres

sans s'humilier?' (Relatio motionis 23; PG 90:160BC). Ces mots, parmi les derniers qui

nous aient ete conserves du Confesseur, scellent ce qu'il n'avait jamais cesse d'en-

seigner.

Paris
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EX&G&SE DE JOB 2:6 DANS UNE HOMELIE

INEDITE DE BASILE DE SELEUCIE

Claude de Rohan-Chabot

Sans aller jusqu'a la boutade de notre cher Pere Festugiere; 'Qui a jamais ouvert

dans la Patrologie Grecque de Migne le Tome 85?'1 le P£re Van Parys reconnaissait

ici mfeme, en 1971, que 'les recherches patristiques modernes ont montre peu d'in-

teret pour Basile, metropolite de Seleucie, en Isaurie.'2 Jusqu'alors, en effet, peu

d'ouvrages importants lui avaient 6l£ consacres en dehors d'une traduction de

Federic Morel,3 de la th£se de Fenner,4 d'un long article de Marx,5 des Etudes de P.

Maas8 et de J. Grosdidier de Matons sur ses 'kontakia'7 et de l'edition de l'home1ie

sur Lazare par le Pere Camelot.8

Depuis 1971, de remarquables travaux ont commence a nous tclairer sur le per-

sonnage, le thtologien, son milieu, son r61e et ses m6thodes de travail. Gilbert Dag-

ron9 a demontre que l'eveque de Seleucie n'etait pas le Basile, auteur des 'vie et

Miracles de Thecle', recits, qui n'etaient l'oeuvre ni d'un grand 6crivain, ni d'un

grand theologien et qui ont peut-etre contribue a la d6faveur qu'a longtemps con-

nue Basile de Seleucie et aux jugements s6veres qui ont et6 portes sur lui. Rfecem-

ment, son role dans l'elaboration des textes de la Declaration du Concile de Chal-

cedoine a ete mis en lumitre par le Pere de Halleux.10 Le Pere Aubineau a donne

l'edition princeps de l'home1ie sur la Paque, suivie d'un riche commentaire." Deux

homelies sont encore inedites. C'est dans l'une d'elles, elq xov '166 que se trouve le

passage qui nous interesse aujourd'hui. Nous connaissons cette homelie par trois

temoins: le Vlatees 6 (ff.l60r-165r), decrit par Ehrhard," le Vaticanus 1587

(ff.251v-256r) d6crit par Ehrhard12 et Gianelli,13 et une copie d'Emery Bigot (Paris,

B.N. Fonds grec 3100).

C'est un texte assez court dont voici un bref resume: les rois de la terre immortal-

isent leurs horos en leur elevant des statues qui proposent aux passants leur exem-

ple; le grand roi de la creation a immortalise Job par l'Ecriture qui proclame ses

combats avec le diable et son vJiouovf|. Les diverses attaques du diable et les vic-

toires de Job sont relates suivant l'ordre du Prologue. Le massacre des enfants est

decrit avec un realisme qui depasse en atrocit6 les r6cits de Didyme et du Pseudo-

Chrysostome. La scfene finale entre Job et sa femme est, comme chez les autres

Peres assez longuement developpee. Apres une exhortation a prendre Job comme

modele et jtaiSevxYig, l'homelie se termine par une doxologie. Ce texte, dont l'au

197
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tenticite n'a jamais ete mise en doute est d'ailleurs tout-a-fait dans le style des autres

homelies de Basile. L'on y retrouve son eloquence, sa rhetorique, son asianisme, ses

defauts, ses qualites et tout ce que, deja Photius blamait et louait en lui.14

Le vocabulaire est interessant. On rencontre quelques mots tres rares, comme io-

xovoy6g, JioXvxgarrog habilement soulignes par une antithese qui fait choc: la reine

est ravalee au rang subalterne de fileuse iox0voy6g tj BaoiXtg, le combattant couvert

de blessures est justement le vainqueur JioXvxowxog aoioxeug. Mais, ce qui re-

tiendra aujourd'hui notre attention est le commentaire du verset 2.6. du Prologue.

Ce verset est la reponse du Seigneur a la derniere tentative du diable qui reclame

un nouvel affrontement avec Job: 'Voici que je te le livre. Seulement, respecte sa

vie.' Et Basile commente ainsi:

Attaque-toi k sa chair (dit-il), simplement preserve son ame. Que la bataille ne s'etende

qu'a sa chair, que le combat soit limite a son corps. Simplement ne t'attaque pas a son

ame. C'est a dire: ne lui fais pas perdre sa raison, ne trouble pas l'intellect de son ame.

Laisse mon athlete en possession de ses moyens et vois sa maitrise. N'entrave pas son

librc arbitre en lui faisant perdre l'esprit. Laisse sa volonte sans la contraindre. Ne fais

pas violence a sa langue,

"Aipm xaw oaoxurv a&xov, uovov xfyv H»vxt|v afrrou 6iaxi)pT)oov. "Axpi xfjg oaoxoc afrrov

f) Jiaodxa^i; Eoxco • JieOiyoaxptoOo) u^xgi xov otuuaxoc f) u6xr] " u6vov xfjc iptixTJS atixov

\lt\ 6tpn " xotix' Eoxiv: |j.f) x6 cpgovovv Jieoi£Xn£ " uV| auvxtn? x6v Xoytoudv xfjg \jn)xT)S ' ouxSv

uoi xr|oei x6v d6X.T)xf|v xal ©etboei xfjv xfyvryv. uf| fteOjieuoijg ;rapavoCo. xo afrre^ouoiov,

apnacnov xfjpei xfjv yvoouriv \ii\ Pid^ov xffv yXioooay.

Celui a qui le Seigneur donne cet ordre est celui par qui la mort est entree dans

le monde (q)86vw 6fe6ia66Xov 8avaxog elofjX8ei elg xov x6ouov. Sagesse 2:24). Ici, le

Seigneur lui ordonne de ne pas poursuivre son oeuvre de mort, de ne pas s'at-

taquer a la vie, de ne pas toucher a la ^vx1*|- Et voici comment l'eveque de Seleucie

definit cette tyvxr] par les elements qui la composent, les dangers qui la menacent et

pourraient la detruire. C'est d'abord la raison cpgovot)v que le Satan ne doit pas cir-

convenir Jiegioioeiv l'intellect de l'ame Xoyiondg xfjg ty«xTiS °1u'il ne doit pas troubler

oixpx&iv le libre arbitre ctfixeijotioiov qu'il ne doit pas entraver 6eoueijeiv par l'e-

garement de l'esprit Jiagavoia la volonte yvwwn qu'il doit laisser sans contrainte

a6Cacrtov la langue yk&ooa qu'il lui est interdit de violenter pour l'empecher

de parler ou la pousser au blaspheme. C'est la defense de porter atteinte a l'integ-

rite de celui qui a ete cree xax' elxova xov ©eov du Dieu qui lui a donne la ^v%r\, du

Dieu qui est la Vie.

Deux auteurs seulement, a notre connaissance, s'arretent aussi longuement sur ce

verset 2;6: Didyme d'Alexandrie et Hesychius de Jerusalem.

Dans son commentaire de Job, edite par Albert Hendrichs d'apres les papyrus de

Toura (15) Didyme fait cette exegese: 'Ce que dit le Seigneur est ceci: N'apporte a

sa raison ni trouble ni vertige; mais attaque sa chair et ses os.' 6 cp[r|oiv] oxiv 6

xtioiog, xovx6 loriv, ut| xao[ov] at1xw xal 6wioxooqrf|v xot) f|yeufo] vixofj fe0y6.o1]). Ce
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que le diable n'a pas le droit de toucher est ce qu'ailleurs Didyme appellera

Thomme tout entier, devenu etre vivant, doue d'une ame et de qualites sensibles'

(6X0g 6 frv8oumoc, futyuxog alo8r]xix6g £tbov vev6uevog).18 Basile a-t-il connu ce texte?

C'est possible, sinon vraisemblable. Le Pere Doutreleau ecrit: 'La reputation de Di

dyme ne fit que se repandre. . . . On en parlait a Rome et a Milan, a Constan-

tonople et en Palestine, jusqu'a la lointaine Afrique, a Carthage.'17 II faut aussi se

rappeler que de nombreuses homelies de Basile et celle-ci meme en d'autres pas

sages suggerent d'indiscu tables rapprochements avec celles de Didyme. Pourtant,

comme l'a tres bien montre le Pere Aubineau dans son edition de l'homelie sur la

Paque, Basile, tout en modifiant et, souvent, ameliorant son modele, le suit de tres

pres.18 Ici, au contraire, nous ne retrouvons aucune similitude de vocabulaire aucun

des termes employes par Didyme. A xdoog correspond cruyxew, a Jiaoayooouvri ,

Jiag&voia, a fiyeuovixdv, avxe|oijoiov. II faut remarquer, d'autre part, que chez Di

dyme, la glose est un commentaire, tandis que, chez Basile comme, nous le verrons

tout-a-l'heure chez Hesychius, c'est le Seigneur lui-meme qui developpe la teneur de

son interdiction. Si le commentaire de Didyme est une source, il s'agit, semble-t-il,

plus vraisemblablement d'un souvenir de lecture que d'un veritable remploi. Avec

Hesychius, dont la version grecque ne nous est pas parvenue, la comparaison tex-

tuelle est plus difficile. Voici la traduction francaise que Dom Renoux, qui doit pub-

lier ces jours-ci la version armenienne avec traduction, commentaire et notes19 a

bien voulu nous communiquer. Qu'il en soit chaleureusement remercie. 'Cependant

tu respecteras sa vie. . . . Je te le livre non pas pour que tu alteres son esprit et que

tu portes atteinte a sa volonte ni pour que tu detruises son libre arbitre car si tu

portes atteinte a ces (facultes) la victoire te devient facile et le combat incgal. C'est a

partir de la que la decision divine t'ordonne de renoncer'.

Alterer son esprit (cf.Jiaodvoia) porter atteinte a sa volonte (cf yVtbur]), detruire

son libre arbitre (cf ai)xe|ovoiov) ces trois formules correspondent parfaitement a

celles de notre homelie et pourraient en etre a l'origine. Le Pere Renoux, a qui

nous avons pose la question a bien voulu nous faire connaitre son point de vue:

"Basile de Seleucie a pu lire Hesychius; mais ce n'est pas evident. Par ailleurs, le

texte de Basile ne recouvre pas celui d'Hesychius, beaucoup plus long. Toutefois,

en le relisant, je me dis cependant qu'il a pu le connaitre". Cette hypothese pourrait

etre confirmee par l'etude des ressemblances qu'offrent l'homelie d'Hesychius sur

Lazare et celle de Basile sur le meme sujet (20). C'est a ce propos que le Pere Au

bineau ecrit: 'Comme on l'a deja constate, les pieces d'Hesychius constituent souvent

le premier chainon d'une serie'.20 Hesychius serait-il ici encore le premier chainon

d'une serie ou serait-il, lui meme tributaire de Didyme? II faudrait d'autres exem-

ples pour conclure et il est possible qu'il ne s'agisse que d'une rencontre. Mais, re-

venons a notre auteur et a sa personnalite. Ne pourrait-on, sans ceder a la mode de

la psychanalyse, en nous souvenant de son attitude au Concile de Constantinople,

au Brigandage et a Chalcedoine, imaginer que l'eveque de Seleucie ait pu trouver

un jour dans cette exegese une reponse a un probleme personnel? Lenain de

Tillemont21 parle de sa faiblesse et de sa lachete. Celles-ci provenaient peut-etre,
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aux yeux de l'inculpe, du trouble engendre par les violences exercees au Brigan

dage par les partisans de Dioscore xf]v Bi6£eivxfjv vvwunv. Rappelons-nous l'apos-

trophe de Basile Dioscore au Concile de Chalcedoine: 'Oui, tu nous as contraints par

cet horrible homicide, par les menaces de la multitude'.22 Et representons-nous cette

multitude, ainsi decrite par le Pere Camelot:'Des bandes de clercs, de moines (On

dira a Chalcedoine que Bar Sauma avait amene mille moines!) de soldats, de

matelots d'Alexandrie dont la presence, les cris, voire les coups devaient intimider les

hesitants et forcer les opposants'23 'Conjecturez', criera Basile aux juges de Chal

cedoine, 'quelle violence il nous a faite alors quand il etait en possession de l'auto-

rite sur toutes les affaires et le jugement, quand aujourd'hui encore il trouble le

Concile. II ne lui reste que six complices et il nous trouble tous.'24 L'eveque de

Seleucie aurait-il trouve quelque excuse a penser qu'il avait ete en butte aux machi

nations de Satan? Quoi qu'il en soit, on peut constater que ce verset 2:6 a ete

beaucoup plus rarement commente que les autres episodes du Prologue par les au-

teurs anterieurs a Basile. Nous pouvons donc lui reconnaitre, comme a Didyme et

Hesychius, le merite d'avoir defini, analyse et denonce le combat interdit par le

Seigneur, cette atteinte a la liberte (vie) de l'homme, cette attaque qui, apres bien

des siecles, allait connaitre une triste fortune: le lavage de cerveau.

Paris
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MAlTRE ET DISCIPLES

D'APRES LES QUESTIONS ET REPONSES

DE MACAIRE - SYMEON

Vincent Desprez osb

Si l'on veut bien situer la doctrine et l'action de Macaire-Symeon (ou du

'Pseudo-Macaire'1) l'une des voies de recherche est de reconstituer son milieu social

en lisant 'en relief certaines indications de ses Discours. Les passages polemiques

nous renseignent sur les cercles ecclesiastiques ou ascetiques eloignes de lui; les

questions de ses auditeurs nous font entrevoir les preoccupations de ses disciples

plus rapproches.2 Enfin la comparaison de ces deux elements internes avec l'ensem-

ble des listes conciliaires antimessaliennes3 montre que de part et d'autre, on con

state l'existence d'un messalianisme oral, populaire, et d'un messalianisme ecrit, qui

n'est autre que la pensee de Macaire-Symeon, condensee et parfois deformee dans

le De haeresibus, 80 de Jean Damascene. Or le second ne s'explique que par le pre

mier, contre lequel il reagit. Ce travail comparatif livrera donc une des cles du

'messalianisme' du Pseudo-Macaire.

J'espere montrer en detail, dans l'introduction au prochain volume de la traduc

tion en cours des oeuvres de Macaire-Symeon, l'interaction de ces divers elements.

Pour aujourd'hui, je me contenterai de quelques exemples empruntes aux 'Ques

tions et reponses' (lourrnoig, &Ji6xgicag) eparses dans ces oeuvres.4 Trois groupes

de questions nous permettront de voir jouer les acteurs mentionnes au debut: dans

les deux premiers groupes, les disciples demandent des explications au sujet d'opi-

nions emises par 'certains' (xivfcg), donc des gens differents de leur communaute; ces

opinions vont d'ailleurs en des sens opposes.5 Dans le troisifeme groupe, les seuls

protagonistes sont le maitre qui raconte ses experiences spirituelles, et les disciples;

mais un trouble-fete apparait: un eveque asiate a juge condamnables certaines

phrases.

Ces 'questions' sont-elles un simple artifice de l'auteur des Discours, ou lui ont-elles

ete reellement posees par d'autres? Les exemples que nous etudierons semblent plai-

der pour l'alterite. Leur style differe de celui de l'auteur principal. Par contre, la

question qui ouvre le long Discours 2 de la Collection I parait plus artificielle, et posee

par l'orateur lui-meme. D'autre part, comme le suggere Dorr, l'auteur n'aurait-il pas

utilise une collection d'apories ecrites circulant dans les milieux messaliens? £crites

peut-£tre, mais ces questions semblent bien etre posees dans l'entourage proche de

l'auteur, puisque certaines citent des opinions qu'elles ne partagent pas.8

203
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Sur le plan critique, ces Questions forment des ensembles reconnaissables dans

toutes les collections. Je citerai les pieces d'apres l'edition de la Collection I par H.

Berthold, mais suivrai le texte des collections anciennes III et IV.7

Par leur contenu, certaines questions sont theologiques ou exegetiques, mais la

plupart portent sur la vie spirituelle: anthropologie, priere, peche, grace, perfec

tion. Leur monde mental s'accorde bien avec les doctrines messaliennes "orales" sys-

tematisees comme suit par les conciles:8 1. Un demon est present dans chaque

homme depuis la transgression d'Adam; 2. la priere intense chasse le demon, qui

un beau jour sort visiblement et cede la place a l'Esprit-Saint; 3. une fois l'Esprit-

Saint venu dans l'homme, celui-ci devient spirituel et n'a plus besoin d'ascese. De

meme, les Discours de Macaire-Symeon, surtout les Questions, temoignent de la

croyance generalisee a une experience de base: la 'visite de la grace', parfois carac-

terisee par la locution proverbiale: 'Se devetir [du peche], revetir [la grace]'.9 Au-

tour de ce point sensible s'articulent les quelques Questions que nous allons exa

miner.

Les moines rum messaliens peuvent-ils etre sauves?

Par deux questions successives, d'abord, un disciple s'en prend a des gens situes

sur sa 'droite': a des ascetes classiques et a des religieux actifs, adonnes aux oeuvres

de bienfaisance. Ces gens pratiquent des commandements evangeliques, mais n'en-

tendent pas l'Evangile 'comme il faut':ils ne cherchent pas a recevoir l'Esprit. Ne

vont-ils pas dans le Royaume? le disciple l'espere.10 La reponse confirme sa largeur

de vues: il n'y a pas un Royaume et une gehenne, mais bien des degres dans l'un et

l'autre. Dans une seconde replique, le disciple retient cette idee de gradation: les

croyants et les ascetes ordinaires obtiendront la recompense promise pour le verre

d'eau de l'Evangile, soit; mais on ne peut conceder aux seculiers les degres

superieurs de Tils' et d' 'heritier'; de meme pour ceux qui 'prient et ne savent pas ce

qu'ils cherchent'." Reponse: Dieu les recompense a proportion de leur foi, mais ils

ne sont ni heritiers ni fils ni rois. Et chacun doit lutter contre Satan.

L'experience ne contredit-elle pas les theses messaliennes?

Les disciples sont souvent confrontes sur leur 'gauche' a des ascetes plus messa

liens qu'eux.

D'apres la question B 6. 4. 1 (= H 27. 9), un disciple est tracasse par le cas de

'certains' qui sont tombes dans des fautes 'apres la visite de la grace', apres une ex

perience de type messalien. Le questionneur en est deconcerte; d'apres le schema

recu, la lumiere a succede aux tenebres, Satan devrait avoir ete chasse. Donc s'il fait

tomber des hommes visites par la grace, Satan demontre sa force et le beau schema

messalien vole en eclats. Que faut-il en penser? I!

Comme dans toutes les qustions de ce type, Macaire relativise cette experience
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unique. Pour les messaliens, la grace succede au pec he en supprimant celui-ci; pour

Macaire l'un et l'autre restent actifs dans l'homme; prise entre les sollcitations du

bien et du mal, la liberie doit reagir.

II en va de meme dans la question B 6, 7: les disciples y evoquent des messaliens

surs d'eux-memes: 'Certains disent qu'apres la griice ils sont passes de la mort a la

vie (cf. Jn 5: 24).' Plus realistes, les disciples demandent: 'Ne peut-on avoir de sales

pensees ou des raisonnements tenebreux tout en etant dans la lumiere?'13 La aussi,

la reponse invite au combat spirituel: 'On a la volonte de s'accorder a l'Esprit et la

volonte de le contrister.'

A travers les reponses de Macaire et souvent deja dans les questions des disciples,

nous sentons comment le choc de la realite degonfle les illusions et oblige a nuancer

les theses messaliennes sur le caractere mecanique et definitif de l'experience in-

terieure.

L'experience mystique est-elle durable* Mesure-t-elle la perfection?

Avec le troisieme texte, nous trouvons Macaire-Symeon face a ses disciples et a sa

propre experience. II s'agit de la huitieme des Cinquante Homilies, dont le texte

complet est donne par les Collections I et IV.14 C'est un des passages les plus originaux de

Macaire sur la priere: non pas unDe oratione exegetique et rationnel comme celui d'Origene,

mais la communication aux disciples d'une experience mystique. Les deux questions qui le

ponctuent illustrent la psychologie d'auditeurs avides d'experiences prolongees et faciles, et

soucieux de classer les spirituels, leur maitre notamment, d'apres le caractere sen-

sationnel de leur experience mystique (Dorries). Les questions et le contexte messa-

lien expliquent aussi la raison de ces confidences aux disciples familiers: montrer

que l'experience mystique est imprevisible, et que sa portee est bien limitee en re

gard de la veritable saintete. Sainte Therese d'Avila ne parlera pas autrement.

On peut analyser ainsi la marche du discours:

Reck d'une experience tres intense oit l'esprit est ravi vers le monde celeste au

point de souhaiter: 'Ah! si mon ame pouvait s'en aller avec ma priere!' ( 4. 8). Cette

experience fond sur l'orant sans qu'il s'y attende, a la difference de l'autosuggestion

des messaliens.

La question: 'Est-ce a tout moment qu'on penetre dans ces realites?' semble in-

spiree par le desir de voir durer ces experiences accordees aux parfaits (Dorries,

T.heologie, p. 296). En guise de reponse sont decrites les vicissitudes de la vie

spirituelle: la grace garde toujours l'initiative, mais agit de manieres variees, plus ou

moins perceptibles. Au terme de ces experiences, l'homme est libere a ce moment,

atteint le degre parfait et est pur et libre du peche ( 4.9.2).

Quel rapport y a-t-il donc entre vision et purification du peche? L'experience fait

anticiper en quelque sorte la perfection eschatologique, mais pour un moment

seulement. Le voyant ne peut se croire libere du peche, encore moins parfait. C'est

pourquoi la grace, apres l'avoir favorise de tant d'experiences parfois ecrasantes, 'se

retire' afin que l'homme retrouve l'usage normal de ses facultes et puisse servir les
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autres. Celui qui a vraiment de l'experience ne peut rien affirmer de certain sur son

propre progres spirituel: 'Le peche aussi reste present a l'interieur' (4. 9. 4).

Suit la question: 'Dis-le nous: toi, a quel degre en es-tu?' Le disciple ne credite

son superieur que d'experiences moyennes et veut savoir a quoi s'en tenir sur sa

competence veritable (Dorries, p.298). Devant ce doute, comme Paul defie par les

Corinthiens, Macaire decrit de nouvelles phases spirituelles. Le contact avec l'amour

de Dieu entratne un vrai amour du prochain: humilite, apostolat, intercession pour

tout le genre humain (4. 10-11. 1).

Le dernier mot revient au caractere ambigu de l'experience mystique: 'Je ne suis

pas entierement libre' (4. 11. 4). Ces confidences avaient donc pour but de pre-

munir les disciples contre l'illusion d'une transformation magique operee une fois

pour toutes. L'homme garde toujours sa liberte fragile. Les effets de la grace dans

l'ordre de l'amour du prochain interessent davantage Macaire que les visions elles-

memes: il applique ici une theorie maintes fois exprimee ailleurs.15

L'eveque asiate qui a compile la liste antimessalienne de Jean Damascene n'a ici

trouve a censurer, dans sa 18e proposition,18 que deux expressions de detail: la

vision d'une croix lumineuse, peut-etre entachee pour lui de manicheisme, et le

recit d'une sorte de communion mystique ou d'investiture quasi-sacerdotale (cf. Lev.

8:25-26 LXX; B 4. 9. 2). Son habitude est de ne relever que de courtes expressions;

il n'a pas explique pourquoi il critiquait celles-ci. II a sans doute grince des dents en

parcourant tout ce kaleidoscope d'images.

Ce dernier texte illustre bien la subtile dialectique qui est constamment celle de

Macaire-Symeon: attirer ses disciples vers la priere et l'experience spirituelle, et les

mettre en garde contre la tentation de se croire purifies et liberes. Cet auteur par-

tage avec le milieu messalien la croyance a une experience sensible de l'Esprit; mais

toute sa pedagogie tend a rappeler que les conditionnements psychologiques par le

'peche et la 'grace' - ou ce que l'on met sous ces noms - ne diminuent en rien la

responsabilite du libre arbitre. Au determinisme psychologique oriental, Macaire

repond en affirmant la liberte chere aux Peres grecs. Son action sur ce milieu est

donc saine: on y reconnait pour une part l'influence de ses maitres, Basile et peut-

etre Gregoire de Nysse. Le 'livre ascetique des messaliens', condamne comme

encourageant trop a l'experience sensible, fournissait donc aussi a ses lecteurs des

armes contre les illusions mystiques.

Toute l'oeuvre de Macaire-Symeon vibre entre les evocations issues d'une imagi

nation chatoyante et les exhortations a une endurance austere. C'est l'imagination

qui nous charme dans le recit de ces experiences si vivement colorees; mais cette

spiritualite a aussi une structure chretienne; une fois mieux connue, elle pourra

sans doute exprimer et canaliser certaines aspirations pneumatiques du XX°siecle,

comme elle l'a fait au V°.

Ligug£
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Notes

1. On trouvera un etat des questions dans l'article 'Macaire (Pseudo)' du Dictionnaire de spirituality, 10

(1980) col. 20-43; dans rintroduction a Pseudo-Macaire, Oeuvres spirituelles. Homilies propres a la Collection III,

Sources chretiennes, 275 (Paris, 1980); et tout recemment, dans R. Staats, 'Messalianerforschung und

Ostkirchenkunde', in Makarios-Symposium iiber das Bose. Vortrage der finnisch-deutschen Theologentagung

in Goslar 1980, Gottinger Orientforschungen I. Reihe: Syriaca. Bd 24 (Wiesbaden, 1983) pp. 47-71.

2. Ces elements sont bien mis en valeur dans l'index nominal de la Collection I de Macaire: Makariosl

Symeon, Reden und Bnefe. Die Sammlung I des Vaticanus Graecus 694 (B), ed. H. Berthold, Die Griechischen

Christlichen Schriftseller . . . (Berlin, 1973) 2:240 (xivtc,-todmKng). Je compte donner en annexe a la traduc

tion des Discours I, 2-7 de Macaire-Symeon un inventaire analytique des questions et des passages po-

lemiques.

3. Cf. H. Dorries, 'Urteil und Verurteilung. Kirche und Messalianer: Zum Umgang der Alten Kirche mit

Haretikern', Zeitschrift fur Neutestamentluhe Wissenschaft, 55 (1964) 78-94, repris dans H. Dorries, Wort und

Stunde, I (Gottingen, 1966) pp. 334-351. L'auteur y poursuit l'enquete amorcee dans les passages fon-

damentaux de son Symeon von Mesopotamien , Texte und Untersuchungen, 55/1 pp. 425-441. Je compte

jondre a la traduction des Discours I. 2-7 les principales pieces (voir infra, n. 8) pour montrer leur

genealogie.

4. Sur ce genre litteraire, voir H. Dorrie et H. Dorries, art. 'Erotapokriseis'. Reallexikon fur Antike und

Christentum, VI (1966) col. 342-370; Macaire-Symeon, c. 354. Le meilleur parallele est fourni par les Petites

Regies de saint Bastle (PG 31:1051-1305). Le De baptismo de Marc l'Ermite (PG 65:985-1028) utilise le genre

dans un but didactique. Chez Macaire, le genre me semble plus spontane. F. Dorr, Diadochus von Photike und

die Messalianer... Freiburger Theologische Studien, 47 (Fribourg en Brisgau, 1937) p. 21, n. 1, juge possible

l'existence d'une collection preexistante d'apories - Asceticon des messaliens? - dont Macaire n'aurait repris

que les questions. Comme les passages condamnes chez Macaire debordent largement les Questions-

Reponses cette identification n'est pas recevable.

5. Le classement des passages polemiques revele un large eventail d'adversaires: dirigeants ecclesias-

tiques, docteurs et ascetes superficiels; deterministes manicheens et predestinationnistes outranciers; enfin

messaliens de diverses nuances.

6. J. Stiglmayr, Sachliches und Sprachliches hei Makarius von Agypten, (Feldkirch-Innsbruck, 1912) pp. 41,

46, notait l'incoherence frequente de ces questions - accentuee par le texte souvent tronque des Cinquante

Wffmelies-; le contexte messalien (decouvert en 1920) restitue a leur ensemble son unite. F. D6rr (Diadochus,

p. 17 et 21) note leur interet pour la solution du problemc des Homelies et remarque la difference de style

entre les Questions et les Reponses. Dans le chapitre 'Le Maitre spirituel' (pp. 336-366) de Die Theologie des

MakariosISymeon, Abh. Akad. Gott., Philologisch-historische Klasse. Dritte Folge, Nr. 105 (Gottingen, 1978)

[= Dorries, Theologie], H. Dorries n'utilise pas ces Questions comme un tout; mais nous utiliserons plus loin

son commentaire des passages etudies.

7. Les pieces de la Collection I seront citees sous le sigle B ; les paralleles de la Collection II (Cinquante

Homelies), sous le sigle H. Pour la suite de mon edition de l'oeuvre macarienne, je compte suivre, par com-

modiie, l'ordre le la Collection I (qui respecte en general les entites plus anciennes), mais adopterai au

maximum le texte des plus anciennes collections III et IV, quand elles existent. Les collections I et surtout

II utilisent et retouchent ce type de texte, parfois corrompu.

8. Je me'en tiens aux quatre listes de Theodoret (PG 82:1 141-45; 83:429-32), de Timothee de Constan-

unople (PG 86:45-52) et de Jean Damascene (PG 94:729-732). Les textes sur le messalianisme sont rassem
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bles par M. Kmosko dans l'introduction au Liber Graduum, Patrologia Syriaca, I. 1/3 (Paris, 1926; Rome, 2-ed.,

1965). Voir A. Guillaumont, art. 'Messaliens', Dictionnaire de spiritualitt, 10 (1980) c. 1074-1083. R. Staats,

'Beobachtungen zur Definition und zur Chronologie des Messalianismus'.yaAriucA der Oesterreichischen Byzan-

tinistik, 32/4, XVI. Internationaler Byzantinistenkongress, Akten 1 1/4, pp. 235-255, definit le messalianisme

sous les aspects sociohistorique, de la Geistesgeschichte, de l'histoire du dogme et de l'histoire du droit, puis

renouvelle la chronologie du messalianisme.

9. Macaire-Symeon, Discours B 45, 4, 1, ed. Berthold, Sammlung 1 (supra n. 2), t. 2: pp.83,7. = H 15. 41.

ed. H. Dorries etc., Patristische Texte und Studien, t. 4 (Berlin, 1964) p. 152.

10. B 4. 2. 1, ed. Berthold, 1: p. 43 Question: Mais certains n'entendent pas la parole comme il faut mais,

ayant ccoute l'Evangile qui dit: Si quelqu'un fait jusqu'au geste d'un verre d'eau fraiche, il aura une recom

pense, ils vendent leurs biens.affranchissent des esclaves et pratiquent des commandements, mais ne cher-

chent pas a recevoir I'Esprit en ce monde-ci. En vivant ainsi, ces gens ne s'en vont-ils pas dans le Royaume

des Cieux?' Cf.H 40. 3 (Dorries, p. 276). Commentaire dans Dorries, Theologie (cf. supra n. 6) p. 169 et 179.

11. B 4, 3, 1 (Berthold, p. 43); cf.H 40, 3 (ibid.) 'Question: Tu as dit que [la divinite] leur etait attentive,

mais tu n'as pas dit quelle agit en eux ou se mele a eux. Aide-moi a distinguer ainsi les fils du Royaume et

a en separer le degre dont je viens de parler. En effet, le verset que Je viens de citer a etc lance a propos de

tous les seculiers. Car certains prient sans savoir ce qu'ils cherchent, certains jeunent, d'autres exercent un

service ; ces gens ont-ils une recompense?'

12. 'Question; Apres la visite de la grace, certains font defection. Satan ne demontre-t-il pas [ainsi] qu'il est

beaucoup plus fort? La ou se trouve le jour, comment peut-U faire nuit?" (Berthold, 1: 87; Domes, p. 223).

Commentaire dans Dorries, Theologie, pp. 104s.

13. Ed. Berthold, 1: p. 89 = H 27. 13 (Dorries, p. 225). De meme, la question B 4. 4 (p. 44) = H 40. 6 (p.

278) me semble citer des messaliens desabuses constatant qu'ils ne peuvent plus prier. Dorries, Theologie, p.

351 s.. voit dans le questionneur un mandauire de messaliens durs.

14. Berthold, 1:50-53; Dorries, pp. 76-83; traduction francaise partielle de H 8 dans Rouet de Journel,

Textes ascetiques des Peres de l'Eglise, (Kribourg-cn-Brisgau, 1947) pp. 335-337; voir Hilda Graef, Histoire de

In mystique, Livre de vie, 112 (Paris, 1972) p. 87 s. Commentaire penetrant et suggestif de Df)rries, Theologie,

pp. 177-182, 295-300 et 351-353. La piece est transmise parmi les oeuvres de Marc I'Ermite dans le Paris

grec 1037, avec un texte tres proche de la Collection IV.

15. B 2. 10. 1 ; 4. 20. 1 = H 7. 3 ; B 5. 3. 1 ; 5. 4. 1; G. Bardy, art. 'Discernement des esprits' (chez les

Peres), Dictionnaire de Spiritualite, 3(1957) 1247-1254.

16. Jean Damascene, De haeresibus, 80: ed. B. Hotter, Die Schrtften des Johannes von Damaskos, Bd IV, Pa

tristische Texte und Studien, 22 (Berlin, 1981) pp. 43, 38-40; PG 94: 732B. Ce dernier texte, reproduit par

M. Kmosko (supra, n. 8) pone owti^p et non oxav06c,, que restitue le texte critique de B. Kotter avec tous les

maniisciits sauf un. Le fait que cette proposition de Jean Damascene vise bien notre Discours de Macaire-

Symeon et que le Livre ascetique messalien est bien l'oeuvre de ce dernier me semble indubitable.



AN ALLEGED BOOK-THEFT IN FOURTH-CENTURY

EGYPT: P. LIPS. 43

Susanna Elm

P. Lips. 43, probably coming from Hermoupolis and dated fourth century ad

by its editors L. Mitteis and U. Wilcken, bears as its heading: The judging of a

bishop. This is an interesting title, but the reader's expectations are even surpassed

by the document. It is therefore best to let it speak for itself:

On the 18th Pharmuti in the atrium of the catholic church presided over by Plusanios,

the most venerable bishop. In the actual process of arbitrium between Thaesis aeipar-

thenos and the heirs of Besarion, the mentioned bishop Plusianos as arbitrator in the

presence of the magistrate Dioskorides, son of Hymnion, and E . . . , son of . . . and of

Herakleios, son of Eith . . ., and the Diakon . . . decided as follows. Either the heirs of

Besarion have to procure witnesses, testifying that Thaesis actually took the Christian

books and then she has to restore them, or she has to swear an oath never to have

taken them, so that everything in the house can be divided in two parts, and Thaesis

will receive one part, the heirs the other. All this has to take place before the 30th of

the same Pharmuti.1

The actual background for this judgement is not unusual,2 it is the regulation of

an inheritance complicated by a minor incident, the alleged 'theft' of Christian

books. The dramatis personae are the testator Besarion and the heirs, who are clearly

divided into oi kleronomoi and Thaesis aeiparthenos, at least four witnesses and the

local bishop Plusianos3 as arbitrator.

Previous work dealing with P. Lips. 43 has concentrated on the bishop.4 However I

would like to take stronger interest in Thaesis aeiparthenos. The immediately striking

feature is that she is not merely called Thaesis, but Thaesis aeiparthenos.

Aeiparthenos has classical origins, it occurs in Sappho's writings and was an epithe-

ton applied to the Vestal virgins.5 In Christian literature it appears by the time of

Eusebius, when he uses the word in addressing a 'holy choir of virgins'; this indi

cates aeiparthenos has already undergone a significant semantic development. The

only other occurrence of the time is used by Pachomius in connection with the in

mates of his female coinobium; aeiparthenos never occurs in connection with a pro

per name.8 Apart from P. Lips. 43, P. Lips. 60,7 and the recently discovered P.

Mich. inv. 431 the word does not occur again in papyri before the fifth century,

denoting by then, together with theotokos, the Virgin Mary.8

209
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In the case of Thaesis aeiparthenos the grammatical construction — proper name

plus adjective — makes it obvious that the latter is used as a title. The title aeipar

thenos — like any other title — can only be significant if its bearer excels by some

specific characteristica. The short resumee of the use of the word aeiparthenos shows,

this characteristicum can only be one thing: virginity. Thaesis was in other words a

'dedicated virgin'. This dedication was so obvious and well-known that aeiparthenos

was considered a title, commonly understood and accepted in a legal document.9

However, Thaesis was also remarkable in being a learned woman — at least her

interest must have been well enough known to produce the immediate suspicion

that in this particular case it was possibly keener than permitted by the law. The

books in question are described as 'Christian', this could of course indicate the

Scriptures, but other books of theological content are more likely.10 Thaesis' interest

as not only a woman but also a virgin was rare but not unique — at approximately

the same time a virgin in Antinoe dedicated a book by Clement of Alexandria to

Palladius."

So far we can state two results: Thaesis' virginity was a recognized condition and

she had acquired a certain level of learning, more precisely an interest in theologi

cal books.

Assuming that the bishop's arbitrium exacted the will of the testator, Thaesis in

herited the lion's share of Besarion's estate. Does that indicate that she was a natural

heir, i.e. a relative? Why the distinction between oi kleronomoi and Thaesis? Was she

more closely related than the others, i.e. a daughter? The document does not offer

any solution. Though it defines the kinship of the witnesses exactly, it does not re

late to Thaesis' relationship.12 Could we surmise that Thaesis was not a relative at

all, but only a legacy-holder installed by Besarion because of her status as aeipar

thenos? This assumption is not out of place considering Valentinian's edict of 370,

which speaks of legacies in favor of continentes as an established custom.13 To bestow

such an apparently disproportionate amount of the inheritance, it seems likely that

Besarion had a special relationship with Thaesis, not as his daughter but as aeipar

thenos. He might have wanted to donate something to her ensuring her mainte

nance: a good investment for him, who wanted to be remembered in her prayers.14

Considering the cause of the above mentioned edict, i.e. the abuse of special rela

tionships between continentes and faithful for the purpose of legacy-hunting, the ap

parent aversion of the oi kleronomoi against Thaesis becomes all the more under

standable, more so than it would have been in case of mere personal relationship.

The document gives no direct information which would define Thaesis' position

within the community.

However: the fact that P. Lips. 43 contains also the first application of the so-

called Episcopalis audientia or episcopale iudicium15 (as it is called in the sources) in

papyri, might shed some light on this problem.18

The episcopale indicium was a long standing practice of arbitration in the Christian

community, but only authorized under Constantine in 318 and again 333 AD.17 In

two constitutions the episcopale iudicium is defined as the power of the bishop to act

as a judge in cases of dialysis. The bishop could be called at the request of either
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one of the parties (in invitum), and his decision was final, even if the case had been

previously dealt with by a secular judge. This gave considerable power to the clergy,

who rarely expressed the competence to handle it correctly.19 It is therefore under

standable that there was a gradual reduction in the scope of the juridical powers of

the bishops and by 398/99 Arcadius and Honorius had ensured that the bishop's

role was restricted to the arbitrium in the classical sense,18 or to be more precise,

requiring the consensus inter volentes. The major effect of these measures was to re

serve penal and criminal matters for the civil judges whereas the bishops dealt with

the spiritual affairs.20

As far as P. Lips. 43 is concerned nothing is said regarding the preliminaries of

the case, so that it is impossible to decide with absolute certainty whether it was

written before 398, i.e. allowing for iudicium in invitum, or after that date, i.e. with

the consensus inter volentes.21 The obviously criminal nature of the offence dealt with

suggests the earlier date.

It has been assumed that there cannot have been any link between Thaesis' status

as aeiparthenos and the involvement of the bishop, pointing out that the privilegium

fori for members of the clergy was only installed by Justinian in 539.22 The date

cannot be questioned, but it need not necessarily exclude any link between the two

above mentioned factors. As Jones states in the context of privileged jurisdiction,

'. . . since the privileged jurisdiction was in general the result of gradual usurpation

... it is rather difficult to trace its growth in the code.'23 And indeed several traces

indicating a tendency away from a general jurisdiction for all Christians to a special

legal treatment for members of the clergy become visible in the course of the late

fourth century.24 Considering the gradual development of the privilegium fori, it

makes sense to regard P. Lips. 43, which contains the case of a 'dedicated virgin',

accused of the theft of Christian books, as a case predestined to be judged by the

bishop.

This could show that Thaesis was regarded not as an ordinary lay person, but as

holding a recognisable status, perhaps tending towards the clergy.25 It has to be

pointed out that Thaesis acts as a persona sui iuris, as an autonomous legal person.

There is no evidence suggesting a special group or organisation claiming any rights

on her behalf.28

The question is now: was Thaesis the only dedicated virgin? P. Lips. 6027 men-

tions a lady called Didyma, who certifies the obtaining of a receipt for clothes pro

cured by her father as tax. Despite the purely mundane character of the document,

she calls herself as a matter of course 'Didyma aeiparthenos', the same appellation the

writer of P. Lips. 43 used for Thaesis: evidently a recognised appellation.

But even if we can now conclude that aeiparthenos was a characterisation used for

certain women, this does not necessarily mean that aeiparthenos covered all kinds of

vita religiosa imaginable for women. Didyma and Thaesis are the only women

called aeiparthenos in the papyri of their time; however other examples have been

found of women leading apparently similar life-styles, who are distinguished by var

ious appellations.

Some years later, in 392 and in 400, three women entitled monache and monache
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apotaktike were involved in legal affairs, all of them in Oxyrynchos.28 One of them,

the monache, owned a house and the monachal apotaktikai let their exedra to a Jew.

Furthermore, according to the papyri there was no significant difference between

the life-style of the aeiparthenoi and the monachai. Why then the differing titles, one

wonders? The regional factor does not come into play; Hermoupolis is closer to

Oxyrynchos than Panopolis. Could the distinction have been deliberate? True, a

monache can be widowed or divorced, an aeiparthenos cannot. But otherwise the in

formation given by the papyri is too scarce to draw conclusions.

These are not the only titles mentioned. We find for instance a didaskalos, in other

words another learned woman, who also taught and was in contact with other intel

lectuals. We do not know whether or not she was a virgin, but she was the head of a

community, the members of which called themselves kyria.29 We then find a Chris

tian?, her appellation expressing an explicit contrast to laic, so that Christian in this

case bears a specific meaning.30 We find several adelphai constituting a special

group, and towards the end of the fourth century amma appears.31 With regard to

the variety of the appellations, there are two possible explanations:

There was a general uncertainty among the population about what name or

names should be applied to female religious life or there was a great diversity

among these forms, which were characterized by varying appellations. In view of

the fact that the papyri fail to give enough information, it seems expedient to turn

to the contemporary ascetic literature for illumination. The result is quite surpris

ing. In contrast to the papyri, there is a remarkable consistency in the titles applied.

In the majority of cases this is parthenos, some times amma, but always referring to

the head of a community ('sister' or 'female ascetic' appear only sporadically).32

However, the life-styles described in the literature are as diverse as the names

found in papyri.33 This immediately poses the question why the authors felt it

necessary to impose conformity, where the primary sources, i.e. the papyri, mirror

the great variety of life-styles by an equally proportionate variety of titles. The an

swer to this question is not the subject of this paper, but of my present research

on the early female asceticism.3,4
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L'INFANZIA NELLA BIO-

GRAFIA CRISTIANA O LA

TRASFORMAZIONE NELL'OPPOSTO

Elena Giannarelli

II piu immediato ed evidente effetto della santitanei fJi0i e quello della trasfor-

mazione del personaggio oggetto di narrazione. La 'metamorfosi' piu interessante non

e tuttavia quella, per cosl dire, consueta, del superamento della dimensione umana

(l'approdo all'esemplarita o sanctitas), quanto ci6 che avviene per mulieres e pueri,

definiti dalla tradizione pagano-classica e cristiano-ebraica come infirmi per eccel-

lenza, per i quali si pone come pregiudiziale la trasformazione nel loro opposto. Cosl

la donna, che viene proposta come santa, deve prima diventare uomo attraverso la

scelta di vita religiosa. Si sviluppa la categoria della vtrvf| &v6geCa o della mulier

virilis, che supera i limiti del proprio sesso grazie alla ascesi e si pone alla pari con il

suo equivalente maschile, a volte sopravanzandolo. Adesione, certo, alla affer-

mazione paolina di Ad Gal. 3, 28 (In Christo) non est .... neque masculus neque

femina, ma frutto di un movimento di pensiero teso alla rivalutazione della figura

femminile che, sulla scia di Seneca, Musonio Rufo, della filosofia popolare cinico-

stoica, attraverso Clemente Alessandrino e Gregorio Nisseno, finisce per imporsi e

consegnare alia letteratura biografica f\ &v8gwJiog iov 8eov la cui ultima,

paradossale manifestazione sara la santa travestita da monaco, o da uomo, motivo

popolare e romanzesco, che avra enorme sviluppo fino all'agiografia bizantina. Del

tema mi sono gia occupata in un precedente lavoro, come sostrato unificante le tre

tipologie della virgo, vidua, mater. 1

Mi propongo adesso di veriflcare la veridicita dello stesso assunto, la necessita

della trasformazione nell'opposto, nella rappresentazione biografica del santo come

puer, che dovrebbe quindi assumere i caratteri dell'adulto. Non e un mistero che I'in-

fanzia abbia spazio relative nel mondo classico, ma e sintomatico che proprio nella

biografia si tenda a recuperarne il valore, con la costruzione di una serie di topoi de-

stinati a stabilire la eccezionalita di un personaggio ab incunabulis. La prima aetas e

terreno storicamente meno controllabile del resto della vita e per questo aperto all'in-

serimento di omina, prodigia, portenta; quando non si voglia fare ricorso ai miracoli,

il mezzo piu usato e attribuire aWinfans o al puer un comportamento che lo definisca

maior sua aetate, corollario di quel topos del puer senex per il quale rimando alle

pagine fondamentali del Curtius.2 II tema e antico: se Evagora possedeva le virtu piu

adatte ad un bambino (xdXXog, (iioui|, owq)goovVr|) e queste con I'eta gli si
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svilupparono eig wtegPo^r|v.3 Ciro, per la prontezza nell'apprendere e per il suo

comportamento superava, secondo Senofonte, i suoi coetanei.4 Augusto, nel PCog di

Nicolao Damascene, a nove anni, con un'orazione si impone all'attenzione dei Ro-

mani e lo vediamo circondato dall'ammirazione dei ragazzi come lui.5 Plutarco ci

presenta Temistocle come un bambino che non gioca e non si diverte mai come gli

altri, ma passa il suo tempo a studiare e a comporre discorsi:6 e l'affiorare di una

vocazione nel gioco o nel rifiuto di esso. Nella Vita di Lucano di Vacca compare il

topos del discepolo che in breve raggiunge eminenti precettori,7 mentre nella Vita

Marci Antonini di Giulio Capitolino il personaggio e descritto a prima infantia gravis,

come si conviene a chi a dodici anni vesti l'abito del filosofo.8

In tutti questi esempi si evidenzia una diversita di atteggiamenti che scpara il puer

dai suoi coetanei: l'eccezionalita sta nel superare in positivo i limiti imposti all'eta

dalla natura e neU'operare una sintesi degli opposti, dimostrando virtu da adulto, pur

restando bambino. II protagonista e ammirato dai suoi coetanei ed egli non ostenta

disprezzo verso di loro, ne mai affiora una esplicita valutazione negativa dell'infanzia

o un rifiuto della condizione di puer. Tutto questo e invece evidente nella Vita An-

tonii di Atanasio. II testo greco tende a porre in rilievo la volonta del santo, nelle

varie fasi della sua prima aetas, di vivere in solitudine, prefigurazione della scelta di

vita monastica e tema della constantia di atteggiamento, equivalente cristiano del

concetto classico di immutabilita del carattere. Se come Jiai6iov egli era allevato dai

genitori e non conosceva niente altro all'infuori di questi e della loro casa,9 come

Jiaig rifiuto di ricevere l'educazione tradizionale, il che e certo spia della situazione

conflittuale fra cultura pagana e cristianesimo e della fase di cristianesimo eroico in

cui il santo rigetta ci6 che non e strettamente connesso con la sfera religiosa e cul-

tuale. E' interessante soprattutto la motivazione: PovXouevog fexx6g etvai xal

xfjg jxo6g xovg Jiai6ag otW|8eCag. Segue poi tutta una serie di indicazioni che fan-

no di Antonio Jiaig un non Jiaig: ouxe cbg Jiaig egga8i)nei, otixe wg xrj

t\kiv.lq Jioox6Jixwv xaxecpoovei, che si accompagna all'adesione all'esempio

evangelico dell'obbedienza di Gesu ai parentes.10 Ancora: o1Sxe bk JiaXiv cbg

Jiaig ev uexoici JieOiouoia xvyxavwv f|vci)x^ei xotg yovevoi JioixCXng xal

JioX.uxeXoi)g Evexa xgoqifig odxe xdg ex xavxr|g f|6ovag e£r|xei. Se tutto questo

comportamento individua in Antonio il piccolo monaco che non ricerca i pia-

ceri della gola, non fa capricci e si contenta di cio che ha, e anche vero che l'infanzia

di Antonio e sancta infantia in quanto negazione di quello che e invece consueto per

\pueri e le locuzioni oOxe cbg jxalg, otixe cbg . . . . Jioox6kxo)v sono li a dimostrarlo.

La traduzione di Evagrio va oltre," interpretando il rifiuto delle profanew litterae

nel modo seguente: non se litteris erudiri, non ineptis se infantium iungi passus est

fabulis;12 quanto al suo modo di agire nee infantium lascivias, nee puerorum ne-

glegentiam sectabatur.13 E' evidente una connotazione negativa della prima aetas,

quella stessa che ritoveremo nella Ep. CVII di Gerolamo e nelle pagine famose del I

libro delle Confessiones di Agostino, dove rispettivamente si danno consigli

pedagogici del tipo procul sil aetas lascivia puerorum14 e si tende a dimostrare tutta la

negativita della condizione infantile.15
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La prima aetas costituisce un vero problema per il cristianesimo, tanto che nep-

pure i Patres riescono a darne una valutazione univoca, oscillando fra una visione

negativa, di derivazione ebraica e filosofico-classica (il bambino espressione piu im-

mediata della natura umana e quindi peccatore)16 ed una rivalutazione di stampo

neo-testamentario. che si attua sul piano simbolico ed e valida per l'adulto che plasmi

di nuovo in se il bambino.17 Nei Ptoi, opere di propaganda e di presentazione di un

modello. il disagio appare ancora piu accentuato e viene risolto, la dove la prima fase

della vita non venga del tutto trascurata,18 recidendo ogni contatto del Jialg con la

realta infantile, ricorrendo al miracolo, oppure attribuendo al piccolo un compor-

tamento nettamente superiore alla sua eta, in pratica vestendo il protagonista con i

panni dell'adulto. Al topos del puer maior sua aetate si unisce il fenomeno deWan-

ticipatio per cui se Gesu, a dodici anni, parld nel Tempio, il santo manifesta ancora

prima la sua saggezza o la sua vocazione,19 fino agli 'assurdi' agiografici di vite di

pueri sapientes che si consumano nell'arco di tre giorni dalla loro nascita e che si

collocano nel regno della fantasia.20 E non e un caso che il tentativo di recupero di

un'infanzia calata nella realta faccia di Gesu bambino, nello Pseudo-Tommaso, un

monello bizzoso e bizzarro.21

La negazione dell'infanzia, il rifiuto, sia pure mascherato, di questa eta, si giu-

stificano con la necessita che il protagonista si ponga subito, come exemplum, al ri-

paro dalla contaminazione del peccato e determina, sul piano letterario, l'adesione ai

luoghi comuni del genere biografico. A questo proposito se, come sottolinea Curtius,

la divinita, nelle diverse religion), si presenta con caratteristiche contemporaneamente

di un vecchio e di un giovane e tale essa appariva ai martiri della Passio Perpetuae,22

ecco che il topos del puer senex ed il puer maior sua aetate divengono mezzo per

modellare il monaco, l'asceta o il vescovo -eredi diretti delimartire- sull'immagine di

Dio. Fare del Jiaic, un Jiai6aoioyegwv, attribuendogli la vecchiaia, simbolicamente

il massimo della saggezza umana, oppure trasformare il bambino in un adulto e modo

per riscattare l'infanzia dalla naturale debolezza e rendere poi possibile un ulteriore

passaggio: il superamento della dimensione umana e l'approdo definitivo alla santita.

Pisa
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MARTYRDOM COMMUTED?

Grace M. Jantzen

In areas where capital punishment is considered appropriate for some crimes, it

is possible in certain circumstances for the death sentence to be commuted to life

imprisonment. Some who have been condemned to die are no doubt glad of the

reprieve, but others consider the prospect of spending the rest of their lives in

prison so unpleasant, such a living death, that they would have preferred execution:

one occasionally hears of cases where their preference is respected.

Sometimes accounts of the martyr Church in the early Christian era sound a

good deal like this. In periods of persecution some people were put to death for

their profession of faith, and because of the precarious times many prepared them

selves for this eventuality. Inevitably, not all who were thus prepared were actually

killed even in the worst of times; and after the beginning of the fourth century the

possibility of martyrdom virtually disappeared. Nevertheless, their preparations

were not wasted: all who were ready to die for their faith had simply had their

death sentences commuted to a lifelong oblation. The sacrifice of their lives was still

required of them, only now it was a protracted death rather than relatively instan

taneous execution. And one of the significant forms which this took was monasti-

cism, where the living death was intensified by fasting, going without sleep, and

other physical and psychological deprivations.

But this account, clearly, is superficial, and needs to be deepened to understand

the ideals and principles of the martyr Church, especially as these were rooted in

their spirituality. A martyr, after all, is literally a witness—a witness who is so com

mitted to the truth and importance of what he is saying that he is prepared to die

rather than abandon it. A martyr to the Lordship of Jesus the Christ is one who

witnesses of him that he is of final significance in life, and of more value than life

itself: it would be better to die than betray him. We have the famous example of

the aged Polycarp who, when the proconsul gave him opportunity to retract his

allegiance to Christ, replied, 'Eighty and six years have I served Him, and He never

did me any injury: how then can I blaspheme my King and my Saviour?'1 A martyr

is one who clings in behaviour and confession to that which he cannot deny without

losing his integrity.

There is therefore a sense in which a martyr is supremely selfish. He is so com
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mitted to that which for him is of ultimate importance that he will give it up for

nothing and/or nobody. He will pay anything it costs, even life itself if necessary, but

he will not sacrifice this one central thing. But perhaps 'selfishness' is the wrong

word; perhaps 'self-centered'—in the sense of the centered or recollected self—

would be better. For the martyr, and indeed the one who prepares for martyrdom,

is in touch with his true centre, that which integrates and gives significance to his

life. If this were abandoned, integrity would be betrayed and life itself would be

pointless. The Christian martyr is not simply one who has learned to mouth credal

statements which happen to be at variance with those ordered by the powers that

be; he is, rather, one for whom the relationship to God through Jesus Christ is the

inner principle and centre for his whole life. Both his life and his death are con

scious identification with Christ.

One of the ways this presents itself in the martyr literature is in the way the ac

counts of martyrdom deliberately parallel the Eucharist. Thus for instance the ac

count of the martyrdom of Polycarp is set out like a liturgical Eucharist with the

martyr as the altar bread: the martyr has been so assimilated to Christ in his life

that this identification is now revealed in the martyr himself becoming the

Eucharist.2 The words of Ignatius of Antioch bring this out clearly: 'I am the wheat

of God, ground fine by the teeth of the beasts so as to be found the pure bread of

Christ'.3

It is in this assimilation to Christ that the martyr believes true humanity is found:

Christ, for Ignatius, is the 'perfect Man',4 and in imitation of his death Ignatius too

hopes to attain true manhood.5 Thus Rowan Williams writes of him, 'Ignatius sees

the model of Christ on the cross as that which finally governs human reality: to be

human is to be conformed to Jesus crucified; God's purpose for humanity is made

clear on the cross . . . the martyr has come to reality, purity or integrity, authentic

humanity'.8 He has penetrated through his superficial self and identified his real

beliefs and values — those by which he will henceforth seek to live, and, if need be,

to die.

Now it has to be admitted that this was the ideal, to which the actuality measured

up in varying degrees. There were no doubt many who went to their deaths for a

mixture of motives: Origen's Exhortation to Martyrdom appeals to the importance of

their example to others, fear of eternal damnation should they deny Christ and

hope of eternal reward if they confess him, forgiveness of post-baptismal sins, and

gratitude to God for all that he has done tor them.7 There were also less laudable

motives: bravado and a quest for heroism—which sometimes misfired.8 There were

those who saw martyrdom as an escape from a rather nasty world.9 There were

hotheads and attention-seekers. But perhaps what is surprising is that there were so

few.

For what is the alternative? If martyrdom does not occur, if martyrdom is com

muted to a life of oblation, a life of living from one's centre, faithful to beliefs and

values of supreme importance, such a Christian life can be more difficult and more

costly than a Christian death, which after all is only its final consequence. There are
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things for which, straightforwardly confronted, many would be prepared to die.

But what does it cost to live this death, to pour oneself out for that one thing of

supreme value, that integrating principle of the self-giving love of Christ crucified?

If there is to be such a thing as a life of martyrdom, a continuous process of obla

tion, then this pouring out of the self must spring from the same depth of integrity

as actual martyrdom. Occasional acts of kindness, pious behaviour, or self-inflicted

deprivations, whether good or bad, are an altogether different matter. Such a life,

like a martyr's death, is oriented in and flows from a unifying centre, where one

says, 'I will do anything and give up anything rather than deny this, betray this.

Here in the compassion of Christ is the principle of my integration, and this is

where I stick.' This is no saccharine unselfishness; indeed, like martyrdom, it is in

one sense supremely selfish—'I will pay anything it costs, but will not give this up.'

Betrayal of this compassion is not a momentary lapse of charity, it is a betrayal of

one's authentic humanity. As Irenaeus articulates it, in assimilation to Christ the lost

likeness of God is restored; betrayal of Christ mars the divine image and thereby

our true selves.10 Hence Irenaeus can say of those who were not actually put to

death that if they 'strive to follow in the footprints of the Lord's passion, having be

come martyrs of the Suffering One, these we do also enrol with the martyrs them

selves'." He saw that the cost of this living death would be as great.

But to what extent is such a life possible? To what extent can people clearly rec

ognize their true centre, and live in accordance with it? Even those who affirm be

lief in a compassionate Christ may well not have recognized in him their own au

thentic humanity. Especially in times when external circumstances do not force a

probing of one's ultimate commitments, it is easy to drift, to become so estranged

from one's real inner springs that they can scarcely be identified—let alone be the

focus and source of a life of oblation in accordance with them, with 'God at the

centre of the soul'. The Church thrives in times of persecution partly because

people cannot drift; they are forced to come to terms with their real values—and

having recognized them, try to live by them. Those for whom the compassionate

Christ is not the centre will at such times fall away; but those who remain have the

compelling attraction of integrity. And this is so whether or not they are actually

called upon to give up their lives.

In the early centuries of the Church, as persecution diminished and death was

not so often required, this ideal of a life of self-oblation became more important:

martyrdom was commuted. Or was it? The simplicity of the ideal, its single-

mindedness, is elusive. Human nature being what it is, it was always possible to

offer substitutes for this 'one thing needful.' For the ordinary Christian man or

woman after the persecutions ceased, it was all too easy to replace the life of obla

tion with much less precious gifts: the socially acceptable 'decent Christian living', a

Christendom which had never stood long enough before the cross to become aware

of what compassion costs. It was partly in protest against this uncosting Christianity,

and in reaffirmation of the ideals of a martyr Church, that devout men and women

began to draw apart to reconsider what their supreme principles were, and seek to
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deepen their assimilation to Christ—and monasticism began to flourish.

There is no doubt that one of the objectives of many of the early monks was to

develop authenticity by a life of recollection: what persecution accomplished for

their earlier brethren, the silence and solitude and austerity of the desert would do

for them. In its vast loneliness, in their struggles with temptations and with the de

mons, the monks became profoundly aware of their own humanity and of their

identification with the passion of Christ. In some cases this inwardness turned into

introspection, and the quest for authentic living became a preoccupation with their

own sanctity, just as martyrdom had sometimes been a quest for heavenly treasure.

But the ideal, like the ideal of martyrdom, was to be so in tune with oneself in rela

tion to God that a life of compassion would flow out of it naturally. Pachomius'

prayer would express the aspirations of many of them: 'O God, the Maker of

heaven and earth, if indeed Thou wilt visit my abasement ... I will serve Thy will

truly all the days of my life: and loving all men, I will serve them according to Thy

commandment'. This service could take many forms: ministering to those who came

in need, combatting the demons on behalf of the Church, or returning to the cities

with calls to repentance and authentic living.

Yet here too substitutes and self-deceptions were ready to hand. If the piety of

the city could easily degenerate into an early Church variety of jumble-sale Chris

tianity', the austerities of the desert could as easily turn into a self-inflicted asceti

cism which had little to do with genuine humanity, let alone Christian compassion.

The identification with the cross could become an unhealthy and humourless exist

ence, where life was, indeed, a living death, but had little to do with the self-

sacrifice and pouring out for others called for by integrity and compassion. If the

temptation for the Church at large was to forget the cross, the temptation for the

monks was to behave as though any cross, any deprivation, was intrinsically valu

able, whether or not it had anything to do with the cross of Christ. Their twentieth

century successor asked the right question when he wondered, 'Just because a cross

is a cross, does it follow that it is the cross God intends for you?'.12 The significance

of the cross of Christ, after all, is that in it is revealed his compassionate solidarity

with humankind: remove that solidarity and replace it with a selfish quest for per

sonal sanctity, and even the cross can be a diversion, an occasion for self-deception.

The spirituality of martyrdom is impressive. But the spirituality of martyrdom

commuted, which accepts the Pauline invitation to present oneself 'a living sac

rifice'13 is a spirituality which, like that of the martyrs, will do or suffer anything

rather than be deflected from the authentic humanity revealed in the cross of

Christ.

London
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MONTANISM AND MONASTICISM:

Charism and Authority in the Early Church

Mary Jane Kreidler

In a discussion of the prophets and teachers of the second century in his book

Ecclesiastical Authority and Spiritual Power, Hans von Campenhausen commenting on

Montanism notes that:

enthusiastic promptings, raptures, and visions are in general forced out on to the

periphery of the church and into heresy, until monasticism creates a new home for

them and new, organized opportunities for development.1

Jaroslav Pelikan in his work The Emergence of the Christian Tradition states that,

though the church has always possessed the spontaneous gifts of the Holy Spirit, it

in the experience of monks and friars, of mystics and seers, as well as the underground

religion of many believers, [that] the Montanist heresy has carried on a sort of unoffi

cial existence.2

The similar comments of two distinguished scholars, both made without further

elaboration, raise questions about a possible relationship between Montanism and

monasticism. If there is such a relationship, it will be interesting to discover why

Montanism was relegated to heresy and monasticism became one of the mightiest

forces within the church. In an effort to determine in what way the legacy of Mon-

tanus may have passed to monasticism this paper will focus attention on the oracles

of Montanus, Eusebius' account of Montanism in The Ecclesiastical History, and on

Athanasius' Life of Antony as representative of a bishop's perception of the ideal

monk.

Montanism or the 'new Prophecy' as it was called appeared in Asia Minor around

the year 172 ad. It was vigorously ascetic emphasizing fasting and continence* as

preparation for the imminent end-time. Montanus uttered ecstatic prophecies and

'fell into frenzy and convulsions,'4 behavior that was judged false prophecy5 and

contrary 'to the custom which belonged to the tradition and succession of the

church from the beginning.'8

229
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The Montanists valued martyrdom and even sought it. Tertullian their most

famous convert quotes the Paraclete:

Do not ask to die on bridal beds or in miscarriages or from gentle fevers, rather seek to

die a martyr that he may be glorified who suffered for you.7

Eusebius, too, gives witness to Montanist martyrs, noting though, that the presence

of martyrs is not proof of the legitimacy of the Montanist message.8

Tertullian betrays a certain elitism present within the sect when he distinguishes

between pneumatics and psychics particularly in regard to questions of fasting and

remarriage.9

Montanism also exhibits evidence of anti-clericalism. The Montanist membership

refused to allow the bishops to examine the prophetess Maximilla.10 An oracle

found in the writings of Tertullian declares that the church can forgive sins, but the

Paraclete speaking in the new prophet says 'I will not do it, lest they sin again.'"

Thus the authority of the prophet would seem to supercede the authority of the

church. Further, in On Fasting Tertullian proclaims a universal priesthood.12

Montanus proclaimed a 'new Prophecy' to a church that was adjusting to the

reality that the eschaton was not nearly so imminent as had originally been hoped.

The proclamation of this new prophecy may have been a way of opposing that ad

justment.13 It may also have been an attempt at reform through a recovery of the

prophetic spirit of the early Pauline communities.14

However, Montanism came into a church whose hierarchy saw itself as spokesmen

for the Spirit. Ignatius as early as the end of the first century says:

I cried out, I spoke in a loud voice, God's own voice, pay attention to the bishop and

the presbytery and the deacons.15

and:

The Spirit made proclamation, saying this: 'Do nothing apart from the bishops.'18

Polycarp is eulogized in the mid-second century as an 'apostolic and prophetic

teacher and bishop of the Catholic Church of Smyrna. For every word that he ut

tered was fulfilled or will be fulfilled.'17 As far as the bishops were concerned, the

prophetic voice, the voice of the Spirit, had passed to them.

Further, Montanism came into a church that had a sense of canonical Scripture.

There is a reticence and even fear of adding to what had already been accepted as

evidenced by one of Eusebius' commentators who hesitates to condemn the Mon

tanists in writing lest he might seem to be 'adding to the writings or injunctions of

the words of the new covenant of the Gospel. . . .'"

Ostensibly, Montanism was condemned for being ecstatic prophecy. Yet, as we

have seen, this does not seem to be the whole issue. Montanus saw his prophecy as

new prophecy.19 Whether he saw himself as the fulfillment of John 14:16, that is,
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the Paraclete, or whether he saw himself as an instrument of that Paraclete, the fact

remains that it was new prophecy placed outside the scrutiny of the authority

structure of the Christian community and as such posed a threat to the existence of

the institutional church. It was unbridled on-going revelation. It was on this basis

that condemnation was inevitable.

Thus, the Montanists like the Priscillianists who will follow them not only reject

the institution but also go beyond the bounds of canonical scripture and in so doing

imply at least that the revelation of God in Christ is incomplete. Where the Priscil

lianists turn to the Apocrypha20 the Montanists seem to give the revelation of Mon-

tanus and the prophetesses the weight of Scripture.

But what of monasticism? Monasticism addresses another era of ecclesiastical ac

commodation. Not only was the eschaton no longer imminent, Christianity was be

coming too comfortable for some. Martyrdom had long been a symbol of renuncia

tion of all for the sake of Christ, a perfect act of charity.21 Now a new model for

that total renunciation symbolized by the martyr developed.22 As early as Antony's

initial call (ad 271) there were those 'devotees' who lived on the outskirts of the vil

lages attempting to recapture the essence of Christian life.23 Initially, it is to one of

these men that Antony goes for instruction. Further, it is probably no coincidence

that Antony's next move is to the tombs from which after twenty years of violent

battles with the demons he emerges transformed, a figure of the glorified resur

rected Christ.24 He has embodied the 'I die daily' of Paul25 (1 Cor. 15:3 1).

But what is the source of Antony's teaching? Athanasius makes it very clear from

the outset of his work, that Antony is a man of Scripture. His initial call is from the

Gospel (Mt 19:21). It is enhanced by another Gospel reading (Mt 6:34). His time of

initiation is spent praying and reading Scripture, indeed memorizing Scripture.28

He has taken Scripture to heart,27 that is, appropriated it. It is to Scripture that An

tony turns in his address to the monks. He states at the beginning of his discourse

that Scripture is sufficient for the monk's instruction.28

In his short admonition, Antony quotes Scripture no less than fifty-nine times.

The words and experiences of Elijah, Ezechiel, Job, Isaiah, David, Daniel, Abraham,

and John the Baptist become Antony's, their sufferings give meaning to his, their

way of life is a mirror of his own.29

One purpose of all the prayer and discipline, all the grounding in Scripture in

the monk's life is that he may be able 'to receive through the Holy Spirit the gift of

discerning spirits and may be able to know about them.'30 Visions and spiritual ex

periences are taken for granted, but, as with Montanism, the source is the problem.

Note, in this case, that the discerner of spirits is the monk—the lay Christian who

has not only left the world, but in many ways has left the church or as Workman

notes perhaps more accurately has left the world in the church.31 And who de

scribes this experience? None other than the bishop Athanasius. Why? What is the

difference here?

First, Montanism and Priscillianism were lay movements. Monasticism was initially

a lay movement. Montanism proclaimed its message through visions and ecstatic

prophecy. Monasticism as seen through the Life of Antony presupposes visions and
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wrestling with the evil spirits. Montanus and his followers were ascetics and sought

the highest form of renunciation and charity—martyrdom. Antony and his follow

ers saw their lives as the embodiment of 'I die daily.' Further, Antony himself de

sired a martyr's death though it was not given to him.32 After his experience with

the martyrs he returns to live out the 'martyrdom of his conscience' within his own

cell.33

Secondly, there is a certain anti-clericalism present both in Montanism and

monasticism. As previously stated, Montanists denied episcopal authority; Tertullian

proclaimed the priesthood of all. Monasticism in many ways removed itself from the

church structures and sacramental system. The desert experience developed a

structure of its own with the Abba as the authority figure. Antony became one such

figure. And yet, Athanasius the bishop endorses this life style in Antony.

Third, the elitism seen in Montanism can also be found in monasticism and its

predecessors. The 'devotees' who lived on the outskirts of the villages, as well as

men like Antony who journeyed to the desert, were wittingly or not making a

statement about the church and its accommodation to the world as well as about the

seriousness with which they took the Gospel admonition 'Be ye perfect.'

However, there seem to be two very striking differences between Montanism and

monasticism. The first (which may be tenuous because of the dearth of early Mon-

tanist writings) is that the Montanists seem rather drawn to externals in their at

tempt to recapture what had been. Though one of the oracles of Montanus does

speak of God changing the heart,34 the majority of the oracles seem to be either

about the person of the prophet, the nature of the visions or judgments on unbe

lievers.35 For Antony, the life of the monk is the recovery of paradise and that

process of recovery is an individual journey within.38 And yet as Ladner points out,

this individual desire for reformation or recovery of the image of God became a

'supra-individual' force 'above all but not exclusively in monasticism.'37

Antony's journey began as the solitary journey of a man who took 'If you will be

perfect . . .' seriously. It was a journey to recover the imago Dei of Genesis 1:26. It

was this individual journey within that attracted others to him.

The second striking difference, and probably the weightiest, is the relative impor

tance of Scripture within each movement and of Christology within that Scripture.

Montanus and his followers proclaimed a new revelation. Antony took Revelation

and made it new. While there are two references to Christ in the Montanist oracles,

his place within that revelation does not seem necessary. However, the imago Dei for

the anti-Arian bishop Athanasius clearly is the Christ of the New Testament. For

Athanasius Christ is the Savior.38 The cross is the source of power and grace for the

Christian monk and the victories and gifts of the Christian are Christ's.39 It is the

task of the monk to appropriate this image foreshadowed by the prophets and

made present in the Savior, the God-Man. Thus, while the Montanists proclaimed

something new, the monk appropriated what already was. As Steidle points out,

Athanasius' Antony is no pneumatic, no revealer of the hidden, but rather a man of

the spirit,40 because he is a man of the God-Man who in his inward journey re

covers that lost image in the image of Christ.
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This recovery of the image as reform is the charism of monasticism. This is its es

sential difference from Montanism. Though there are similarities between the two,

ecstatic prophecy seems peripheral to the charism of monasticism. One wonders if

monasticism provided a home for it, or if the ecstacies were not merely a side-effect

of the recovery of the image. Perhaps monasticism was legitimated by the hierarchy

because of its rootedness in Scripture, while the newness of the revelation of Mon

tanism was its downfall.
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V. Messana

Les traites ascetiques de Nil d'Ancyre mettent en oeuvre les lieux communs de la

litterature monastique; mais revelent une personnalite particuliere qu'on peut lier

au milieu monastique dont Ancyre etait le centre.1 A ce milieu il nous semble qu'il

faut referer l'assomption des termes traditionnels Jioetig et 8ewoCa2 dans les ecrits

de Nil.

Nous nous sommes limites a l'examen des oeuvres ascetiques et des epitres,3 bien

suffisant a nous faire comprendre jusqu'a quel point notre auteur lie la heXexT] du

voi)c, avec l' Egyov de la Jiga|ig, et nous nous sommes convaincus que chez Nil le mo

ment de la pratique ne peut jamais etre disjoint de celui de la meditation. II arrive

jusqu'a dire que l'exercice de la meditation et de la connaissance est fruit d'un equi-

libre interieur fonde sur les fe8ixal agexai,4 qui sont pratiquees par la u,eX£rn se referant

aux creatures d'ici-bas: Jioiei yao f| ueXexr| yivwoxeiv xi JiXiov ev JiavxC, xal f| yuu-

vaoia x&v ovbiKw yivwoxoufevwv rDegyfrrng yCvexai.5

Par cette neXern nous pouvons aller au-dela de la surface et penetrer jusqu'a l'es-

sence des choses pour monter enfin a la vision des choses celestes, xai? &vw

8ewoiaig.8

On arrive a cette destination par la faculte noetique, qui nous fait distinguer les

oxoJioC des choses en les rapportant a la Souveraine Essence, dont nous connaissons

le x&.0g et l' otxovouta par la contemplation des etres, xf| 8eci)gCc( xwv ovxw.7

En ce sens, dit Nil, avaient considere la itoa|ig inseparable de la 8ewoCa aussi les

Pythagoriciens parmi les paiens et les Esseniens parmi les Juifs;8 mais—souligne-ti-il

encore— ils trahirent leur profession philosophique en s'adonnant aux imaginations

fantastiques et en refusant la sagesse du Christ, ou sans en avoir soin dans leur car-

riere de vie philosophique.9 En effet, affirme l'auteur du De monastica exercitatione ,

seulement le Christ nous a donne le modele du detachement des biens terrestres et

de leur usage selon la mesure de la xeeCa.10 Sans le Christ bien d'ascetes ont mep-

rise la 8ecdgCgi pour suivre seulement les Jiodyuaxa et bien loin du GeoXoyelv ils

n'ont ete que des u-exewOoXioxai."

Nil nous semble poursuivre soit la Jiga|ig soit la 8ewgCa en exercant ses moines

dans 1'estime du corps destine au siege des bienheureux apres la resurrection. Bien

plus, il dit que l'&me vivifiant le corps parti cipe a la tension noetique lui attribute par

235
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le souffle de l'esprit. Ainsi l'ame tourne ses regards en haut, xd avw qpoovurv, pour

eclairer les choses d'ici-bas.12

L'appreciation de la Jioa|ig est souvent unie a celle du corps. Mais l'esume pour

le corps n'est jamais affirmee de telle facon qu'on puisse penser qu'il se soustrait

aux idees recues de son temps; comme pour tous les tenants chretiens des

philosophies spiritualistes, de meme pour Nil cette pauvre chair, oooxiov, si elle vit

suivant la nature, ne peut qu'etre la servante de l'4me: 6eoJi6rng feoxlv 6 vovg,

6oiJXog bk xb oo.QY.lov.13

Quoi qu'il en soit des prejuges du siecle, Nil a suivi de tout pres le message de la

sagesse revelee, selon laquelle l'homme, compose de corps, d'ame et d'esprit, doit

toujours eliminer de son BCog la predominance des sens charnels pour faire du

corps l'instrument de l'esprit, et de la chair la docile servante du Xoyog, surtout en

accueillant les Xoyiouol xaxo. cpvoiv XauJigoC.14 Ainsi la Jigalig, ayant elimine l'influ-

ence des XoviouoC impurs de la nature dechue et les suggestions des esprits de

malice ravageant les contrees du x6ouog, a comme son propre oxo;i6g de donner

des ailes au corps, ou bien des jambes aux pieds pour s'elever tout droit vers les

cieux et y rejoindre Y f\ovxlo. et la 8ewoia 8eoXoyixr| d'antan, fev Jiaoa6efcm).15

Au contraire, ceux qui negligent la vocation humaine au dynamisme de la Jioa£ig

rendent ses sens epais, xfj ttuugxici Jiaxvv8evxeg,18 a l'image des esprits de malice,

dont l' r\ovx.la n'est qu'une illusion qui rend l'homme materialise a l'image du ser

pent.17

Suivant ces premisses psychologiques et ontologiques, Nil decrit maintes fois

l'origine des idoles formees par les etcVn de l'esprit de malice et la matiere sans

forme, lorsque l'homme &gy6g les laisse cohabiter dans son ame. L'ascete qui suit la

Jigd|ig doit combattre oJiov6aCwg contre ces idoles formees dans l'ame par les

suggestions des esprits de malice, dont est le propre elbwXa 6iaygdq)eiv.1s

Celui qui se refuse a la Jioa|ig amenant a la Bewoia, putrefie ses energies vitales,

se faisant source de contamination pour ceux qui en suivent l' &oyia.19 Ainsi Rachel

ayant 'cache', non pas 'enterre', les idoles ne trahissait pas du tout la verite lors-

qu'elle affirmait s'adonner a l' hoyla parce qu'elle avait les regles comme les femmes

qui sont en menstruation.20 C'est cette cioyta laissant cachees les idoles sans les

enterrer qui mortifie l'homme en l'empechant de parvenir par trois degres a la con-

templation: de la 8ewgCCa k6iKf\ a la 8ewgCa qpuoixfi jusqu'a la Qewgla 880X0yix1*| .21

Nil peut-etre ne les distingue jamais comme trois realites divisees, ni n'induit a

croire que ces trois especes ou degres de la 8ewoCa soient trois conditions de la con-

templation separees de la Jiga|ig. II s'agit plutot, nous semble-t-il, de trois moments

ontologiques de l'unique Piog &oxr|xix6g, qui n'exclut pas trois moments

chronologiques que Nil enfin considere dans un tout dynamique auquel il dut etre

forme par une Jiai6eCa totalisante. Ancyre, du reste, a pu bien etre en ce sens un

siege privilegie, ayant une ecole biologico-medicale et monastico-theologique. A la

lumiere des susdites ecoles on peut mieux comprendre le fait que chez Nil Jigd|ig et

QewQla vont ensemble pour former les hommes a vivre par l'esprit commes les

anges, ou bien a vivre comme des anges qui ont spiritualise leurs facultes corporel
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les. Cela est affirme, selon une interpretation symbolique de l'Ecriture, dans ses

reprimandes contre les dQyol, dont l'esprit s'eloignant de la Jioa|ig et de la 8ewoCa

les rend des vivants par la chair comme des betes, ou bien des demons qui ont

materialise leurs facultes intellectuelles.22

Pour eviter a ces ascetes une decheance semblable, Nil, comme il avait propose

Yexemplum fugiendum de Rachel-ame assise sur les idoles, propose aussi Yexemplum

sequendum de celui qui s'adonne a l'action, fern auwoCag xa8Vjuevog, dans la contem

plation active des realites celestes, xalg 6vw 8eiooCaig.23

La 8ewoCa xwv voT|xurv pourtant gagne a travers les etapes ethique et physique le

moment theologique que par exemple Diadoque de Photice dit celui de la 8eoXoyCa,

et que Nil appelle Evwoig xcI) 0ed).24

Afin de l'obtenir il faut que les deux etapes de la 8eiogCa feGixf| et de la 8ecdgCci

qn)oixrj aient fait deja conquerir a l'humanite dechue une nature renouvelee par les

8i;eig.25 Nil y insiste maintes fois dissuadant des habitudes mauvaises et suggerant le

combat pour acquerir les habitudes a la Jioaxxixf| agetTJ.28 Alors la Jigai;ig ascetique

-dit expressement Nil- devient une deuxieme nature portee a l' EgyaoCa xcbv 8eCwv

Jioayn6:xci)v.27

La doctrine de la Jioa|ig et de la 8ecogCo. chez Nil, ici, semble depasser les limites

pour ainsi dire pelagiens de certains Peres. En effet, bien qu'il insiste avec tant de

viguer sur la deontologie de l'activite dynamique soit pratique soit theorique,

cependant il affirme expressement que nulle Jioaxxixf| &QEvf\ ni Eoyao^a xwv 8fitov

Jioayndxwv ne peuvent faire atteindre au salut, si Dieu dans sa qpikrv8owJiCa ne

prend pas l'initiative.28

Son De monastica exercitatione , par exemple, ne se limite pas a s'adresser violem-

ment a ceux qui trahissent les concepts de 9ewgia cpvoixfj en s'adonnant aux choses

exterieures, a la gastrimargie et a la kenodoxie, qui comme des ronces infructueuses

sont destinees au feu de l'enfer.29 Bien plus il admet que l'ascete utilise sa propre

8eO)gia eeoX-oyixrj seulement lorsqu'il a rejoint la §£ig xti)v 8eiwv nQay\i&x<a\ .30

Le De monastica exercitatione se complete par le discours De voluntaria paupertate,

c'est-a-dire sur le detachement des xxVJuaxa. et des xg^naxa oit il souligne la neces-

site de l'oraison 31 afin que la vie eremitique et cenobitique puisse s'elever au degre

de la sequela Christi dans la Jioalig du renoncement et dans la 0ewyiu de l'union

mystique,32 comme firent Jacob ou Israel.33

La doctrine du saint d'Ancyre regardant la Jiga|ig est en effet message de combat

pour l'elimination des passions du corps se revoltant contre l'esprit, et de celles de

l'esprit se revoltant contre Dieu. L'ascete doit lutter afin qu'il soit libre comme

l'onagre de l'Ecriture, serviteur seulement de Dieu comme l'ane qui fut charge du

Christ entrant a Jerusalem.34

Nil aurait pris connaissance, d'apres Claire Guillaumont, de l'oeuvre d'Evagre, qui

aurait exerce sur la sienne une influence tres sensible.35 Mais la Jioajjig dont parle

Nil semble particulierement significative d'une doctrine ascetique s'opposant a l'es-

chatologie evagrienne de la theorie, et ne s'arretant jamais au combat des passions.

Nil, bien plus qu'Evagre, enseigne une concession moderee aux necessites de la
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terre conjuguee a l'abandon total aux elans de l'homme celeste: alors la Jioa£ig dis

pose l'homme a la vraie vie philosophique, 3106g u6vr|v tt\v e(icpiX6oocpov biayuyyiyv.38

Pour les deux peres cependant, l'ascete, comme tout philosophe, doit d'abord fitre

initie au silence, sans negliger en meme temps lecoute de la Parole. Nil y insiste

avec son exegese ethique s'exprimant par images, entre autres celle d'Aaron revetu

de pierres muettes et de clochettes resonnantes pour entrainer le moine a la consec

ration, dans le silence, et a la mission de la catechese.37

Evagre, a son tour, propose aux moines la xeig&v Ixxacag de Moise, qui sur la

sainte montagne vaincut par la priere la bataille contre Amalek.38 Peut-etre, selon

l'exegese evagrienne se referant a la theorie historique, cette xeiocbv Ixxaoig n'etait

que le type du Christ etendant les bras au Calvaire. En effet, apres avoir affronte

avec sa makrothumie divino-humaine la JioaSjig du salut par l'enseignement et

l'exemple redempteur, le Christ subit les peines de la mort en se soumettant a

l'obscurcissement de la 8ewoCa. De meme, dit Evagre expressement, nos Jioti^gig

soumettent les passions de la chair lorsque nous les elevons par la priere: Jigci£eig

eJiT|gnevai xeigouvxca Jid8r| oaox6g.39 Ainsi pour Evagre et Nil la vie active et la vie

contemplative jouent leur role dans la voie de la perfection chretienne si on se livre

a l'une et a l'autre.

II s'agit de la doctrine ascetique de la sainte amerimnie qui precede la joyeuse

hesuchie, par laquelle tous les saints de l'A.T. obtinrent -selon Nil- la xioipig xr\g fev

xO) KaQabelow 8eci)oiag et l'harmonie de la Jiod|ig en ecoutant les paroles amicales

de Dieu, au point qu'ils ne songerent pas aux mugissements ou belements des

animaux.40

C'est pourquoi ces saints vecurent leur ueXexT| tres enrichie de la divine 8ecoota

bien qu'ils ne lisaient pas l'Ecriture. Ceux qui s'engagent, en effet, dans les labeurs

de la Jig&^ig, de l'loyov, n'ont pas tant besoin des paroles pour arriver a la contem

plation, Jio6g GewgCav.41

Le Jioaxxix6g, donc, ne dissocie jamais le necessaire soin du corps des exigences

superieures de l'ame, mais en acceptant neoixt|v xgeCav xow oci)naxog il temoigne

JioXXfiv xTjg ^ux^S feJiiuiXeiav.42

Tout cela en pleine liberte d'esprit, jamais soumis a toute fatalite ou contingence,

mais sans presomption ni indolence au regard de la neXexT| xoij v6nov.43

Nil interprete comme un symbole de l'activite vitale des hommes les jarrets des

Seraphins, qui unissent leurs pieds au reste de leurs corps dynamiquement ailes, en

tant que les jarrets s'inclinent vers le bas seulement pour y prendre l'elan vers le

ciel.44 Cette figure exprime bien la synthese des activites physiques et psychiques, de

la rtga|ig et de la 8ewgia.

Ailleurs il l'exprime en repetant maintes fois que l'Ecriture considere immondes

les animaux depourvus de jarrets, parce qu'ils ne peuvent pas dresser leur corps sur

les pieds, soit ceux qui marchent par deux, quatre ou un grand nombre de pieds,

soit ceux qui rampent sur terre comme s'ils etaient moules sur le serpent de la

Genese; il faut pourtant ramper quelquefois comme le serpent (Naas), lorsqu'il

s'agit de combattre les ennemis de l'esprit.45
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L'ascese pour Nil doit amener lame a l'union avec Dieu dans la contemplation,

selon l'exemple de la vie angelique vecue par Adam et Eve. II interprete le

nova6ix6g 8C0g ou uovr|oT|g Bioc, comme l'union de l'ame-epouse et du Verbe-

epoux.48 Cependant, selon Nil, cette vie monadique exige au premier degre la

Jioaijig, en tant que l'anachorese dans le desert favorise et protege la maitrise des

passions dans l'hesuchie interieure.47

Effectivement cette Jigd|ig ne se suffit pas a elle-meme, car elle n'est qu'un mo

ment pedagogique qui aide au discernement (bidxoioig) pour prendre de la nature

creee tout ce qui provient du Createur et combattre tout ce qui est du malin. Le

moine, exemple d'endurance dans le combat contre les passions,48 prie sans cesse,

mais il recourt continuellement a la Jioaijic, en chassant les pensees mauvaises.49

En ce sens la distinction des trois sortes de contemplation ne nous semble pas re

veler seulement l'emprunt litteraire d'Origene et d'Evagre, mais aussi et bien plus

les caracteres du milieu chrysostomien, dont le monachisme plus mur contribua a

l'instauration d'une ascese plus temperee et humaine. Pour cela peut-etre Nil sem

ble avoir prefere une pauvrete moyenne dans laquelle "le travail manuel permet de

donner au corps sa juste place;"50 mais il aime aussi presenter le modele de la pauv

rete superieure,51 selon les exemples proposes par l'Ecriture, source inepuisable de

rumination permanente, dans le degre plus eleve de la 8ewgCa GeoXoYixfi.

L'ame qui monte aux sommets de cette vie celeste, ne se limite pas a prier pen

dant le temps de l'oraison; elle prie sine intermissione ,52 non pas comme le pretendait

Alexandre l'acemete,53 mais comme l'a enseigne le Christ aussi a travers les

JigccYuaxa.

Ainsi l'ame s'elevera continuellement vers la plus haute perfection.54 Alors par

son exemple et par sa priere le novax6g entrainera tous ceux qui sont capables et

disponibles dans sa spiritualite moyenne, entre Jioa|ig et 8ewqui.
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MARTYRDOM AS CHRISTIAN CATHARSIS

Toshio Mikoda

One cannot deny that in the history of Christianity 'body' has not always been es

teemed highly enough, but it was often scorned and despised as the source or the

place of sins. This tendency should be regarded as a part of the Christian tradition

of the western world. In the article 'Leib' of the Theologisches Begriffslexikon zum

Neuen Testament a German theologian says the following: 'Owing to the intrusion of

platonic and gnostic ideas, even in the earliest period of the Christian church, the

material was already underestimated against the spiritual, and the body against the

immortal soul. People were confident that such an understanding was confirmed by

certain expressions of St. Paul. This confidence has called forth an echo in the

body-hostile theology (liebfeindliche Theologie) up to the present.'

In reality such body-hostility was alien to Pauline theology and the New Testa

ment in general, which had taken over the Jewish body-concepl' as a framework and

had developed a faith of bodily resurrection. Recent works on Pauline theology

have pointed out that the body-concept is a keystone of Pauline theology, a pivot

idea which combines christology, soteriology and ecclesiology. But most of them

have admitted that there are some passages in the letters of St. Paul which might be

explained as body-soul or flesh-spirit dualism.

For instance, in the Second Letter to the Corinthians, chapter 5 St. Paul said:

Therefore we are always confident, knowing that, whilst we are at home in the body, we

are absent from the Lord: We are confident, I say, and willing rather to be absent from

the body, and to be present with the Lord.

Here 'presence in the body' fev6r|u[a fev xci) owucm and 'absence from the body'

foc6r|u,Ca fexxotj otbuaxog are sharply contrasted. But this contrast is dissolved at once,

when we come to verse 9; 'Wherefore we labour, that whether present or absent, we

may be accepted of Him'. The real desire of St. Paul was to be accepted by the

Lord and to be present with the Lord. fev6r|uCa and fex6T|nCa were nothing but

rhetoric, borrowed from the gnostic opponents in Corinth.

Now let us consider similar passages in the apostolic fathers. I think the relation
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of body and soul is most clearly described here in those passages which relate to

martyrdom.

Ignatius said in the letter to the Romans chapter 4,

Coax the wild beasts to be my grave, and to leave none of my body . . . Then I shall

really be a disciple of Jesus Christ, when the world will not see even my body,

and in chapter 5,

I know what is best for me. I am just beginning to be a disciple. May nothing, visible or

invisible, envy my reaching the presence of Jesus Christ. Fire and cross and struggles

with wild beast, crushing of bones, mangling of limbs, grinding of my whole body,

wicked torments of the devil—let them come upon me, only let me reach the presence

of Jesus Christ.

Here Ignatius describes calmly every kind of bodily pain and even extinction of

the body. On the other hand, he is ready to accept them from the bottom of his

heart, because only through them he begins to be a disciple. He said: 'vuv aoxoucu

ua8ryrf|g elvai.' And when the body is completely extinct, 'x6xe loouai uathrrfig.' Al

though Ignaiius was a faithful successor of Pauline theology, the difference is clear

because he made extinction of the body a presupposition of reaching the presence

of Christ.

After the body has vanished, which part of him will be the disciple of Jesus

Christ? According to the general presupposition of the apostolic fathers, what will

be saved and will see God is the soul (t|1'ux'f). But Ignatius did not say that pos

itively.

To the martyrs themselves persecution and martyrdom were not an external his

torical event. They were primarily an internal event. They were not taken here for

a political, social, or, needless to say, juristic, criminal problem, but for a purely

personal problem relating to the final process of christian salvation. Persecution and

various kinds of torture meant nothing to Ignatius, because they were the mere set

ting and instruments through which his salvation would be accomplished. The

process itself begins in him with suffering pains, and will be completed with the ex

tinction of the body. After completion of the process he will be transferred to the

other place and he will become a true man. (exei Jiaoayev6uevog crv8owJiog eoouai)

He said that this process resembles childbirth. '66e xoxex6c, uot ejiCxeixai.'

I would like to quote another passage from the Martyrdom of St. Polycarp. In chap

ter 2 it says,

Some of the martyrs were torn by flogging until the mechanism of their flesh was seen

even to the lower veins and arteries, and they endured so that even the bystanders

pitied them and mourned. And some even reached such a pitch of nobility that none of

them groaned or wailed, showing to all of us that at that hour of their torture (dxeCvt)

xf| &Qa paoctvi£6uevoi.) the noble martyrs of Christ were absent from the flesh (rfjg

oaox6g t3uie6r]uouv), or rather the Lord was standing by and talking with them.
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Here the author, using the same word (ccio6iiuia) which was used by Plato him

self in Phaedo and Apology of Socrates, declared that martyrdom should be under

stood as absence from the body and presence with the Lord.

It seems to me that the martyrs in the second century faced martyrdom as if they

faced something like a religious ritual. They concentrated themselves upon one

thing and did not care about anything else. In his book, History of Christian Spiritual

ity, Father Louis Bouyer has also acknowledged the liturgical character of martyrs'

death and insisted that the assimilation between the Eucharist and martyrdom must

be recognised. The author of Martyrdom of Polycarp resumed the story,

Giving heed to the favour of Christ, they despised the world's torture, at the cost of a

single hour purchasing eternal life. And the fire of their inhuman tormentors felt cold

to them, for they kept their eyes on escaping the eternal, unquenchable fire, and with

the eyes of their mind they looked at the blessings, reserved for those who are steadfast,

which no ear ever heard and no eye ever saw, and never occurred to the human mind.

The only one thing they concentrated upon was looking at the blessings with the

eyes of mind, (xolg xfjg xao5Cac, 6cp8aguolg &v^PXeJiov xh dtya8a) (I have to omit

other illustrations because of the restriction of time.)

As I have demonstrated so far, the apostolic fathers characterized martyrdom as

absence from the body, journey to the other world, presence with the Lord, concen

tration of mind, delivery of a new being, looking at the blessings. It is clear that all

of these ideas were common with platonism, although we do not know how far and

what sort of platonism they were acquainted with.

Plato himself gave a full account of 'journey to the other world' cuio6T}uCa xfjg

fexei in Phaedo and named it 'catharsis'. In Phaedo 67C Socrates said,

Does not the purification (cartharsis) consist in this, in separating, so far as possible, the

soul from the body and teaching the soul and habit of collecting and bringing itself to

gether from all parts of the body, and living, so far as it can, both now and hereafter,

alone by itself, freed from the body as from fetters?

Certainly, said Simmias.

Socrates said, Well, then, this is what we call death, is it not a release and separation

from the body.

Release and separation from the body (Kvoiq xai xwoiouog ipux'IS &10 otbuaxog)

is nothing but death, but through the training of self-collecting and concentration

this death could be sublimated into 'catharsis'. And in Phaedo 108c says, 'the soul

that has passed through life in purity and righteousness, finds gods for companions

and guides, and goes to dwell in its proper dwelling. This dwelling is called 'f|

xaOagct 6ix11oig a pure abode' where the purified soul will be able 'to behold the

truth' (xa8ooav x'diXr|8feg).

Beholding the truth, in other words visio Dei, is the most remarkable feature
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which links platonic catharsis with Christian martyrdom. However it provides also a

crucial disparity between the two. Karl Holl wrote in his thesis Die Vorstellung vom

Martyrer und die Martyrerakte in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung as follows,

Accordingly in the primitive christian church there was a confidence that at the decisive

moment upon the martyr would be bestowed a gift of seeing with his eyes the unearthly

world and the Lord in whom he professed faith.

It is important to notice that with the christian martyrs Visio Dei is already

realized at the moment of the death of martyrdom, while with the philosophers of

Plato it will be realized after the completion of catharsis, namely after the separa

tion of the soul from the body. On Christian martyrs was bestowed the privilege of

seeing the heavenly world and telling the people about it before they die the death

of martyrdom. Karl Holl called it 'a prophetic gift of martyrs.' Such a privilege can

be ascertained in the stories of martyrs such as Stephen in the Acts of the Apostles,

Polycarp, the martyrs of Lyons and Perpetua and so on.

About the middle of the second century Justin Martyr presented a question in his

Dialogue with the Jew Trypho, Chapter 4, 'Does the soul see God while it remains in

the body, or is it possible for the soul to see God only when it is separated from the

body?' We could never stress the importance of Justin's answer to this question too

much, because he declared here undoubtedly that the soul was originally equipped

with the ability of seeing God. Thus the soul is able to see God, both while remain

ing in the body and after separating from the body. The difference lies in whether

the ability is realized fully or provisionally. Separation from the body, fexdT|uia

ixxov otbnax0g, is no more an exclusive necessity. Justin introduced here the soul's

new possibility of returning to the body after seeing God. I think that the theoreti

cal basis of asceticism was grounded on this. Martyrdom and asceticism are differ

ent only in phenomena, but they are the same by nature. Hans Freiherr von Cam-

penhausen stressed in his book Die Idee des Martyriums in der alien Kirche the con

tinuity from martyrdom to asceticism, and said,

As soon as the period of persecution had ceased, the ascetic way of salvation became di

rectly a substitute for martyrdom and as such recommended.

Asceticism was called 'the second martyrdom', or 'martyrdom in the heart'. Con-

sequently ascetic monks could be called 'living martyrs.' The ascetic way of salvation

means a long difficult struggle with the body. The body was simply ignored in mar

tyrdom, but in asceticism it was thought of as something to be overcome and to be

looked down on. A road was paved here for the tendency to hate the body.

In conclusion, I would like to suggest that martyrdom be understood, not only in

the continuity from Jewish and biblical precedents, but also from the background of

Greek philosophy and religions as christian catharsis.

Hiratsuka, Japan



CALL AND CHOICE:

VOCATION IN THE PATRISTIC PERIOD AND TODAY

K.W. Noakes

We know how Augustine was called to be a presbyter, with a view to becoming

bishop, in Hippo in 391:

Thirty-five years later Augustine told his congregation what had happened on his arriv

al in Hippo:

'I—whom you see, with God's grace, as your bishop—I came as a young man to this

city, as many of you know. I was looking for a place to set up a monastery, to live with

my brethren. I had given up all hope in this world. What I could have been, I wished

not to be: nor did I seek to be what I am now. For I chose to be humble in the house

of God rather than to live in the tents of sinners. I kept apart from those who loved the

world; but I did not think myself the equal of those who ruled over congregations. At

the Lord's Feast I did not take up a higher position, but chose a lower and more retir

ing place, and it pleased the Lord to say 'Rise up'. I feared the office of a bishop to

such an extent that, as soon as my reputation came to matter among 'servants of God', I

would not go to any place where I knew there was no bishop. I was on my guard

against this: I did what I could to seek salvation in a humble position rather than be in

danger in high office. But, as I said, a slave may not contradict his Lord. I came to this

city to see a friend, whom 1 thought I might gain for God, that he might live with us in

the monastery. I felt secure, for the place already had a bishop. I was grabbed. I was

made a priest . . . and from there I became your bishop.'

The incident was a common one in the later Empire. It passed over quickly; in a ser

mon the bishop. Valerius, spoke pointedly of the urgent needs of his Church; the con

gregation turned to find, as they expected, Augustine standing among them in the

nave; with the persistent shouting required for such a procedure, they pushed him for

ward to the raised throne of the bishop and the benches of the priests, which ran

around the curved apse at the far end of the basilica. The leading Catholic citizens of

Hippo would have gathered around Augustine, as the bishop accepted his forced

agreement to become a priest in the town.1

This element of reluctance in accepting ordination is characteristic of many lead

ing figures in the patristic age (Ambrose, Basil, Martin of Tours, Germanus of Au-

xerre, Gregory the Great, for example). Martin has to be persuaded to leave his

hermitage; a man comes with a false tale of his wife's illness. The citizens of Tours

and of neighbouring towns throng around Martin and it is practically as a prisoner
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that he enters the city. They all make known their opinion that he should be their

bishop. Despite opposition from a few, including some bishops, who were scan

dalised by Martin's unkempt appearance, he is duly consecrated.2 While Ambrose is

a provincial Governor the people of Milan begin clamouring for him to be their

bishop. He tries to flee but finds that he cannot resist God's will: therefore he is

baptised and rapidly passes through the various grades of ordained ministry and is

consecrated bishop amid universal goodwill and rejoicing.3

This theme of reluctance in accepting ordination may have become something of

a literary convention. However, behind this convention there must lie many cases of

a desire to flee from office. This was, doubtless, often a complex phenomenon;

alongside a feeling of personal unworthiness there was also, with the growth of the

ascetic movement in the fourth and fifth centuries, a fear that involvement with

Church administration and government would lay intolerable burdens on one's

shoulders and hinder one's development in asceticism and spirituality. It must, of

course, be recognised that in the patristic period, as in any other, there would have

been those who actively sought office from motives of personal ambition. It is in

teresting to read of the misunderstanding of Augustine's tears after he had been

chosen for the priesthood.

And while they were demanding this (his ordination) with eager shouts, he was weeping

copiously. At the time indeed, some of them, as he told us himself, attributed his tears

to wounded pride and by way of consoling him, told him that the priesthood, though

he was certainly worthy of something better, was not much below the episcopate. But

the man of God, as he told us, was viewing the situation with more understanding and

was bemoaning the many great dangers to his way of life that he anticipated would

come crowding on him if he had to govern and direct the Church, and that was why he

was weeping. But they had their way.4

The phenomenon of flight from ordination makes clear the nature of vocation as

understood in the early Church. The call comes through the community. Call and

choice are one; the people express their choice by calling a man to office. A man

who was called was expected to obey this call, accepting the choice by the commu

nity, even against his own will.

In the middle of the third century Cyprian in several of his letters writes about

the conditions of a valid election to the episcopate. Cyprian's rule is:

that for the proper celebration of ordinations all the neighbouring bishops of the same

province should assemble, together with the flock . . . and the bishop should be chosen,

in the presence of the people, and thereupon ordained.5

The presence of the people, guaranteeing the choice of someone of good character

follows the precedent both of the Book of Numbers8 where the vestments of Aaron

were placed upon Eleazar before the whole congregation, and of the election of

Matthias in place ofJudas when 120 disciples were present.7

The election of a bishop depends on the xuffragium of the people and the iudidum

of the bishops present.8 One should not think of a formal vote by the people but
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rather of an acclamation of a suitable candidate. The iudicium of the bishops refers

to the consensus of the bishops of the province which is required before a consecra

tion can be performed. This method of election, involving both the people and

neighbouring bishops, is considered by Cyprian to be a divine tradition and an

apostolic custom. He writes that we are not to think that God, who cares about the

fall of a sparrow, takes no care of the most important things done in the Church, or

that the bishops who are his stewards are ordained without his appointment.9

The choice of office bearer was regarded as assent to the will of God, and as the

outcome of the activity of the Holy Spirit. Therefore in a proper election the

people are understood to be acting as the Spirit-bearing body, on behalf of God,

and with a deep sense of responsibility. It was this that made them open to influ

ences which to us may seem strange. The dove alighting on Fabian's head in 250,10

like the voice which in later years designated Ambrose to be bishop, was recognised

as divine guidance for the election. Similarly, thirty years earlier the people had

gone forth from the gates of Jerusalem to seek the coadjutor of their aged bishop,

Narcissus, confident that, in so doing, they were following a divine guidance: they

met Alexander, a bishop from Cappadocia who was making a pilgrimage to the

holy places, and constrained him to remain with them." In choosing a leader the

local Church was not to act autonomously, but as part of the whole Spirit-filled

Body of Christ. Hence there is the insistence by Cyprian on the consensus of

neighbouring bishops and the injunction of the 4th Canon of the Council of Nicaea

(325) that at least three bishops of the province and the Metropolitan shall confirm

the local choice.

The importance of the people's part in the proceedings is demonstrated by the

many internal disputes which preceded episcopal elections. In Rome in 366 it is said

that over a hundred people were killed in such a dispute. A letter from Ambrose to

the people of Vercelli12 in 396 refers to a disputed election; there were two parties,

on the one hand the faithful of the city and on the other the bishops of the prov

ince, whose presence at the ordination was indispensable. A solution will be reached

when either the bishops ratify the people's choice or the people agree to the

bishops' proposal. In either case the choice of the community is essential. That

theme is frequently echoed in the patristic period. So, for example, in the mid-fifth

century Celestine writes; 'No bishop should be imposed on the people if the people

do not want him.'13 And Leo the Great writes: 'No one may consecrate a man

bishop against the will of the people and unless they have explicitly asked for this',

and 'the one who must lead all the people must be chosen by all the people.'14

If we turn to the early liturgies of ordination we find that because a man has

been chosen by the local community, his choice is experienced as a gift of the Holy

Spirit. A single liturgical act unites his election, the laying on of hands by the

bishops present and his entry into office. The Holy Spirit is active throughout the

process, not only at the laying on of hands. So in the Apostolic Tradition of Hip-

polytus, dating from the first half of the third century, we read of the choice of the

bishop by all the people, silent prayer by all for the descent of the Spirit and laying

on of hands with prayer for the pouring forth of the Spirit of leadership and of

high priesthood. The bishop elect is referred to in the consecration prayer as: 'Thy
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servant, whom thou hast chosen for the episcopate'; the Holy Spirit has been active

throughout the process of election and ordination.14 In the people's choice of the

candidate can be seen God's choice. When the ordination of presbyters is dealt with

in the Apostolic Tradition there is no explicit mention of election. However, in the

case of deacons an election is clearly referred to. It seems that the lack of mention

of election of presbyters is a mere oversight; doubtless the bishop's wish would have

counted for much in the election of presbyters (as we see in the case of Augustine

where doubtless Bishop Valerius lay behind the press-ganging) and of deacons, al

though the people's consent would have been required.

Gallican liturgical texts show that in the eighth century the community was still

asked for its agreement to the candidacies for ordination. Thus at the ordination of

a bishop the people are exhorted:

By the will of the Lord, therefore, in the place of N. of pious memory, we, with the tes

timony of the presbyters and of the whole clergy, and with the advice of the citizens

and of those assembled, believe that the reverend N. should be elected, a man honour

able in his birth, as ye know, exemplary in his demeanour, unblameable in religion,

firm in faith, rich in mercy, humble, just, peaceful, patient, having charity, steadfast,

abounding with all the good things together that are to be desired in priests. Therefore

dearly beloved brethren, acclaim this man, chosen by the testimony of good works, as

most worthy of the priesthood, crying out your praises together, and say: He is

worthy.15

When a presbyter is to be ordained the people are exhorted thus:

Whereas, dearly beloved brethren, those who rule a ship and those engaged in the voy

age share the same purpose for reason of safety or of fear, there should be agreement

in common among those who have a common cause. Nor is it in vain that we recall the

ordinance of the Fathers that the people also be consulted concerning the choice of

those who are appointed to the regulation of the altar, since concerning his activity and

present conversation what is sometimes unknown to most people is known to a few, and

it is certain that anyone will more readily yield obedience to the ordained man for

whom one hath given consent when he was being ordained. . . . We know that what is

most acceptable to God, the single consent of the minds of all, will come through the

Holy Spirit. And, therefore, your election ye should declare with a common voice."

At the ordination of a deacon the people are asked to approve the choice made:

I wish to know whether you deem him worthy of this office, and if your choice agreeth

with mine, show aloud the testimony which ye wish."

In these texts there is a strong emphasis on unanimity and consensus even if the

people's role in choosing candidates is somewhat reduced compared with what hap

pened in earlier centuries; now their agreement is not sought before the day of or

dination itself, and it is sought within the ordination liturgy. Later, from the Middle
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Ages onwards, the right to a say seems to have been restricted to the right to bring

objections against the candidates' conduct.

From the time of Constantine it had become clear that the Emperor might well

have an interest in the choice of bishops. In times of doctrinal controversy the im

perial government often lent support to favoured candidates especially in the great

sees. At Alexandria, Gregory and George, the candidates of the anti-Athanasian

party, were installed by armed force in 339 and 356, and after the Council of

Chalcedon few patriarchs who accepted its doctrine assumed their sees without sub

stantial military protection. But, except at Constantinople, the emperors did not

otherwise interfere with episcopal elections. In that city, following the precedent set

from time to time in earlier centuries, it was the emperor who appointed the pat

riarch from the reign of Justinian. It was in the Germanic lands that the Kings most

clearly had control of episcopal elections in the west. The reforms of Pope Gregory

VII (1073-85) stemmed from a protest against the predominance of the secular

powers in the election and investiture of bishops, and from a demand to return to

the old ways of choice. In practice, however, the people's role fell more and more

into the background as that of a restricted, clerical electoral body was magnified

and as the Pope's surveillance and control of elections was insisted upon. Likewise,

in the selection of parish priests the people's role in the Middle Ages was very

small, if not non-existent.

For centuries now in the Churches of the West vocation has often been under

stood in terms of a contract between God and the man who feels himself called.

The vocation is certainly a call to serve the Church, but the vocation is not mediated

by the Church; it is a matter between God and an individual. The Church's part is

to 'test' vocations, to examine a man's subjective sense of vocation to determine

whether it is genuine. There is an element of caricature perhaps in the above de

scription, but it cannot be denied that vocation has often been disastrously misun

derstood as something essentially private, individualistic, unmediated, the result of

direct contact between God and the person concerned. The ecclesial dimension of

vocation has been seriously neglected. Because of this neglect there has been a dis

junction between 'call' and 'choice'. A person claims to have experienced a call and

the Church subsequently exercises a choice, deciding whether that man should be

ordained or not.

The Church has been urged to return to the earlier understanding of vocation by

theologians such as E. Schillebeeckx.18 He has drawn a sharp contrast between the

conception of the ministry which prevailed in the first ten centuries and that which

has prevailed in the second Christian millennium. In the former period there is a

'pneumatological and ecclesial conception of the ministry'. The concept of ordina

tion includes not only a bishop's laying on of hands together with epiclesis or prayer

to the Holy Spirit but also, and primarily, being called and appointed by a definite

Christian community. 'The community calls and this is the calling or vocation of the

priest, but, because the community regards itself as a "community of Jesus" the ec
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clesial appointment is at the same time experienced as a "gift of the Holy Spirit", in

other words as a pneumatological event.'19

The second millennium is associated with a fading of the notion of the Church

into the background and an increasingly private understanding of ministry. In this

period:

A man has or feels that he has a vocation to the priesthood. He makes an application

(this shows that the ecclesial bond has not been completely lost) and is trained for the

priesthood and finally ordained. Everything is settled and he only has to wait to know

where the bishop will send him. Ordination continues to be an accreditation of the

priest as an office-bearer to a diocesan region, it is true, but the concrete place or com

munity to which he will be sent remains open. What has completely disappeared in this

procedure is the call of the community, which was in the early Church the essential

element of ordination.20

Schillebeeckx draws out the contrast between the first and second millennia by

pointing out the difference between the regulations of the Council of Chalcedon

(451) and those of the Third Lateran Council (1179). Canon 6 of Chalcedon ex

presses an ecclesial view of ministry, forbidding 'absolute ordinations', i.e. ordina

tions of candidates without any connection with a particular community, and declar

ing them to be invalid: 'No one, neither priest nor deacon, may be ordained in an

absolute manner (cutoXeXuuivwg) ... if he has not been clearly assigned to a local

community, either in the city or in the country, either in a martyrium (burial place

where a martyr is venerated) or in a monasterium'. The Sacred Council concludes

that their 'ordination is null and void . . . and that they may not carry out any func

tions on any occasion'. Therefore, only someone called by a definite community to

be its leader may receive ordination.

The Third Lateran Council reflects the rise of feudalism; the Titulus Ecclesiae, on

the basis of which men were ordained according to Chalcedon is radically reduced

to the purely feudal matter of a benefice: no one may be ordained 'unless he has

been assured of a reasonable livelihood'. As well as the rise of feudalism, the renais

sance of Roman law had a powerful effect on the understanding of the ordained

ministry. Interpreted juridically, the priest is a man who possesses sacred power

(sacra potestas). By virtue of his ordination he has all priestly power in his own per

son. Specifically, he has the power to perform the consecration in the Eucharist. A

distinction is now made between the power of ordination and the power of jurisdic

tion. Although the ordained man might not be assigned a Christian community (i.e.

legally speaking has no potestas jurisdictionis), by virtue of ordination he still has all

priestly power in his own person. So the link between ministry and a particular

Christian community is weakened, if not broken altogether. Priesthood is seen more

as 'a personal state of life', a 'status', than as a service to the community; it has been

personalised and made something private.

To recall the Church to the first millennium of its life to learn something of voca

tion, the nature of call and choice in respect of the ordained ministry, so that the

past can confront the present constructively for the sake of the future will doubtless
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be derided by some as 'patristic fundamentalism'. However, as Schillebeeckx has

shown, this charge is wide of the mark if we are concerned with the theology of

ministry, for in the first millennium the Church's practice with regard to office was

primarily framed on the basis of theological criteria (albeit in a definite historical

setting), whereas in the second millennium radical changes occurred largely on the

basis of non-theological factors.

Many besides academic theologians are expressing a concern about a renewed

understanding of vocation within the Church. Thus, Vincent Donovan reflecting on

the work of evangelism amongst the Masai writes forcefully:

Our seminaries and training of priests and ministers are based on the theory of indi

vidual conversions, individual vocations unrelated to community. If a large enough

group accepted Christianity and baptism, it would be only natural to train a person in

the midst of that community, for service in that community, not at some distant semi

nary. The reason he is sent to a seminary distant from the place where he lives is be

cause in reality he is not from that community situated where he lives, or from any

community, as far as being chosen by a community or suited to a community is con

cerned. His vocation is his own individual affair. He is not trained for any particular

community or group. He is trained on an individual basis, and then wished or imposed

on some community that does not even know him, that may or may not like him, that

may or may not find him suited to their service."

It is to be hoped that the patristic understanding of call and choice will play its

full part in the renewal of the understanding of vocation within the Church.

Marhamchurch, Cornwall
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SEMPER VAGUS: THE ANATOMY OF A MOBILE MONK

Andrew N. Palmer

The Rule of St. Benedict includes in its Preface a contemptuous reference to the

gyrovagi, monks who spent their lives wandering from place to place, and Benedic

tines are exhorted to dissociate themselves from such men and to form stable,

cenobitic communities.

In the East, too, there were monastic writers who dismissed the practice of reli

gious instability as unproductive.1 An Egyptian Father (with a farming background)

compared such mobile monks with a fruit-tree that is constantly transplanted, so

that it never gains the strength to bear a harvest.2

Yet there were those in East and West (but especially in the East), for whom root-

lessness was an ideal, not only in spiritual terms, but in physical reality. For them

the apt metaphor was that of the merchant (Syria was, after all, a focus of the great

Asian caravan-trade), who, if he stays at home, will never make a profit.3

Both parties agreed that the monastic life was aimed at detachment from the

world, enabling a man to acquire the peace necessary for conversation with God

and to make himself quite ready for his departure to the world to come. They dis

agreed about the means by which this should be achieved.4

John Climacus, one of the great theorists of the spiritual life, was a solitary, but

not a vagabond: he endorsed that way of life without following it himself. Most of

the other writers on xeniteia (depaysement spirituel, exiI volontaire: Ouilla union t) were

likewise theorists; one would like to learn how it worked for a real human being,

and what were the hazards and snags which made this kind of life so unpopular in

some quarters.

Fortunately, a text has recently come to light—Dr. S.P. Brock photographed it in

Damascus and was generous enough to share with me the work of editing, translat

ing and commentating it5—through which we gain a genuine, though biassed, per

sonal view of just one such mobile monk in action.8 His name was Theodotos.7 He

died in ad 698, having avoided priestly orders until his very last few years, when

he was made bishop of Amida, on the Tigris. For fifteen years at least his constant

companion on his wanderings was a priest called Joseph. This man is our infor

mant, though the biography (or memoir, as it may well be called) was actually writ

255
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ten down at Joseph's dictation by one Simeon of Samosat within a very short time

of the holy man's death.

In this text we have found disagreement with only one other historical source:

the highly unreliable Chronicle of Zuqnin, mistaken by Assemani for a part of the

work of Dionysius of Tell-Mahre, but in fact written in 775 by a monk who, on his

own admission, cares little for historical accuracy, provided he can communicate the

moral lesson to be learned from past events.8

This absence of apparent anachronisms is matched by the lack of any evidence

that the Life was written with the benefit of hindsight after a number of years. In

deed, some of the circumstances, though modern research provides a context in

which they can be understood, would have been almost unimaginable to a resident

of Mesopotamia even fifty years after Theodotos' death.

The style of narration is consistent with the scribe's statement that his informant

had been the constant companion of Theodotos in his later years. There is even a

curious intrusion—a comment by the scribe on an unexpected aside of his infor

mant: 'Here he tells that Theodotos' disciple was a monk of Zuqnin.'

Joseph devoted about ten per cent of his account to the period before he met his

master, dealing at much greater length with the years of their association. For the

early period we have hardly any points of reference in time. Theodotos as a youth

entered the monastery of Qenneshre (on the left bank of the Euphrates opposite

Jerablus) and went out of that place after the death of the patriarch Theodore; the

chronicler Michael tells us this occurred in 667.8 How long had Theodotos stayed in

this cenobitic community? The only indication is that he began the monastic life as a

disciple of Severus of Samosat, who died in 640. 10 This would mean that Theodotos

stayed at Qenneshre for more than 27 years and was at least 73 when he died. If he

followed Severus before the latter's consecration as bishop, as Joseph seems to say,"

we should have to give him half a century in the monastery and about 100 years of

life. But Joseph is least reliable in the early part; after all, he was not there.

The first part of the Life is sometimes quite fantastical, yet there are details which

seem to stem from real life, such as the holy man's habit, adopted at an early age,

of collecting relics and carrying around his 'sack of saints' wherever he went; this

was like a portable substitute for the 'house of saints' in a monastery, from which

sprang life and help, so that possession of it became an affirmation of Theodotos'

charismatic independence.

In the emphasis Joseph lays on Theodotos' intimacy with patriarchs and bishops

and their admiration for him we may detect an apologetic strain. Yet it is impossible

to make sense of his wanderings except by his consistent determination to avoid an

ordination which was a continual 'threat'. Nor can the cynical view, that the hierar

chy, unwillingly acknowledging his popularity, sought thus to harness an embarrass

ing rival, be justified by evidence.

On his pilgrimage to Sinai, the Holy Land, and Egypt (in that typological order),

if not already during his long residence in the cenobitic community of Qenneshre,

Theodotos had imbibed the doctrine that 'conversation with human beings inter

rupts the miracle of the presence of God'. This was the central tenet of the men
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who made themselves strangers to the world. The word they used to describe them

selves could also be used for foreigners and homeless wayfarers; perhaps 'outsider'

would be a near equivalent.

But also from an early age Theodotos believed strongly in the Christian duty of

involvement with other human beings.12 He spent many hours caring for the sick,

clothing the naked, exorcizing the possessed. The 'profits' of this activity, if I may

so crudely refer to the inevitable thank-offerings, were either returned to the giver

with instructions to distribute the money locally among the poor, or else invested in

flax-plantations, in which Theodotos himself would sit, laboriously making shirts for

the poor or habits for the monks with whom he happened to be staying; for

Theodotos, the wanderer, although on occasion of necessity he would stay in a vil

lage, never settled for any length of time except in a monastery.

Syrian monastic rules always had in mind the risk to a monk's virtue involved in

staying with laymen;13 this was no doubt the source of some prejudices against

wandering monks, and they may have been justified by unworthy practitioners. But

it is striking that such thoughts are so far from Joseph's mind that he never even

lays stress on his Master's blamelessness: a sure indication that no-one had ques

tioned that.

What first struck Joseph about him was his conformity to the ideals of the Ser

mon on the Mount. There seems little doubt—though Joseph modestly refrains

from recording the event—that he first met his Master when Theodotos came to

the monastery of Zuqnin, near Amida, shortly after his return from Egypt. He took

a full part in the cenobitic life of his host-monastery, teaching the monks the psalms

and hymns of daily worship, clearing out the filth from the stable-yard, attending

services at the conventual church, collecting firewood for the homeless people at the

gate. One of these, an old woman with a serious illness, he carried around the vil

lages on his shoulders until he found a woman who was prepared to nurse her.

After that he would visit her, bringing a priest with the sacrament when necessary.

Like the Good Samaritan he provided for her upkeep, again (one must presume)

out of the proceeds of his rather unwilling ministrations to his many rich visitors

and clients. He had a horror of the rich and only accepted their money in order to

rechannel it towards the poor. In Joseph's emphasis on this fact we may hear an

echo of the allegation that the life of a mobile monk was an excuse for accumulat

ing individual wealth. Joseph tells us about an impostor who did just that, until he

was exposed by Theodotos.

Joseph certainly believed his master was a disinterested servant of God and of the

poor, drawn repeatedly by his desire for uninterrupted contemplation to fly to

Egypt or Persia, where he was totally unknown, but somehow unable to detach him

self from his homeland, Mesopotamia, and from his fellow human-beings. With typ

ically semitic pungency he exhorted his disciple 'never to neglect the need of the

son of your flesh.'

This is something which Climacus and the other theorists of the detached life of

voluntary exile left out of their calculations. Yet it could not be more evangelical.

They also left out friendship, of which Jesus was certainly an example. Theodotos
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loved Joseph as his own son. He felt they were joined as closely as body and soul,

and as he gave his disciple a dying kiss, he said, 'Whether to Heaven or Gehenna,

the two of us shall go together!' Theodotos did not conform to the theoretical ideal

of xeniteia; but the ways in which he digressed from it make him somehow both

more human and more Christian.14

What was it, then, that made the rootless life so unloved by many influential

writers? I have suggested that the money gained from thankful patients was sus

pect, that contact with the world constituted a threat to celibacy and that Joseph was

at pains to record Theodotos' obedience to and good relations with patriarchs and

bishops. But he did his utmost to avoid ordination. This repugnance for holy or

ders, while it might be an aspect of humility, might equally well be a symptom of a

nature that valued highly the unclassified status of a holy man: free, untrammelled

and unanswerable as the Holy Spirit that lived in him.15

Joseph does not conceal the fact that Theodotos was often right when abbots,

bishops or even patriarchs were wrong. He detected murderers, heretics, unbap-

tized people and heinous sinners in the monasteries which he visited, whom the

church authorities had long harboured without suspicion, often because they were

grateful for the skills they brought with them, and so did not ask too many awk

ward questions.

It can happen that a self-contained community makes compromises with the truth

for the sake of convenience, or else strays far from the path of orthodoxy by a kind

of collective self-deception. In such cases the judgement of an outsider, provided he

himself is a man with spiritual insight, may be a prophetic voice, calling the com

munity back to the right.18

More often, perhaps, such interference may be resented as meddling, and the

claim to charismatic authority dismissed as presumptuous self-aggrandizement.

Joseph admits that those who did not know Theodotos well were inclined at such

times to attribute to him the base motive of enviousness.

Without going into a detailed proof, I think it can be shown that Theodotos' mo

bility was prompted by two leading thoughts: first, that by the time of the death of

the patriarch Theodore he had learned all that he could from the training-school

that was a cenobitic abbey and that he was now ready to roam from place to place

with his sack of bones as an independent charismatic agent; and second, that this

life-style would be made difficult if he was 'caught' by the church authorities and

'tied down' or institutionalized as a bishop. (Incidentally, when he did become a

bishop, he obtained the permission of the hierarchy to stray at will beyond the

bounds of his diocese; but even so he stuck it only for a couple of years before

resigning.)

Joseph saw his master as a saint; and no doubt he was one. But one can see how

less scrupulous or less level-headed men might have given the mobile religious life a

bad name. Even Theodotos himself, if you did not know him personally, might

have seemed, by the account of ill-disposed reporters, to be another meddling

megalomaniac. A set of rules for monks written by bishop George of the Arabs, a

contemporary of Theodotos, begins with the words: 'Never allow a wandering
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monk with a sack of saints inside the gates of your monastery!'17

Bishop George was a good Christian; but so, it seems certain from Joseph's

close-up account, was Theodotos. It is ironic that by their disapproval such men as

Bishop George actually fulfilled the only Beatitude that was lacking to make

Theodotos a perfect saint: 'Blessed are you, when men shall revile you, and perse

cute you, and shall say all manner of evil against you falsely for my sake.'

Cambridge
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11. In his account of their first encounter our author says that Theodotos while at Zuqnin came across a

monk from Qenneshre called Severus, whose disciple he became; Severus of Samosat seems to have been a

bishop already in 616 (Michael, text p. 418).

12. I do not mean to imply that this was not a part of the desert tradition. Anonymous Apophthegmata, ed.

Nau, ROC 1913, No. 379 prefers the service of the sick to the most extreme ascetic endeavours of the

solitary.

13. See A. Voobus, Syriac and Arabic documents regarding legislation relative to Syrian asceticism, PETSE (Stock-
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holm 1960): 'Rules of Rabbula', Nos. 2-4; 'Rules attributed to Rabbula'. No. 13; 'Rules for the monks in

Persia', No. 5 etc.

14. Extreme examples of the doctrine of detachment can be found in Anonymous Apophthegmata , ed. Nau,

ROC 1913, No. 367 and Cassian, Conferences XXIV. 9, ed. Pichery, SC 64; pp. 179-80, but these deal with

the blood-relationship, which was considered particularly dangerous to the monk (cf. Anon. Apoph., ed. Nau,

ROC 1909, No. 223). Theodotos' wish to share the fate of his disciple may be compared to Romans 9:3 and

many another spiritual father's prayer that either his disciple be saved, or else he be damned with him (see

K. Ware's paper on 'The Spiritual Father in St. John Climacus and St. Simeon the New Theologian' below);

but while these protestations are made in intercession for the sins of the disciples, Theodotos' words spring

spontaneously from his love for Joseph.

15. Climacus and other authorities in the East claim for the holy man the power to bind and loose and

other powers limited in the West to those in orders; Theodotos, unordained, not only binds and looses and

administers severe penances: he also gives oil to the sick.

16. The Anon. Apoph., ed. Nau, ROC 1909, No. 250, advise that a visiting monk be held up as an example

to those he visits and obeyed by them; however, the same collection, ed. Nau ROC 1912, No. 317, advises

the monk troubled by the behaviour of those he is dwelling with that 'it is better to keep silent'.

17. See Voobus, op. cit. (note 13), 'Rules of George of the Arabs', No. 1. In discussion of this paper refer

ence was made to L. MacCoull, 'A Coptic Marriage Contract in the Pierpont Morgan Library', Proc. XV

Congr. Papyroi. (Brussels 1977) = Papyrologica Bruxellensia 17 (Brussels 1979), where a promise is made to

have nothing to do with wandering monks.



PERFECT HATRED

J. E Procope

'To everything there is a season', says Ecclesiastes (3:8), ' . . . a time to love and a

time to hate'. Writers of the Old Testament had a clear enough picture of when to

hate and whom to hate. To put matters very crudely, it was wrong to hate a

brother, a neighbour, a fellow-Israelite, whereas hatred of outsiders, of Israel's

enemies and God's enemies, could be a positive duty. Thus the Torah condemns

hatred within the community: 'You shall not hate your brother in your heart, but

you shall reason with your neighbour. . . . You shall not take vengeance or bear any

grudge against the sons of your own people, but you shall love your neighbour as

yourself (Lv 19:17f.). When it came, however, to the sons of other peoples,1 there

were no such inhibitions. A loathing of Israel's gentile opponents could be ex

pressed with candid ferocity, in texts like the Book of Nahum or the conclusion of

Psalm 137: 'O daughter of Babylon, . . . happy shall he be who requites you . . . ,

happy shall he be who takes your little ones and dashes them against the rock!' Is

rael's enemies were God's enemies. To love or even to tolerate what God hates was

to be unfaithful and wicked oneself. To be righteous was to share God's hatred of

evil, pride and arrogance (Pr 8:13), and to dissociate oneself from His enemies. 'Do

I not hate them that hate Thee, O Lord?', exclaims the Psalmist (139:21), 'and do I

not loathe them that rise up against thee? I hate them with a perfect hatred; I

count them my enemies'.

'You have heard that it was said, "You shall love your neighbour and hate your

enemy" ' (Mt 5:43). Nor was it only in Israel that you would have been given such

advice. The principle of loving your neighbour and hating the common enemy was

fundamental throughout the Ancient World. Nor was that surprising. The chief

mechanism for ensuring justice had been the blood-feud; and when even private life

tended to be a state of intermittent warfare between tribes and families,2 members

of your own group — your family or tribe, political faction, city or nation — were al

lies in a dangerous world3 and as such to be cherished; whereas anyone outside the

group would be, at least potentially, an enemy, automatically an object of mistrust

and hostility.4 (The Latin word hostis, incidentally, had begun by meaning simply

'stranger'.)5 Love and hatred, friendship and enmity were correlatives; 'he who has

no enemies has no friends either', was a Greek maxim.8 Love for fellow-members of
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the group and hostility towards those outside it served the double function of hold

ing family, tribe and nation together and of discouraging inroads from other

groups. The children of Israel were conspicuous for both attitudes; according to

Tacitus (Hist.5.5), they displayed apud ipsos fides obstinate, misericordia in promptu, sed

adversus omnes alios hostile odium.

'You shall love your neighbour and hate your enemy'. With the gradual estab

lishment of law-courts and written laws, the principle underwent two major refine

ments. In Greece and Israel alike, it came to be moralised. The justification for hat

ing someone was no longer simply that he was an enemy, that you had a feud with

him; it became more and more necessary to claim that he was wicked as well. In

practice, the moralisation was easy enough — you generally do feel that your enemies

are wicked. As it was, the one form of hatred which remained respectable through

out antiquity was 'hatred of wickedness' (in Greek, niooJiovn,gCa). This disinterested

hatred, which ensures that laws are carried out and that the guilty are punished,

was a virtue expected from monarchs.7 It was also, according to Clement and

others,8 characteristic of God. (Divine |nooJiovnota in fact provided Christian

writers with their most acceptable explanation of God's wrath.) Secondly and still

more importantly, a distinction arose between the wicked themselves and their

wickedness, between the sin which is hateful, and the sinner who can still be a rightful

object of love. Pacem cum hominibus, bellum cum vitiis habe.9 In Greece, the distinction

appears from the fourth century bc onwards,10 in Israel perhaps earlier." Its im

plication is that the one truly permissible hatred is an impersonal abhorrence of

evil, an odium abominationis, and not some personal enmity or odium inimicitiae.

'Hate the sickness, not the sick man', as the blessed Syncletica put it

(Apophth. 13; PG 65:425c). The distinction, repeated by one Church Father after an

other,12 resolved an apparent contradiction in the New Testament. Christ had con

demned hatred altogether: 'But I say to you, Love your enemies and pray for those

who persecute you' (Mt 5:44). If 'You shall love your neighbour as yourself is one

of the two great commandments,13 and if 'neighbour' includes not only the 'adver

sary' (Mt 5:25) within the community, but extends, as the parable of the good

Samaritan demonstrates (Lk 10:29-37), to despised outsiders, there is nobody

whom you ought not to love.14 On the other hand, according to St. John, you

should not iove the world' (1 Jn. 2:15); you should even hate your own soul in this

world (Ev.Jo. 12.25). The classic resolution of the difficulty, expounded most fully

and frequently by Augustine, was that the world and your own soul are hateful only

in so far as they are vicious; as works of God, they are loveable. To hate yourself

and the world means, properly, to hate the sin there. The hatred prescribed by St.

John is fully compatible with love for your enemies and persecutors, being simply,

to use Pauline language, a 'loathing what is evil' which is the counterpart of 'holding

fast to what is good' (Rom 12:9). As Augustine puts it (Cvv.Dei 14.6) the man who

lives according to God must necessarily be a lover of good, from which it follows

that he must hate what is evil. Moreover, since men are evil not by nature but by

their own fault, he has a duty of 'perfect hatred' towards those who are evil, hating
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the fault but loving the man. For that, as Augustine explains elsewhere (Enn.Ps.

138.28), is what the psalmist meant by 'perfect hatred'; 'not to hate the men because

of their vices, or to love the vices because of the men'.

Armed with that distinction, Augustine can go to town in his interpretations of St.

John. There are two ways, one of them right and one wrong, of hating your own

soul. Every man has two elements, his humanity, which God has made, and sin,

which he has himself contributed. To be saved, you must love, in yourself as in

others, only what God has made (Tr.Ev.Jo. 12.13); to love, or even to condone, your

iniquity is to work for your own destruction and thus in effect to 'hate yourself by

loving yourself badly', by loving what is harmful (87.4). Odium animae amor nequitiae

(Serm. 333.2). 'He who loves iniquity hates his own soul', as the psalmist says (10:5

LXX). Conversely, si bene oderis, tunc amasti (Tr.Ev.Jo. 51.10); to hate well is to love.

There is a praiseworthy self-hatred which consists in hatred of your own sins. These

are the real children of Babylon whom the psalmist would see dashed against the

rock; qui sunt parvuli Babyloniae? nascentes malae cupiditates (Enn.Ps. 136.22). Similarly,

you should both hate the world and love it, rightly hating the faults which the

world perversely loves in itself and loving what it perversely hates, Dei scilicet

opificium et diversas bonitatis suae consolationes (Tr.Ev.Jo. 87.4). Such hatred of sin

combined with love for the sinner is an imitation of God's love for us while we were

still sinners (Tr.Ev.Jo. 110.6). When Scripture says 'Thou batest nothing that thou

hast made' (Sap 11:24), there is no conflict with 'Esau I have hated' (Mal 1:21), since

God hates only 'Esau the sinner', not His own creation 'Esau the man' (Q.ad Simp.

1.2.18). To imitate God in hating sin with a 'perfect hatred' is to treat the sinner

with a love which is the exact opposite of his own misguided self-love, the compla

cency which amounts in effect to self-hatred (Tr.Ev.Jo. 51. 10)

'Hate the sin but love the sinner'. Love for the sinner, Augustine believed, can

take a variety of forms. Confronted with sin, it can find expression in exhortation,

reproaches, even rage (Serm.Frang. 5.3, Tr.Ep.Jo. 7.8). It need not mean indulgence,

or sparing the rod (Tr.Ep.Jo. 7.11). On the contrary, the rod has its own charity

(C.Ep.Parm. 3.1.3), and not to chastise may itself be a mark of culpable hatred

(Serm.Dom. in Mont. 2.63; Ep. 93.2, 104.8). With this argument, Augustine justified

repressive measures against pagans, Donatists and other non-Catholics: agnoscant

Christum . . . prius ferientem, et postea consolantem (Ep. 185.22). Such reasoning, as he

himself realised, could easily be twisted into a pretext for robbery and extortion: 'I

am not acting out of hatred, I am merely imposing a disciplina de dilectione; I am

robbing the pagan to make him, through this harsh and salutary discipline, a Chris

tian' (Serm. 178.5) At this point, 'love for the sinner' becomes indistinguishable

from ordinary communal antagonism. The old patterns of hostility towards outsid

ers had in fact an awkward way of reemerging. Christ may in principle have for

bidden such hostility; His followers could hardly help preferring 'those who are in

the household of faith' (Gal 6:10). Like the Jews, they soon acquired a reputation

for misanthropy, for odium generis humani.ts But their chauvinism, like that of

Jewish communities, was to some extent just the reverse of a fraternal charity, a 'so
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cial conscience' towards their brethren in sickness or want, for which they were also

well known. To cite one example, John Chrysostom's Homilies Against the Jews, some

times quoted for their outbursts of antisemitism, are no less noteworthy for their

expression of social concern, their assertions of how impossible it is to live one's

own life successfully without loving one's neighbour and seeing to his salvation. ,8

Chrysostom's fulminations are a reflection of his pastoral anxieties, much as

Augustine's arguments for religious coercion were the work of a pastor defending

his flock against opponents who had themselves used coercion (C.Ep.Pet. 2.53).

When the sheep are in danger, the shepherd is unlikely to waste much tenderness

on the wolves. In a different context, 'hatred of sin' could be given a very different

interpretation. For the sixth century monk Dorotheus, 'perfect hatred' was to hate

one's own passions for their own sake (Sent. 16; PG 88:1810D). The Desert Father

Poemen taught that 'hatred of wickedness means hating one's own sins and justify

ing one's neighbour' (Apophth. 118; PG 65:352D). The only sinner whose sins one is

entitled to hate is one's own self, and the one proper expression of hatred is to at

tack one's own evil impulses. These gentler introspective teachings came from

monastic circles and were directed to monks who had in principle renounced the

world with its divisive loyalties. Life in the monastery, regulated for the avoidance

of fraternal conflict, was the context for the remarkable sentences of Maximus

Confessor on escaping or dealing with hatred, rancour and slander.17 In the world

at large, however, it is hardly possible to ignore the sins of others; and the disin

terested abhorrence of evil, preached by Augustine, is all too inextricably entangled

with personal human imperfect hatreds.
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NON-CHRISTIAN ATTITUDES TO MONASTICISM

D.H. Raynor

Any reader of non-Christian writings of the fourth century could easily assemble

a large number of instances of widespread pagan disapproval, and even vicious

hatred, of Christian monks: the development of monasticism is regarded in some

quarters as a particularly pestilent outbreak of the noxious Christian disease.

Libanius, for example, shows this strong disapproval; he condemns the monks of

his experience for their activities, which he argues are not only illegal1 but also

hypocritical, being rooted in the base secular desire for personal profit rather than

on any pure religious motivation.2 He even argues that their hypocritical activities,

resulting in spurious conversions, are not likely in the long run to profit Chris

tianity anyway;3 the monks thus have a bad effect not only on the defenceless Sy

rian peasants who are their victims, but even on the propagation of their own faith.

Libanius attacks not only what the monks do but what they are—runaway peasants

for the most part,4 choosing to live as parasites upon others rather than working for

their own living and discharging their social responsibilities. Their low social status

also means that they are uneducated and for the most part not Greek-speaking: cer

tainly not the kind of people who should be able to claim any legitimate authority in

religious matters. It is a scandal to Libanius that these ignorant and unlettered

peasants should aspire to be interpreters of the divine philosophy, the highest call

ing to which the noble and educated Hellene might aspire.5 Such strong criticisms

as these are paralleled in other contemporary pagan authors, including the Em

peror Julian,8 the historian Ammianus Marcellinus,7 and the western aristocrat

Rutilius Claudius Namatianus.8 Vicious hatred of the monks is shown by Eunapius,

who speaks of them as pigs defiling the holy places, and laments their tyrannical

power.9 He even claims that the 'impiety of men clad in black raiment' led to the

success of Alaric's invasion of Greece, due to the anger of the slighted gods.10 The

fifth-century Greek historian Zosimus echoes these sentiments."

It is not to be doubted that much pagan criticism is just, and is a legitimate reac

tion to the attitudes and activities of certain monks. There is ample evidence from

the Christian side that many of the non-Christian criticisms were well founded.

However, this should not blind us to their polemical context. That they could be

grounded in hard fact gave additional force to their use in rhetorical character

267
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blackening; but the technique remained one-sided for all that. Liebeschuetz12 re

marks that Libanius 'surely knew' that his charges were not generally true of

monks, but that to discredit the monks all round would strengthen his attacks on

their anti-pagan activities. Socrates13 recognised that Libanius and Julian both in

dulged to a great extent in sophistic confutation based on half-truths, perversions

and falsifications, and maintained that their attacks could therefore be rejected

without further argument. However, we should remember that a less cultured audi

ence might be wholly swayed by Libanius' presentation; he must have fuelled much

popular prejudice against the Christian monks by his stress of the worst aspects and

most unedifying activities of monasticism. He conveniently fails to mention the

influence for good which the monks could exercise in Antioch,14 or their major

services on the occasion of the Statues incident.15

These attacks concentrate on what we might call the 'unacceptable face' of monas

ucism. There are, however, traces of a more positive reaction on the part of non-

Christians, particularly in the earlier years of the movement, before the time of or

ganised anti-pagan activity. In the early stages there is evidently some appreciation

that the ascetic monks are genuinely seeking after God, and deserve to be taken

seriously, as competitors at least. A case in point is the opposition of local

philosophers to the foundation of a monastery around ad 340 at Panopolis on the

Nile, on the grounds that Pachomius was bringing 'olives to Panopolis'—i.e. coals to

Newcastle.18 Clearly the philosophers were afraid of monastic competition. If we

may admit evidence from the Apopkthegmata, we may detect a rather more positive

appreciation of a common aim in the pagan priest who lodged with Abba Olympius

at Scetis, and was prepared to give the monk friendly advice as to the right living of

the holy life.17 The monk may, then, be respected by the pagan, either as a danger

ous competitor or as a serious fellow-seeker after God. This attitude will have been

aided by the prevalent Hellenic idea that asceticism was in some sense a sign of reli

gious authority.18 Christian apologists for monasticism were not slow to take advan

tage of this attitude.

It must be confessed, however, that pagan appreciation of the monastic phenom

enon was far outweighed by criticism and polemic, partly justified, but in fairness

applicable only to the more unsavoury elements in monasticism. The Christians

themselves were well aware of the force of such criticisms. It is notable that every

important element in the pagan criticism can be paralleled in some sense from

within the Church, and indeed from within the monastic movement, as it makes re

peated attempts to put its own house in order.

We should note, for instance, the complaint of Theodosius I as reported by Am

brose, monachi multa scelera faciunt,19 and the various laws aimed at bringing them

under control. These include the famous edicts of Valens empowering local

authorities to take drastic measures against men who try to escape their public

duties and military service by going off into the desert to join the monks (specie reli-

gionis cum coetibus monazonton congreguntur).20 These are, of course, the edicts of an

Arian Emperor, and may have been partly intended to reduce the influence of
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monks of more 'orthodox' persuasions; nevertheless they offer powerful corrobora

tion to the charges of Libanius. Again, that Libanius and Julian were not unfair in

portraying some monks as parasites cynically depending on alms is shown by

Augustine's On the Work of Monks,21 written c. ad 400 to condemn precisely this

tendency.

It might be thought that the exercise of episcopal control could check the indi

vidualistic excesses and disreputable activities which could give the movement a bad

name. The theory is admirable, but depends upon the integrity of the bishop; the

link between the patriarchate and the monks was very vulnerable to exploitation by

an unscrupulous prelate. We need only recall the case of Theophilus and the

Serapeum: 'Once upon a time, the fathers came to Alexandria, called by the

Archbishop Theophilus, that they might make prayer and destroy the temples.'22

To balance that evidence, however, there are signs in the traditions of a certain

amount of monastic disapproval of Theophilus, who was several times, according to

the Gerontikon,23 refused an audience by prominent monks whom he had gone to

consult. Socrates24 tells us of the growing rift between Theophilus and the two Tall

Brothers, resulting eventually in their request to leave him and return to the desert.

These incidents give us a clue that Theophilus in the last decade of the century was

antagonising the high-minded monks who wished to maintain their withdrawal

from the world. The monks who were drawn to him, by contrast, would be those

who welcomed involvement in worldly concerns and an active anti-pagan role. It is

no coincidence that these two groups correspond roughly to the two sides in the

Origenist controversy, which became largely a conflict of non-intellectuals against

intellectuals. Theophilus' turning of his coat and attaching himself to the non-

intellectuals should be seen in the context of his developing relationships with these

two groups of monks in the preceding years.

The criticisms of the pagans strike home most forcibly against the non-intellectual

group, or at least that part of it which indulged in fanatical anti-pagan activities

(which was represented perhaps even more strongly in the peculiar conditions of

Syria than in Egypt). In this connection we should remember that among Libanius'

most scathing criticisms of the monks are those directed at their ignorance, and their

consequent enthusiasm for the use of violent rather than persuasive means in the

propagation of their faith. Further, a natural concomitant of ignorance is in

tolerance, a trait which the urbane Libanius found particularly offensive. His own

life-long devotion to paganism and to Hellenic culture did not prevent his being

also a champion of religious tolerance. He praises both Julian and Theodosius for

refusing to have recourse to forced conversions, but relying only on persuasion.25

Norman, in his edition of Libanius, quotes a parallel from Athanasius for Libanius'

criticism of the monks for overstepping these boundaries: 6u yhQ |Cqpeoiv f| BfeXeoiv

otobk 6ia oxoaxtwxdA' f| &Xr|8jta xaxayyfeXXexai oAXa ju8ol xai ouuJJovX,^.28

We find, then, much evidence within Christianity that the pagan criticisms struck

home fairly at certain elements in monasticism. Further, the various excesses tended

to give the movement a bad name among ordinary Christians as well as among pa
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gans. For those very Christian writers who acknowledge and attempt to correct the

faults of monasticism also write with an eye to rehabilitating the movement in the

opinions of ordinary Christians. A major motive of Athanasius' Life of Antony," for

instance, was to show how devoted the saint was to orthodoxy, and thus to ecclesias

tical authority: Athanasius thus wrote effective apologetic for monasticism by show

ing how sound was the example of its founding father, and at the same time

strongly encouraged the monks to vindicate his apologetic by truly following that

example. John Chrysostom, who was to suffer tragically at the instigation of the

non-intellectuals, was both an ardent apologist for monasticism, and strongly con

cerned that it should not degenerate into a self-indulgent, inward-looking and

egotistical quest for personal salvation.28

It is instructive to note that Chrysostom's Adversus Oppugnatores Vitae Monasticae2'

is addressed to Christians as well as to pagans, for both groups are well represented

among the oppugnatores. Opposition could be expected of the average pagan—if

such men as Libanius proclaimed the monastic movement to be pernicious, the

common man was unlikely to think differently. But what horrified Chrysostom was

that good Christian people were joining in disapproval of, and even active measures

against, monasticism. This attitude was particularly strong among educated Chris

tians, who tended to share the feelings of the educated pagans concerning the

monks' low social standing, ignorance and even anti-intellectualism. Though these

qualities were by no means universal in the monastic movement even in Syria, they

clearly tended to prejudice the classically educated Christian against the whole

movement. Such parents would rather send their children to gain a good education

at the hands of Libanius or other pagan teachers, as indeed did Chrysostom's

mother,30 than trust them to the uncertain care of the monks. Their misgivings

were clearly increased by the fear that the monks' influence might tempt their

pupils away from public careers to a life of hardship in the desert. It is against such

fears as these, which he regards as reflecting a preoccupation with transitory

worldly matters, that Chrysostom argues, against both Christian and non-Christian

parents. His arguments revolve around the conviction that the monastic life is in

fact the highest calling to which a man may aspire; referring to it often as 'cpiXooocpia',

he adapts commonplaces of classical argument to prove that this life surpasses

all others in conferring honour and benefit upon its adherents.31 The more he can

present the monk in the terms of the Greek philosopher-sage, the more acceptable

he can make monasticism appear. The same strategy may be detected in the Hel

lenistic flavour of Athanasius' Life of Antony, and in the Hellenizing tendency of the

later Historia Religiosa of Theodoret,32 who presents his heroes as fighting an epic

battle against evil, and attributes to them the traditional Greek virtues. Indeed, this

is just such another work as we have been discussing, with both an apologetic and a

normative function. The apologetic is directed towards the cultivated and civilised

classes who tend to despise monasticism; at the same time the monks are

encouraged to live up to the apologetic, to defuse the charges against them.

We have found reason to link traditionally educated pagans and Christians, who

inevitably shared many of the same attitudes to life.33 Their attitude to monasticism
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is very much a case in point, the attitude of the educated man of good standing

towards the ignorant and uncouth. It is instructive to note that the elements of

pagan religion to which Libanius most objects are precisely those for which he most

strongly criticises the Christian monks, namely ignorance and intolerance.34 These

he thought as degrading to the true Hellenic religion as the worst excesses of the

monks were to Christianity. We may find an illuminating parallel to this attitude to

monasticism, if we follow up the hint given us by the emperor Julian, when he in

sults the wandering Cynics by comparing them to the Christian monks.35 For in

point of fact the attitude examined above towards the monks is very similar to, and

I suggest clearly related to, the established attitudes towards the Cynics long held by

the respectable elements of Greek-speaking society. The cynic phenomenon has

close parallels with the monastic: at best it is a high ideal, and a necessary corrective

to the values of the world, but at worst it can be so violently abused that the whole

movement is brought into disrepute. Julian views the vast majority of the 'cynics' of

his time as worthless men, greedy, hypocritical, unphilosophical and illiterate, quite

unworthy of the great traditions of the ancient Cynics. He attempts to recall them

to some emulation of the discipline and self-sufficiency which had ennobled

Diogenes and his followers, in much the same way as the ascetic writers attempt to

encourage the monks seriously to conform themselves to their high ideal. The cynic

problem is by no means a new one in Julian's time; we may recall for instance the

attitude of Epictetus, whose discourse 'JiegI xvviouov'38 was written with much the

same intentions as Julian's oration, though in a rather more congenial manner. He

viewed the Cynic's calling as the highest and noblest form of the philosophical life,

to show men that they are astray in their opinions of good and evil, and to call

them to a true understanding of the things that are of eternal value. This is the

noblest form of public service (JioXixeCa) in which a man may engage.37 Epictetus is

highly sympathetic, indeed devoted, to the ideal, but scathing in his criticism of

those who besmirch the name of the cynics by their unworthiness38; his attitude, in

fact, is very similar to that of the educated and reflective advocate of monasticism,

who can see both the value of the phenomenon and the fact that many of his peers

fail to perceive that value, their vision distorted by the unworthy elements that

bring the whole movement into disrepute. It is easy to see, in addition, how the

prejudices of many educated persons against the ignorant and intolerant monks

must have been underpinned by the attitude to the parasitical cynics long estab

lished among the educated classes, both pagan and Christian.

It is helpful to remember here how Synesius,39 in the name of Hellenic culture,

condemns the unlettered and over-ascetic Christian monks, alongside those who are

corrupting the doctrines of Neoplatonism with theurgy and superstition. Yet in the

same work he commends the achievements of certain outstanding Christian

monks.40 Like Julian and Epictetus on the one hand, and the apologists for monas

ticism on the other, he condemns all who fail to live up to the high ideal they claim.

In the end, monasticism came near enough to the ideal to survive where the cynic

line failed; Chrysostom, in his 17th homily on the Statues, made a pertinent dis

tinction when he praised the monks who pleaded for Antioch, in contrast to the
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pagan philosophers, 'worthless Cynics', who failed to rise to the challenge.41 It is to

the credit of the monks that their actions enabled the two groups legitimately to be

distinguished, despite the parallel opinions often held about them.42
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MOSES AS THE PARADIGM FOR THE

LITURGICAL SPIRITUALITY OF PSEUDO-DIONYSIUS

Paul Rorem

The spiritual ascent charted by Dionysius the PseudoAreopagite is not simply the

negation and abandonment of all words and thoughts as one rises into the silent

'cloud of unknowing,' like Moses on Mt. Sinai.1 That famous phrase, and The Mysti

cal Theology as a whole, must be understood within the larger Dionysian corpus and

its overall system.2 First of all, the entire motif of a spiritual movement 'upward' is

the latter part of the Neoplatonic construct known as 'procession and return.' From

one point of view, all beings—and all thoughts—are proceeding down from the

creative, self-revealing deity; from the other point of view, they are all returning

back and up to their original source.3 Secondly, the 'cloud' or 'darkness of unknow

ing' is only the last moment of this overall journey upward. Concepts cannot be ne

gated and left behind until they are first attained and affirmed. For Dionysius, di

vine knowledge is revealed in the 'anagogical' or uplifting interpretation of the

Bible and of the liturgy, since this process lifts the faithful from perceptible symbols

up to their conceptual meanings.4

Medieval and modern readers have usually been more interested in how the

Arc-opagite abandoned interpretations and concepts than in how he arrived at them

in the first place. Nevertheless, the full Dionysian ascent encompasses both the

anagogical movement up to knowledge and also the final leap beyond.

In this life, we use whatever appropriate symbols we can for the things of God. With

these analogies we are raised upwards toward the truth of the mind's vision, a truth

which is simple and one. And then we leave behind us all our own conceptions of the

divine. We call a halt to the activities of our minds and to the extent that is proper, we

approach the ray which transcends being.5

The present study confines itself to the Areopagite's elaborate illustration of the

upward journey, the ascent of Moses up Mt. Sinai. Like The Mystical Theology as a

whole and like the entire topic of Pseudo-Dionysian 'spirituality', the story of Moses

has subtle but consistent connections to the anagogical interpretation of the scrip

tures and especially of the liturgy. A link between the eucharist and an extraordinary

religious experience is obvious in the author's other two illustrations of individual

piety. One 'Hierotheus', our author's supposed mentor, possessed a 'sympathy'8
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with the divine things (a term borrowed from Neoplatonic theurgy) and on

one eucharistic occasion was 'caught up, taken out of himself, experiencing com

munion with the things praised.' Here the non-technical language of 'ecstasy'—

being taken out of oneself—is connected to a phrase used explicitly for the bread

and the cup of the synaxis or eucharist.7 Similarly, a Cretan named Carpos was 're

ceptive' toward the sight of God (another verbal loan from Neoplatonism) and he

never celebrated the eucharistic liturgy unless a favorable vision appeared to him

during the preparatory prayers.8

The connection to the liturgy which is explicit in these stories of Hierotheus and

Carpos is implicit in the Dionysian narrative of Moses on Mt. Sinai.9 It is subtly

suggested by several unusual terms which appear in a specific sequence. From the

first chapter of The Mystical Theology:

It is not for nothing that the blessed Moses is commanded to submit first to purification

and then to be separated from those who have not undergone this. When every purifi

cation is complete, he hears the many-voiced trumpets. He sees the many lights, pure

and with rays streaming abundantly. Then, standing apart from the crowds and accom

panied by chosen priests, he pushes ahead to the summit of the divine ascents. And yet

he does not meet God Himself, but contemplates, not Him Who is invisible, but rather

where He dwells. This means, I presume, that the holiest and highest of the things per

ceived with the eye of the body or the mind are but the rationale which presupposes all

that lies below the Transcendent One. Through them, however, His unimaginable

presence is shown, walking the heights of those holy places to which the mind at least

can rise. But then he [Moses] breaks free of them, away from what sees and is seen,

and he plunges into the truly mysterious darkness of unknowing. Here, renouncing all

that the mind may conceive, wrapped enurely in the intangible and the invisible, he be

longs completely to Him who is beyond everything. Here, being neither oneself nor

someone else, one is supremely united by a completely unknowing inactivity of all

knowledge, and knows beyond the mind by knowing nothing.10

Obviously, this embellishment of the biblical record presents the sequence of

Moses' progress up Mt. Sinai and into the 'cloud' as the model for one's own pro

gress in the ascent of the spirit. Yet it does not stand alone. As the paradigm for

Pseudo-Dionysian spirituality, it must be understood within the texture of his over

all synthesis. Beneath the surface of this vignette lie two specific sequential patterns

which are thoroughly discussed elsewhere in the corpus. First, and briefly, the

familiar triad of purification, illumination, and perfection is here represented by

the alternative terminology of purification, contemplation, and union." Moses is

first purified, then contemplates where God dwells, and finally enters into union

with God.

More importantly for the moment, the Sinai sequence suggests the events of the

liturgy as they are experienced by the bishop or hierarch, for whom Moses is in

deed the prototype, 'the foremost initiator and leader among the hierarchs' of the

legal hierarchy.12 Several terms, some of them quite unusual and almost technical,

parallel Moses on Mt. Sinai with the hierarch during the eucharist. First, the 'purifi

cation' of Moses (cbioxd8aooig) duplicates the rare term used for the ritual hand
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washing of the hierarch and of the priests in their liturgical cleansing or purifica

tion.13 Second, Moses is then 'separated' from those who are not purified, exactly as

the members of the eucharistic community who are not yet fully purified—namely,

the catechumens, the penitents, and the possessed—are liturgically dismissed from

the service and thus 'separated' from the hierarch.14 Third, Moses next perceives

the trumpet sounds and the bright lights, but moves beyond them, just as the

hierarch knows and teaches how to interpret such perceptible symbols, transcending

the bare sounds of scripture passages and the physical lights of the liturgy.15

Fourth, Moses leaves the others behind and pushes ahead with only certain 'chosen'

priests, precisely as the hierarch departs from the lay people and enters the re

stricted altar area with his 'chosen' clerics.18 Fifth, this ascent is here twice called an

avdPaoig, a term which appears in only one other place, designating the anagogical

interpretation of some liturgical symbols.17 Sixth, Moses next 'contemplates' the

place where God dwells, even as the hierarch contemplates the entire milieu and

sequence of the liturgy for its higher, conceptual meaning.18

All of the things perceived by the eye or conceived by the mind are then iden

tified as foundational preliminaries far below the transcendent Deity. Here The

Ecclesiastical Hierarchy and all of its interpretations are left behind, for even the

hierarch's loftiest, most sublime contemplations are not the ultimate goal.19 In the

end, Moses breaks free of the perceptible and the conceptual, and plunges into the

truly mysterious darkness of unknowing, renouncing his mind and uniting with

God.20

Just as the story of Moses is not the Areopagite's full presentation of the spiritual

ascent, but rather its paradigm, so this brief paper is not the full documentation but

rather the illustration of an argument needing much more time and space: the up

ward journey of Pseudo-Dionysius—'beyond the perceptible and the conceptual'—

comprises first the anagogical interpretation of the scriptures and of the liturgy,

and then the supra-rational abandonment of all interpretations and conceptions.21

As exemplified by Moses, the Dionysian ascent is both 'anagogy' and abandonment.

Furthermore, when the current re-examination of patristic 'mysticism' turns to

Pseudo-Dionysius, it will find that the Areopagite's own examples of extraordinary

spiritual experience (Hierotheus, Carpos, and especially Moses) are all related to the

eucharistic liturgy.
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THE FUNCTION OFAPOPHTHEGMATA

IN VITAE AND ITINERARIA

Eva Schulz-Flügel

As to the title of my lecture a few preliminary remarks seem necessary: I deliber

ately put the generic terms 'vita and 'itinerarium in quotation marks in order to

indicate that in the field of ascetic literature of the fourth and fifth centuries we are

dealing with an area which has not yet been fully explored in terms of generic and

formal history. I would like to call your attention to Manfred Fuhrmann's attempt1

to investigate the so-called monastic vitae by Jerome as to their affiliation with or

dependence on literary genera; also let me recall the numerous efforts made to

identify the literary form of the Antonius-vita.

The problem of form and genus arises even more in the Greek and also the Latin

text of the Historia monachorum which most of the following considerations are based

upon.

Placing a text under the heading of a certain literary form, however, is not just a

formalistic play for its own sake. On the contrary, at least within the framework of

ascetic literature, it opens up further problems such as these:

What relevance did these texts have in daily life?

What was intended by writing them down?

How were these texts passed on, quoted, used or even transformed by other authors?

These are only some of the immediate questions. Thus, particularly in view of the

apophthegmata collections accessible to us and their apparently heterogenous mate

rial, the question arises as to what the original collections used to look like, before

later generations added to them, rearranged and selected them.

In fact, we have to ask what after all an apophthegma is within the context of

ascetic literature and whether we can accept Wilhelm Gemoll's definition of the

apophthegma, as suggested particularly for the pre-christian apophthegmata,2 and

whether we can apply it to the Apophthegmata patrum. That is: May we regard only

those textual units as original which—following the classical model—consist of a say

ing or a striking answer to a question? And do we have to delete from the

apophthegmata literature as secondary those large numbers of texts which are

different in nature and which range from short, matter-of-fact notes about an asce

tic's clothing and food3 to novella-like stories?4
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Lucien Regnault already suggested in his French translation of the Apophthegmata

patrumb that the type of the apophthegma which Jean-Claude Guy wanted to regard

as the original one8 —that is, the answer to the fundamental question of the ascetic

disciple 'Jiwc, ow&6) or to his asking for a word 'elni uoi £f|na'—might well be a cen

tral, but probably not the only original, type of the Apophthegmata patrum.

The explicit sayings and particularly the answers to a question reveal to us quite

vividly the situation of their origin, that is, the teaching-situation; however, they do

not succeed in fully representing this very situation. Verbal instruction, the 'giving

of a word' after all was only one method of teaching in the ascetic circles. Rather,

the 'giving of a word' depended upon the reception of grace and, in this charisma

tic function, it was not simply available to the teacher. We even have to think of the

spectrum of non-verbal methods of instruction as being much wider.

For instance, following the example of the prophets of the Old Testament, a ver

bal answer can be substituted by parabolic actions.7 Another form of an answer is

the exemplum which the disciple is referred to again and again. He is expected to

find guiding principles of his own from his teacher's way of life and his ascetic

practices, especially concerning food, sleep, prayer, and clothing, and from his ac

tions and conduct. And the miracles and visions which the perfected ascetic can

achieve and experience thanks to grace show the beginner the end he is striving at.

It becomes apparent from some apophthegmata that the various didactic methods

were very well tailored for the individual disciple and his particular situation;8 they

obviously had to be adapted to every new master-disciple relationship.

Apart from certain tendencies of the first desert generation to reject any educa

tion, this individual teaching method did not allow a written fixation, because evi

dently no generally valid norms were supposed to be set. Thus we have to conceive

the written fixation as taking place in a changed situation: the second and third

generations seem to have derived their power not only from their own ascetic and

charismatic experience but—with a certain feeling of inferiority9—used their pre

decessors as authorities when they wanted to impart ascetic practice to their disci

ples. Through the effort to save the sayings and non-verbal instructions of these

predecessors from oblivion the situation was ready for writing them down. The

forming of 'schools' which considered themselves the successors of the great fathers

of the first generation, is the prerequisite for the first collections of instructions by

those great models recorded in writing.

The frequently used literary form of a 'story within a story' shows this new kind

of teaching very clearly: instead of an individual answer one could also refer to

what the teacher himself—sometimes even through an intermediary—had learned

from one of the great fathers. If we agree to the thesis that verbal and non-verbal

teaching methods were equally valued and used, it follows that the first written col

lections definitely contained both elements so that we must assume the existence of

a diversity of types at that point already.

I do not claim that the following list of such types10 is in any way complete, par

ticularly since the types to be mentioned could, of course, be further differentiated

according to their formal structure. I believe, however, that the types listed below
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are the most important ones which we can reconstruct from the available collec

tions.

A . Verbal pieces of instruction

1. Answers to questions such as 'How can I be saved?',

answers to specific questions,

answers to the request 'Give me a word'.

2. Sayings without preceding questions concerning specific topics or instructions

reminding of 'rules'.

B. Non-verbal pieces of instruction

1 . Report about a parabolic action.

2. Report about a miracle, for example a healing, a prophecy or authority over

nature and animals.

3. Report about a vision and also about 'Edenic migrations'.

4 . Report about ascetic practices and conduct of life.

5. Report about a struggle against the devil and demons.

6. Report about a conversion.

7. Report about a competition in the charismatic gifts.

All of these types can appear in the later desert generations as a 'story within a

story', even with a double narrative frame, as well as in the form of a novella. It is

only natural that these concise texts lent themselves to being used in other genera

of literature as was the case with the sayings of famous people in antiquity, which

were used in biographies and aretalogies. Similarly we find apophthegmata or textual

units originated from them in some of the so-called monastic biographies. The find

ing, however, is quite different; there are 'vitae' without any trace of apophthegmata

as well as the 'Vita Ephraem'11 which consists exclusively of a series of apophthegmata

which can also be found separately in the collections. The Vita Antonii on the con

trary uses apophthegmata only sparingly in spite of the collections of Antonius' say

ings, certainly available at the time.

I said before that I would like to limit myself to a text which—in terms of the his

tory of the genera—seems to have its place between 'vita' and 'itinerarium': the so-

called Historia monachorum in its Greek and Latin forms. This text is relevant for the

ascetic literature in so far as it forms the corpus of the 'Vitas patrum' together with

the apophthegmata collections and also serves as a model of literary form for other

texts such as the Historia Lausiaca and also for Cassian's writings.

The Historia monachorum is characterized in the lemma of a manuscript12 as 'torogCa

elg xovg PCovg xwv &yluiv Jiaifeowv' and in the Greek prologue as 'Jiokueta xcbv

foflutv xcri ueydXwv Jiaxfeowv13 and also as 'f| xwv bv Atyvjtxcp novaxwv JioXixeCa'14 the

Latin version offers in the same place: 'Aegyptiorum monachorum vita virtutesque' ,

and in another one:15 'plurima de sanctorum patrum vita et conversationibus enarrans'.

Sozomenos, who mentions Timotheus of Alexandria as the author of at least a

part of the text,18 talks about 'Pkn'. In the oldest Latin manuscripts at least the
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first chapter about John of Lykopolis and the chapter about Apollonius of Her-

mopolis are referred to as 'vita (both contain, in fact, more biographical elements

than the other chapters, that is a certain chronology, information about the de

velopment and death of the protagonists).

On the other hand the anonymous author claims in the prologue, Greek as well

as Latin, to be talking about a journey so that the reader would expect an

itinerariurn. And indeed, we sometimes come across notes about sights, typical of

itineraries, among them even a visit to the pyramids,17 without any reference what

soever to the desert fathers, and along with it a few scenes mentioning autopsy.

But otherwise the structure of the Historia, monachorum does not show any re

semblance to other well-known itineraries.

These 'itineraria' do not contain any apophthegmata; even Egeria does without simi

lar elements, although they would have suited the private and elevating style of her

travel report very well. The Historia monachorum on the contrary is full of

apophthegmata. In addition to at least twelve textual units which recur separately in

the apophthegmata collections—either literally or modified—there are numerous pas

sages which can be ascribed to one of the types of apophthegmata mentioned above. I

very cautiously counted ninety-seven. In the Greek text their features become very

clear, because for the most part they are not revised and only losely combined with

out any other connection than aXXoxe, xai 6xi, cpr|oCv, JidXiv.

Frequently this pure parataxis even causes contradictions and inconsistencies and

flaws. Almost all of these flaws have been smoothed by the Latin revisor. On several

occasions he changed the direct speech of the sayings to reported speech, destroy

ing the feature of a §fjna. He combined several apophthegmata to one speech, under

a general heading, dropped apophthegmata which seemed illogical or were already

mutilated in the Greek text18 so that the result was a text which comes much closer

to the declared goal of being a travel report than the Greek original.

At this point I must insert a short remark concerning the genesis of the text of

the Historia monachorum without going into further details.18 When we analyse the

Greek text, two things become evident: first of all, there need not be any doubt

about the fact that one or more brethren from the monastery of the Mount of

Olives in Jerusalem did actually go on a journey to the Egyptian monks as the

author of the prologue says. We know of such travels from other sources, such as

Jerome, Rufinus, Melania, and Cassian.

On the other hand we do have to doubt that this journey took place in such a

way as the following text wants to make us believe. Rather, only a fraction of the

text can be regarded as the result of the autopsy of the travellers from Jerusalem;

for the larger part of the text the author made use of several sources which were

already available to him in a written form.20

There are at least four sources which can be defined more closely:

1. A collection of PCoi which probably contained only the description of 'vita et

conversatio' of some fathers in the Thebais.

These PCoi connected biographical elements with didactic parts in which the

apophthegmata were combined to oratorical units and partly revised. For illus-
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tration of the &oexai apophthegmata of the type of the miracle tales were used.

This source presumably is identical with the BCoi of Timotheus of Alexandria, men

tioned by Sozomenos.21

2. The second source is another collection which can already be considered as

some kind of 'Uinerarium' . It consisted of short reports about visits which follow

more or less closely this pattern: after the introductory word el6ouev which

suggests autopsy, we find name, age, and the number of the disciples, followed

by some brief information about appearance and special charisms. Usually the

quotation of one apophthegma, less frequently of several, serves as the centre of

a chapter. The final remark is often some note on the ascetic practice, espe

cially on food. Similar remarks are known as apophthegmata, too.22

3. The third source is of similar structure, restricted, however, to the monks of

the Nitrian desert.23

4. The fourth source consisted of smaller collections resembling the alphabetic

apophthegmata collections, partly in the form of a story within a story."

These sources are supplemented by one martyr's legend25 and by separate texts on

Paulus Simplex, Paphnutius and Anoub, in which we find apophthegmata almost as

elaborate as novellas.

Let me illustrate the four sources, their literary forms and their use of apophtheg

mata by means of a few examples.

The first source is represented best by two sections in the chapters 8 and 1.

In chapter 8 (Latin 7) about Apollos/Apollonius, in paragraphs 55-59, the following

compilation of apophthegmata can be found. It is declared as a speech about fioxnoig.

(I will use the translation by Norman Russell, TheLives of the Desert Fathers, Introduction

by Benedicta Ward SLG, translation by Norman Russell, [London-Oxford and Kala

mazoo, 1981].

55. When we were alone with him he taught us much about ascesis and how to regu

late our lives. And he frequently spoke about the reception of visitors, saying:

You must prostrate yourselves before brothers who come to visit you, for it

is not them but God you venerate. Have you seen your brother? says Scrip

ture; you have seen the Lord your God.'

56. This, he said, has come down to us from

Abraham. And that we must press the brothers to refresh themselves we

have learned from Lot, who pressed the angels in this way.

He also said: 'Monks, if possible, should communicate daily in the Mysteries of

Christ. For he who separates himself from the Mysteries, separates himself from

God. He who receives Communion frequently, receives the Saviour frequently. For

the saving voice says, 'He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood dwelleth in me

and I in him'.

57. It is therefore useful for monks to keep the remembrance of the Saviour's pas

sion in their minds constantly, and to be ready every day and to prepare them

selves in such a way as to be worthy to receive the heavenly Mysteries at any time,

because it is thus that we are also granted the forgiveness of sins.

58. The canonical fasts, he said, must not be broken except under extreme necessity.

For the Saviour was betrayed on a Wednesday and crucified on a Friday. He who

does not keep these fast days participates in the betrayal and crucifixion of the
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Saviour. But if a brother comes to you in need of refreshment and it is a fast

day, you shall prepare a table for him alone. However, if he does not wish to eat,

do not force him. For we all follow the same teaching.

59. He severely censured those who wore iron chains and let their hair grow long.

'For these, he said, make an exhibition of themselves and chase after human ap

probation, when instead they should make the body waste away with fasting and

do good in secret. Rather than do this, they make themselves conspicuous to all.'

The elements which were originally separate are linked by 'cpnoCv' or 'xal 6xi, 6ei\

connections well known from the apophthegmata collections. The compilation of

apophthegmata in chapter 1 , paragraphs 29-3 1 , looks quite similar:

29. The saint taught us much else about ascesis, including the following:

One should await death as a transition to a happy life and not look ahead

to the feebleness of the body.

And one should not fill the belly even with ordinary things—

for a man, he said, who is satiated suffers the same temptations as those

who live in luxury—

but try through ascesis to free the appetites from passion.

And let no one seek his ease and convenience but let him be strong now

and suffer affliction that he may inherit the breadth of the kingdom of

Christ.

30. For Scripture says . . . [=Acts 14:22; Matt 7:14, 7:13].

Why should we be fainthearted, he said, in this life, seeing that a little later

we shall go to eternal rest?

31. And again:

One should not be puffed up about one's own achievements but always be

humble and flee to the furthest parts of the desert if one realises that one

is becoming proud. For living near villages has often harmed even the per

fect.

This speech is attached to another one which had originally consisted of single

apophthegmata as well, but was already combined by the Greek revisor under one

heading, that is the 8ewrjCa or yvtboig 8eoC), in the paragraphs 22-28.

The second source, short reports of visits, is represented by two examples whose

central apophthegmata also have been passed on separately:

Chapter 15: On Pityrion

1. In the Thebaid we saw a high mountain overhanging the river, a most awesome

place with high crags, and we visited the monks who lived there in the caves.

Their father, whose name was Pityrion, had been one of Antony's disciples and

was the second to succeed him as superior. He performed many different kinds of

miracles and was especially noted for driving out demons.

This is followed by a note which can be regarded as secondary. It is on Pityrion as

the successor of Antonius and Ammon, in turn followed by the central apophthegma

which is to be found also in the alphabetical collection (Pityrion 3):28

He delivered many discourses to us on a variety of topics, but he spoke with particu

lar authority on the discernment of spirits.
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He said that there were certain demons which followed the passions and often made

us disposed to evil.

'Therefore, my children,' he said to us, 'whoever wishes to drive out the demons

must first master the passions.3. For whichever passion one overcomes, one also

drives out its corresponding demon. You must conquer the passions step by step in

order to drive out the demons which belong to them. There is a demon which

follows gluttony; if you gain control over gluttony, you will drive out its demon.

4. The saint ate twice a week, taking on Sundays and Thursdays a little soup made

with corn meal. He was not able to eat anything else because his constitution had

been conditioned in that way.

Whereas in this case the central part of the report is only a single saying, the chap

ter 20 on Dioscoros contains three originally independent sayings, the last of which

can also be found in one of the apophthegmata collections:

Chapter 20: On Dioscoros

1 . We visited another priest in the Thebaid called Dioscorus, the father of a hundred

monks. He used to say to those who were intending to approach the grace of God,

'Take care that no one who has pondered on the image of a woman during the

night dare to approach the sacred Mysteries, in case any of you has had a dream

while entertaining such an image'.

A brief theoretical reflection27 on the varying judgements of nocturnal seminal

emissions follows: Combined with vivid fantasies they are considered the sign of an

evil mind, but when they are the result of purely physical processes, they are not to

be considered as sin. This is actually contradicted by the following apophthegma ac

cording to which an ascetic must completely 'mortify the flesh', that is subdue the

physical processes:

3. 'Now a monk,' he said, 'must even transcend the law of nature and must certainly

not fall into the slightest pollution of the flesh. On the contrary, he must mortify

the flesh and not allow an excess of seminal fluid to accumulate. We should there

fore try to keep the fluid depleted by the prolongation of fasting. Otherwise, it

arouses our sensual appetites'.

The third apophthegma deals with the desires in general:

4. 'A monk must have nothing whatever to do with the sensual appetites. Otherwise

how would he differ from men living in the world? We often see laymen abstain

ing from pleasures for the sake of their health or for some other rational motive.

How much more should the monk take care of the health of his soul and his mind

and his spirit.'

This saying is handed down separately in the Commonitiones patrum 1.15." The Latin

revisor of the Historia monachorum transformed the series of three apophthegmata in

the Greek original into a logical teaching.29

The third source resembles or imitates the form of the second source so that an

example is unnecessary.

The fourth source, the little alphabetical collections, is represented for example,
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by the chapter on Helle (no. 12 Greek, 1 1 Latin). It consists of a string of apophtheg

mata of the following types:

—Report about a miracle, concluding a saying,

—a struggle against demons, concluding a saying,

—the reception of heavenly food,

—the fragment of an 'Edenic migration',

—a miracle (authority over animals),

—a fragment of such an apophthegma,

—a miracle (authority over animals),

—a prophecy (the arrival of visitors),

—a struggle against demons,

—the reception of heavenly food.

In this chapter there are no biographical notes whatsoever, nor any trace of an

itinerarium; the chapter is embedded — without any transition — in the visit at

Kopres' so that it functions as a story told by this father.30

Similarly chapter 21 (28 and 29 Latin) about Makarios is a compilation of apoph-

thegmata, which are connected only by 'JidXiv' or 'AXXoxe', well known from

the apophthegmata collections.

It is interesting to note that apparently the Latin revisor had a different collection

of Makarios-apophlhegmata and substituted part of the Greek text by several

apophthegmata from his collection. The fact that he obviously confused the two

Makarioi, illuminates the genesis of the text which has only little to do with autopsy.

These examples may suffice to show how strongly the text of the Historia

monachorum relies upon the material of the apophthegmata. It is, in fact, itself a part

of the apophthegmatic literature. The so-called vitae, and especially the reports of

visits, that is the second source, are actually framed apophthegmata or collections,

whose Sitz im Leben must also be understood as part of the teaching situation, al

though an altered one: at this point the very thing of which the teachers had

warned their disciples31 came true: certain monks travelled from teacher to teacher,

collected sayings by and about them and handed these down to their disciples as

their own doctrines, instead of imitating the elders and of developing their own

authority in that way.

The first of these travels might well have preserved the original characteristics of

the relationship between master and disciple. It was normal practice to enter an ap

prenticeship by calling upon a famous ascetic and by asking for a word. Antony

himself probably sought and found his teachers in this manner.32 There are hints in

the apophthegmatic collections which show that later on the monks began travelling

in groups—certainly for practical reasons, too—in order to acquire the doctrines of

famous ascetics and to impart them to their brethren at home. The abolition of the

personal contact between teachers and disciples did, of course, foster the written

fixation of the doctrines. References to such 'group-journeys' in the apophthegmatic

literature have the same form which also appears in the Historia monachorum. There

are introductory sentences such as: 'We [or:there] were three [or: seven] brethren
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and came to n.n.'.33 Such an introduction to an apophthegma may be regarded as a

newer form of apophthegmata typical of the later generations which is similar to the

'e[6ouev' of the second source mentioned above. There are also fragments of real

itineraries to be found in the apophthegmata collections.34 Therefore we must not

take the numbers given in the Historia monachorum, that is seven or three brethren35

travelling from Jerusalem (mind the classical numbers!) as clues to the real group of

travellers38 but as rudiments of further sources.

So, as a conclusion of my analysis, I have to revise the title of my lecture al

together. Apophthegmata do not serve a function in the Historia monachorum, but I

rather suggest that the text as a whole and its literary form must be viewed as a

kind of apophthegmatic literature. Its form originates from the type of apophtheg

mata which was established by the travelling disciples. This form bears witness to a

later kind of teaching in which personal experience was partly substituted by writ

ten instructions. Through the Historia monachorum and related texts another step in

this development was taken. It was not the individual personality of a certain

teacher anymore which was significant but the accumulation of very different doc

trines of as many desert fathers as possible. At the same time the doctrine was

passed on beyond the original boundaries—including the geographical—and could

therefore reach a circle of recipients of completely different background. Especially

Cassian and the Latin revisor of the Historia monachorum had to take into account

the situation of the West, which differed so vastly from the Egyptian desert

environment.37

It may be no coincidence that at the beginning of the prologue of the Historia

monachorum the existential question of the ascetic disciple 'jwbc, ow8aV shines through

in an altered shape, that is in the general promise from the first letter to Timothy

2:4: 'EMovr|x6g 6 Ge6c. 6 8eXwv Jidvxac, &v8owJiovg owefjvai'.
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REMARQUES SUR LES SOURCES DE QUELQUES

APOPHTEGMES DES PERES DU DESERT

Marek Starowieyski

Jusqu'a maintenant les sources des apophtegmes des Peres du Desert ont peu at-

tir6 l'attention des chercheurs. Avant d'en faire une edition critique, il faut neces-

sairement resoudre le probleme de leurs sources. Je voudrais proposer certaines

remarques sur les sources de quelques apophtegmes, faites pendant la preparation

de la traduction polonaise de l'Alphabetikon. Nous chercherons donc des sources

eventuelles des apophtegmes dans les agrapha, dans les apocryphes et dans d'autres

1. Les agrapha dans Us apophtegmes

A. Apollos 3(151). Dans cet apophtegme on trouve un agraphon bien connu: 'Tu

as vu ton frere, tu as vu le Seigneur ton Dieu' — 'efeeg x6v a6eXq>6v oov, elfieg Kvq-

iov x6v ©b6v oov'.1 Resch, das son recueil des agrapha, cite trois temoins de cet ag

raphon: deux fois chez Clement d'AIexandrie et une chez Tertullien;2 auxquels il

faut ajouter notre texte, cite en grec dans l'Alphabetikon, dans YHistoria monachorum

in Aegypto,3 dans les Instructions de Dorothee de Gaza,4 et dont il existe aussi une

traduction armenienne.5 Si dans tous ces temoins la premiere partie reste la meme,

on y trouve trois versions de la seconde partie:

- Clement, la version armenienne et quelques manuscrits de YHistoria monachorum in

Aegypto: e16eg xov 0e6v aov.

- Tertullien: 'Vidisti Dominum mum';

- Apollos grec (Alphabetikon), cite aussi dans YHistoria monachorum in Aegypto et chez

Dorothee: eldeo) Kuoiov xov ©eov oou.

L'apophtegme Apollos 3 dans l'Alphabetikon nous donne la version la plus com

plete, synthese de la tradition de Clement et de Tertulien.

B. Sisoes 38(841). L'abbe Sisoes, dans une reponse a un des freres, a dit: 'Dans

l'etat ou se trouve l'homme, ainsi s'en va-t-il au jugement' — 'kv cb eigCoxexai

crv8ouOTog, fev aixw xai Jiogevexau'8 Resch, dans sa collection deja citee, nous pre
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sente vingt temoins.7 II faut y ajouter notre apophtegme et les textes paralleles,

selon la table elaboree par dom L. Regnault,8 aussi bien que le fragment de Sacra

parallela de S. Jean Damascene9 et de la 'Regle des solitaires' de Grimlaicus.10 L'ag-

raphon parait dans tous ces textes, soit latins soit grecs, sous plusieurs formes assez

differentes les unes des autres; ce qui est commun, c'est que dans la premiere partie

on trouve Dieu comme sujet et la seconde personne (crG, fcuag); dans la seconde

partie on trouve, au lieu de notre .tooevexai toujours le verbe xgCvw ou iudico."

Nous trouvons donc dans l'apophtegme Sisoes 38 une forme nouvelle et originale

de cet agraphon.

C. Antoine 5(5). Abbe Antoine a dit: 'Quiconque n'a pas ete tente, ne pourra

entrer dans le royaume des cieux' — 'CKi6elg cuieCgaexog 8i)vf|oriai etoXBeov etg xf|v

BaoiXeiav ic&v ovgavAv'.12 Chez Resch on trouve neuf temoins de cet agraphon,

parmi eux aussi Jean Cassien, qui etait, comme on le sait, en rapports etroits avec le

milieu des moines egyptiens.13 II faut y ajouter notre agraphon avec des textes

paralleles,14 cite aussi par Dorothee et Zosime." La forme dans l'Alphabetikon dif-

fere des autres, meme de celle de Cassien, peut-etre la plus proche de celle de Ter-

tullien: 'Neminem intentatum regno, caelestia consecunturum' .18

D. L'apophtegme Antoine 9(9), 17 selon B. Miller, contient l'agraphon que nous

avons deja mentionne (Apollos 3).18 Je ne crois pas qu'on puisse parler d'une depen

dence.

Reste a faire une comparaison complete des apophtegmes et des agrapha selon la

collection de Resch; en tout cas ce recueil devrait etre complete par des textes

monastiques. La recherche pourrait porter des fruits: on constate p.e. un curieux

rapprochement entre le texte de Tertullien et celui de l'Alphabetikon.

2. Les apophtegmes et les apocryphes.

Si dans les apophtegmes on trouve des agrapha, les convergences entre les

apophtegmes et les apocryphes sont beaucoup moins sures.

Dans l'apophtegme Cassien 2(428),19 on trouve un recit sur un vieillard accuse

d'avoir des liaisons avec une vierge. Avant sa mort il demande qu'on plante son

baton sur son tombeau; le baton a donne des fleurs et des fruits, signe de l'inno-

cence du vieillard. Dans le 'Protevangile de Jacques' ('Nativite de Marie'),20 nous

trouvons des elements semblables: de la baguette de Joseph s'est envolee une col-

ombe, signe que Joseph doit prendre Marie chez lui. Nous ne pouvons exclure une

dependence, mais il semble plus probable que le fragment depend de Num 17:17-

36: la baguette d'Aaron a fleuri comme signe de son election.

L'apophtegme Euprepios 7(224)S1 peut etre l'echo de la lecture de l'Evangile de

l'enfance de Thomas.22

Dans l'apophtegme Theophile 4(307)" nous trouvons un fragment d'homelie du

patriarche d'Alexandrie sur la mort assez semblable aux reflections sur la mort
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qu'on rencontre dans f'Histoire de Joseph le charpentier'. Y a-t-il dependance? Je

ne le crois pas. Peut-etre la ressemblance resulte-t-elle d'une meme conception de la

mort existant en milieu egyptien, ou vivaient aussi bien Theophile que l'auteur de

THistoire de Joseph'.

Y. Janssens, dans l'article 'Le Lecons de Silvanos et le monachisme' note une con

vergence entre cet apocryphe de Nag Hammadi et l'apophtegme Syncletique

18(909)."

Je voudrais ajouter ici une observation, bien qu'elle ne concerne pas directement

les apophtegmes. Dans la litterature monastique et dans les apocryphes, nous

trouvons le meme motif d'un changement de l'homme en animal et de sa guerison

miraculeuse. Dans YHistoria Lausiaca , Macaire a gueri une femme changee en ju-

ment;25 le meme episode, mais avec d'autres details, est raconte dans YHistoria

monachorum in Aegypto.28 Dans l'Evangile arabe de l'enfance il y a un recit relative-

ment long sur un jeune homme change en mulet et gueri par Jesus: Marie a mis

l'Enfant sur le dos de l'animal et le mulet est devenu homme.47 On se rappelle

qu'un recit semblable se trouve dans le celebre roman d'Apulee. On pourrait ad-

mettre une interdependance, mais en ce cas il faudrait se demander si celui de YHis

toria Lausiaca (et de Historia monachorum in Aegypto) depend de l'Evangile arabe ou le

contraire. 11 y a une autre solution du probleme: on peut aussi bien admettre une

source commune dans le folklore.28

D'apres les resultats de cette recherche je ne crois pas qu'on puisse parler d'une

influence des evangiles apocryphes sur l'Alphabetikon.

Mais cela ne signifie pas que les evangiles apocryphes et les autres apocryphes

n'etaient pas lus par les moines. Nous en avons un temoignage bien qu'indirect,

mais assez fort: l'interdiction de cette lecture dans l'apophtegme d'un certain Sopat-

ros(870) sur lequel nous n'avons pas d'information. Sopatros donne cette fevxoX.fi

aux moines: 'N'introduis pas de femme dans ta celulle, ne lis pas d'apocryphes et ne

te creuse pas la tete.a propos d'images' — 'Mf| elofeX8n yvvf) etg xb xeXXiov oov xcri

uf| CtvayVcboT|g &toxevcpa xal uf| fex£nxr|oT|g Jieol xTjg etxovoc,'.29 S'il fallait une inter

diction aussi formelle - le danger des apocryphes est compare a celui constitue par

la femme - le danger etait considere par Sopatros comme tres grand. Mais, d'autre

part, c'est la seule interdiction de ce genre qu'on trouve dans les apophtegmes.

Etait-elle generale, ou considerait-on peut-etre la lecture des apocryphes comme un

grand danger? On trouve un autre temoignage contre les apocryphes provenant du

milieu egyptien, mais non directement monacal: c'est la lettre 39 heortologique de

S. Athanase,30 dans laquelle celui-ci enumere les livres canoniques du Nouveau Tes

tament pour qu'on ne les confonde pas avec les apocryphes. Les apocryphes donc

etaient defendus et ce pourrait etre un des motifs du manque de traces laissees par

les apocryphes dans les apophtegmes. Mais il y en a un autre: les auteurs

d'apophtegmes s'occupent assez peu de la vie terrestre de Jesus. Ne doit-on pas

chercher ici la cause principale de l'absence d'elements des evangiles apocryphes

dans les apophtegmes?
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3. Les autres sources.

Nous avons deja vu l'influence de la fable sur la litterature monastique. Nous

pouvons y ajouter des exemples pris des apophtegmes.

Dans l'apophtegme Moi'se 2(496) on lit le recit suivant:

Un jour un frere commit une faute a Scete. II y eut un conseil et on envoya chercher

l'abbe Moi'se. Mais il ne voulut pas venir. Le pretre lui envoya donc dire: 'Viens, car

tout le monde t'attend.' Alors, s'etant leve, il s'en alla prendre une corbeille percee, la

remplit de sable et l'emporta sur son dos. Les autres, sortis a sa rencontre, lui dirent:

'Qu'est-ce que ceci, Pere?' Le vieillard leur dit: 'Mes peches coulent a flot derriere moi

et je ne les vois pas, et je viens aujourd'hui pour juger des fautes d'autrui.'31

Nous trouvons un semblable recit chez Phedre:

Peras imposuit Iuppiter nobis duas:

propriis repletam vitiis post tergum dedit,

alienis ante pectus suspendit gravem.

Hac re videre nostra mala non possumus;

alii simul delinquunt, censores sumus."

L'apophtegme Sisoes 47 (850)33 nous rapporte l'episode suivant: Une fois, l'abbe

Sisoes s'ecria d'une voix forte: 'O misere!' Son disciple lui dit: 'Qu'est-ce que tu as,

Pere?' Le vieillard lui dit: 'Je cherche un seul homme a qui parler, et je ne le trouve

pas'. On voit ici l'echo du celebre episode attribue a Diogene, selon Diogene

Laerce,34 ou a Esope, selon Phedre.35 Dans notre apophtegme est exprimee l'idee

principale (on trouve difficilement un homme vrai) sans tenir compte des details

qu'on rencontre chez les autres (plein jour, lanterne en main etc.).

Dans les apophtegmes il y a aussi des fragments d'homelies. L'apophtegme

Theophile 4(307) contient un fragment d'une homelie, connue entierement dans la

traduction syriaque.38 L'apophtegme Rufus 2(801) contient probablement aussi des

fragments d'une homelie37 et on peut supposer qu'on pourrait decouvrir d'autres

morceaux d'homelies dans d'autres apophtegmes.

On sait que dans les apophtegmes il y a des fragments d'oeuvres patristiques: les

apophtegmes connus sous le nom d'Evagre le Pontique sont des extraits de son

oeuvre 'Sur la priere'.38 D'autres fragments du meme opuscule ont ete attribues a

un ecrivain aussi orthodoxe que Nil, a cause de la condamnation d'Evagre.39

Pour resumer: je voudrais attirer l'attention sur les agrapha, sur les homelies du

milieu egyptien, sur les motifs tires des fables comme sources possibles

d'apophtegmes, tandis que les evangiles apocryphes, exception faite peut-etre des

textes de Nag Hammadi, peuvent en etre exclus. Les convergences avec des sources
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latines (dans notre cas Tertullien et Phedre) nous indiquent que cela vaut aussi des

textes latins.

Warszawa
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THE SPIRITUAL FATHER IN ST. JOHN CLIMACUS AND

ST. SYMEON THE NEWTHEOLOGIAN

Kallistos T. Ware

'What is more to be desired', asks St. Theodore the Studite (759-826), 'than a true

father—a father-in-God?'1 This personal relationship between the spiritual father or

elder—geron in Greek, starets in Slavonic—and his child in God is of crucial impor

tance for any understanding of the Christian East. There are in a sense two forms

of apostolic succession within the life of the Church. First there is the visible succes

sion of the hierarchy, the unbroken series of bishops in different cities, to which St.

Irenaeus appealed at the end of the second century. Alongside this, largely hidden,

existing on a 'charismatic' rather than an official level, there is secondly the apos

tolic succession of the spiritual fathers and mothers in each generation of the

Church—the succession of the saints, stretching from the apostolic age to our own

day, which St. Symeon the New Theologian termed the 'golden chain'.2 The two

types of succession overlap, for a bishop may also be a spiritual father and a saint.

The first type has as its chief centres the great primatial and metropolitan sees such

as Rome, Constantinople, Alexandria, Moscow, or Canterbury. The chief centres of

the second vary from one generation to another, and are usually certain remote

hermitages in the desert or the forest: Nitria and Scetis in the late fourth century,

Gaza in the early sixth, Sarov, Optino and Spruce Island, Alaska, in the nineteenth.

Both types of succession are essential for the true functioning of the Body of

Christ, and it is through their interaction that the life of the Church on earth is ac

complished.

The ministry of the spiritual father is already foreshadowed in the New Testa

ment: 'Though you have countless guides in Christ, you do not have many fathers.

For I became your father in Christ Jesus through the Gospel' (1 Cor 4:15).3 Here

St. Paul makes an emphatic distinction between the 'guide' or 'pedagogue'

(Jiai6avaxydg), in a broader sense, and the 'father': the Corinthians have many

'pedagogues' but only a single father, only one who has 'regenerated' them into the

new life in Christ Jesus, and who is thus uniquely entitled to say, 'I have begotten

you' (b/(b vndg feyfewnoa). Obviously Paul's ministry is not identical with that of the

elder in later Eastern spirituality: Paul was a preacher of the word, an itinerant mis

sionary, and not a director of souls working in a monastic milieu. But at the same

time there are striking parallels between Paul and the monastic elder. Paul feels a

continuing responsibility for those whom he has 'begotten' or 'initiated' into the
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Christian life, a direct involvement in their subsequent struggles. Shifting from a

paternal to a maternal image, he writes to the Galatians: 'My little children, with

whom I am in travail until Christ be formed in you!' (Gal 4:19). As this text makes

clear, his commission does not come to an end with their initial conversion, but he

goes on caring and suffering for them as a parent throughout the long process of

development during which Christ is being 'formed' within them. He does not sim

ply preach the word to them, but he bears their burdens, making their joys and

sorrows his own: 'If anyone is weak, do I not share his weakness? If anyone is made

to stumble, does not my heart blaze with indignation?' (2 Cor 11:29). He helps his

children in Christ precisely because he is willing to share himself with them, iden

tifying his own life with theirs. All this is true also of the spiritual father at a later

date. Dostoevsky's description of the starets may be applied exactly to the ministry of

St. Paul: like the elder, the apostle is one who 'takes your soul and your will into his

soul and will'.4

The ministry of the elder to his spiritual children is foreshadowed also in

Alexandria during the second and third centuries. The teacher's role, as under

stood by St. Pantaenus, St. Clement and Origen, was by no means limited to instruc

tion in the narrow academic sense, to the bare transmission of facts. The teacher

was also a spiritual guide to his pupils, a living model and exemplar, providing

them not only with information but with an all-embracing personal relationship.

Origen's life of asceticism and prayer formed an integral part of his vocation as

teacher.5 Significantly Clement begins the Stromateis by likening the master-disciple

relationship to that between parent and child, and he mentions that catechists in

Alexandria were called 'father'.8 There are important parallels here in classical phi

losophy7 and Rabbinic Judaism.8

The figure of the elder or spiritual father, of which Paul and Origen serve in

some measure as precursors, occupies a decisive place in Eastern monastic life from

the fourth century onwards. The 'founder' of Egyptian monasticism, St. Antony (c.

251-356), provides in his own person a standard and norm for later generations. To

appreciate how a true geron lives and acts, we need look no further than St.

Athanasius' biography9 or the stories told by Palladius about the old man's dealings

with Eulogius and Paul the Simple.10 The centrality of spiritual fatherhood is

likewise underlined in the sayings attributed to Antony at the start of the Apophtheg-

mata:

I know of monks who fell after much toil and lapsed into madness, because they trusted

in their own work and neglected the commandment that says: 'Ask your father, and he

will tell you' (Deut 32:7).

... So far as possible, the monk should in full trust ask the elders how many steps to

take and how many drops of water to drink in his cell, in case he is making some mis

take in these matters."

Although they offer no abstract definition of what the geron is, the Apophthegmata
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remain up to the present the most important single source for the practice of

spiritual direction in the Christian East. The impression that they give is confirmed,

in a yet more vivid and first-hand manner, by the correspondence of two sixth-

century spiritual fathers in Southern Palestine, Barsanuphius and John of Gaza: the

questions put to them and their answers survive in a remarkably detailed form.12

The tradition of spiritual fatherhood or motherhood—for this is a ministry also

exercised by women13—retained its full significance throughout the Byzantine era,

while from Byzantium it spread to the Slav Orthodox world. To take but one

example out of many, the following advice is given in a text from Kievan Russia,

the Admonition of the Father to his Son (Peleventh century):

I show you, my son, true refuges—monasteries, the houses of the saints: have recourse

to them and they will comfort you; shed your sorrows before them and you will be

gladdened: for they are sons of sorrowlessness and know how to comfort you, sorrow

ing one. ... In the city where you are living or in other neighbouring towns seek a

God-fearing man—and serve him with all your strength. Having found such a man, you

need grieve no more; you have found the key to the Kingdom of Heaven; adhere to

him with soul and body; observe his life, his walking, sitting, looking, eating, and exam

ine all his habits; first of all, my son, keep his words, do not let one of them fall to the

ground; they are more precious than pearls—the words of the saints.14

It is noteworthy in this passage that the starets assists his disciple not by words of

counsel alone but by the pattern of his entire life: '. . . observe his life, his walking,

sitting, looking, eating . . .'. As in the case of Origen at Alexandria, what he offers is

not so much instruction as a personal relationship.

The relationship remains as significant in modern Orthodoxy as ever it was in the

past. Spiritual fatherhood—as exemplified, for instance, by St. Seraphim of Sarov

or the elders of Optino15—provides the true key to nineteenth-century Russian

church life; and the chief reason for the unexpected revival of Greek monasticism

on Mount Athos in the last fifteen years lies precisely in the presence there of el

ders able to supply the kind of charismatic guidance that St. Antony provided in

fourth-century Egypt. The Athonite houses which today attract novices are those

with an abbot or other monk able to act as a true father in the Spirit.18

The Apophthegmata and numerous other texts, especially lives of the saints, indi

cate with many details Imui in practice the spiritual father fulfills his task. But it is

less easy to find in Patristic sources an analysis.of what in principle constitutes the

essence of spiritual fatherhood. The matter is, however, discussed notably in two

texts: the letter of St. John Climacus (?579-?649), abbot of Sinai, entitled To the

Shepherd (Ad Pastorem),17 sometimes treated as the thirty-first step in the Ladder of

Divine Ascent; and the first letter of St. Symeon the New Theologian (949-1022),

abbot of St. Mamas in Constantinople, entitled On Confession.18 Both authors also

make many references to spiritual fatherhood elsewhere in their writings, confirm

ing what is said in these two letters. The points of similarity between the two texts

are so striking as to exclude mere coincidence. Although Symeon, following his
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usual practice, does not quote any earlier Fathers in his letter On Confession, there

can be little doubt that he is drawing directly upon Climacus, whose Ladder was cer

tainly known to him.19 I am encouraged to examine with some care the parallels be

tween Climacus' letter To the Shepherd and Symeon's On Confession because, to the

best of my knowledge, no one has so far attempted to do this in a systematic fash

ion. Somewhat surprisingly Dr. V. Ch. Christophoridis, in his valuable monograph

specially devoted to Symeon's teaching on spiritual fatherhood, fails to note the

close dependence.20

Although neither Climacus nor Symeon provides a systematic list of char

acteristics, the spiritual father is in fact described by both authors chiefly in five

ways. He is seen as doctor, counsellor, intercessor, mediator and sponsor.

1. Doctor (taxodg). This is the dominant 'model' for the spiritual father in

Climacus and Symeon, and indeed in Eastern Christian literature generally from

the fourth century onwards. Athanasius describes Antony as 'a doctor given by God

to Egypt';21 Gregory of Nazianzus22 and John Chrysostom23 use similar language

about the pastoral work of the priest or bishop. The Council in Trullo (ad 692) re

fers to the sinner as a 'sick man'; sinfulness is a 'disease', while the confessor is the

one who applies 'healing' for the 'illness'.24

Such exactly is the approach also of Climacus and of Symeon. In his treatise To

the Shepherd Climacus develops the medical analogy at length. The spiritual father is

a 'doctor', who cares for the 'sick man', using 'plasters, razors, eye-salves, potions,

sponges, remedies against nausea, instruments for blood-letting and cauterization,

ointments, sleeping draughts, the knife, bandages'. The 'penance' (femxC|uov) that he

imposes is not a punishment but a healing remedy, a 'cauterization' that he adminis

ters 'in a compassionate way as an aid to repentance'.25 The spiritual doctor can

only help if the patient is completely honest, 'baring his wound with entire trust'.28

Symeon uses the same medical language. 'Seek out a compassionate and merciful

doctor', he enjoins in the letter On Confession;2'1 'let us run at once to the spiritual

doctor'.28 To confess our sins is to spit out the poison within us; and the penances

(Ijuxi'iiia) that the confessor prescribes are, as in Climacus, not a punishment but a

remedy or antidote (dvxupdguaxov) against the poison.29

It is to be noted that neither Climacus nor Symeon—nor, indeed, the Eastern

Christian tradition in general—envisages the confessor or spiritual father primarily

as a judge, passing sentence and imposing penalties. He is on the contrary what in

medieval England would have been styled a 'ghostly leech', a spiritual healer or

physician. It is true that Symeon refers to the spiritual father's power to bind and

loose, which may be taken to imply a measure of juridical authority;80 but in

Climacus this aspect is less evident, while even in Symeon it is not in any way the

dominant 'model'. In both of them the main images are not legalistic but therapeu

tic:31 confession is like going to a hospital rather than a court of law; the penance is

not so much a punishment as a tonic to assist the patient in his recovery. Moreover,

what the spiritual child reveals to his father are not only his sins but more generally

his 'thoughts' (XoyioiioO, long before they have led to outward acts—even those
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thoughts that are seemingly harmless and innocent.32 The medical care of the elder

embraces not just the transgressions but the entire inner life of the patient; the

treatment is prophylactic rather than retrospective.

2. Counsellor (a\$\ifiov\og). Most obviously, although not exclusively, the spiritual

father heals by his words, by his advice or counsel. In the Apophthegmata what the

disciple or visitor says to the abba is commonly, 'Speak a word to me' (zbit noi

prina)" or else, more specifically, 'Speak a word to us, how can we be saved?'3,4 The

word of the spiritual father is a word of power, saving and regenerating. Accord

ingly Climacus in the letter To the Shepherd describes the spiritual father as a

'teacher' (6i6doxaXog) who heals through his logos.35 He recognizes, however, that

the elder may perhaps suffer from diffidence and find himself unable, face to face,

to put his advice in words; in that case, says Climacus, let him write it down.38 Sy-

meon likewise speaks of the confessor as a 'teacher'37 and a 'good counsellor who by

his shrewd advice suggests in an appropriate manner ways of repentance'.38 While

healing by his speech, the spiritual father may also heal by his silence, that is, simply

by virtue of his presence. When St. Antony of Egypt asked a monk who came to see

him regularly why he never put any questions to him, the other replied, 'It is

enough for me just to look at you, father.'38 St. Symeon the New Theologian re

counts of his own spiritual father St. Symeon the Studite or 'the Pious' (d Ei3A.aPrJs)

(917-986/7), that he used to spend the whole day in the company of his disciples,

'and he helped many of them simply by his appearance'.40 But Climacus warns the

elder against the danger of keeping silent too much: it is his duty also to speak.41

3. Intercessor (JigeoBevrr|g). The spiritual father heals, not by his words of counsel

only, but also and more fundamentally by his prayers. In the Apophthegmata the vis

itor says to the holy man, not merely 'Speak a word to me', but 'Pray for me'.42 I

recall a visit made by a friend of mine, an American, to a contemporary elder on

Mount Athos. At the end of the conversation my friend said to him, 'May I write to

you sometimes to ask for advice?' 'No,' the monk replied, 'don't write; but I will

pray for you.' The American felt this as a rejection and went away saddened. But

another monk, who had overheard the conversation, said to him later: 'You ought

to be very happy that the geronta promised to pray for you; he doesn't say that to

everyone. His advice is good, but his prayers are far, far better.' The intercessory

prayer of the spiritual father for his children is a master-theme constantly recurring

in the answers of Barsanuphius and John: 'Night and day I am praying for you un

ceasingly to God.'43

Faithful to the Gaza tradition, Climacus states in the first definition that he gives

of the 'shepherd':

A shepherd is pre-eminently one who has the power to seek out the lost spiritual sheep

and to set them on the right path, by means of his guilelessness, his zeal and his

prayer.44

The monk, says Climacus elsewhere, has, as a 'helmet of salvation', the 'protection

given by his superior through prayer'.45 The obedient monk, even if he raises the
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dead, will think that it is the intercession of his spiritual father which has enabled

him to do this.48

As before, Symeon agrees closely with Climacus. The function of the spiritual

father, he says, is to win God's favour for his children 'through his prayer and in

tercession';47 he is an 'intercessor'.48 Visiting his own elder, Symeon the Studite, the

New Theologian greets him with the words: 'Pray for me . . . that through you I

may find mercy.'49 In the account that the younger Symeon gives of his first vision

of the divine light, he records that he saw, standing close to the uncreated radiance,

the figure of his spiritual father; and this made him realize 'how greatly the inter

cession of that holy man had assisted him'.50 The spiritual father's intercession con

tinues even after his death.51 But the relationship is reciprocal, for the spiritual

father in his turn needs the prayers of his children.52

4. Mediator (ueoCTng). Pursuing further this conception of the intercessory func

tion of the spiritual father, both Climacus and Symeon describe him as an 'inter

mediary' or 'mediator': he does not simply pray for his children, but through his in

tercession he reconciles them to God. So Climacus, at the very start of the Ladder,

likens the spiritual father to a new Moses, mediating with God on our behalf against

the invisible AmaJek (cf. Exod 17:1 1-13):

All of us who wish to depart from Egypt and to escape Pharaoh certainly need some

Moses, as a mediator with God, yet below God, who will stand on our behalf between

action and contemplation and lift up his hands to God, so that those under his guidance

may cross the sea of sins and overthrow the Amalek of the passions."

Climacus is careful to say 'a mediator with God, yet below God' or 'after God' (uerd

0edv). He does not lose sight of the fact that, in the full and strict sense, there is

only one mediator between God and man — Jesus Christ the Theanthropos (cf. 1 Tim

2:5); the mediation of the spiritual father is secondary to that of Christ and depen

dent upon it.54

To the Shepherd develops this idea of mediation. The 'superior' or spiritual father

is the friend of the king; because he has free access to the royal presence, he can

plead with boldness on behalf of others:

Just as those who behold the king's face and have made him their friend can if they

wish reconcile any of the king's servants - and also strangers and even his enemies - and

enable them to enjoy his glory, so it is also with the saints.95

From this Climacus draws the startling conclusion that a sin against one's spiritual

father is graver than a sin against God:

Do not be shocked by what I am going to say. ... It is better to sin against God rather

than against our father. For if God is angry with us, our guide can reconcile him to us;

but if our guide is roused against us, we have no one to make propitiation on our be

half."
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The spiritual father's mediation works in both directions: in the Godward direc

tion, through his intercession he represents his children before the throne of

heaven; in the manward direction he represents God to his children, so that his in

structions have the value of the word of God. As an Alexandrian monk said to

Climacus during the latter's visit to Egypt: 'I thought of the shepherd as the image

of Christ. I thought of the command [that he gave me] as coming not from him

but from God.'57

Since the spiritual father is the intermediary who has free access to the royal

presence and so is able to introduce others to the Great King, it follows that no one

should dare to assume the ministry of eldership unless he possesses personal ex

perience of God. This is the basic and essential qualification of the spiritual father:

direct inspiration by the Holy Spirit. 'Believe me, my child Zacharias,' says Abba

Moses in the Apophthegmata, 'I saw the Holy Spirit descending upon you, and that is

why I am compelled to question you.'58 St. Seraphim of Sarov (1759-1833) insists in

similar terms upon the need for the starets to possess direct experience of the Spirit

—for him to be, as it were, transparent: 'I give only what God tells me to give. 1 be

lieve the first word that comes to me to be inspired by the Holy Spirit . . . God di

rects my words.' And he adds: 'Were I to give an answer out of my own judgement'

—and, we may add, a fortiori an abstract answer copied from books—'. . . then I

would make a mistake.'58 Such also is the standpoint of Barsanuphius: when called

upon to give guidance, the spiritual father prays inwardly, 'Lord, whatever you wish

for the salvation of this person's soul, entrust it to me so that I may speak it to him;

then I shall speak your word and not my own.'80

The cardinal importance of direct, personal experience is precisely what Climacus

underlines at the outset of his letter To the Shepherd:

A genuine teacher is one who has received directly from God himself the tablet of

spiritual knowledge inscribed by his divine finger, that is, by the active working of il

lumination, and who has no need of any other books. It is as unseemly for a teacher to

copy out other people's writings, as it is for a painter to reproduce the work of someone

else."

No one can be a true elder at second hand; he needs to speak of what he has seen

and felt for himself. If he is to be an instrument of reconciliation on behalf of

others, he must first have 'reconciled God to himself.82

In all this Symeon follows Climacus exactly. Quoting Hebrews 5:l-3,83 he applies

the title mesites to the spiritual father, whom he sees as an intermediary introducing

the sinner into God's presence:

In his desire to be forgiven his debts, a man seeks for a mediator and helper to this

end; for, weighed down as he is by many degrading sins, he cannot shamelessly ap

proach alone."

He will certainly seek out a mediator and friend of God, who is capable of restoring
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him as he was before, and of reconciling him with God the Father. . . . There is no

other way of being reconciled to God, except through the mediation of a holy man who

is a friend and servant of Christ, and through fleeing from evil."

As mediator, standing in God's presence face to face, through his prayer and interces

sion before God he wins on your behalf the gracious favour of the Deity."8

Here, as in Climacus, the spiritual father is the king's friend, who can therefore

gain the royal favour on behalf of others. Such a man, adds Symeon, is not easily

found.87 Just as Climacus insists that the spiritual father is a mediator only in a sec

ondary sense, 'after God', so Symeon likewise teaches that Christ is 'the first

mediator and sponsor (ueoCxng xai fevyvT|xTJg) of our nature, offering it to his own

God and Father'; our Lord then entrusted the task of 'mediation and sponsorship'

to the apostles, and they in turn conferred it upon others, but it is Christ who re

mains the unique source.88

Once more as in Climacus, the mediation works in both directions: the spiritual

father not only represents us to God but equally represents God to us. He is a living

ikon of Christ, and we are to accept his counsel as coming directly from the Lord:

Looking at him and speaking to him as if he were Christ in person, you should honour

him and learn from him what is to your profit."

He who has acquired explicit faith in his father according to God, when looking at him

thinks that he is looking at Christ; when in his presence or following him, he firmly be

lieves that he is in Christ's presence or following Christ.70

The corollary to this notion of mediation, for Symeon as for Climacus, is that

none can act as intermediary unless he is himself a friend of the king; none can be

a true spiritual father unless he has acquired, in a direct and conscious manner,

personal experience of the Holy Spirit. The need for palpable, experiential aware

ness of the indwelling Paraclete is a dominant theme in all Symeon's writings:

Do not say, It is impossible to receive the divine Spirit.

Do not say, It is possible to be saved without him.

Do not say, One can participate in him without knowing it (dvvuiaxwq).

Do not say, God does not appear to men.

Do not say, Men do not see the divine light,

Or else, This is impossible in the present time.

It is never impossible, my friends;

It is certainly possible for anyone who wishes.71

Symeon composed a special treatise, attacking 'those who think that they have the

Holy Spirit within themselves in an unconscious manner, but who do not feel his

energy at all'.72 It is not enough, Symeon maintains, to claim, 'I have received

Christ and the Spirit in baptism', but each of us must become consciously aware of

the baptismal grace already present and at work in his or her heart:
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If those who 'are baptized into Christ put on Christ as a garment' (Gal 3:27), what is

this garment that they 'put on'? God. Then should not he who has put on God as a

garment be aware spiritually and see what he has put on? One whose body is naked

feels when he puts on clothes and sees what his robe is like; and should not he whose

soul is naked feel God's presence when he has put on God?73

Applying this general teaching about personal experience to the specific situation

of the spiritual father, Symeon insists that nobody should presume to embark upon

such a ministry unless he has 'received the grace of the Spirit consciously and know

ingly, becoming thereby taught by God'.74 Direct experience of the Spirit is the one

indispensable qualification for the spiritual father's ministry:

Do not seek to be mediators on behalf of others until you have yourselves been filled

with the Holy Spirit, and until you have come to know the King of all through the con

scious experience of your soul."

Lacking this personal experience, we cannot act as mediators on behalf of others,

since we ourselves require someone else to mediate on our own behalf.78

While stressing in this way the need for personal experience, never for one mo

ment does Symeon isolate the attainment of such experience from the practice of

the Christian life as a whole, according to the pattern of Holy Scripture. He would

surely have found astonishing the theory advanced by Aldous Huxley that the di

rect awareness of transcendent reality can be achieved simply through the use of

drugs.77 On the contrary, there is in his view only one way to acquire conscious ex

perience of the Spirit, and that is to practise the virtues, to overcome the passions,

and so to gain apatheia, 'passionlessness' or 'dispassion'.78 Of course Symeon regards

experience of the Spirit, and the vision of divine light, as a free and unmerited gift

of God, not to be earned by human effort, and he never ceases to reflect on his

own unworthiness to receive any such gift. But at the same time there is for him no

mysticism without asceticism, no theoria without praxis. Claims to 'experience', if di

vorced from the profession of the true faith and the pursuit of the 'active life',

would have appeared in his eyes nothing but a diabolic delusion.

Symeon then proceeds to draw out the full implications of this insistence upon

personal experience. Priests, and even bishops and patriarchs, who lack such ex

perience of the Spirit have no right to act as spiritual fathers, and no power to pro

nounce absolution and to bind and loose; on the other hand, lay monks, not in

priestly orders, provided that they possess this conscious experience, are fully

entitled to hear confessions and to exercise the ministry of binding and loosing.79

He appeals to the example of his own elder, Symeon the Studite, who was not or

dained.80 While this is not a question that John Climacus discusses explicitly, in fact

he nowhere specifies or implies that the spiritual father must be a priest. There is,

moreover, no evidence that he was himself ordained, and yet he certainly exercised

the ministry of fatherhood and direction.

Here Symeon's letter On Confession raises, in a particular form, an issue that re
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curs constantly in religious history: the relationship between priest and prophet, be

tween the hierarchy and the holy man, between the Church as 'institution' and the

Church as 'charismatic event". The right of lay persons to bind and loose had been

a matter for dispute in the Church long before this, in Africa during 251-2, when

the confessors in the recent persecution claimed the authority to reconcile the lapsi.

while St. Cyprian maintained that this could be done only by the hierarchy.

Symeon does not in fact allude to this precedent. He is making two connected as

sertions, the first positive and the second negative:

(1) Persons not in priestly orders—or at any rate monks who are not ordained—

have the right to bind and loose, provided that they possess conscious experience of

the Spirit.

(2) Ordained persons who lack this experience have no right to bind and loose.

For the first or positive contention, it is in fact possible to cite much supporting

evidence in the history of Eastern Christian monasticism, from the fourth century

up to the present day. Many of the leading elders in the Egyptian desert, including

Antony himself, were never ordained; Barsanuphius and John of Gaza, so far as is

known, were not priests. One of the best known startsi in the recent history of

Athos, Fr. Silvan (1866-1938) of the Russian monastery of St. Panteleimon, was a

lay monk;81 so also is the Greek Fr. Paisios (living formerly near Stavronikita, and

now close to Karyes), respected as a geronta throughout the Holy Mountain today.

To explain this practice of lay confession, modern writers, both Orthodox and

non-Orthodox, sometimes make a distinction between spiritual counselling in the

broader sense—the disclosure of 'thoughts'—where the minister may be a lay monk,

and in women's communities a nun, and the sacrament of penance strictly

understood—the absolution of sins—which can be ministered only by priests.82 But

Symeon himself does not employ such a distinction: 'Pour lui la confession con

stituait un tout indivisible, un acte charismatique.'83

What is, however, more controversial is Symeon's second or negative thesis.

Pressed to its logical conclusions, his argument appears to make the validity of the

sacraments dependent on the sanctity of the minister, and thus comes perilously

close to Donatism. In defence of Symeon it may be said that, in the letter On Confes

sion and elsewhere, he is speaking pastorally rather than juridically, in moral rather

than dogmatic terms. He is making, not primarily an abstract statement about sac

ramental validity, but a personal appeal to the priests and bishops in the Church of

his own time. Do not be too quick, he is saying to them, to assume the ministry of

spiritual fatherhood; perhaps God has not called you to it. Although Symeon actu

ally says, 'You cannot bind or loose', surely his true meaning is, 'You should not take

upon yourselves this task unless called to it directly by the Spirit.' His letter is to be

understood, not as a systematic discussion of doctrine, but as a prophetic warning.

It is significant that Symeon was never censured or condemned for the opinions

expressed in his text On Confession. When he was found guilty and sentenced to

exile by the Holy Synod at Constantinople in 1009, the charge against him was the

liturgical cultus that he was rendering, without ecclesiastical sanction, to his spiritual
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father, now dead, St. Symeon the Studite. In any case, the Synod's sentence was re

voked soon afterwards, and Symeon was declared innocent. It is true that, implicit

in the conflict between him and Stephen the Syncellus, there was undoubtedly the

question of confession to lay monks: Stephen considered that Symeon was danger

ously undermining the prerogatives of the priesthood. But in his case against the

New Theologian he preferred not to press that particular charge, presumably con

sidering that a condemnation could more easily be secured over the question of the

liturgical cultiis; and so the issue of lay confession was not brought clearly into the

open. Symeon's standpoint in the letter On Confession, even though many Orthodox

disagree with it, remains nevertheless a tenable view for an Orthodox to uphold.84

Setting aside this controverted topic, let us recall the basic point about spiritual

paternity that Symeon is here concerned to make: the father in Christ is a mediator,

reconciling his children to God.

5. Sponsor (&vd60x0g). Healer, teacher, man of prayer, mediator—the spiritual

father is all these things, and yet he is also something more. Fifthly and finally, for

both Climacus and Symeon he is an anadochos. Linked with dva6^/eo8ai, to take

upon oneself, to undertake, dvd6oxog denotes somebody who assumes responsibility

or provides security for another, standing surety for his obligations. The term is

applied to Christ as the redeemer of our souls,85 to the godparent at a baptism,88 or

to the sponsor at a monastic profession.87 In this way it is also used to indicate the

spiritual father. As mediator after the likeness of Christ, he does not merely pray

for his children, but takes on his shoulders the weight of their temptations and

guilt.88 He is, in the Pauline phraseology, a burden-bearer: 'Bear one another's

burdens and so fulfil the law of Christ' (Gal 6:2). This idea of burden-bearing is to

be found in the Apophthegmata: 'Confess your sin to me and I will carry it', says

Abba Lot to a brother who cannot find peace in his conscience.89 It is particularly

emphasized by the sixth-century Gaza school; thus Barsanuphius writes to one of

his spiritual children:

After Jesus Christ, I have spread out my wings over you until this day, and I am bear

ing your burdens and offences. ... I have seen and covered everything, just as God

sees and covers our sins. . . . See, I give you a commandment for your salvation; and, if

you keep it, I will take upon myself the sentence of condemnation that is against you,

and by the grace of Christ I will not abandon you either in this age or in the age to

come. ... I have taken from you the weight and burden and debt; and see, you have

become a new man, free from guilt and pure.90

In this as in other ways the abbot of Sinai shows himself a faithful adherent to the

Gaza tradition.

More than once in his text To the Shepherd Climacus applies the term anadochos to

the spiritual father.91 It is the elder's vocation, he says, 'to take upon himself

(dva6^|ao8ai) the burden of the one under obedience to him'.92 'Let your father',

he writes elsewhere, 'be the one who is able and willing to labour with you in bear

ing the burden of your sins.'93 The influence of Galatians 6:2 is manifest. Like Bar
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sanuphius, Climacus believes that this burden-bearing extends beyond the present

life into the age to come. At the Last Judgement the elder will answer for his disci

ple's sins, and so the disciple can face death free from anxiety, 'knowing with cer

tainty that, when it is time to go, not he but his spiritual director will be called to

render an account'.94 The evident corollary to all this, even though Climacus does

not explicitly spell it out, is that each of us should be extremely careful before as

suming the ministry of spiritual fatherhood: we may be taking upon ourselves far

more than we realize!

Thus, as a mediator representing Christ to us, the spiritual father is more particu

larly an image or ikon of Christ the Good Shepherd, who carried the lost sheep on

his shoulders and laid down his life for the flock. As a 'true shepherd' after the

likeness of the 'Great Shepherd', the elder expresses above all the quality of sacrifi

cial love:

It is love that shows who is the true shepherd; for by reason of love the Great Shepherd

was crucified.95

Sponsorship (dva6oxTj) in ihe proper sense is a laying-down of one's own soul on behalf

of the soul of one's neighbour in all matters.9"

Without this burden-bearing and self-sacrifice, no one can be an anadochos or

spiritual father.

Climacus provides an illustration of such sponsorship in action. For twenty years

a monk had been troubled by unspeakable and blasphemous thoughts, and despite

all his efforts in fasting and keeping vigil he could obtain no relief. Eventually he

wrote the passion down on a piece of paper and gave it to a 'holy man', prostrating

himself before him on the ground and not daring to look up. After reading what

was on the piece of paper, the old man smiled, made the monk stand up, and said

to him: 'Child, put your hand on my neck . . . Let this sin be on my neck. . . . From

now on, ignore it.' At once the brother was set free from the thoughts of blas

phemy.97 There is a close parallel to this in the Life of St. Ioannikios the Great

(c.754-c.846). The saint told a young nun, troubled by impure desires, to lay her

hand on his neck: 'Place your hand on my neck, child. ... By the power of Christ,

my daughter, let the warfare of the temptation that has afflicted you until now pass

over to me.' At once she was freed from the temptation. But in this instance it is

emphasized that Ioannikios was immediately attacked, 'as with fiery arrows', by the

passions that had been assailing her.98 Once more the moral is clear: the 'way of ex

change' or of 'substituted love', to use the phrase of Charles Williams, is a serious

matter, and none should embark on such a path who is not prepared to lay down

his own life for the sake of others. The gesture occurring in both these stories,

whereby the penitent places his or her hand upon the neck of the spiritual father, is

found in ancient rituals for confession.99

Here, as elsewhere, Symeon's letter On Confession contains the same terminology

and ideas as are found in Climacus. According to the New Theologian, the spiritual
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father is 'a man of God who becomes sponsor (dvd6oxog) for the debt of others'; he

'assumes responsibility (dva8^|r|xai) for the sins of the other and answers on his

behalf, although it is presumed that the person himself will be genuinely repen

tant.100 Along with apatheia, 'dispassion', an essential characteristic of the spiritual

father is sympatheia, 'compassion', in the full sense of suffering with and for others.

This quality is prominent in Symeon's portrait of his own elder, Symeon the Stu-

dite: 'There were no limits to his compassion.'101 Through sympatheia the spiritual

father can 'make his own' the joys and sufferings of others (£6ioJioieto8ai . . . xd

dXXdxoia).102

Thus for Symeon, as for Climacus, compassionate and sacrificial love is an essen

tial characteristic of the true elder. Symeon himself felt so closely bound to his

spiritual children that he regarded his own salvation as inseparable from theirs. 'I

saw a man', he writes, alluding to himself in the third person (cf. 2 Cor 12:2),

. . . who longed so intensely for the salvation of his brethren, that he often prayed to

God the lover of humankind with scalding tears and all his soul, that either they might

be saved or else he might be condemned with them. Modelling his attitude on God

and also on Moses (cf. Exod 32:32), he absolutely refused to be saved alone. Spiritually

bound to them by a holy love in the Holy Spirit, he did not want to enter the kingdom

of heaven itself if that meant he would be separated from them.103

Barsanuphius offered the same prayer:

O Master, either bring my children with me into your kingdom, or else wipe me

also out of your book.104

If such are the qualities required of the spiritual father in his fivefold role as doctor, coun

sellor, intercessor, mediator and sponsor, we may well be tempted to ask with St. Paul, 'Who

is sufficient for these things?' (2 Cor 2: 16). The Patristic sources agree with us in this. Noth

ing, says St. Gregory of Nazianzus, is so difficult as to direct others: it is 'the art of arts and sci

ence of sciences'.105 The answer must be that no one would dare to assume such a ministry,

did he not feel compelled to it by love for others. Even so, it should not be he that

takes the first step, but he awaits a specific call from God. This comes in various

ways. Sometimes, as with the startsi of Optino, an elder before his death chooses one

of his spiritual children to take his place. On other occasions the initiative comes

from the disciples: in search of guidance, people approach a recluse or hermit; at

first he gives them no answer, telling them to go to others for counsel;108 but even

tually the moment arrives when he accepts their requests for help as an indication

of the divine will and stops sending them away. In this fashion it is the spiritual

children who disclose the elder's vocation to himself. That is what happened, for

example, to St. Antony of Egypt and St. Seraphim of Sarov.

Enough has been said to indicate the striking parallels between Climacus and Sy

meon in their characterization of the spiritual father. There are also differences of

emphasis: Climacus uses in particular the image of the shepherd and the sheep, as
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the title of his treatise indicates; the idea is present in Symeon,107 but is much less

accentuated. Climacus also speaks of the elder as 'guide' (6or|y6g), 'director' (xu|3eov-

r|Ttig) and 'superior' (Jigoeoxcbg), terms which are not prominent in Symeon's

treatment. The New Theologian makes more use of the image of the father beget

ting children, 108 or even of the mother conceiving and bearing them.109 He also

thinks of the spiritual father as an apostle,"0 an idea not found in Climacus. In

general, however, there is a remarkably close correspondence between the two

authors, alike in vocabulary and thought; and this is particularly evident in the use

by both of them of the categories 'doctor', 'mediator' and 'sponsor'. The freshness

and vivacity with which Symeon writes should not blind us to the truth that, in his

letter On Confession as elsewhere, he bears witness not only to his personal experi

ence but equally to the long tradition of which he is the heir.
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POVERTY AND RICHES: AN EMBARRASSMENT

FOR THE EARLY CHURCH

Donald F. Winslow

In the fourth chapter of the Didache, in the midst of a string of highly moralistic

observations and warnings known as the Way of Life and the Way of Death, ap

pears a brief and deceptively simple injunction in which the catechumen is urged

not to 'turn away the needy'1 but, refusing to claim anything as one's own exclusive

possession, to hold everything in common with one's fellows. The reason adduced

for this otherwise straightforward admonition is a little more complicated: 'For if

you are participants,' says the author(s), 'in that which is immortal, how much more

are you [participants] in that which is perishable' (4 . .8).

At first glance, this text appears to be a commonplace in early Christian litera

ture, one of those all-too-frequent and all-too-familiar reminders that the poor (or

the outcast or the oppressed) are our responsibility. Yet if we examine this text

more closely, and discern its relation to the other parts of the Didache, we may be

able to spy out some underlying assumptions which, if not as familiar to us, are, by

their frequent occurrence, surprisingly representative of the literature of the early

church. So, let me begin by delineating more precisely the parameters of the issues

I intend to address in this paper. I will do so by asking two fundamental questions.

The first is this: Apart from the obvious vocation to charity, to alms-giving, and the

like, what attitudes did the early church express in respect to the poor? And, sec

ondly, to what extent did the perceived relationship of the eternal to the transitory

(of the 'immortal' to the 'perishable') give rise to or shape those attitudes?

To return, then, to our text. It is tempting to see in the assertion that one is to

share everything with one's fellow (the text reads d6eXqxb) a reflection of the Lucan

observation that the early community of believers claimed no possessions unto

themselves but 'held all things in common' (Acts 2:44, 4:32). Yet it is unlikely that

the author(s) of The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles had in mind The Acts of the Apostles

since the 66eXcp6g he mentions is in fact the one whom the catechumen is urged to

assist and not a fellow catechumen. (Whether the 'needy one' is a fellow believer—a

point to which I shall return later—is not made explicit.) To share with the needy

one, therefore, rather than being illustrative of an economic principle, is but an act

of charity towards one in a position of need, a position, that is, which is palpably

lower than that of the benefactor. The benefactor is, almost by definition, on a
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higher social plain than that of the beneficiary. To refer to the needy one (6

fev6e6uev0g) as 'brother' or 'sister' seems, then, to be at best a rhetorical fiction. The

verse which follows makes this hierarchy (higherarchy?) of status even more

explicit. The catechumens are urged to be stern towards their sons and daughters

(that is, not to be lax in teaching them the fear of God) and, further, to rule equita

bly and in a restrained manner over their slaves (who are to be 'subject to their

masters') and maid-servants for, the author(s) argues, slaves and masters alike 'hope

in the same God,' a God who is no respecter of persons, a God who rules over all

persons, regardless of their social or economic status (4.9-10). What becomes clear

in all of this is the relatively privileged status of the persons being addressed by the

Didache's moral strictures. They are, first of all, adults; higher, that is, than youths

or children. Secondly, they are married parents (whether 'fathers' exclusively or

'mothers' as well is not indicated); still parents; higher, that is, than sons or daugh

ters. And, finally, they are sufficiently well-off, it would seem (as we might put it

today) to have servants; higher, that is, than their male slaves or female maid

servants. We must conclude, then, that those addressed by the moral admonitions

of the Didache are not from the ranks of the impoverished. We must conclude,

further, that the 'needy one' mentioned in the fourth chapter is (perhaps unwit

tingly) relegated to an awkward arena of benign neglect in as much as the author(s)

is quick to address the apparently more pressing concerns of family and household

management. Can we not see here at least a hint of that attitudinal phenomenon

which has plagued the church for centuries and which is to be found to a greater or

lesser degree in countless other texts, namely, that full church membership is per

ceived as a 'privilege,' whereas the poor or the outcast are, literally as well as

metaphorically, outside the gates, whether or not they be Christians? It is the poor

to whom, out of our affluence, we give; it is the poorfor whom, out of our piety, we

pray.

A similar observation has been made recently by Carolyn Osiek in respect to the

attitudes prevalent in the Shepherd of Hermas, a document which may be contem

poraneous with the Didache and one which certainly does share its moralistic out

look. In a sensitive and perceptive paper read at the Eighth International Confer

ence on Patristic Studies at Oxford,2 Sister Osiek argued that, in spite of at least

one passage where mutual interdependence of rich and poor is asseverated, the

tenor of the work as a whole is quite different. 'The poor,' she said, 'do not occupy

an important place in Hermas. They are spoken of only in relation to the traditional

duty of the rich to share their goods with them, and function predominantly as ob

jects of charity.'3 This excluding or objectifying tendency to which Osiek draws our

attention is found in the Didache as a whole, too, and not just in the one text to

which I have referred. No one, for instance, is to receive the Eucharist, of course,

except those who have been baptized. (It is here that our author cheerfully quotes

Matthew 7:6: 'Do not give dogs what is holy.') Only those who are holy dare ap

proach the altar. If any one is not holy, let him repent! Further, teachers of false

doctrine are to be avoided and false prophets or apostles, especially those who ask

for money, are to be shunned. Travellers are to be assisted, but not if they overstay
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their welcome. And finally, a tithe of one's produce can be given to the true pro

phet, but if there is no such person in the community, then the tithe may be given

to the poor. To which I am constrained to add: 'Pity the poor who live in a com

munity where there also reside true prophets!'

In response, then, to my first question—what attitudes did the early church ex

press in respect to the poor?—there are clear intimations in the Didache and

elsewhere that, while charity and philanthropy remained the traditional norm, the

poor were often looked down upon and, in some instances, excluded from full

membership in the Christian community. The scantiness of the evidence adduced

thus far, however, prevents our making this too absolute a conclusion. More docu

mentation is certainly needed.

My second question remains yet to be addressed: To what extent did the per

ceived relationship of the eternal to the transitory give rise to or shape these atti

tudes towards the poor? For the author(s) of the Didache there appears to be a di

rect bearing for, as we have already noted, the admonition to help the needy stems

from the assertion that rich and poor alike share fev xu) 6:8avaxU). If so, how much

more should they share fev xolc, 8vT|xolg. Admittedly the syntax here is awkward,

and therefore the meaning as well. Is the catechumen to share his or her worldly

goods with the needy, or do they each, in principle at least, share in a common need

for those albeit transitory and perishable goods which are necessary to this

mortal—and equally transitory and perishable—life? Could there be in this passage,

one might wonder, a conscious allusion to the Matthaean counsel against laying up

treasures 'where moth and rust consume' (6:19) or to the Pauline injunction that we

are to set our minds on 'things that are above, not on things that are on the earth'

(Col 3:2)? Probably not, since these and similar New Testament passages (e.g., 1

Tim 6:17-19) tend to stress the giving up of that which is perishable in order to at

tain to that which is imperishable. The Didache, however, points to a prior participa

tion in the eternal as the basis and motivation for a mutual sharing in the transi

tory. Yet, whatever the precise meaning or intention of the particular verse, is there

not lying somewhere behind it the implication or assumption, common to the sec

ond and subsequent centuries, that eternal possessions, in what might be described

as a dualistic hierarchy of goods, are more to be prized, more to be sought, and

more to be valued than the temporal? This is an assumption which, needless to say,

is hardly unique to the Didache. Yet, that such an assumption, or one similar to it, is

germane to the Didache is made explicit in a later passage. It is in the concluding

prayer of the Eucharist where those who have been 'filled' pray in this wise:

You, Almighty Lord, created all things for your name's sake, and you gave food and

drink to men lor 'the sons of men'J lor their enjoyment that they might render thanks

to you. But to us you have graciously given spiritual food and drink and eternal life

through [Jesus] your Son [or 'servant'].

A remarkable passage, is it not? The nourishment given us by the creator God—

our daily food and drink—is given to all people. And it is given quite precisely for
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their 'pleasure' (elg dx6Xauoiv) and also that they might be appropriately grateful. I

am reminded of the child's grace which is to be said, apparently, prior to eating a

scanty repast:

For odds and ends

And all God sends;

For bits and parts,

Our grateful hearts

Do sing God's praise

Through all our days. Amen.

Yet, for all the pleasure given, and for all the gratitude elicited, this is perishable

food. It is food made available (supposedly) to all people, everywhere; it is food

bestowed upon humankind by a gracious God; but it is still perishable food. There is,

however, another kind of food. To us — that is, to those of us who as Christians

participate in the Eucharist — to us has been given imperishable food, a food which is

the earnest of eternal life. The bread and wine of the Eucharist are therefore quite

appropriately designated a 'spiritual' (Jivevuaxixfiv) nourishment or, if I may be per

mitted an allusion to the Ignatian corpus, a cpdouaxov 6Gavaoiag (Eph 20). This

heavenly banquet, then, is analogous to the sv xw a8avaxd) (singular) of chapter four,

while the food and drink given to all people for their daily pleasure is analogous to

the ev xoie, 8vrrcoig (plural). In such a clearly stipulated hierarchy of goods, could it

be that the perceived importance of the spiritual nourishment provided by the

Eucharist — a nourishment which is unto eternal life — somehow allows those who

participate in so worthy a banquet to conceive of the sharing of common food and

drink with the needy to be of a lower order of importance? And, further, is it not

somehow gratuitous of the author(s) of the Didache, or for those who recite this par

ticular eucharistic prayer, to thank God for the gift of food and drink to 'men' (= all

people) when quite obviously there are those 'needy' upon whom God seems not to

have bestowed such pleasurable gifts? In any event, I would argue that an

ingrained metaphysic which assigns a higher degree of reality to the eternal and

accordingly devalues the so-called transitory — such a metaphysic cannot help but

give rise to and shape attitudes towards those whose daily needs are so desparate that

there is for them neither the opportunity nor the possibility to contemplate the 'eter

nal verities' or to discourse at any length on 'spiritual' matters. A dualistic world view,

that is, inevitably shapes attitudes which, however subtle or unconscious or unac

knowledged or unrecognized can nevertheless easily become degrading, excluding,

and objectifying. Again, however, such a thesis, albeit only tentatively articulated,

cannot be substantiated by a verse or two from the Didache: it obviously needs cor

roborating support from a wider range of sources. Nor need such a thesis necessarily

detract from or be interpreted as denigrating those truly genuine expressions of per

sonal and institutional concern for the poor which are to be found throughout the

early church. In a traditional identification of heretical 'praxis' with heretical 'dogma,'

Ignatius of Antioch, for instance, bitterly criticizes those who on the one hand hold

docetic views of Christ's flesh and of his death and resurrection while on the other
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hand exhibit no concern for &y&mf\, no regard for the widow, for the orphans, for

the distressed, for the afflicted, for the prisoner (or for those released from prison),

no care for the hungry and the thirsty (Smyrn. 6.2). And if we move from this highly

personal early second-century episcopal appeal forward in time to the fourth-century

post-Constantinian church when eleemosynary activities were more highly organized,

the charitableness of Christians is well attested to by believers and non-believers alike.

One is reminded, for instance, of the Emperor Julian who, although certainly no

advocate of Christianity per se, did indeed admire both the spirit and the effectiveness

of Christian care for the poor. As Robert Browning, in his admirable study of Julian,

has correctly observed, 'there is little doubt that Julian was animated [in his attempts

at more liberal social legislation] by the desire to imitate and outdo the Christians.'4

Yet it was this very same Julian — an intriguing blend of idealism and pragmatism —

who, in response to the Lucan imperative that one sell all one's possessions and give

to the poor (12.33), was disturbingly perceptive in pointing out that if such a 'political

precept' were observed or literally followed, then 'no city, no nation, no house could

endure'.5 Which points, I believe, to what has long been recognized as a logical

paradox, namely, that the vocation to so-called 'voluntary' or 'apostolic' poverty is in

direct opposition to the evangelical ideal of charity. To undertake voluntary poverty,

that is, is to place oneself in a dependent relationship to one whose affluence allows

for generosity. There were indeed some ascetics who undertook voluntary poverty

without becoming dependent upon others for their sustenance, but these were few.

Yet the paradox still exists. If I, for instance — to put it simply — am poor, either

because of circumstances or by virtue of an intentional 'selling of my possession,' I

become a needy one (fev6e6uevog), dependent upon the charity of others. But if these

others, moved by my virtuous poverty, sell what they have and give the proceeds to

me, making me rich and themselves poor, are they now dependent upon me for alms?

Or, to put it less simply, think of the vast wealth amassed by those ecclesial institu

tions which, while founded upon the principle of poverty, have been the grateful and

increasingly wealthy recipients from generations of well-to-do benefactors. As long as

one's attitude towards the poor, I suspect, is shaped by a dualistic metaphysic, then

this paradox — alluded to by Julian and to be found also, as we shall see, in Clement

of Alexandria — will never be patient of resolution. Which is to suggest, albeit some

what obliquely, that there is a difference between a society or social order in which

the existence of poverty is a stimulus to charitable undertakings on the part of the

wealthy and a society or social order in which the mutual stimulus is to eradicate the

distinction between poverty and wealth, to eradicate the phenomenon of poverty it

self. This second option does not appear to have been high on the early church's

agenda. The first, however, was universally popular. Alms-giving, that is, had a good

press. But those to whom such alms were given, as well as the condition itself in

which they found themselves, were a constant embarrassement.

The delightful and ingenuous St. Olympias, close friend and confidante of John

Chrysostom, comes to mind. Her earliest biographer, in a Vita so ably translated by

Elizabeth Clark,8 praises the young Olympias—recently married but even more re

cently widowed—for her boundless magnanimity: 'She distributed all her unlimited
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and immense wealth and assisted everyone, simply and without distinction' (Clark,

p. 130). Or, again: ' . . . she distributed her alms over the entire inhabited world' (p.

137). In imitation of those 'lovers of Christ' who brought their possessions to the

feet of the apostles, Olympias presented her considerable possessions, presumably

to the Comptroller of the Archdiocese of Constantinople (?). That she could do so

is made eminently clear by the catalogue of her property: 'Ten thousand pounds of

gold, twenty thousand of silver, and all her real estate situated in the provinces of

Thrace, Galatia, Cappadocia Prima, and Bithynia: and more, the houses belonging

to her in the capitol city . . . complete with baths, and all the buildings near it ... as

well as all of her suburban properties' (p. 131). And that she could do so without

experiencing penury herself is further made manifest by the biographer's observa

tion that when Olympias founded her own monastery, built next to Chrysostom's

cathedral, into that monastic institution she 'enclosed her own chambermaids, num

bering fifty' (ibid.). By anyone's standard, the extent of Olympias' charitable under

takings was surpassed only by her capacity so to undertake them.

Chrysostom, we would want to believe, was grateful to Olympias for so grand an

expression of largesse. Grateful, and proud too, for earlier in Antioch and now in

Constantinople q)iX.avGgaMiCa was perhaps the most frequent theme addressed in his

preaching.7 Yet, for him as for many others, poverty as a socio/economic phenom

enon was not something to be eradicated; it was the poor, rather, to whom one was

to minister.8 And in the fourth century, both in metropolitan as well as in rural

areas, poverty was rampant and the ranks of the poor legion. Gregory of Nyssa is

one of many who give testimony to this fact:

These days have brought us naked and homeless [people] in plenty; a host of captives

is at everyone's door; strangers and fugitives are not lacking, and on every side their

begging and stretched-out hands are there to see. Their house is the open air; their

lodgings are the arcades, the streets, the deserted corners of the markets; they lurk in

holes like owls and birds of the night. Their clothing is tattered rags; their means of liv

ing, the feeling of the compassionate. Their food is anything thrown by the passer-by;

their drink, the springs they share with beasts.9

But, having described the plight of the poor with such stark realism, in order to

elicit the 'feeling of the compassionate,' Gregory goes on to say that the poor (the

circumstantial poor, not the voluntary poor in this case) are in no way to be de

spised:

Do not despise these people in their abjection, do not think them of no account. Reflect

what they are and you will understand their dignity; they have taken upon them the

person of our Savior. For he, the compassionate, has lent them his own person where

with to abash the unmerciful and the haters of the poor.10

Here, once again, is an instance of how the poor are relegated to an objectified

function even while at the same time being praised by virtue of their so-called rela

tion to the Savior. But a function none-the-less, at least to the extent that they are
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the means whereby the compassion of the affluent is aroused. The evangelical call

to charity is loud and clear. At the same time, however, an objectifying attitude to

wards those whose stretched-out hands rely on that charity for their very life — this

attitude, while not so loud and clear, is definitely discernible in the literature avail

able to us. How, one needs to ask, is the manifest discrepancy between the rich and

the poor — even if it is not possible to place all persons into one or the other of

these two categories — reflective of a creator God who is the giver of all good

things? How can the soteriological assertion that Christ became poor that we might

be made rich be upheld in the face of this discrepancy? The distinction between

rich and poor — even if many could not be described as either rich or poor —

must, on some level at least, have been a serious embarrasment to the early

church. And, 1 would submit, an unavoidable embarrassment since, among other

things, a dualistic metaphysic which defines God as immaterial and impassible can

not produce a theology which ultimately takes concrete human suffering and abject

poverty with adequate seriousness. Too, a dualistic metaphysic which emphasizes

Christ's so-called 'divinity' at the expense of the so-called 'poverty' of his incarnate

humanness will see concrete poverty as ultimately transitory and therefore relatively

unimportant. Yet the suffering and the poverty were there; they were everywhere.

And this must have been an embarrassment. Happily, there were many bold excep

tions to this predominant dualism as there were many whose constitutional dualism

did not let their compassion be overruled by their philosophy. But that such a vari

ety of attitudes as those I have suggested did exist strikes me as incontrovertible.

From the narrow moralism of the Didache to the expansive and extensive writings of

the fourth-century theological giants, early Christian literature is replete with warn

ings against the dangers of riches, with hortatory enticements to charity, and

(though less frequently) with closely reasoned invitations to voluntary poverty

(commonly understood to be a visible form of imitatio Christi).11 'Don't be someone

who stretches out your hand to receive but closes them up when it is time to give',

exhorts the author(s) of the Didache.12 But in this instance, as in later more sophisti

cated instances (in Gregory of Nazianzus no less than in Basil of Caesarea, in John

Chrysostom and Gregory of Nyssa no less than in Augustine of Hippo), most often

it is the affluent insider to whom such exhortations are addressed. And the exhorta

tion is to have concern for, to assist, and to be charitable towards the impoverished

outsider.

Unquestionably the most familiar example of this genre of literature is Clement

of Alexandria's Qui dives salvetur? (T£g 6 owl;6uevog JiXotioiog). This well-known and

rightly popular treatise is an extended response to the evangelical assertion that 'it

is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich person to

enter the kingdom of God' (Mt 19:24). 13 In respect to the issue(s) raised by this and

related New Testament texts (e.g., Mk 10:17-31), Clement's treatise is as erudite as

it is evasive. He is saying, in effect:

My friends—particularly those of you who have been blessed with material well-

being—do not let this saying of our Lord's cause you to despair. Listen to it not exter
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nally with your carnal ears, but apply your minds to the spirit of our Savior's hidden,

unuttered meaning. Read not these words awkwardly or superficially, but spiritually,

figuratively, and — if you will — uaGnuaxixti)S. For salvation does not depend on outward

things but upon one's interior attitude, upon one's free cooperation with God's grace,

upon one's knowledge of and participation in God.

What then does our text mean? Simply, it means this: What is called for is not a renun

ciation of one's wealth. That is but an external act. The more perfect and godlike voca

tion is internal, namely, to strip away the passions from the soul and to cast out what is

alien to the mind. It is not possessions that bar the gate to the heavenly kingdom but

the pride and the vainglory and the selfish acquisitiveness which so often accompany

them.

So, again, do not renounce your wealth. Were you to do so, no longer could you give

food to the hungry or drink to the thirsty. If no one had anything, what room would be

left among us for charity? Rather than a hasty renunciation of your wealth, renounce

instead the burning passions of your soul. And remember, it is the poor in spirit that are

blessed, and those who search after righteousness. And may God make you rich unto sal

vation. Amen.

There, in a few sentences, is the synoptic core of Clement's entertaining and

troubling exposition. 'On the dangers of riches,' observes one commentator interest

ingly, 'on the possibility of their use or abuse, on the duty of sharing and giving

freely, [Clement] is traditional and often admirable; there are noble passages in

the treatise.' But, he continues, that 'for Clement there seems to be no such thing as

a counsel of literal poverty shows him to be at variance with common Christian

teaching.'14 One might, of course, argue with the author of this statement as to how

'common' a 'counsel of literal poverty' was in Clement's day, yet I suspect we would

all agree that for Clement such a counsel would have seemed, if not absurd, then at

least curious, for in this treatise he is quite intentionally addressing the wealthy

benefactor and not the poor, either the circumstantially poor or the voluntary poor.

All the same, behind Clement's 'comfortable words' is to be discerned an attitude

which is, not surprisingly, both exclusive and elitist. Who, for instance, are the poor

towards whom Clement's dives is to show mercy? The wealthy, we have seen, are not

excluded from salvation as long as they are believers, as long as they contemplate

the greatness of God's philanthropy, and as long as they cherish the command

ments more than their own transitory wealthy, particularly the commandment to

love. To love one's neighbor? Not exactly. For, according to Clement, that neighbor

may indeed be 'poor in purse' but—alas!—'rich in passions' (15) or 'poor and desti

tute' but—alas!—'intoxicated with lusts' (18). Such persons are not and should not,

for all their actual poverty, be deserving of our charity. Who is, then? In an ex

tremely puzzling passage (11), Clement does admit that there are those who are

truly destitute, who have to beg for their daily food, and who, because of their ex

treme want, cannot even know God or God's righteousness. And what does Clement

say of them? That they are most blessed and most dear to God, the sole possessors

of everlasting life—an ecomium which must have sounded heartless to those who

had no other possessions. Is this not a sort of third-century let-them-eat-cake? Still,
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for Clement, the state of one's soul vis-a-vis salvation was of greater importance

than the external circumstances of one's life, than the overflowing riches of the

wealthy or the abject poverty of the needy. So, again, who are the poor to whom

the dives is to give? How to translate &y&nr\ into Jiod|ig? One finds in this treatise a

clearly delineated hierarchy of love. Love God and ('second in order') love your

neighbor (28). Or, similarly, love Christ—who has proved neighbor to you by heal

ing your wounds and cutting out your passions by the root!—love Christ ('and sec

ond') love those who have believed in him (29). There we have a direct and unambigu

ous clue to Clement's attitude. He places great emphasis on Matthew 25:31-46,

claiming that the Christ we feed or clothe or visit in those who are hungry or naked

or in prison is the very Christ who accepts such acts of charity (albeit, external acts)

as done to himself, the very Christ who rewards the charitable with eternal life. But,

those on whose behalf such concrete acts of mercy are undertaken, they are de

lineated by Clement as 'disciples' (31), that is, 'those who have believed on [Christ]'

(30). The 'poor,' then, are not from the ranks of the outcast, not from the collegium

of the destitute, but from the family of believers. Or, as Clement says, 'Open your

compassion to all who are enrolled as disciples of God' (33). God, Clement is happy

to affirm, loves a cheerful gives (2 Cor 9:7); God also, if we read Clement aright,

loves a worthy beneficiary for, not only are the recipients of Christian charity to be

themselves Christians, they are be to 'worthy disciples of our Savior' (31). Take the

initiative, urges the Alexandrian, do not wait to be asked; seek out those who de

serve to receive kindness. Later in the treatise, however, Clement somewhat mod

ifies this exhortation and gives some specific advice which is both perplexing and

astonishing. In our otherwise legitimate desire to give to 'friends' or to 'friends of

friends,' one is not to judge too quickly between the worthy and unworthy reci

pients of our benefaction. For, Clement warns, if one judges too quickly, then mis

takes will be made. And that could be disastrous, not for the worthy or unworthy

recipient but for the benefactor. Clement's explanation of this is central to the un

derlying attitude of the Quis dives salvetur? It is better, he says, inadvertently to do

good to the undeserving precisely so as not to avoid benefitting the deserving; bet

ter, that is, to widen the boundaries of one's charity than to court eternal punish

ment for neglecting those who are 'loved by God' (33). Clement concludes this piece

of not-so-homely advice with what has to be a unique interpretation of Matthew 7:1

( = Lk 6:37): 'Judge not,' he says, 'that you be not judged' (33).

If Clement's admonition in respect to the worthy and unworthy recipients of

charity is at best reprehensible, he is nevertheless not alone in suggesting that alms

be directed exclusively towards the care and support of fellow Christians. Justin

Martyr, for instance, had written at least a generation earlier that 'we who formerly

loved money and property more than anything else do now place what we have in a

common fund and share with everyone in need.'15 But Justin's 'everyone' is clearly a

hyperbolic designation for, as Robert Grant among others has pointed out, the

'common fund' was not intended to 'supply the needs of non-Christians and, in

deed, could not have done so in view of the small numbers of the Christians them

selves.'18 A parallel instance, as Grant has also observed, is to be found in Tertul
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lian's Apologia where the humorless North African writes of a common fund to

which voluntary contributions were made. From this fund were drawn monies 'for

the support and burial of the poor and for the support of poor orphans, aged

household slaves, shipwrecked persons, and anyone who is in the mines . . . because

of his Christian confession.'17

This evidence from Justin and Tertullian helps us better to understand Clement's

apparent exclusivism. First of all, by the middle of the second century ad, the

Christian church was beginning to attract women and men of substance, educated

people, people who belonged to the 'higher' strata of society. Yet, secondly, the

church was still at this time a persecuted minority. It is understandable, then, that

Clement, himself an aristocrat, felt called upon to address the concerns of the

affluent. It is understandable, too, that the eleemosynary activities of the early

church were undertaken on the behalf of fellow Christians. But there are still am

biguities here. True, the resources of the primitive church were not sufficient in

most cases to go beyond an 'in-house' collegial expression of genuine concern for

one's Christian brothers and sisters. But, in spite of this, some of the attitudes we

have been able to uncover in the literature of this period indicate that, not only was

there a hierarchy of goods (i.e., transitory vs. eternal), there was also a powerfully

influential hierarchy of the poor—all of whom seem to have existed primarily as an

objective opportunity for the wealthy to express their evangelical magnanimity by

giving alms. From the totally destitute unbeliever to the destitute but unworthy be

liever to the worthy recipient of charity—here, variously expressed at different

times, was a phenomenon the embarassment of which could not be assuaged by

simple reference to Mark 14:7: 'For you always have the poor with you . . .' It just

was not that simple. Highest, of course, on this ladder of poverty, were those whose

poverty was not circumstantial but voluntary. They were the most deserving, the

most to be honored, the most Christ-like. And, as monastic institutions flourished,

these voluntary poor became increasingly powerful—in terms of influence, in terms

of political strength, in terms of learning, in terms of military might, and in terms

of burgeoning wealth. But that well-known story, for all its glory and for all its

tragedy, belong to another time and place.

Let me conclude, then, by making a few theological observations. First of all, it is

clear that a philosophical perspective which is basically dualistic will necessarily

come to be expressed in terms of 'higher' and 'lower.' It will be predominantly

hierarchical. This in turn will give rise to attitudes which exalt or debase, praise or

demean, include or exclude. In practise, as we have seen, there will develop not

only a manifest hierarchy of goods but also a hierarchy of the poor. And it is in this

that the poor become objectified in respect to the vocation to charity while the phe

nomenon of poverty itself does not get addressed.18 Too often, that is, has the

church assigned a higher value to the virtue of ministering to the poor than to the

pressing need to deal with poverty as a social reality that cried out for attention.

Secondly, if what I have said thus far is not a total distortion of the facts, how are

we to deal, as Christians, with the issues I have raised? We are faced, as I see it, not

only with a call to social justice, but with the need to do some serious theological
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homework. Is it not time, for instance, for a re-evaluation of what is meant by

Christ's poverty, a poverty he is said to have assumed that we might be made rich?

How and in what way, we must ask, are we made rich? And, again, continuing the

christological thread, did Christ condescend to the poverty of our human condition

as an episodic and temporary measure, or did he in fact identify with the poor and

the oppressed and actually champion their cause? If this latter, then the church

needs to examine its self-styled role as benefactor to the poor and query whether she

should not rather be the advocate of the poor. Too, some exegetical and hermeneu-

tical work needs to be undertaken so as to discern the theological difference between

the Matthaean 'Blessed are the poor in spirit' ,afld 'Blessed are those who hunger

after righteousness' (5:3, 6) and the more stark Lucan parallel: 'Blessed are you

poor' and 'Blessed are you that hunger now' (6:20.1). Finally, there is always the

need to call into question a dualistic metaphysic so that the poor are no longer the

'they' to whom we give or for whom we pray but the 'we' who share fully in our

Christian life and fellowship. In a remarkably instructive novel entitled The Name of

the Rose, Umberto Eco describes in great detail the vicissitudes of life in a

fourteenth-century Italian monastery. Parallel to the rather lurid plot of the novel

itself is an extended and provocative discussion of the tension between a wealthy

church and those medieval reform movements which sought to stress poverty as

both a dominical and apostolic ideal, a tension, as we all know, which often erupted

into heresy trials, executions, open warfare, and violence of every imaginable kind.

In the midst of all this, Eco has his protagonist, one Brother William of Baskerville,

make a disarmingly simple statement: 'The people of God cannot be changed until

the outcasts are restored to its body.'

The 'poverty' of Jesus, the 'blessedness' of the poor, and the 'inclusion' of the

'outcast'—are these not questions to which we need, as theologians and historians, to

give serious and sustained attention?

Cambridge, Massachusetts
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EARLY CHRISTIAN ATTITUDES TO HOMOSEXUALITY

D. F. Wright

In another communication during this Conference Dr. Bernadette Brooten ad

vanced grounds for dissenting from the thesis of John Boswell's book Christianity,

Social Tolerance and Homosexuality (Chicago and London, 1983) in so far as it touches

on patristic views of lesbianism.1 The aim of this paper is to summarize reasons for

deeper dissatisfaction with his work, which deals chiefly with male homosexuality.

This critique is restricted to the age of the Fathers (the book itself goes up to the

fourteenth century), on which Boswell sums up his conclusions as follows:

The early Christian church does not appear to have opposed homosexual behaviour per

se. The most influential Christian literature was moot on the issue; no prominent

writers seem to have considered homosexual attraction 'unnatural,' and those who ob

jected to physical expression of homosexual feelings generally did so on the basis of

considerations unrelated to the teaching of Jesus or his early followers. Hostility to gay

people and their sexuality became noticeable in the West during the period of the dis

solution of the Roman state—i.e., from the third through the sixth centuries—due to

factors which cannot be satisfactorily analyzed, but which probably included the disap

pearance of urban subcultures, increased governmental regulation of personal morality,

and public pressure for asceticism in all sexual matters. Neither Christian society nor

Christian theology as a whole evinced or supported any particular hostility to homosex

uality, but both reflected and in the end retained positions adopted by some govern

ments and theologians which could be used to derogate homosexual acts, (p.333)

Not much has been written about early Christian attitudes to homosexuality after

the New Testament period. One of the merits of Boswell's work is to have opened

up the subject in an entirely fresh way, with great frankness and sensitivity. It pro

vides the fullest collection available so far of patristic material on homosexuality.

The book won various awards and nominations and received prominent treatment

in Newsweek and rave reviews on both sides of the Atlantic, sparing no superlatives:

John Boswell restores one's faith in scholarship as the union of erudition, analysis and

moral vision. I would not hesitate to call his book revolutionary . . . (It) sets a standard

of excellence one would have thought impossible.2

Indubitably one of the most profound, explosive works of scholarship to appear within
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recent memory . . . On a first reading I found the book overwhelming, on a second

merely stunning.3

One of those rare books which is so exciting simply because it is so good.4

Some medievalists have given the volume a more critical reception, but no exam

ination of the patristic sections has yet appeared in print. Robert M. Grant's short

review in Christian Century 98 (Jan. 21, 1981) pp. 60-61, praised it as 'an excellent

start' in rescuing its subject from obscurity but also posed some critical questions.

Boswell's edifice is certainly impressive but closer acquaintance (overcoming the

difficulties presented by his frequently inaccurate references) exposes ever-widening

cracks. This paper can do no more than present a selective summary of its weaknesses.

Untenable Interpretation of Biblical Texts

Boswell denies the presence of a homosexual element in the Sodom and Gibeah

incidents (Genesis 19, Judges 19). This view has had a fair innings since D. Sherwin

Bailey's Homosexuality and the Western Christian Tradition (London, 1955), but surely

now deserves to be quietly put to rest.5

A long appendix (pp. 335-353) discusses the meaning of aooevoxoCxiig in 1 Cor

6:9, 1 Tim 1:10, concluding that it denotes 'active male prostitutes', i.e., &ooevo-

does not indicate the object of -xoCxr|g but qualifies it adjectivally. Among his sup

porting arguments Boswell claims that in compounds the dooevo- spelling has objec-

tival force and ctgoevo- adjectival. In fact the difference is merely dialectal, with no

implications whatsoever for meaning.8 The obvious background to this linguistic

formation which first occurs in Paul is the LXX of Lev 18:22 (nexa aooevog oto

xoiur|8V|ot| xoCxr|v) and 20:13 (xoiun8f| uexa aooevog xotxnv. Other evidence, such as

its occurrence in the Sibylline Oracles, confirms the view that the word originated in

Hellenistic Jewish or Jewish-Christian circles. The early Latin, Syriac, and Coptic

renderings concur with the interpretation Boswell dismisses.

Similar grave reservations are merited by Boswell's explanations of the Levitical

verses and Rom 1:26-27.

Misleading Minimising of the Influence of the

Biblical Texts on Patristic Opinion

One reviewer has prophesied that 'It will be hard to forget Boswell's demonstra

tion that the sin of the Sodomites was recognized by centuries of rabbinic and

Christian commentary as primarily an offense against the law of hospitality, only
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secondarily if at all as sexual misbehaviour'.7 Boswell cites four authors who give a

non-homosexual interpretation of the Sodom story. Of these one (Ambrose, Ab

raham 1.6.52) patently identifies homosexual malpractice, two (Cassian, Instit. 5.6,

and Isidore, Sent. 2.42) condemn the Sodomites' foul depravity without being more

specific, and the fourth (Origen, Homil. on Gen. 5.1) leaves his readers guessing. In

reality, no patristic source excludes a homosexual interpretation, and many unmis-

takeably entertain it.8 On this point Sherwin Bailey is a more reliable guide to the

Fathers.

Boswell believes the Levitical prohibition lapsed with the whole Holiness Code in

apostolic Christianity and thereafter. He acknowledges that Clement of Alexandria

and the Apostolic Constitutions exceptionally cite it as authority against homosexual

acts, but he fails to mention other Fathers who did so.9 Moreover, as shown above,

the LXX of Leviticus lies behind the key New Testament term, ftgoevoxoCrng.

I have dealt at length elsewhere with patristic occurrences of &goevoxoCTng and ci

tations of 1 Cor 6:9 and 1 Tim 1:10.10 Here only a few comments can be made.

Boswell claims that Chrysostom never used it or any of its derivatives, but his own

evidence contradicts him. One use occurs in immediate connexion with a reference

to the Sodomites' lusting after young men (reaiolv feJieiiaCvovxo)." Boswell ignores

altogether a clear occurrence in Hippolytus: Naas committed adultery with Eve and

dgoevoxoirCa with Adam (Refut. 5.26.22-23). He also has failed to notice a signifi

cant parallelism between two versions of a threefold listing of sexual sins in early

Christian writings which almost certainly derives ultimately from Hellenistic Jewish

vice catalogues. Although the order varies, the first two terms are normally uoixeCa

and JiogveCa, while the third is either Jiai6ocp8ooCa or &goevoxoixCa. Patristic writings

suggest a straight continuity between Hellenistic Judaism's aversion from Jicaooq)8ooCa12

and Pauline condemnation of &goevoxonCa. Boswell both exaggerates their non-

use of the Pauline text and misinterprets some instances of its admitted use.13

Exaggerated Significance Attached to 'the Attitudes of Christian Ascetics'

Boswell attributes to what he calls 'the attitudes of Christian ascetics' the main in

spiration for the eventual condemnation of homosexual activity. He discusses them

under four headings:

1 . Animal Behaviour

Although strange arguments drawn from popular Hellenistic zoology are found in

Barnabas and Clement of Alexandria, there is no evidence of their widespread im

pact on patristic thinking. In the Latin West only a sentence in Novatian and an

epigram of Ennodius, both cited by Boswell, exhibit the Alexandrians' interpreta

tion of the Mosaic ban on eating the hare. In any case one finds opposing applica

tions of zoology to homosexuality among the Fathers—not only 'this is how animals
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behave', but also 'not even animals behave this way'.14

2. Unsavoury Associations

3. Concepts of 'Nature'

Boswell persistently argues that most Christian writers were unaffected by Stoic or

similar concepts of 'nature'. He interprets Rom 1:26-27 in terms of the character of

individuals (heterosexuals, for whom homosexual acts were contrary to their na

tures), and denies the importance of considerations of 'the natural order' in much

of the subsequent tradition. Even Augustine's objections to homosexual behaviour

stigmatize it merely as 'incongruous, contrary to human custom, . . . odd and un

familiar' (pp. 150-151). Confs. 3.8.15 seems clear enough, however: 'The offences

which are contra naturam are ever and everywhere to be detested and punished,

such as were those of the Sodomites . . . The divine law did not so make men that

they might use themselves in that way'. A long list of Christian writers in East and

West depict homosexual intercourse as in conflict with man's created nature.15

4. Gender Expectations

Contempt for a man's sexual passivity towards another man, whereby he plays the

woman's role, is clearly an element in the condemnation of homosexual practices by

writers like Clement of Alexandria and Salvian. It is also found in John Chrysos-

tom, but only in one of his many passages on the subject,18 so that Boswell exagger

ates in identifying it as the 'single powerful hostility' which animates his antagonism

to homosexuality (p. 157). In assessing other Fathers' references to men assuming

the position of women in intercourse, it has to be remembered that Lev 18:22,

20:13 set a precedent in describing male homosexuality in this way. Furthermore, the

argument about 'gender expectation' is but a form of the 'contrary to nature' argu

ment. Female passivity is embodied in the receptor-role of woman in intercourse ac

cording to nature. Failure to accord sufficient weight to the natural order in the

thought of Fathers like Augustine, Lactantius, and Cyprian has led Boswell to mis

conceive the force of this particular 'ascetic attitude'.

Exaggeration of Prevalence of Homosexual Relationships Among Christians

While there is no doubting that some Christians, both lay and clerical, indulged in

homosexual acts (even if the pictures drawn by moralists such as Chrysostom and

Salvian may be larger than life), Boswell is wide of the mark in asserting that 'many

prominent and respected Christians — some canonized — were involved in rela

tionships which would almost certainly be considered homosexual in cultures hostile

to same-sex eroticism. . . . To a contemporary observer of social trends, it would

probably have seemed that the examples of Ausonius and Paulinus or Perpetua and

Felicitas would in the end triumph over the hostility of Ambrose and Augustine'

(pp. 135-136). These are the only two relationships he cites - a narrow and, in both

cases, insubstantial basis for such a grandiose affirmation.
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The conclusion must be that for all its interest and stimulus Boswell's book pro

vides in the end of the day not onefirm piece of evidence that the teaching mind of the

early Church countenanced homosexual activity. If Ausonius, who enjoyed

homosexual literature and riddles, counts against this, he was scarcely representa

tive, at best a half-baked Christian. It is true that active homosexuality was rarely

singled out by the Fathers for execration as 'the sin of sins'. They may even be said

to treat the subject with a degree of reserve. But what they do say leaves little room

for debate: homosexual behaviour was contrary to the will of God as expressed in

Scripture and nature.

Edinburgh
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THE PARTICIPATION OF OTHER BISHOPS

IN THE ORDINATION OF A BISHOP IN THE

APOSTOUC TRADITION OF HIPPOLYTUS

Paul F. Bradshaw

Many years ago E. C. Ratcliff suggested, with regard to the ordination of a

bishop, that 'discernible between the lines of the several versions of Apostolic Tradi

tion, there are signs which can be taken as indicating that, in its original form, the

direction instructed the presbyters to conduct the proceedings.'1 It is the intention

of this paper to follow up that suggestion in some detail, expanding somewhat on

the preliminary observations which I have already made on the subject in an earlier

essay.2

The warning that the text of the Latin translation may not be so reliable a guide

to the original version of the Apostolic Tradition as is commonly supposed is, of

course, nothing new—however little notice may be taken of it by students in general

and framers of modern liturgical rites in particular.3 Indeed at previous meetings

of this very conference A. F. Walls questioned its authenticity,4 and E. Segelberg

claimed to have discerned various strata overlying the original text of its ordination

prayers.5 Moreover, an examination of the different versions of the Apostolic Tradi

tion does reveal that there are certainly some interesting divergences in their men

tion of other bishops at the ordination of a bishop. Whilst the Latin version has 'let

the people assemble together with the presybtery and those bishops who are pre

sent', the Sahidic, followed by the Arabic and Ethiopic, has instead 'let all the

people assemble together, and the presbyters with the deacons', and the reference

to bishops is inserted, somewhat clumsily, into the next phrase: 'all the bishops giv

ing consent who lay their hands on him'. Bernard Botte believed that the genuine

ness of the Latin at this point was guaranteed by the agreement of the text of the

Apostolic Constitutio7is.8 This is certainly a strong argument, but is the answer as

simple as that?

The reading of the Canons of Hippolytus may perhaps be illuminating here. This

document makes no mention of the presence of other bishops at all until the final

sentence of the section, when it suddenly, and rather oddly, introduces them: 'they

are to choose one of the bishops and presbyters; he lays his hand on the head and

prays. . . .'7 Gregory Dix dismissed the Canons of Hippolytus as being a late docu

ment, dating from 'the end of the fifth or the sixth century', and as 'a drastic recast

ing of the Apostolic Tradition', so that it could 'as a rule be used only as a secondary
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witness to reinforce other texts'; moreover, it showed in this section, he thought, 'a

curious tendency ... to a sort of theoretical "presbyterianism".'8 His first assump

tion has now been convincingly argued to be false both by Botte and by Rene

Georges Coquin, who has edited the first critical edition of the text.9 Far from

being the last of the Church Orders to have been derived from the Apostolic Tradi

tion, as was previously thought, the Canons of Hippolytus now appear to be the ear

liest witness to it, originating around ad 336 to 340, and so antedating not only

the Latin translation but also the Apostolic Constitutions.

In the light of this, therefore, has not the time come for a re-consideration of the

value of its text for the reconstruction of the Apostolic Tradition? Is it always to be

judged guilty of a 'drastic recasting' of the original in every case, or is it possible

that at least in some instances it has preserved a more authentic reading than the

other, later versions, which may have been subjected to a measure of updating to

keep them in line with the current orthopraxis? In particular, does its reading 'one

of the bishops and presbyters' really betoken a fourth-century attempt to assimilate

the presbyterate as closely as possible to the episcopate; or does it rather signal the

fact that, in the text of the Apostolic Tradition which its author had inherited, there

was no mention at all of other bishops at the ordination but only of presbyters, and

so he felt it necessary, in the light of the actual practice of his day, to insert some

reference to them here, alongside the presbyters, just as in the traditions underlying

the later versions and translations other hands would judge it right to recast the

text more drastically at this point and also to record the active involvement of other

bishops earlier in the section?

If this latter conjecture is tenable, it would also point towards some solution to a

number of puzzling features in the commonly accepted text. There is, first of all,

the fact that the Latin version has no explicit subject for the phrase imponant manus,

and it has simply to be presumed to be the bishops; and secondly there is the

somewhat strange statement following it, that 'the presbytery shall stand by and be

still': as A. F. Walls has pointed out, rubrics usually direct action, not enforce inac

tivity.10 All, however, becomes clear if the original version of the text stated that

'the presbytery are to lay hands . . .', and this was altered when it was inherited by a

community in which this practice was no longer the case. Furthermore, the absence

of bishops from the original text would explain the remarkable fact that the other

bishops seem simply to fade into the background when the ordination is over and

take no part in the Eucharist which follows—surely a very unepiscopal-like action—

but the new bishop concelebrates with his presbyters. Finally, it might also offer a

clue to the curious contradiction in the ordination of a presbyter, where it is appar

ently intended that the same prayer shall be used for a presbyter as for a bishop,

but then, quite contrarily, all the versions except the Canons of Hippolytus go on to

provide the text of a different prayer. If, however, the direction had originally been

that the imposition of hands was to be done by bishop and presbyters 'according to

what was said above, as we said before about the bishop', this would have become

unintelligible when presbyters were no longer involved in the ordination of a
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bishop, and might account for the phrase being transferred to refer to the prayer

instead.

If it seems barely credible that the Apostolic Tradition could have envisaged an or

dination of a bishop conducted entirely by presbyters, it should be remembered that

in fact this document is the earliest supposed witness to the practice of involving

other bishops in the proceedings. It would seem that the existence of bishops as

presidents of a local presbytery only became widespread around the middle of the

second century, and, apart from the Apostolic Tradition, the first evidence we have

for the participation of other bishops in their ordination comes from Cyprian in

North Africa in the middle of the third century." It has, for example, been argued

that the indications are that Irenaeus would have been ordained bishop by his

fellow-presbyters in the last quarter of the second century. 1! Is it so surprising,

therefore, that a document originating early in the third century, and evidently de

termined to maintain the continued adherence of the Church to ancient, and possi

bly already obsolescent, liturgical practices, should have prescribed a procedure

which did not include the presence of other bishops? It is interesting to observe in

this respect, in view of the often cited links between Alexandria and the Apostolic

Tradition (whatever its precise place of composition), and indeed between Alexan

dria and the Canons of Hippolytus, that evidence has frequently been adduced for the

persistence of the practice of presbyters alone performing the imposition of hands

at the ordination of a bishop at Alexandria in the early part of the third century.13

If then, as we have suggested, the ordination of its bishop was seen as the exclu

sive business of the local church for a considerable period of time, why should this

pattern have changed in the course of the third century? It is, I would venture to

suggest, not a mere accident that it is Cyprian who first attests the new way of

doing things, for it is also he who bears witness to a new understanding of the role

of the bishop. The bishop now begins to be thought of as responsible not merely

for the life of his own local church but also, through the collegial nature of the

episcopate, for the wellbeing of other churches. In such circumstances, allied with

the need to be sure that those claiming to have been properly elected and ap

pointed by their local community had in fact been so, it was inevitable that

neighbouring bishops would begin to attend the ordination of a new bishop to wit

ness the proceedings and ensure their regularity, and it was equally inevitable that,

once present, they could not for long be content merely to stand at the side and

watch—bishops simply are not like that! It is, therefore, not surprising that they

rapidly assume the centre of the stage and take over the imposition of hands and

the saying of the ordination prayer, and the local presbyterate meanwhile are

forced to play a purely supporting role in the drama—a mere 'walk-on' part—or as

the rubric then inserted in the Apostolic Tradition puts it: 'the presbytery shall stand

by and be still'. And so they have been in episcopal ordinations ever since.

Oxford—Notre Dame
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THE LAYING ON OF HANDS AS CONFERRAL OF THE SPIRIT

SOME PROBLEMS AND A POSSIBLE SOLUTION

J. Kevin Coyle, OSA

Despite the importance of the laying on of hands in many Christian traditions,

the list of twentieth century writings about it is remarkably brief. Dictionary and

encyclopaedia notices aside,1 the general role of the gesture in the history of Chris

tianity is treated in depth only in two books and two articles.2 Godfrey Diekmann,

the author of one of the latter, affirms that the laying on of hands is the basic sac

ramental rite. This being so, one wonders why the gesture has not received more

theological attention. What literature there is tends to deal with it within the context

of commissioning for ministry—ordained ministry, that is. And nearly all the writ

ing dealing with the gesture in whatever context assumes that Christians borrowed

it from Judaism and that it signifies or causes the conferral of the Spirit, or a gift of

the Spirit or power or authority.3 The latter assumption has appeared so obvious

that no one has bothered to prove it. Diekmann speaks for many others when he

says (without elaborating further) that 'laying on of hands, understood as a confer

ring of the Holy Spirit, constituted in early Christianity the basic liturgical rite

common to all sacraments.'4 Ernst Kasemann takes a similar stance when he speaks

of commissioning for ministry ('ordination'):

The ordination mentioned in 1 Tim. 4.14; 5.22 and II Tim. 1.6 can only have found its

way into the Pauline community from the Jewish Christian tradition. Thus, it must have

the same meaning as it has in Judaism: it is the bestowal of the Spirit and it empowers

those who receive it to administer the depositum fidei of I Tim. 6.20, which we are to

understand, more exactly defined, as the tradition of Pauline teaching.5

These assertions sound clear and simple and can produce a long and venerable

history in support. But the reality seems to me to be more complex than they would

have us believe. The present article cannot deal with all the questions they raise -

whether, for example, the gesture did, in fact, constitute the basic sacramental rite

of early Christianity. The direct objective here is to focus on the meaning of the

gesture, usually taken to mean a conferral.

339
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Traditional Affirmations

Before moving to a broader perspective I should like to comment on the remarks

of Kasemann. He understands the gesture of the laying on of hands to have one

source and one consistent meaning. There are many who would agree with him

that the source is Jewish Christianity and, ultimately, Judaism itself.8 However,

Lawrence Hoffman questions whether the laying on of hands was ever employed in

Judaism as a mandating gesture, be it to the rabbinate or to anything else.7 Nor

does inter-testamental Judaism speak of the gesture in any other context, save for

one vague reference to healing in the Genesis Apocryphon?

When we look at Kasemann's scriptural references (and these are the ones usually

presented in connection with ordination understood as conferral),9 we have to ask

whether his understanding is the one intended by the authors of those references.

Scripture was, after all, originally written without explanatory footnotes. What may

have been clear at the moment of writing is not always clear to later generations.

Thus the laying on of hands is simply stated as a fact, without telling where it

comes from or what is meant by it. The context where it appears might sometimes

afford a clue, but this is not the case in any of Kasemann's references. 1 Timothy

4: 14 does not specify the 'gift' given by the laying on of hands, nor how it relates to

'prophecy'; it is not clear whether 1 Tim 5:22 refers to reconciliation of sinners or

to baptism; and 2 Tim 1:6 also refers to an unspecified 'gift'.

One would also have to consider the possibility that these passages refer only to

one among many views of ministry and commissioning for it in the New Testament.

In fact, it is impossible to deal with any scriptural allusions to the laying on of hands

without broaching the question of how ministry is understood in Scripture. In this

regard, the Old Testament sheds little light on the New. Perhaps the New had bor

rowed little in this regard from the Old. A later age was simply to assume that

(thanks largely to the First Letter of Clement to the Corinthians xl.5) the levitical priest

hood was the forerunner of the Christian hierarchy and therefore the laying on of

hands guaranteed an unbroken episcopal succession reaching back, not only to the

apostles, but to Moses.10 For this the chief text was Deuteronomy 34:9 ('And the

spirit of wisdom was in Joshua the son of Nun/ because Moses laid his hands on

him/ the Israelites obeyed him'). But this meant glossing over Numbers 27:18,

which puts the spirit in Joshua before Moses lays hands on him. It also meant ignor

ing the possibility that the causal clause in Deut. 34:9 can go just as well with what

follows it as with what precedes, in which event it can be reconciled with Num

27:18 and in both cases make, not the spirit's presence, but the acceptance of

Joshua by the people, the result of Moses' gesture."

There is only one other Old Testament reference to commissioning for an office

by the laying on of hands. In Numbers 8:10 the 'sons of Israel' are to lay hands on

the Levites. It is not said why they are to do this, but it is interesting that the

people, not the priests, are to make the gesture. Thus any argument in favour of an

Old Testament source for the New Testament use of the laying on of hands would
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have to take into account the role of the community in accepting the person or per

sons chosen by God to minister to them.

The remaining Old Testament references to laying on hands are, however, not

very helpful in explaining the New Testament's understanding of the gesture. Six

teen of them refer to animal sacrifice, two to the execution of criminals, one to the

scapegoat, one to blessing (and two that are doubtful) and one (doubtful) to heal

ing.

The Wider Problem of New Testament References

Besides the lack of explanations in the New Testament whenever it mentions the

laying on of hands, there is the problem that Jesus' use of the gesture is almost

never that of his followers. Jesus' use is limited to healing (Matt 9:18; Mk 5:23; 6:5;

7:32; 8:23,25; Lk 4:40; 13:13) or to blessing (Matt 19:13,15; Mk 10:16; Lk 24:50).

Why Jesus employs the gesture for these particular situations is not said, though

there were precedents enough in the Greco-Roman world. The followers of Jesus

lay hands in three cases connected with healing (Mk 16:18; Acts 9:17; 28:8), four

times in conjunction with commissioning for a ministry (Acts 6:6; 13:3; 14:23; 2

Cor 8:19) and twice in the context of baptism (Acts 8:14-19; 9:10-18). This should

caution those who want to affirm that the Church's use of the gesture comes di

rectly from Jesus himself.12 Nor is there evidence for a universal use in New Tes

tament times: the passages we have already seen in the Pastoral Letters come from

the later strata, there is only one reference in Paul himself, and there are no refer

ences in the Johannine writings.

Sometimes we find a connection made between the gesture and the coming of the

Holy Spirit, in these (or similar) words: 'And they laid hands on them and the Holy

Spirit came down on them' (Acts 8:17-19; 9:12,17; 19:6). This seems to indicate a

cause-effect relationship: because hands were imposed the Holy Spirit came. Is this

the only interpretation possible? I think not, for four reasons:

(1) These passages do not absolutely prove that a cause-effect relationship is meant.

There could also be an affirmation of actions that are simultaneous , or actions which

are perceived one after the other without intending to declare which comes first.

(2) Even if a cause-effect relationship could be proved for these passages, other pas

sages affirm the presence of the Spirit before the gesture (Acts 6:3,5; 9: 17; 10:44-48)

or without it (Acts 1:5,22; 2:3-4; 11:15-16; 15:7-8; 16:4).

(3) In Acts 8 and 19 the context is baptism, which, even in a cause-effect relation

ship, would still not prove anything for commissioning to office. In Acts 9 the con

text appears to be healing: but verse 12 seems to be an interpolation; neither

Ananias nor the gesture appears in Acts 26 and Galatians 1; and Ananias appears

without the gesture in Acts 22.

(4) What seems connected to laying on hands in some instances occurs elsewhere

without it: healings (Lk 9:6,11; 13:13; Acts 4:22; 10:38) or commissioning for a
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ministry (Acts 1:22; 10:42; 16:4; possibly Mk 3:13).

The New Testament picture is therefore neither clear nor consistent when it pre

sents the laying on of hands, and this should guard us against assenting too readily

to assertions like the following:

The one rite constantly manifest in the practice of the apostles is the laying on of

hands, whereby ministerial power is conferred simply and without qualification. This is

affirmed on the basis of Acts vi.1-6, I Tim. iv.14, I Tim. v.22 and II Tim. i.6 . . . It can

be rightfully maintained that already in the time of the apostles the laying on of hands

was the common rite constituted for ordaining or for establishing a person in the sacred

ministry."

Statements of this sort—and they are far from rare—retroject later views of

Christian ministry onto pristine Christian communities. Through a process of selec

tion which highlights some New Testament (and later) texts and downplays others,

a single model of ministry is displayed, that of the unbroken chain of succession ac

cording to which the transmission of 'ministerial power' or of the Spirit or the

Spirit's gifts is effected through the gesture from the ordainer to the ordained; and

this transmission can be traced back to the apostles and ultimately to Jesus, whose

obvious intention it was that ministry be established in his Church in this particular

fashion and no other.14 The Catholic traditions (chiefly Roman, Anglican, and Or

thodox) view episcopal succession as the result and the guarantee of this transmis

sion model but, as Kasemann has pointed out, the mainline Protestant traditions

have never seriously proposed a model which differed radically from this one.15

Of the four New Testament sources referred to in the above quotation, we have

already seen that three of them (those from 1 and 2 Timothy) pose some problems

which preclude a categorical interpretation. It is time now to look at the fourth

reference, which comes from an earlier stratum of the apostolic communities and

which suggests an alternative to the transmission or conferral model.

Acts 6:1-6

My approach to this text will be one that is seldom followed, for I wish to focus

on the spheres of activity of the groups of persons involved in the narrative. There

are three such groups: the Twelve, the Seven, and 'the multitude of the disciples."

But let us not overlook another entity, the one called '(Holy) Spirit.'

A certain problem has arisen in the community (Jerusalem?), one whose existence

and nature are both pinpointed by the community itself, or at least by a group

within it ('the Hellenists'). The Twelve (also a group within the community) are in

formed of the problem by the group which has already discerned its nature and

existence. They then propose, but do not themselves enact, a solution: their contri

bution is rather to be the catalyst which calls together 'the multitude of the disci

ples.' This latter group (the whole community?) is instructed to locate 'among your

selves' (therefore also in the community) seven men already filled with 'spirit and
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wisdom', whom 'we' (it is not specified who 'we' are: commentators usually assume

that the Twelve are meant) will establish (xaxaoxfjoouev) over the business of wait

ing on tables. The Twelve therefore appear to be discerning what solution is prof

fered by the Spirit to the problem already discerned by the community or by a sig

nificant group within the community. The 'multitude' then expresses its assent

(verse 5: 'and this word was pleasing') and goes off to choose Stephen ('a man filled

with faith and Holy Spirit') and six others, in all of whom, we must suppose, they

perceive the Spirit's presence, even if it is unclear how that presence is determined.

The Seven are then presented to the apostles: 'and having prayed they laid hands

on them' (verse 6). Who 'they' are is not specified; it is usually assumed that the

pronoun refers to the apostles. But the Greek also allows us to understand that the

'multitude' is meant.

What I particularly wish to point out here is how careful the Twelve (or the apos

tles) are not to overstep certain bounds. They propose without disposing, for it is

assumed that the Spirit has already taken the initiative. The proposed solution re

quires the consent of 'the multitude of the disciples' for they are the ones who must

discern on which individuals the Spirit's choice has fallen. The prayer and laying on

of hands that come at the end cannot, then, be in order to confer the Spirit. If it is

to confer something else, we must ask what it means to say that the Spirit is already

present in the seven men chosen. The possibility is that the intention of the narra

tive is not to say that a conferral of anything has taken place.

Further Signposts to Another Model

Edward Schillebeeckx is no stranger to theological controversy. Having weathered

the storm brought on by his two books on Jesus, he stirred up another by some re

marks on ministry.18 One of these remarks was that the original meaning given by

Christians to the laying on of hands for ministry had to do with the choice made by

the community of its ministers. To this choice the gesture itself was secondary. It

was a ratification of the recognition already given by the community (hence, 'from

below'); but subsequently this meaning was displaced by the concept of a mandating

strictly 'from above', from clerical choice once the hierarchical system had become

firmly installed. From what he regards as the original meaning of the gesture Schil

lebeeckx concludes that the choice of the minister by the community constitutes the

'specific essential character of ordinatio,' and that normally this choice is concretised

in a liturgical laying on of hands, 'but the latter is neither primary nor dirimant.'17

This theory really calls for a longer discussion than space allows for here. Schil

lebeeckx himself does not make an entire historical case for his ideas on the 'recog

nition' model of commissioning for ministry. It has already been pointed out that

Acts 6 would favour such an interpretation, but with the caveat that there it is the

Spirit, not the community, who really makes the choice. Recognition by the com

munity, then, would mean recognition (and acceptance) of the initiative already

taken by the divine will. Some further evidence seems to support this:
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The terminology employed. Whether the substantive for laying on of hands in early

Christian literature is xeigoxovCa or feJiC8eoig xwv xeigwv, the original sense is a

stretching forth of the hand(s). In particular, xeM?oxovCa (which was to take on the

technical sense of episcopal, presbyteral or diaconal ordination) meant a vote by a

show of hands, and we should not be inattentive to the choice of this word in apos

tolic communities (xeiooxovelv appears in Acts 14:23 and 2 Cor. 8:19, with the sense

of 'commissioning for a ministry,' usually temporarily). Nor do we find in the New

Testament the notion of 'commissioning' without the community's active involve

ment, even though this seems most striking in Acts 6.

The silence of the second century. Often remarked upon before, this was usually ex

plained in the following way: We find that in the New Testament the laying on of

hands is mentioned in connection with the conferral of power and/or the Holy

Spirit. We find texts of the third century which reflect the same notion. Therefore

this notion existed all through the second century, and on such a broad scale that it

was simply taken for granted and no one felt the need to mention it.18

I begin my response to this syllogism with three questions. First, why does the

third century find it so necessary to speak so much of the gesture, particularly in

conjunction with commissioning for ministry, when the second century feels con

strained to speak about it so little (and only once in regard to commissioning)? Sec

ondly, if the silence of the second century means that ideas and practices have be

come so fixed and universal as to be taken for granted, ought not the third century,

when presumably ideas and practices were even more fixed, to be even more silent?

And thirdly, how can it be assumed that the second century is simply a bridge be

tween uniform New Testament practices and uniform third century practices, when

there is no evidence of such uniformity in the New Testament?

To begin an elaboration on these points I would like to indicate second century

instances where an explicit affirmation of the Churches' general understanding and

practice would have helped in argumentation. The First Letter of Clement seeks to re

store respect in Corinth for the JioeoPtixeooi; but it makes no attempt to appeal to

their commissioning through a laying on of hands 'from above.' It does affirm that

the apostles 'established (xa8Coxavov) hcloKonoi and 6idxovoi': but the affirmation

is achieved only by misquoting Isaiah 60:17, which probably means that the idea of

an apostolic commissioning is still quite recent—and not necessarily associated with

the laying on of hands.19 At any rate, the main thrust of 'Clement's' argument is

that the apostles had the fulness of Holy Spirit (uex& jrX/noocpooCag jrvevnaxoC,

hylxiv), by whom they were tested (6oxiudoavxeg xo) Jiveuucm).20 The notion of 'test

ing' (by the Spirit?) returns in the Didache, which has almost nothing to say about

commissioning, except that members are to elect (xeigoxoWjoaxe, 'show hands') for

themselves faiCoxoJioi and 6idxovoi who are 'worthy of the Lord' and 'approved.'2 1

If a commissioning rite is taken for granted, then so should baptismal procedure,

fasting regulations and eucharistic procedures be self-understood: but they are all

spelled out.

Only two other writers among the Apostolic Fathers refer to a xeieoxovCa-

Pseudo-Barnabas uses this word once, in a pejorative sense (stretching hands
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against) by quoting Isaiah 58:9.22 Ignatius of Antioch does not employ the noun, but

uses xeigoxovelv three times, each time in the same sense (reflecting Acts 13?): the

community is to 'elect' individuals for a temporary mission to another community.23

That Ignatius does not appeal to a commissioning of more permanent ministers on

the grounds that laying on of hands has conferred upon them the Spirit and/or

power is astonishing, given his insistence on the importance of the episcopal role

and his personal claim to be Spirit-filled.24 The astonishment vanishes if the possi

bility is entertained that no such rite - or at least no such interpretation of the rite -

yet exists.

There is little evidence for such an existence, then or even later. Among all the

Apologists, Justin alone refers to a commissioning (xeiooxoveIv) in the same sense

as that of Ignatius forty years before.25 The Pseudo-Clementine Diamartyria (ca.

200?) mentions the three 'hierarchical' offices, but refers only to the preparation of

candidates for teaching, and nothing is said there about laying on hands.28 In the

Actus Petri cum Simone (which most commentators place between 170 and 210 but

which survives only in a fourth century Latin translation) we are told that Jesus laid

hands upon and chose the apostles (quibus et manus inposuit, quos et elegit). No effort

is made to interpret this action ascribed to Jesus, not is it said that the apostles

adopted the gesture.27 Irenaeus also avoids making that connection, even though he

has provided us with an early 'episcopal list.' Commenting on Acts 8:17-19, he says

that the Samaritans received 'Holy Spirit' when hands were laid on them,28 and he

also says that Stephen was chosen (exXeveCg) by the apostles as 'first deacon' (Jiouriog

6icixovog);29 but he makes no attempt to link the New Testament 'commissioning

texts' to practices of his own day.30

With Irenaeus we see the revival of Ignatius' episcopal assertiveness, and we can

also perceive an increasing concern to establish the credentials of the developing

monepiscopal system in the face of Montanist calls for unfettered prophecy and

Gnostic moves toward unstructured ministry.31 It seems that by the middle of the

third century the offices represented by the terms eJiinxoJiog. JioeofK1xiyog and

oiAxovog had become fixed and widespread enough to permit us to translate them

'bishop, presbyter and deacon' with a decreasing possibility of anachronism. The

move toward fixed offices, and toward a fixed designation for them, was reflected

(and no doubt aided) by the 'church orders', those 'episcopal handbooks' which

began appearing as the third century got under way. And yet, the earliest of these,

while insisting on the laying on of hands as a central part of the commissioning rite

to all three offices, makes a famous exception.

The Apostolic Tradition

This document, usually ascribed to Hippolytus of Rome and dated about 217,

says:

But if a confessor has been in chains in prison for the Name, hands are not laid
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(xeipoxoveiv) on him for the office of deacon or presbyter. For he has the office of the

presbyterate by his witnessing.32

By the time of this document xeiooxoveIv has taken on the more technical sense

of what the Latins were to call ordinare. Though the rite of commissioning for

ministry is undoubtedly becoming fixed, an exception is made in one particular

case, that of confessors who have suffered for the Faith but have survived. There is

no justification - and no need - for explaining away this exception, as Dom Botte

tried to do, with the claim that the confessor would be considered as equal in dig

nity to the presbyter (or deacon) without being able to exercise the functions.33 The

idea of a presbyter honoris causa seems foreign to the early Church. The text must be

taken as meaning what it says. Indeed, it goes on to say, in case anyone should miss

the point, that, though the bishop is still to say a prayer over the confessor who be

comes a presbyter or deacon without the usual rite of laying on of hands, no par

ticular prayer-form has to be followed. But the prayer is to be one of thanksgiving,

i.e. not the prayer of invoking the Holy Spirit which we find elsewhere in the Apos

tolic Tradition when it refers to commissioning.34

A further inference that can be gleaned from this text is that, if the document

does not regard the gesture as necessary in this particular case, it is not absolutely

necessary. The sine qua non is to be looked for elsewhere, in whatever it is that is

signified by the confessor's suffering.

The Apostolic Tradition clearly regards the case of the confessor as an exception;

but it can hardly be one of recent vintage. If it were not long-standing, it would be

simpler to apply the (by now) general practice (at least in the place of writing) and

to lay hands on the confessor as on anyone else. There is all the more reason to do

so since the purpose of the document is to endorse the developing tripartite hierar

chical structure. In fact, the document stops short of allowing the confessor to be

'ordained' a bishop without the gesture; its insistence on this point (probably a later

addition to the text)35 suggests that some were inferring that even episcopal com

missioning of a confessor was possible without the gesture. Could such a notion be

due to a recently conceived idea? or is it not more logical to view the exceptional com

missioning without laying on of hands as the trace of a time when ministries were

less structured and more diversified, and the gesture, where it existed, was under

stood in a different way? The exception for confessors makes no sense if the origi

nal meaning of the laying on of hands is to confer something. How would the con

fessor's suffering confer the Spirit or presbyteral power/authority? But the exception

becomes clear if it harks back to a time when the gesture signified recognition. It

would then be the act of acknowledgement by the community (or those mandated

for this by the community) that the Spirit has made the choice of a particular per

son - an acknowledgement rendered unnecessary in the case of a person known by

all to have suffered for the Faith. That suffering, coupled with the confessor's ex

pressed desire to minister as a presbyter or deacon, would be deemed a sufficient

indication that the Spirit has designated that person for that service to the commu
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nity, which for its part would (in this case) regard the manifestation of acknowl

edgement by a show of hands as superfluous.

Later Traces

Botte also said that the exception in the Apostolic Tradition is an exception in all

Christian literature.38 That is somewhat inaccurate. We have already seen some in

dicators to another pristine model. There are a few more from the period following

the Apostolic Tradition. In the Letter of Clement to James (ca. 220?) we find the only

other third century reference to commissioning rites. Only that of the bishop re

ceives any detail; there a laying on of hands is included, but without any explana

tion about its meaning. The prayer that precedes it makes no mention of the Holy

Spirit; however, the community's role is highlighted by the directive that it must

give explicit assent to the choice of the individual and to the act of laying hands

upon him.37

Toward the middle of the third century Origen refers to a commissioning rite,

but is content to explain it by quoting Numbers 27:18, with the added remark: 'You

hear the commissioning (ordinatio) of a leader described so clearly that it hardly re

quires an explanation.'38 We recall that the scriptural verse cited places the Spirit in

Joshua before Moses lays hands on him.

The Syrian Didascalia, a fourth century translation of a now-lost third century

Greek text, states that the Spirit can first be communicated to a person by baptism

or by a laying on of hands.39 Thus the gesture is now being seen as meaning con

ferral, but perhaps only when it substitutes for baptism. For, though the Didascalia

has much to say about bishops, it says nothing about how they are to be commis

sioned for their office.40

In the remainder of the third century the laying on of hands is associated with

episcopal commissioning only by Cornelius of Rome and Cyprian of Carthage, and

for presbyters it is mentioned only by Clement of Alexandria.41 None of these of

fers an interpretation of the gesture. Are the scarcity of data and lack of explana

tion because all take the fact of the gesture and its meaning for granted? Or is the

gesture not yet universal and its meaning not generally clear?

In the fourth century Eusebius of Caesarea reports that Fabian, bishop of Rome

from 236 to 250, was chosen by a direct divine intervention:

For when all the brethren had gathered for the election (xei()0xovCa) of the one who

was to succeed to the episcopal office . . . , Fabian was present but not the object of any

one's consideration. But suddenly, it is said, a dove flew down from above and settled

upon his head - clearly, in imitation of the descent of the Holy Spirit in the form of a

dove upon the Saviour. Whereupon all the people, as if under the impulse of a single

divine spirit, with all eagerness and with one soul shouted 'Worthy!'. And immediately

they took him and placed him on the episcopal chair.42

Whatever the historical value of this report, Eusebius thinks it worth including in
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his History, in an age when the procedures for choosing bishops are fixed. Notable

in this narrative are two elements that were already waning at the time of the Apos

tolic Tradition: the direct initiative of the Holy Spirit and the equally direct act of

consent exercised by the community as a whole.

Later in the fourth century Gregory of Nyssa relates how Gregory the Wonder

worker was commissioned (ca. 240?) as bishop of Neocaesarea in absentia (and, ap

parently, without his knowledge) by Phaedimos of Amasea. This commissioning

took the form of a simple prayer, since the customary rites, says Gregory of Nyssa,

could scarcely be applied to someone who was not there.43 Gregory makes no com

ment on the legitimacy of this action from a contemporary standpoint. He simply

seems to accept that either the laying on of hands was not viewed as absolutely

necessary in an earlier age, or the commissioning does not absolutely depend on it

even in his own time.

The latter possibility receives some support from Jerome. Around 409 he warns

against commissioning presbyters in the manner followed by Phaedimos. A

presbyter commissioned without his knowledge, says Jerome, would nonetheless be

come a true presbyter. That is precisely the problem; for a person so commissioned

might, so long as he remains unaware that he possesses it, behave in a manner un

befitting his presbyteral status.44

Both Jerome and Augustine take the view that the laying on of hands is basically

an outward assurance that the recipients have God's backing - and the community's.

The real commissioning takes place through the accompanying prayer.45 The ges

ture is still not seen as a conferral, and it is only in the fourth century that we find

the first explicit association of the gesture with the coming of the Spirit, an idea

that will take a while to become entrenched.48

Conclusion: Two Early Christian Principles Callingfor Re-emphasis

The idea that the laying on of hands confers the Spirit or a particular power was

eventually to achieve a monopoly in Christian thought. Previous literature came to

be viewed in terms of this idea and to be interpreted as giving support to the con

ferral model. Nevertheless, in early texts hints of the model of recognition seep

through. Supposed in this other model are two principles which are already being

re-emphasised in some theological quarters and which the Churches would do well

to consider.47

It is generally admitted that Western Christianity suffers from a deficient

pneumatology, with the result that the action of the Spirit was not always made ap

parent in areas where Christians of the East saw fit to affirm it. But the conferral

model of laying on hands became paramount in the East as well, with the result that

in both traditions the Spirit was thought of as channelled from one human agent to

another and as residing chiefly in persons who had received ordination. But did not

Jesus proclaim that the Spirit breathes where it wishes (John 3:8)? And did not Paul

say that the Spirit distributes the gifts as it wills (1 Cor 12:11)? In this view the initio
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tive always belongs to the Spirit. The conferral model seems to affirm something

different, and I think that both deficient pneumatology and the virtual limitation of

the Spirit's presence to the consequences of a defined liturgical ritual are due to the

waning of this principle.48 Present theological trends are toward recognising that

the Spirit is present in the Church in many ways; but it is difficult to see how this is

being applied in practice, especially in liturgical practice.

A second principle also affirmed in early texts and supposed by the recogniuon

model is that in order to be exercised a ministry must in some way obtain the community's

consent.49 Without a community prepared to receive him or her, a minister simply

cannot minister. Some would argue that this principle has always been practised. Si

lence was consent, they would say. Financial support was consent. The presence of

people at the ordination of clerical ministers expressed consent even if the assem

bly's acquiescence was (at least according to the ritual) purely a token of its more

active involvement in earlier times. Yet we have to ask whether the loss of that ear

lier involvement was the best possible development for the Church. Until at least

the fifth century communities had a direct say in the choice of those who were to

minister to them, and this was expressed as an election, if no longer by their direct

exercise of xeigoxovCa. Before the coming of fixed ministerial structures com

munities may even have had some say about the types of ministry they really re

quired for achieving the task of living the Christian message in their own way. At

least, that is what is indicated by the earlier strata of the New Testament writings.

Whatever forms the involvement by the community as a whole took, when it was

lost something more was lost as well, because matters reached the point where

ministers were no longer designated as such because of the needs of a particular

community, but were ordained according to principles applied to all communities,

and sometimes without themselves having come from those communities they were

supposed to serve.50 And yet Celestine I (t 432) had warned that 'a bishop is not to

be imposed on a people that does not want him'; and Leo I (t 461) could still assert

that 'the one who is to preside over all must be chosen by all.'51

A return to the idea of the laying on of hands as expressing the community's

recognition of an initiative already taken by the Spirit in answering its ministerial

needs would do more than re-affirm these two principles. First, it would help to

explain the meaning of the gesture for other contexts besides that of commission

ing to ministry. Whether directly or through someone mandated ('ordained') by it,

the community could say with this gesture to the baptised, the sick, the penitent:

We recognise the Spirit already at work in you; and because we must always listen

to the Spirit wherever we discern its presence, we give our consent and we accept

you among ourselves.

Secondly, a return to the recogniuon model would help the Churches to deal with

the ever-recurring problem of new directions in ministry. We do not permit the or

dination of women, some of these Churches may say, because this has never been

done and because Jesus himself did not indicate that it could be done. Or we can

not recognize the validity of the ordination in some other Churches, because their

understanding and structures of ministry differ so much from ours. The impasse
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this creates in inter-church dialogue is largely due to fidelity to the conferral model

of commissioning for ministry. A model of recognition, on the other hand, allows

more openness to new possibilities. The Spirit breathes and gives gifts on its terms,

not on those of human beings. But the Spirit's actions grew more predictable once

the conferral model was adopted, and the gesture of the laying on of hands be

came, no longer the recognition of what the Spirit had chosen to do, but the act of

channeling the Spirit. What the Churches need is the restoration of some unpredic

tability to the Spirit, even where ministries are concerned. The role of ecclesial

communities is to recognise and be open to the initiative of the Spirit when it be

comes manifest, not to decide what it is going to be beforehand. And if, in this

exercise of discernment, some or all ecclesial communities decide that far them the

Spirit is calling women to ministry - even ministries traditionally calling for the lay

ing on of hands ('ordination'); or if some or all can no longer avoid the conclusion

that there can once again be a variety of ministries, and a variety of ways to exercise

them and to commission persons for them, then that is the Spirit's prerogative. The

role of Christians is to cooperate with what the Spirit decides; or else their message

is that they will permit the Spirit to guide only when it is deemed convenient.

Two final observations. First, there is here no intention to subvert the importance

of the role that the laying on of hands has traditionally played in so many ecclesial

communities. Nor is it intended that this historic gesture be viewed merely as

recognition, as purely symbolic and without any deeper substance. If the gesture

becomes the sign of the community's consent to the Spirit's decision, then its impor

tance is preserved, because nothing that is truly of an ecclesial dimension in the

Church can occur without the Spirit's initiative and without the community's assent

to that initiative.

The second observation is that the proposal of the model of recognition is not in

tended to resolve every difficulty in a complex issue. Practices and understandings

tend to solidify if they exist long enough, and they create a network of ramifica

tions. The reverse side of the coin is that, because there has been for so long one

way of viewing (in the Catholic traditions, at least) the gesture, its meaning for

ministry and its repercussions on the community of believers as a whole, an alterna

tive view may now be in order. The Churches have little to lose and a great deal to

gain by seeing the laying on of hands not as a conferral but as a recognition. With

more scope given to the initiatives the Spirit may wish to take, and more opportu

nity provided to the whole community to express its consent to those initiatives,

they may discover more fully the significance that all true ministries proclaim as

services rendered to both Spirit and community. Churches, if they are truly such,

have no choice but to respect the initiative that belongs to the Holy Spirit, while giv

ing rightful due to the community of believers as the place where men and women

consent to whatever the Spirit decides to do and as the place in which that Spirit

primarily resides.

St Paul's University. Ottawa
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SIMILARITIES IN THE ANAPHORAL

INTERCESSION SEQUENCE IN THE COPTIC ANAPHORA OF

ST BASIL AND OTHER ANCIENT LITURGIES

John R. K. Fenwick

The anaphoral intercessions of early liturgies are a much neglected field of study.

It is not difficult to see why this is the case. They are frequently lengthy (compris

ing 50% of the content of the anaphora in the Greek Liturgy of St James), they

present numerous manuscript variants (due to successive emendations to take into ac

count changing or local circumstances), and in themselves they seldom contribute

any significant theological insight to the rest of the prayer. In his initial work on the

Liturgy of St Basil,1 H. Engberding did not extend his comparison of the Egyptian

Syriac, Armenian and Byzantine forms of the anaphora even as far as the Narrative

of Institution let alone the Intercessions. Capelle, working on Engberding's

hypothesis that St Basil himself had amplified the Egyptian anaphora,2 adduced an

impressive number of parallels between the amplified sections and the saint's writ

ings, but took his study no further than Engberding, an omission for which he was

criticized by A. Raes.3 A. Tarby in his La priere eucharistique de l'eglise de Jerusalem,4

attempts a reconstruction of the anaphora of St James but totally excludes the

anaphoral intercessions. Engberding published a series of articles on anaphoral in

tercessions in the 1960s5 but failed to find evidence of a clear process of amplifica

tion and development which he had demonstrated in the earlier sections of the

Basiline anaphora.8

The starting point of this paper is the Egyptian anaphora of the Liturgy of St

Basil. This exists in three forms: Greek, Bohairic and Sahidic. In 1960 Doresse and

Lanne published a Sahidic fragment which preserves the whole of the anaphoral in

tercessions.7 They are extremely undeveloped in style and lack a number of the

Egyptianisms found in the Bohairic and Greek mss (e.g. specific petitions about the

rising of the Nile to be used in certain months).

The subjects of these intercessions may be divided into eighteen sections as shown

in Table I:8

355
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Table I

ANAPHORAL INTERCESSIONS: Following the order of Sakidic Basil

A. The catholic church

B. The episcopate

C. Our bishop

D. The presbyterate and diaconate

E. Other ministers

F. Those in virginity

G. All faithful people

H. This place/city and its faithful

I. The weather and fruits

J. The offerers and their intention

K. The 'well pleasing' saints

L. Mary

M. Our benefits from the prayers of the saints

N. Departed clergy

O. Departed laity

P. Rest with the Patriarchs

Q. Rest for the dead

R. Preservation, guidance and peace for the worshipers

It is immediately apparent that the sequence divides neatly into two sections:-

A-J the living (the weather and fruits (I) are not living people, but they are an impor

tant concern of the living) and

K-Q the dead, with

R as a summing-up petition.

This two-fold division accords with the hypothesis put forward by Grisbrooke and

others,9 that anaphoral intercessions are an amplification of the diptychs which

themselves were divided into the two categories of the living and the dead.

However it is not necessary here to delay on the question of the origin of the

anaphoral intercessions. The concern of this paper is their subsequent development.

In Das eucharistische Hochgebet Engberding demonstrated that the Egyptian

anaphora of St Basil had been amplified (perhaps by the saint himself) to produce,

ultimately, the Byzantine recension. Engberding's conclusions here would lead one

to expect to find in the anaphoral intercessions the sequence of the Egyptian

anaphora expanded like the rest of the prayer with theological and Scriptural quo

tations. Instead, however, we find in Byzantine Basil the sequence shown in Table

II:10
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Table II

Byzantine Basil

K 25 67

L F 16 25

28 6 68

61 9 H

62 7 C

63 8 B

M 19 3

46 65 D

A 12 E

64 14 I

J 10 18

21 66

Not only is there a great deal of additional material, but when the petitions de

rived from Egyptian Basil are dissected out, their original sequence seems to have

been totally abandoned. Engberding could find no explanation for this radical and

apparently unnecessary re-ordering of the intercessions, and the fact that he im

mediately engaged on a minute examination of the wording of each petition, pre

vented him from standing back and seeing what was happening.

Furthermore, Engberding came to a study of Syriac Basil after he had looked at

the Byzantine recension. The sequence he found there is set out in Table III:

Table III

Syriac Basil

A 21 70

C 25 37

D 66 35

F 6 N

3 9 O

G 69 47

I K 48

4 28 18

19 32

.1 L

23 M
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Engberding failed to recognise that here was in fact an only slightly modified

form of the Egyptian Basil sequence, and interpreted it instead as a very free re

working of the Byzantine version." The probability of independently reworking the

petitions in the sequence shown in Table II so as to arrive by coincidence at a se

quence very close to that of Table I must be very small.

More light may be shed on the subject by looking at Armenian Basil. Once again

Engberding classed this as a reworking of the Byzantine form.12 The intercession

sequence is:

Table IV

Armenian Basil

K C 73 C

L J 74 O

28 3 R

32 61

71 6

A 72

B

Apart from the initial block (K L 28 32) the rest of the primitive Egyptian sequence

is basically preserved, though there has been some abbreviation of the text, particu

larly towards the end of the anaphora. Thus it may be possible, with the help of

Armenian Basil, to reconstruct the steps by which the Egyptian sequence was al

tered to that now found in Byzantine Basil:

The epiclesis in Egyptian Basil ends with the phrase x&rv cm' alcbvog eftaoto-

xnodvxwv ooi, followed immediately by the petitions. The phrase occurs again in

petition K where the 'well-pleasing saints' are listed — patriarchs, prophets, apos-

tles, etc. What seems to have happened is that the phrase in the epiclesis has

prompted the transference of the list from its original place among the anaphoral

intercessions to the end of the epiclesis.13 The fact that petitions 28 and 32 were

also transferred suggests that the Redactor was working on a fuller text than that of

Sahidic Basil, quite possibly the original form of Syriac Basil. In Armenian Basil the

transference of the petitions has taken place, but the rest of the sequence has been

left relatively undisturbed, apart from the insertion of some additional material.

However the removal of this material from the intercession sequence has broken

the original living/dead structure, leaving a somewhat truncated list which was re

worked again by a later hand to produce the rather haphazard sequence of Byzan

tine Basil.14

This would then suggest the following stages of evolution for the anaphora of St

Basil:

Egyptian Basil | Syriac Basil $ Armenian Basil | Byzantine Basil
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When we turn to look at other anaphorae, the significance of the intercession se

quence becomes even more interesting.

The Greek recension of the Liturgy of St James, for example, has a formidable

list of subjects in its anaphoral intercessions, one of the most comprehensive of all.

However on analysis the sequence proves to be as set out in Table V:15

Table V

Greek James

| 15 33

A 16 34

B 17 35

c 18 36

1)

K

37

39

G 21 40

2 22 41

3 23 42

5
M

H 24 N

6 25 44

7 K O

8 26 45

y L 46

10 28 P

11 29 Q

12 30 R

13 31 49

14 32

It will immediately be obvious that all the material which Greek James has in com

mon with Sahidic Basil it has in the same sequence as is found there, despite mas

sive interpolations. (This is confirmed by the Syriac version of St James though

there has been some reworking here with the petitions grouped into blocks each of

which ends with its own doxology.) The agreement with Sahidic Basil is almost

exact. This naturally raises the question as to where James got the sequence

from. Not from Cyril if the Mystagogical Catecheses are a full and accurate descrip

tion here. Cyril does have some of the same topics and perhaps shows some coher

ence of sequence, but his list is very much shorter than that of Sahidic Basil, as

shown in Table VI:
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Table VI

Cyril

A 76

75 K

6 M

8 N

13 O

14 77

Nor is there much likelihood that the Liturgy of St James derived the sequence

from Egypt.18 The sequence of the Strasbourg Papyrus is shown in Table VII and

that of St Mark follows it, though with further material added.

Table VII

Strasbourg Papyrus

I

Q

46

N

K

M

78

79

6

8

7

One intriguing place where a good match is to be found is in the Anaphora of

the Twelve Apostles where the sequence runs:

Table VIII

Anaphora of Twelve Apostles

80 F

A 87

C 10

B 88

D 89

E 21

H K

6 M

8 49

86 90

91
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Finding it here immediately raises the question: Is it reproduced in the Liturgy of

St John Chrysostom? The answer is no. The anaphoral intercessions of the Liturgy

of St John Chrysostom follow the sequence:

K

I.

28

29

61

62

Table IX

Liturgy of Jobin Chrysostom

1) 8

E H

63 t;

A 10

F 13

16 15

6 21

7 22

If the Anaphora of the Twelve Apostles was expanded into that of St John Chrysos

tom, then the intercessions were reworked in precisely the same way as between

Egyptian and Byzantine Basil: the 'well-pleasing saints' have been moved to the

head of the list. It seems highly likely that this has been done in imitation of St

Basil since Chrysostom lacks the phrase xwv dot atwvog etjaoeoTnoa:vxwV ooi and its

intercessions consequently begin very abruptly. Furthermore, only Byzantine Basil

and Chrysostom have the sequence (H C) which strengthens the likelihood that one

is dependent on the other.

Finally, is there any evidence that the sequence found in Sahidic Basil and repro

duced in other anaphorae is really primitive? A pointer in this direction is fur

nished from the West. The Solemn Prayers of Good Friday and the intercessions of

the Stowe Missal have the following sequences:17

Table X

Solemn Prayers

A 95

C 11

B 10

D 13

L 96

F 97

6 98

9
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Table XI

Stowe Missal

85 C 87

A B 10

CD 88

BE 21

D H K

E 6 M

H 8 49

6 86 99

A F 91

The agreement with the Stowe Missal is particularly interesting as the list there

seems to preserve something of a living/dead division as found in Sahidic Basil.

It may be, therefore, that the sequence preserved in Sahidic Basil represents an

ancient non-anaphoral intercession sequence which in the East became incorporated

into the Eucharistic Prayer, but in the West survived outside it. In any case the in

tercession sequence may furnish a hitherto largely unused key to unlocking the

inter-relationships between the eastern anaphorae, at least of the Antiochene group,

and perhaps more widely.

Bristol
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L'UTILISATION DES PSAUMES DANS

LES DEUX PREMIERS SIECLES CHRETIENS

Adalbert G. Hamman, OFM

En 1951, dans son livre Von den Engeln,1 Erik Peterson, s'etonnait et se plaignait

vivement de ce qu'on eut a peine commence l'etude scientifique de l'exegese patris-

tique des psaumes, pourtant de capitale importance pour l'histoire spirituelle de

l'Eglise ancienne. II en est de meme des autres livres bibliques.

Malgre des monographies et des introductions, surtout preoccupees de l'her-

meneutique patristique, pouvons-nous dire que cet enorme champ d'investigation

nous est mieux connu? Ou, n'a plus de secrets pour nous? Qu'est l'Ecriture pour les

Peres? Comment l'abordent-ils? Que lui demandent-ils?

Parler de l'Ecriture est encore trop vague. Le probleme et l'interpretation se mod-

ifient d'un livre a un autre. Pourquoi les Peres ont-ils moins commente la litterature

sapientielle? Pourquoi Jeremie retient-il moins l'attention qu'Isaie? Que connaissent

exactement les Peres de l'Ecriture? Comment la connaissent-ils? Comment la citent-

ils?

Les indices bibliques, de nouveaux instruments de travail comme la Biblia patristica,

nous fournissent deja de precieux renseignements, qui permettent de degager des

constantes pour les livres cites, au cours des trois premiers siecles, les livres et les

auteurs les plus nommes. Trois livres dominent constamment: la Genene, Isaie et les

Psaumes, surtout a l'age d'or patristique, mais deja chez Origene. L'usage liturgique

explique en partie cette dominante mais n'en epuise pas la motivation.

Trop souvent les patristiciens ramenent le probleme biblique a une question

d'ecole: les classiques ecoles d'Antioche et d'Alexandrie! Le probleme est a la fois

plus vaste et plus complexe. Quelle est la difference entre l'exegese de Theodore de

Mopsueste (passe sous silence, par Bertrand de Margerie)2 et celle de Jean Chrysos-

tome, qui n'ont pas la meme prauque de la typologie? II faudrait retrouver les

grandes lignes qui sont communes a tous les Peres. Pourquoi et comment inter-

rogent-ils les Ecritures?

Precisons que dans cette vaste enquete, nous limiterons notre analyse aux

Psaumes, et aux deux premiers siecles, en favorisant les ecrits du Ps. Bar

363
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nabe et de Justin, la oit l'etude biblique commence a prendre forme, en des milieux

de penser differents.

/. Question methodologique

Notre premiere interrogation est d'ordre methodologique et vaut de ce fait pour

tous les autres livres bibliques. Nous jetons les questions en vrac.

Comment les premiers ecrivains voient-ils le probleme de l'auteur? Comment est

cite un psaume? Quels psaumes sont cites? Pourquoi? Sont-ils prophetie ou priere?

Quelle est l'importance de la citation? D'ou est tire le texte grec? L'auteur cite-t-il de

memoire ou recourt-il a une Bible? Se sert-il de Recueils ou de Florileges? La cita

tion est-elle litterale, approximative, manipulee, voire apocryphe? Qu'en est-il des

citations implicites?

Questions plus aisees que les reponses, qui exigent minutie et nuance. Elles per-

mettent de penetrer plus avant dans l'etude biblique des Peres, loin des lieux com-

muns. Reprenons-en quelques unes, appliquees aux seuls psaumes.

A) Question de l'auteur.

Saint Justin, comme les evangiles et saint Paul, attribue tous les psaumes a David.

L'evangile de Matthieu etait plus discret, et en trois citations se contente d'ecrire:

'N'avez-vous pas lu dans les Ecritures?' Seule la discussion sur le Psaume 109 fait

dire a Jesus: "Si donc David l'appelle Seigneur, comment est-il son fils?" (Mt 22:45).

La question est suffisamment embarrassante pour mettre fin a la discussion, qui

coupe court.

Le nom d'auteur ne parait dans aucune des citations du IVe evangile. Ici les cita

tions des psaumes sont introduites par des formules beaucoup plus vagues: 'II est

ecrit' (2.17), 'comme il est ecrit' (6.31), 'dans votre loi' (10.34), 'pour que s'ac-

complisse l'Ecriture' (19.24), 'pour que s'accomplisse ta parole' (15.25).

En revanche les introductions des Actes des apotres sont plus precises. L'auteur

se refere au 'livre des psaumes' (1.20; 13.33) et a David explicitement (2.25,

34;4.25; 13.22). Saint Paul cite frequemment les Psaumes; le nom de David ne parait

qu'a deux reprises, et dans la seule epltre aux Romains (4.6; 1 1.9).

Si nous passons a l'epitre de Barnabe, le psautier y est le deuxieme livre en im

portance numerique de citations. A regarder de plus pres, seuls seize psaumes y

sont cites. Ici encore le nom de David parait rarement. Exactement deux fois, une

fois a propos du psaume 1 (10.10), une autre fois, en relatant la discussion avec les

pharisiens, sur le Psaume 109 (12.10-11). Cette reserve s'explique d'autant mieux

que l'auteur a coutume d'amalgamer des citations de livres differents, comme nous

allons le voir.

D'ordinaire le Ps. Barnabe utilise des formules comme 'le prophete' (6.4,5) ou

encore plus vagues: 'II dit' (2.5), 'Dieu dit' (5.1); 'Le Seigneur dit' ou 'le Seigneur dit
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par le prophete' (9.1), 'un autre prophete' (11.6a), ie Seigneur a donne par avance

quelque revelation' (11.1).

Justin, discutant avec le juif Tryphon, cite frequemment les Psaumes. II a

coutume, comme pour les autres ecrits bibliques, d'indiquer l'auteur presomptif. En

introduisant le ps. 49, il dit: 'Par la bouche de David' (Dial. 22.6), Pour le ps. 23, il

cite le colophon: 'Fin des hymnes de David, fils de Jesse' (Dial. 35.6). Ailleurs il ne

precise pas l'auteur (Dial. 37.1,2; 38.3).

B) Teneur de la citation.

Tenons-nous ici aux citations explicites, ou la reference est indiquee. II nous sem-

ble qu'il va de soi que les auteurs grecs citent le texte des Septante. La chose est loin

d'etre evidente. Force est de constater que les auteurs prennent a tout le moins

beaucoup de libertes.

Dans la citation du Ps 109:1, Barnabe, comme Matthieu et Marc, supprime l'arti

cle 6 (xvoiocj. II conserve le mot tmoJiocHov (l'escabeau), comme Luc, alors que les

deux autres synoptiques l'avaient remplace par {wioxdxw (Barn. 12.10). D'ou vien-

nent ces variantes?

Si nous considerons Justin, qui cite et commente longuement le meme psaume

109, il retablit l'article 6 et maintient l'escabeau ijtoJi65iov des Septante.3 Nous ver-

rons qu'il ne sera pas toujours aussi scrupuleux.

En nombre d'autres citations, tirees des psaumes, les choses sont beaucoup plus

complexes, chez Barnabe, et plus encore chez Justin. Quelques exemples nous per-

mettront d'en prendre mieux conscience.

L'epitre de Barnabe

Un premier bloc de citations4 (2.5) est introduit par la these: 'Dieu nous a montre

par tous les prophetes qu'il n'a besoin ni de sacrifices, ni des holocaustes, ni des of-

frandes' (2.4). Puis vient la formule: 'Voici ce qu'il dit dans un premier passage'. Et

l'auteur cite Is 1:11-13. La citation est suivie d'une seconde, qui, elle, est composee

de Jer 7:22-23 et de Zach 8:17. Puis vient une troisieme qui nous concerne ici,

parce qu'elle est tiree du psauuer (2.10).

Le sacrifice pour Dieu, un coeur brise,

un parfum de bonne odeur pour le Seigneur:

un coeur qui glorifie son createur.

Cette citation est introduite par la formule vague: 'A nous donc voici ce qu'il dit'.

Le premier verset est tire du Miserere, Ps. 50:19. Le mot nrveijna de la Septante est

ici remplace par xao6Ca, peut-etre pour s'harmoniser avec le verset 3, ou il revient.

Curieusement les versets 2 et 3 ne se trouvent pas dans l'Ecriture. Le manuscrit

H a ecrit dans la marge 'Apocalypse d'Adam'. La chose est possible mais faute de

texte, incontrolable. Et meme si par fortune on trouvait l'orginal apocryphe,
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faudrait-il encore expliquer pourquoi il se presente comme une authentique citation

biblique.

Le plus etonnant est que nous relisons le meme conflatus chez Irenee5 (Adv. haer.

IV. 17.1), qui a exerce les dents du savant Grabe en vain. II revient a deux reprises,

legerement contracte, chez Clement d'Alexandrie8 (Paed. 111.90,4; Strorn. 2.18.79.1).

L'agglomerat connait donc une histoire et une tradition ancienne, ou puisent vrai-

semblablement Barnabe, Irenee et Clement. II s'agit ou d'une recueil de Testimonia

ou d'un targum du Ps 50.

Le chapitre cinq de l'epitre de Barnabe cherche a justifier par l'Ecriture la pas

sion du Christ, 'scandale pour les juifs' (1 Co 1:23). II fournit diverses explications.

La derniere est que le Christ a souffert pour mettre a son comble le peche d'Israel.

La pointe polemique de cette explication est patente. Trois citations bibliques vien-

nent appuyer cette these: Zacharie, Isaie et, entre les deux, une citation de ps. 21,

introduite par 'le prophete dit a son sujet' (Barn. 6.13b):

Epargne a mon ame le glaive et cloue mes chairs, car une assemblee de mechants s'est

dressee contre moi.

Curieusement la citation ne se lit telle quelle nulle part. Elle est un cocktail de trois

citations, avec l'influence d'une quatrieme, tirees toutes des psaumes:

Ps 21:21 + 118:120 + 33:17 (influence de Ps 85:14);

Le premiere citation provient du fameux Ps 21, que les Synoptiques eux-memes re-

cueillent de la bouche du Christ expirant. Psaume messianique entre tous. Une var-

iante saute aux yeux: cpeioai pour §£)oai, employe par la Septante. II est sur-

prenant que la Predication apostolique d'Irenee porte la meme variante, a juger selon

le lexique de Bruno Reynders.7

Le deuxieme element, Ps 118; 120, modifie le texte des Septante B xal

xa(W|Xwo6v uov xag oagxac;. LXX xaGr|Xwoov fex xov q)6$ov oov xag oaoxac, uou.

Le xal n'existe pas dans les Septante, qui precise 'cloue de terreur ma chair', et de-

place num. Ici le coup de pouce donne au texte est patent. Apparemment Barnabe

ne laisse tomber que le mot 'terreur'. Mais a quel prix? Le texte h6breu dit: 'Je fris-

sonne de crainte', au sens ou nous disons: La peur m'a cloue sur place.

Au lieu de cette image de la vie courante, le manipulateur veut y trouver une al

lusion a la crucifixion. II s'agit pour lui de la chair du Christ, clouee a la croix. Le

compilateur de la citation semble travailler a partir de la version de la Septante. II

parait donc grec. Ajoutons que la meme manipulation se lit dans la Predication apos

tolique,8 et se retrouve chez Cyprien.9

Le troisieme fragment de la citation revient au Ps 21:17: 8xi JiovT)p£vonevwv

auvayioVcU tJiavfeoxriodv fioi. (une assemblee de mechants s'est dressee contre moi)
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LXX nEQittrxov \u. (car des chiens nombreux m'encerclent, une assemblee de mediants

rode autour de moi).

Nous avons de part et d'autre Tassemblee des mechants,' a condition de retenir la

lecon OTMrywy^ et non ouvayoyyaC.10 Le verbe est modifie, peut-etre par l'influence

de Ps 85: 14, ou il se trouve.

Nous trouvons ici un nouveau procede, qui amalgame des versets de psaumes

differents. Liberte qui peut nous surprendre mais temoigne d'une sensibilite differ-

ente de la notre, chez les anciens. Le procede n'est nullement particulier au Ps.

Barnabe, nous le retrouverons chez Justin. Le meme conflatus se retrouve chez

Irenee, Predication, 70, mais lie a un dossier plus complet, qui provient sans doute

d'un recueil dont Barnabe tire une citation, Irenee, cinq.

Meme procede selectif de Barnabe par rapport a Irenee, pour un autre dossier

biblique sur la passion du Christ, (pour 6,6a): Ps 21 + 118+ 21. Ici c'est Irenee qui

abrege.

Plus complexe encore est en Barnabe," le developpement sur la croix et l'eau.

La theme du bois (rameau ou branche) meriterait a lui seul un long expose. II joue

un role important dans le Pentateuque.12 Le theme du baton, symbole de puissance

va etre applique au Messie.13 A lire l'homelie pascale du IIe siecle14 et Irenee,15 il

semble bien qu'il existait un testimonium, groupe autour du mot §d660g applique

au Christ, dont les racines plongent dans les midrashs rabbiniques.

Ce theme du baton, d'une interpretation messianique, va glisser vers la

soteriologie et s'appliquer a l'arbre (vert) de la croix. Nous le trouvons chez Ignace

d'Antioche.18 Le theme revient dans les peintures des catacombes17 et dans les

apocryphes.18 II est mis en rapport avec l'arbre de la connaissance,19 l'arbre de la

vie,20 l'arbre du paradis.21

Barnabe22 met l'arbre de la croix en rapport avec le bapteme. II fournit d'abord

des citations qui concernent l'eau puis associe l'eau et le bois (le bapteme et la

croix), en citant le psaume 1:3-6. II l'introduit par la formule: 'Dans un autre

prophete, il est dit encore: Celui qui agit ainsi sera comme l'arbre qui, plante pres

du cours des eaux, donnera son fruit en son temps.'23

L'introduction 'Celui qui agit ainsi' peut etre une transition avec la citation d'Isaie

33:18, citee precedemment.24 Les versets du psaume suivent presque litteralement

la version de la Septante. Nous avons ici l'utilisation d'un psaume dans un sens sac-

ramentaire. Le commentaire mele les citations, en suivant peut-etre un midrash, ce

qui provoque une certaine incoherence.

'Car le salaire, dit-il, vient en son temps'. Paraphrase libre de 'II donnera son fruit

en son temps', du psaume, qui modifie le sens du verset. Le fruit vient de l'arbre, le

salaire de Dieu. Ce qui est confirme par une nouvelle citation: 'Alors, dit-il, je re-

tribuerai.'25 Ce dernier verset demande explication.

Le 'dit-il' affirme explicitement qu'il s'agit d'une citation, a mettre donc entre guil-

lemets. Ce qui a echappe au dernier editeur de SC. D'oii vient cette citation? Les

editeurs ne semblent pas s'en soucier. Le verbe <iJio6C6oui est frequent dans le NT
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pour exprimer la retribution. L'idee se trouve en Sagesse 10:17, mais il semble bien

que nous avons ici une reference a Sirach 51:30: 'En son temps, il vous donnera la

recompense.' II faut rattacher cette derniere citation chez Barnabe a ce qui precede.

Nous avons donc une conflatio du Ps 1:3 et Si 51:30. L'auteur a pu le trouver dans

le midrash du psaume. II en est peut-etre de meme de l'opposition: 'Alors . . . au-

jourd'hui'.27

Le texte met en parallele le descensus victorieux du Christ et la descente du

catechumene dans le baptistere.28 C'est le Christ qui a transforme "les eaux de la

mort" en eaux de la vie (Ps 68:15)." C'est la croix qui permet au catechumene de

les traverser sans sombrer mais d'y trouver un chemin d'esperance.30 La grace pro-

vient de la foi en la puissance salvifique du bois ou de la croix. Foi qui s'epanouit en

esperance de par les promesses eschatologiques qu'elle implique, comme l'annonce

le psaume. Pour la multitude, le message de la croix annonce 'conversion31 et es

perance'.

II est remarquable de voir ici utiliser un psaume moins pour sa signification

prophetique qu'en fonction de l'enseignement sacramentaire et missionnaire, dans

le contexte d'une liturgie baptismale. Ce qui elargit singulierement l'eventail des au-

tres citations psalmiques appliquees a l'oeuvre messianique.

Le Dialogue de Justin

Dans le Dialogue, les emprunts aux psaumes sont tres nombreux. Mais cette utili

sation pose de nombreuses questions. Qu'il nous suffise d'en suggerer quelques

unes, a partir d'exemples precis, qui permettent de mesurer l'ampleur du probleme.

A. Et d'abord quel texte ou quelle traduction utilise Justin?

Nous serions portes a croire, ici encore qu'il utilise la version de la Septante,

comme le Ps. Barnabe.

Dans la seconde partie du Dialogue, consacree au Christ, Justin utilise pour le

Christ preexistant un choix de psaumes: 98:71, qui appartiennent vraisemblable-

ment a un dossier. Puis, servant de transition, le psaume 18: 'Les cieux racontent la

gloire de Dieu.' Nous y rencontrons le verset fameux: 'II s'elancera, fort comme un

giant, pour courir sa voie.'

Le texte des Septante dit: &vaXXidoexai cbg ylyaq 6oanetv 666v cu)xau. (II se re-

jouira comme un geant, pour courir sa voie.)

Justin fournit ici une variante: &yaKki&oexai loxvgog cbg vtyag (fort comme un

geant).

D'ou vient cet [oxvg6g qui ne se trouve pas chez les Septante? II se lit

curieusement dans l'hebreu, comme l'a bien vu et traduit Symmaque, qui l'a retabli

dans sa traduction.32 Justin n'a pu le lire que dans l'original ou dans cette version

divergeante. II semble donc qu'il ne suive pas aveuglement la Septante et puise a

d'autres sources. Ce qui n'a guere ete mis en lumiere.
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B. Deuxieme exemple: Mutilisation du texte.

Dans un excursus,33 Justin s'en prend aux juifs, qui n'acceptent pas la traduction

des Septante et "essaient de faire eux-memes leur traduction". lis en profitent, dit-

il, pour mutiler ou manipuler le texte sacre. Parmi les passages incrimines, le

Dialogue cite le Ps 95:1. Du Ps 95, dans les paroles de David, ils ont ote cette breve

expression: "du haut de la croix". II etait dit: 'Dites parmi les nations: le Seigneur a

regne du haut de la croix.' Ils ont laisse: 'Dites parmi les nations le Seigneur a re

gne.'

Qu'en est-il de ce texte? II ne se trouve, avec cette variante dans aucune edition

critique ni du texte hebreu ni des Septante. En revanche, il se lit dans la Bible

bohaidique, la Bible sahidique, le ms bm 1093, la Bible de Verone. Aucun texte

oriental ne le porte. Son Sitz im Leben est vraisembablement l'Egypte. Nous le

trouvons, avant Justin, chez Barnabe,34 puis dans l'Anonyme De montibus Sina et

Sion," chez Tertullien,38 chez Origene37 lui-meme.

Nous pouvons en tirer deux conclusions. II existait au temps de Justin des inter

polations chretiennes jusque dans le texte de la Bible. Meme la traduction des Sep

tante, utilisee par les chretiens, pour les psaumes, connait deja des variantes.

C. Modification du texte.

Parlant de la carriere humaine du Christ, Justin cite le psaume 109, en precisant

que les didascales juifs l'appliquent au roi Ezechias, vainqueur des Assyriens.38 Au

verset 2 du psaume, ou le texte original disait: 'Yahve etendra de Sion le sceptre de

ta puissance', Justin lit a la place de ex Suov, eju 'IeoovoaXrju. Meme la traduction

des Septante ne s'etait pas permis pareil coup de pouce. La chose est d'autant plus

etonnante qu'ailleurs, le meme Justin retablit le texte soit ex Sitbv39 soit ex

'IegovoaXf|n.40 II n'est donc pas dupe.

Comment expliquer ces divergences, s'agissant d'une meme citation? Les editeurs

parlent de normalisation des copistes41—explication trop facile—de variantes, cir-

culant dans les communautes chretiennes. Ce qui est fort douteux, etant donne que

la seule citation que nous avons du verset, chez Clement,42 porte ex 2iwv.

Je serais plus dispose a croire que Justin prend des libertes avec le texte, qui ne

reculent pas devant une certaine manipulation. Le cas n'est pas isole. II serait facile

de multiplier les exemples. Meme quand Justin cite un psaume en entier, le texte

contient des variantes par rapport a la version des Septante.

2. Question epistemologique: Utilisation des psaumes.

En dehors de la question de methode, se pose une question de fond: le livre des

Psaumes est-il lu comme les autres livres pour sa signification messianique ou est-il

utilise de maniere plus large jusque dans la liturgie et la priere?
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A premiere vue, la lettre de Barnabe comme les oeuvres de Justin utilisent les

Psaumes avant tout comme livre prophetique. David, une fois appele "le poete" par

Barnabe, se presente d'ordinaire comme un prophete. Le Psautier comme tel a val-

eur prophetique, comme le Christ lui-meme le dit:43 il le place sur le meme plan

que la Loi et les Prophetes.

La chose est d'autant plus patente qu'il s'agit souvent de versets selectionnes, qui

proviennent de 'recueils de Testimonia'. Versets de divers psaumes, lies a des cita

tions de prophetes, citations manipulees, augmentees de gloses. Cette source com

mune et bien etablie explique que les textes, selon la meme teneur et avec les

memes variantes, se lisent chez Barnabe, Justin, Iren6e, plus tard chez Tertullien et

chez Cyprien.

En tous ces cas, une preoccupation doctrinale, apologetique et meme polemique

preside au choix des textes, a l'utilisation des psaumes en particulier. Inutile d'en-

foncer ici des portes ouvertes. Mais faut-il limiter, comme on l'a fait, l'utilisation des

psaumes a cette lecture prophetique?

A. These de Knopf, Kurfess, B. Fischer.

D'apres Knopf,44 le psautier semble n'avoir joue que le role d'une lecture litur-

gique dans le cadre des lectures des proprieties. Comme priere, l'usage lui paratt

'recht zweifelhaft'. La proliferation d'hymnes gnostiques, qui compormettaient les

creations chretiennes auraient, par reaction, fait revenir plus tard a la priere des

psaumes bibliques.45

Balthasar Fischer situe ce retour aux environs de 200 (au tournant du IIe au HIe

siecle),48 Kurfess, plus tard encore, au cours du Ille siecle. 'Psalmen sind in den

beiden ersten Jahrhunderten nicht nachweisbar', ecrit-il.47

Que faut-il penser de cette these, qui semble jouir a l'heure actuelle de la tran-

quilla possessio, sans preuve apportee? Est-elle confirmee ou infirmee par le dossier

ici analyse?

D'entree de jeu, nous pouvons rappeler que le Ps. Barnabe cite le psaume 1 pour

sa signification baptismale. La liturgie baptismale l'utilisait-elle, ainsi que le psaume

22: 'Tu es mon berger'? II est difficile de le dire mais la chose n'est pas exclue.

L'utilisation missionnaire en tout cas est surprenante. Elle se retrouve curieusement

chez Justin dans le Dialogue.48 Mais ces renseignements demeurent peu convaincants

pour infirmer la these de B. Fischer. Mieux vaut elargir le dossier et chercher ail-

leurs un rai de lumiere.

Premiere constatation sure: Terminus a quo.

Tous les t6moins evangeliques, comme nous l'avons vu, montrent la place et l'im-

portance des psaumes dans la vie du Christ, comme livre de priere, plus encore que

comme livre prophetique. Le Christ a prie en croix le psaume 21 et ne s'est pas

soucie de fournir un temoignage prophetique. Du moins les deux vont-ils de pair:

II prie le texte prophetique.49

Peut-on concevoir pareil exemple, donne a la communaute apostolique, qui au
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rait, elle, abandonne l'usage de prier les psaumes? L'exemple de saint Paul semble

au contraire souligner la continuite avec l'A.T. dont il ne recuse aucun element,

quoi qu'il en soit des textes disputes ou il parle des psaumes.50

G. Harder51 montre combien la priere de Paul est influencee par les psaumes:

-vocabulaire qui la designe;

-invocations a Dieu;

-meme les nouvelles creations en sont inspirees;

-utilisation de l'amen,52 qui provient du psautier. Acquiecement a la priere des

psaumes.

-l'alleluia53 provient sans doute possible de la liturgie juive, specialement du

psautier. II faut y ajouter le Hosannah, qui vient du Ps. 117:25.

L'exemple de la communaute apostolique dans les Actes montre les freres 'elevant

d'un meme coeur la voix vers Dieu', en utilisant les psaumes 145:6 et 2:1-2. Le

caractere prophetique de ce dernier s'harmonise parfaitement avec la priere d'ac-

tion de graces (Act 4:24-26).

Deuxieme constatation sure: Terminus ad quem.

Tertullien temoigne que les psaumes sont en usage comme priere chretienne, a la

fin du IIe siecle. II connait l'usage des psaumes, a la reunion de ragape.54 A deux

parole. II connait deja I'habitude de chanter, un psaume, entre la lecture et

psaumes par le refrain Alleluia.

Diligentiores in orando subjungere in orationibus alleluia Solent, et hoc genus psalmos, quorum

clausulis respondeant, qui simul sunt. Et est optimum utique institutum omne, quod proponendo et

honorando Deo competit, saturatum orationem, velut optimam hostiam admovere. 58

Un troisieme texte de Tertullien,57 quelque peu plus tardif, decrit la liturgie de la

parole. II connait deja l'habitude de chanter, un psaume, entre la lecture et

l'homelie. Nous avons donc un triple temoignage de l'usage des psaumes bibliques,

qu'il oppose soigneusement aux creations de Theretique et platonicien Valentin.'58

La passion de Felicite et Perpetue59 confirme l'usage des psaumes. Les deux mar-

tyres penetrent en effet dans l'amphitheatre, en chantant des psaumes.

Si Tertullien peut attester l'usage des psaumes dans la priere des fideles, a la fin

du IIe siecle, en des circonstances si diversifiees, c'est qu'il est bien etabli et etabli de

longue date. A tout le moins, au milieu du IIe siecle, le temps de Justin, an-

terieurement a Irenee. Ce qui contredit les affirmations apodictiques de Kurfess et

de B. Fischer.

Restent deux questions: En est-il de meme en d'autres communautes? D'ou vient

l'usage? Les deux questions sont d'ailleurs nouees.

Nous n'avons pas de temoignage venant des autres eglises de Rome, d'Egypte ou

d'Asie-Mineure. Rien ne le dit, rien ne le nie. II serait etonnant que l'usage, en Af-

rique, soit une generation spontanee. Cette province fondee, comme elle s'en

glorifie, par l'Orient, semble bien avoir repu ses pratiques liturgiques et chretiennes

des eglises qui l'ont evangelisee.
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L'Apologie80 de Justin fait allusion apres la lecture biblique et l'homelie a des

prieres. Puis dit: "Quand la priere est terminee . . ." II est possible qu'on ait chance

un psaume mais rien ne le dit. Dans le Dialogue, la citation de psaumes entiers, en

dehors des recueils de Testimonia, fait penser a un usage familier, sans autre preci

sion. Ces indices ne nous avancent guere sur la question.

Reste la seconde question, qui pourrait eclairer la premiere: D'oii vient, a Carth

age, l'usage des psaumes dans la priere? Comment relier cet usage avec le temoig-

nage des ecrits evangeliques et apostoliques? L'usage du judaisme, de la synagogue

en particulier, peut-il fournir le maillon qui fait defaut? Le chant des psaumes au

Temple ne fait pas de doute. II fait egalement partie de la celebration pascale. Les

psaumes faisaient-ils partie de l'office synagogal?

Quelques historiens se contentent de confesser leur ignorance ou de passer sous

silence l'utilisation des psaumes dans leur description de l'office synagogal, faute de

documents contemporains surement attestes." G. Dix raffirme.82 L. Blau, de meme,

ecrit: 'The early christian liturgy in the reading of the Scriptures in prayer, and in

the singing of the Psalms was modeled on synagogal practices.'83 C.W. Dugmore,"

de meme, affirme que la synagogue a transmis a la communaute apostolique quatre

elements de sa liturgie: les lectures bibliques, l'homelie, prieres et psaumes.

Une meilleure connaissance du judeo-christianisme sur ce point pourrait nous

fournir le maillon manquant. N'est-ce pas dans cette optique que se place l'affirma-

tion de J. Jeremias85 que la reunion de la communaute primitive se terminait 'par

des psaumes et des prieres'.

Nous avons peut-etre un confirmatur dans le temoignage des Therapeutes, con

serve par Eusebe.88 L'historien, sur l'autorite de Philon,87 decrit le chant alterne et

responsorial au cours de la vigile des Therapeutes. II ajoute: 'Son expose s'accorde

avec les usages que nous sommes seuls a observer encore aujourd'hui.' Or le chant

responsorial decrit correspond parfaitement a la description de Tertullien, evoque

plus haut. Est-il temeraire de penser que la boucle avec les origines chretiennes

peut-etre ou est par la boucle-e?

Rome
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THE PASCHAL LITURGY IN ZENO OF VERONA

G.P. Jeanes

Much of our study of the early baptismal liturgy concentrates on the rite of bap

tism by itself rather than the Paschal liturgy in which the baptisms were performed.

This follows the emphasis of such catechetical works as those by Ambrose and Cyril

of Jerusalem, where the only ceremony considered besides baptism is the Eucharist.

In Zeno of Verona, however, we have the opposite emphasis, in that we have more

detailed treatment of the Paschal Vigil, but less information about the baptism and

the eucharist.

Zeno was bishop of Verona at some time between 360 and 380 ad.1 A. Bigelmair

dates his episcopate more closely as having been from 362 to 37 1/2. 2 Zeno's surviv

ing works comprise ninety-four sermons, divided in the manuscripts into two

books.3 Of these sermons, sixty-two were composed for the Paschal rites. These are

all short, being between five and about seventy-five lines long,4 and include sermons

introducing the feast, often entitled the Praefatio Paschalis5 sermons given in the

baptistery just before the baptisms,8 and sermons delivered back in the church after

the baptisms.7 In addition, thirty-nine of the sixty-two sermons are on a series of

biblical readings: on the creation in Genesis I;8 the institution of the Passover in

Exodus 12;9 the crossing of the Red Sea in Exodus 14;10 the condemnation of sinful

Israel in Isaiah 1," and in two instances the parable of the vineyard in Isaiah 5;12

and the three young men in the fiery furnace in Daniel 3.13 These readings would

seem to have comprised the vigil reading in the Paschal Liturgy.

Often these sermons are to be found in the manuscripts in the order in which

they would have been preached, and we find, for example, that in book I sermon

26 is the Praefatio Paschalis, 27 the sermon on Genesis 1, 28 on Exodus 12, 29 on

Exodus 14, 30 on Isaiah 1, and 31 on Daniel 3. Sermon 32 is the introduction to

the baptisms, but the sermon which would have been delivered after the baptisms is

missing from this series.

It would seem that each reading was followed by the brief sermon by the bishop.

In addition, Zeno refers to psalms having been sung. Psalm 80 (Vlg. 79) accom

panied the two readings of Isaiah 5,M and Psalm 42 (Vlg 41) was sung in the proces

sion to the font.15 No doubt others were sung; most probably the Song of Moses

375
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concluded the Exodus 14 reading, and the Song of the Three Young Men that of

Daniel 3.

We know of the details of the vigil through the sermons, that is through the

bishop's interpretation of the ceremonies and of the readings in the context of the

Paschal celebrations. We shall see that baptism is uppermost in Zeno's mind

throughout the vigil. For some of his hearers, of course, their own baptism was

shortly to occur; but the majority would no doubt also remember something of their

own baptism. Therefore this vigil served as a reminder of their own initiation into

the Christian faith, and as a prolonged 'Ministry of the Word' on the meaning of

baptism.

We shall now consider a few examples of these sermons in which this can be seen

very clearly. Again and again baptism will be seen to be dominant, and Zeno not

only refers to its liturgical form but also explains something of its role and context

in the Christian life.

The first sermon is the Praefatio Paschalis, introducing the vigil. Zeno begins usu

ally with a rhetorical passage on the astrological cycle of the year and the return of

the dies salutaris.18 The theme of the yearly reminder of creation and redemption

was a patristic commonplace, with the date being the 'first of months' and the sea

son being the Spring of new life.17 This was referred both to creation and to redempuon,

and in Zeno is applied very quickly to baptism.

From its end [the Day] gives birth to its beginning, which it will offer today also to our

competentes . Now the blessed occasus (death/sunset) invites them so that, immersed in the

milky deep of the sacred ocean, they may rise from there as new men with the new day

and, shining with their own light, may come with us on the heavenly path of immortal

ity in a safe course to the time of promise where there is never a sunset."

Immersions in the milky deep is clearly a reference to the baptisms. Zeno was

fond of referring to the font as a mother giving new life and milk to the infants she

bears.19 Likewise the neophytes shining with their own light points to their white

garments and perhaps to the carrying of lights. But Zeno goes on: fulfilment of all

this is in heaven, at the end of the faithful Christian life. Zeno's thought is not as

explicit as that of Theodore of Mopsuestia, for whom the eschatological element is

extremely important, and the present effects of baptism are received 'in symbol and

in anticipation'.20 The eschatological element, though less precise, is still strongly

present in Zeno.

The place of baptism in the Christian life can be seen in other ways. In another

Praefatio21 Zeno not only compares the spring of life to the winter of sin and

darkness, as do other writers,22 but also carries on to the summer of the faithful

people doing good works, and the fulfilment in the autumn of martyrdom, com

pared to the wine harvest where the juice of the grape is the blood of the martyrs.

The sermons on the readings of Genesis 1 have fewer references to bapusm,23

mainly because here Zeno often takes the opportunity to support the catholic faith

of the divinity of Christ as the beginning before the creation of the world. However
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these doctrinal passages may be seen to have a role: at this important point, the

bishop declares the faith of the church which the competentes are joining. Something

of the same can be seen in the sermons on Exodus 12, where Zeno indulges in

anti-Semitic polemic. He states that the Jew cannot celebrate a lawful Passover —

legitimum pascha.24 The Christian, having Christ as the perfect lamb, can.

In these sermons Zeno claims the true faith and the true worship. He claims the

legitimacy of what the competentes are joining and what the faithful owe allegiance

to. In a more positive appreciation of the Old Testament dispensation we have a

description of Christian baptism in terms of the Crossing of the Red Sea.25 Egypt is

the world, Pharaoh the devil with his hosts. Moses and Aaron represent the priest

hood and the Old and New Testaments. The column of cloud and fire is Christ,

showing also the judgements of water and fire; one has happened, the second of

fire is still to come.

We must understand the sea to be the holy font in which the same waters which free

the servants of God destroy not those who flee but those who bear their sins. Miriam

who beats the timbrel with the women is the type of the Church who, with all the

churches which she has borne, singing the hymn and beating the true timbrel of her

breast leads the Christian people not into the desert but to heaven.28

J. Danielou in The Bible and the Liturgy27 takes the Exodus sermon to have been

part of the Easter-time catechesis rather than actually delivered as part of the

liturgy on Easter morning. His comments on this sermon still bear out the liturgical

influence we have seen.

These lines add new elements. The Red Sea is expressly identified with the baptismal

pool whose water takes away sins. So the image is made more precise and joins the

liturgy.28

Likewise concerning Miriam:

The Apocalypse shows us those who have gone through the sea, that is, triumphed over

death, singing the Canticle of Moses and the Song of the Lamb (15. 2-4). . . . The sing

ing of hymns . . . fulfils the figure of the canticle of the Exodus and pre-figures the

heavenly liturgy.29

Furthermore Danielou notes Zeno's unusual interpretation of Moses at the Red Sea.

In patristic exegesis, Moses normally prefigures Christ leading his people through

death to life. However here he is the priest, the minister of baptism.30 It is clear

how deeply the experience and understanding of baptism govern the understand

ing of the Paschal Vigil and the exegesis of its readings.

The two sermons on Isaiah 5 were certainly part of the vigil service and this read

ing probably replaced that of Isaiah 1." This change in the Veronese lectionary

opens up all the symbolism of the vine and of wine. But in one of the two sermons

on this passage Zeno's theme is once again the experience of baptism and the Chris

tian life. He allegorises viniculture: The trench becomes the font, receiving vine
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shoots and giving them life with water from heaven. The training of the vine along

the horizontal bars is the height of the way and life of heaven. The vine is tied on,

representing the renunciation of worldly deeds and being spiritually tied by the

ritual questions. Sins are pruned off by baptism and the Holy Spirit. The sap of the

vine weeps when it is pruned: the divine streams of heavenly teaching drip from

the man who has been washed. The sun and the rain represent temptation, and

then the Christian is brought to his crown. The vintage is the day of persecution;

the wine press is the place of execution and the persecutors are represented by the

workmen. The new wine is kept in the owner's cellar to mature, and the martyr

proceeds to heaven and becomes an angel.32

The allegory presents a unity of all the aspects of Zeno's teaching. Baptism is de

scribed, the moral aspects are included and proceed to the importance of the faith

ful Christian life. This is crowned and fulfilled in the ideal Christian death of mar

tyrdom.

The sermons on Daniel show the same, by now predictable, influence of the bap

tismal rite. Zeno refers to the three young men in the furnace:

Reason testifies to the truth. The One who baptises with tlie Holy Spirit and with fire

those who believe in him is now present in the number representing the Trinity. Now

see that it was performed as a mystery (rem sacramento gestam esse). They have been put

in the oven and submerged in flames; at once the fires are cooled by a whisper of dew.

Death retreats and changes its role: the executioners are burned, the flame fawns be

fore the victims as they sing a hymn."

The presence of water and fire, the sign of the Trinity, the hymn all put the refer

ence to baptism in its proper context. The theme of martyrdom, so often referred

to already, gives the broader context of the faithful witness and the fulfilment in

death.

St. Augustine at the Easter Vigil said that the lessons were so long that 'we can

give no proper exposition of them, and even if we were to do so, you would soon

lose the thread and your attention would wander.'34 Zeno attempted to do what

Augustine would not, and in so doing gave his interpretation of the Easter Vigil.

Even allowing for the individuality of Zeno's exegesis, he does demonstrate clearly

how the early Vigil service was shaped by the dominance of the liturgy of baptism.

London
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THE CHURCHING OF WOMEN'. LEVITICUS 12 AND LUKE 2:21-24:

THE LAW OF PURITY AND THE BENEDICTION OF MOTHERS.

Giinther Kehnscherper

Since the second half of the seventies questions of liturgy have been again treated

with increasing interest in German-speaking countries. The rediscovery of terms

formerly already repeatedly discussed in practical theology, 'sign', 'symbol', 'cult'

and 'worship' by means of semiotics (e.g. R. Volp, G. Schiwy),1 theory of learning

(D. Trautwein),2 and the cultural anthropological research into rites (W. Jetter, I.

Suchanow),3 promises for scholarship and congregational practice important vistas.

The first results were obtained in the analysis of rituals, the order of readings and

the hymn-book—to mention only a few classic liturgical aids for the Christian way

of life and iestimonial practice. That at the same time problems of a 'rational world"

(G. Schmidtchen) and of the 'secularized age' (K. F. Muller)4 were not ignored is

important in order to understand one's own as well as the oecumenical context.

How important but at the same time how diverse and complicated liturgical work

is in this respect, becomes evident when we consider an early Church rite which is

widely observed even today: the benediction of the mother of a child to be baptized,

the 'churching of woman'.

The benediction of the mother of a child to be baptized is undergoing a change

of meaning in the present practice of protestant churches in German-speaking

countries which is characterized by elementary uncertainties about the meaning of

this ceremony.

On the one hand the aims and intention of this liturgical action are forgotten and

on the other the ecclesiastical and religious prerequisites for the benediction of the

mother no longer exist.

On the one hand theology has to consider new empirical findings, on the other

hand it has also to put critical questions to ecclesiastical practice. As far as the bene

diction of the mother in relation to the baptizing of a child was concerned we have

been content for too long with theologically legitimizing the present practice by re

ferring to 'biblical traditions since time immemorial'. A compilation and analysis of

biblical and liturgical historical arguments in favour of the ceremony 'Benediction

of a Mother' have been published only recently and I want to make you familiar
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with them here (P. Lempiainen, A. Gustavsson, U. Drans).5 Up to now liturgists

offered in their sermons and interpretations only very subjectively tinged exegeses

and integration hints which reach from ritual stabilizing of moral norms—for in

stance a distinction between married and single mothers—to solemn transfiguration

of motherhood.

The present paper must start from the assumption that today the background of

the benediction of mothers is no longer understood by many clergy and members

of the congregation and that because of this these actions of the church have be

come strange to them.

In which biblical theological concern, perhaps supplemented or changed by im

pulses of the Reformation period, does the benediction of mothers originate? Is it

possible by uncovering the liturgical historical roots to revive its interpretation to

day?

That a woman in childbed is impure was a general assumption in various relig

ions, but the rites of purification differed. The required distance of time from the

delivery varied. According to the Law of Moses a mother had to remain at home

after having given birth to a child for forty or eighty days according to whether she

gave birth to a boy or a girl. At the end of the set period she brought a burnt-

offering to the altar. A corresponding custom arose later in the Christian church as

well.

The oldest biblical treatment of the subject is to be found in the Old Testament,

Leviticus 12: 1-8. In respect of ritual, it is a torah ruling on the impurity of a woman

in childbed and on her purification after the period in which she was unable to

attend the service.8

The connection of birth and the temporary exclusion of a woman in childbed

from religious observance must be interpreted as religio-sociological. In doing so it

becomes evident that in the many archaic religions existing orders for purification

in connection with childbirth and menses form the core of the tradition. This sys

tem of regimentation of simple people by rites of purification in connection with of

ferings cannot be adequately considered without heeding the social position of

women at that time.

In the Old Testament the terms "HO (thr) and KDD (tame), to be clean, were

used mainly in a religious sense. Impurity is incompatible with the holiness of

Yahweh. Historians of religion today try as far as possible to describe and interpret

religious phenomena in the context of their social, sociological and biosocial sur

roundings. Thus for the origin of these rites in cult and custom both in Israel and

her neighbours obvious medical hygienic motives can be discovered.

The oldest New Testament treatment of the subject of woman in childbed is to be

found in Luke 2:21-24. The purification of a woman in childbed becomes a purifi

cation of the mother and child adding Greek-Hellenistic ideas of purification.7 An

important step in the historical development of ideas is represented by the blessing

of Luke 2:34. The christening and purification of Mary belong to this context. Also
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the ruling on being first-born, circumcision, presentation in the temple and the of

ferings and rites connected with it offer important aspects for the subsequent de

velopment in the period of the early Church.8 The early Church received the rules

on the subject of woman in childbed from these established traditions. By way of

the canons of the early Church (Hippolytus) right up to the rules on penance in the

Middle Ages Leviticus 12 proves to be formative and decisive for the tradition. The

pre-Christian tradition could not be eliminated because of its extra-ordinarily strong

effect but had to be re-interpreted to be included in Christian legislation.

The oldest Christian New Testament form referring to this liturgical action of the

Church is the 'Introduction of a Woman in Childbed into the Church'. It represents

a thanksgiving addressed to God which was received as a eulogy by the churches of

the Greek East and as 'gratias actura' by the churches of the Latin West.

But while in the Old Testament birth and the circumstances connected with it are

not 'disqualified' — even the Old Testament very often offers a matter-of-fact and

partly favourable inclination towards the natural processes of life—there is to be ob

served from the early Middle Ages onward a hostility towards carnal matters and a

'devaluation' of sexuality which is not directly serving procreation. This view was

onesided and at the expense of women. Those pre-Christian legal tendencies of

Leviticus 12, contrary to the New Testament protestant assessment of Luke 2, come

clearly to the foreground in the forms of 'Introduction of a Woman in Childbed

into Church'. The medieval sources are evident: Sexuality is culpa.9 Bans, laws, and

purification demands cause anxiety and uncertainty vis-a-vis sexuality. There de

veloped feelings of fear and guilt which led to spiritual dependence and could only

be recompensed by submission to the norms of Rome.

Contrary to that, the liturgical ruling of Gregory the Great, who applied the

theological stand-point of Augustine to the problem of women in childbed, ran as

follows: The church attendance of a woman in her special condition should be sub

ject to her own conscience. That, however, the practice created considerable prob

lems is shown by enquiries from Augustine of Canterbury.

At the end of the seventh century there appear with Theodore's Dicta severe

penitential demands for offences against the rules for women in childbed, digres

sion from laws of purification, and 'lewdness'. Regardless of whether and how far

these Poenitentiales and the Dicta go back to Theodore (t 690), the question arises,

which development led to these legalistic and non-protestant positions?

First of all the religiously conceived term of 'purity' (thr) is transformed more and

more into a moral sense which was already hinted at by the Prophets. This becomes

clearly evident by § 125 and § 126 of Theod. Dicta.

For the reconciling by the priest measures for the atonement were laid down by

the 11th Canon of the third Synod of Toledo published in the year 589. 10 In this

period there is to be found in the Anglo-Saxon area a reproach of 'massive inde

cency' against the native inhabitants of the country. It was used to justify enforced

ecclesiastical disciplinary measures also in the sphere of childbed and menses with

consequences to the cults of the female religious acceptance of them.
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Today we have to state that Theodore's argument was a pretext for power-

politics. An analysis of the sources shows that by then Rome was in control. At the

same time, the order of church life which had grown out of the cultural situation of

the Mediterranean countries and which had been accepted into Christianity was

carried through by force according to Rome's intentions. Soldiers and church mis

sionaries then destroyed a confirmed people's religion in the area of the Celts in

Gaul and of the Anglo-Saxons who had their own established legal and cultural tra

ditions which, however, differed considerably from the idea of purity of the semi-

nomads in the time of the Old Testament.

Martin Luther tried to transform the purification rites into a thanksgiving of the

mother with close regard to the baptizing of the child. Referring to Gregory the

Great, he teaches that giving birth does not defile a mother and he tries to drive

home to the congregations that the consecration of a woman in childbed means

thanks and intercession. After having at first harshly rejected the custom of bene

diction of mothers in the 1520s, he decided, under the influence of the tenacious

tradition in the parishes in a psychologically and theologically difficult situation, in

favour of a re-interpretation of bodily impurity in 'spiritual guilt'. In connection

with the idea of original sin he sees impurity and sin as disobedience to God's

Commandments. That is why purification from sin is necessary, which becomes

possible by Christ's work of redemption.

A closer study of what Martin Luther in the fifteen-forties understands by sin,

from which especially women and young mothers should be saved, i.e. purified, re

veals an abandoning of the truly protestant start of young Martin Luther in favour

of a pre-Reformation culpa-idea.11

Concupiscentia now becomes—even if only as spiritual disobedience to God—a guilt

which is again discriminating against women. The power-political backgrounds of

Roman rites and disciplinary measures which the young Martin Luther had clearly

looked through and condemned disappear from view.12

The suggestion from Martin Luther that the mother should responsibly educate

her child in the name of God is hardly echoed in the forms of liturgy.

After the Reformation the uniform custom decayed. In England the benediction

of mothers remained, and likewise in Scandinavia. In the German protestant church

rules these benedictions were eliminated by some, others kept them. In Scandinavia

the old custom began to fall off in the eighteenth century. In Denmark the pledge

for benediction of mothers already in the first half of the eighteenth century had

an optional character. At the beginning of the nineteenth century the custom had

also disappeared in most German towns, although some rituals contain forms of the

tie up to the present day.13

In some parishes of the Greifswald Landeskirche (church of a regional district)

the custom is still maintained, connected with a prayer of thanks which is read from

the pulpit, on the mothers's first attendance at the service at her request. In place
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of thanksgiving on the mother's first attendance at service it became the custom to

read the names of the baptized children from the pulpit, in conjunction with a

thanksgiving and a prayer for their Christian education.

The endeavours of protestant theologians in German-speaking countries from the

Reformation up to the present, aim at diminishing the burden of the pre-Christian

ideas of purification and impurity by re-interpreting them.

In summing up it may be said: The unconvering of the roots of the benediction

of mothers does not offer any impetus to revive that tradition, but carries with it

only the theological conclusion that we should give up this custom which cannot be

justified from the protestant point of view. The incorporation of a new form of the

benediction of mothers into the 'Revised Agenda', which is presently under discus

sion by a committee of the German speaking-churches, is not to be recommended.

On the contrary, considerable endeavours presently point to a complete revision

of a 'Benediction of Parents (and Sponsors) to Charge them with Responsibility for

Christian Education and Training' of their children. This, however, gives up any

continuity of form and contents of the rites of purification and the benediction of

mothers of the old tradition.

Greifswald Translated by J. Krehayn
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FROM THE SACRIFICE OF CHRIST TO THE SACRIFICE OF THE

CHURCH

Michael J. Moreton

The purpose of this paper is to attempt to outline the way in which the under

standing of Christ's death as sacrifice developed into the offering of this sacrifice by

the Church.

Martyrdom for the sake of the Law had deeply coloured Judaism since Macca-

bean times,1 and had even come to be regarded in sacrificial terms. Thus the priest

Eleazar and the seven brothers are said to have suffered for the purification of the

people and as a ransom or propitiation for the nation's sin.2 In the New Testament

the death of Jesus is presented in this same light. Thus in Mk 10:45b (= Mt 20:28b)

it is said that the Son of man came 'to give his life as a ransom for many'—a saying

-that may belong to the very earliest tradition.3 Moreover, sayings about the cup of

suffering, which in the Old Testament are referred to Jerusalem and Judah, the

wicked and the nations,4 are in the New Testament referred to Jesus himself, and,

for the future, to his disciples.5 The judgment then, which God pronounces on sin

is accepted by Jesus for himself and for his disciples. In the eucharistic tradition the

cup has to be understood in a slightly different perspective. Jesus figuratively drains

the cup of suffering, in accordance with the Father's will, in his passion; but the ac

tual cup of the supper which the disciples share is invested with the whole signifi

cance of his passion. The double institution of bread and cup is perhaps itself in

dicative of the separation of blood from the body in the act of sacrifice. Further, the

longer saying in regard to the bread in 1 Cor and Lk—'which is [given] for you —

has a vicarious significance.8 But it is the saying in regard to the cup that bears the

fullest sacrificial connotations: x6 alua uov xfjg 6ia8TJxT|g, Jieoi JioXXdrv, x6 fexxi)w6nevov,

elg &q)eoiv anagxicbv.7 These words, which interpret the death of Jesus as a

sacrifice, are in the Synoptic Gospels placed in the context of the passover, and

are intended to explain the meaning of the crucifixion that follows.

Dix introduced his well-known argument about the 'four-action' shape of the

eucharist in this way: 'The last supper of the Lord with His disciples is the source of

the liturgical eucharist, but not the model for its performance.'8 He proceeded to

argue that the 'seven-action shape' of the last supper was telescoped into the 'four-

action shape' of the eucharistic liturgy as a result of the separation of eucharist and

agape, possibly 'after the writing of 1 Corinthians but before the writing of the first
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of our gospels'.9 This view of the 'four-action shape' of the eucharist, not perhaps

original to Dix, but popularized by him, has been widely accepted.10 But the

hypothesis is not without its difficulties, and merits a more critical assessment than

it has received. How, for example, do words of administration at the last supper be

come words of consecration in the liturgies? Again, the grace referred to in the par

ticiples eiXoyrjoag and etixagiorrioag was very brief. How then did it come to be

expanded in the complex eucharistic prayers of the liturgies? In this area evidence

is sparse, and we are in consequence driven to the use of hypothesis. The question

is, can we form a better hypothesis than Dix's, resting on a greater spread of evi

dence, that will explain the development of the eucharistic prayer?

The eucharistic prayers of the third, fourth and fifth centuries display a broad

community of content. There is a fundamental preoccupation with the sacrifice of

Christ. The keynote is Jiooocpood or oblatio. Oblatio is generally but not exclusively

presented in the context of anamnesis,11 which defines the intention with which the

sacrifice is offered, differentiating it from Jewish and any other sacrifices. Further,

oblatio is accompanied by feJiCxXnoic; or invocatio, asking God to ratify and accept the

sacrifice which the Church offers. Invocatio is expressed in various ways, as in the

Quam oblationem of the Roman Canon or in the Eastern epiclesis, or in the petition

for the acceptance of the Church's oblation on the altar in heaven. This complex of

themes, variously ordered, and almost always, if not always, linked with the domini

cal traditio, is the common possession of the earliest eucharistic texts. In addition

there is always an act of praise, bearing on creation, and petition.

Such a community of content points to community of origin. The grace before

meals seems to be altogether too narrow a base on which to raise so complex and

ubiquitous a structure. The grace after meals seems to offer greater possibilities,12

but it suffers from the major handicap of requiring a change in order. Instead of

following the 'meal', it would in becoming the eucharistic prayer have to precede it—

a change which must surely have left some wheel tracks in the liturgies. Moreover,

these graces scarcely seem to contain any element that would burgeon out ubiquit

ously in the sacrifice of redemption. I venture to suggest therefore that the one

substantial source to which the varied but inter-related themes of the eucharistic

prayer seem to be related is the Shema.

It is antecedently not improbable that the prayer which expresses the genius of

Christianity should be related to the prayer that expresses the genius of Judaism.

The fact that the Shema itself may have been in a relatively early stage of develop

ment immediately before New Testament times13 may shed some light on their di

vergent tendencies. There seems to be agreement that the three scriptural

pericopae of the Shema had been brought together before the common era,14 to

gether with the first of the present benedictions: 'Blessed art thou, O Lord our

God, who formest light and createst darkness'. Yet the second and third benedic

tions, on the commandments or Torah and on redemption, do but grow out of the

second and third scriptural pericopae, Deut. xi and Num. xv. There is already here

therefore a framework which may help to explain the development of the Christian
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economy in the place of Torah, and of redemption by the sacrifice of Christ in con

trast with redemption from Egypt.

This comparison of the eucharistic prayer with the Shema may shed some light

on the vexed question of the Sanctus. It is agreed that the Sanctus passed from the

Shema into the Amidah;15 but from what date did it find a place in the Yotzer

benediction before the Shema? It is difficult to believe that the Synagogue should

have borrowed it from the Church. On the other hand it is readily understandable

that the Church should have inherited it from Judaism, and in so doing so have

associated it with the angelic orders of Daniel 7, given that cbg ul6g &v8pc1miov had

already been identified with the exalted Christ. This development would also ex

plain how Jiaoa f\ yr\ of the LXX of Isaiah 6 should become naoa f| xxCoig in

1 Clem, xxxiv, and 6 otigav6g xal f| yfj of the liturgies, since Christ united heaven

and earth. In the face of this development it is understandable that Judaism should

cling to Isaiah 6 in the Shema, and even extend it to the Amidah,18 but not that it

should adopt it in the first place in the shadow of the Christian liturgy.

The post-Sanctus is, generally speaking, the paragraph in which the new economy

of salvation in Christ is rehearsed. This stands in contrast with the second benedic

tion before the Shema, as at present constituted, which expresses the love of God

for Israel and the teaching of the Torah.17 There is, however, a tendency for the

new economy of salvation to be attracted into the act of praise before the Sanctus.

This results partly from treating creation and redemption by Christ as a continuum,

partly from the introduction of the Trinitarian conception of God.18 A further

characteristic of the post-Sanctus paragraph is the all but invariable introduction of

the tradition of the Lord's institution of the eucharist.19 This tradition is generally

appended to the rehearsal of the new economy of salvation in a relative, causal or

explanatory clause, introduced by &$Iqui, 6xi or yag. The dominical words there

fore, while they form a climax to the relative clauses of the post-Sanctus, are never

theless prefatory to what follows.

The third of the scriptural pericopae of the Shema, from Num. xv, ends: 'I am

the Lord your God who brought you out of the land of Egypt to be your God: I am

the Lord your God.' Redemption then is the keynote here as it is also the keynote

of the third benediction, which in turn ends: 'Blessed art thou, O Lord, who hast

redeemed Israel.' It is perhaps from this formula that the whole benediction even

tually grew. The counterpart to all this in the eucharistic prayer is the anamnesis-

oblation paragraph. The new covenant in Christ's sacrifice supersedes the old cove

nant in the Egyptian passover, ratified at Sinai. In the process of the formulation of

the eucharistic prayer the scriptural pericopae of the Shema have been squeezed

out by the over-riding concept of the sacrifice of Christ, which is the substance—xa

oc« foe xwv od)g xaxa Jiavxa xal 6ia Jiavxa, de tuis donis ac datis20 — of the sacrifice of

the Church.

Three general observations should be added to this outline. First, the benedic

tions of the Shema, which even today vary from morning to evening, varied also on

sabbaths and festivals.21 Uniformity was no more characteristic of them than of the
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eucharistic prayer. Secondly, the importance of the recitation of the Shema was

deemed to be such that it might be recited in any language, including of course

Greek, the language of the Church.22 But no early Greek texts of the Shema sur

vive, and thus no direct linguistic comparisons can be made between the Shema and

the eucharistic prayer.

Lastly, if the community of content of the eucharistic prayers can be traced to a

community of origin in the Shema and its benedictions, then this point of origin

can perhaps shed more light on the eucharist as a whole. On the sabbath eve the

synagogue liturgy, which included the Shema, was followed by the sabbath meal at

home.23 The same sequence is found in the Church. With the separation of the

eucharist from the agape, the interval between the bread and the cup was elimi

nated. Similarly with the excommunication of Christians from the synagogue, the

interval between the Shema and the xoivwvCa of bread and cup was perhaps also

eliminated. Thus there emerged for Christians the sequence of the eucharistic

prayer, the counterpart of the Shema, and communion in Christ's sacrifice.24 We

should, then, I suggest, abandon the fiction of the 'four-action shape' of the

eucharist, together with all the misleading meal associations that go with it. Instead

we should return to the fundamental meaning of the eucharist as sacrifice.
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(4) the prayer for their acceptance by the Father as the Memorial of the Son; (5) the feeding upon the Gifts

thus offered, blessed, accepted, and now administered to the offerers in a new quality — such may be said to

be, in rough outline, the rationale of the Eucharist'.

1 1. In the Antiochene-Byzantine tradition the explicit offering of the sacrifice is placed in the context of

the anamnesis. In the Egyptian, the verb of offering is in the aorist at this point (in Serapion it is coupled

with the tradition of the institution), referring back to the offertory as the 'moment' of offering. In the East

Syrian tradition the offering is first expressed in the introductory dialogue to the eucharistic prayer. In the

Roman rite there is a double oblation, namely, of the gifts at the offertory, and of the consecrated bread

and cup at the anamnesis.

12. See L. Ligier, From the Last Supper to the Eucharist, English translation in The New Liturgy, ed. Lancelot

Sheppard (London 1970) 125: To throw light on the transition from the Last Supper to the eucharistic

prayer of the canon we must certainly start from the birkat ha-mazon and from that alone . . .'.

13. See L. Blau, Origine et Histoire de la Lecture du Schema, Revue des Etudes Jurves, 31 (1895); J. Elbogen,

Der fiidische Gottesdienst in seiner geschichtlichen Entwicklung (3rd ed. 1931; reprinted Hildesheim 1967);

vV.O.E. Oesterley. The Jewish background of the Christian Liturgy (Oxford, 1925); J. Mann, Genizah Fragments of

the Palestinian Order of Service, Hebrew Union College Annual, II (1925); L. Finkelstein, La Kedouscha et les bene

dictions du Schema, REJ, 93 (1932).

14. Cp. Mk 12:29f, Mt 22:37, Lk 10:26f; Mi 23:5.

15. L. Blau, I95f; L. Finkelstein, Iff.

16. L. Finkelstein, I If.

17. Finkelstein argued that the public recitation of the benedictions of the Shema could not be demon

strated before the time of Judah the Patriarch, but allowed that they may have been recited privately dur

ing the Hadrianic persecutions (25). Their extent at this date is variously estimated. The second benediction

concludes with the words, 'Blessed art thou, O Lord, who hast chosen thy people Israel in love'; and it is

tempting to suggest that they have prompted the use in the eucharistic prayer of Jn 3:16, 'God so loved the

world that he gave his only-begotten Son . . .', in the post-Sanctus of the Liturgy of St John Chrysostom and

of the Twelve Apostles (A. Hanggi and I. Pahl. Prex Eucharistica, Spicilegium Friburgense 12 (1968)

224, 266 [hereafter H & P],

18. E.g. The Liturgy of St John Chrysostom (H & P 224). the Twelve Apostles (H & P 2650, Addai and

Mari (H & P 376), Peter the Apostle (H & P 412); above all, the Roman preface.

19. The exception of course is the East Syrian rite of Addai and Mari; but the question of its omission or

inclusion here remains unresolved.

20. The neuvt|u£voi paragraph of the Liturgy of St John Chrysostom (H Sc P 226) and of St Basil (H & P

236), and the Unde et memores of the Roman canon (H & P 434).

21. See J. Mann, Genizah Fragments of the Palestinian Order of Service, Hebrew Union College Annual, 2 (1925)

269-338, 291: 'So far with regard to the daily version of the two benedictions before Shema in the Palesti

nian rite. But the Piyyut and the desire for variety, especially on Sabbaths and Festivals, frequently caused

these versions to be substituted by quite different texts leaving only the conclusions of the benedictions in

tact'.

22. M. Sot. vii.1.

23. See WOE. Oesterley, 167ff.

24. The way in which the celebration of the Christian liturgy on Sunday developed from and superseded

the observance of the Sabbath remains obscure. The term sabbato has however survived in Greek and Latin
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usage. In the Orthodox Church the Saturday liturgy is still closely related to the Sunday liturgy, while in

the Roman Church first Vespers still precedes Sundays and major feasts. In the early Roman Church ordi

nations took place at the Quatiuor Tempora. not however on the Sunday that followed, but during the night

of Saturday to Sunday, leaving the Sunday without a liturgy of its own (see G.G. Willis. Essays in Early

Roman Liturgy, Alcuin Club Collections 46 [1964] 49-97). In both East and West the Easter Vigil, during the

night of Saturday to Sunday, is not a vigil before the feast on Easter Day, but is the Easter feast itself. Sun

day observance grew out of and prolonged the Sabbath. The Sabbath memorial of creation was extended in

the Sunday memorial of the resurrection. In short, there seems little ground for supposing that the Chris

tian observance of Sunday ever took place on Sunday evening.



THE JERUSALEM LITURGY OF THE CATECHESES

MYSTAGOGICAE: SYRIAN OR EGYPTIAN?

Bryan D. Spinks

While in recent years there has been considerable discussion on the authorship of

the Mystagogical Catecheses, it has been taken for granted that whether the author

was younger Cyril, older Cyril, or John,1 the rites which are being alluded to were

representatives of the Syrian family. This logical but uncritical assumption received

a serious challenge from Dr. Geoffrey Cuming in a paper in the Journal of Theologi

cal Studies in 1974, entitled 'Egyptian Elements in the Jerusalem Liturgy', where a

persuasive case was made for the shape of the anaphora and the baptismal rite

presupposed by the Catecheses being Egyptian rather than Syrian.2 Such a conclu

sion, if valid, has serious ramifications for liturgical study.

One of the greatest problems with the Catechetical lectures is that by their very

nature they are homilitic, and do not yield the accuracy demanded by twentieth

century liturgical scholarship. Bearing this factor in mind, it is the contention of this

paper that the case for Egyptian influence is inconclusive.

Dr. Cuming suggests that since in MC 4 Cyril quotes an institution narrative, it is

improbable that the anaphora he alludes to did not contain one. To the question

'Where did it come?', he suggests that Cyril himself supplies the answer in the

words with which he passes from the epiklesis to the intercessions:

Next, after the completion (t3uiagxi.68fjvai) of the spiritual sacrifice, the unbloody serv

ice, upon the sacrifice of propitiation we entreat God for the common peace of the

church . . .

For the meaning of the word 'completion' (cuiarmo8fjvai) Dr. Cuming quotes a

well-known passage from John Chrysostom, where for Chrysostom what transforms

that which is set forth and renders the sacrifice complete (6jtTigxi6uivtfv) is the reci

tal of the words of institution.3 The inference is that Chrysostom is the key for in

terpreting Cyril's use of cuiaoxio8fjvai, and that therefore he is referring to an in

stitution narrative which completes the sacrifice. Thus, as in Egypt, Jerusalem had

an anaphora with the sequence sanctus, epiklesis, institution narrative.

It must be questioned as to whether we can so confidently use Chrysostom to

interpret Cyril. Chrysostom is notoriously unreliable in the theological debate over

391
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the status of the institution narrative and epiklesis.4 But, even if Chrysostom was

certain that it is the institution narrative which 'renders the sacrifice complete', an

other contemporary writer, Theodore of Mopsuestia, gives a different view.

While in Catechetical Homily 15 Theodore quotes from an institution narrative,5

in his exposition of the anaphora in Homily 16, it is passed over almost in silence,

and Edward Yarnold is surely correct when he comments that it cannot be safely in

ferred from this that Theodore's rite included a supper-narrative.8 But even if this

is over-cautious, and a narrative can be assumed to have been present, it was not

the key element for Theodore. In Homily 15 he writes:

As often, therefore, as the service of this awe-inspiring sacrifice is performed, which is

clearly the likeness of heavenly things, and of which, after it has been perfected, we be

come worthy to partake through food and drink, . . .7

Of note here are the words 'after it has been perfected'. The Syriac verb, gtnar, has

the meaning of fulfilled, accomplished, perfected, and here, in the Ethpe'el, ef

fected or completed. It is quite clear that for Theodore it is the epiklesis which ful

fils this task. Thus he writes:

If, therefore, the nature of the vivifying Spirit made the body of our Lord into what its

nature did not possess before, we ought, we also, who have received the grace of the

Holy Spirit through the symbols of the Sacrament, not to regard the elements merely as

bread and cup, but as the body and blood of Christ, into which they were so trans

formed by the descent of the Holy Spirit, by whom they become to the partakers of

them that which we believe to happen to the faithful through the body and blood of

our Lord."

In Homily 16 Theodore writes:

When the priest, therefore, declares them to be the body and the blood of Christ, he

clearly reveals that they have so become by the descent of the Holy Spirit, . . .9

In the light of this, it seems equally justifiable to interpret Cyril by Theodore, and

see the completion of the unbloody service as referring not to an institution narra

tive, but to the epiklesis which come immediately after the sanctus and was followed

immediately by intercessions. Important in this context also is the study of Em

manuel Cutrone.10 Cutrone points out that in the discussion of the baptismal rites,

Cyril uses the language of eIxcov-uIur|6ig. He does not use this methodology in

MC.5. Had he known an anaphora with a posi-sanctus and/or an institution narra

tive, he would have been able to pursue the language of ebubv-jiCnr|6ig. He did not

because, so Cutrone asserts, his anaphora contained neither."

What of the lavabo-pax sequence, the form of the sanctus. and the intercessions,

which Dr. Cuming suggests as also corresponding to an Egyptian pattern?

With regard to the lavabo, since MC is our earliest witness to the ceremony, it
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seems logically odd to speculate on earlier Egyptian usage. While undoubtedly in

Theodore and Apostolic Constitutions the sequence is different (in Theodore the

lavabo is during the pax, and in Apostolic Constitutions it followed the pax), the witness

of Syriac James, together with the Byzantine, Nestorian, and Armenian rites,

suggests that the sequence may not have been rigidly fixed in Syria. Robert Taft

notes that one problem about the position of the pax and lavabo is that they tended

to be simultaneous actions, and this may account for the diversity of usage.12 At any

rate, it is impossible to speculate about a normal position for these things. All that

can be said with confidence is that later Egyptian and later Syrian use corresponds

with the sequence found in our first reference to the ceremony in MC.

The sanctus of Cyril is certainly not that of Egypt. Its angelology lacks the invari

able Egyptian introduction of Ephesians 1:21, nor is there the slightest indication

that the epiklesis picked up on the word pleres.13 Certainly like Sarapion and Deir

Balyzeh, Cyril has the word 'Face' (of God) rather than 'faces' (of the Seraphim),

but this is explained by common use of the LXX reading. Again, Cyril does not

refer to the benedictus, and a hall-mark of the Egyptian anaphoras is the omission of

the benedictus. But the benedictus is not mentioned by Theodore of Mopsuestia either.

Theodore's silence is even more puzzling, since according to the study of Hans-Jorg

Auf der Maur, Antioch knew a sanctus and benedictus, at least in its Easter eucharis

tic rite, by the time of Asterios Sophistes (335-341). 14 Perhaps it was not yet a reg

ular feature of the anaphora, and thus Theodore and Cyril do not mention it; or,

since both these writers are giving homilies, they may have passed over it. In either

case, there is no need to conclude from its omission that this is Egyptian influence.

The intercessions of the living and dead do occur in Sarapion after the institution

narrative; but the overwhelming evidence, as Dr. Cuming admirably demonstrates

elsewhere,15 is that the original Egyptian (Alexandrian) position was after the initial

thanksgiving for creation. Indeed, the problem with Sarapion is that this bishop was

apparently free to author his own prayer, and it is not easy to identify what is Egyp

tian, what is Sarapion's own fancy, and what is Antiochene influence. Since Sarap

ion does not preserve what would seem to be the original position of the Egyptian

intercessions, it would seem that he has been influenced by Antiochene usage at this

point.

Regarding the Baptismal rites, Dr. Cuming notes two particular points where

Cyril seems to agree with Egyptian usage rather than Syrian: the baptismal formula,

and the post-baptismal anointing. Certainly here Dr. Cuming has a stronger case,

and it has long puzzled liturgists as to why Cyril's rite does not conform to other

Syrian patterns.18 But the question must be asked as to whether in fact the influ

ence is from Jerusalem to Egypt? Dr. Cuming, quoting L.L. Mitchell, assumes that

the practice in Egypt, like the West, was baptism followed by a post-baptismal

anointing. However, the evidence of Didymus the Blind and Origen is ambiguous,

and the study of Georg Kretschmar strongly suggests that until the fourth century,

Egypt, like Syria, knew only of a pre-baptismal anointing.17 Indeed, Kretschmar

notes that the presence of a post-baptismal anointing in Sarapion ought to be re
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garded as a later development in the Egyptian tradition.18 The real problem, there

fore, is of explaining why Cyril and Sarapion both depart from the earlier pattern,

and include a post-baptismal anointing. And why does Cyril have the Western-type

of baptismal formula? Unless one speaks of John of Jerusalem and Pseudo-

Sarapion, Botte's solution—the Council of Laodicea, which he dates c. 380—is wide

of the mark.19 Possibly Jerusalem and Egypt were independently influenced by the

same source. It will be recalled that Edward Ratcliff hinted strongly that the

authority of Apostolic Tradition may have played a part at Jerusalem.20 Apostolic Con

stitutions certainly indicates that that document was known and used in the area of

Antioch c. 360. The Canons of Hippolytus, now dated c. 336, indicate that the docu

ment was also regarded as authoritative in Egypt.21 Alternatively, if it is conceded

that Sarapion's anaphora shows Antiochene influence, the same might be true of

the baptismal rite — though in this case it would be the distinctive Jerusalem influ

ence. Edmund Bishop pointed out that the Council of Tyre, and the dedication of

the buildings on Golgotha in 335 were occasions when Egyptian bishops were able

to return with new liturgical ideas from Jerusalem.22

When looking at theological and liturgical influences, it is always difficult to iden

tify the supposed source or direction of influence, and this paper in no way rules

out the possibility that the rites described in MC were influenced by Egypt; indeed,

eclecticism in Jerusalem would not be surprising. Our purpose is simply to note that

the case presented by Dr. Cuming is less conclusive than might appear at first sight.

The value of Dr. Cuming's paper is that it draws attention to the distinctive ele

ments described by Cyril, which cannot be glossed over in the manner of Andre

Tarby.23 We still have to answer how it was that the anaphora of St. James, when

compared with Cyril, came to include thanksgiving for redemption, and why both

Egypt and Jerusalem departed from the earlier Eastern practice of only a pre-

baptismal anointing. In the meantime, until firmer textual evidence is adduced, our

contention is that Cyril should continue to be regarded as one distinctive rite in a

very diverse Syrian liturgical tradition.
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PSALTER COLLECTS AS AN AID TO THE CLASSIFICATION OF

PSALTERS*

R. W. Pfaff

In trying to see how psalter collects, heretofore studied as more or less an end in

themselves, can be used to help us understand the manuscripts in which they are

found, we must first look critically at how these collects have come to be viewed by

the patristically minded; after which we must try to disabuse ourselves of those no

tions. And if in proceeding I seem to express reservations about the approach to

the subject taken by Dom Andre Wilmart, it is with extreme diffidence; one does

not lightly suggest qualifications to the work of such a giant.

Psalter collects have been known about in detail only since 1949, when Dom Louis

Brou, who had edited the notes and papers on the subject compiled by Dom Wil

mart (d. 1941), published a Henry Bradshaw Society volume entitled Psalter Collects

from i/h-vi"1 Century Sources (Three Series).1 In it Brou preserved the nomenclature

Wilmart had established, that these collects could be grouped into three series,

termed the Africana, Romana, and Hispana. Literary analysis of the prayer-texts,

begun by Wilmart and continued by reviewers of the 1949 volume and later by

Brou himself, suggested the following results.

The Africana series has been ascribed to a single author, perhaps a bishop, with

North African affinities and working in the second half of the fifth century.2

Authorship of the Romana series has seemed more difficult to establish. Wilmart

posited a sixth- or even fifth-century redactor working in Rome or in North Italy,

but not Milan, for most of the series (collects for the first twenty-two sections of ps.

cxviii seem to be by another hand). Christine Mohrmann (reviewing Brou's volume)

suggested as the point of origin a monastic center, perhaps even Vivarium in the

days of Cassiodorus;3 and Brou (at this Conference twenty-eight years ago) argued

for Pope John I, who died in 526, as a possible author.4 The Hispana series has

been a much more vexed matter, and there has been agreement only that Spanish

sixth-century sources lay ultimately at its root. Otherwise the most plausible sugges

tion has seemed to be of a Frankish liturgist of the era of Pepin the Short or Char

lemagne who returned from an iter Hispanicum with a collection of prayer-texts

which he worked into the imperfect series we have now.5

Brou several times stressed the preliminary and provisional nature of his recen

sion of Wilmart's work, but his hope of taking up the subject more thoroughly was
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not fulfilled. If in the past thirty years or so advances have seemed relatively slight

— the most useful aid came in 1967 when Dom Pierre-Patrick Verbraken printed in

the Lex Orandi series the collects (usually three) for each psalm, with a facing

French translation" — this may indicate that a new way of looking at it is needed.

Towards uncovering such a new way we may start with the simplest case, the so-

called Africana series. Its collects are contained in only one MS, BN lat. 13159, with

prayer-texts so corrupt that Wilmart had to emend them extensively. But this book,

far from having any 'African' connections, was made during the last five years (or

even the last year) of the eighth century, for Charlemagne to give to (probably) the

abbey of St. Riquier at Centula.7 Such study as the book has received has noted

some possible Insular elements, but the unique inclusion of its set of psalter collects

remains as unexplained as does any supposed connection of that set with Christian

North Africa. Particularly puzzling is that of the three other psalters for which

some connection with Charlemagne has been suggested, none has any such collects

at all.8 In sum, the Africana series remains an enigma, its collects so named only be

cause of Wilmart's feat of literary analysis.

There is, then, a gulf fixed between the fact of the manuscript witness to that

series and the inference as to the authorship of its collects — a gulf of some three

centuries and a great many miles; as there is a gulf between the supposed use of

collects after (or between) psalms in late patristic times and the manuscripts which

contain any such putatively-used collects. (The most important pieces of apparently

patristic evidence are all widely known: mention of an oratio after psalms at

Jerusalem by Etheria,9 an allusion to something of the same sort as an Egyptian

monastic practice by John Cassian,10 and an enigmatic reference in the Regula

Magistri to 'prayers to be said between' the psalms.") These gulfs appear equally

formidable in the cases of the other two series as well—which brings us to the prin

cipal negative point of this communication: that there is no real reason to regard

the psalter collects, as organized into series and printed in 1949, as in any very

meaningful sense patristic. There may be patristic overtones or echoes or even di

rect quotations—all liturgical texts begin somewhere. But the implication of Brou's

tide, . . .from v",-vi1h Century Sources (Three Series) is by and large misleading.

This negative point having been made, the more positive one can be brought

forward: that the psalter collects as we have them offer, in their Romana and His-

pana series (the cavil just expressed notwithstanding, Wilmart's terminology can for

now be preserved) a useful means of trying to understand the manuscripts which

contain them. I shall try to illustrate this with one group of examples for each of

the two series.

The much more abundant manuscript evidence for the Romana series leaves an

equally wide gulf from its supposed source as does that for the Africana. Of the fif

teen manuscripts used here by Brou, the four earliest are given dates c. 830 to c.

850. I suspect—but since it is a matter of absence of evidence cannot prove—that a

terminus a quo is provided not only by the three Carolingian psalters I just men

tioned but more closely by the absence of any collects in the famous Utrecht Psalter,

made (it now seems) at Reims around 830. 12 I further suspect that soon after that
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time the Romana series was drawn up by a liturgist perhaps at St. Gall or perhaps

in the area of Reims itself; the clear terminus ad quem is a psalter written at the latter

place for a count Achadeus in 883/4 (now Cambridge, Corpus Christi 272).

Of the many manuscripts containing Romana collects, let us consider a group of

three, one of which was used by Brou as one of his fifteen textual witnesses. The

three — astonishingly alike in format, the two I have seen being virtually identical

twins — were made at the abbey of Tegernsee in Bavaria around the middle of the

eleventh century, all with Romana collects.13 The one Brou used, Bodl. Laud lat.

96, left Tegernsee for the abbey of St. Stephen at Wurzburg, probably soon after its

foundation in 1057. 14 At the cathedral there, St. Kylian, with a splendid library dat

ing back to Carolingian times, there was a psalterium triplex written between 832 and

843 (Bodl. Laud lat. 35. not mentioned by Wilmart or Brou).15 To this very ambitious

book an eleventh century scribe has added the Romana collects at (or as close as

he could get to) the feet of the appropriate pages. It would be reasonable to assume

that the cathedral dignitaries, on inspecting the sumptuous Tegernsee psalter which

their new monastic neighbours had secured, commissioned a scribe to bring their

book up to date by supplying the psalter collects from the new book. But the tex

tual variants in the collects added to the psalterium triplex make this impossible; even

a quick sampling from the psalms from cxviii on shows some sixteen places where

its readings cannot have been taken from the Tegernsee MS (nor, indeed, from any

other manuscripts collated by Wilmart or Brou). At the moment, then, this is a

blind-alley example; but if we should ever find (as we may well not) either the

sources from which the St. Kylian's manuscript got its psalter collects or any of its

peculiar readings in a later manuscript, we might have a clue towards unravelling

the at present obscure history of that fascinating expression of biblical study, the

psalterium triplex.

When, finally, we turn to the Hispana series, we note that in the investigation of

its rough tradition marked progress has been made, largely through the uncovering

of an enormous mass of Spanish euchological material. In addition to thefontes al

luded to in the apparatus of Wilmart and Brou, there is the Liber orationum psalmo-

graphus, a collection which is supposed to have been extant in 960 and which has

been painstakingly reconstructed (it does not now exist) by Dom Jorge Pinell in

1972. 18 It is from some such collection that the compiler of the series we shall con

tinue to call — but only for the sake of consistency — Hispana took some of his

prayers; but they are scattered among the four groups identified by Pinell in

roughly equal proportions, and twenty of the Hispana prayers are nowhere repre

sented. We are not much closer, therefore, to finding an origin for the Hispana

series as a series, and any chance of our doing so is complicated by two further

facts: that the series is in all its known manuscripts imperfect, ending at ps. cxxxiv;

and that of the five known manuscript witnesses older than the twelfth century,

three are English, one is from Moissac (c. 1067), and one is a perhaps tenth century

fragmentary addition to a ninth century codex of Austrian monastic provenance.

About the Austrian manuscript (Lambach 31) I shall say only that its collects are

in libellus form; they occupy a mere seventeen folios in all. It is virtually unstudied
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and indeed seems to have been misunderstood in the only widely-known mention of

it in print.17 The Moissac MS (Bodl. D'Orville 45) is somewhat better known; as an

early witness to what Brou rather fancifully called the 'Franco-Catalan' tradition of

the Hispana collects it is not only unique but also highly contaminated: I have just

discovered, in a part of the book apparently unknown to Brou, no fewer than

thirty-seven Romana collects, the first twenty-nine agreeing almost exactly with the

tenth century Magnus Libellus Turonensis edited by Wilmart in 1940. 18 This leaves

the three English manuscripts, about which there is enough to be said to establish

the point I am trying to make here.

Of these three the two older, both c. 1050, have Winchester connections and were

very likely made there. One, BL Stowe 2,19 breaks off in mid-psalm cxiii; its scribe

was very stupid, at least when it came to the collects, and wrote down a number of

nonsensical readings, some of which were corrected by another hand. The Stowe

psalter's relative, BL Cott. Tib. C.vi,20 has a somewhat better text, which indeed

serves as Brou's principal witness for this series. The third English manuscript is

probably the most celebrated of all books to contain psalter collects, the Eadwine

Psalter (Trinity College, Cambridge, R. 17.1/987), made at Canterbury sometime

after 1 147. 21 It is almost certain that, for art historical,22 philological,23 and liturgi

cal reasons this book was made with reference to a lost copy of the Utrecht Psalter,

which was at Canterbury by c. 1000 (and which, as we noted, lacks psalter collects);

and I am convinced (and will try to show elsewhere) that this lost copy was made in

the second quarter of the eleventh century, and contained the Hispana collects.24 If

this is so, it would give an additional English eleventh century witness, one from

Canterbury, to go along with the two from (probably) Winchester. (The Eadwine

Psalter, and almost certainly its exemplar, and both the others are—perhaps not

incidentally—among the fourteen surviving psalters which contain an interlinear

Old English gloss).

Textual relationships between the Stowe and Tiberius books on the one hand and

the Eadwine on the other suggest that all might have been made with reference to a

common original — except for pss. lx-lxviii, where Eadwine totally puzzlingly uses

the Romana collects! This makes it less likely that the maker of the Eadwine Psalter

was taking his collects from a libellus containing them in a concerted series without

their psalms,25 and likelier that he was working from psalter models.28 At ps. lx he

must have switched models, at least for his collects. As it happens, there was in the

cathedral library in his day a psalter which contained the Romana collects — the

psalter of 883/4 made for Count Achadeus which was mentioned earlier.27

Further questions arising here seem to have a bearing on the large subject of the

Canterbury library. Another grand psalter made there about 1200, now BN lat.

8846, contains the Hispana collects also — which is what we should expect, since it

follows Eadwine in being the third (or fourth) imitation of the Utrecht Psalter to be

made at Canterbury.28 But why do three surviving Canterbury psalters, one of

11 75-80,2B one of c. 1200,30 and one of the early thirteenth century,31 all quite am

bitious books, lack the collects entirely; and, even more intriguingly, why does an

other Christ Church psalter of c. 1220 pick up the collects again, but this time in
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the Romana series?32 (The answer to the latter question is, I suspect, a further in

stallment in the story of the literary relationships between Canterbury and Winches

ter, but one into which we cannot enter here).

I have been trying to show how by looking at psalter collects not as venerable pat

ristic documents but as part of the devotional heritage of Europe from Char

lemagne's time on we can use them in much the same way that scholars have long

used, say, calendars and litanies: to elucidate the relationships among psalters which

contain them, and in so doing to arrive at a fuller picture of those prime cultural

artifacts (to use a rather pompous phrase) of the middle ages. And to be able to do

that it will be a small price to pay if we have to decide that the subject is not really a

suitable matter for discussion at further Patristics Conferences.

Chapel Hill, North Carolina
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